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(SECOND    COPY    OF    THREE ) 
(VOLUME  2   OF  THE   MANUSCR PT) 
THE     FIGHTING     TWENTY-FIRST 
BY 
LEE  D.   CAOY,   COL.   MC,   AUS. 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED FOR THIS MANUSCRIPT, 
THE FIGHTING TWENTY-FIRST, FOR MYSELF, OR FOR 
MY FAMILY UNTIL FIVE YEARS AFTER MY DEMISE. 
THIS RESERVATION INCLUDES THE RIGHTS TO 
REPRODUCE OR DELIBERATELY PARAPHRASE THIS MATTO* 
SCRIPT, IN PART OR IN WHOLE AS IT IS NOW, OR 
TO WHICH I MAY ABJD IN THE FUTURE. 
LeE'HyPc CADY. - / 
JANUARY 31, 1971, 
HOUSTON, TEXAS. 
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PART I  V, 
CHAPTER      33 
VOYAGE     TO     FRANCE 
RACE    TO    tOCATION 
ASSEMBLY AT    RAVENEL -  M1RECOURT 
OCTOBER 1944 
THE VOYAGE 
t OCTOBER*    ALL EQUIPMENT EXCEPT HOUSEKEEPING WAS LOADED. 
THE TWO LSTs WERE ON THE HORIZON IN THE BAY or 3AGNOLI BUT NOT 
LOADED AT 0?OO HOUR AS SCHEDULED,  CADV KICKED UP   ENOUGH HASSLE 
THAT PERSONNEL WAS PUT ABOARD, 
LoA h 
CAPT,   BESSEY,    TQM   DESIGNATE,    HAD   ORDERS   TO   A   "LONG   TOMM   FIELD 
PIECE,    A   1SOMM.    HOWITZER,   ON  THE   TANK   DECK   A3   THE   FIRST   THINS   TO   BE 
UNLOAOED. THIS WAS COMBAT LOAOINQ BECAUSE or THE HIGH PRIORITY 
ON   ARTILLERY   AND   AMMUNITION.      CAPT.   BE8SEY   HAD   TO   EXERT   A   LOT   Of 
ACTIVE   SUMPTION   TO **0   THAT   AND   STILL   COMPLY   WITH   HIS   0^   CO*S 
ORDERS   rOR   COMBAT   ttOAOINS   A   SENERAL   HOSPITAL   SO    IT   WOULD   NOT   BE 
TIE©   UP   ON   PAR   SHORE   WITH   NO   USABLE   TRANSPORTATION   FOR   ARRANGING 
EVERYTHING   FOR   DISEMBARKATION.       IT   COST   HIM   CADY'S   BOTTLE   Or   CAIRO 
WHISKEY    IN   THE   END.      HE   GOT   THE   SERVICES   OF   A   YOUNG   FELLOW   WHO 
TANK   RETRIEVER HEAVY 
«IU8T   LIKED   TO   USE/MACHINERY,    AND   GOT   THE/ARTILLERY   PIECE   LOADED 
NfiXT-TO-LAST,    AND   THE   LAST   WERE   CADY'S   RECON   AND   A   JEEP.      ANY   FOOL 
COULD   FIGURE  THAT   THE   TWO   VEHICLES   WOULD   RUN  THEMSELVES   OFF   ONTO 
THE   FAR   SHORE   AND   BE   OUT   OF   THE   WAY   FOR   MACHINE   UNLOAOING   THE   LONG 
TOM. 
POOR FAITHFUL BENOOS ELECTED TO LIVE  IN CAOV'S RECON CAR 
TO GUARD ALL THEIR PERSONAL AND HEADQUARTERS PROPERTIES  IN THE 
VEHICLES.      THAT   MEANT   CONTINUAL   MAL-DE-MAR   FOR   HIM,   AND   HE   KNEW   IT. 
BY 2230 HOUR CAOY'S CONTINGENT WAS ABOARD US L8T #t02G.    HE HAO 
43 OFFICERS, 1 WO, AND 302 ENLISTE0 MEN.  IT. COL. BEAM*S DIVISION 
CAOV 
HAD 16 OFFICERS, I WO, AND 219 ENLISTED MEN AT 2330 HOUR IN USLST 
#134.       DURING THE  DAY BEAM HAD THOUGHT  HE WAS   IN CAOY'S DISPLEASURE 
AND WANTEO TO GET STRAIGHTENED OUT.  HE HAD COMPLETELY PERSONALIZED 
A REMARK CAOY HAD MADE AT THE ALLIED OFFICERS CLUB WHEN HE WAS SPEAK- 
ING TO BEAM AND PATTONJ "YOU FELLOWS MUST SET UP ANOTHER HOSPITAL 
BEFORE THINKING OF A PROMOTION,"  BEAM HAD RUN A GOOD SERVICE, 
CAOY TOLD HIM, BUT THE BIGGEST TROUBLE HE HAD WAS BEING SHOWN 
RIGHT THEN, HIS OVERLY SENSITIVE EGO.   \f   HE WAS GOING TO PERSON- 
ALIZE EVERY INSECURITY, WHAT WOULD HE DO IN COMMAND WHEN REALLY 
"UNDER FIREf" BE DECISIVE, OR KEEP ON GOING OUT OF HIS WAY TO FIND 
THINGS TO DISTURB HIM?  BEAM THOUGHT HE WAS ACQUIRING INSIGHT. 
....OANN WAS ACTING EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF BEAM'S DIVISION TO HELP 
HIM. 
THE UNIT CLEARED THE MEDICAL CENTER AT 2230 HOUR 'FOR PERMANENT 
CHANGE OF STATION.' NO ONE REALLY KNEW WHERE THE NURSES WERE. 
CAPT. BESSEY HAD STOWED THE FRENCH ARAB TROOPS ON TOP DECRK 
WHERE ALL THEIR EQUIPMENT ANO VEHICLES WERE LASHED DOWN H80 THEY 
COULD GUARD IT THEMSELVES." THEY WOULD NOT HAVE TO FEED THEMSELVES. 
ft 6> 
THE 21ST'S PERSONNEL GOT BELOW WHEVER THEY COULD FIND ANY SPACE FLAT 
ENOUGH TO LIE ON, AND SLEPT THERE# 
2 OCTOBER.    THE SHIPS PULLED OUT OF PORT AT 0700 HOUR. 
THE 21ST'S COOKS TOOK OVER FOR ALL ABOARD, EVEN THE SHIP'S CREWS. 
CADY WAS BUNKED WITH THE NAVY LIEUTENANT EXECUTIVE OFFICER. THE 
SEA WAS ROUGH ALL DAY ANO NIGHT FOR LANDLUBBERS.  THE ROUND BOTTOMED 
LST,WITH ITS SHALLOW DRAFT BUCKLED, GROANED, PITCHED, ROLLED, AND 
THINGS RATTLED. OCCASIONALLY IT SEEMED TO ISCRAPE BOTTOM, OR SOMETHING 
BENDOS AND MANY OTHERS WERE SEA-SICK.  CADY ENJOYED BEING ON DECK. 
HE WOULD 3TAND AFT AND WATCH THE FLEXIBLE DECK RAISE, QUlVVER, AND 
FALL, AND THEN GO FOREWARD TO LOOK OVER THE BOW AT THE RISE AND 
FALL OF 40 TO 50 FEET AS THE BLUNT PROW SMACKED INTO THE TROUGHS 
CADY 
OF THE WAVES. 
THE EXEC SAID HE HAD TAKEN THEIR 3 MONTHS TRAINING AND SHIPPED 
WITH   THE    L3T   TO   THE   MEDITERRANEAN   WITHOUT    HAVING   SALT   WATER   SPLASHED 
IN   HIS   FACE   BEFORE.       CADV   HARDLY   KNEW   WHICH   TO   PRAISE,    THE   NAVY'S 
TRAINING   OR   THE   YOUNG     IRON   MEN'S   CAPABILITIES,      THE   ARABS,    AND   THE 
LONELY   YOUNG   FRENCH   OFFICER   ANO   HIS    NON-COMS   SEEMED   CHEERFUL    ENOUGH 
AND   LESS   SEASICK   THAN   CADY'S   PERSONNEL   WHO   WERE   ON   THE   STUFFY   TANK 
DECK.       DENDOS    SAID    HE   COULD   HEAR   WATER   SLUSHING    IN   AND   OUT   OF   THE 
BOW   RAMP    ANY   TIME    HE   WISHED   TO    IMAGINE   THE   SHIP   WAS    SINKING   AND 
RELIEVE   HIM   OF   HIS   MISERY. 
3 OCTOBER. THE SEA WAS LESS ROUGH ^TER 0400, AND VERY SMOOTH 
BY DAYLIGHT. THE NORTHERN SHORE OF THE SARDINIAN STRAIT, CAOY 
JUDGED, WAS VISIBLE. HE COULD NOT LOCATE LST #fj4 IN THE CONVOY. 
THE STRAITS WATER BECAME ROUGH AGAIN WITHOUT ANY WIND, AND MORE 
SEASICKNESS RESULTED.  MA«>. WARWICK'S TWO HEAVY SOXES OF EXCESS 
BAGGAGE 3R0KE LOOSE AND SMASHED A WATER PIPE ON THE UNIT'S WATER 
TRAILER. THAT WAS SERIOUS UNLESS CAOY COULO GET THE CREW TO REPAIR 
IT AT ONCE. 
WEDNESDAY, 4 OCTOBER.  CAOY WAS UP ON DECK AT 0600 TO SEE 
THE RISING SUN, WHICH WAS NORTH BY EAST.  ABOUT AN HOUR LATER LAND 
WAS IN SIGHT ON STARBOARD SIDE.  A SHIP'S OFFICER THOUGHT THEY WERE 
OPPOSITE TOULON, FRANCE. THAT WAS WHERE THE UNIT^ VEHICLES WERE 
SUPPOSED TO BE TAKEN OFF FOR HAULING AMMUNITION FOR ONE ROUND-TRIP, 
ORIGINALLY PLANNED, BUT CANCELLED FOR THE 213T.  THEY SHOULD LAND 
OR BE AT MARSEILLES BY EVENING. 
IT WAS DARKENING WHEN THEY CAUTIOUSLY INCHED INTO PORT AND 
ANCHORED.  IMAl BUILDINGS THAT COULD BE SEEN HAD BEEN QUITE WELL 
WORKED OVER BY BOMBERS.  AFTER A HASTY SUPPER, CAOY ARRANGEO FOR 
HIMSELF AND BOLOTIN TO GET ASHORE TO MAKE CONTACT WITH THE TRANS- 
PORTATION OFFICE AND THE SURGEON, DELTA BASE SECTION.  THEY PROWLED 
UADY 
AROUND 90LDY TO LOCATE THE PORT HEADQUARTERS BUILDING IN THE BLACK 
DARKNESS. OUTY PERSONNEL RE-DIRECTED THEM THROUGH THE SHAMBLE3 
TO PLACES WHERE THEY HOPED MORE INFORMATION MIGHT BE OBTAINED. 
MARSEILLES WAS SUPPOSED TO HAVE SEEN A SOTBED FOR NAZI COLLABORATORS 
AND COULD 9C DANGEROUS IN OARK SPOTS.  (CADY HAD HIT 32 CAL. AUTO- 
MATIC IN THE POCKET OF HIS FIELD JACKET.) 
THEY FINALLY RAN DOWN LT. COL. EDWIN GOYETTE, EXEC. OFF., 
SURGEON'S OFFICE, DELTA BASE SECTION, IN HIS ROOM, HOTEL DE NOAILLES, 
RUE CANNIEIERE. IT WAS A NICE PLACE. HE WAS NOT AT ALL CERTAIN 
THE 21 ST WOULD 8R ALLOWED TO GET THROUGH DELTA BASE AND GO ON WHERE 
GENERAL WILSON NEEDED IT, FOR IT WAS NEEDED RIGHT NEAR THE PORT. 
HE SAID THE 36TH GENERAL WAS ALREADY STRETCHED OUT INTO TWO SEPARATE 
HOSPITALS. THE 3RD GENERAL WAS STUCK, TOO, THE 46TH GENERAL WAS 
ALREADY WELL FORWARD SOMEWHERE AND ABSOLUTELY SWAMPED WITH WORK.  IT 
SEEMED MORE LOGICAL TO GOYETTE TO BUILD RATHER SOLIDLY AT THE BASE 
TO PROVIDE EVACUATION, ETC. AND SO HE RATIONALIZED. 
IT SEEMED TO CADY AND BOLOTIN THAT IF THE 46TH WAS SWAMPED UP 
IN BESANCON BECAUSE THERE WERE NOT ENOUGH GENERAL HOSPITALS TO TAKE 
EVACUATION PATIENTS, THEN THE SOONER THE 213T AND OTHERS WERE UP 
THERE TO DIVIDE THE HEAVY LOAD, THE BETTER.  NO DOUBT THEY WERE 
GETTING MANY NON-GENERAL HOSPITAL TYPES OF PATIENTS, TOO.  .   IT 
SEEMED TO THEM THAT GOYETTE's ATTITUDE WAS SUCH HE DID NOT WISH TO 
EXPOSE THE ADMINISTRATIVE ANIMOSITY WHICH HAD ALREADY BECOME EVIDENT 
BETWEEN THE PHILISOPHY OF THE  COMMANDER, AOVANCE BASE SECTION, 
AND THE  DBS.    THE  SEVENTH A»MY HAD GONE FURTHER AND FASTER THAN THEIR 
OWN TIME-TABLE.   IT MIGHT BE THAT LT. COL. COCKE'S ADVANCE  LINK 
OF SOS WOULD HAVE TO KNOCK SOME HEADS TOGETHER.  ANYWAY, CADY V 
EXPRESSED HIMSELF AS WANTING NO PART OF SUCH DECISIONS (QUARRELS ), 
BUT WOULD 30YETTE COMMIT ••«£ FLYING 0.7DER9 IN THE MORNING SO HE COULD 
TRY TO DO WHAT THE GENERAL HAD T3LD HIM TO DO?  THE FOUND THEIR WAY 
CADY 
BACK TO THE DOCK, BUT THEIR PILOT GOT HOPELESSLY LOST AND WANDERED 
AROUND IN THE SAY FROM SHIP TO SHIP FOR HOURS UNTIL THEY CAME TO 
US LST 1020. THEY TELL INTO THEIR DUNKS WITH NO INFORMATION AS 
TO WHEN OR WHERE THE DISEMBARKATION OF THE UNIT WOULD OCCUR. 
LA BELLE FRANCE 
5 OCTOBER. AS SOON AS POSSIBLE DURING THE MORNING, CADY 
WENT ASHORE WITH BEAM AND PATTON TO PICK UP THEIR FLYING OROERS. 
THEY WOULD BE SEARCHING FOR THE REAR LINK HEADQUARTERS, SEVENTH 
ARMY, ALTHOUGH THEY WOULD SOON REVERT TO CONTROL OF SOS AND BASE. 
AND, CADY WANTED TO GET AWAY FROM CONTACT WITH DELTA BASE JUST AS 
SOON, AND AS FAR AWAY AS HE COULD; AND TO FIND HQ.» SOUTHERN LINE 
OF COMMUNICATION (SOLOC) WHERE LT. COL. COCKE'S OFFICE WQULO BE, 
AND GET FROMHIM SOME COMMITTMENT FOR LOCATION OF THE UNIT. THEY 
SOON FOUND THEIR FORMER 1 ST LT. JOHN M« HALLIHAN, MAC, CO, ADVANCE 
SECTION 2J1ST MEDICAL COMPOSITE BN., WHO FURNISHED TRANSPORTATION 
FOR HIS OLD FRIENDS TO THE AIRPORT AT ISTRES. CADY REGRETTED COL. 
DAVIS'S    ILL-FOUNDED   ANIMOSITY   TOWARD   THE   VERY   CAPABLE   YOUNG   OFFICER 
THE   21ST   MIGHT   HAVE   BEEN   USING   WELL.      AT    ISTRES,    CAPT.    CHICHELE, 
PUT   THEM   UP    IN   "VILLA   MART INC*   NEAR   THE      AIRFIELD   UNTIL   HE   COULD 
DETERMINE   THEIR   PRIORITY   TO   SEND   THEM   ON   TO   DtdON.       CAPT.    J.    P. 
HADDOCK, MC, CO, 33#TH AIR EVACUATION CO., FED AND BEDDED THEM. 
THEN IT STARTED RAINING ANO DRIZZHING. CADY HAD HAD ENOUGH FOR 
24 HOURS, AND WENT TO BED, BUT BEAM AND PATTON FOUND A G\  MOVIE TO 
ATTEND. 
6. OCTOBER. THEY WERE WEATHERED IN ALL DAY. CADY FOUND SOME 
COKE AND BEAM LOCATED SOME SLACK COAL. CADY TENDED THE SMOKY FIRE 
ALL DAY ANO ENJOYED A GOOD "MOPE."  AT LEAST, THEY HAD WARM WATER 
ENOUGH FOR SHAVING.  ONCE THEY GOT OUT TO PROWL ISTRES AND FOUND 
SOME " | W    ********   COFFEE, AND A LICQUEUR OR TWO Iff**! TURNING 
IN FOR A NIGHT THEY HOPED WOULD BE DISTURBED BY A CALL TO A PLANE. 
BACK AT PORT, 1000 HOUR, 6  MEN FROM LST #13* AND 19 FROM 1020 
WENT AN ADVANCE DETAIL TO DBS STAGING AREA, SEPTIMED, FRANCE. 
AT 1400 HOUR, 16 OFFICERS, 1 WO, 213 ENLISTED MEN DISEMBARKED FROM 
L3T 134, MARCHgD A MILE TO THE RAILROAD.  AT 2150 TRAVELED BY RAIL 
10 MILES, AND MOTOR 2 MILES TO THE STAGING AREA. 
7 OCTODER.    THEY GOT OFF GROUND   IN A TRANSPORT PLANE WITH 
A CAPT.   KEMPNER,   NEUROSURGEON,   CAPT.  GREENE,  AND A  NURSE,  TEAM^ND 
EQUIPMENT FRO/12N0 AUX. SuRG. GP. ON ITS WAY TO LUXEIL.  CAPT. KEMPNER 
WAS AN INTERESTING FELLOW, BORN GERMAN-JCWlSH, LEFT GERMANY IN 1933 
TO GET AWAY FROM PERSECUTION.   THE PILOT WAS VAGUE ABOUT COINS DOWN 
AT OlJOM, 3UT THAT WAS WHERE CAOY WANTED TO STOP FIRST, AND If*** 
SO ARRANGED. 
THEY FOUND TWO HEADQUARTERS, COM-Z ADVANCE, AND CONAD BASE. 
COCKE DID NOT HAVE MUCH INFORMATION, BUT WA3 QUITE GLAD TO SEE OLD 
FRIENDS. COL. HARRY A. BISHOP, CONAC SEC. IK, TOLD THEM THEY WERE 
TO LOCATE IN A PLACE CALLED MlRECOURT, BUT TO SEE THE REAR LINK, 
SEVENTH ARMY FIRST. THEY MIGHT HAVE TO SHARE THE PLACE WITH THE 
23RD GENERAL HOSPITAL, FOR IT WAS A BIG PLACE. SOME ONE DIRECTED 
THEM TO LT. HOUGH, 599TH AMBULANCE CO. WHO FURNISHED A DRIVER AND 
AN AMBULANCE, AND A FEW CANS OF RATIONS. 
THEY TOOK OFF THROUGH VESOUL TO LUXEIL, AND ARRIVED AT THAT 
APIRPORT JUST A LITTLE TOO LATE TO SEE AN AEREAL *DOG-f, IGHT. " 
THEY HURRIEC ON TO EPINAL WHERE THE SEVENTH ARMY REAR LINK HQ. 
WAS    SUPPOSED   TO   BE.    ALTHOUGH   THE   DRIVER    HAD   A   MAP,    THEYfl*CAME   LOST 
AAM>    WERE   AT    A   PLACE    CALLED   fcM>f   WHERE   THEY   WERE   OBSTRUCTED   BY   A   9LWM 
BRIDGE.       PATTON'S    SUSPICIOUS    EYES   SAW   THE   ADJACENT    SHELL   HOLES 
AS    VERY    FRESH.        "COLONEL,"    HE    INQUIRED   RHETORICLY,MDON»T    YOU    SEE 
: ITTU   HMKI  STILL  COMING  OUT OF THAT  ONE:'1    CADY  HAD SEEN SOME 
'-AOV 
FRENCH GUARO3 AND A DRESSING STATION SEVERAL MILES BACK,  AND HAD 
JUST CHATTED WITH A LIEUTENANT OF THE 3RD INFANTRY DIVISION, IH  A 
JEEP.      HE   HAD   SAID   THE   GERMANS   WERE   nJUST   OVER   THAT   THERE   HILL   THERE," 
WHICH   WAS   A   MILE   OR   SO   AWAY,-O0OO   SHARP-SHOOTER   RANGE. 
CAOY   NOW   THOUGHT    IT   WAS   TIME   TO   MAKE   A   RCTROGRAOE   MOVEMENT 
WHILE   THEIR   AMBULANCE   'RETAINED   TACTICAL    INITIATIVE**.       tM   FACT, 
THEY   HAULED   FREIGHT!      BACK   AT   THE   VILLAGE,   THE   BLASE      TAVERN 
U 
IDLER9 SAID THE BRIDGE HAD BEEN BLOWN JUST ABOUT AN HO^R OR SO BEFORE. 
THEY GOT ON TO REMIREMONT, HAD SOME CONTACT AND DRINKS ON THE GENER- 
OSITY OF A MIXED GROUP OF PRESS CORRESPONDENTS, SOMEWHAT 6PIFrLICATED. 
THEY FINALLY GOT ON TO PLOMBIERE, AND TO THE 9TH EVACUATION HOSPITAL, 
WHICH WAS OPERATING IN A MUDDY MEADOW WITH CAREFULLY OBSERVED 
BLACKOUT SECURITY. THEY ARRANGED TO STAY OVERNIGHT, AND HAD A 
NIGHTCAP, CHEWED THE FAT, AND TURNED IN. COL. 1*/M. E STONE WAS 
OUT ATTENDING A CELEBRATION OF COL. FRANK B. BERRY'S PROMOTION, WHICH 
PARTY WAS CONFLICTING WITH THE WEDDING PARTY OF CUE OF THEIR OFFICERS 
WITH A FRENCH GENERAL'S DAUGHTER,   NEE OU VINC. 
AT MARSEILLES, 1530 HOUR, 44 OFFICERS, 1 WOt AND 2£3 ENLISTED 
MEN DISEMBARKED LST 1020 AND ARRIVEO AT THE TENTAGE STAGING AREA 
AT 2330 HOUR. 
SUNOAY, £ OCTOBER. THEY FOUND IPINAL, THEN COL. MYRON RUDOLPH 
AND IT. CCL. GURLEY, AFTER THEY HAD SEEN FIRST TO THE ADVANCE HQ., 
JUST ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE TOWN. SOMEONE HAD TOLD THEM GURLEY 
HAD SAID ALL THIS TRANSFER TO SEVENTH ARMY HAD BEEN THRUST UPON 
HIM WITHOUT HIS BEING ASKEOL CADY WAS WONDERING WHAT HIS DEMEANOR 
MIGHT 3E ON THE JOS. HIS WORRY MANNERISM OF LEANING ON HIS ELBOW, 
TIPS OF EXTENDED THUMB AND FINGERS AGAINST HIS FOREHEAD A3 IF TO 
DRA^ OFF WORRY TENSIONS, WAS NOT IN EVIDENCE.  THEY SEEMKD TO HAVE 
LITTLE TO DO ON THEIR DESKS, AND WERE CORDIAL.  COL. RUDOLPH TOLD 
THEM ALL HE COULD AF.OUT THE HOSPITAL BUILDING S AT MlRECOURT, ANO 
CADY , 
3AID THEY MUST LOOK UP M, MARCEL GODEAU, OlRECTEUR o'HOPITAL PSYCH- 
IATRIQUE OE RAVENEL.  THERE WAS SOMETHING RATHER INDEFINITE ABOUT 
THE 36TH GENERAL HOSPITAL HAVING SOME VESTED INTEREST IN THE PLACE, 
ANYWAY, SOMEONE HAD VISITED JT. ALSO, IT SEEMED THAT COL. 
WM. SPAULDING, CO, 36TH WAS IN COL. BISHOP'S DOGHOUSE, OR SOMETHING. 
WITHOUT TOO MUCH TROUBLE THEY FOUND M. GODEAU, WHO SPOKE GOOD 
U 
ENGLISH.  HE WAS THE PERMANENT DIRECTEUR, EVEN ir HIS PLACE WO^LO 
BE   USEO   BY   THE   AMERICANS.      AS   HE   TOOK   THEM   AROUND   THE   LARGE   PLACE, 
THEY   NOTICED   AT   THE   FRONT   GATE   A   "J6TH   GENERAL   HOSPITAL."   LAYING 
ON   THE   GROUND.       HOW   COME?   ...THEY   AMAZED   GODEAU   BY   THEIR   QUICK 
WALK   THROUGH   THE   MANY   BUILDINGS,    AND   THEIR   RAPID   ESTIMATIONS   OF   THE 
NUM3ER   OF   BEDS   AND   OTHER   FUNCTIONS   AVAILABLE   FOR   THEIR   HOSPITAL. 
IT    WAS   FAR   MORE   THAN   THE    1,200   PATIENTS   THE   FRENCH   HAD   ORIGINALY 
PLANED   FOR   A   MENTAL  DEFECTIVE   HOSPITAL   FARM.      CADY   COULD   SEE   WHY 
BISHOP   MIGHT   BE   LOOKING   AT   ACREAGE   AND   BELIEVE   TWO   HOSPITAL    UNITS 
COULD   BE    INSTALLEO,    BUT   THAT   WAS    NOT   REALISTIC   WITH   THE   KITCHENS, 
DJNING   FACILITIES,    AND   THE   ADMINISTRATION   BUILDINGS.      THEY   COULD 
SEE   3,000   TO   4,000   PATIENTS   SOMEWHAT   CROWDED    IN   THERE   WITH   ONE 
ADMINISTRATIVE    INSTALLATION   OVERHEAD,    BUT    NOT   ROOM   EVEN   FOR   TWO 
SMALLER   UNITS.       EVEN   CADY'S   THINKING   OUT   LOUD   ABOUT   THE   NUMBERS 
MADE   8EAM   AND   PATTON   CRINGE   A   LITTLE.      THE   MAIN   KITCHEN  WAS   EQUIPPED 
WELL    IF    IT   WOULD   SE   WORKING.      THE   POWERPLANT   HAD    INCOMPLETE   BABCOCK 
&   WILCOX   BOILERS,    BUT    NO   COAL   FIRING   MECHANISMS.       CONSIDERABLE 
RIGGING    HAD   TO   BE   DONE,    ACCORDING   TO   M.    GODEAU   TO   GET    IT   GOING. 
ELECTRIC POWER COULD COME IN FROM OUTSIDE, COULD WHEN AVAILABLE. 
...CA0Y WOULD BALK IF EISHOP TRIED TO PUT IN TWO COS IN THE PLACE, 
THE REGULAR COULD JUST HAVE IT, UNIT OR NO UNlTjt HE DID NOT BELIEVE 
BISHOP WAS KIDDING, MAYBE DID NOT KNOW ANY BETTER, WHICH WAS WORSE. 
THEY CAME UPON SOME SIGHT-SEERS: ALL WERE COL. BERRY'S 
"INVASIONEERS" FROM THE 218T, MAJ. JOS. C. EDWARDS, CAPTAINS 
UADY 
RUSSEL J. CRIDER AND FRANCIS R. CROUCH, THEY MAD NO IDEA THAT 
MIRECOURT MIGHT BE THEIR FUTURE WORKING PLACE, BUT THEY WOULD BE 
CLAD "TO BE HOME AGAIN WHEREVER IT MIQHT BE." 
CADY   HAD   NO   TIME   TO   HAVE   THEM   RECOUNT   THEIR   RECENT   EXPERIENCES, 
WHERE   THEY    HAD   BEEN   AND   WHAT   THEY   HAO   SEEN.       HE   LEFT   BEAM   AND   PATTON 
ON   THE   PREMISES   OF   RAVENEL   AS   THE   21ST*S   ADVANCE   PARTY,    AFTER      A 
HASTY   VISIT   DOWNTOWN   THE      MEDICAL   COMMANDER   OF   THE   THIRD   ARMY'S 
LOGISTICAL GROUP, COMPARABLE TO THE ADVANCE BASE SECTION. TNEtf 
GAVE THEM FOOD, AND BEAM AND PATTON COULD EAT THERE UNTIL OTHER 
ARRANGEMENTS COULD BE MADE FOR THEM, 
AT VIT/EL, HQ. VI ARMY GROUP, CAOY SAW COL. OSCAR RCEDER 
AND L.T. COL. BATCH, RECENTLY TRANSFERRED FROM HIS 51ST MED. BN., 
ANO ARRANGED WITH THEM TO RELAY ANY MESSAGES FOR THE 21ST ON TO 
BEAM AND PATTON AS THE SIST'S ADVANCE PARTY.  HE WAS 8ILLET?EO AT 
HOTEL TLLLEUL FOR THE NIGHT, AND LOST NO TIME GETTING TO BED ANO 
ASLEEP, DESPITE ACK-ACK FIRING IN THE AREA. WHILE HE MAD BEEN IN 
EPINAL, PROBABLY 20 MILES AWAY, THEY SAID FIGHTING WAS GOING ON 
ONLY SEVEN OR EIGHT MILES AWAY. HE COULD STILL HEAR THE WHUMP OF 
LARGER ARTILLERY AT MLRECOURT AND VLTEL. 
AT SEPTIMES, STAGING AREA, DRAKE RETURNED TO THE 21ST FROM 
THE 36TH. HE HTOLO BOLOTIN THE 36TH WAS SORE AT THE 21ST ABOUT 
THEIR PROPOSED LOCATION. FOR ONCE THE 21ST WAS JUST FOLLOWING 
ORDERS AND NOT COMPETING WITH THE 36THI 
9 OCTOBER. APPARENTLY NO HOSTILE AGENTS WERE INTERESTED IN 
A LONE MEDICAL COLONEL ANO AN AMBULANCE DRIVER GOING TOWARD OLJON. 
THEY STOPPED ONCE TO EAT A CAN OF C-RATIONS EACH, A LONELY,RATHER 
STUPID LOOKING FRENCH BOY CAME BY AND STARED HUNGRILY AT THEM. 
THEY WORDLESSLY PASSED THE REMANANTS OF THEIR FOOD TO HIM, AND 
HE ACCEPTED THEM IMPASSIVELY, WITHOUT SIGNS OF GRATITUDE, AND BEGAN 
EATING HUNGRILY. 
CAOY 
AT BISHOP'S OFFICE  HE  CONTINUED TO MINIMIZE THE ADMINISTRATIVE 
OLFFICULTIFB OF USING! A SINGLE FACILITY FOR TWO UNITS.    HE EVEN 
SUGGESTED  THAT   ONE  UNIT   COULD  use   THE   KITCHENS  A  WHILE  AND  ALTERNATE 
WITH THE OTHER, OR TO USE THEM JOINTLY AT THE SAME TIME.    HOW WELL 
COULD THE MAN UNDERSTAND MILITARY HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION?    CAOY 
COULO  IMAGINE THE SENIOR COLONEL WHO WOULD PREVAIL,  AND RATHER THAN 
HAVE HIS UNIT'S MORALE AND ESPR«T-DE-CORPS    WEAKENED,  WOULD AVOID 
SUCH AN ARRANGEMENT FROM THE START,   NOT  AFTER THE DAMAGE WAS DONE. 
BUT,   COL.  BISHOP  STILL  HARPED ON GETTING TWO    UNITS   INTO THE PLACE. 
AT   WAS   THE   LARGEST    NUMBER   OF   PATIENTS   THE   2tST    HAD   EVER 
HAD   AT   ONE   TIME?      BETWEEK   3,000   AND   3,50C   TWO   OR   THREE   MONTHS   AGO, 
AND 3,000 PLUS  M ALGERIA,  WHY?    /.■ELL,  SAID BISHOP, THE 46TH HAD 
2,200 AND MORE WERE  COMING.     IT  SEEMED TO  CADY,  BISHOP  NEEOED THE 
21ST'S   3,000   ©JMtCKLY   ANO   WORKING    EFFICIENTLY? 
BACK IN COCKE'S OFFICE, CADY TOLD HIM BISHOP'S NAIEVE SUGGESTIONS 
MADE HIM ILL WITH APPREHENSION ABOUT THE FUTURE. 
CADY WAS BILLETTED  IN THE  HOTEL DE LA  CLOCHE AND WAS MOPING 
UNHAPPILY   IN THE L0B9Y  WHEN GEN.  WILSON AND  HIS AIDE  CAME   IN.   HE 
WANTED AN  IMMEDIATE DETAIL OF SOME OF THE 2T3T'S    PERSONNEL TO 
COL.  STRQHM'S OVERWORKED HOSPITAL   IN BESANCON.    "COME ON UP TO 
THE ROOM, AND LET'S TALK ABOUT  IT," HE  INVITED. MAJ. GEN. BENJ. 
V* SAWDRIDGE, FORMERLY Q*!a HQ.t NATOUSA, WAS THERE.  AGAIN, IN 
«*UST SO MANY WORDS, CADY WAS ASKED, "WHAT'S THE GREATEST NUMBER 
OF PATIENTS DID YOUR HOSPITAL EVER HAVE?"  BETWEEN 3,000 AND 
35 HUNDRED, LAST SUMMER, WHY?  THE SAME ANSWER AS BlSHOP^S. 
A LOT OF THE 46TH'S PATIENTS WERE FROM THE FRENCH FIRST ARMY 
WHICH -HAD COME UP WITH THE SEVENTH ARMY.  GENERALS WILSON ANO 
3AWBRIDGE DISCUSSED THE POSSIBILITIES OF GETTING  SURGEONS AND 
SURGICAL NURSES UP   TO THE 46TH. CADY SAW AN OPPORTUNITY TO FRUSTRATE 
THE INSECURITIES THAT OELTA BASE SECTION HAD INSTILLED IN HIM. 
g.AOY 
LET GEN. WILSON DO HIS FIGHT INS WITH OOYETTE, WHY NOT? HE TOLO 
GEN. VILSON »t  HAD NO WRITTEN ORD~RS TO DO ANYTHING HE HAD DONE IN 
CARRYING OUT HIS INSTRUCTIONS, AND WHAT GOYEJTTE'S INTERFEREANES 
HAD BEEN AND MIGHT SE. $HAT HE HAD TOLO GOYETTE DID NOT SEEM TO 
MAN ANYTHING MUCH TO HIM. WOULD STFF* WILSON ISSUE ORDERS TOR 
ALL THE AVAILABLE SURGEONS AND THE SURGICAL NURSES OF THE 21ST 
TO PROCEED AT ONCE TO THE *6TH ON TEMPORARY DUTY ASSIGNMENT, 
AFTER WHICH THEY WOULD REJOIN THEIR OWN UNIT? INCLUDE, ALSO, 
25 HOSPITAL CORP3MEN SURGICAL TECHNICIANS. PUT A PUSH ORDER ON IT. 
CADY DID NOT KNOW WHETHER THE NURSES HAD LANDED, BUT NO HARM IN 
ORDERING THEM UP WITH THE SURGEONS. 
AT ONCE GEN. WILSON DICTATEO HIS ORDER MESSAGE AS CADV HAO 
SUGGESTED    IT,    AND   THEN   ADDED   BWITH   |R!ORITY   EQUAL   TO   AMMUNITION." 
ITH THIS ARRANGEMENT, CADY COULD SEE HOW GOYETTEE COULD NO 
LONGER INTERFERE SERIOUSLY WITH THE MOVEMENT OF THE 218T. THE 
UNIT WOULD BE CRIPPLED WITHOUT ITS SURGICAL SERVICE BACK IN DELTA 
BASE, AND IT WOULD BE REALLY COMMITTED FOR MOVEMENT FORWARD. 
THEN GEN,  WILSON WANTED TO KNOW WHAT THE UNIT'S  SET-UP WOUL t> 
BE LIKE  IN F'LRECOURT.    CADY ESTIMATED  IT WOULD RATHER QUICKLY GET 
DP TO 2,500 TO 3,000 BEDS  IF HE OOULO DEPEND ON GOOD SUPPORT FROM 
HIS OWN BASE SECTION.     HE ALLUDED TO BISHOP'S   IDEAS THAT MAYBE TWO 
UNITS COULD BE  INSTALLED THERE,  BUT  IT SHOULD BE LEFT TO THE 21 ST 
TO   FILL   THE   WHOLE   PLACE    tF   NEEDED   THAT   WAY,    NOT   BE   STUMBLING   OVER 
SOMEONE   ELSE.      (SEN,   WILSON   SAID   HE   MIGHT   OVERRULE   BISHOP   AND   PUT 
COL.    KNAUER'S   OUTFIT    IN   VlTEL    (WHERE   HIS   WW    I   UNIT   HAD   BEEN   IN 
EXACTLY   THE   SAME    HOTELS, ). 
CADY   DID   NOT   PU3H   HIS   LUCK,    BUT   WENT   ON   TO   QOCKE   TO   TELL   HIM 
ABOUT    IT   ALL.       BUT   DURING   THE   EVENING    HE   CAME   ACROSS    BISHOP,    AND      > 
THIS   TIME   HE   SAID   HE   WAS   TRYING   TO   FIND   ANOTHER   PLACE   FOR   THE   23RD. 
AT   THE   2l8T,    33   MEN   OF   THE   ADVANCE    (SHIP)   TRANSPORTATION   DETAIL 
CADY 
REJOINED THE UNIT. ~ 
JltflTH   PRIORITY  EQUAL  TC •'  IT ION* 
to OCTOBER.    OUT TO THE MIMM»»T .~»lTTtiw AROUND UNTIL TOLD 
THE OVERCAST RAINY WEATHER PRECLUDED GETTING OUT    FOR MARSEILLES. 
BACK AT  HOTSL  OE LA  CLOCHE HE WAITED AROUND UNTIL  1930 HOUR TO  SEE 
IF  SEN.   ,VlL30N MIGHT   SHOW UP  FOR THE  DINNER  HE MENTIONED TENTATIVELY 
THE  DAY BEFORE.   CADY  DINED ALONE.     HE  SAW BISHOP   IN THE LOBBY AGAIN, 
AND  HE   VAC STILL  HUNTING FOR A PLACE FOR THE 23RD.    CADY CAUGHT 
GLIMPSES OF  COL.  TULLY,  TO,  AND SEVERAL MORE OLD FRIENDS.    ABOUT 
HIS BEDTIME GEN. GRAY WAS PACING AROUND THE LOBBY, AND THEY TALKED 
AN HOUR OR MORE OF THEIR MUTUAL PROBLEMS, CADY WAS STEWING ASOUT 
THE 60 MILE HAUL THAT WOULD BE NECESSARY TO CET HIS UNIT TO MlRECOURT 
BECAUSE SOME RAILROAD BRIDGES WERE OUT  NEARER MlRECOURT.  GEN. GRAY 
LOOKED AS HIS BIG WATCH, AND ASKED WHEN CADY WOULD REALLY NEED 
A TRAIN INTO MlRECOURT?  CAOY SAID HIS TRAIN SHOULD HAVE PRIORITY 
E&UAL TO AMMUNITION, AND  HE ESTIMATED HE COULD HAVE PERSONNEL UP 
THERE READY TO HANDLE TRAINS IN FIVE TO SEVEN DAYS.  CADY DID NC 
KNOW HOW TO EVALUATE THE GENERAL* 8 LACONIC, ".YELL, LEE, THE BRIDGES 
WILL 3£ IN,IN TIME FOR YOU TO USE THEM." 
AT MARSEILLES,  3 OFFICERS,   U9 NURSES,  4 HOSPITAL  DIETITIANS, 
2   PHYSICAL   THERAPISTS,    6   ARC,    AND    12   ENLISTED   MEN   LANDED   ON    "BOS»»- 
ITAL SHIP ERNIST MINES", TRAVELLED ABOUT 15 MILES NOR^ TO THE NURSES 
STAGING AREA NEAR AURTJEL. 
U$  OCTO ER. CADY FLEW AWAY FROM THE BADLY MESSED UP  AIRPORT 
AT DIJON. THE AMERICANS HAD DONE IT ALL IN 5 MINUSES, THEY SAID. 
AT LYON HE VMS AGROUND A FEW MINUTES. THE AIRPORT HAD BEEN WELL 
PLASTERED THERE    TOO, BUT HAD ALSO SUFFERED FROM GERMAN DEMOLITIONS. 
HE ARRIVED AT MARIGNANE AIRPORT NEAR MARSEILLES AT 1300 HOUR, AND 
TELEPHONED FOR TRANSPORTATION.  CAPT. OANN REACHED HIM AT 143Q^<S/D 
THEY WENT DIRECTLY TO THE TRANSPORTATION OFFICE TO MEET SOLETIN. 
FROM THAT MOMENT ANOTHER CALCULATED RISK OF CADY'S BEGAN. 
SERIOUS MISCALCULATION, OR SABOTAGE MIGHT GET HIM "BUSTED" TOR HIS 
UNOPTHODOXY.  HE TOLD LT, COL. $REO V, SvlERSKI, TC» AND OLD FRIEND, 
ALL ASOUT HOW SEN. 'VlLSON HAPPENED TO BE OICTATING HIS ORDERS FOR 
PRIORITY 
THE 21 ST TO GET UP NORTH, TRANSPORTATION/EOUAL TO AMMUNITION. 
SWIERSKI ALLOWED AS HOW THAT SOUNDED JUST LIKE *THE OLD MAM."/ 
HZ   WANTED TO HAVE HIS OWN OFFICERS AND MEN UNLOAD THE EQUIPMENNT 
AND SUPPLIES ; OIRECTLY FROM S«IP TO RAILWAY CARS, NOT FROM SHIP 
TO GROUND THEN TO CAR, AND TO HAVE OARS ALLOTTED ON THE PRIORITY 
FOR AMMUNITION.   THAT WAS FIRST, AND BOLOTIN WOULD COME SACK FOR 
OffHER ARRANGEMENTS. 
THEN TO POLOTIN, ^t  DICTATED THE MOVEMENT ORDERS! 
A. GET THE LIST'S NURSES AND ALL THE MEN WHO WERE NEEDED TO 
LOOK AFTER THEM ON AN EMPTY HOSPITAL TRAIN, AND OUT AT MIDNIGHT. 
THE TRAIN WAS TO TE LOADEO WITH ENOUGH RATIONS, WATER, COOKING 
EQUIPMENT AND COOK?, AND MEDICAL SUPPLIES TO GET THEM TO MlRECOURT, 
AND FOR A FEW DAYS MORE IF THEY BECAME STRANDED. 
B. tOAD ALL HOUSEKEEPING ESSENTIALS AND EMERGENCY SUPPLIES 
ON THE VEHICLES 46 SOON AS THEY COULD BE SPARED FROM UNLOADING 
SHIPS, AND OET CONVOYS OUT LOADED, WITH PLENTY OF MEN ON THEM. 
C. GET THE FREIGHT TRAINS LOADED, fUT TWO MEN ON ALTERNATE 
CARS, WITH PERSONAL SUPPLIES FOR THE TRIP. HAVE A FEW RIFLES OR 
PISTOLS IN SIGHT. PERSONNEL WOULD BE UNDER ORDERS NOT TO PERMIT 
FRENCH TRAINMEN TO DO ANY SWITCHING OR SIDETRACKING OF CARS WHEN A 
GOOD   REASON   WAS   NOT   PLAIN   TO   SEE.       MAITI   FRIENDS   »|ff[   THE   fr*AtNJbftfV 
BUT   BE   DAMNED   UNPLEASANT   ABOUT   ODD   DELAYS   WHEN   OR   WHERE   THE   ENGINE 
CREW   SEEMED   TO   BE   LEISURELY   VISITING   FARM-HOUSES   ALONG   THE   RIGHT- 
O'-WAY.       SEfTHAT   THE   MEN   KNEW   «»HAT   WAS   ON   THEIR   CARS   AND   WHY   THEY 
HAD   TO   SAFE-GUARD    IT   THEMSELVES,    A   PERSONAL   RESPONSIBILITY   TO ITHE   UNIT. 
0.    BRING   ANYTHING    ALONC   THAT    COULD   BE   USEFUL   WHICH   "WAS    NT 
A 
NAILED   DOWN   A ARDED." 
CACY 
CACY |AlO THAT WAS ALL HIS LUST)f TRUSTY OFFICERS AND MEN NEEDED 
FROM HIM. DANN SAID, "TfiE COLONEL CAME IN AND CAVE THE CRANK A 
TREMENDOUS TANK AND STARTED EVERYTHING CO INC."   CACY STILL HAD 
NOTHIHC IN WRITING FOR ALL THIS AND NEEDED JUST THAT. 
AT DBS SURGEON'S OFFICE, SUSPICIOUS AND SKEPTICAL GOYETTE GAVE 
CADY A BAD TIME, UNWILLING TO TAKE ANY PERSONAL ACTION AT ALL TO 
START MOVEMENT ORDERS FOR THE tttT.  INDEED, HE HAD NEVER HEARD 
or SUCH PRIORITY ORDERS FOR A MEDICAL UNIT! HE WOULD NOT ATTEMPT 
TO VERIFY CADY*S STORY BY TELEPHONING COCKE OR GEN. WILSON. THEN, 
COCKE'S TIMELY TELEPHONE CALL CAME IN TO HIM, THE IMMOVEABLE GOYETTE. 
CADY COULD NOTGUESS WITH WHOM GOYETTE WAS TALKING, HE HAD ASSUMEO 
A    POKER    FACE    COUNTENANCE,    BUT    HE    APPEARED   TO    BE   SETTING    SOME    SORT 
OF   ONE-WAY    INSTRUCTION.       "COCKE    SAYS   TO   GET    YOU   ON   UP   THERE   RIGHT 
AWAY," GOYETTE SAID GRUDGINGLY AS HE PLACED THE RECEIVER ON ITS HOOK. 
THEY WENT FIRST TO G-1 WHERE GOYETTE TERSELY EXPLAINED WHAT 
WAS WANTED, TO MOVE THE 21ST GENERAL HOSPITAL AT ONCE, AND GOYETTE 
PRECEDED CADY TO THE ADJUTANT'S OFFICE.  CADY FOLLOWED AND HELPED 
WRITE THE ORDER THERE, AND THE MIMEOGRAPH STENCtL WAS CUT WHILE HE 
WAITED.  IT WAS CADY WHO TOOK THAT TO THE REPRODUCING ROOM, AND 
PERSUADED   THE    SERGEANT   TO    HOLD   UP    GOING   TO    SUPPER   UNTIL    HE   COULD 
RUN   OFF    A   BATCH   OF   A   DOZEN   OR   MORE   COPIES   FOR    HIM   TO   TAKE   WITH   HIM. 
WITH   THOSE    COPIES,    HIS   PRECIOUS   BAIL-OUT    DOCUMENTS,    CADY   COULD   RELAX 
WHILE   3ENDOS   GOT    HIM   TO   THE   STAGING   AREA.     ^EVERYTHING   HAD   BEEN   DONE 
BACKWARD   TO   WHAT    IT   SHOULD   HAVE   BEEN.       A   DAMNED   BIG   DAV*S   WORK 
DONE    VERY   QUICKLY,    AND   A    COURT ' sjf/ART I AL   OR   RECLASS I F 1 CAT I ON   WAS 
BEHIND    HIM,    OR   WAS    IT? 
Qtftf     "ILSON   KINDLY   SENT    A   SEDAN   OUT   TO   THE    STAGING   AREA   FOR 
CADY TO USE FOR KIS RETURN TRIP THAT NIGHT, BUT IT WAS NOT SO EASY 
AS   THAT. !£    HUSTLED   AILING    t.T.    COL.    HfT*|    CHAPLAIN   HOOK   AND    CAPT. 
BLAUVELT    INTO    IT    ANO   ON   UP   TOWARD    DljON   BECAUSE   THEY    COULD   LEAVE   AND 
CADY 
CADY HAD MCRI BUSINESS TO ATTEND.  HE ALREADY HAD AIR TRAVEL ORDERS 
FOR HIMSELF,   DRAKE AND BOLOTIN,  FUR HE WANTED TO <IVMP AHEAD OF THE 
UNIT. AN AIR RAID KEPT THEM AWAKE. THE GROUNO WAS MUDDY, THE 
AIR COLD, DANK, AND IT WAS PITCH IWAOK SO THEY COULD SEE ALL THE 
ACK-ACK FIREWORKS.  QANN STRAINED A SACRQ-ILlAC JO I HZ    DURING THE 
RAID.  BOTH HE AND THE CHAPLAIN GOT A LOT CF KIDDING ABOUT AN UN- 
TRUTH, A SERVICE INCURRED DISABILITY WHILE SAVING A SACRAMENTAL 
BOTTLE F.ROM ENEMY DESTRUCTION! ...THE SURGICAL GROUP HAD ALREADY 
GONE BY AIR, AFTER ONE FALSE START, TC THE 46TH GENERAL HOSPITAL. 
12 OCTOBER. CADY, DRAKE AND BOLOTIN WERE AIRBORN FOR ABOUT 
40 MILES, THEN ORDERED BACK, ENEMY ACTION SOMEWHERE. ALL TELEPHONES 
WERE OUT OF ORDER, SJ DRAKE AND CADY CAUGHT A RIDE A30UT THREE HOURS 
LATER TO THE STAGING AREA. AT 2000 THEY WERE GACK IN AN AMBULANCE 
TO PICK UP BOLOTIN AND THEIR BAGGAGE.  ANOTHER HOUR AND A HALF WAS 
WASTED BY TRYING TO FIND SHORTCUTS IN THE ROUTES MAPPED OUT TO GET 
THEM TC DlJON.  30LOTIN WAS COMPLETELY EXHAUSTED FROM HIS STRENUOUS 
PACKING AND EMBARKATION IN NAPLES, AND THE WORRIES AND UNCERTAINTIES 
IN MAKING THINGS WORK OUT IN fcUfttfILLKf.  THEY PUT HIM INTO AN UPPER 
LITTER OUT 0~ THE WAX, AND CADY A NO DRAKE TOOK TURNS f'NAV I GAT I NS" 
BY THE MAP FOR DRIVERS, BEND08 AND HOLLENBACK, THROUGH THE RAIN 
AND BLACK OARKNESS.   IT WAS AN "INSTRUMENT" TRIP, AND NOTHING BUT 
TENSION WHILE DRIVING THROUGH THE LITTLE BLACK TUNNEL OF LIGHT 
WHICH THEIR DIMMERS PERMITTED.  OCCASIONALLY THEY PASSED WRECKED 
ENEMY CONVOYS, BULL-OOZED OFF TO THE SIDE OF THE ROADS.  HE HAD 
SEEN SEVERAL OF THOSE 3Y DAYLIGHT FROM THE AIR.  THEY FOUND NO 
BRIDGES COMPLETELY O'JT, NOR RAN OFF THE ROAD ANYWHERE, FORTUNATELY. 
THE ROUTE WAS SUPPOSED TO BE USEFUL FOR DAYLIGHT TRAVEL. TMEY WERE 
TOO TIRED TO FRET ABOUT WHAT M IG HT HAPPEN TC THE "DRAIN*' OF A 
BIG HOSPITAL, OR TO THE HOSPITAL IF SOMETHING WOULD GO WRONG. CADY 
MUGT HAVE BEE* SLEEPING, OR    TOO TIRED TO REMEM3ER WHEN THEY WENT 
CAOY 
THROUGH LYON. ONLY THE NAME MACON STUCK IM HIS MEMORY BECAUSE OF 
SOME HALT FOR A CONFERENCE ABOUT THE ROUTE, A SLIND-END STREET 
OR SOMETHING. THE DRIVERS WERE ALTERNATING, DRIVING AND SLEEPING, 
13 OCTOBER. AFTER DAYLIGHT THEY HALTED AT A VILLAGE RESTAURENT 
FOR A BRUNCH OF K-RATION, DRESSEO UP BYJA WILLING COOK AND HER  HUSBAND 
WITH SOME FRESH EGGS, SPICES, WINE AND A BLESSING OF FRIENDLINESS 
FOR "LES AMERICAINSM GENERALLY.  THEY LEFT THE REMAINS OF THEIR 
M10 IN 1" RATION FOR COMPENSATION AFTER MONEY WAS DECLINED.   IT 
WAS 1230 HOUR WHEN THEY ARRIVED FOR LUNCH AT HOTEL OE LA CLOCHE 
IN DlJON. 
METZ, CHAP. HOOK AND BLAUVELT WERE THERE. SEVERAL OFFICERS 
WITH THE FIRST VEHICLE CONVOY WERE WWALTLNGTT FOR CADY, AND LIKING 
THEIR CUSHY BILLETS, AND DLJON. HE ROUTED THEM ALL OUT RIGHT NOW, 
EXCEPT MET2 WHO WAS STILL AILING, AND SENT THEM ALL WITH ORAKE TO 
REPORT TO BEAM AT MIRECOURT. HE AND BOLOTIN WOULD REMAIN A DAY 
OR SO AS THE UNIT*S REAR LINK, AND TO REPORT TO BISHOP*S OFFICE. 
BISHOP WAS STILL RIDING THE IOEA OF TWO UNITS FOR MIRECOURT. 
CADY REVIEWED HIS MEETING WITH GEN. WILSON, AND GEN. GRAY, AND 
GOYETTE, AND SAID HE WOULD SET UP  THE <J! ST ON THE ASSUMPTION IT 
WOULD BE THE ONLY UNIT THERE, AND RUSH UP  BEDS IN EVERY AVAILABLE 
SPACE FOR A GOAL OF 3,000.  IF BISHOP WANTED TO MAKE IT A CENTER 
FOR 5 OR 6 THOUSAND, HE COULD BUT THERE WOULD BE A HELL OF A LOT 
OF DIFFICULTIES ABOUT SIMPLE UTILITIES. CADY WAS EXPECTING REAL 
TROUBLES WITH WATER AND POWER, AND HEATING FOR JUST 3,000 BEDS. 
EVEN SEWERS, WHAT ABOUT THEM? BISHOP SHOULD KEEP WATCH OVER THE 
OBSTACLES JUST ONE UNIT WOULD HAVE. ...IVHEN WOULD THEY HAVE ENGINEERS 
UP THERE TO 00 ALL THE INSIDE WORK NEEDED IN THE BUILDINGS. HE 
POSED ENOUGH QUESTIONS TO SET BISHOP BACK, BUT HE FELT HE WAS NOT 
REALLY TELLING BISHOP ANYTHING. ...THAT EVENING CADY JOINED BOLOT I N 
CADY IN 
A*H LT. COL. SEDGWICK,/THEIR OLD QM FRIEND'S ROOM FOR A CONVIVIAL 
EVENING FOR BRINGING EACH OTHER UP TO DATE. 
AT THE 21ST*S REAR, AT 0100 HOUR, THE DAY BEFORE, 26 OFFICERS, 
1 WO, 169 MEN WENT TO THE RAILROAD STATION.  THEY WERE JOINED BY 
3 OFFICERS, BO   NURSES, 4 HD, 2 PT, AND 6 ARC, AND LOADED ON A HOSPITAL 
TRAIN WHICH OEPARTED 0330 FOR THEIR NEW STATION.  MOTOR CONVOY1NO. 
1 WITH 5 OFFICERS AND 26 MEN LEFT THE STAGING AREA AT 0230 OF 3^4 
ESTIMATED MILES TO MlRECOURT.  10 OFFICERS, 1 WO, AND 3#3 MEN 8TILL 
REMAINED TO FINISH LOADING AND OISPATCHING HOSPITAL PROPERTIES. 
RAVENEL 
SATURADV, 14 OCTOBER. CADY MADE THE SLIGHTLY MORE THAN BO 
MILE TRIP FROM DIJON TO MIRECOURT WITHOUT DIFFICULTY. WHILE HE 
WAS LOOKING AROUND THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, GEN. STAYER 
AND COL. RUDOLPH PASSED ANO CALLED OUT TO THEM. THEY WERE IN TOO 
GREAT A HURRY TO GET OUT OF THEIR CAR. GEN, STAYER WAS GOING TO 
A 
WASHINGTON, BUT WOULD RETURN SOON,  ..SOMEWHAT LATER COL. BISHCP 
ALSO STOPPED FOR A FEW MINUTES, AS IF TO TAKE THE C0*S PULSE, BUT 
HIS VISIT HAD NO VALUE TO CADY. ..THEY HAD WORD THE HOSPITAL TRAIN 
CARRYING 21S*T PERSONNEL HAD ARRIVED AT 8ESANCON. CADY SENT MAU. 
BUCK DOWN THERE TO ARRANGE FOR ANYTHING HE COULD WHICH MIGHT EXPEDITE 
THE REMAINDER OF THEIR TRIP TO RAVENEL. 
AT SEPTIMES, THE SECOND MOTOR CONVOY WITH 1 AFFICER, 27 MEN 
DEPARTED. ONE OF THE FREIGHT TRAIN3 LEFT MARSEILLES AT 1500 HOUR 
WITH 4 OFFICERS AND 92 MEN ON IT. 
SUNOKY, 15 OCTOBER.  A OREARY MESS, CADY COULD SEE NOTHING 
B»T MUD, AND VAGUENESS, UNCERTAINTY AND UNORGANIZATION. THE 540TH 
ENGINEERS WERE THERE DOING WHAT THEY COULD. CO. MC", 343RD WIS 
THERE TO GUARD, AND WILLING TO WORK, BUT NOBODY HAD BOTHERED TO 
PUT THEM TO WORK. THERE WAS NO WATER IN THE PIPES AT TIMES, AND 
ELECTRICITY WAS OFF, AND ON IRREGULARLY.  A FEW OF THE  UNIT 
FIELD GRADE OFFICERS WERE MESSING IN CADY'S COTTAGE, AND THE REST 
WERE IN THE CHOW LINES.  THE 599TH AMBULANCE CO. BROUGHT ALL THE 
AND   NON-SURGICAL    NURSES. 
HOSPITAL   TRAIN   SHIPMENT   OF   MEN,/   THERE   WERE   ONLY   3   FIELD   RANGES 
AT   RAVENEL   TO   FEED   EVERYONE,    BECAUSE   SOMEBODY   HAD   CAREFULLY   AND 
INSISTENTLY   OVERRULED   LT.    NIE,    AND   LEFT   THE   CONTINGENT*S    HOUSE- 
KEEPING    EQUIPMENT    BEHIND   AT   THE   46TH   GENERAL    HOSPITAL.       THEIR   TRIP, 
OTHERWISE,    HAD    NOT   BEEN   BAD,    10    IN   1    RATIONS   WITH   HOT    DRINKS   ON   THE 
TRAIN,    AND   A   BETTER   MEAL   AT   THE   46TH.   THERE   WAS    NO   WATER   ANO   LIGHT 
AT    ALL    IN   THE   BUILDING   SET    ASIDE   FOR    NURSES,    AND   BAGGAGE    HAD   NOT 
FULLY   CAUGHT    \JP   WITH   THEM,    BUT    THEY   ALL   GOT    BEDDED   DOWN   ON   THE    HARD 
COLD   TILE   FLOORS    IN   SOME   FASHION.       MORALE   WAS    STILL   GOOD,   BUT    JUST 
WAIT. 
16 OCTOBER. CADY CALLED A CONFERENCE WITH THE ENGINEERS TO 
LEARN ALL HE COULD ABOUT THEIR ORDERS, AND TO COORDINATE ALL EFFORTS 
AS WELL AS POSSIBLE TO ORGANIZE THE UNIT.  BOLOTIN SENT WORD THAT 
A RAILWAY TRAIN MIGHT ARRIVE AT HYMONT, FOUR OR FIVE KILOMETERS 
AWAY, ON THE 1*TH OR 19TH.  CAOY HAD HOPED GEN. GRAY WOULD LAY 
IT DOWN AT MIRECOURT, ONLY A MILE AWAY FROM RAVENEL.   HE BEGAN 
NEEDLING THE SURGE0N*3 OFFICE FOR A SUPPLY OF COAL, ANO FOR OT^R 
COMMITTMENTS.  THE CIVILIAN FRENCH COOK AT QUARTERS DID NOT SEE 
ANY SENSE IN HAVING AN EARLY BREAKFAST AT THE COTTAGE.  THE CIVILIANS 
HAD ONLY A PETIT PEJUNER AND THEN MOPED AROUND ALL MORNING UNTIL 
AFTER A LUNCH AND A MIDDAY REST, BEFORE RESUMING THEIR LABORS 
FOR THE OAY.   ...WELL, DID SHE WISH TO PLEASf THESE FUNNY AMERICANS, 
BE ABLE TO HAVE HER FRANCS AND ALSO EAT OF THE SUBSTANTIAL FOOD 
HERSELF?   IN A WAY, WASN'T SHE WORKING FOR L.A BELLE FRANCE, FOR 
HER COOKING WOULD BE RELIEVING AN AMERICAN SOLDIER OF THE JOB. 
THIS ARRANGEMENT  I iHf NOT LAST VERY LONG ANYWAY.  IT WAS BREAKFAST, 
AN AMERICAN BREAKFAST, ONLY THE COLONEL WANTED.   ...WITHAL, THE 
CADY 
THE UNIT WAS GOING TO BE MORE COMFORTABLE THAN DURING THE FIRST 
FEW DAYS AT NAPLES, OR BACK IN ALGERIA. 
AT MARSEILLES, ANOTHER FREIGHT TRAIN DEPARTED AT 1300 HOUR WITH 
5 OFFICERS, t WO, AO 150 MEN. 
ITPCTOBER.     MUD, STICKY BLACK MUD WAS ALL OVER THE PEBBLE 
PAVED STREETS OF RAVENELT 
THE NURSES WERE TRYING TO SCROUNGE ALL OVER THE COUNTRYSIDE 
FOR   FURNITURE   FOR   REQUISITIONING.       THIS   MIGHT   BEJAS   TROUBLESOME   AS 
HAVING THEM AS HELPLESS AS BACK AT NAPLES, DEPENDING ON DEVELOPMENTS. 
THE 540TH ENGINEERS MANAGED TO HAVE A DANCE. 
RAVENEL WAS NEVER BUILT WITH ANY CONCEPTION FOR AN AMERICAN 
0VER8EA3 MILITARY HOSPITAL, OUT CAOY WAS ALLOT ING SPACE FOR VARIOUS 
FUNCTIONS, 8UT SEVERAL DECISIONS HAD TO BE DELAYED! ARC, CHAPLAIN, 
SPECIAL SERVICES, DETACHMENT MESS, THE EXCHANGE, OFFICERS AND NURSES 
MESS AND RECREATION, AND THE APO.  THEIR REALESTATE TITLE WAS NOT 
FIRM YET. 
CADY, DRAKE AND GODEAU WENT TO EPINAL TO VISIT REAR HEADQUARTERS 
AND THE PREFECT TO ARRANGE FOR THE HOSPITAL REQUISITION NUMBERED 
D-13537. ALL THE HOSPITAL CHIEFS WERE TRYING TO ESTIMATE NEEDS 
WHICH WOULD GET THEM OUT OF CHAOS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.  SOMEHOW 
MATERIALIZING THESE NEEDS HAD TO GET THROUGH THE FRENCH AND THE 
ARMY REDTAPES. ONE THING, THE FRENCH WERE PAYING THE CIVILS THIS 
TIME TO GUARD AGAINST THE WAGE AND COMMODITY INFLATIONS, WHICH THE 
INDIVIDUAL FRENCHMAN WOULD GLADLY INITIATE. M. LE PREFECT LOOKED 
LIKE A DETERMINED "HOMBRE" 
BUT THE FIRST TRAINLOAD OF EQUIPMENT ARRIVED AT MIRECOURT 
DURING THE AFTERNOONL     HOW WAS THAT  FOR A 5 TO 7 DAY ESTIMATE FOR 
GENERAL GRAY'S  SERVICE TO THE UNIT?    BOTH GRAY AND CAOY WERE RIGHT 
ON TARGET. 
THEN FOR THE RECORD,  THE 21ST  HAO BEEN TRANSFERRED TO  COMZ, 
CADY 
NATOUSA,  6 OCT,  1944.    THE SAME   INSTANT   IT WAS ASSIGNED TO GENERAL 
WILSON'S CONTINENTAL AOVANCE SECTION,  SOLOC 
AT MARSEILLES,  TOUR OFFICERS AND 10$ MEN LEFT BY RAILROAD AT 
1&f0  HOUR.     THE  SECOND TRAIN HAD ARRIVED AT  VESOUL,  0030,   AND    WAS 
DIVIDED INTO TWO TRAINS BECAUSE OF RAILWAY TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES. 
THE FIRST SECTION ARRIVEC AT MlRECOURT AT 1730 HOUR.  THE SECOND 
3ECTI0N DEPARTED VESOUL AT 0900 HOUR.  THE THIRD TRAIN ARRIVED AT 
VALENCE AT 0115 HOUR WHERE ON£ CAR, WITH FOUR ENLISTED MEN TO GUARD 
IT, WAS SIDE-TRACKED BECAUSE OF (FRENCH) "TECHNICAL 0 IFFICULTIESMt(&L) 
PAR.     1w OCTOBER.       DRAKE'S TRANSFER TO COMMAND OF THE 3;+TH FIELD    HOSPITAL 
IN   ITALY CAME.     IT WAS ATTACHED TO THE AIR CORPS AT  CERIGLIANQ. 
HE WAS PICKED UP BY PLANE AT  LUXEIL WHICH GOT  HIM TO MARSEILLES. 
IT WAS A 30RRY DAY FOR CADY FOR AN "OLD 30NH TO LEAVE PERMANENTLY, 
EVEN FOR A PROMOTION, BUT HE WAS TOO BUSY FOR HIS UNHAPPINESS TO 
GET MUCH HOLD ON HIM.    BOLOTIN WOULD FILL THE ADMINISTRATIVE  JOB, 
AND GEN.   STAYER WAS NO LONGER BREATHING DOWN CADY'S  NECK ABOUT THE 
MATTER.  ...THE SECTION OF THAT TRAIN ARRIVED AT MlRECOURT AT 
0330 HOUR.  ...CADY WAS HAVING DAILY ADMINISTRATIVE MEETINGS AGAIN. 
AT SEPTIMES, THE THIRD MOTOR CONVOY WITH 1 OFFICER AND 25 
MEN DEPARTED AT 0400 HOUR.   "OUR OFFICERS AND 26 MEN REMAINED FOR 
A FINAL CHECK ON EQUIPMENT BEFORE CLEARING  THE UNIT FROM MARSEILLES. 
UADY 
19 OCTOBER. MA4« SHEPARD SAID HE HAD LOCATED A LOT OF FURNITURE 
AT LYON.  IF IT WERE NOT EARMARKED FOR NATQU8A, THEV MIGHT GET[SOME 
OF IT. 
AN AMUSING, IF FRUSTRATING INCIOENT OCCURRED AT DIJON. BISHOP 
WAS OFFICIOUS, TOO. 30LOTIN HAD BEEN AROUND BASE HEADQQARTER8 80 
MUCH 3ISH0P ACCUSED HIM OF "BEING THERE FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF 
GOING DIRECT TO OTHER SERVICES OVER HI S HEAD," MAYBE THAT "PRIORITY 
EQUAL TO AMMUNITION" WA3 NO LONGER IN EFFECT, AND MAYBE BOLOTIN 
MIGHT 3E PROVEN GUILTY AS CHARGED, THERE WAS NO DOUBT THAT COL. 
BISHOP HAD THE ADMINISTRATIVE RIGHT AND AUTHORITY TO SQUELCH 
3UCH AS3RE3S1VENESS OF  A SUBORDINATE UNIT. 3A8ICLY, IT PROBABLY 
MEANT THAT BLSHQP'S EGO WAS MORE IMPORTANT TO HIM THAN HAVING HIS 
' JOB -'ORE QUICKLY PERFORMEO BY A SUBORDINATE FOR HIM. BUT THAT 
WAt   THE   WAY    IT   V/AS.       MAJ.    LAPP   TOLD   BOLOTIN   HI    SHOULD   GET   BACK   TO 
HIO   OWN   UNIT.       ALL   THIS    HURT   BOLOTIN'S   FEELINGS   DEEPLY.       OANN   KIDDED 
HIM   BY   PUTTING   OK   A   BURLESQUE   PARODY   OF   THE   SCENE. 
CADY'S   REACTION   DID    NOT    HELP    BOLOTIN'S    SENSITIVITIES   MUCH,    BUT 
HE   QUICKLY   LEARNED   TO   LIVE   WITH    IT,    THE   RESULTS,    THAT    18.       HE   ASSURED 
BOLOTIN   AND   DAMN   THEV   WOUL0   MANAGE   TO   SET   UP    TO   RUN   A   DKMN1    GOOD 
HOSPITAL   FOR   BISHOP    IF   THEY   COULD   OUTWIT    HIM.       THEY    HAD   TO   BE   ON 
TCP   OF   THEIR    JOB   OF   GETTING   COAL   AND   OTHER   SUPPLIES   FOR   THEIR   PATIENTS, 
AND   THEY   COUL?;'T    DO    IT    BY   CORRESPONDENCE   THROUGH   BlSHOp's   BUREAUCRATIC 
OFFICE.   THIS   MEANT   THE  UNIT   JUST   HAD TO   HAVE A  REAR-LINK  SERVICE 
LIKE BOLOTIN'S HAD BEEN, AVAILABLE BY PHONE DAY AND MAYBE NIGHT. 
HAD   NOT  THEY   LONG   KNOWN,-AND   NOT   HESITATED  TO   USE,-  THAT   LIAISONS 
THROUGH   ENLISTED   MEN,     INTELLIGENT    NON-COMS,    MIGHT   OFTEN   BE   BETTER 
THAN   THROUGH   OFFICER    CHANNELS?       CADY   SAID    IT   WAS   UP    TO   SOLOTIN   HIMSELF 
TO    CONTINUE    HIS   MISSION   BACK    IN   DlJON   BY   STATIONING   A   GOOD   SUPPLY 
MAN   THERE    IN   SOME   MANNER   ON   DUTY.    ftHAT   THE    HELL,    HE   WOULD    NOT    HAVE   TO 
CAOV 
B£ SEEN BY EITHER BLEHOP OR LAPP TO QET HTS JOG DONE FOR THE 21ST. 
THE INCIDENT WAS A BLESSING IN DISGUISE, FOR THE UNIT COULD HAVE ITS 
OWN EXEC BACK IN HIS OWN OFFICE DOING HIS OWN JOB.  IT WAS LIKE 
GETTING KICKED INTO THE GUTTER, BUT BEING ABLE TO COME OUT WITH 
A WELL FILLED PURSE AND A BOUQUET OF PERFECTLY CLEAM AND FLAGRANT 
FLOWERS! "FLAGRANT, DID YOU SAY?" ASKEO OANN, MALICIOUSLY. 
POOR 3OLOTIN NEVER WAS ABLE TO DE-HORN THE JIBES SUBSECIUETLY 
OF A "CERTAIN EXKC GETTING KICKED OUT OF DIJON" OR "I've SEEN 
A T/5 B« A BETTER joe THAN COM,Y ISSIONED OFFICERS, LIKE MAJORS." 
UNORTHODOX   ARRANGEMENT 
THISUAS&ftXNGBQgNT    LA5TED   AS   LONG   AS   THE   UNIT    Ml    DEPENDENT   UPON 
QiJON. 
MAJ. BERMAN, MC, HOSPITALIZATIGN AND EVACUATION DIVISION, 
AND MAJ. ADDIS, CE, KNOWN IN NAPLES, CAME. CADY IMMEDIATELY JUMPED 
BERMAN ON THE MATTER OF COAL SUPPLY, AND THE 15 PRE-FABJTHE UNIT 
NEEDED. BERMAN MADE THE MISTAKE OF TRYING TO TALK THE ESTIMATES 60U/A/ 
SIMPLY BECAUSE HE THOUGHT THEY WERE TOO LARGE. SMILING SPHINX-LIKE, 
ADDIS CAME TO RESCUE CADY WHAT HIS BREAK-DOWN WAS, AND LATER ASKED 
BERMAN IF HE WANTED HIS, TOO, AND HE WAS TRAPPED. CADY HAD ALLOTTED 
SPACE FOR THE MOST ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS, AND DELIBERATELY LEFT SOME 
THINGS ORPHANEO IN ORDER TO GET PRE-FABS FOR THEM; LIKE CHAPLAINS, 
ARC, SPECIAL SERVICES, ETC.....THE THIRD TRAINLOAD OF PROPERTY 
ARRIVED. LT. JOHN REED, CE, WAS ATTACHED FOR DUTY TO TAKE CARE 
OF THE BIG BABCOCK & WLLCOX BOILERS, AND THE POWERPLANT OF THE HOSPITAL 
20 OCTOBER. CADY HAD BEEN TRYING TO RECALL ALL DETACHED PER- 
SONNEL EXCEPT MAX AND THE TWO SURGICAL NURSES STILL IN ITALY. HE 
ANTICIPATED SOME DIFFICULTY IN GETTING THE 8' SURGEONS AND 39 NURSES 
AWAY FROM 3TR0HM AT BESANCON, SO HE ASKED THEIR RETURN THROUGH 
CADY 
THE BASE SURGEON'S OFFICE. 
THE UNIT WAS DEVOID OF BLACKOUT MATERIALS,  AND FOR SEVERAL 
NIGHTS   NAZI   PLANS   DRONED  AROUND  WITH  CHARACTERISTICLY  OUT-OF-TUNE 
ENGINES.       THE   PLACE   WOULD   HAVE   TO   9E   LIT   UP   LIKE   A   CHRI8TMAS   TREE 
AS   SOON   AS   THEY   WOULD    HAVE   PATIENTS.      M.    GODfAU   WA8   CERTAIN   THE 
MATERIAL    COULD   BE   OBTAINED    IN   PARIS,    AND   CADY   WANTED   A   BIG   TRUCK 
SENT    FOR    IT.       BISHOP    SAID   NO,    AND   THE   SAME   FOR   ANY   OTHER   ENGINEERING 
PARTS   FOR   THE   POWER   PLANT.      THAT   WAS   AN   ENGINEERING   MATTER,    AND   HIS 
OFFICE    HAD    NO   BUSINESS   GETTING    INTO   THE   MATTER.       EVKN   THE   ENGINEERS 
KNEW   THAT   GEN,   PATTON'S   ORDERS   COULDN'T   BE    INFRACTED,      HE   WOULD   NOT 
PERMIT   ANYBODY   TO   GO   BACK    IK'TO   HIS   REAR   AREAS   WITHOUT   PERMISSION. 
CADY   KNEW   THE    3URGEOM*3   OFFICE   DID   NOT   KNOW   HOW   TO   GET   THE   UNIT'S 
COAL    SUPPLy   EITHER,    AND   SOME   WAS    NEEDED   RIGHT   THEN   TO   DRY   OUT   THE 
BOILERS.       THE   ALLEGED   COAL   TRAIN   HAD   BEEN   ALLEGEDLY   LOST.       THESE 
DEFICIENCIES    HAD   TO   BE   REMEDIED   PRETTY   QUICKLY. 
MA«J. HENRY G. SCHWARTZ PHONED THAT THE OFFICERS AND NURSES 
AT BESANCON WOULD BE AVAILABLE TO RETURN ON THE 22ND.  CAPT. 
WINT5RBOWER LEARNED SOMEWHERE THAT AS SOON AS BASE GOT THE PRE-FABS, 
THEY WCULD COME TO THE UNIT.  ANOTHER TRAIN CAME THROUGH.  CADY 
TALKED TO   .   ODEAU FOR A CIVILIAN CHANNEL TO PARIS, BAYING HE 
MIGHT HAVE ALL THE GASOLINE AND OIL FOR CIVILIAN TRUCKS IF ME 
MIGHT ARRANGE FCR THE TRIP FOR BLACKOUT MATERIALS.  THE HOSPITAL 
HAD TO OPERATE UNDER A BLACKOUT, EVEN WITH AN A|R ALERT ON, AND 
IN SPITE OF BASE FUSSINESS ABOUT JURISDICTIONS.  ... THE THIRD 
MOTOR CONVOY ARRIVED AT 0700.  THE HOSPITAL WAS READY TO REPORT 
READY FOR 150 MEDICAL SERVICE PATIENTS. 
21 OCTOBER. THE LAST 23 CARS OF FREIGHT ARRIVED. TWO or 
S^iVWl'mi DEADL.NED. THE VEHICLES SENT FOR PERSONNEL AT BESANCON 
WERE HELD THERE FOR AN ADDITIONAL DAY OF PERSONNEL DUTY, FOR THE 
SURGEONS WERE NOT AVAILABLE  YET.  CADY WAS WONDERING IF STR0HM 
CADV 
THOUGH ONLY HIS OUTFIT HAD PROBLEMS. 
GEN* .VLLSON DROPPED BY TO SEE HOW THINGS WERE SHAPING UP, 
HE OIO NOT LIKE THE MUD WHICH ALL THE VEHICLES WERE DROPPING ON 
THE HOSPITAL STREETS,  ■HtM HE OBSERVED 60?,>E NURSES GARBED IN 
FATIGUES, CUT TO SHAPE CF COURSE, HE ASKED ASOUT THAT*  BOLGTIN 
. Li HliA   THEY WERE JUST INTERESTED IN GETTING THE HOSPITAL STARTED, 
FOR THEY KNEW HE HAD GIVEN THE UNIT ^PRIORITY EQUAL TO AMMUNITION" 
AND THE VEHICLES HAD WOT ICCM TAKEN FOR AN AMMUNITION RUN.  THIS 
WORK THEY WERE DOING WAS WUST THEIR WAY OF HELPING THEIR UNIT SET 
GOING. THEY HAO NOT BEEN ORDERED TO DO SUCH WORK, BUT THEIR KNOW* 
MOW WAS AN ASSET, TOO, 
HY    IN   fm :£LL?, "   HE   DEMANDED,    "ISN1?   THEHt   AN    ITALIAN 
COMPANY,   AND   A   LOT   OF   GERMAN   PO'YS   HERS   DOING   A   UELUVI   A   LOT   OF 
TH; tK« THEY COULD If CLEANING THE MUD OFF THE STREETS, FOR 
ONE THINS*" THAT WAS ANOTHER THING CAOY HAD BEEN ASKING FOR AS 
BOON AS THE UNIT ARRIVED* BY THE TIME HE CAUGHT UP WITH THE GENERAL 
ANO   BOLOTIN   HE   WAS   AFFABLE   AGAIN*      DOLOTIN   SAID   LATER   THAT   3tSHOP 
HAO   C0i<5E   UUST   3EF0RE   THE   GENCIUL   ARRIVED,    ANO   HAD   TURNED   BACK   TO 
JOIN HIM, BISHOP RECEIVED A SORT OF QUICK BRUSH-OFF, VIRTUALLY 
TOLO TO GET ABOUT HIS OWN BUSINESS, THE GENERAL WANTED A SHORT 
LANDING STRIP GRADED SO HIS LITTLE PLANE COULD LAND ANO TAKE OFR 
EASILY. THAT WOULD BE AN EASV TASK FOR THE ENGINEERS ANO A BULL- 
DOZER. 
As SOON AS CADV COULD RETURN TO HIS OFFICE, HE rouNO MA«J. 
TRAMMEL,  , .AITINO TO TALK OVER ABOUT ASSUMING CHARGE OF 6  TO 
B   "STATE   PRI30NER3."      GEN.    l|tf«N   WANTED   TC    ICT   THEM   AWAY   FROM 
FRENCH CONTROL UNTIL THEY COULD BE EXCHANSEO OR OTHERWISE HANDLED. 
TRAVEL SAID HE CAVE TO CAOY BECAUSE HE HAO A REPUTATION FOR PEING 
ABLE TO HANOLE ABCUT ANYTHING, CERTAIKLY CACY CCULO HANDLE THE 
CHORE, BUT OFF THE RECORD, THE BASE ?UR«EON WOULD PR0BA3LY INTERPOSE 
CAOV 
SOME   OBJECTIONS   BECAU8E    IT   WAS   NON-RES,    NOT   PART   Or   A   HOSPITAL 
•JOB.    TRAMMEL SAID THEY HAD ALREADY REQUISITIONED A VILLA    ONLY 
PIVE OR SIX MILES AWAY.   IT WAS CALLED "LCS AULNCLLES" AND HE 
COULD SO SEC IT ANY TIME.  CAOV TOLD HIM THEY COULD »Q IT WITH 
ONLY A few we;A.L GUARDS,   ir THE GENERAL WANTED  IT OONE THAT WAY. 
SHELBURNE 
MAJ.A3UCK'S ORDERS CAME FOR HIM TO  JOIN THE 262NO STATION 
HOSPITAL AS  ITS NEW EXEC.    THE UNIT WAS TO SET ANOTHER MAJOR TO 
WORK OVER, AND SOLOTIN 010 NOT LIKE THAT BECAUSE OP THE GRADE, 
HE   WOULD   RATHER   HAVE   A   LICUTENANf   OR   A   CAPTAIN,    OANN'S   RECOMMENDATION 
POR PROMOTION WOULD 00 OUT THE DAY BUCK MA8.JE A VACANCY I 
THE HOSPITAL WAS OFFICIALLY OPENED FOR PATIENTS. 
G0DEAU COULD NOT GET AN OFFICIAL CIVILIAN SAUF-PASSAOS; 
TROM CIC FOR MIS TRIP TO PARI8. CAOY DID NOT LEARN OF THE DELAY 
UNTIL 2130 HOUR. HF WENT OUT TO HUNT ISF*  COL * MARVIN, CO, S40TH 
ENGINEER RGQLMCNT TO SEE IF HC COULD TAKE OVER THE PARIS MISSION. 
HE WA8 OUT TO A PARTY, SO IT WAS ARRANGED FOR GODEAU TO SEE HIM 
EARLY THE NEXT MORN INS. 
22 OCTOBER. THE BESANCON TO PERSONNEL ARRIVEO, GLAD TO COME 
HOME*  COL. STROHM HAD ARGUED TO HOLD THEM LONGER, BECAUSE "THE 
2FST HAD NO HOSPITAL VET." ACCORDING TO SCHWARTZ AND OTHERS, THE 
46TH WAS JUST ABOUT LIKE ANY OTHER UNIT WHICH HAD NO* REALLY BEEN 
'THROUGH THE MILL" ONCE TO MAKE THEM LEARN BY THE HARD WAY. THE 
21ST PEOPLE FINALLY GOT THEM TO SPEED UP   BY TRYING WHAT THE 21 ST 
HAD BEEN DOING FOR MONTHS, SUCH AS  HAVING MULTIPLC TEAMS OPERATING 
SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THE OPERATING ROOM, THEY PAILEO TO U3C THE 
ATTACHED SURGEONS WHERE THEY COULD WORK BEST, SCHWARTZ AND FTOULHAC 
WERE DOING GENERAL SURGERY INSTEAD OP NEUR08URGERY THAT NEEDED BEING 
DONE. OPHTHALMOLOGIST "ANZIO ALVIS" HAD BESN DOING ORTHOPEDICS] 
THEN THEY TOLD HOW THEY HAD GOTTEN FROM THE STAGING AREA vt»  TO 
BESANCON.  IT HAD BEEN ROUGH. THEY MISSED A PLANE NEAR MARSEILLES, 
STAYED OVERNIGHT IN A BARN, THEN ARRIVED AT LUXEIL AT THE FRENCH 
FIGHTER SQUADRON FIELD. THERE WAS NO TRANSPORTATION OR OTHER HELP 
IN SIGHT.  WHEN THEY FINALLY ARRIVED AT SESANCON, ONE OF THE NURSES 
NOT BEEN 
HAD A HEMORRHAGE, AND HAD     EVACUATEO, ANOTHER HAD A BAD PLEURISY. 
BOTH CAME TO THE 21ST AS PATIENTS TO BE AT HOME RATHER THAN REMAIN 
BEHIND AS CONVALESCENTS. COL. STROHM SAID HE WOULD COME UP TTT0 
SEE HOW THEY DO THINGS UP THERE" AS SOON AS HE 'COULD GET FREE 
FOR A DAY. 
THE LAST OF THE PERSONNEL FROM  SEPTIMES ARRIVED.  UNLOADING 
WAS  COMPLETED ABOUT 2200 HOUR.    EVERYTHING CONSIDERED,  THE FLGHTIN1 
TWENTY-FOIST HAD AN EPIC ACCOMPLISHMENT BEHINO  IT. 
MONDAY,  23 OCTOBER.    THE SURGEON'S OFFICE WAS ANNOYING TOJTHE 
218T.     THERE WAS  NO COAL,   AND BISHOP'S OFFICE  HAD NOT BEEN SHOWING 
ANY   ANXIETY   ABOUT    IT.THEN,TOO,    BISHOP   TOLD   CADY    NOT   TO   LET   ANYBOOY-J^T 
UP   :     ANY OF THE OIL  SPACE  HEATERS THE UNIT  HAD  IMPORTED FROM   ITALY 
TO SUPPLU WARMTH.  TFHOSE BUSINESS WAS THAT,  MEDICAL OR ENGINEERING? 
MAJ.   LAPP WAS LECTURING  CAPT.  SLATERY ON NOT   JUMPING CHANNELS AND 
HOW HE SHOULD ALWAYS COME THROUGH THE SURGEON'S OFFICE.    WHAT ELSE 
M P 
WOULD HAPPEN IF THE 21ST ONLY GOT LECTURES?   IT WAS A GREAT TE TAT ION 
A 
TO GO DIRECT TO 3EN. I'/ILSON, BUT THAT IMPETUOUS PERSONAGE MIGHT 
USE THE CIRCUMSTANCE TO OUST BISHOP BEFORE HE COULD GAIN THE EXPERIENCE 
OF HIS JOB. 
ELEVEN MEN WERE SENT OVER TO VITEL TO GUARD THE 23RD'S BUILDINGS 
n 
UNTIL THEY COULD TAKE OVER. A COMPANY OF THE 5#TH MED. EN. AN* 
AND THE 21ST WERE LOSING CONTROL OF O OF THEIR AMBULANCES. AT LEAST 
50 GERMAN POWS WOULD COME FOR LABOR DUTIES. OTHER AUXILIARY UNITS 
MIGHT BE ATTACHED, TOO. 
MAJ. JOE M. PARKER RETURNED FROM THE 24TH GENERAL HOSPITAL. 
^SECTION CHIEF AT HOME,A WARD OFFICER THERE, AND/SUPERVISED BY 
THEIR SECTION CHIEF WITH FAR LESS EXPERIENCE.   JOE WAS GLAO TO BE 
BACK STARTING HIS OWN SECTION AGAIN.   THESE TD ASSIGNMENTS OF OFFICERS 
WAS CAUSING THEM TO LIKE THEIR OWN LOTS WITH THE 21 ST ALL THE BETTER. 
...THE OFFICERS AND NURSES WERE BEING GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO 
RUN THEIR OWN MESS AND BAR IF THEY WISHED TO TAKE ON THE RESPONSIBILITY. 
24 OCTOBER.  CADY WAS PUSHING HIMSELF ABOUT PROMOTIONS.  ALTHOUGH 
THEY WERE NOT REALLY OPERATING YET, HE KNEW PRETTY WELL HOW TO 
SEPARATE THE MEN FROM THE BOYS DURING THIS MOVEMENT. 
COL. WM, JONES, PROVOST MARSHAL, AND A MAJOR CAME TO SEE WHAT 
THE 21 ST NEEDED, AND COULD IT HANDLE ALL ITS POWS, AND HE SEEMED 
SATISFIED.  BUT NO POWS HAD ARRIVED YET.    PATIENTS WERE COMING IN. 
A NURSE HAD BEEN ASSIGNED TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE ADMISSIONS 
OFFICE, BUT WHEN A GROUP OF 'WALKERS* CAME IN;8HE HAD loOOFED OFF.' 
HOW MUCH OF A GENERAL SERVICE UNIT WAS THE HOSPITAL TO BE? 
SOQT.TOGERS 
LT. COLS. TOBEY AND FELLOWS, MAJ. ROBERTSANO  CAPT. GEO. V. OOERR, 
CIVIL AFFAIRS, VI ARMY GP., CAME TO ARRANGE TO LEAVC A DETACHMENT, 
A 
SOME SUPPLIES ANDAVEHICLE, AND THEY WANTED IT SERVICED, JUST LIKE 
THAT.  THEY WERE ONLY SIX MILES AWAY FROM THEIR OWN OFFICE, ATJV^TEL. 
CADY WAS MAKING OUT A GUEST LIST TO INVITE roR A WARD WARMING 
PARTY TO GIVE THE UNIT*8 MORALE A LIFT. 
25 OCTOBER.  TWO HUNDRED GERMAN POWS WERE PUT TO THE JOB OF 
FIXING UP THEIR OWN CAMP IN ONE OF THE BULL PENS BEHIND NO. 4 
WARD BUILDING.  COMPARATIVELY, THEY SEEMED A SCRUBBY LOT, AND THEIR 
MORALE AND COURTESY WAS POOR.  SOME ALREADY SEEMED TO REALIZE THEY 
WOULD BE BETTER OFF WORKING IN A HOSPITAL THAN KEPT IN A STOCKADE 
AND WORKING ON LABOR DETAILS ELSEWHERE.   THEIR CAMP WAS A JOB,THE 
GRASS IN THEIR STOCKADE WAS QUIOKLY TRAMPLED INTO THE DEEP BLACK 
MUD.   NEITHER HELP NOR INTERFERENCES CAME WITH THE POWS. 
LT. NIC REPORTED THAT COL. BISHOP WAS TALKING AROUNO HIS OFFICE 
ABOUT HOW HARD HE WAS WORK I M ON THE 2tST»S "FULL PROBLEM".   IT 
WAS LT. COL. SEDGWICK WHO SAID THE COAL BUSINESS WOULD BE POOR 
UNTIL HE COULD GET A MINE TO WORKING 80MEWHERE NEAR LVON.  SOME 
OFFICERS IN OlJON WERE ACCEPTING INVITATIONS FOR THE WARD WARMING 
PARTY, AND THEY WOULD HAVE TO BE HEATED WITH THE SMOKY OIL HEATERS 
THAT BISHOP SAID NOT TO USE! 
THE OFFICERS ANO NURSES MET TO DECIDE ABOUT THEIR MESStNO. 
THEY WISHED TO LEAVE IT PATERNALISTIC, THE MESS OFFICER WOULD RUN 
IT AND THEY WOULD PAY THEIR ASSESSMENTS FOR SERVICES AND EXTRAS. 
THE BAR, HOWEVER, WOULD BE UNDER THEIR OWN MAMAGEMENT. THERE WAS 
FAIRLY STRONG M6IMME" CISCUSSION FROM MESS IDEOLOGISTS; NAMELY, 
TO USE NON-COMS ANO SOLCIERS INSTEAD OF PAID CIVILIAN WAITRESSES AND 
COOKS AS MUCH AS POSSISLC. NUTS?   THE TWO FRENCH MAI^S AT THE FIELD 
OFFICERS COTTAGES WERE STILL TO REMAIN IN GOVERNMENT PAY TOO, 
AOAIN, NUTSl  POWS COULD DO A LOT OF WORK FOR THE MESS, TOO, 
BECAUSE THEY WOULD COST NOTHING.  MORE NUTs!  CADY REMINDED THEM 
OF THE REAS0N8 WHY THEY LIKED THEIR MESS BACK IN ITALY AFTER IT 
WAS STRAIGHTENED OUT! AND IT WAS BECAUSE EACH PAID A FEW CENTS 
DAILY TO PAY CIVILIANS FOR SERVICES, AND THEY COULD DEMAND SERICES 
THEY WAY THEY       WERE PAYING FOR THEM.  THEY COULD NOT DEMEAN 
THEIR 3 IS THAT WAY THERE NOR HERE IN FRANCE, WHOEVER WOULD RUN THE 
MESS. THE RUNNING OF THE BAR IN ITALY HAD BEEN MUFFED BECAUSEJTHE 
WRONG PEOPLE HAD BEEN PUT UN CHARGE, 30 THE SAME ERROR NEED NOT BE 
MADE HERE. 
3ASE   SECTION   Ml   UNREALISTIC   WITH   THEIR   TABLES   OF   EQUIPMENT 
FOR   THE   UNIT.       SOME   OESKTLOUSE    INSISTED   THAT   THE   TELEPHONE   SWITCH- 
BOARD   THEY    SAID   WAS    S°ECIFIEO   HAD   TO   BE   USED   AND    NONE   OTHER.       THERE 
WERE   MORE    BUILDINGS,    MULTI-WARDS    ANO   OFFICES,    •»•••VfiJSSiSSSt 
PLACES   FOR   LINES.       EVERYONE   WOULD   HAVE   TO   WORK   FOR   THE   TELEPHONES. 
IT VOULO BE AN UNCONSCIONABLE MISUSE OF MANPOWER, EVEN FOR WORK- 
THERAPY PATIENTS, AND CIVILIANS WOULO LOUSE UP MATTERS FOR THE UNIT*S 
OPERATIONS. ALI BASA, FRONT AND CENTERT 
900 SED8 WERE REPORTED, AND SEVERAL HUNDRED PATIENTS WERE ALREADY 
LISTED FOR 
IN THEM. THE FOLLOWING/PROMOTIONS WOULD SE MADE AT THE PARTY: 
2ND LT. KATHRYN JONES 
2ND LT. EDNA L. KELLY 
STELLA L. KRAV*TZ ■  "  ROSE MILLER 
TO BE ADVANCED, 
MAtf.   HENRY Q.  SCHWARTZ 
CAPT.  EDMUND 0.  ALVIS 
CAPT  HAROLD FREEDMAN 
CAPT.   LESTER  H.   JASPER 
2NO,  LT.   HERMAN B.  GOLDEN 
2ND LT.  HOWARD E.  WHITTEMORE 
"       ■ RUE B.  MASTERSON 
' ELOISE  H.  HAQLER 
" "   KITTIE   L.    HUCKEN3 
26 OCTOBER. MAJ. HUGHES AND CAPT. MILAN, Q-MC, CAME TO SEE 
ABOUT 
THE HOSPITAL'S LAUNDRY WHICH SHOULD BE ABLE TO OPERATE PRETTY 
•••KJ BOILERS AND SUCH PERMITTING.  THERE WOULD BE A QM DETACHMENT, 
BUT IT WAS EXPECTED MOST OF   THE LABOR WOULD COME FROM THE H03PTAL, 
POWs. ANOTHER OFFICER CAME TO LOOK OVER THE THE CHAPEL-THEATRE 
ASSEMBLY  ROOM, WHICH CADY HAD DECIDED WOULD BE ALTERED ENOUGH 
THAT IT WOULD BE A CHAPEL-MESS AND ASSEM3LY ROOM.  THE LITTLE UN- 
FINISHED CHAPEL ALCOVE COULD BE FIXED UP 'PERMANENTLY* AND SEATS 
♦ 0 
BE   ORIENTED    IN   THAT    DIRECTION   FOR   RELIGIOUS   SERVICES.       THE   OPPSITE 
END   WHERE   THE    STAGE   VMS   BUILD    IN   WITH   REINFORCED   CONCRETE    IN   TWO 
LEVEL5    COULD   BE   USED   FOR   THE   KITCHEN   AND   0I5WASHING   FOR   THE   OFFICERS's 
Mess.     IT COULD SEAT UP TO 300 DINERS,  OR WORSHIPPERS. 
CHAPPIE  HOOK'S ECCLESIASTIC VANITY TOOK ON DO-GOODISM  COUNTENANCE 
WHEN HE BEGAN TO PRESSURE CADY TO nGET SOMETHING REALLY NICE" INSTALLED 
IN THAT ALCOVE.  HE HAD LOCATED SOME ARTI8TIC WOOD-CARVING SHOP 
WHICH COULD PRODUCE PERMANENT CARVED OAK FIXTURES WHICH "wOULD BE 
A NICE THING TO LEAVE" AFTER THE UNIT WOULD MOVE ON.  THIS WOULD 
INVOLVE PLANNING, MANY MAN HOURS, CONSIDERABLE CASH OUTLAY, AND 
DELAY.  HE WAS VERY VAGUE FOR A SOURCE OF CASH, HOPEFULLY BELIEVING 
4 
CAOY 
ADMINISTRATIVE    INCANTATIONS   BY   CAQY   COULD   WHOMP    IT   UP   TO   MATERfALISM. 
HE   REALLY   WAS    NOT   MUCH    INCLINED   TO   TAKE   UP   A   COLLECTION   FROM   THE 
PERSONNEL,     IT   MIGHT   TAKE   TOO   LONG.       MO,    THE   UNIT'S   SKILLFUL   ENGINEERS 
COULD   DO   THE   WOOD-WORKING   WITH   PLvWOOD   AND   STAINS,    BUT   CHAPPIE   WOULD 
HAVE   TO   DEAL   WITH   CAPT.   3LATERY   ABOUT   ALL   THAT. 
CAPT. WILSON G. BROWN'S RECOMMENDATION FOR PROMOTION WENT TO 
THE BASE. 
ANOTHER SECOND LIEUTENANT GOOFED OFF IN HANDLING THE POWS. 
MASTERSON, READY FOR PROMOTION, LET THE POWS GO WITHOUT WATER AND 
BREAKFAST, OR ANY OTHER FACILITIES UNTIL NOON, BEFORE HE DID ANYTHING 
ABOUT THEIR CARE. HE SEEMED RATHER SURPRISED NO ONE HAD DONE HIS 
THINKING FOR HIM. LT. T'.LLSON HAD LEARNED HIS LESSON BACK AT TERME, 
AND HE RECOGNIZED WHAT THE FAILURE *AI MH DID SOMETHING AQOUT IT. 
MASTERSON WAS PUT ON PAPER-WORK;: WHERE THE LINES OF  KESPCNSIS ILITY 
COULD BE ACCURATELY CHECKED AGAINST HIM PERFORMANCE. CADY WANTED 
SOMEONE IN HIS OUTFIT TO GET A GL'S WORK EACH DAY FROM EACH POW, 
AND THAT WOULDN*T 3E DONE SY STARVING OR NEGLECTING THEM. 
27 OCTOBER. AGREES WENT TO DUON TO SEE COL, BISHOP ABOUT 
GETTING THE 21STTS BLOOD 3ANK 'JACK IN OPERATION. BISHOP GAVE IIP» 
TOLD HIM TO GO OUT AND GET HIS OWN ANSWERS, AND HE WOULD COME UP 
TO SEE WHAT HE HAD ACCOMPLISHED IN A WEEK OR SO, AGRECS WOULO 
HAVE TO VISIT VI ARMY 3P. HEADQUARTERS, AND GO TO THE SEVENTH 
ARMY, MAYBE. BISHOP SAID HE WANTED CADY TO COME TO OUOM TO SEE 
HIM THE FOLLOWING SUNDAY ABOUT SOMETHING. 
THE HOSPITAL TOOK SOME UP  PATIENTS, AND WOULO GET WALKING 
SURGICALS THE FOLLOWING DAY, AORESS LEARNAD. 
WHILE CADY FOUGHT PAPERS ACROSS HIS DESK, BOLOTIN, MAJ. 
SPALDING, ,MAJ. SCHWARTZ AND MRS. SHWAB, ARC, WERE LOOKING THROUGH 
FURNITURE IFACTORIES, LT. GOLDEN, DETACHMENT COMMANDER, VOLUNTEERED 
TO TAKE THE FULL TIME EDUCATION INFORMATION OFFICER ASSIGNMENT. 
GADY 
HE WAS WARNED   IT MEANT  COMPLETE RELIEF ?ROM THE  DETACHMENT.     CAOY 
HAD BEEN SEARCHING AROUNO FOR A STRONGER MAN FOFT THE  TIOB,  SO  HE 
IMMEDIATELY GOT  THE GOLDEN ASSIGNMENT UNDER WAY,  REPLACING  HIM 
WITH THE  DETACHMENT  WITH  1ST  LT.   CHAS.  £•  ERICSON,   FORMER  DETACHMENT 
COMMANDER,  5STH STATION HOSPITAL,  BOTH CHANGES TO BE EFFECTIVE 
OH  t   NOVEMBER. 
2& OCTOBER.    THERE WERE MANY   INVITED AND UNINVITED BUT WECOME 
L 
GUESTS AT THE WARD WARMING PARTY.  CADY COULD REMEMBER THE FOLOWING 
WHO CAME FOR DINNER AT QUARTERS A* 
COL. GEO. •• MARVIN, CE, 540TH ENGINEERS 
LT. COL. BURCH, SN.C. 
WAJ. TILLMAN, SN.C. 
COL. JAS. L. WHELCHEL, QMC 
LT. COL. SEDGWICK, QMC. 
COL. HARRY BISHOP, MC, SURGEON, CONAD SECTION. 
MAJ. CECELIA HAUGE, ANC, CH. N., n 
CAPT. DOROTHY SWACLECG, ANC 
LT. COL. **• GURLEY, DC, SEVENTH ARMY 
LT. COL. 0. P. HAMPTON, MC, Ho, NATOUSA 
AND OTHERS. 
SEVERAL NOTABLES WERE AT THE DANCE. #WEN IT CAME TIME TO 
QUIET THE RATHER BUZZED CROWD, ON THEIR OWN LICQUOR, SO CADY TCULD 
MAKE THE OFFICER PROMOTIONS, IT KA1 DIFFICULT TW CLU I ST THEM, MM* 
GEN. DAVID BARR, COS TO LT. -SEN. DEVERS, CO.,   VI ARMY GP., COL. 
BISHOP AND COL. WHELCHEL DID THE HONORS OF PINNING THE 1NS1GNE 
ON THE SURPRISED OFFICERS,  THREE OF THE NURSES HAD TO BE CALLED 
FROM DUTY.   IT WAS HARD TO PERSUADE CAPT. ALVlS JT WAS AN ORDER FOR 
HIM TO GET OUT OF BED AND SHOW VP«    COL. TARR AND LT. COL. HENRY 
CABOT LODGE,  JR.,  HAPPENED TO BE PRESENT,  TOO.   HANDSOME YOUNG LODGE 
HAD RESIGNED FROM THE U 3 SENATE TO 3ERVE OVERSEA3(*?).  COL. WHELCHEL 
AND LT. COL. bEO&WlCK GOT FULL TREATMENT ON THE NEED FOR COAL FOR 
THE HOSPITAL SO IT COULD GET RID OF THE EVIL SMELLING AND IRRITATING 
OIL BURNERS BEING USED TO KEEP THE BUILDINGS ONLY COMPARATIVELY 
WARM. THEY EXPERIENCED THE CONDITIONS. 
UADY 
A NUMBER OF THE JVILRECOURT FRENCH PEOPLE HAD SEEN INVITED TO 
THE DETACHMENTS RARTY, BUT THEY SOT INTO THE OFFICERS PARTY. 
M. QOOEAU A MO HIS NICE LITTLE WIFE, AND A MLLE. SCHWART Z, WERE 
INVITED TO THE DINNER AND THE DANCE,  HOWEVER, THE ENLISTED PARTY 
WAS A TERRIFIC JAM OF PEOPLE, BEER, RED CROSS DOUGHNUTS, AND THE 
LIKE SORT Of EXCITEMENT.  THREE TO 400 FRENCH, WITH MAMMAN ET GRAND- 
PERE, CRASHED THE PARTY TO SEE THE NEW FUN.  THE NAZIS HAD FORBIDDEN 
ANY SUCH GROUP SOCIABILITY IN VLCHY FRENCH CONTROLLED AREAS, AND 
THIS WAS A NEW EVENT FOR THE PEOPLE. 
SUNDAY, 29 OCTOBER. COL. WHELCHEL, LT. COLONELS SEOQWICK AND 
TOLLMAN 
BURCH, AM VAJ. REMAINED AS OVERNIGHT GUESTS, MA*I« TRAMMELL 
CAME SACK TO SAY THE "CUSTODY JOs" WAS ALL OFF, BUT SUGGESTED THAT 
CADY LOOK FOR HIMSELF AT THEVlLLA LE8 Atft.NffU.tS- AT THE EDGE OF 
8EGNEC0URT ABOUT  7 MILES AWAY.  THEY DID, AND IT WAS A WELL F0URNI3HED 
H0U3E OF   6   BEDROOMS, 2 3ATHS, A RATHER LARGE RECREATION STUOIOi, ETC. 
THE QERUANS HAD OCCUPIED IT ANO LEFT WITHOUT DAMAGING IT MUCH, NOT 
AS MUCH AS A BRIEF OCCUPANCY fjv AMERICANS.  CADY QUICKLY AGREED 
TO REQUEST GENERAL WILSON TO REQUISITION IT FOR A REST CAMP, OR 
SOMETHING, FOR THE UNIT. 
THE HOSPITAL WATER SUPPLY WAS QUITE INADEQUATE FOR PERSONNEL 
AND THE TH0U8AN0 PATIENTS ON MAWS. NUMEROUS "VIRUS" DIARRHEA CASES 
^£RIE  •MOVIM UP. CADY WAS SUSPICIOUS IT MIGHT BE CADMIUM, OR SOME 
CHEMICAL CONTAMINANT BEING WASHED OFF IN THE NEW PIPES. 
COL. PAUL I. ROBINSON, MC, SUPPLY DIVISION, 3UR3EON GENERAL'S 
OFFICE, CAME TO DISCUSS SUPPLY PROBLEMS. HE WAS A REGULAR WHO 
WAS A I U GRADUATE, AND A90UT THE SAME VINTAGES AS ItAM AMD  >ATTON. 
HE ALSO GOT INTO THE MATTER OF   UNIT RE-DEPLOYMENT FOR THE EXPECTED 
TERMINAL PHA3ES (JAPANESE) OF THE WAR. CADY RE-ITERATED HIS BELIEFS, 
THAT THE JVAR DEPARTMENT SHOULD BE REALI3TIC ANO MARDBOILEO ABOUT 
WEEDING OUT WEAKER COMMANDING OFFICERS, TO USE 3TR0NG UNITS AS CAORES, 
4 
WAOy 
FILL   THE   UNITS   UP   W IT H   SELECTED   EFFECTIVE   PERSONNEL.,    SHIP   THEM 
WITH   THEIR   OTIH   EQUIPMENT   WHENEVER   FEASIBLE   TO   WHEREVER   THEY   WERE 
SUPPOSED   TO   GO.       Ng   ADVISED   AuAI Ml   OLD   UNITS   BEING   SENT    HOME   FOR 
DEMOa ILIZAT ION   MERELY   BECAUSE   THEY   WERE   OLOER   AND   MORE   EXPERIENCED 
If if I f t • 
CADY STOPPED ADMISSION UF PATIENTS UNTIL MORE WATER COULD 
BE SUPPLIED. 
30 OCTOBER. BECAUSE OF THE WATER SITUATION, OPENING SURGERY 
WAS DELAYED. ONLY WALKERS COULD BE ADMITTED IN LIMITED NUMBERS. 
BECAUSE GODEAU WAS SLOW IN HIRING CIVILS. CADY REQUESTED MORE POWS. 
tKG\A ;A) 
51 OCTOBER LT. GOLOEN^WANTED TO CRAWFISH, BUT HE WAS GIVEN A 
PEP   TALK,    AN'D   GIVEN   A   PROMISE   THAT   HE   COULD   GET   ON   ROTATION,    FOR 
HIS   KX*VIFI    WAD   HIM   WORRIED   ABOUT    HIS   CHILDREN.    ALSO,    GOLDEN'S 
ID; A OF TAKING OVER LT.   HAROLD it.   HART,  A RE-TREAD   INFANTRY OFFICER, 
A;>   HIS   ASSISTANT   WAS   NOT   FAVORED. 
CADY    INSISTED   THAT   THE   ENGINEERS   LET   HIM    INTO   THEIR   CONFIDENCES 
ABOUT   THE   WATER   SUPPLY   MATTER.   THEY   SAID   THE   MIGHT   SET   UP   30ME   SORT 
OF "CROSS   CONNECTION''   WITH   THE   SPRINGS   SOURCE    NEAR   MlRECOURT.    HE 
SUGGESTED   DRILLING   WELLS    MJSPITE   OF   GODEAu's   PREDICTION   THAT   ONLY 
SALINE WATERS COULW' BE FOUND IN AAVENEL'S AREA, SEE IF HE WAS RIGHT. 
AT ONCE, GODEAU'S MAPS WERE INSPECTED, AND A WELL STARTED BY DRILLING 
NEAR THE WATER TOWER.   As FOR THE MORE DISTANT SPRING SOURCE, CADY 
URGED TAPPING IT AT ONCE, RIGHT NOW, HE SAID.flF THE ENGINEERS WOULD 
JUST GET ENOUGH PIPE,  CADY WOULD FIND SOME WAY TO GET THE WATERt 
AFTER THESE TWO WEEKS OF DE&AY, HE LEARNED THE ENGINEERS HAD W«T 
MADE ANY T.vlPS TO .'APIS fOH   PARTS OR TECHNICIANS FOR THE POWER PLANT. 
CADY WAS /IEADY TO CISOBEY RULES OR ORDERS TO GET HIS UNIT TO FUNCTION. 
THIS TIME, HE PLANNED TO SE.MD QANN TO USE HIS WILES FOR GETTING THE 
40B   DONE. 
CADY 
COL. BISHOP AND HIS FRENCH "OPPOSITE NUMBER" WITH HIS VIVACIOUS 
BEAUTIFUL §*«ESCH WAC STOPPED BRIEFLY.  BLSHOP HAD A SECRETIVE 
WORD OR TWO WITH BOLOTIN ABOUT WHATEVER IT WAS BOLOTIN WAS WRIT/N& 
UP ON CADY. CADY WAS QUITE SUSPICIOUS HE WAS CONTEMPLATED AS A 
PROMOTION DECOY DUCK. \F  THEY COULD GET HIM INTO THE STAR ZONE, 
IT WOULD BE MUCH EASIER TO PUSH HIS REGULAR CONFRERES, NECK AND 
NECK, BOTH IN HIGHER ECHELONS AND LARGER HOSPITALS. 
HE DELIVERED RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROMOTIONS FOR BEAM AND PATTON 
TO BISHOP PERSONALLY. CADY WAS GOING TO RECOMMEND THAT BOLOTIN BE 
PROMOTED TO LT. COLONEL AS THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER BECAUSE HE HAD 
ALREADY DEMONSTRATED QUITE WELL HIS STRENGTH IN THE POSITION, AND 
THE UNIT WOULO SAVE A MEDICAL OFFICER FOR OTHER DUTIES. HOWEVER, 
OANN AND MASTERSON HAD NOT GOTTEN IT PREPARED FOR DELIVERY. 
CADY SUMMARIZED THE MONTH OF OCTOBER: 
hi NAPLES, 26 SEPTEMBER, THEY DISCHARGED THE LAST PATIENTS. 
21 OCTOBER, THE HOSPITAL TOOK PATIENTS AT RAVENEL, ONLY 
24 DAYS FROM PATIENT TO PATIENT. THE MOVEMENT HAO BEEN ACCOMPLISHED 
BY THE RIGID "STAND-SY TECHNIQUE" FOR UNIT SUPERVISION. THERE HAD 
BEEN LESS THAN 1.5 PERCENT LOSSES OF EQUIPMENT, AND PART OF THAT WAS 
KNOWN TO HAVE BEEN WHILE LOADING IN NAPLES. 
OPERATING BEDS, 1,500; MAXIMUM PATIENTS, 1»16<7J AVERAGE, 491; 
ADMISSIONS, 1,166. 
CADY THOUGHT IT WAS PRETTY GOOD, THESE FIGURES, EVEN IF HE 
SAIO IT HIMSELFt 
oOo 
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WEDNESDAY, 1 NOVEMBER. THERE WA3 NO MORE FUEL IN SIGHT, BUT 
THE HOSPITAL TOOK 70 SURGICAL CASES ANYWAY.  CADY TOOK MA«I. SPALDING 
r 
WITH HIM TO VlTEL SO SHE COULD DO SOME OF HER OWN FIGHTING FOR 
A 
THE FURNITURE FOR NURSES.  AT THE HQ., VI ARMY GP., MAJ. AlLLERY 
SHOWED NO SIGHS HE HAD OONE ANYTHING ABOUT THE 2L8T*S FUEL PROBLEM, 
BUT MAJ. BRAGG, IN THE SAME OFFICE, SAID 3 CARLOADS OF COAL WERE 
DOWN AT LANGRES FOR THE 21 ST WHICH WOULD REACH MLRECOURT IN A DAY 
OR so.  IN DIJON, LT. COL. ^EDGWICK WAS REACHEO BY PHONE FINALLY.  HE 
PROMISED TO SEE THAT A SUPPLY WOULD BE STARTED.  HE WAS WORRYING 
ABOUT STARTING UP MINE PRODUCTION IN LYON AREA. THERE WAS THE SAME 
FRUSTRATION ABOUT THCSE PRE-FABS. 
THE CONAD LAUNDRY UNIT, DUE NEXT DAY, WOULD HAVE AMERICAN 
NEGRO SERVICE TROOP OPERATORS, AND SOME ITALIAN COLLABORATORS, 
AND THEY WOULD  NEED WATCHING CAREFULLY FOR A WHILE.  SEVENTEEN 
POWS WERE EXCHANGED BECAUSE THEY HAD TRENCH FEET, AND 200 MORE WERE 
BEING REQUISITIONED.  THEIR MISERABLE TENTS WERE BEING FUELEO WITH 
SCRAP WOOD THEY SALVAGED AROUND THE AREA. 
T 
WHILE    STILL    IN   VlTBL,    THEY   VISITED   COL.    JOHN   G.    KNAUER,    CO, 
A 
23RD GENERAL  HOSPITAL  WHICH WAS  SETTING UP   IN THE   IDENTICAL  HOTEL 
BUILDINGS THEIR WORLD WAR   I UNIT OCCUPIED,  EXCEPT FOR  HOTEL CONTIN- 
ENTAL  AND THE GRAND  HOTEL  WERE  STILL OCCUPIED WITH GUAROED   INTERNEES. 
MAJ.   SPALDING  HAD  NO  LUCK   IN PRYING  EXCESS FURNITURE  FROM  KNAUER'S 
HOTELS EITHER. ON TO EPINAL, CADY RECITED HIS WOES TO COL. RUDOLPH 
AND TRIED TO RECRUIT HIS SUPPORT FOR BETTER COAL PRIORITIES BECAUSE 
THEY WERE HANDLING SEVENTH ARMY PATIENTS.} 
CADY 
SACK AT THE UNIT THE EMPLOYMENT or CIVILS WAS GOING TOO 
SLOWLY. CAOY   WAS   WONDERING   WHY,    BUT   FROM   ALGIERIAN   EXPERIENCE, 
ME   JUDGED    IT   BEST   TO   LET   GOOEAU   MANAGE   THE   FRENCH   SIDE   OF   THE 
MATTER.      LT,    LILLIAN   ALQUIST,   ANCf   TOLD   CADY   SHE   WAS   GOING   TOJGET 
FURNITURE   FROM   SOME   UNSPECIFIEO   SOURCE,    AND   WITHOUT   A   REQUISITION* 
CAOY   SAID   HE   DION'T   WANT   TO   KNOW   ANYTHING   A80UT   THE   DEALf    (BUT   ME 
HOPEO   SHE   WOULD   SB   SUCCESSFUL.) FIRST   LT.    HERMAN   GOLDEN   WAS   RE- 
ASSIGNED AS   INFORMATION AND EDUCATION OFFICER,  REPLACED BY 1ST 
LT. CHAS. £. F*|C8ON AS DETACHMENT    COMMANDER. 
2 NOVEMBER. A CAR or COAL GOT AS FAR TOWARD THE UNIT AS VITEL. 
IT WAS PROMISED THAT 4 CARLOADS WOULD COME IN AT MIDNIGHT. CADY 
HAD A PQW DETAIL ARRANQEO TO START UNLOAOIN© AND HAULING THE MINUTE 
THE CARS WERE SPOTTED IN THE YARDS.  LT. £NTWHICTL£, A rELLOW PASSENGER 
ON THE 'CAMERONIA" WAS IN CHARGE OF THE LAUNDRY UNIT WHEN IT ARRIVED. 
ONE or GEN. WILSON'S riELO DESKS WAS rouND sv 3GT. AMOS L HOUMIEL 
AMONG   THE   VIST's   EQU IPMSNT.^A J.   UNANDER   TELEPHONED   ABOUT   DISPOSING   Or 
IT. ONLY A COUPLE or CARTONS or CIGARETTES AND AN ASH TRAY WAS 
MISSING FROM ITS INVENTORY. 
THE NEW BATCH or POws WERE BEDRAGGLED, WET, COLD, MUDOY AND 
UNrEO.  AGAIN, THE SIST's DETACHMENT STAFFING REOTAPE WA8 NOT WELL 
ORGANIZED FOR PROCESSING THEM AND BOGGED OOWN.  CADY BEGAN ONCE MORE 
TO LOOK FOR MORE MATURE OR DEPENDABLE OFFICERS FOR THE DETACHMENT, 
MEDICAL  DEPARTMENT.     VHEN COL,   VILLIS AND LT.  COL.  COOK,  51sTkvAc 
CA/*£ 
HOSPITAL,    HE   WAS   PHILOSOPHISIZING   GROUCHILY,    THE   MOST   USE   FOR   COLONELS 
A 
IN   AN  OUTFIT   WAS   BEING    "OFFICIAL   UNIT   HEAOACHERt"      THEIR   OUTFIT   WAS 
AT    VlHCEV,    NEAR   CMARMEB,   BOTH   NEAR   TO   MlRECOURT* 
SOLOTIN   HAO   BEEN   ASKED   FOR   ANOTHER   OF   CADY**   "PEDIQREES".    HE 
TOOK    IT,AND   MAJ.   SPALDI NO,WITH   HIM   TO   OltfON   TO   SUBMIT   HER   MONTHLY 
NURSING   REPORT,    AND   TO   GET   BETTER   ACQUAINTED   WITH   CONAD   SECTION. 
HE   PHONED   THAT   EVENING   THAT   LT.   GOLOEN'S   ROTATION   WAS   ALL   OFT, 
CAOY 
BECAUSE  HQ.,   NATOUSA QUOTAS WERE  NO GOOD   IN ETOUSA.     ALSO,   THE 
200 MAN COMPANY OF   ITALIANS WOULD COME UP ON THE   NEXT  EMPTY  HOSPITAL 
TRAIN.    THAT WOULD BRING THE UNIT'S WORKING FORCE UP TO  1,500 MEN, 
NOT  COUNTING THE EVER PRESENT WORK THERAPY CONTRISUTION.FROM THE 
REHABILITATION SECTION PATIENTS. 
5  NOVEMBER.    TOO SUSY FOR  NOTES,  BUT  CAOY THOUGHT  HE MIGHT BE 
SEEING  •DAYLIGHT* PRETTY SOON,   IN THE AREA OF NURSES'S QUARTERS. 
NEVERTHELESS,  THE  CHAPLAIN REPORTED THE VISIT OF TWO SELF-PIEYING 
NURSES,  TIRED AND WEEPY BECAUSE OF THEIR COTD ROOM,   JUST A BIG 
DORMITORY   (WARD),  AND  NOBODY SEEMED TO CARE ABOUT THEM.    SOME OF 
THE ENLISTED MEN WERE BITCHING ABOUT THE RAIN, MUD,  AND THE WET 
FEET THEY HAD BECAUSE THEY HAD NOT USED THEIR DUBS IN TO WATER-PROOF 
THEIR SHOES.     NOT REALLY REVERSING  HIMSELF,   CAOY BEGAN TO DEMAND 
SOME SERVICES FROM THE P0V*/S BECAUSE ERICSON ANO HIS  SUBORDINATE  POW 
NOVJ 
DETACHMENT COMMANDER.ttnrro TO BE "DOING EVERYTHING FOR THEM, AND 
NOT GETTING SOME WORK FOR THE UNIT FROM ALL THEIR MANPOWER." 
BACK ON THE TRIP UP  FIRST TIME, THE SOCKED»IN DAY, CAOY TALKED 
WITH A YOUNG SEVENTH ARMY SUPPLY OFFICER, WHO HAD BEEN ON A MISSION 
TO REMEDY THE OVERRUNNING OF THEIR SUPPLY LINES. THE TROOPS WERE 
STILL IN KHAKI AND NEEDED WOOLENS BADLY, FIELD JACKETS, OVERCOATS 
GALOSHES AND WHATNOTS. NOW, SOME SCAMP WAS SU6VERSIVELY STARTING A 
RUMOR THAT CADY HAD REFUSED TO DRAW ALL THE FIELD JACKETS AND GALOSHES 
THE UNIT WAS ENTITLED TO HAVE. IT STOPPED VERY QUICKLY WHEN THE WORD 
LEAKED OUT CADY WAS TRYING TO IDENTIFY THE LYING S.O.B . 
THE ENGINEERS GOT THE HEAT ON IN SEVERAL OF THE BUILDINGS, BUT 
A CARELESS FRENCHMAN LET THE WATER IN THE BOILERS RUN DOWN, SO THE 
FIRES HAD TO BE PULLED TO KEEP THE BOILERS FROM EXPLOOING.  1ST 
LT. JOHN REED, ON DUTY JUST ONE DAY, WAS CONCERNED ABOUT HANOLING 
THE INCIDENT, APPREHENSIVE ABOUT THE USE OF CIVlLS.   CADY ADVISED 
IT HAD TO BE DONE, AND TO WORK FOR QUALITY ASSISTANCE.  HE COULD 
TELL M. GODEAU TO ADVISE THE MAN POINTEDLY HOW HE HAD TAILED HIS 
BENErACTOR, GODEAU, AND THE AMERICANS ONCE.  HE WAS NOT TO BE DIS- 
CHARGED, 8UT A SECOND FAILURE AT HIS DUTY WOULD BE REGARDED A8 
"SABOTAGE DURING WAR TIME," AND HANDLED APPROPRIATELY. 
DANN HAD BEEN SENT WITH SOME FRENCHMEN OH AN UNAUTHORIZED 
TRIP TO PARIS FOR ENGINEERING PARTS.  GODEAU STILL INSISTED  THAT 
BLACKOUT MATERIAL COULD BE FOUND ONLY IN PARIS, AND BASE SECTION 
WOULD NOT OR COULO NOT GET AUTHORIZATION FOR THE UNIT TO MAKE\lTS 
OWN TRIP, OR GET THE MATERIALS.  THE UNAUTHORIZED TRIP ACROSS 
GEN. GEORGE PATTON*S REAR LINES TO C0M. Z, WAS "TOO HOT TO HANDLE" 
FOR BASE 03 ATTACHED ENGINEERS AT RAVENEL. "WHAT IN HELL IS HOTTER 
THAN A  HOSPITAL WITH A THOU8AN0 WINDOWS   IN THREE  DOZEN LARGE BUILDINGS 
WITH   2,000   PATIENTS,    ALL   LIT   UP   AT    NIGHT   LIKE   A   CHRISTMAS   TREE?" 
HE   WOULD   DO   WHAT   PATTON   WOULD   DO    IN   THE   SAME    SHOES,    ONLY   CAOY 
HOPED   GEORGIE   WAS   SO   BUSY   UP   AROUND   Mffl   FIGHTING   GERMANS,    THAT 
HE   WOULDN'T    HAVE   TIME   TO   SLAP   A   MEDICAL   COLONEL   FOP   TAKING   CARE 
OF   POTENTIAL   REPLACEMENTS   FOR   THE   SEVENTH   ARMY. 
THE Q.M LAUNDRY        AND ONE ITALIAN SANITARY CO. CAME IN. 
CADY OBJECTED TO HAVING 9 ITALIAN OFFICERS AROUND THE UNIT'S OFFICERS. 
LAPP HAD SAID JUST TO TREAT THEM LIKE ANYONE ELSE, BUT LAPP WAS NOT 
HANDLING THIS FOR CADY. HE  GOT THEM FIXED UP IN THE COMPANY'S AREA 
FOR THEIR LIVING AND DUTY. 
MME. GABRIELLE VOISIN, CHEF, CROIX ^OUGE FRANCAISE, BROUGHT 
ATTRACTIVE MLL£« MARYLI SE ^INCKLER TO LEAVE WITH THE UNIT AS FRENCH 
LJA'SON. SHE HAD BEEN CHASED AROUND SO MUCH BY NAZI AND VICHYITES 
THAT THE POOR GIRL HAD IVSUFFICIENT CLOTHING TO KEEP HERSELF WARM. 
CADY RAIDED THE OFFICERS CLUB FUND FOR A LOAN TO PAY FOR A FIELD 
JACKET FOR HER.    ...2ND LT. JAMES CUMBY WAS "ROTATED" HOME. 
...CAPT. PEDRO VEGA, PUERTO RICO, JOINED TO TAKE OVER THE 7192ND 
MEDICAL SERVICE CO, THE ITALIANS.  ...THEN 1ST LT. HUTCHESON FINALLY 
V*/1 W I 
HAD TO GIVE UP HIS PRECIOUS FIELD ARTILLERY INSIGNE, GALVANIZED AT 
LAST INTO THE MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE CORPS. 
6 NOVEMBER. PLENTY RAINY, PLENTY MUDDY;  PRETTY SOON PQWS 
FROM THE STREETS 
WOULD BE HAULING MUD/AND DUMPING IT SOMEWHERE.   ...CAPT. VESA's 
ENGLISH WAS PRETTY BROKEN, BUT HE HAD A COPY OF THE REGULATIONS 
FOR HIS ITALIAN OFFICERS AND MEN.  THEY WERE TO BE TREATED OFFICIALLY, 
WITHOUT FRATERNIZATION BUT IN A FRIENOLY MANNER. THEY WERE "CO- 
BELLIGERANTS."      THIS   REMOVED   MAJ.    LAPP'S    INSTRUCTIONS,    "TO   TREAT 
THEM   LIKE   ANYBODY   ELSE."      CAOY   OPINED   THEY   WOULD   BE   OF   NO   MORE   USE 
THAN   BACK   AT   M08TRA,    AND    SHOULD   FORTHRIGHT   GET   THEMSELVES    INTO   WINTER- 
IZED   TENTS    IN   THEIR   OWN   COMPOUND.      THEN,    ONE   1 ST   LT.    HAULEY,    60TH 
MP   CO.,    BROUGHT    IN   OAPT.   DELIZ   AND   2ND   LT.    CAR008   F.   MONTILLA   TO 
REPORT 35 MEN OF THE 6^TH INF. REG. OF PUERTO RLCANS. THESE MEN 
OF THE TROPICS WERE DISCONSOLATE ABOUT THE DAMNED, MUD, RAIN AND COLOL 
THE NURSESS'B BUILDING HAD HEAT AND HOT RUNNING WATER, AND A 
CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF FURNITURE. UNOFFICIALLY, A LOT OF THIS WAS 
BEING SCROUNGED FROM ABANDONED BUILDINGS "UP  FORWARO" BY THE 218^8 
"REQUISITION PARTY." BOLOTIN WAS ALLOWED TO REBEL AND TELL MAJ. 
r 
SPALDINQ A LOAD OR TWO WAS TO GO TO OFFICERS QUARTERS.  A BATERED, 
BUT GOOD PIANO AND A NICE INLAID WOOD^LARGE DINING TABLE HAS RESERVED 
FOR LARGE OFFICERS MESS,   SOME REFINISHING WOULD MAKE THEIR SURFACES 
QUITE IPRESENTABLE.   CADY ANTICIPATED THAT IT WOULD NOT BE LONG 
UNTIL THE NURSES WOULD BE LONGING FOR PARTITIONED OFF ROOMS IN THOSE 
BIG DORMITORY WARDS, BUT AT THAT MOMENT THERE WAS ABSOLUTELY NO PRECIOUS 
LUMBER IN SIGHT.  CAOY ASKED SLATERY AND REED TO TRY MAKING SOME THIN 
CINDER BLOCKS WITH THE VERY INFERIOR CEMENT WHICH WAS AVAILABBLE. 
MAYBE CURTAIN WALLS COULD BE MADE WITH THEM, MAYBE. 
CHAPLAIN FLEISCHELL'S COMBAT UNIT HAD BEEN IN FRANCE ABOUT A 
WEEK, AND WAS IN LINE ABOUT 30 MILES AWAY.   HE HASTENED HHOME" 
TO VISIT CONFRERES AND FRIENDS.  CO INCIDENTLY, CHAP.  (MAJ.)  BROWN, 
CADV 
CONAO, AND CHAP. RICE, 160TH STATION HOSPITAL, VISITED SOCIALLY, 
BUT CHAPPIE HOOK WAS TEASES ABOUT BEING "INVESTIGATED." COL. 
FRANK B* BERRY AND COL. fcss GURLEY (PROMOTED) ALSO VISITED THE 
UNIT. COL. BERRY HAD BEEN AWARDED A LEGION or MERIT WHICH WAS WELL 
DESERVED.  HE SEEMED TO HAVE AN IDEA, WHICH SURPRISED CAOY, THAT HE 
WOULD HAVE TO SELL CADV ON PERMITTING HIS SURGICAL SPECIALTY TEAMS 
TO COME ASSIST THE HOSPITAL, AND IT SURPRISED COL. BERRY THAT NOT 
ONLY WERE THEY OESIREO, BUT WHOLE WARDS WITH WARD OFFICERS WOULD BE 
A8SIGNED TO|THEM#  GURLEY KNEW FROM HIS NAPLES EXPERIENCE THAT THE 
21ST*8 DENTAL SERVICE WOULD HAVE THE RESPONSIBILITY TO RUN THEIR 
CLINIC, OUT-PATIENT, AND TAKE CARS OF LARGE NUMBERS OF THEIR PATIENTS 
0N
 DENTAL WARDS.     IT WOULD GROW TO FILL THE BUILDING JUST NORTH OF 
THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING WITH ITS APPENDED GHAPEL-ME3SHALL- 
THEATRE  IF GROWTH PRESSURES JUSTIFIED  IT  IN THE FUTURE.    THIS DEVICE 
HEIGHTENED THE USEFULNESS OF THE'DENTAL 3ERVICE,  HELPEO TURNOVER OF 
WHICH 
PATIENTS ELSEWHERE ON ACUTE WARDS, AND IT WAS AN I NOVATION 
MEDICAL OFFICERS DID NOT LIKE  IF THEY HAD NOTIONS TO HOLD THE DENTAL 
OFFICERS DOWN*    BUT MOST DENTAL OFFICERS MAD NOT BECOME ACCUSTOMED 
TO THE  IDEA EITHER. 
7 NOVERBER.    SOME 5*OTH ENGINEER OFFICER LET  H«3 MEN QUIT WORK 
A 
WITHOUT MAKING A LITTLE  0AM ACROSS A TRENCH,  AND DIGGING A SMLL 
A 
DIVERSION   OITCH,    JUST    IN   CASE    IT   MIGHT   RAIN   AGAINt   THAT    IB   WHAT 
HAPPENED,    SO   THE      PUMP   HOUSE   GOT   FLOODED   AND   RUINED   A   PRECIOUS 
ELECTRIC   MOTOR.      CADY   WAS   SO    IN&ENCEO,    HE   LOST   NO   TIME   TALKING   TO 
THE      ENGINEER   UNTIL   HE   HAD   CALLED   BISHOP   TO   GET   WATER    INTO   THE   HOSP- 
ITAL   3Y   TANKERS   UNTIL   THE   PIPELINE   COULD   BE   LAID.       COL.    3MULLEN 
GOT    INTO   THE   DEAL,    AND   STARTED   SEVEN   1,500   GALLON   TANKERS   ON   THE 
ROAD   TO   RAVENEL,    AND   WITH   A   CHLORINATOR,   THAT   NIGHT.      THE   UNIT'S 
FIRE   ENGINE   WAS   RIGGED   \JP   TO   DO   SOME   OF   THE   PUMPING.      GODEAU   SAID 
HE   MIGHT   POSSIBLY   GET    THE   MOTOR   RE-WOUND    IN   METZ.       HE   UNDERSTOOD 
UMUV 
THEV   WERE    8T1LL   FIGHTING   AROUND   THE    NORTHERN   PART   OF   THE   CITY.       METZ 
WAS    SUPPOSED   TO   3E   A   8TR0NG   POINT   FOR   THE   GERMANS   AND   PATTON'S 
ARMY HAD HESITATED AROUND THE PLACE.    THE  HOSPITAL COULDN'T WAIT 
ON WATER AND STILL FUNCTION.    ZVZN THE EFFLUENT  IN THE RAVENEL 
SEWAGE   DISPOSAL   PLANT    WAS   SO   THICK    IT   WAS    HARD   TO   STIR I       HAULNG   WATER 
IN   JERRICANS   WAS    NOT    GOING   TO   DO   THE    JOB,    THE   TANKERS   WOULO   DO   MUCH 
SETTER,    AND   MAYBE   THE   540TH   ENGINEERS    SHOULD   LEAVE   THEIR   5,000   GALLON 
TANKER   PERMANENTLY.        iT   WAS   SOMETHING   THEY   HAD    'LIBERATED1    THEM- 
SELVES.      CADY   MENTIONED   THAT,    BUT   BOLOTIN   SAID   HE   HAO   ALREA0Y|B££N 
WORKING   ON   THAT    IDEA. 
S   NOVEMBER.       NEW3   CAME   THAT   PRES.    ROOSEVELT   HAD   BEEN   RE-ELECTED, 
A   HABIT   OF   HIS.      COLS.   BISHOP   AND   SMULLEN   CAME   UP   TO   SEE   WHATJSORT 
OF   A   MARE'S-NEST   THEY   HAD   ON   THEIR   HANDS.       CADY   COULD   NOT   FIND   AN 
ENGINNER   OFFICER,    SO    HE   GUIDED   THEM   AROUND   TO   VIEW   ALL    HIS   PROBLEMS, 
THE   PUMP    HOUSE,    OTHER   POINTS   OF   THE   WATER   SUPPLY,    THE   WELL   SENG 
DRILLED.       SOME   ONE   WAS    HAVING   ALL   THE   TANKERS   STAND   AROUND   AND   TAKE 
TURNS   TO   PUMP   WATER   Oyj^   THE   TOP   OF   THE   WATER-TOWER.       CADY   TOLD 
SMULLEN    IT   DID   NOT   MAKE    SENSE   TO    HIM,    WHY    NOT   PUMP    IT    INTO   A    NEAR- 
BY   FIRE-PLUG,     INTO   THE   BOTTOM   OF   THE   TOWER.     (ME   WAS   THINKING    OF   THE 
SAME   PROBLEM   HE   HAD    IN   BOU-HANIF IA. )      AND,    FOR   THAT   MATTER   WHY   DID 
THE   TANKERS    HAVE   TO   MAKE   TRAFFIC   ON   THE    GROUNDS,    JUST    STOP    AT   THE 
FIRST FIRE-PLUG AND START PUMPING INTO THE WHOLE SYSTEM BACKWARD? 
COULDN'T, OR WOULDN'T WATER STILL RUN BOTH WAYS? SMULLEN ALLOWED 
AS HOW IT WOULD WORK IF THE WATER PIPES WOULD WITHSTAND THE PRESSURE. 
COAL WAS RUNNING LOW AGAIN, BUT JEDGWICK HAD 8   CARS AT DlJON 
FOR THE 21ST,— IF ONLY THEY WOULD NOT BE'MOON-LIGHT REQUISITIONED* 
BEFORE ARRIVING AT MLRECOURT. 
QUICK WORK, MAJS. ELLERY GAY AND SITLEE, A NURSE ANAESTHETIST, 
AND TWO ENLISTED TECHNICIANS ARRIVED TO SET UP ONE OF THE UNIT'S 
MAXILO-FACIAL SURGICAL WARDS.   LUCKY LESTER JASPER, DC, WAS TEAMED 
CAOY 
IN WITH THEN FOR LIAISON AN8 PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE* 
EVERYOWf  WAS   FL0091R0   SLATERY'S  UTILITY   8ECTI0R  WITH  THEIR 
ALLEGED   "WISH  PRIORITY*  WORK  ORDERS,   80   WE   NEEDED   A   FRIEND  TO   RELIEVE 
SOME  PRESSURES*     CAOY  TOOK  OVER   ESTASL I8H| NO   PRIORITIES,   TO  OfT  FIRST 
THlHCS   DONE   PIRST   AKO  THE   PIOOLINS   rfOSS   LATER*      HE   HAD   "MUNOj'jCOf" 
or HKJRK aaoEast 
LT* £RIC$0**$ PROMOTION WAS «A0E AT SUPPER TIME.  ST MORI** 
A 
HE   WOULD   HAVE   RE8POHSI8ILITY  TO*   2,000  MEN,    INCLUDING   ALL   THE    ITALIANS 
AND   **■*•      HE   MMMW*f   HANDLE   SOME   fRENCW   CIVILIAN  WORKERS   WHO 
WANTED  MM   MONEY,   MORE   PRIVACY   |fl   THEIR  0.UARTER8,   OR  THEY  THREATENED 
Tv   LEAVE   THE III  POWER   PLANT   *J0ft9«     OtfC  ASORESSIVE   CHAR   CONSUMED   A   HALF 
HOUR  or   CA0Y*8  TIME   EXPLAINING  WHAT   H*8  MtWttT  WAS  AND  RESERVES, 
SttT   HE   TURNED  THE  MATTER  OR   INTERPRETATION  OVER   TO   3#Y.   QE^UNRRUN, 
THE   J-'ftENCN   «TUttENTt   Am   *e   CAPT*   OANN  SOU   FINAL   DISPOSITION   AFTER 
FIRS? !N0    tf   GPOCftU   FELT   HE   WAS   BCINO   DY«PA88f0   IN THE   MA/ER*      M4 
GOOCAU   OLEAHCO   THE   KNOWLEDGE   THERE   WCR«   2,300  MtlfNtf   AND   MOKE 
THAN   THAT   NUMBER   OF   OTHER  PERSONNEL   OF   VARIOUft   CLASS IF I OATt@n3   OH 
ME   HAS   SUSPECTED   THERE   MIOMT   P.E   500  PATIENTS. 
THE   SROT,   ANtf   WAS  WWGH  SURPRISED.      .,LiO,    vANN  TOLD   Hl»   TO  CONCILIATE 
THE  FELLOW O*   CAN  HI*.     AFTER  THAT,   ilOEEAU   ALWAYS   TRIEB  TO  MOVE 
ftUICKLY   #H*N   CAOY  WANTED  SOMETHING   ©OWE. 
9   N0VEM8ER.      *ILY   LT.   C©t.»   HARRY   AORESR  WAS   SEWT   WITH  M*50QEAU 
IH A TRUCK ^so PARIS TO PROCURE THAT SLACKGUT MATERIAL FOR THE WINDOWS* 
/WERE"   10,000  SQUARE   METERS   OF   WINDOW   SPACE   TO   COVER,   AND  THEV   CARRIED 
CAOY'S   NOTE   OH  THE   EXTREME   NECESSITY  OF   THE   MISSION,      HOURS   AFTER 
IT   WAS   POSSIBLE   TO   RECALL   THE   PARTY,   WHIOH, I NOIOSNTLV,    MAO   MAO   COL* 
SWOLLEN*s VERY OUAROEO EOSINO ON, A guRaiEa FROM DIJON CAME TO CAOY 
WITH THE INFORMATION THAT THE PROPOSED TRIP WAS "TOO HOT TO HANDLE*" 
tELL, SO WHATl  AORESS MlOHT ONLY SPEND TIME IN THE DUNGEON SOMEWHERE, 
AND CAOY COULD QO HOME, SUT ONLY TO SPEND TIME IN A FEDERAL PRISON, 
MAYGE   AT   LCAVtNWORTH,    KANSAS,    IF   THIS   WAS   YMCtrWAY   THEY   WANTED   TO   WIN 
CAOV 
THIS WAR.  THERF WERE MORE THAN 2,300 INVOLVED ALREADV.  MORE WERE 
PUT INTO^BulLDING tOw WHICH WAS REALLY WOT READY, BUT IT WAS A 
WARD AND SHELTER. THEY WERE STEAL I WO RADIATORS PROM 3LDG. 6 TO 
RUT IN tO# 
SIGHT CARS OF COAL HAD CLEARED QtJON, BUT ONCE AT ^IREGORT 
THEY WOULD LAST BY STRETCHING FOR ONLY TWO DAYS.  ^A«U AOD*S,C£, 
WITH SEVERAL OTHER OFFICERS, WERE CONDUCTED AROUND THE SOUPY MUD 
TO COMPLETELY INTRODUCE THEM TO THEIR JOSS IN THE AREA.  AND, 
CAPT. 3LATCRV CAME THROUGH, LIED LIKE A GENTLEMAN, AND GOT GALOSHES 
FOR 60 PER CENT OF THE DETACHMENT BY DECLARING THE ISSUE WAS AUTHOR* 
(ZED.  CADv's MISERABLE POWS WERE GIVEN SOME UNAUTHORIZED BLANKETS, 
TOO, FOR THE SIMPLE REASON Ht   COULD EXPECT A LOT MORE WORK FROM THEM 
IF THEY WERE NOT SLEEPING COLO. 
THE COLORED ENGINEERS, MOSTLY WITH WHITE OFFICERS, WERE INTRO- 
DUCING RACIAL If!     TICS* PROBLEMS.  THE 5??TH ENGINEER OCfACW?,fENT 
WAS QUARTERED IN TENTS WHICH TKEV PUT UP IN THE "BULL PENS*'  BEHIND 
SLOGS. 1 AND 3.  THE TENTS HAD FLOORS AND THEY SHOULD BE USEFUL FOR 
PATIuNTS AFTER THE ENGINEERS WOULD LEAVE, MAYBE EVEN BEFORE. 
IT WAS A BIT DISTURBING TO LEARN THAT  COL.  KWHWtHj   COL*. 
CHAS. P".  DAVIS'S  "OLD FRIEND'*, WHO WAS  IN POSITION OF CHIEF, 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES,   HQ.,  CTOUtA«  WOULD BE VISITING THE HOSPITALS 
OF   3QL0C.      A   FEW  WEEKS   BEFORE   LEAVING    ITALY,    CADY   HAD   GOTTEN   A   COPY 
or TUB'* 
OF   SOME   HOSPITAL   7CGW.AT IONS   WRITTEN   SErORE   0-OAY,    AND   HE   MAI   NOT 
A 
COMFORTED   BY   THEIR   REOTAPE   CONCEPTIONS   OF   HOW   ALL   THE   SITUATIONS 
DCMANCINO    IMPROVISATION   MIGHT   BE   HANDLED   PRACTICALLY.        IT    HAD^EEN 
•AID   COL.       I NUN   DISAPPROVED   "gXPAMtfft"   HOSPITALS,    SUCH   AS   THE 
21ST, AND HE FAVORED COMBINING HOSPITALS AB A MEANS OF ENLARGING 
THEM, WHATEVER THE DIFFERENCE VI0WT BE, 
10 NOVE'   .  COL, KIMBROUGH APPEARED, REMAINED FOR LUNCB 
80 HE COULD TALK TO THE OFFICER?*,   iT SEEMED Ml HAD SOME PROBLEM? TO 
w/-» W  I 
SOLVE.       HE    HAD   TWO   2,000   BED    HOSPITA-S    -SUCH   A3   THE   21sT,    BUT    HE 
WAS    CONFRONTED   WITH   THE    PROBLEM   OF    "STRETCHING   OUT*   SOME   MORE 
1,000   BED   T/O   H08PITAL8.       HIS    NEW   HOSPITALS   WERE   BEING    SENT   OVER, 
ORGANIZED   ON   THE   BASIS   OF   RANK   BEING    SYNgMOUS   WITH   PROFESSIONAL 
KNOWLEDGE   ANO   ABILITY.       SUCH   HOSPITALS    HAD   NOT    WORKED   SO   WELL   UNDER 
STRAINS   OF    EXPANSION.       OADY   TOLD   HIM    IT   WAS   SIMPLE    IF   APPROACHED 
IN   THE   RIGHT   MANNER!    PuT   TALENT   AS   ©PPOSED   TO   RANK    IN   THE   KEY   POSITIONS 
AND   THEN   GIVE    HIS   REAL    PROFESSIONAL    nPR|MA   0ONNA3M   ADEQUATE   HELP    AND 
A   LITTLE   RECOGNITION   FOR   ACCOMPLISHMENTS.       HE    INVITED   COL.    KlMBROUGH 
TO   REMAIN,    OR   LEAVE   HtS    REPRESENTATIVE   FOR   A   WEEK   OR   TWO   TO   STUDY 
HOW   THE   21 ST   REALLY   WORKED.       \\Z   WONDERED   RATHER   CONDESCENDINGLY,     IT 
SEEMED   TO    CACY,    HOW   THE   218T,    VP    FROM    NATOUSA,    HAD   BECOME   A    HOSPITAL 
WITH   A   2,000   BED   T/O,       HAD   C*.DY   ASKED   FOR    IT?    (HAD    HE,     INDEEDi) 
...A   LITTLE    LATER   COL.    BISHOP   DASHED    IN,    AND   HE   WAS   AN1I0US   THEN 
FOR THE 21 ST TO (JET UP TO A FULL 3,000 CAPACITY FOR PATIENTS? 
AGRESS MIGHT 8E HAVING TROUBLES  IN PARIS,   HE  HAD NOT RETURNED. 
MAYS E HE V/AS HUNTING SOUVENIRS.      ...THOSE 37? ENGINEERS WERE BOTHERING 
CAOY:    ONLY A 50 WAN DETAIL WAS WORKING,   AND   IT WAS  JUST  FILLING UP 
THE PIPE TRENCH WHICH HAD FLOODED THE PUMP  MOUSE. 
ARMISTICE   DAY,    11    NO :.       REMINDED   BY   AN    INVITATION   FROM 
"LES   ANffCHI   C0M3ATTANTS   DC   LA   SUtMtf   91    1914-1 Sn   TO   PARTICIPATE 
IN   THEIR   MlRTCOURT   CEREMONIES,    CADY    HAO   KMItl   THAT    ALL    21 ST   PERSONNEL 
WOULD   CONTINUE   WORK   UNTIL    1100   HOUR   WHEN   ALL   BUT   SURGEONS   OPERATING 
WOULD   PAUSE   FCR      ONE   MINUTE   FOR   SILENT   PRAYER   OR   MEDITATION.       HE 
DID    NOT   BREAK    AWAY    IN   ft»t   TO   ATTEND   THE    CEREMONY   AT   THE    CHURCH. 
P.    30DEAU   WAS   RACK   FROM    PARISj    SO    CADY   USED    HIM    AS   GUI DC    AND    MENTOR 
FOR    HI8   ATTENDANCE   AT   THE    "MONUMENT    AUX   MORTSM   WHICH   EVERY   FRENCH 
TOWN   ICtMCO   TO    HAVE.       THE    OLD   BlSHO'J   0?    NANCY   WAS   PREACHING   OVERTIME, 
SO   THEY   fTflfZffO   THE   TIME    3Y   VII IT I N'3   THE    CEMSTARY. 
TH   TH-    ' AUX   MORTS,    THE   CEMETARY   HAD    SOME   BULLET    SCARS. 
CADY 
BUT IT WAS NOT SADLY SCARRED BY RECENT COMBAT, NEAR THE ENTRANCE 
Or THE INCLUSURE WAS A SMALL PLOT Of WORLD WAR I ARAB GRAVES. AOJACENT, 
WAS A NEW "TEMPORARY" PLOT OF GERMAN GRAVES.  ALL THE REMAINDER OF 
THE CEMETARYWAS WELL KEPT VP,  THERE WERE RATHER NUMEROUS PRETENTIOUS 
TOMBS AND HEADSTONES. CASY NOTED MENTALLY THAT ABOUT EVERY THIRD 
0 
MAN'S MONUMENT HAD MMORT AU CHAMP D*HONNeUR% ^40RT PUR LA FRANCE," 
A 
OR "MORT POUR LA PATRIE." THERE WERE NUMEROUS COMBINATIONS Of «ALLIC 
AND GERMANIC CHRISTIAN AND SURNAMES* WHICH HE SURMISED WAS DUE TO THE 
GEOGRAPHY, ALSACE-LORRAINE* AND TlMf# 
CADY ASKED M, GODEAU WHY SO MANY OF THE SURROUNDING TOWNS ENDED 
IN "COURT?" FROM CAESAR'S TIME THEY HAD BEEN FORTIFIED, FORTS, OR 
"COURTIS? GODEAU EXPLAINED.  IT WAS ALL VERY DEPRESSING FOR CADY, 
BUT   ALL   HE   SAID   TO   GODEAU   WAS,    "ALL   THESE   INSCRIPTIONS   ARE   GOOD 
EVIDENCE   HOW  THE   FRENCHMAN   LOVES   FRANCE."      BUT   THEY   HAD   SEEN  FIGHTING 
AROUND   THE   AREA   FOR  MORE   THAN  2,000   YEARS,   AND   DOING   A   LOT   OF   DYING 
FOR   THEIR   COUNTRY.      WHV   DID   NOT   MORE   OF   THEM   GET   THEIR   FAMILIES 
OUT   BY   MIGRATING   TO   PLACES   WHERE   THERE   WAS   LESS   NEED   FOR   0YINO? 
BACK   AT   THE   MONUMENT,    CADY   MET   THE   OFFICIALS   FROM   THE   CHURCH. 
THE   ANCI ENS   CONDUCTED,   A   YOUTH   IN   SHORT   SLEEVES   ANO   SHORTS   DID   A 
SHIVVERING   PART,   ANO   SO   DID   THREE   PRETTY  GIRLS   IN   COSTUMES*      THE 
TALL   STATELY   GIRL    IN  A   PINNED-UP   MUSLIN  FROCK,    HAD  A   WREATH   CREATION, 
REPRESENTED   FRANCE   QUITE   WELL.      THE   OTHER   GIRLS   WERE   IN   COSTUMES   OF 
LORRAINE   ANO   ffLSACE.   CADY   WAS   ASKED   TO   SPEAK,    ANO   HE   UTTERED   A   FEW 
APPROPRIATE WORDS WITH GOOEAU TRANSLATING. 
THERE WERE WORRIES ABOUT COAL ALL DAY LONG. CADY TRIED AN 
APPEAL TO THE QM» SEVENTH ARMY, TO 8EG OR SORROW A LITTLE ME KNEW 
THEY HAD.  HE HAD NO LUCK, NOT EVEN AFTER WAXING SARCASTIC, AND 
REMINDING THEM THE 218T WAS TAKING CARE OF THEIR PATIENTS.  HE HOPED 
THEY WERE FIGHTING IN THE SAME WAR.  FINALLY, AS OFTEN THE CASE, 
3GT.  KENNETH 3.  KEELER,  TC,  MIRECOURT,  R.T.O,  DID THE  JOB BY SORROWING 
CADY 
A CARLOAD FROM SOMEONE.  CADY RESOLVED THAT A8 SOON AS THE BAKERY 
COULD PRODUCE A NICE CAKE, THE SERGEANT WOULD GET ONE! ♦..THE NEW 
ENGINEERS WERE SLOW STARTERS, IMPATIENT CADY FELT, BUT HE WAS GETTING 
BETTER CONTROL, LIKE FIRST THINGS FIRST. 
AGRESS CAME IN TO REPORT ON HIS PARIS TRIP. THEY GOT THE 
BLACKOUT CLOTH. HE HAD A NICE ALUMINUM NAME-PLATE FOR CADY^ DESK, 
AND A LIGHT RIDING CROP FOR A SWAGGER STICK, WHICH CADY NEVER CARRIED. 
IT   WAS   A   FINE   JOB,   ANO   WELL   DONE! 
BY TELEPHONE, COL. SMULLEN AGREED TO COVER THE PROCUREMENT WITH 
AN APPROPRIATE REQUISITION, AND HE 8W0RE HE WOULD GET CADY ON HIS 
PROCUREMENT JOBS. CADY EXPLAINED THAT HE WAS ALI BABA AND HEHAD 
ALL   OF   FORTtf  THIEVES   ON   HIS   8TAFF.      THEY   AGREED   THAT    IF   THEY   WOULD 
BECOME CELLMATES AT LEAVENWORTH, THEY WOULD TRY TO HAVE A JUG OF 
OZARK ELDERBERRY WINE SMUGGLED IN TO CELEBRATE WITH. ...IT WAS A 
GREAT LIFE, BUT WHEN WOULD THE ENGINEERS HAVE TO START HELPING WITH 
THE MEDICS'S SURGERY! 
12. NOVEMBER. THE COAL SITUATION WAS QUITE BAD, JUST HAND-TQ- 
MOUTH. Six HOURS AWAY, AT LANGRES, JUST ONE CARLOAD HAD BEEN RE- 
CONSIGNED TO THE UNIT. AFTER FUTILE TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS WITH 
SEVERAL IN THE DLJON OFFICES, A MAJ. INGMAN, QMC, ADMITTED HE FELT 
PEEVISH ABOUT BEING CALLED OUT AT NIGHT TO LISTEN TO CADY*S SQUALLS. 
AFTER HE LEARNED OF 11  CARLOADS OF COAL GONE ASTRAY,  HE BLURTED OUT 
THAT  HE  HAD BEEN RE-CO MS IGNING OUT OF OLJON BECAUSE  HE COULD  NOT 
GET THE HOSPITALS, AND OTHERSWITH OLJON PRIORITIES TO UNLOAD THE 
CARS   THERE.       DAMN    IT    TO    HELL I       CADY   RELAYED   THAT   ON   TO   BISHOP/AND 
TO SEOGWICK FOR WHATEVER GOOD IT MIGHT 00. THEN COL. OSCAR SEEDER 
AT VI ARMY GP. SUGGESTED THAT CADY MIGHT GET BETTER RESULTS IF HE 
MAD HIS M9IDSM FOR COAL AND TRANSPORTATION WELL AHEAO OF TIME! THAT 
COULD BE, BUT IT 010 NOT TAKE CARE OF EMERGENCIES, NOW. LITTLE.  COULD 
BE LOST, SO HE SENT IN BY CURRIER FORSEEASLE REQUISITIONS.  THE 
UADY 
SERGEANT SA10 THAT CAR WAS ST ILL STANDING AT LANGREB. 
EVACUATION AND DISPOSITION OF PATIENTS WAS ABOUT TO GET STARTED 
BETTER, BUT SOMEONE HAD THE SIMPLE NOTION THE UNIT WOULO USE ITS 
AMBULANCES FOR THE PURPOSE. NUTS t  THE SURGEONS OFFICE UNTIED THE 
SNAFU WITH THE REPLACEMENT DEPOT BY TAKING DISCHARGEES THERE BY 
AMBULANCE.  SOMEONE MAY HAVE A8SESSED CADY'S "THREAT* TO AS8IGN 
WORK DETAIL 
DISCHARGED PATIENTS HE COULD NOT RETURN TO/DUTY WHENEVER THEY WERE 
NOT REMOVED PROMPTLY FROM HIS JURISDICTION.  275 WENT OUT BY HOSPITAL 
TRAIN. 
THE MOBILE LAUNDRY UNITS WERE TRANSFERRED TO VlT^L, PRESUMABLY 
FOR BETTER WATER SUPPLY.  THEIR OUTPUT HAD BEEN QUITE BAD, AND THE 
23R0 HAD NOT LIKED IT ANY BETTER THAN THE 21ST HAD.  THE LAUNDRY 
WAS NOT CLEANED, JUST STERILIZED! 0RY» YELLOW, STIFFLY SCUMMY. 
CADYfS INQUIRY REVEALED THAT THE DRILLING FOR WATER HAD CEASED, BE- 
CAUSE GODEAU HAO BEEN RIGHT ABOUT THE SALINITY, BUT NOBODY HAD 
THOUGHT TO TELL HIM.  GENERALLY, CADY DISLIKED THE 377TH ENGINEERS 
BECAU3E THEY HAD 300 MEN, WHO "SOLDIEREDM ON THE JOB, INEFFICIENTLY 
ACCOMPLISHING SOMETHING AT LEAST. 
SLATERY*S 21ST ENGINEERS  HAD DONE A PRESENTABLE JOB WITH 
THE CHABE&IN'S REQUISITION.  MAJ. SPALOING*S ROOMS FOR NURSES 
WOULD REQUIRE 26,000 BOARD FEET OF LUMBER, AND 30 ODD DOORS. THE 
ENTIRE CON/\D BASE LUMBER ALLOWANCE WAS ONLY 20,000 BOARD FEET PER 
*AY, WHICH PRACTICALLY SETTLED THAT MATTER.  BISHOP KNEW CADY WA8 
STILL RUNNING HIS OFFICE FROM THE LITTLE DINING ROOM OF QUARTERS A, 
THE COTTAGE WHERE HE LIVED.  FOR THAT REASON HE APPROVED THE MATERIALS 
TO GET THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING INTO OPERATION.  CADY KEPTJTHAT 
JOB UNDER CONTROL OF 21 ST ENGINEERS AND THE FRENCH CIVILIANS HELP, 
AND THEY WERE GETTING SOME THINGS FINISHED.  MAJ. BERMAN IN BlSHOP's 
OFFICE WAS ASSISTING CADY*S EFFORTS TO GET ANOTHER ITALIAN COMPANY 
BECAUSE THE NEW YORK  ITALIAN BOYS COULD WORK THEM MORE INTIMATELY 
CAOY 
INTO THE MUM THAN COULD BE POSSIBLE WITH POW8.  THERE WERE ENOUGH 
OF THEM AROUND THAT CADY WAS WONOERINO IE SOME UNSTABLE Gl PATIENT 
MIGHT GO AFTER SOME OF THEM SOME TIME.  CADY WAS TIED TO HIS QUARTERS 
A TELEPHONE TOO MUCH, HE OUGHT TO GET AROUND THE PLACE MORE. 
CADY WAS QUITE PROUD OF HtS 21 ST ENGINEERS AND THE TRANSPORTATION 
MAINTENANCE SECTIONS OF HIS UNIT.  H(E HAD NOT BEEN AROUND THAT PLACE 
FOR QUITE A WHILE, SO HE WENT THERE.  THEY HAD RUSHED THEIR  BUILDING 
TO COMPLETION SO THEY COULD WORK BETTER FOR THE UNIT.   tT WAS A NEAT 
LOOKING SHOP, TOO.  L.T. WHITTEMORE ESCORTED HIM AROUND SHOWING WHAT 
HE WANTED SEEN, AND THAT WAS GOOD.  EVERY SINCE HIS YOUTH, CADY*S 
EYE WAT ATTRACTED BY THINGS OUT-OF-LEVEL AND QUT-OF-PLUMB, AND 
HOW SPACE 0M BUILDINGS WAS USED.  HIS SUSPICIONS WERE AROUSED, 
HOWEVER, BY WHAT HE WAS SEEING.  THIS OUTFIT COULD ANO DID DO A 
LOT OF 4TH ECHELON MOTOR MAINTENANCE, AND ALWAYS HAD GOOO SUPPLIES 
OF PARTS, ANO LITTLE OF SUCH THINGS WERE IN 3IGHT.  HE LINGERED, 
ASKING MORE QUESTIONS OF THE EVASIVE WHITTEMORE.  FINALLY, HE POINTED 
TOWARD THE ATTIC, MTHSRE*S A LOT Of WASTE SPACE UP THERE UNDER THAT 
GABLE ROOF, ISN»T THERE?"  HE DIDN'T EXPECT WHITTIMORE TO LIEJTO HIM, 
AND HE DIDN'T. "LET*S SEE WHAT *S UP THERE," SAID CADY.  AND WHAT HE 
SAW CAUSED HIM TO SAY, "Ml SURE HAVE A GOOD OUTFIT OF PACK  RATS 
AND SQUIRRELS AROUNO HERE, HAVEN'T WE!"  OTHERWISE CADY GAVE THEM 
NO MORE OUTRIGHT PRAISE FOR THEIR INIQUITY WITH REGULATIONS, BUT 
HE WAS MIGHTILY PLEASED, 
14 NOVEMBER.  ^OLOTIN AND THE RTO SERGEANT HARRANGUEO THE FRENCH 
STAION MASTER, V. JOLY, INTO LENDING TWO MORE CARLOADS OF COAL.  ONE 
A 
ARRIVED AND WAS APPLIED ON THE DEBTS. THREE MORE ARRIVED, ANO TWO 
PAID OFF DEBTS? IF THE COAL WAS NOT ALREADY SLACK, IT HAD TO BE 
PULVERIZED BY HAND BY POWS, OUT IN THE OPEN, FOR THERE WAS NO GRINDER 
OR CONVEYOR FOR THE BABCOCK & nILCOX BURNERS, 
CHIEF  UTILITY SERGEANT   VALTER F.  RAEDACKER WAS   IN THE  HOSPITAL 
CADY 
WITH AM0EB IA3IS, AND WOULD BE A GREAT LOSS IF HE HAD TO SO HOME. 
BLDS. 10 STILL NEEDED MUCH PLUMBING FOR HEATING DEFICIENCIES. BEAM 
THOUGHT THE PLACE WOULD MAKE HIS PATIENTS SICKER, BUT CADY REMINDED 
HIM IT WAS ALREADY BETTER SHELTER THAN THEIR PREVIOUS HOUSING OR 
THE TENTS WHENCE THEY CAME. 
CAPT.  BERNARD  HOROWITZ,   CO,  5#TH MED.  BN.   (SEP.),   FROM  BISHOP'S 
OFFICE WAS LOOK UNO FOR 25 ACRE HOSPITAL PLOTS ON SECONDARY ROADS, 
WATER SUPPLY, ETC*  THE HOLOING CAMP HE WAS WORKING WITH WAS MIRED 
IN MUD AND BEING MOVED TO THE 2JRD STATION HOSPITAL, BUT ADOIONAL 
TRAFFIC WOULD MIRE THAT PLACE DOWN, TOO,  CADY ASKED IF HE HAD 
LOCATED ANY GRAVEL PITS OR 0.UARRIES(THE 21ST HAD ONE ON THE GROUNDS) 
WITH OUTPUTS GREAT ENOUGH TO HFLP HIM?  NO, BUT "SOMEBODY* JUST WANTED 
TO KNOW.   IT HAD BEEN SNOWING A BIT FOR FOUR OR FICE DAYS, WAS THAT 
MAKING HOROWITZ'S PROBLEMS ANY GREATER YET? 
AGRESS BROUGHT BACK FROM PARIS ENOUGH SUPPLIMENTARY PURCHASES 
WHICH SEEMED TO EXPLAIN WHY THE MPS HAD GIVEN HIS DRIVER A TICKET FOR 
'LOITERING.'     CADY WAS  UNEASY  ABOUT   HOW RAPIDLY THE  B{A£\CKOUT    COULD 
BE   ACCOMPLISHED,    AND    IF   THE   NAZI    NIGHTFLIERS   WOULD   REMEMBER   THE 
HOSPITAL'S   ROOFS    Iffit    HAD   THE   RED   CROSSES   THEY    HAD   PAINTED   ON   THEM 
WHILE GERMANS HAD THE PLACE. OR, WOULD THEY BE WONDERING ABOUT 
THE   WATER   TANKERS   BEING   AROUND   EVERY   DAY,    WOULD   THEY   THINK   THEY 
WERE   CARRYING   GASOLINE   DAY   AND    NtGHT.       ...CADY   STILL   AND   WOULD   CON- 
TINUE   TO   UTILIZE   MAN   HOURS   FROM   ANY   SOURCE,    HIS   PERSONNEL   WOULD 
START    CALLING    HIM   BEHIND   HIS   BACK,    "OLD   MAN-HOUR    CADY,"   OR    SOMETHING 
EQUALLY   UNCOMPLIMENTARY.    THE    JOB    PLACEMENT    SECTION   REPORTED   OVER 
5,000   CUMMULATIVE   MAN-HOURS   FOR   CONVALESCENT   PATIENTS,    OR    100 
SOLDIER KEEK  EQUIVALENTS. 
MOST OF THE ALGIERIAN FRENCH FRIENDS HAD COMMUNICATED WITH 
CADY,     GEN.  OUVIGIERJS  SISTER-IN-LAW WAS LIVING   IN THEIR PARIS 
APARTMENT.   Dft. ?ERN|N HAD STILL NOT HEARD FROM HIS ELDERLY PARENTS. 
' 
COL. KNAUER, 23RD GENERAL HOSPITAL, TELEPHONED HE WAS IN TROUBLE 
ABOUT COAL, AND WAS ALREADY IN DE9T THREE CARLOADS. CAOY TELEPHONED 
HIS MAJOR IN DIJON TOR THREE OF HIS 8  CARS AT LANGRES TO GO TO VITEL* 
A 
AND   GOT    A    PROMISE   OF   BETTER   SUPPLY   TO   SOTH   HOSPITALS   AFTER   THE   21ST. 
CADY'S   865   ACRE   COMPOUNO   WAS   STILL    NOT   WITH   EVERYTHING   UNDER 
CONTROL,    ESPECIALLY   THE   MUD   NUISANCE. 
IN SPITEOOF THE CROWDEO CONDITIONS IN QUARTERS A, CAOY WAS GIVING 
A OINNER IN HONOR OF COL. MARVIN AND HIS STAFF OP THE 540TH ENGINEERS. 
(COL. MARVIN HAD BEEN PORT COMMANDER, ANZIO BEACHHEAD, 6 FEB. 1944.) 
SOT. WILLIS WHIPPED UP A GRAND MENU AND GOOD SERVICES. SGTS. 
OEMONSRUN AND YOST, THE ARTIST, DID A REMARKABLE JOB OF DECORATING 
THE MODEST COTTAGE WITH FOREST PRODUCTS.  IT WAS A MERRY AFFAIR, AND 
BUT ONLY ONE 540TH OFFICER GOT A LITTLE TOO TIGHT BUT NOT STINKO. 
LT. COL. KNAPP WHOSE BATTALION HAD DONE MOST OF THE WORK WAS GIVEN 
A LARGE DECORATED CAKE TO TAKE TO THEIR OWN MESS. CAKE "BOARD" 
SOUVENIRS FOLLOWED. COL MARVIN HAD VISITED GEN. WILSON RECENTLY, 
AND HE SENT HIS REGARDS TO CADV. 
COL. GEO. F. MARVIN, CO, 540TH 
LT. COL. MANNING, EXEC,  " 
LT, COL. KNAPP  540TH 
..Ad. ^OONEY        " 
CAPT.  ROBYCEK.ADJ.   W 
CAPT.  BERRY 
CAPT.   BROWN 
CAPT.  OTEVENS 
CAPT.   HARDEMAN 
LT.   HUDSON 
MARY HARRISON ANQ 
JUDY PRICE      " 
VIRGINIA L. GARRETTANC 
BETTY BROOKS    ■ 







MAJ. BOLOTIN, EXEC. 
8APT. OANN, ADJ. 
LT. COL. METZ 
LT. COL. BEAM 
LT. COL. AGRESS 
LT. COL. PATTON 
MAJ. OILLMAN 
MAJ. SCALDING, ANC 
CHAP. HOOK 
MAJ. JOS. C EDWARDS 
CAPT. SLATERY M AC. 
AMY TABOR ,   ANC 
ELEANOR BRINKMEYER, ANC 
ELIZABETH SHWAB, ARC. 
C6DNOVEMBER. M. GOOEAU HAD NOT BEEN TO DIJON SINCE 1935, 
AND CAOY TOOK HIM THER^, BECAUSE EVEN SO, HE WAS MORE FAMILIAR WITH 
STREETS   AND   PLACES.       COL.    BlSHO"   fttftfKLV   SHIFTED   THEM   TO   C0L.3MULI.EN 
WHO   SEEMEO    IRRITABLE   OR    HOSTILE,    AND   RATHER   PEDANTIC    IN   HIS   EXPRESSIONS 
AT    FIR^T.       AFTER    LETTING    H#«    KAVI   THINGS   ENTIRELY   HIS   OWN   WAY,    HE 
CADY 
FINALLY AGREED LET CAOY HAVE WHAT HE WANTED.  THE PRE-FABS WOULD 
NOT BE DELAYED MUCH LONGER, AND THAT WOULD HELP THE MORALE OFJTWE 
DETACHMENT, FOR IT WOULD HAVE A GOOD MESS BUILDING. (THE MEN HAD 
TAKEN OVER THE EQUIVALENT OF A LITTLE FRENCH PUB WHICH CAOY WAS 
GO I NO TO CLOSE ANYWAY.) 
COL. WHELCHEL AND LT. COL. SEOGWICK WERE UPSET ABOUT THEICOAL 
SUPPLY FOR HOSPITALS, AND 8AID THEY WERE WORKING ON THE PROBLEM. 
THEN COL. ^MULLEN WARMED u?t   HE TOOK THEM TO HOTEL OE LA CLOCHE 
FOR LUNCH, BUT THEY COULD NOT GET CIVILIAN GODEAU INTO THE OFFICERS 
MESS   THERE.      THEY   WENT   ON   TO   THE   36TH   GENERAL   HOSPITAL   WHERE   THINGS 
WERE   MORE    HOSPITABLE. GODEAU   KNEW   ALL    ABOUT   THE    INSTALLATION'S 
IMPORTANT    CHARACTERISTICS.        IT   WAS    A    CONVERTED   MILITARY    INSTALATION, 
AND   THE   RIDING    HALL   WAS   BEING   CONVERTED   FOR    A   LARGE   550   BED   ORTHOPEDIC 
WARD.     THE  HOSPITAL  ALREADY  HAD  1,000    PATIENTS.     THERE WAS  PLENTY 
OF HAROSTANOING FOR WINTERIZED TENTS WHICH COULD BE PUT UP RIGHT 
AWAY INSTEAD OF WAITING FOR PRE-FAB BUILDINGS.   AFTER LUNCH, CADY 
VISITED »*AcJ. iRETT AT TH? OFFICE OF THE PROVOST MARSHAL, AND WAS 
ASSUREO HE COULD KEEP THE P0W8 AS LONG A8 HE NEEDED THEM, BUT HE 
COULD NOT EXPECT SPECIAL MP GUARDS.  THAT DID NOT WORRY CADY FOR 
THERE HAD BEEN NO INDICATIONS THE GERMANS WANTED TO ESCAPE OR TO 
CAUSE TROUBLE. 
FINANCE PRACTICALLY PROMISED AN ATTACHED UNIT TO HELP THE 
HOSPITAL. OVER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF DIJON THEY VISITED CAPT. f. /M" . 
ELLIOTT, CE, WHERE HE HAD HIS COMPANY OF ENGINEERS. HE SAID 
ALL HELL HAD BEEN RAISED ABOUT THE LOSS OF GEN, WILSON'S FIELD 
DESK BUT EVERYONE WAS HAPPY ABOUT IT THEN. 
ON THE RETURN TRIP THEY DETOURED THOUGH AUXONNE AND DOLE, 
BIRTHPLACE OF LOU IS PASTEUR, TO MONTMIREY-LE-CHATEAU TO CALL ON 
AGED COL. AND MME. PERNIN. THEY HAD QUITE A LARGISH HOME WHICH 
WAS    IN   GOOD    CONDITION.    HE   *Al    A    •»**   W   AND   SHE   ADMITTED   ?6\    THEY 
CADY 
HAD SHORTLY BEFORE HEARD FROVI DR . PERNIN, FJLS, AT SOU-MA NIF T A. 
THEY WERE VERY ANXIOUS TO SET A LOOK AT THEIR NEW GRANDDAUGHTER 
THAT LT. CCL. PAUL MAX HAD DELIVERED ABOUT TWO YEARS BEFORE. THE 
OLD COLONEL RUMMAGED AROUND SOMEWHERE IN HIS CELLAR AND CAME BACK 
PROUDLY V/IPING THE DUST OFF A SELECT BOTTLE OF HIS OWN WVLN CHAM- 
PAGNESE, 1922" WHICH HE OPENED IN CELEBRATION OF THIS OCCASION. 
HE QUICKLY LAUNCHED INTO AN ACCOUNT OF HOW HE HAD FOUGHT ALONGSIDE 
THE AMERICANS IN WORLD WAR S, AND EVEN COMMANDED SOME OF THEIR 
COLORED SERVICE TROOPS.  CFIDY MENTIONED A NOTICEABLE NUMBER OF 
YOUNG FRENCH IDLERS IN THE VILLAGES HE HAD GONE THROUGH AND WAS 
UNCERTAIN FROM THEIR RATHER SULLEN ATTITUDE WHETHER OR NOT THEY 
WERE FRIENDLY.  COL. PERNIN SAID THZY WERE STILL THE FORCE FRANpAISE 
INTERIOR, OR THE UNDERGROUND RESISTANCE FORCE. SINCE THE LIBERATION, 
BOTH HE AND GODEAU AGREED, THEY WERE GENERALLY REGARDED A3 CAFE 
0AN33TER3 WHO DID NOT WI3H TO JOIN THE ARMY AND SU3MIT TO THE 
DISCIPLINE NECE3SARY TO MAKE COMBAT TRO0P3 OF THEMSELVES. AS SOON 
AS HE RETURNED, CAOY DICTATED HIS REPORT TO DR. PERNlN, FJMLS, 
COL. ftu S. MIDOLETON, MEDICAL CONSULTANT, ETQUSA, HAD VISITEO 
THE UNIT, TALKED TO EACH INTERNIST INDIVIDUALLY AND AS A GROUP. 
THEY THOUGH HE HAD PROMISED TO GET AN ASSIGNMENT OF A DERMATOLOGIST. 
OTHER VISITORS IN SEVERAL CAPACITIES HAD BEEN THERE, TOO. THE 
STREAM OF "INSPECTORS" HAD STARTED. ...SECOND L.T. GLADYS MAROON, 
ANC» REJOINED THE UNIT FROM DETACHED DUTY IN ITALY. SHE HAD SORT 
OF HAD TO S^HITT FOR HERSELF ON THIS TRIP "HOME" AND WAS GLAD TO 
REJOIN THE UNIT. 
17 NOVEMBER. THE UNIT'S COMPANY GRADE OFFICERS WERE MOVED INTO 
THE SECOND AND THIRD FLOORS OF THE ADMINISTRATION BLDG. THE ITALIAN 
OFFICERS WENT INTO THEIR WINTERIZED TENTS. THIS FREED SPACE IN 
SLOG. 1 TO SET \TP  BEDS FOR 122 WORE PATIENTS. 
SATURDAY, 10 .OVEMBER. THE; HOSPITAL WAS JUST TOO SUDY TO 
START UP 
THE REGULAR INSPECTIONS ROUTINE. 
A 
AT 0600 HOUR 200 PATIENTS WERE LOADED ONTO A HOSPITAL TRIN 
h 
GO I NO SOUTH, AN INCOMING TRAIN WAS EXPECTED WITH AT LEAST AN EQ.UAL 
NUMBER.  INCLUDING AN ESTIMATEO INCREMENT BV AMBULANCES FROM EVAC 
HOSPITALS, AND THERE WOULD 8E 750 TO £00 PATIENTS HANDLED BY THE 
REGISTRAR*S OFFICE, WITHIN hS   HOURS IF NOT IN 24 HOURS*  NOBOOY 
HELD TO SCHEDULE EVEN WHIN SET UP FOR HIMSELF.  CADY HAD ASKED FOR 
TEMPORARY OUTV PERSONNEL FROM SOME OF THE NEW HOSPITALS BEING SENT 
IN "TO B£ AUGMENTED FROM THE THEATRE!"  CADV WOULD REVERSE THAT PLAN 
AND GET THE PATIENTS HANOLEO. 
CAPT. HOROWITZ, BASE EVACUATION LIAISON OFFICER, REPORTED 
THAT THE PUSH STARTED SV THE 3EVENTH ARMV THE PREVIOUS MONOAY WAS 
PRODUCING 1,100 TO 1,200 CASUALTIES FOR EVACUATION DAILY.    TMHE 
BASE OR COM-Z HOSPITALS, ANO THAT WAS THE 21ST, HAD TO HAVE PATIENT 
TURNOVER TO REACT TO THAT.  THEY PLANNED TO SET UP MORE EVACUATION 
HOSPITALS UP   BEHIND ARMY, AND THEY WERE FRESH FROM THE STATES.  THREE 
NEW GENERAL H0SPITAL8 HAD TO BE SET UP,   TOO, 
CAPT. SLATERY WAS YELLING FOR HELP, ANO GODEAU WAS LOOKING FOR 
A RELIABLE FRENCH ENGINEER, OR AN AMERICAN TO TAKE OVER THE HOSPITAL 
UTILITIES.  LT. UOHN REED WAS STILL UNTRIED FOR HIS FULL CAPACITY. 
HE HAD BEEN DESCRIBED BY SOMEONE IN SMULLEN*8 OFFICE AS HARD  TO 
GET ALONG WITH, AND WAS tTILL ON TO ASSIGNMENT MUCH FOR THAT REASON. 
CADV RESOLVED HE HAD TO PAY MORE ATTENTION TO HIM, FOR MAVERICKS 
SOMETIMES MADE GOOO NAGS.  ...CADY HOPED VISITORS WOULD JUST TAKE 
THE WEEK-END ELSEWHERE.  THEY WERE HANDLING AT LEAST 400 PATIENTS 
BEFORE CADY CRAWLEO INTO HIS BED. 
BEFORE HE SLEPT HE RECALLED THAT COL. FILLER AND CHIEF NURSE 
CAPT. ULLMAN, 51ST EVACUATION HOSPITAL BROUGHT A NURSE FOR HOSPITAL- 
IZATION, AND HAD REMAINE0 FOR SUPPER.   THEY WERE BUSY UP NEARER 
THE FRONT.  L.T. COL. CANTER, MC, AND CAPT WINDER, HQ., XII TAC, AT 
GADY 
MLRECOURT CAME TO REQUEST HOSP ITALIZAT ION PRIVILEGES. CADV TOLD 
TH£MMALL ALLIED TROOPS WERE HOSPITALIZED, FRENCH, BRITISH, AND 
EVEN^AND ESPECIALLY THE ALR FORCE WITHOUT QUIBBLES." HE KNEW 
THEY WERE ALSO MUCH INTERESTED IN THE BUSY NURSING FORCE. WORD 
HAD COME THAT 2ND LT. HEL^EN G. MYERS, MARRIED AND STILL IN ITALY, 
HAD BEEN HOSPITALIZED BY HQ., NATOUSA IN THE 300 GENERAL HOSPITAL 
TO GO TO Z OF J,FOR THE USUAL REASON. 
SUNDAY, 19 NOVEMBER.  CAOY*S PREDICTION MATERIALIZED; BISHOP 
TELEPHONED EXCITEDLY TO INQUIRE IF THERE WAS SLOPING GROUND WHERE 
PATIENTS COULD BE PUT INTO TENTS, AND HOW MANY PATIENTS COULD BE 
HANDLED THAT WAY IN HIS COMPOUND? CADV REPLIED THAT HE WAS ALREADY 
"PUTTING UP  TENTS" AND COULD FILL THEM TODAY AND TOMORROW, BUT WHAT 
ABOUT THOSE ENGINEERING PROJECTS HE NEEOED AND HAD PUT IN FOR? 
(THIS SORT OF SITUATION WAS JUST WHY HE KEPT A "WAR MAP" UP  ON THE 
WALL OF HIS OFFICE, JUST FOR KNOWING WHAT TO EXPECTL) 
CADY WANTED ANOTHER ITALIAN COMPANY, OR AT LEAST ANOTHER 100 
GERMAN POWS.  SISHOP SAID CAOY HAD 400 ALREADY, AND WHAT WAS HE 
DOING WITH THEM? JUST WORKING THEM ALONG WITH EVERY ONE ELSE IN THE 
BUSINESS OF HOSPITALIZING 2,fi>00, APPROXIMATELY, PATIENTS, AND 
TURNING THEM OVER AS RAPIOLY A8 POSSIBLY. THEY WERE STILL BUILDING 
UP  THE HOSPITAL PLANT, AND NO HONE WERE IDLE. BISHOP AGREED WITH 
THAT, BUT HOW COULD HE JUSTIFY GIVING THE 21ST MORE THAN OTHERS. 
"EMERGENCY EXPANSION,WHICH OTHER HOSPITALS WERE NOT MAKING?" SNAPPED 
CAOY. 
DURING THE AFTERNOON CAOY CALLED COL. JONES, PM, BUT BISHOP 
HAD   DONE    NOTHING   ABOUT   THE   P0W3.       THE    NEXT    CALL,    COL.    UONES   SAID0<S//»P 
HAD   BEEN   NETTLED   BECAUSE   CADY   WAS   PROOHING       HIM,    AND   JONES    SAID   HE 
WOULD   REPORT   ON   THE   MATTER    NEXT   MORNING. 
AT   THE   ADMINISTRATIVE   MEETING,    CADY   TOLD   HIS   OFFICERS   ABOUT 
THEIR   PROSPECTS.       PATTON   SUGGESTED   THAT    CADY   FIND   TIME   TO   GET    AROUND 
CADY 
THE WARDS TO INSPIRE THE PERSONNEL, BUT HE SAID HE WOULO DO A»L 
OF THAT HE COULD, BUT IT WAS REALLY THEIR JOB TO KEEP THEIR SERVICES 
\SP   AND GOING.  HE DEPENDED UPON THEM.  HE HAO TO, FOR THERE WAS NO 
ADDITIONAL HELP IN SIGHT EXCEPT THOSE ADDITIONAL P0W8 HE EXPECTED. 
PERFORM ONLY NECESSARY FUNCTIONS, CONSERVE TIME AND STRENGTH,AND 
STICK TO THEIR JOBS UNTIL THIS PUSH WAS OVER. 
WITHOUT   WAITING   FOR   BlSHOp's   ACTION,    CADY    INSTRUCTED   CAPT. 
SLATERV   TO    DRAW   ALL   COTS,    BLANKETS   AND   OTHER   EXPANSION    ITEMS   FOR   THE 
POWs. THE SHREWD YOUNG SCAMP COMPLETEL* BYPASSED THE SURGEON'S 
OFFICE, ANO THAT MIGHT HAVE TO !3ST EXPLAINED TO BISHOP,  THERE WAS 
NO FLOORING MATERIAL FOR THEIR TENTS EXCEPT THE FINE CINDERS FROM 
THE POWER PLANT.  GRAVEL OR CRUSHED STONE WA3 BEING LOOKED FOR TO 
MAKE A BETTER FLOOR FOR THE TENTS.  CADY HOPED HIS REGISTRAR ANO 
SERGEANTS COULD HOLD OUT A LITTLE LONGER,FOR THEY HAD BEEN WORKING 
STRAIGHT THROUGH THREE DAYS AND NIGHTS.  WHEN L.T, COL. ALESXJIDER 
VISITED,THEY INTIMATED TO GURLY, WHO CAME ALONG, THAT BOTH OF 
THEM SHOULD GET ONTO COL. RUDOLPH TO GIVE BASE A PROD TO HELP THE 
216T MORE IN ITS FRANTIC EFFORTS TO HANDLE THEIR SITUATION. 
BY ORDER FROM H©.., ETOUSA, EFFECTIVE BACK ON 1 NOVEMBER, 
THE 21 ST WAS ASSIGNED TO CONTINENTAL ADVANCE SECTION.    GOOD-BYE, 
DIJON,-SOMETIME! 
20 N0VEM8ER. 
CADY TRIED TO MINIMIZE HIS OWN INTROSPECTIVENESS, BUT HE HAD 
TO FACE AN AUTO-0IAGNOSIS OF A FOOD ALLERGY.  HIS OFFICE HAD  BEEN 
THE DININGROOM OF THE COTTAGE.  THE ADJACENT KITCHEN HELPED THE 
FEEBLE HEAT FROM THE BASEMENT FURNACE FOR THE CENTRAL HEATING SYSTEM 
ENOUGH TO DRY THE MUD ALWAYS BEING DEPOSITED ON THE OFFICE FLOOR. 
HE HAD HAD AN INCREASED CORYZA, SANUS HEADACHE AND EYE3TRAIN, AND 
STOMACH HYPERACIDITY AFTER MOST OF HIS MEALS.  HE THOUGHT IT HAD 
BEEN CAUSED BY ALL THE OUST ABOUT THE PLACE, AND THE NERVOUS STRAIN 
CADY 
Of HIS QAtU Uc'£.   Ht HAS AVERAGING ASOUT 5 TO 6 HOURS Of   SLEEP 
FOR THE PAST TEN DAYS OR SO.  AT THE SOL. MARVIN WINNER. SOT, 
POTATOES 
WILLIS HAO SERVED SERVED , AND MC HAD MADE A SORT or SHREDDED 
SARATOGA POTATO CHIP-LIKE SIDE OISH TOR MISSLERS* CADY HAS SO 
s 
LIKEO    IT   THAT   H£   HAO   NIGCLSO  MOST   OF   THE   EVENING,   AND   HAO   CONUMEO 
A 
A      UOT Or    IRISH  POTATO.      He   UP~CHUOKE0   OUR I NO   THE   NIGHT, AND 
ALL   MIS   NASAL   SYMPTOMS   WERE   MUCH   WORSE,   A   SAO   NI8HT   8UT   HOT   OOE 
TO    IM0ISIN3.       HE   GAINED   ABOUT   ;5   POUNDS   IN   WEIGHT   OVERNIGHT,   TOO. 
CADY   ttAJtffl   A   OMc-fOOO   AtSTfNTATIOK  TEST   Or   HIMSELF,   AND  8E0AN 
WITH  IRISH POTATO, ONE or THE HARDEST  ITEM TO AVOID IN AN ARMY 
RATION,   SHY   MOST   SUSPECTED.     AFTER   Mf*   DAYS   Hg   WAS   JUST   ABOUT 
BACK   TO   NORMAL   WELL-BEING,   AND   HIS    !ft;>UOf!   WAS   DEFINITELY   CHANGING 
I   THE   BETTER,   AND   CAOY   WJAS   HOPEFUL   HE   COULO   CONTROL   HIS   HANDICAP 
FROM   THERE   DN* 
20   NOVEMBER*     CAPT.   H0R0WIT2   PHQMEC   THAT   A   HOSPITAL   TRAIN   WAS 
r 
SUPPOSED   TO   PICK   UP   WATER   AND   BREAD   AT   VlTEL,    WHERE   THE   BAKERY   WAS, 
SUT   THEY   WANTED   TO   £ET    IT   AT   V. I RE COURT   FROM   THE   21 ST.      Lf,   CO L . 
ALEXANDER   CONFIRMED   THIS,    SlVlNft    IT   WAS   tfUST   PART   OF   THEIR   COORDINAT- 
ING   TO   DISPOSE   OF  ABOUT   1,600 PATIENTS,   AND   SY   TRAINS* 
ABOUT   TEN  »ER0ENT   OF  THE   PATIENTS   WERE   RATHER   SADLY   SHOIjfuP 
F0W8   SCATTERED   I THE  WARDS.       IT   WAS   CAUSING   SOME   CONCERN  THAT 
SOME   BITTER ||   AMERICAN  OR   ALLIED   IPATIENT  MIGHT   DECIDE  TO 
ELIMINATE   ONE   OF  THEM,      THE   PERCENTAGE   WAS   INCREASING   ©ECAUSE 
THERE   HAD  SEEN   NO   ARRANGEMENT   ?0   EVACUATE   THEM.      CADY   DECIDES   THE 
NEXT   BEST   MIGHT   0£   TO   SEGREGATE   THEM    I N?,Wl NTSR IZEDM,   OR   NOT,    TENTS 
tl  THE   3ULL   PtU  BEHIND  ONE   OF  THE   SURGICAL   BUILDINGS.      BUT   GOOEAU 
WAS   HAVING   TR0U3LE    IN  PURCHASING   STRAW  TO   3TUFF   INTO   MATTRESS   COVERS 
TO   USE   r TTRES3IMG   ON  OOTS.      THE   FARMER   WHO   HAO  THE   STRAW  WAS 
NOT   GO|MG   TO   ALLOW   HtO   HUM  TO   COMFORTABLY   SEO   DOWN   ANY   "BOSCHES." 
SODEAU   WfWT   SACK   WITH   A   SETTER   EXPLANATION   AND   GOT   THE   STRAW   FOR   THE 
GERMAN PATIENTS TO BE SEGREGATED.  THE INCIDENT MATURED A NOTION TO 
ANTICIPATE A BETTER SOLUTION, AND TO MAKE GERMANS TAKE CARE OF 
POWs, MAYBE AT RAVENEL.  HE STARTED INQUIRING IF THERE HAD BEEN ANY 
POW MEDICAL OFFICERS OR TECHNICIANS CAPTURED, OR WHO COULD SCREEN 
THEM OUT.   ...THAT BULL PEN TENTAGE WAS NOT SO GOOD FOR SERIOUS 
PATIENTS.  MAYBE EVENTUALLY HE WOULD HAVE TO SEGREGATE THEM INTO 
A SINGLE BUILDING, TWO SERVICES, WITH CONVALESCENTS IN THE BULL PEN? 
THERE WAS ENOUGH OF  "SMART-ALEC" BITCHING GOING ON THAT  CADY 
THOUGHT IT SHOULD BE CHALLENGE?,FOR IT WAS NOT CONTRIBUTING TO UNIT 
MORALE.   HE SCOLDED HIS ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER GROUP.  ENLISTED MEN, 
HE LECTURED, WILL BE NO BETTER THAN THEIR OFFICERS GENERALLY, FOR 
THEY REFLECT THEM, THE OFFICERS^ INSIOES, NOT THEIR OCCASIONAL 
"BRILLIANT" EXTERIORS.     THE OFFICERS  NEVER REALLY FOOL THEIR OWN 
MEN   AS   TO    OWHAT   THEY   REALLY   ARE.        \?    THEY   ARE   GOING   TO   VENTILATE 
THEIR   FEELINGS,     IT    SHOULO   NOT   BE    DONE   BEFORE   AN   AUOIENCE   OF    NURSES, 
ENLISTED   MEN   OR   PATIENTS.       THOSE   PROMOTION   QUESTIONNAIRES   THEY   HAD 
BEEN   FILLING   OUT    HAD   COVERED   POINTS   ABOUT    HOW    fcfc'-L   OFFICERS   SECURED 
COOPERATION   AS   WELL   AS   COOPERATEO   WITH   OTHER5.      G   FAILURE   EITHER 
WAY   COULD   WRECK   A   PROMOTION      THE    HFlGHTtNf    TwENTY-FOI ST"   WAS    NOT 
INTENDED   TO   BE    A   ONE-MA fJpUTF IT,    FOR   THE   CO   HAD   TO    HAVE   THEIR    HELP 
DOWN   TO   THE   LAST   MAN.        \T   SEEMED   TIMELY,    FOR   LT.    COL.    BEAM   AND 
MAJ.    SPALDING    SPOKE   OUT   THAT   THEY   FELT    THEY   HAD   BEEN   "TALKING   TOO 
MUCH,    OR   ABOUT   THE   WRONG   THINGS."      PATTON   CLIMBEO   ONTO   THE   SAME   BAND- 
WAGON   WITH   A    WITTICISM,    AND   THE   CONFERENCE   BROKE   UP    IN   BETTER   SPIRITS. 
PATTON   MADE    A   WORTH   WHILE    SUGGESTION   FOR   THE   UNIT.       HE   HAD 
NOTICED   THE   BIG   BUILDINGS   WERE    NOT    ALL   THE   SAME   ON   HIS   SIDE   Or 
THE    HOSPITAL.       RATHER   THAN   PUT   PATIENTS    IN   TENTS,    WOULD    IT   BE 
POSSIBLE    TO   PUT    ANY   OF   THEM   OP    IN   ORY   ATTICS,    CONVALESCENTS   AND 
WALKERS,    THAT    IS.       THEY   LOOKED    IN   ONE   OF    PATTON*S   BUILDINGS   WHERE 
AN   ATTIC    SEEMED    LIKELY   ABOVE    A   ONE-FLOOR   WARD   WING.       THE   TILED   ROO|= 
< 
WAS   8CT   UP   ABOUT  TWO   FEET,   APPARENTLY, ABOVE   TMC   SOLID   SOUNDING 
CEILING,   A«0   THE   CABLE   WAS   BLOCKED   WHERE    IT   JOINED   THE   STAIR   WELL 
TO  THE   OTHER   WlNG*S   SECOND  FLOOR.      THAT   CEIL I NO   WAS   SETON,   REINFORCED 
CONCRETE,  CAOY ORDERED A DOORWAY ENLARGED FROM THE EXPLORATORY 
HOLE Ik THAT WALL AT THE HEAD OP THE STAIRWAY,  AN ATTIC WARO 
WHICH WOULD HOLD ALMOST A HUNDRED COTS COULD SE SET \tP    IN TH£|AIRY, 
SUT DARK SPACE.  SODEAU WAS ABOUT AS SURPRISED AS FATON HAD SEEN 
SACK   AT   BOU-HANIFIA   WHEN   HE   DISCOVERED   HOW   MUCH   UNEXPECTED   ADDITIONAL 
USAGE WAS 0EINO DEVISED PROM HIS BUILDINGS.  WITH OIL-BURNING SPACE 
A/VO CtarffS 
HEATERS INSTALLED, CADY COULD FORSEE AT LEAST 200 SUCH COT BEDS, 
OR POSSIBLY 400 mUH ALL SIMILAR SUILOINQS WERE EXPLOITED.  ANY 
WALKING Gl WITH RECENT COMBAT EXPERIENCE WOULD NOT GRIPE AT ALL 
BY HAVING TO USE A CATWALK OVER JOtSfSTO GET TO HIS "8NUGM DRY 
PLACE.  IF HE COULDN'T LIKE IT, MAYBE HE   WAS JUST READY TO RETURN 
TO HIS MUD FLOOR TENT, OR TO SOME CIVILIAN'S SARN.  SUCH ATTICS WERE 
IN BUILDINGS f,2,3,4,7, AND S# AND, THERE WAS ALWAYS GOOD AND SUFFICIENT 
CMOW AVAILABLE TO HELP MAKE THEIR SITUATION AGREEABLE. 
THE OLD GASTLE WAS SHAPING UP BETTER AS PART OF THE DETACHMENT 
QUARTERS. SOME NON-COMS HAD MOVEO INTO THE OLD TOWER AND INGENIOUSLY 
MADE IT HABITABLE. THE LARGER PART OF THE LONG NEGLECTED CHATEAU DE 
RAVENEL HAD SEEN NOTHJNQ MORE THAN A STOREHOUSE AND SARN. THE FIRST 
DETACHMENT COMMANOER SAW NOTHING IN IT BUT A FIRETRAP FOR HIS MEN. 
WITH BOLOTIN'S PRODDING, STAIRWAYS, FLOORS, AND LEAKY ROOF WAS GIVEN 
MAKESHIFT ATTENTIONS*  THERE WAS NO GLASS FOR WINDOWS, BUT THERE WAS 
SOME TRANSLUCENT PLASTIC WHICH COULO BE FASTENED OVER THE APERTURES, 
AND STILL NOT MAKE THE PLACE AIRTIGHT ENOUGH TO HURT ANYWNE 8V 
SUFrOCATION.  IT HAD BECOME A COMFORTABLE  PLACE WITH SOME AOIL- 
BURNING SPACE HEATER3, BUT GLOOMY.  A LATRINE AND SHOWERS HAOBEEN 
FIRST ' 
INSTALLED IN THE COURT OVER A CONCRETE FL00R/|N A TENT, NOW BEING 
REPLACED WITH A PRE-FA8.   IT HAD ALL COME TO THE STAGE FOR SPRUICINQ 
4 
CAOV 
UP   WITH   PAINT   AND    INGENUIT^.    THE   MEN   DESERVED   ALL   THE   COMPORTS   THAT 
COULD   BE   MAO~E   FOR   THEM,       THAT   PRE-FAB   MESS   HALL   WAS   COM INt   TOO 
DAMNED   SLOW,    FOR   THE   FRENCH   CEMENT   WAS   REQUIRING   AT   LEAST   THREE   WEEKS 
TO   HARDEN   IN   THE   COLO   WEATHER# 
HuTCHESTON   TELEPHONED   PROM   OtdON   TO   SAT   HE   KNEW   THE   PRE-PAB 
OFFICER   AND   BELIEVED   HC   COULD   SPEED   UP   THE   PROCUREMENTS.      CAOV 
HAD   CONCLUDED   THERE   WAS    MMONK£Y-6U8INESS"   BEHIND   THE   DELAYS,   AND 
BOLOTIN   COULD   NAME   A   CERTAIN   T4IUMVIRATE!      INVOLVED,    HE   THOUGHT, 
CAOV WAS WILL INS TO BREAK  ITS BACK ANVWAY HE COULD,  SO HE TOLD 
HUTCHE80N TO "SPEED * EM UP FOR THE 9000 OF THE CAUSE IH    HC WAS NOT 
VET WILLING TO APPLE-POLISH FOR THEWF. 
WHEN BISHOP TELEPHONED HE WANTED OAILV REPORTS ON UNUSED BEDS, 
CADV PUT  IN A REQUEST FOR GEORGES AGIO'S ASSIGNMENT AS A FRENCH 
MILITARY  INTERPRETER,   IF HE COULD SE LOCATED.     ...THE BIO OFFICERS'* 
ME8S WAS BE I NO USED, GETTING WAITER SERVICES, OUT OF CHOW LINE, 
OF COURSE.     IT WAS STILL  NOT REALLY WEATHER-PROOFED, BUT THAT WAS 
COMING.    IT WOULD BRINO ALL THE OFFICERS AND NURSES TOGETHER,FOR 
MANY HAD BEEN EAT I NO ON THE WARDS OR  IN CHOW-LINES WHEN MORE CON- 
VENIENT, AND THIS WOULO ALLOW CONVERSATIONS RATHER THAN UNVENTILATEO 
BITCHING, 
21  NOVEMBER*    GENERAL PATCH,  COMMANDER OF THE SEVENTH ARMY, 
CAME TO VISIT A LT. HAYAOHL, A NELSEI. CADV FTUSMSO TO THE  INFORMATION 
DESK TO RECEIVE HIM, BUT THE SERGEANT HAD ALREAOV SHOWN HIM AN "|NM 
CARD FROM HIS FILE AND DIRECTED HIM TO BUILDING IT.    CAOV RUSHED TO 
THAT WARD, SUT LEARKEO THE  3ENERAL HAD BEEN RE-DIRECTEO TO BULLOLNG 
1-ciARD.    THERE, A MEDICAL OFFICER HAD TOLD GEN. PATCH THE LIEUTENANT 
HAD LEFT FOR HIS OWN UNIT A FEW HOURS PREVIOUSLY,  HE VISITED AROUND 
THE 0FFICER88S WARD, ASKING MORALE QUESTIONS, AND ASSURING THE PATIENTS 
"THE BOYS UP   FRONT ARE GOING VERY FAST TODAY." CAOV WAS EMBARRASSED 
BECAUSE THE SERGEANT ON INFORMATION DESK HAO EXHIBITED A PVT. HAYASHj's 
i 
CADY __ 
WHO      IT ILL IN Bt00. 11, TO BE TRANSFERRED TO WARD 20, PSYCHIATRY, 
AND THE LIEUTENANT*9"GUT" CARD WAS PROPERLY FILEO, FOR HE HAD GONE 
0 
BACK TO SIS UNIT 3EF0RE THE CSN£RAL*S VISIT.   CADV SPENT AN HUR 
DUR1KC THE EVENING TRYING TO FOLLOW UP THE GENERAL, AND DID SPEAK 
TO ONE OF HIS STAFF, TRY I NO TO EXPLAIN THE MISDIRECTION.  TKE 
MAN ON TH; INFORMATION DESK NEEDED AND GOT SOME EXPLANATION, AND 
CADY HAD TO DEVISE SOVE WAY TO KEEP THE IN AND OUT FILES ON PATIENTS 
UP-OATED   MUCH   OFTENER   THAN   EVERY   24   HOURS.       THE   ONLY   EXCUSE   THEY 
HAD   *AS   THAT    THE    HOSPITAL    HAD   tffCM    »N   OPERATION   JO   DAYS   AND    HAD 
ACCUMULATED   3,000   PATIENTS. 
TTON   CAME    IN   TO    REPRESENT    THE    PLAINT:    "WHY    OC    WE    ALWAY8S 
HAVE   TofsEAR   THE    MUlfT    OF    THESE   DRIVES-       «W    DON*T   THE    OTHERS   DO 
THEIR   SHAREJ"       Kg   WANTED    SOMEHOW   F°R   THE    HOSPITAL   TO    SLOW   UP    FOR   A 
BREATHER,    BUT    6*0?   itfCULO    NOT    HEAR   TO   THAT.       THE   REASON!    "BISHOP 
WANTS   DAILY   HI PORT •   WHEREVER   T'-'ERE    ARE   ANY   UNUSED   BEDS,    SO   OTHERS 
MUST    BE   GETTING   RIDDEN,    TOO.       BESIDES,    THIS   OUTFIT   CAN   TAKE    IT 
BECAUSE    IT    I       MEPARED   AND   DISCIPLINED   TO   DO    IT...ISN*T   THE   21ST 
THE    BEST    GENERAL    HOSPITAL   OVER   HERE    IK   THIS   THEATRE?"...BE 3 IDES, 
WE    ARE    RIGHT    IN   THE   MM?   OF   THE    HOSPITALS    COMBAT,    THE   BATTLE, 
WITH   WHAT   WE    HAVE,    OR   CAN   GET, 
AND   WE    JUST    HAVE   TO   00   THE   BEST   V/E    CAN/UNTIL    ITSS   OVER."      OANN 
WAS   WATCHING    THIS   SCENE   WITH   BRIOHT-EYEO   SPEOULAT I VE NE SS . I C?J 
THE T/o THE UNIT SHOULD 156 NURSES «3UT HAD !2rJ»  THREE NOT 
ON DUTY.  THIS WAS ONLY 49 PERCENT OF  ;*ORMAL COMPLIMENT FOR 3,000 
PATIENTS.    ME TOLD EVERYONE THEY WERE ONLY 25 PERCENT SHORT, BECAUSE 
THREE OF THE UN IT*5 NURSES COULD EASILY COVER THE WORK OP FOUR ANY- 
WHERE ELSE.    ENLISTED MEN HAO SEEN UP-SRAOED TO COVER SHORTAGES. 
THIS WAS REALLV THE FIRST TIME CADY HAD NOT SEEN SUCCESSFUL  IN 
GETTING THE LOAN OF PERSONNEL, AND THE UNIT HAD TO TAKE THE FULL 
-ACT.    THEY HAD ONLY OWE or COL. BERRY'S SURGICAL TEAMS WORKING 
WITH THE UNIT.    OUT ON THE FRINGE, WERE 500 fOm,   115   ITALIANS AND 
SOME CIVILIANS. 
COUNTER    INTELLSGENCS   OFFICERS   DLAKE   AND   HUTCHISON*   STATIONED 
AT   MlRECOURT,   VISITED   TO   LOOK   OVER  THE   UNITS   CIVILIANS.      CADY   COULD 
GIVE   NO   EVIDENCE   OF   SABOTAGE*   ONLY   NON-P.EPET IT IVE   HUMAN   FAILURES, 
AND   REPEATED      HIS   REQUEST    IFOR  GEORGES   AGIO'S   ASSIGNMENT   BY  THE 
"08UJHEM.        £AUW THAT HE MIGHT HAVE AN EVEN BETTER SUPERVISION 
THAN GODCAU WAG GIVING. 
THANKSGIVING DAYT 23 NOVEMBER.    BUSY CADY WAS GIVEN AN ADDITONAL 
DUTY AS "SENIOR OFFICER" OF HIS AREA.    I* WAS SUPPOSED T0 VISIT 
THE COFCAO SECTION UNITS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 6* MILES AND INSPECT THEM 
FORTNIGHTLY.    IF THE ORDER WOULD HOLD HP, CADY WOULD HAVE TO DELEGATE 
MORE,  SUPERVISE THE UNIT LESS, AND REORGANIZE HIS LIFE TO SPREAD 
HIMSELF THINNER AM MORE FORCIBLY.    THIS WAS SOMETHING COLS. SHOOK 
AND BISHOP YVOULO GET TOLD ABOUT WHEN THEY WOULD ARRIVE, AS PLANNED, 
ON THE NEXT HOSPITAL TRAIN TO FCILRECOURT.    ALSO, MA*, LAPP, THE 
STICKLER, WOULD NOT AUTHORIZE ANY EQUIPMENT WHICH WOULD PUT THE UNIT 
ABOVE 3»000 8108, AND THAT WORRIED CADY.    BEN0C6 HAD PROVIDED A 
SALVAGED RADIO FOR CADY*© BEDSIDE, THE WTARS AND 3TRIPES, VISITORS, 
NEW PATIEFITS AND WHERE THEY CAME FROM,  AND TR HE KEPT UP HIS 
wrrtm    WAR MAP , ALL THESE CONVINCED HIM THE BASE WOULD NEED MORE 
BEDS   THAN    IT    HAD   «/UST    AS    IT    HAD   BEEN    IN   ALGERIA   AND    ITALY.       SHOOK 
AND   BISHOP    HAD   TO   LISTEN   TO   HIM,    AND   TAKE    LAPP   OUT   OF   CONTROL. 
COL. FRANK BERRY SENT g OFFICERS FROM SEVENTH ARM/. CADY 
WOULD SPREAD THEM OVER 500 CONVALESCENT, THE SECTION BEING SEGREGATED, 
AND USE ENLISTED MEN FOR NURSES. A GERMAN MEDIC, A"FELDSCHER,n  WAS 
BEING WORKED WITH THE PQW PATIENTS DURING HIS 'SPARE TIME% WHATEVER 
THAT WAS.  BEAM DID NOT WANT HIS CONVALESCENT MEDICAL PATIENTS TO 
GO INTO TENTS, SO HE HAO SET VP   A WORK THERAPY PROJECT FOR THEM TO 
EXCAVATE HIS BASEMENTS WHERE SHELTER WOULD BE MUCH MORE COMFORTABLE. 
THAT WAS THE SPIRIT CADY LIKEDI  THE CHAPLAIN AND THE ARC WERE 
ALREADY IN OHZ   OF THESE BASEMENTS SO PATIENTS WOULD BE CLOSER TO 
THEM.  CADY WAS GRATIFIED WITH BEAM'S INITIATIVE TO GET HIS SRVICE 
BED CAPACITY UP TO OR ABOVE 1,200 BEDS.  PATTON'S SURGICAL SERVICE 
WAS ALREADY ABOUT 2,000. 
THE OFFICERS'S MESS PREMIER IN THE THEATRE SPACE OF THE ADMIN- 
ISTRATION BUILDING WAS A GRAND SUCCESS.  THE CHAPLAIN HAD A RELIGIOUS 
PROGRAM TO DEDICATE IT, AND CADY SPOKE TO THE 200 OR MORE DINERS. 
HE WANTED THEM ALL TO KNOW THEY WERE UNDERGOING THE 21ST*S GREATEST 
OVERSEAS TEST,   BY THEIR GOOD PERFORMANCE, THEY WERE SUCCEEDING IN 
LIVING UP TO HIS EXPECTATIONS AS THE 8EST HOSPITAL OF ITS CLA88 
IN THE A.U.S.  ...ANNIE LAURIE DICKSON AND EVELYN CRAIG MANAGED TO 
DIVERT PART OF THE "BUMPSY DAISY* U30 TROUPE FROM COL. MARVIN'S 
ENGINEERS TO THE 21ST'S THANKSGIVING TURKEY DINNER. THEY PAID FOR 
IT WITH ENTERTAINMENT LATER.  EVERYONE SEEMEO TO WANT TO LINGER 
IN THE RELAXED SOCIAL ATMOSPHERE IN SPITE OF MAJ. SPALOING'S  FRETTING 
ABOUT HER NURSES BEING KEPT FROM THEIR WORK.  THIS FINE MESS WAS 
GOING TO BE A REAL A8SET TO UNIT MORALE. 
FRIDAY, 24 NOVEMBER.  CADY GOT TO THF HOSPTAL TRAIN AT MIRECOURT 
AND AWOKE COLS. SHOOK AND BISHOP.  THEY WISHED TO EAT SREAKFA8T ON 
THE   TRAIN,    THEN   BE    DRIVEN   OVER   TO   VITAL.       BENOOs's   BIG    EARS   OVERHEARD 
THEM   DISCUSSING    CADY'S   RECOMMENDATION,    BOTH   WERE   FAVORABLE.      THIS 
TENDED   FURTHER    CONFIRMATION   OF    CADY'S   SUSPICION   HE   WAS   BEING   USED 
AS   A   DECOY.       BI8HQP    HAD    NOT   GONE    ALONG   WITH   CADY'S   RECOMMENDATION 
FOR   FURTHER   PROMOTION   FOR   ,.:MA«J.    3PALDING. BENDOS   THOUGHT    HE   MIGHT 
BE   TALKING   BACK   TO   THE   G&WERAL   AND   SHOOK   ABOUT    IT*      CADY   HAD   THEM 
BACK   AT   THE   21ST   TO   SHOW   THEM   AROUND   DURING   THE   AFTERNOON,    AND   BOTH 
WERE    IMPRESSBD,    AND   BI8HOP   ESPECIALLY   COMMENTED   ON   THE   BUILD   M? 
AS   BEING   SO   RAPID.       HE   GUIDEO   THEM   TO   80ME   BAD   SANITARY   SITUATIONS, 
AND   ASKED   FOR   ADDITIONAL   ASSISTANCE    IN   ERADICATING   THEM. 
COL.    SMULLEN   AND   MAJS.   O'TOOLE   AND   ALLEN   ARRIVED   TO    INSPECT 
THE   POWER   PLANT   AND   THE   STILL    INADEQUATE   WATER   SUPPLY.      THAT   EVENING 
THEY ALL SET OVER CADY'S CUPS UNTIL MIDNIGHT IN QUARTERS A. COL. 
BISHOP BECAME LOQUATIOUS, BUT SHOOK ONLY SIPPED HIS ORINK ALONG AND 
REMAINED COLDLY SOBER. COL. SMULLEN BECAME TALKATIVE, SHARPLY AND 
CYNICALLY WITTY, BUT STILL FRIENDLY. BISHOP SEEMED TO ADMIRE HIM 
GREATLY.   HE VMS UP ANO GOING ABOUT 4430, TOO DAMNED EARLY WHEN IT 
WASN'T  NEEDED.  SHOOK MADE  NOTES ON THE UNIT'S  NEEDS,  ESPECIALLY  IN 
PERSONNEL.    HE WAS ALSO  INTERESTED  IN THAT MAJOR WHO HAD BEEN GIVEN 
TO THE  UNIT  TO   "MAKE  SOMETHING OF",   AND THAT  REPORT  WAS   NOT  TOO 
FAVORABLE UP TO DATE. 
IT WAS DECIDED THE UNIT WOULD GET ANOTHER 100 POWS TO HELP THE 
ENGINEER.  THE TENT PATIENTS HAD TO HAVE MATERIALS FOR CONSTRUCTING 
LATRINES IN THE COMPOUNDS BEHIND THE WARD BUILDINGS.  SMULLEN EXPLAINED 
WHAT CADY WELL KNEW, THE WATER SUPPLY WAS STILL INADEQUATE, AND HE 
WOULD RETURN LATER. 
25 NOVEMBER.  BENDOS DROVE SHOOK AND BISHOP TO EPINAL AND 
PMIUIT   K  . 
THEN TO VlTEL  ...SGT8. OEMUNBRUN  AND VOST WERE DECORATING CADY S 
NEW OFFICE WALLS WITH A BORDER OF NICELY PAINTED DIVISIONAL INSIGNE, 
WHICH BRIGHTENED IT CONSIDERABLY. 
CADY 
26 NOVEMBER.  SUNDAY WAS MO DAY OF REST, 6ADY WAS TRAPPED AT 
HIS DESK WHEN HE SHOULD HAVE BEEN GETTING AROUND TO SEE THINGS. 
HE SEND A MODEST CHECK TO MtS HOME PHARMACIST WITH INSTRUCTIONS 
TO   SET   SOME   CHRISTMAS   PRESENTS   rOR   MlS   HOME   POLKS* 
AT   LEAST   HE   WAS   001 NO   TO   GET   SOME   SERVICE   PROM   TWO    ITALIAN 
OFFICERS,   OPERATING   THE   MAIN   PART   OF   TME   UNIT'S   LAUNDRY   WHfCH  GOOEAU 
HAD   PINALLV   GOTTEN    INTO   USEFULNESS.       If   THE   t?1ST   WOULD   HAVE   TO 
"TAKE    IN   WASHIN08   FROM   OTHER   UNITS*   AGAIN,    HE   WAS   OOINQ   TO I   BE 
GRUMPY   UNTIL   PERSONNEL   WOULD   COME   WITH   THE   JOS.    ALSO,    HE   WAS   SCREEN- 
ING   POvVS   POR   LABORATORY   TECHNICIANS   OR   CHEMISTS   WHO   MIGHT   BE   WORKED 
OVER   POR   AORESS'S   LABORATORY.       ...!*ITM   ALL   SUCH   PROBLEMS,    HE   WAS 
THINKING   ABOUT   MAKlNO   SOME   SORT   OP   REPORT   ON  THE   t/O   AND   THE   RE- 
ORGANIZED   HOSPITAL}   THAT    IS,    IP   HE   STILL   HAD   HIS   POOT    IN  THE   DOOR. 
NAtEVE,    DO-OOODfNO   CHAP,    HOOK   WAS   STILL   WORK IN6   ON   HIS   PROJECT 
FOR/FINE   PERMANENT   CARVED   OAKEN   ALTAR,    AND   HE   WANTED   THE   ARMY,    SOMEONE, 
T©   SCRATCH  UP   t4OO.&0  POR   IT.      HE   SEEMED  TO  BE   GETTING   HIMSELF,   OR 
THE UNIT OBLIGATED FOR IT. HE HAD PERSONALLY GONE ABOUT TRYING TO 
OET THE CENTRAL HEATING OP COTTABE QUARTERS"CTAKEN CARE OP BY SOME 
CIVILIAN PLUMBER, AND NOT REALLY SUCCESSFULLY. BUT CHAPPIE DID NOT 
THINK   H£   SHOULD   HAVE   TO   PAY   THE   BILL   HE   HAD   NEGOTIATED   WITHOUT 
COMPETANT   AUTHORITY.       NOW,    CADY   THOUGHT,    IT   WAS   THE   TIME   TO   GET 
THE CHAPLAIN'S RESPONSIBILITY DEFINED, PAY FOR SUCH THINGS THAT HE 
MIGHT CONTRACT FOR OUT OF HIS CHAPLAIN1* FUND, OR DON'T CONTRACT 
ANY MORE.  GOOEAU WAP ADVISED ABOUT THE MATTER, ANO HE SAID HE COULD 
HANDLE THE V/OOO-CARVER TO SAVE THE CHAPLAIN FROM EMBARRASSMENT. 
IT.  CREECH,  HO,  HAD BEEN VISITING SOME OTHER HOSPITALS AND SHE 
RETURNED DEPRESSED BECAUSE SHE HAD FEWER DIETETIC MESS PERSONNEL 
THAN OTHERS HAD.  SHE TOOK NO HOPE PROM THE FACT OTHERS WERE NOT 
DOING ANY BETTER  THAN SHE WAS.  NfE WAS IN CAOY*8 OFFICE TO TALK THIS 
A 
CAOY 
ANO ME WAS CRITICAL Or WARD SERVING,  TMEY WERE LETTING THf PLAP- 
JACKS GET COLD serene GETTING THEM TO PATIENTS, WELL, SAID CAOY, 
ALL   THEY   HAVE   TO   00   POR   THAT    IS   TO   PRE-HEAT   THE   PATIENT**   UTENSILS 
ON  A   STEAM   RADIATOR   Oil   IN  AN  OVEN AND   SERVE   THE   HOT   CAKES   HOT,   TRUE, 
AGREED   NIC,    BUT   SOMEONE   MAO   TO   TELL   MESS   ATTENDANTS   ASOUT   SUCH  THINGS 
ANO   OET   THEM   TO   DO   THEM.      WHAT   HE   WANTED   REALLY   WAS   POR   CAOY   TO 
CALL   LY.   CREECH   IN   AND   OIVE   HER   A   PER   TALK,    INCLUDING   MOW   WELL   SHE 
WAS   OOINO,    AND  THE   LIKE,   TO   BUILD   UP   HER   MORALE.      WA8N#T   THAT   REALLY 
NIE'S   JOB?      YES,    OUT   SHE   DIO*NT   LIKE   HIM,    AND   SHE   WOULD   HAVE   TO   LISTEN 
TO CADY. AN ABNORMAL DEPRESS ION WOULD NOT BE HELPED BY PRAISE/OR 
SCOLDING, JUST REMEMBER THAT, AND THEY SHOULD ASSUME THls|wA® NOT 
AN ABNORMAL DEPRESSION, A MENTAL STATE.  NOW THAT HE WAS REALLY 
TRYING TO CONTROL PEOPLE RATHER THAN BY JUST 8LUNT ORDERS, HE SHOULD 
GO BACK TO HIS PROBLEM AND TRY TO 11 NO A WAV TO DO WHAT HE WANTED 
CADY TO DO POR HIM,  fT WAS A GOOD CHALLENGE POR HtM TO PINO SOME 
WAV TO PERK UP HER MORALE ANO GET HOT CAKES SERVED HOT I 
COL, BERRY ANO RUDOLPH WERE TRYING TO HELP THE UNIT, THEY HAD 
BEEN DETACHING POP. DUTY PROM THE 116TH AND ttTTH EVAC HOSPITALS 
SOME 14 MEDICAL OPPICER,  ONLY, THEY WOULB TAKE THEM SACK APTER 
2, 3 OR rOUR DAYS*  THEY WERE THAT MUCH HELP, ANYWAY. 
27   NOVEMBER.  CADY THOUGHT HE DETECTED SIGNS THAT PATTON*8 
ULCER WAS BOTHERING HIM, ANO SCHWARTZ'S 8A6K WAS "KILLING HIM AGAIN,* 
HE WOULD OPERATE, THEN LIE OOWN ON A COT UNTIL THE NEXT CASE WAS 
READY ANO GET BACK UPON HIS PEET TO OPERATE*  THEY WERE BEING 
ArPEOTEO BY TALK ASOUT LESSER WORKLOADS OTHER HOSPITALS HAD, CAOY 
LONGED TO RELIEVE HIS OWN PEELINGS BY AN EDGED EXPLANATION ASOUT 
BURDENS ARE EASIER BORNE IP THERE IS NO DELIBERATE OR SELP-PITYlNG 
COMPARISONS WITH OTHERS.  THESE MEDICS HAD TO SUCCEED OR PAIL JUST 
LIKE AN INPANTRYMAN.  THE BREAKING COMBAT 60L0IER ALSO WONDERS WHY 
MUST IT BE M&2 
CADY 
26 NOVEMBER. CADV HAD TO KEEP A PERSONAL VEHICLE FOR HIS 
"COMMAND MOBILITY." SOME OF THE UNIT'S OFFICERS STILL HOPEFULLY 
CONFUSED WHAT RHIP REALLY MEANT, RANK (AUTHOR ITY TO DO CERTAIN 
SPECIFIED ADMINISTRATIVE JOBL) DOES HAVE IT8 PRIVILEGES, AS CONTRASTED 
WITH GRADE, A» L.T. COLONEL IN COMMAND, OR ACTING COMMAND OF A UNIT 
IS A DIFRERENT ENTITY AS AN AUTHOR ITOR I AN THAN A L.T, COLONEL WHO 
IS SUBORDINATE TO HIM IN THE SAME UNIT, BUT HAS THE SAME GRADE, 
LT. COLONEL.  KWOULD HAVE BEEN NICE, PERHAPS, TO HAVE CONTINUED 
TO HAVE THE HOSPITAL VEHICULAR CONTROL UNLIMITED, AND PERMIT LT. 
COLONELS AND MAJORS TO GO TO THE MOTOR POOL AND ORDER THE SERGEANT 
IN CONTROL TO GIVE THEM A CAR, WITH OR WITHOUT A DRIVER OR A TRIP 
tlCKET, AND DRIVE OFF WITH IT.  AFTER SUCH HAD HAPPENED A TIME OR 
TWO ANO CAUSED TRANSPORTATION DIFFICULTIES, CADY ORDERED THAT BOTH 
THE UNIT'S C I R (COMMAND) CARS WOULD BE FOR HEADQUARTERS USE ONLY, 
WITH DRIVERS, PARKED AT THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING ft* AT QUARTERS 
A , AVAILABLE FOR INSTANT U8E.  £XECUTIVE OFFICER BOLOTIN OR ADJUTANT 
OANN MIGHT BE SEEN GOING ABOUT IN THE SECOND CAR OR IT MIQHT JUST 
IT 
BE STANDING UNTIL THE.Y ORDERED TO GO ON HOSPITAL BUSINESS. 
BENDOS AND HOLLENBACK WERE RATHER UNFORTUNATE DRIVERS, FOR 
ALL THEIR EASY LIFE, THEY HAD FEW DAYS OFF.  THEY WERE ABLE TO 
CONTRIVE COZY QUARTERS IN THE BASEMENT OF COTTAGE A, BECAUSE THEY 
HAD TO BE AVAILABLE FOR DRIVING AT ALL HOURS. ALSO,  IT PROTECTED 
THEM   SOMEWHAT   FAOMfrHE    JIBES   OF   OF   Gls   ANO   THE    MG-2-1 NOw   OF   PRETTY 
INQUISITIVE NURSES AND OTHER CURIOUS PERSONNEL WHO MIGHT WANT TO 
LEARN WHAT WAS GOING ON  IN QUARTERS,  THE HEADQUARTERS,  OR JUST WHAT 
WAS ON  "THE OLD MAN'S MIND."    THAT  SECOND CAR WAS THE ACE-IN-THE-HOLE 
WHICH ENABLEO THE 21ST TO FUNCTION WHILE "THE OLO'S" WAS BUSY. 




WORD CAME THERE WOULD BE 200 PGWS INSTEAD OF THE 100 PROMISED, 
AND ANOTHER COMPANY OF ITALIAN CG-BELLIQERANTS.  PRETTY SOON, THERE 
WOULD AN ABOBISHMENT OF STREET MUDT 
29 NOVEMBER. LT. COL. HARRY AGRESS HAD NO PATIENT8 ON HIS 
SERVICE, BUT THE SENIOR OFFICERS ON THE DISPOSITION BOARD GOT THE 
IDEA HE WAS GOOD ENOUGH A CLINICIAN HE COULO SIT ON THE BOARD ANO 
RELIEVE SOME OF THAT TEDIUM FOR THEM. AT LEAST, HE COULO CHECK THE 
BOARDS BEFORE THEY VENT TO THE CO. 
NOW, AGRESS HAD BEEN 00|NG A PERFECTLY SPLENDID JOB WITH HIS 
LABORATORY SERVICE, ANO ESPECIALLY WITH THE BLOOD BANK AND TRANSFUSION 
TEAMS HE HAD DEVELOPED LARGELY BY HIS OWN DRIVE. MANY TRANSFUSIONS 
WERE BEING DONE DAILY, ANO A CONSIDERABLE NUMBER PRE-OPERATIVELY AS 
PREVENTIVE SUPPORT TO THE PATIENT RATHER THAN HAVE TO DO IT POST- 
OPERATIVELY.  THIS WAS A NEW PHASE IN CLINICAL MEDICINE WHICH HAD TO 
BE EVALUATED IN COURSE OF TIME,  CADY WOULD NOT ORDER AGRESS TO 
ASSUME THIS ADDITIONAL DUTY, BUT HE MIGHT DO SO IF HE WISHED TO DO SO. 
ALSO, HE WAS LOOKING FOR THE PATTERN-MAKER OF SELF-PITY HE FELT 
WAS WORKING AMONG THE UNIT'S HIGHER RANKERS, LOOKING FOR THE INDIVIDUAL 
PHYSICAL OR PSYCHOSOMATIC SIGNS OR SYMPTOMS HE KNEW EACH COULO DEVELOP 
AS    A   BREAK-DOWN. 
AT   0600   HOUR   THERE   WERE   3,271    PATIENTS.    DURING   THE   MORNING 
345   WERE   PUT   ON   A    HOSPITAL   TRAIN,    ANO   SOME   OTHERS   WENT   TO   THEIR 
UNITS.       100   WERE   ADMITTED   DURING    THE   DAY,    SO   MAYBE   THERE   MIGHT    BE   A 
LET-UP. 
COL.  GUY THOMPSON,   MC,   CONSULTANT  PSYCHIATRIST,   ETOUSA,   VISITED, 
AND WAS REMAINING OVER NIGHT. HE HAD THE SAME PLEA8ANT PERSONALITY 
CADY CADY REMEMBERED AS FRAT BROTHERS AT U. OF MO., AND AT W.U. 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.  HE WAS QUITE WELL IMPRESSED WITH THE MANAGEMENT 
OF  ;  MA«J. BERNARO GREEN'S OVERWORKED SERVICE WHERE SOME SPLENDID 
GROUP AND NARCO-THERAPY WAS GOING ON.  ...CADY TOOK THE COT AND GAVE 
4 
VAUT 
THOMPSON THE USE or HIS own DOUBLE BED. 
30 NOVEMBER.  M. GOOEAU HAD A CALL FROM M. CAlVlLLON, MINISTRY 
or HEALTH, PARIS TO COME BEE HIM.  CADY AGREED TO FURNISH HIS TRANS- 
PORTATION IP ME WOULD INTERCEDE SOME FOR THE UNIT WHILE HE WAS IN 
PARIS,    tie INCLUDED M, DENNI AND FOUR WORKMEN TO GET ALL THE TOOLS 
AND   GADGETS   THE   POWER   PLANT   NEEDED.      BOLOT»N   WAS    INCLUDED   BO   HE   MIGHT 
RENEW   ACQUAINTANCE   WITH   COL.   DAVID   LlSTON.   MC,    EXEC   TO   MArf.   GEN. 
PAUL ft. HAWLEY, SURGEON, COM. Z., BOLOTIN WAS EXPECTED TO RETURN WITH 
ANYTHING MATERIAL OR INFORMATION WHICH WAS NOT NAILED DOWN SECURELY. 
CADY COULD NOT LEAVE THE UNIT TO GO WITH CAPT. HERBERT 8. 
SLATERY, VAC, TO 0140H   rOR HIS DECORATION WITH THE LEGION OFFMERIT 
BY UA4*  GEN. WILSON. THE BOYISH YOUNG OFFICER HAD TAKEN A LOT OF 
PUNISHMENT TO EARN IT, AND WAS STILL TAKING IT, AS AN EXAMPLE, CAOY 
WAS JUST ABOUT READY TO *BUST° CORP. CARL GQLDMAN FOR PROTECTING 
SLATERY SO OFTEN BY NOT KNOWING WHERE HE WAS WHENEVER CADY WAS 
TELEPHONING FOR INSTANT ACTION ABOUT SOMETHING!  IfHAT WAG SAVING 
GOLDMAN, WAS THAT HE TRANSMITTED CADY*S WANTS BO WELL THAT SLATERY 
COULD REACT WITHOUT EVEN PROMISING TO DO SO. 
IT WAS WILL, FOR COLS. CoeKE  AND MASON CAME.  COCXE QUESTIONED 
CADY FOR HIS IDEAS ABOUT BED STRATEGY. SINCE HE WAS ASSISTANT 
SURGEON, HQ«, SOLOC, CADY WAS SOMEWHAT APPREHENSIVE HE MIGHT BE 
PLACE^ BETWEEN   HIM   AND   BASE   SURGEON   BISHOP,    HE   TOLD   COCKE   THAT   EiSHOP 
HAD   BEEN   IN   A   BAD   HUMOR   OVER   THE   PHONE   EARLIER    IN   THE   DAY*       HE    IM- 
PRESSED CADY HE WAS *ON THE DEFENSIVE ABOUT SOMETHING*" AND SO COCKC 
AGREEOJBUT   WITHOUT   EXPLAINING   ANYTHING.      CADv's    IDEAS   WERE! 
A. EXPERIENCED SOLOC 21ST GENERAL HOSPITAL WAS UNDERMANNED 
(OVEREXTENDED), BUT WITH ADDED INEXPERIENCED PERSONNEL, UNDER ITS 
COMMAND, THEY COULD STILL HANDLE EVEN MORI BEDS BY INTEGRATION^ OF 
THE   NEW   PERSONNEL,    AND   STILL   NOT   LOSE   STEP   WITH  THE   CAMPAIGNS 
REQUIREMENTS.       \l   COULD   GO   \iP   ANOTHER   THOUSAND   DEQS,    BUT   ONLvllF   ALL 
CADY 
ECHELONS OP THE UNIT CQULO BE EXTENOED ON THE T/O & £ LATERALLY* 
THAT MEANT  TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT,   AND THE LIKE7T"O<?. 
B. THE NEW THOUSAND BEO HOSPITALS WERE REPORTED AS UNDER- 
MANNED PROFESSIONALLY, DEVOID OF EXPERIENCE AS OPERATING UNITS, AND 
A SORT OF "MACHINE RECORD CARDS*' ASSEMBLY UNITS,  THEY WOULD FUMBLE 
EVEN FEWER BEDS IF SET UP *!UST NOW EVEN WITH CLOSE SUPERVISION 
BECAUSE THEY WERE INEXPERIENCED UNITS,  THEY WOULD NEED NEW SITES 
SELECTED AND PREPARED WHERE THEY MIGHT VQHK   DURING THIS CAMPAIGN 
TO BREAK THE SIEGFRIED LINE ANO CROSSING THE RHINE,  SHOULD THAT 
HAPPEN VERY SCON, MANY OF THEM WOULD HAVE TO BE MOVEO, OR LEAP-FROGGED 
OR 
BY OTHER INEXPERIENCED UNITS, OR 3Y OLD .NEW WHICH COM Z WOULD THINK 
TWICE BEFORE TRYING TO MOVE THEM FORWARD, 
c. £RGO, ASSIGN TO THE 21ST A COMPLETE NEW (T/# 4*tl   INEXPER- 
IENCED GENERAL HOSPITAL, TO BE TRAINED FOR OPERATING AS A "PARALLEL11 
UNIT.  PUT THEa IN PRE-FAS3, IF AVAILABLE, OR EVEN IN TENTS, BUT UNDER 
CADY*S COMMAND, ANO HE WOULD DELIVER THEM AS AN "EXPERIENCSDnUNlT 
IN ABOUT THREE MONTHS FOR RELOCATION.  HE WOULD GUARANTEE THAT THE 
UNIT IN "PARALLEL" TRAINING WOULD CARRY ITS OWN WEIGHT AND GIVE 
THE 21ST A THOUSAND MORE BEOS JfoRTHE BASE.  CONSIDER 001NG THE SAME 
WITH THE 23RD, THE 36TH AND THE 46TH IF THEY WERE 8TILL TO BE IN 
THE FUTURE EVACUATION LINE, THE  IMMEDIATE FUTURE,  THAT  IS. 
LOOKING AT CADY'S BIG TACTICAL MAP    ON THE OFFICE WALL,   COCKE 
SURMISED THERE MIGHT BE A GREAT MESS  IF SOMETHING LIKE CADY*S 
SUGGESTION COULD NOT BE FOLLOWED,     (THE WIND WAS BLOWING   IN THE DIRECT- 
ION OF GREATER EXPANSION, BUT THIS TIME WITH UNGRUDGED GREATER HELP I ) 
MA<J.  3PALDING WOULD 30 LOOK OVER THE NEXT BATCH OF PO'.V NURSES 
THAT MIGHT BE CAPTURED.    A FINANCE UNIT COULD FIND NO PLACE AT OARNAY, 
AND CADY WELCOMEO  IT WITH G.UARTER3 ANO RATIONS.    HAVING  IT ON THE 
GROUNDS COULD BE A GREAT CONVENIENCE FOR THE UNIT,    RED CROSS AND 
CHAPLAIN'S AFFAIRS SEEMED TO BE PERKING UP,  TOO. 
4 
CAOY 
MIDNIGHT RtfKMtfl MAKIMMU BEDS, 2#22C*I MAXIMUM PATIENTS, 
3,225i    AVERAGE asos, 2,3tSj    AVERAGE PATIENTS, 2,515? AND 
TOTAL   ADMISSIONS,   4,354. GOMPAREO   TO   THE   FIRST    SJX   WEEK*   |i 
ITALY, MORALS WAS MUCH IETTER  IN FRANCE* 
oCo 
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FRIDAY, 1 DECEMBER.   MEMBERS OF  THE UNIT WERE AUTHORIZED 
TO   WEAR   ANOTHER   LITTLE   BRONZE   PARTICIPATION   STAR   FOR   THE   RGME-ARNO 
CAMPAIGN ON THEIR SERVICE RIBSON BADGES. 
2 DECEMBER.  CAOY THOUGHT THIS EXTRACT WAS ILLUMINATIVE: 
*     *     • 
"MY OPINION MAKING FORMAL ROUNDS TWICE DURING A TOUR OF DUTY 
IS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE WHEN WORK IS HEAVY AND ENTIRELY UNNECESSARY. 
THE TIME COULD BE USED TO A BETTER ADVANTAGE TAKING CARE OF THE 
CALLS AND IN GETTING A LITTLE REST SO ONE CAN KEEP GOING THE DAY 
FOLLOWING TOUR AS OFFICER OF THE DAY." '/&f     
'     SURGICAL UD 
"(COL. PATTON: UNDOUBTEDLY HE SEES THE MATTER AS MOST OTHERS 
DOING THE JOB SEE IT, AND WITH CERTAIN MATERIALISTIC JUSTIFICATION, 
TOO.  HOWEVER, HE IS LOSING SIGHT OF THE FUNCTIONS OF AN ODJ TO 
SEE AND PREVENT THE VERY NEED FOR HIM TO BE CALLED.  HE FAILS TO 
APPRECIATE HE IS YOUR, MINE, AND UNCLE SAM'S WATCHFUL EYE  OVER 
VII ARMY SICK AND WOUNDED.  I SUSPECT YOUR SODS ARE UNDERESTIMATING 
THEIR REAL  IMPORTANCE.   ...« CAN THINK OF NO MORE^ITING DISCIPLINARY 
PROCEDURE, SHORT OF A COURT, FOR EXAMPLE, TO SHOW IMPORTANCE, THAN 
TO SUSPEND AN OFFICER FROM THE OOJLIST FOR INCOMPETENCE, CARELELE33NESS 
OR INEFFICIENCY.   ...MAYBE, YOU NEED TWO SODS EACH NIGHT?    I*M 
GLAD TO KNOW   ____.  ,s N0T MAKING IT AN EASY JOB.  LDC)" 
*     *     * FAB/# 
MAJ. ADDIS CAME TO SEE ABOUT THE LOCATION OF THE PRE-^WARDS. 
CADY ALMOST FRIGHTENED HIMSELF WITH THE SIZE OF HI3 REQUISITIONS. 
THE WARDS OVER ACROSS THE STREET FRONTING BLOGS. 5 AND 7 WOULD 
HOUSE THE 1,000 BEDS, 14 WARDS WITH ABOUT 5 MORE FOR WALKING MESS, 
LATRINES, SHOWERS, ETC.   ALL THIS MEANT WATER, LIGHT SEWERS, STEAM HEAT 
CADY 
THE  RED CROSS AND KUTCHESQN'S PRO ACTIVITIES  WOULO HAVE TO  OUST 
START WITH THREE.  THE ENLISTED MESS WOULD SE AT LEAST FOUR, SHAPED 
LIKE A CROSS, AND THE NURSES BLDG. MO. 12 WOULD HAVE TO HAVE ONE 
IN TWO PARTS FOR THEIR SHOWERS AND LAUNDRY, AND THE LIKE• 0 3uT 
GOOD OLD ADDIS DID NOT SO MUCH AS BLINK AT THE TOTAL.  Hi THOGHT 
THE    PRE-FAB3   WOULD   ARRIVE    IN   A   WEEK   OR   SO,    AND   THE    SOIL   PIPES   TO 
CONNECT   WITH   THE   SEWER   COULD   BE   STARTED,      THE   ENLISTED   MESS   WAS 
PRE-ARRANGED   BUT   COMING   ALONG   TOO    3LOWLY   TO   SUIT    CACY. 
A   NEW   GENERAL    HOSPITAL   WAS   COMING   UP   THROUGH   MARSEILLE*,    AND 
THE   OFFICER   AND   NURSE   PERSONNEL   WOULD   BE   STAGING   WITH   THE   2tST, 
WORKING      OF   COURSE.       HE    WAS   SPECULATING   TOO   MUCH   ON   WHAT   ALL   HE   MIGHT 
GET    FROM   THE   POWs   AS    HELP,    BUT   THCY   WERE   BEHAVING   AND   WORKING   WELL. 
HE    DIRECTED   THEIR    KITCHEN   SHOULD   BE   MOVED   FRO*   TENTS    INTO   THE   MASONRY 
COMPOUND      BEHIND   BLDG.    NO.   2,    AND   THE   UNIT'S   LITTLE   PX   MOVED   OVER 
TO   A   SIMILAR   PLACE   BEHIND   ULOG.    NO.    t    WHERE    IT   WOULD   BE   A   EIT 
CLOSER   TO   THE    RECREATION   AREA   FOR   THE   PATIENTS. 
THE CENSUS  HAD CRAWLED UP  TO  ^,500 AND  CA8 STILL   WANTED TO 
SEND    IN   MORE   PATIENTS.       GAPT.    HOROWITZ   FOUND   CADY   BALKY,    FOR   HE    KNEW 
CAS   WAS    )N   A    JAM,     INCLUDING    THE    HOSPITALS    OCWw    IN   DELTA   DASE.       THE 
AIR EVACUATION STATION IN TENTAGE UP 15 MILES TO THE NORTH AT 
TAUTONVILLE, WAS UNRELIABLE FOR PATIENTS WERE HELD OVERNIGHT OR EVEN 
BROUGHT BACK TO THE HOSPITAL.  CADY TOL0 HOROWITZ HE HAD HEARD THAT 
HE HAO GERMAN MEDICAL OFFICERS AND NURSES, BUT HAD SENT THEI.; ON DOWN 
TO   THE    SOUTH.       NOW   THAT   WAS    NEAR   TO   SABOTAGE   TO   THE   C1tt|    FOR   ME 
WAS IN DIRE NEED OF 'U  DOCTORS AND 50 NURSES SO HE COULD MAKE THEM 
TAKE CARE OF THEIR OWN WHERE HE WAS COLLECTING GERMAN PATIENTS 
OVER IN BUILDINGS 4 AND 6. ALREADY HE HAD APPROXIMATELY 200, AND 
IF HOROWITZ DID NOT DO A BETTER JOB OF EVACUATING PORS, HELL, HE 
ULD   SOON   HAVE   A   THOUSAND!       HE    NEED   NOT   PAY   ANY   ATTENTION   TO   WHAT 
fiOMETONF    HAD    TOLD    HIM    ABOUT    HANDLING    POi   PATIENTS,     CADY    «A1    SURE    HE 
CADY _ 
KNEW WHAT HE WAS DOING, BEING PRACTICAL WHILE OTHERS WERE NOT.  Hf 
WOULD EVEN RECRUIT MORE LABOR PROM MIS CONVALESCENT PO^S IF ME COULD 
NOT   SET   THEM   OUT   Of   THE   STOCKADE.      HOROWITZ,   DO   SOMETHING,    AND   THE 
SOONER THE SETTER! 
I DECEMBER.  ENGINEERS.  JST LT. J*MN ««0f C£, WAS WORKING 
OUT ON THE POWERPLANT V03, AND THERE WAS NO INDICATION HE WOULD 8E 
TRANSFERRED TO THE UNIT PERMANENTLY.  THE COLORED 3T?TH ENGINEERS 
WERE STILL FRUSTRATING CADY WITH THEIR INEFFICIENCY. 
GEORGES Afio TELEPHONED THAT m WAS IN THE FRENCH HO.. AT|DI«ION0 
AND WOULD LIKE TO COME TTHCMEN TOO, AND CAD¥ HAD IMMEDIATELY PUT A 
LETTER  INTO CHANNELS TO GST H|M SACK AGAIN,    WG. THOUGHT HE    NEEDEO 
A FRENCH G-2 OR AN INTELLIGENCE OFFICER, *UST TO WORK AROUND THE 
FRENCH PATIENTS AND CIVILIANS. 
THE OFFICERS CLUS MANAGED TO HAVE A NICE LITTLE SANCE IN THE 
NEW MESS WITH HUTCHESON FURNISHING THE    CANNED MUSIC FOR IT» 
INCIDENTLY,    CADY   HAD   PUT   HUTCHESON   AND   MODLtN  WITH   THEIR   WIVES    IN 
THE   LITTLE   APARTMENTS   AT   EACH   END     OF   THE   COMPANY   SRAOE   OFFICERS 
QUARTERS,    SECOND   AND   THIRD   FLOORS  OF  THE   ADMINISTRATION  8LDG. 
HUTCHESOHS WEST,  MODLINS WERE EAST. 
SUNDAY, 4 OECEMBER. BOLOTIN RETURNED FROM SEEING COL. OAVIO 
LISTON, EXEC TO GEN. HAWLEV, HQ., COM/ AT PARIS, HE CAUTIONED BOLOTIN 
THE MPS WERE TOUGH ON UNAUTHORIZED TRAVELERS, SO BOLOTIN DID NOT 
TARRY LONG GETTING HIS LAUNDRY SUPPLIES. HE LEFT M. GODEAU BEHIND 
TO ATTBND TO HIS OWN AFFAIRS.  2ND LT. CARLOS F. MANTILLA OF THAT 
PUERTO RICAN INFANTRY GUARD DETACHMENT WAS RELIEVED TO RETURN TO HIS 
OWN COMPANY, DURING THE AFTERNOON, CADV ACCEPTED AN INVITATION TO 
BRING MAd. SPALOING ANO THAT NICE NEW MkLE. WlNCKLER TO TEA AT THE 
HOME OF M. ET MME, RENE LEFEVRE, OlRECTEUR OF THE LOCAL TEXTILE MILL. 
MME. LEFEVRE WAS THE LOCAL HEAD OF THE CRO tl '   ROUGE PRANCAISE. THEY 
WERE NICE PEOPLE, SPOKE INGUSH PRETTY WEL£t AND WERE QUITE GLAD THEIR 
SECOND GERMAN OCCUPATION WAS PAST, MULE, WINCKLER WAS SOINO T» »«. 
A   BETTER   CIVILIAN   LIAISON   AQENT   THAN   M.   GOOEAU,    IT   MIGHT   SEEM. 
IT   WAS   SPITTING   SNOW   DURING   THE   MID-EVENING   WHEN   CAPT.    HOROWITZ 
PHONED   CAOY    IN   HIS   OfriCE.       H|S   FAINfAND   QN-ANB-OFF   VOICE   fINALLY 
CONVEYED    INFORMATION  THAT   HE   HAD   "THE   GERMAN   DOCTORS   AND   NURSES." 
WHEN   DID   CADY   WANT   THEM?      THEY   WERE   REALLY   ON   THE   ROAD   AT   THE   TIME. 
HOROWITZ SAID ALSO, SOME COL. GOULSON, VII ARMY, HAD INSISTED THAT 
THE GERMAN NURSES COULD NOT SE USED TO TAKE CARE OF AMERICANS. CADY 
ep 
SPUTTER SOME ABOUT THE GRATUITOUS SOLICITUDE OF THE GOOD COLONEL, 
A 
BUT IT WAS IMPORTANT TO KNOW WHEN THEY WOULD ARRIVE.   IN ALL, THIS 
EFFECTIVE WORK OF HOROWITZ WAS TRULY A SURPRISE FOR CADY, FOR HE HAD 
NOT EXPECTED THIS WINDFALL WITHOUT MUCH PRELIMINARY ARGUMENT AND 
OELAYS.  HE"PULLED THE CRANK"AGA1N* 
ROUTED OUT AND INSTRUCTED THE PERSONNEL HE HAD IN MIND TO HANDLE 
THIS   NEW   POW  MEDICAL   SECTION?   PUT   A   DETAIL   OF   POlVS   TO   WORK   SETTING 
UP   COMBINED   WARD   TENTS   INTO   THE   BULL-PEN,   THREE   LARGE   90   COT   BED 
AN& 
WARDS? VACATED A WARD TO HOUSE THE 55 «£RMAN WOMEN, MIXEO MATRON, 
NURSES, TECHNICIANS, SECRETARIES AND AIDES,-ONE EIGHT YEAR OLD BOY I 
THERE WERE TWO"HERR PROFESSOR8MANO SIX MEDICAL OFFICERS WHO WERE 
SET UP IN QUARTERS IN THE OAYROOM PART OF A WARD, AND ASSIGNED 
AN ORDERLY TO EACH,  HE EXPECTED TO GET'MILEAGE' OUT OF THEM ALLt 
THAT BOY WAS THE SON OF ONE OF THE NURSES WHO HAD REQUESTED TME TO 
GO   HOME   A   FETCH   HIM   TO   GO   ALONG       :    .     INTO   HER   CAPTIVITY,    80   HOROWITZ 
EXPLAINED,      BOTH   HE   AND   MAJ.   8ERMAN   HAD   KNOWN   THAT   8ISH0P   HELO   AN 
UNFAVORABLE   VIEW  OF   CADY'S   NOTION   OF   HAVING   PCHVS   TAKING   CARE   OF 
THEMSELVES, BUT HERE THEY WERE. BY MORNING EVERYTHING HAD BEEN 
ARRANGED FOR GETTING TO WORK, AND THEY COULD TAKE ON A HUNDRED MORE 
PATIENTS OVER THERE IN THE POW SECTION BUILDING. 
A TRAIN TOOK 304 PATIENTS OUT, AND 175 NEW ONES WERE PROMISEO. 
CADY HAD REQUESTED 5 TRUCKS FOR THE UNIT, BUT WAS ORDERED TO TURN 
CAOY 
ONE INTO THE CAS POOL.   HE COMMENTED! "GREAT LIFE, DAMNED IF YOU 
DO, BUT DAMNED WELL DAMNEO IF YOU DON'TI" 
5 DECEMBER.     A  NURSE FROM  THE "$%no  STATION  HOSPITAL WAS TRANS- 
FERRED TO THE UNIT.    CADY WAS STILL HAVING ALL  NEW OFFICERS AND 
NURSES REPORT TO HIM PERSONALLY SO HE COULD SIZE THEM \JP HIMSELF AND 
yf«VlTE   THEM   TO   RETURN   IN   TWO   WEEKS   TO   OFFER   ANY   CONSTRUCTIVE   CRITICISMS 
THEY   COULD   ABOUT   THE   UNIT.        IN   THtS   PARTICULAR    INSTANCE    HE   WAS   DOUBTFUL 
MA.J.    SPALDINQ   COULD   USE    HER   LONG    IN   THEIR   STRENUOUS   SITUATION   FOR 
SHE   COULD    NOT   EXPECT   TO   PERFORM   A   MIRACLE   OF   REHABILITATION   UNDER 
SUCH   CONDITIONS. 
A   TRAIN   CAME    IN,    AND   LEFT   THE   CENSUS   3,502,    AND    IT   TOOK   NO 
PATIENTS   AWAY. 
6 DECEMBER. FOR THE SECOND TIME, THE POW SECTION WAS UNDER 
CHARGE OF MAJ. BEN H, CHARLES, tST LT. FRANCES M. ANYON, ANC, ANO 
SGT. ARTHUR A. BIELENBERG. EVERYTHING CONNECTED WITH POW CARE 
WAS MOVED INTO BLDG. 6, (WEST SIDE) WHERE THE B|Q WARD TENTS HAD 
BEEN SET UP BEHIND. GODEAU WAS TRYING TO GET 16 MORE RADIATORS 
FROM PARIS FOR THE BUILDING. THESE BUILDINGS HAD NOT BEEN FINISHED 
WHEN THEY HAD BEEN TAKEN OVER BY THE GERMANS, AND THEY HAD BEEHN 
STILL BEEN WORKED ON. STEAM PIPE8, WATER PIPES, AND ELECTRICAL 
CONDUITS WERE OFTEN(CUSTOMAR»LY, GODEAU SAID) BURIED IN THE MA80NARY 
OF THE WALLS.  IT WAS A FAVORITE SABOTAGE TRICK TO PUT A METAL DISC 
OR COIN INTO SUCH BURIED PIPES. CADY HOPED FOR THE BENEFIT OF 
BOTH POWS AND AMERICAN ENGINEERS THIS BUILDING WAS SPARED OF SUCH 
PATRIOTIC GESTURES. ) 
LT. COL. ANDERSON, CO, 51ST STATION HOSPITAL, AND MAJ. LOUIS 
TUREEN CAME TO VISIT.  IT WAS NICE TO SEE TUREEN AGAIN, AND HE WAS 
NOT HAPPY WITH HIS UNIT BECAUSE HIS CO DISAGREED WITH THE WAY HE 
WANTED TO HANDLE PSYCHIATRIC PATIENTS. BOTH CADY AND TUREEN WOULD 
uivr   wriftOMrn   HIM   RACK    PERMANENTLY   WITH   THE   UNIT,    BUT    NEITHER    SAW 
MCCH POSSIBILITY FOR THAT.    THEIR  HOSPITAL WAS MOVING   INTO LUNEVILLE. 
MAJ.  ADDIS CAME AND SAID THE  PRE-FABS WERE ON THE WAY UP|FROM 
DIJON.     HE WAS  NOT READY TO DISCOURAGE  CADY FROM EXPECTING TO  USE 
PRE-FABS   TO   MAKE       M«    SORT   OF   SPECIAL   SERVICES   THEATRE,    BUT   THEY 
HAD   NO   THEATRE   OUlLDINS   FOR   RECREATION    IN   THE   PLANS.       A   PRE-FAB 
COULD   ONLY   SE   A   MAKE-SHIFT   ANYWAY,    fftDY   ADMITTED.    HE   MIGHT    HAVE 
TO   USE   ONE   OF   HIS   "BIQ   TENTS." 
ANOTHER  100 PO'tfs  ARRIVED TO  HELP WI^H THE WORK. 
MAJ.  UNANAHDER TELEPHONED FOR  CADY TO  BE  AT GEN.   ;YILSON'S 
VILLA   AT    1130   HOUR   ON   SATURDAY,-   BLOUSE   AND   PINKO,—FOR   SOME   SORT 
OF    INITIATION   AS   A    "CHEVALI tfl. "   CADY   WOULD   ATTEND   BUT    HE    HAD   NO 
DEFINITE   UNDERSTANDING   WHETHER   THE   TRANSMITTED   MESSAGE   MEANT    HE 
WAS   A   PARTICIPANT,    OR   JUST   A   OY-STANDER   TO   LOOK   ON   THE   CEREMONY. 
7 DECEMBER.    SOT.  f IU.lt REMINDED CADY OF ANOTHER BIRTHDAY 
WITH A  CAKE.     CADY  APPRECIATED WILLIS'S COURTESY,   AND ALSO THAT 
NO ONE ELSE TOOK NOTICE OF THE EVENT.AS A SPECIAL OCCASION. 
A SECOND AIR EVACUATION OF PATIENTS REALLY GOT OFF FROM TAUTON- 
VILLE.  A BUNCH OF POW PATIENTS CAME, WHICH STARTED CADY TO ESTIMATING 
WHAT THE UNIT'S  LIMITS WERE  AND PERSONNEL AND SUPPLY  NEEDS WOULD BE 
TO REACH THE LIMIT.    TWENTY-FIVE MORE  NURSES COULD RAIBFTHE LIMIT 
TO 750 PATIENTS.    MORE MIGHT BE AVAILABLE OVER  IN STRASBOURG WHERE 
THESE  HAD COME  FROM AFTER THE FRENCH CHASED THE     NAZIS OUT,  BUT 
REPORTS   INDICATED THE GERMANS WERE TRYING TO RE-TAKE THE CITY. 
AGID TELEPHONED FROM  DIJON TO SAY  HIS TRANSFER REQUEST  HAD 
COME THROUGH,   BUT  APPROVAL WAS UNLIKELY.     CADY TOLD  HIM  SO MANY 
OF THEIR TRENCH PATIENTS WERE  .IUST GOING  AWOL TO DISCHARGE THEMSELVES 
THAT  A  FRENCH REGISTRAR OR CO,   DETACHMENT  FRENCH PATIENTS WAS DESIR- 
ABLE.     HE TOLD AGIO ABOUT  HIS   INSTRUCTIONS TO  GO TO  DIJON,   AND 
WITH ALL  HIS  FRENCH DECORATIONS,   THAT  CRIMSON FOURRAQERE OF THE 
US!• H  D'HONNEUR  AND   HIS  COMPANY  BADGE.     DID  AGID  HAVE   ANY   IDEA 
CADV 
WHY HE WOULD COME DECKED OUT IN THAT MANNER! AND A8 ALSO LATER 
INSTRUCTED TO 8RI NO SOME NUR3ESS TYPE CLOTHING BECAUSE "THEY" COULD 
NOT OBTAIN IT THROUGH "REGULAR CHANNELS?" 
Six OFFICERS FROM THE NEW 132ND GENERAL HOSPITAL WITH THE UNIT 
SINCE 26 NOVEMBER WERE RELIEVED AFTER SUCH A SHORT STAY.   IT HAD BEEN 
WgfTtB THAT BOLOTIN WOULD GO OVER TO E> INAL TO GET THE FULL STORY 
OF THE GERMAN PERSONNEL FROM MOROVYITZ, BUT INSTEAD HE STAGED A COCK- 
TAIL PARTY IN HONOR OF CADY^ 4&TH BIRTHDAY BEFORE SUPPER.  LT. COL. 
TAYLOR, 9TH EVAC HOSPITAL WAS THERE, AND AT DINNER IN THE MESS, 
OP 
AN AMAZINGLY BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED CAKE, WITH AN APPRIATE "CAKE BOARD" 
CERTIFICATE A 
WAS   PRESENTED,    AND   CAOY*S   AGING   DID   NOT   t^CAPE    NOTICE   OF   THE   UNIT. 
9 DECEMBER.    THERE WAS A LOT OF FIGHTING OVER AROUND STRASBOURG, 
AND THE LINES WERE NOT MOVING SO MUCH, OR SOMETHING,  SO CADY WAS EX- 
PECTING MORE PRESSURE TO HANDLE PATIENT3.    A HOSPITAL TRAINLOAD LEFT, 
AND ANOTHER WOULD COME ON THE 9TH.    SO MANY PATIENTS CAME  IN THAT 
THE CENSUS DECREASED ONLY ABOUT 75*    THAT GERMAN NURSE/ AND HER BOY, 
WAS  "SENT  SOUTH" BECAUSE HE WAS A BED-WETTER AND TOO MUCH OF A PROBLEM 
AROUND A WOMEN*S DORMITORY ANYWAY.    CADY WAS WONDERING  IF MORE 0F 
THEM WOULD BE UN-USABLE. 
CADY ARRIVED A BIT LATE IN 01 JON AND HAPPENED TO DINE WITH 
COL. SMULLEN AT THE HOTEL DE LA CLOCHE OFFICERS MESS, WHO VERY 
CASUALLY INVITED HIM TO VISIT THE "ENGINEERS'8 0UG-OUT." HE HAD 
JUST CRAWLED OUT OF A NICE WARM TUB BATH, ANTICIPATING A RELAXED 
AND IRRESPONSIBLE NIGHT OF SLUMBER, WHEN COL. SMULLED TELEPHONED 
THAT HE HAD REALLY MEANT FOR HIM TO COME TO A LITTLE PARTY.  CADY 
LOCATEO BENDOS, WHO DROVE HIM TO THE CUG-OUT, A VERY FINE VILLA 
INDEED.   IT WAS A VEPRY PARTY.  ABOUT MIDNIGHT THEY BEGAN ANOTHER 
FEA3T OF CHICKEN AND CUCK, COPIOUSLY AFTER-DRENCHED WITH VJ4, 
CHAMPAQNISE.  MAd. ALLEN SAW TO IT THAT CADY GOT MORE WINE OR COFFEE 
EVERY TIME HE GLANCED AT HIS VMTCH.  CADY WOULD HAVE BE£N MMPirrnu 
RELAXED,    HAPPY   A MO   AWAY   FPOM    HIS-   0tttt*l   RESPO R* t B 1 L IT f f I   THUS   AWAY 
FROM    HOME,    HAD    IT    NOT   BEEN   FOR   COL .    SMULLEN1*    SUDDENLY   BECOMING 
QUARRELSOME   AND N    !CTIVE   TOWARD   f/A J.    ADO IS,       CADY   WAS   PSYCHIATRIST 
ENOUGH   TO   RECOGNIZE   3MOLLEN   WAS   CARRYING   A   BURDEN   OF   UNCOMPENSATED 
HATRED   OF    JAPANESE   ATROCITIES   AND   A   RANCOROUS    SITUATION    IN   WHCH 
HC    BELIEVED    Ml    INDIVIDUAL   WAS   GETTING    A   ROTTEN   DEAL.       THAT      HAD 
«f   OUT   OF   3MULLEN,    A   LITTLE,    WHEN   THEY   HAD   THEIR   LITTLE   SESSION 
IN   CADV'S   PLACE   PREVIOUSLY.      APPARENTLY   ADDIS,    AND   THE   OTHER   OFFICERS 
WERE    NOT   SEE INC   THIS   THE   FIRST   TIME   AND   HAD   THEIR   ■ MM   «AM   ^ 
TO   TOLERATE   THEIR   C0»3   ECCENTRICITY.       CADY   WAS   MUCH,    MUCH   OVER-DUE 
XJ    DEPART   AN/WAY,    AMD   MANAMA   TO   GET    AWAY,       HuT    NOT   BEFORE    HE   HAD 
MISJUDGED    HIS   MM   *tt*   V/ITH   ft J.    ADDIS!       HE   APOLOGIZED   "ORTH- 
RIOHTLY   TO   AMU. ,    3UT    CADY   WAS   VERY   UNSATISFIED   WITH   HIMSELF   ABOUT 
THE   MATTEH.       HE    HAD    ALWAYS   LIKSD   ADDIS   VERY   MUCH,     INDEED. 
SUNDAY, 0  DECEMBER. AWAKENED AT 0800, CAOY BREAKFASTED 
TESTILY ON A CHOCOLATE 3AR.  HIS STOMACH WAS QUEASY.  HE INQUIRED 
HOW TO SCt TO StIU '."ILSON'S VILLA AT 19 RUE CARNOT.  HE VISITED 
AND MAJ. JA6. F. 3ICHAR03 
COL.  SHOOK AND LT.  COL.   COCKE/AT SOLOC.      TIME WAS RUNNING OUT SO 
HE ONLY TELEPHONE" TO COL. BISHOP TO TELL HIM WHY HE WAS IN DlJDN 
AND MOT SEEING HIM,  Kg WOULD RSPORT ANYTHING f   OFFICIAL NATURE 
IF HE WIGHT ENCOUNTER SUCH.  CADY DID NOT ENJOY BEING "BETWEEN* 
GEN. WILSON ANO MIS SURGEON. 
CADY Sff MC3T OF THE PERSONS HE SUPPOSED WERE THE INITIATES 
»T GEN. WtISSN'S VILLA. COL. J. GUY STROHM WAS LATE IN ARRIVING 
FROM BESANCON ANO WOULD JOIN THE PARTY AT THE OEST«NAT 10H.  PENDOS, 
VP   MOST OF THE NIGHT WAITING ON CADY, GOT A. CHANCE TO 9EST, FOR 
GEN.  WILSON TOOK  HIM   IN HIS CAR. 
THE  HANG-OVER WAS BEGINNING TO  CATCH UP  WITH CAOY,   SO TIRED FROM 
HIS UNFITTING  WORK  ANC THAT   "RELAXATION" OF THE  NIGHT  BEFORE THE 
LAY  AFTER.   THIS  FRENCH   "CONFRERIF  orr  CHEVALIERS  DU TASTEVIN" 
CADY 
WAS OBVIOUSLY IN AN OFFICIAL SESSION IN THEIR SOMEWHAT PRETENTIOUS 
BUILDING OF OFFICES, MEETING ROOMS, CARD ROOMS, ANO A DININ6 ROOM 
SET UP  FOR A TABLE OF 30ME 50  TO 60 PLACES. THEY WAITED ON COL. 
STROMM, IT SEEMED TO CADY, FOR AN HOUR, AND TALKED AND TALKED. 
HE WAS APPREHENSIVE ABOUT THE WAY HE MIGHT ENDURE A FOUR HOUR LONG 
FRENCH DINNER, GOOD WINES THERE WOULD BE AS THE "HAIR OF THE 003V 
HE WOULD BE AS ABSTEMIOUS AS P0SSI3LE UNLESS HIS USUAL "COPPER 
LINED, CAST IRON STOMACH' WOULO REASSERT IT3ELF.  THERE WAS A 
MUCH EMBELLISHED MENU WHICH CADY DECREED WOULD BE ONE OF HIS CHERISHED 
SOUVENIRS.  HE HAD NEVER BEFORE PARTAKEN OF "UN GENTILEPORCELET 
AU GELEE" BUT HE THOUGHT THE FAT OF THE LITTLE SUCKLING PIG WITH 
STEMS OF LITTLE FLOWERS STUCK INTO HIS SNOUT (AND IT WAS RIGHT IN 
FRONT OF HIM) MIGHT SOOTH HIS STOMACH.  IT WAS REGRETTABLE HE COULD 
NOT RESPOND WITH A SINCERE NBON APPCTIT." AND FORTUNATELY, THE 
FRENCHMEN ON BOTH SIDES OF CADY, SPOKE NO ENGLISH, AND SOON GAVE 
UP TRYING TO COMMUNICATE AND ENTERTAIN HIM PERSONALLY.  BESIDES, 
THERE WERE FREQUENT TOASTS 8Y THE HOSTS, ON THEIR FEET, AND THAT 
ENABLED HIM TO EXPERIMENT WITH SIPS OF THE VARIOUS VINTAGE WINES, 
JUST TASTES.   THE DINNER DID LAST ALMOST 4 HOURS, AND BY THAT TIME 
OUR HERO WAS BEGINNING TO FEEL CONSIDERABLY BETTER.  HE WONDERED 
S 
IF HE LOOKED A8 DISIPATEO AS HE HAD FELT. 
A 
THE INITIATION CEREMONY OCCURRED IN THEIR MEETING HALL. THE 
TWO GENERAL 0FFICER8 ANO COL. STROHM REPRESENTED ALL THE AMERICAN 
GROUP.  THEY WERE GOWNED, CAPPED,  HARRANGUED AND TAPPED ON THE 
SHOULDERS WITH A FEMUR OF SOME SORT, LARGER THAN HUMAN. THE FINE 
BROAD SILKEN RIBBON WITH A SILVER WINE TASTER'S CUP PENDANT WAS 
HUNG OVER THEIR NECKS, GIVEN CERTIFICATES OF MEMBERSHIP, AND WORE 
THEIR CUPS AWAY WITH THEM. CAOY AND THE OTHERS WERE ASSURED THEIR 
CERTIFICATES AND CUPS WOULO FOLLOW ITHEM. 
THE DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET ABOUT THE HISTORY AND PURPOSES OF THE 
C<*OY 
CoNf*Eft's SHOWER WELL ENOUSM THAT THC FRENCH REALLY TOOK TVE ORGAN- 
I NATION   SERIOUSLY   FOR   ALL    IT   COULD   00   IN  THE   WAY   OP   CONFESRlNG 
HONORS   ON   SOURMETS,   LOVERS   Or   GOOD   SftNES,    FRENCH  BIO-WIGS   ANO   LITTLE 
FRICND8   Of   BIG   FRIENDS   OF  THE   FRENCH,    AS   WAS   CAOY.   ONE   Of   THE   FRENCH 
OFFICERS   TOLD   HIM   THAT   THERE   WERE   FRENCHMEN  WHO   WOULD   TREASURE   THIS 
HONOR   AS   MUCH   A8   THE   "LEO ION   D'HONNEUR." 
GEN.   WILSON  BADE   3TR0HM   AND   THE   OTHER   ADIEU,   TOOK   CAOY  WIT'* 
HIM   ANO   «•   WILD   AS   A   GUIDE.      300N   AFTER   LEAVING   "LEO   MUITS   DEISAINT-GCQRG 
GORGES,    Le   CAVEAU   NUITON,   THEY   ARRIVED   AT   M«   WlLO*S   ttf-E   CLCS   OE 
RENE £NGEL»  VOSHE-ROMANEA  (COTE D*OR)t WHERE MORE WINE WAS TASTED, 
ANO   CAOY   HEARD   A   LOT   MOP.E   OF   THE   Mf NPTRUCT IONS*   IN  THE   WINE   MAKER** 
ART,      HE   SAW  BINS  OP  BOTTLES   OAT I NO  SACK   TO   1675-      EACH  SUCK  El* 
WAS   FILLED,   MORE   OR   LESS,   BY   SELECT   VINTAGE   WINE   WHEN  THE   OWNER 
WAS   BORN   INTO   THE   FAMILY,      CAOY   ASKED   ABOUT   THE   COINCIDENCE   CP   A 
POOR   YEAR,   BUT   THEY   HANDLED   THAT   BY   AVERAGING   rlTH  BEPORE   ANDJr.FTEft 
VINTAGES.      WINE   PLAYED   AN   IMPORTANT   PART    IN  THE  LIVES   OP THE   BROTHER- 
HOOO   OP  THE   KNIGHTS  OP   f?T.   GEORGE,   CADY'S   NEW  PRATCRNITY? 
ON THE WAY BACK, GEN* WILSON HAD SOME PUN CATCHING AND DRESS I NO 
DOWN AMERICAN SPEEDERS WHO WERE VIOLATING HIS BAST*S SAFETY ORDERS. 
ONE YOUNG LIEUTENANT KNEW HE WAS CAUGHT BY THE GENERAL HIMSELF,  ANO 
HIS SUMMONS SAID HE WAS TO APPEAR W|TH $25.00 IN HAND*    THE GENERAL13 
CHAUPPEUR AND TWO BODYGUARDS HAD NON-REG POLISHED CHROME-PLATED 
CARBINES.    CADV SEIZED THE OCCASION TO TELL HIS GCNENAL HOW BADLY 
HE NEEDED IOID FOR HIS FRENCH LIAISON OFFICER. ALSO, ME MANAGED TO 
ABSTAIN FROM BELLY-ACHING ABOUT THE TENSION* HE NAD EMANATING FROM 
BISHOP'S omce* 
OTT o L, 
SUNDAY, 10 DECEMBER. COL. CHURNEY HAD BEEN TO VISIT CAOV, \ 
AND LEFT A MESSAGE ABOUT SOME FURNITURE AT MIS PLAGE NEAR 8AARBERG, 
AND THAT IT MIGHT 8E 8ENT FOR GUfETLT. OF COURSE. 
U  DECEMBER*    CEN.  WILSON,  COL,  BISHOP AND LT. COL. COCKE AND 
O.r-v 
SOME OTHER MEP!?AL\OFF|CM APPEARED,  CADY RENEWED M»R PLEA FOR AGIO, 
OR SOME FRENCH LIAISON, MOJ^F THAN HIS CRDIX f*ou©E GIRL, OR HIS CIVILIAN 
FRIENDS COULD FURNISH.  AT LUNCH AT THf OFFICERS Mftt| T/5 SAMffl 
r. 
BASSE** THREE PO«? MUSICIANS SUPPORTED HIS OWN VIOtlN Ptj»vfNr» fOR 
SOME BACKGROUND MUSIC,  BISHOP HAD REMAINED BEHIND AFTER GE«, WILSON 
HAO DEPARTED, CO HE WAS PREVAILED UPON TO SPEAR TO THE OFFICER* AMD 
NURSES ASSEMBLED, IN ESSENCE Ht  YOl 0 THEM WHAT HE SHOULD HAVE, THAT 
THEY WERE 001 NO A FINE *,»OB, 
:OOK APPEARED, AND AFTER SUPPER WITH SOME WORE MUMC, THEY 
WERE SACK AT QUARTERS A AND SIPPING SOME OF SEAM*8 LIBERATED LfCQUfURS* 
THEN SACK TO THE MESS HALL FOR A USO TROUPE ENTERTAINMENT. DURING 
THE   VISIT,    IT   DEVELOPED   THAT   CCL.    SHOOK   HAD   TOLD   BISHOP   THAT   YJJgX 
(THEMSELVES )   HAD   HOT   RUN  HOSPITALS   AND,   MAVSE,   HOSPITAL   CO®   COULO 
GIVE   SOME   ROOD   ADVICES   TO   HEADQUARTERS   SURGEONS   ABOUT   THEIR   PLANS! 
1.      TO   SET   UP   THE   NEW   t,000  BED   HOSPITALS   AS   UNDERMANNED   UNITS 
AS  THEY   ARRIVeaiBFROM   THE   STATES, 
2. BREAK UP ONE TO BRIMS THE OTHERS MP  TO STRENGTH AND GIVE 
EXOESS PFF'SONNEL TO OLDER GENERAL HOSPITALS. 
3, OLDER GENERAL HOSPITALS WOULD CONTRIBUTE CERTAIN KEY 
OFFICERS TO THE NEW INEXPERIENGEB HOSPITALS. 
CADY KNEW THE "CARD ASSEMBLED* HOSPITALS,HE CALLED THEM, 
WOULD FUM8LS NO FTFATTER MOW THEY WOULD BE SET UP INDEPENDENTLY, FOR 
C 
THEY   HAD   NEVSR   ttORXSB   TOQCTHER   AS   A   FUNTIGNlNO   UNIT,      THERE   WOULD 
n 
BE WEAK COMMANDERS IN SOME, AND WEAK SPOTS ELSEWHERE IN ALL OF THEM* 
PATIENT CARS WOULD SUFFER IN SUCH A CRITICAL TIME AS THIS . WITH 
LITTLE DETTER INTELLIGENCE THAN THE MORNING RADIO REPORTS, THE 
STARS   AND   STRIPES,   AND   THINGS   ON   CAOY'S   DIG   OFFICE   WALL   WAR   MAP, 
AND   RUMORS   THROUGH   HIS   OWN   Q*f   SYSTEM,    ALL   LET   HIM   KNOW   SOMETHING 
3 IS   WAS   GOING   ON   \)P   FRONT,      MORE   BEDS   WOULD   SB   NEEOEO. THE   GERMANS 
WERE   FIGHTING   SACK    IKTO    STRASBOURG   AREA,   MAYBE    IN   THE   COLMAR   POCKET, 
CAOV 
AND PATCH'S ARMY WAS HESITATING ABOUT SOMETHING,-NOT GETTING ACROSS THE 
SHINE AND NOT PENETRATING THE SIEGFRIED LINE EVERYWHERE AT WILL 
EVERYWHERE EITHER,  SO CADY*S SUGGESTEO PLAN WAS! 
1# PUT A NEW HOSPITAL IN WITH STROKES 46TH AT 8ESAN$O»* 
WHEN IT WOULD SE WELL TRAINED AND ASLE TO OPERATE INDEPENDENTLY, 
THE 46TH COULD SE MOVED FORWARD WHERE IT COULD SE MORE USEFUL, PERHAPS* 
2* GIVE ANOTHER HOSPITAL TO THE 21ST TO INTEGRATE FOR EXTENSION 
TO 4,000 SEDS, AND NOT TO SET IT UP AS A SEPiRATE UNIT WHICH COULO 
NOT CARRY A FULL 1,000 SEDS.  THE 21 ST WOULD OlVt IT GOOD 0N~THE*dOS 
TRAINING, PARALLEL TRAINING FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL'S ASSIGNMENT IN HIS 
OWN UNIT* 
3*QlVIDE   THE   THIRD   NEW   HOSPITAL   BETWEEN  THE   36TH  AT   DltfON  AND 
T 
THE   23RD   AT   VlTEL,   AND   LET   THEM   EXPAND   AS   THEY   COULO  TO   EXtEND 
A 
500 TO 750 BEDS EACH, LATER. IF THEY WANTED TO MOVE THE 36 OR THE 
23RD, OR RECONSTITUTE THE SMALLER HOSPITAL SOMEWHERE, THAT COLD SE 
CONSIDERED, 
NOBODY WOULD GET HURT WITH THE ABOVE SUGGESTION, LEASTWISE THE 
PATIENTS, COL* BISHOP HAD SEEN SUGGESTING WHAT HE RECOGNIZED ALREADY 
AS PAINFUL, THE LEVYING OP YOUNG KEY SPECIALISTS*  THIS WOULD CERTAINLY 
CAUSE THE SERVICE OF THE OLDER HOSPITALS TO LIMP ALONG AS BEST AS THEY 
COULD, AND THE TRANSPLANTAT ING OF THOSE OFFICERS INTO A LIMPING 
UNIT, WOULD NOT, COULD NOT ENHANCE THEIR SERVICE MUCH FOR SOME TIME, 
TOO LONG FOR THIS PUSH THAT WAS ON* 
!2 DECEMBER,    THE GUESTS DEPARTED AFTER BREAKFAST.    GCN#WILSON 
WAS EXPECTED TO RETURN SOMETIME SOON TO INSPECT AND DEDICATE THE UNIT'S 
REHABILITATION HALL WITH ITS PAINTINGS* 
LT. ALLAN KATZ WAS  INTERESTED IN A 3-WAV SWAP WHICH MIGHT GET 
HIM   A   TRANSFER   TO   STROHM'S   MESS   OFFICER   POSITION,    A   PROMOTION   VACANCY 
FOR KATZ, POSSIBLY, CADY TELEPHONED STROHM, BUT HE WOULD BE RECEIVING 
GGM* VILSON NEST DAY OR HE WOULD COME UP TO SEE CADY AND KATZ. HE 
^ 
CADY 
SAIO GEH.   H.i#* TOLD HIM THAT HE AND CADY, BOTH RESERVE OFFICERS, 
HAD SEEN RE, CON'WE NO" P BY HIM FOR PROMOTIONS.  SUCH FITTED THE REMARKS 
OVERHEARD BY BEND08 PASSING 3ETWE5N COLS. SHOOK AND BISHOP. 
RING THE AFTERNOON COLS. BISHOP, COCKE AND MASON DROPPED IN 
TO MAKE SOME PHONE CALLS.  COCKE WAS SEEMINGLY MORE HOPEFUL T«XT 
BISHOP*-? "DEPLETION PLAN1' 1} 13 HT NOT QO THROUGH. MA<K GEN, SENNER, 
SURGEON, Hq., SHEAF, WOULD BE COMING SOON. 
13 DECEMBER. CAPTS. JOSEPH E. EIMERS AND HARRY B. THURMAN, 
DISHEVILEO AND DIRTY FROM A REPLACEMENT DEPOT, GLADLY REJOINED THE 
DENTAL "ERVICS FROM THEIR DETACHED SERVICE FROM ITALY. THEY WERE 
VERY HAPPY TO BE MBACK HOME AGAIN." A 1 ST LT. ENGINEER OFFICER ALSO CAMi: 
TO BE UTILITIES AND MAINTENANCE OFFICER.  THISGS IN HIS FILE EASILY 
WARNED CADV TO TAKE HEED OF HIS SHIFTY MANNERISMS, AND BE GLUM ABOUT 
EVER BEING ABLE TO UTILIZE HIM LONG, BUT JUST THEN HIS FUTURE^AD TO 
WAIT. CADY HAD BEEN TRYING TO GeT MAJ. DUDLEY SMITH, MC, FROM THE 
£ 
STATES TO REPLACE PAUL MAX.  DUDLEY DID NOT LIKE TO WORK IN THE SAME 
HOSPITAL WITH COL. CHAS. F. DAVIS BACK THERE IN THE GARDNER HOSPITAL 
AT TOPEKA, KAN.  "AYBE THE BEST TO HOPE FOR WAS SOME CAPTAIN SO THERE 
WOULD It A POSITION VACANCY FOR CAPT. BERNARO GREENE TO MOVE INTO. 
...CADY CALLED GEN. V?ILSOM*S OFFICE AND REQUESTED THAT HE BRING AN 
OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER TO RECORD HIS NEXT VISIT. 
14 DECEM.TSR.  CADY WAS AGAIN IN THE MIDST OF SQUAWKING FOR COAL 
BECAUSE THE HOSPITAL WOULD BE WITHOUT FUEL AGAIN EXCEPT FOR A BIT 
DIVERTED BY £> JNAL THE NIGHT SEFORE.  THE WEATHER WAS COLD AND DIS- 
AGREEABLE ENOUGH TO CAUSE PATIENT SUFFERING IF NECESSARY TO GO BACK 
TO SMOKY OIL HEATERS AGAIN.  SHEAF COMMANDER'S MAJ. GEN. ALBERT 
KENNER, AND WAC SECRETARY, CAPT.  IRENE DREZMAL, CAME AND INSPECTED. 
THEY STOPPED FOR LUNCH AND A REST. THE GENERAL TALKED TO CADY, 
THE SERVICE CHIEFS, WENT OVER THE SURGICAL SERVICE, THE OR, AND 
SCHWARTZ'S   NEUHCSURGERY  WARDS.     OAPT.   DREZMAL  TOOKSHORTHAND  NOTES ON 
^ 
UADY 
EVERYTHING HE DID.  CAOY WAS DOUBTFUL THAT HE GOT GEN. KENNER TO 
UNDERSTAND 
HIS FEARFUL REASONING ABOUT BlSHOP's PLANNING TO PULL SOME 
OF HIS EXPERIENCED MEDICAL OFFICERS OUT OF THE UNIT TO BOLSTER 
NEW AND INEXPERIENCED UNITS.  OTHERWISE, THE GENERAL SEEMED WELL 
ENOUGH IMPRESSED WITH WHAT HE SAW« 
THEN COL. HICKS, AC, ANO\CAPT. STRYCKER, SOLOC, STOPPED A WHILE. 
THEY WERE "OLD ITALIAN FRIENDS OF THE UNIT.*1 MAJ. RICHARDS, SOLOC, 
PROMISEO   BY   PHONE   HE   WOULD   TRY   TO   GET   DUDLEY   SMITH   FROM   THE   STATES, 
AND   THAT   PAUL   MAX'S   PERMANENT   TRANSFER   ORDERS   TO    JOIN   THE   3^TH 
STATION HOSPITAL IN ITALY. HE SAID $  OFFICERS AND 19 NURSES WOULD COME 
FROM THE 236TH GENERAL HOSPITAL ON TEMPORARY DUTY FOR "PARALLEL" 
TRAINING. CAPT. WARREN Q.QREEN, MC, CAME FOR OUTY FROM THE 2ND 
Auxx SURG. GP. 
T5 DECEMBER. THE TO OFFICERS AND NURSES ARRIVED. ALSO, CADY 
WAS GREATLY RELIEVED WHEN BI8H0P TELEPHONED THAT HIS .ADVICE, WAS BEING 
HEEDED.  THE 2tST WOULD RECEIVE AN ENTIRE NEW GENERAL HOSPITAL FOR 
"PARALLEL TRAINING" BISHOP CALLED IT? AND WHAT ELSE DID CADY NEED FOR 
THAT JOB? 
SATURDAY, 16 DECEMBER.* 
0  
♦FOOTNOTEt 
IT MIGHT BE BORNE IN MIND THAT THIS WAS THE DAY THAT VON 
RUNDSTEDT" "BATTLE OF THE BULGE" BEGAN. THE SUBSEQUENT TEIT SHOWS 
HOW IT EFFECTED THE VI ARMY GP., AND THE SOLOC FORCES WHICH HAD 
COME UP FROM THE SOUTH OF FRANCE? AND HOW LITTLE SERVICE UNIT 
COMMANDERS AND THEIR PERSONNEL ARE ACQUAINTED WITH WHAT THE STRATEGIC 
BIG PICTURE AND THE TACTICAL CHANGES GOING ON WHICH EFFECTS THEM. 
0  
CAOY RUSHED DOWN TO DIJON WITH HIS REQUISITIONS. BISHOP WAS 
NOW TALKING ABOUT HAVING THE NEW HOSPITAL FUNCTION AS A UNIT, AND 
rttTtfgf   MIU   ADO   1,000 TO   1,500 MORE   BEDS,     HIS   VAGUENESS  WITH 
HI? FACTS OF PROPORTION AND RELATIVITY 010 NOT TAKE INTO ACCOUNT 
THE UNIT WAS ALREADY STRETCHED TO WHERE IT NEEDED HELP TO TAKE CARE 
OF WHAT IT ALREADY HAD.  CADY SUSPECTED BISHOP WAS SLYLY HAZING HIM 
FOP. ALL THE TROUBLE HE WAS TAKING TO KEEP BlSHOp's BASE OUT OF TROUBLE. 
THESE NEW BEDS HAD TO GO INTO THE PRE-FAS WARDS AND INTO TENTS BEHIND 
THE WARD BUILDINS.  HE PLANNEO TO PUT THE NEW ENLISTED DETACHMENT INTO 
SQUAD TENTS ACROSS THE STREET, WEST, FROM       THE DeNTAL BUILDING 
AND THE CENTRAL KITCHEN BUILDING.  THEY WOULD HAVE THEIR OWN SUPPLY 
AND EQUIPMENT DUMP ADJACENT TO THEM SO THEY COULD GUARO IT THEMSELVES. 
SIXTEEN HUNDRED MORE PERSONNEL AND PATIENTS WERE GOING TO PUTJMORE 
STRAINS ON FUEL, LIGHT  AND WATER SUPPLIES, TO SAY NOTHING OF THE 
SEWERS,  TOO.    THE 233 GENERAL  HOSPITAL WAS ASSIGNED AND ORDERED TO 
ARRIVE    IN   FOUR    DAYS.       CADY   TELEPHONE   THE   UNIT      TO   GET    STARTED   PICKING 
MP   TENTS   TO   BE   SET   UP   FOR   THE    NEW   ARRIVALS   SO   THERE   WOULD   8E   SHELTER 
READY   FOR   THEM.       THIS   TIME   HE   MADE   FEW   REQUESTS   FOR    ENGINEERING 
MATERIALS   THROUGH   THE    SURGEON^   OFFICE,    3UT    LEFT    IT   TO   THE   ENGINEERS 
STILL   WORKING   ON   THE    "POST."      HE    HOPED   THEY   COULD   REACT   QUICKER   THROUGH 
COL.    SMULLEN*S   SERVICE. 
CADY   WENT   OVER   TO   LUNCH   WITH   COCKF   WHO   KNEW   WHAT   WAS    HAPPENING, 
AND   PIOUSLY    HOPED   THAT   BISHOP    HAD    MSOLD   THE    IDEA   TO   GEN.    WILSON." 
THIS   MADE    CADY   WONDER   HOW   MUCH   COCKE   REALIZED   THAT    CADV    HAD   BEEN 
ALREADY    "SELLING   THE    IDEA*   TO   GEN.    WILSON. 
ON   THE   WAY   SACK,    CADY   STOPPED   TO   VISIT      ROWLETTE   AT    HIS    1S0TH 
STATION   HOSPITAL.        It   WAS   ANOTHER   UNIT    THAT    HAD   BEEN   ON   GEN.    WILSON1* 
TROOP    L.ST,    AND   ONE    HE    SEEMED   TO   REALLY   LIKE.       AVERY*S   SCUTTLE-BUTT 
A30UT   PROMOTIONS   WAS   THAT    IT   WAS   CADY,    KNAUER   AND      SPAULD.NG.       HE 
WANTED    CADY    TO   PERMIT    HIV   TO   WRITE    HOME    TO    PROF.    EVERTS    A.    GRAHAM 
TC   SET    HIM   TO   BOOST    CADY   THROUGH   HIS    CONNECTIONS   AT    WASHINGTON. 
rArY   WAS   TRYING   TO   DISSUADE    H.M   BY   TELLING    HIM   ABOUT   OTHER   THINGS    HE 
^ 
CADY 
KNEW ABOUT THE "PROMOTIONS" AND ABOUT HIS SUSPICIONS OF THE MOTIVATIONS 
BEHIND THEM.  PRESSURES ON WASHINGTON, HE THOUGHT, WOULD DO LESS GOOD 
THAN GEN. WlLSON*S.  AND, BESIDES, A FULL COLONEL COULD HANDLE THE 
ENLARGED 21 ST, AND A GENERAL OFFICER WOULD PROBABLY NOT STAY LONG 
THERE.   (HOW FAR COULD ALL THIS BUSINESS GO WITHOUT SOMEONE GETTING 
HURTl } 
CAOY SUGGESTED TO AVERY HE SHOULD TURN HIS ATTENTIONS TOWARD 
GETTING HIS OWN UNIT CONVERTED TO A GENERAL HOSPITAL, THEN HE WOULD 
HAVE A PROMOTION SLOT HIMSELF.  THIS CAUSED AvERY TO SEE THAT TOOTING 
HIS OWN HORN FOR SELF-PROMOTION COULD BACKFIRE IN H»8 FACE.  THEY 
MIGHT SEND HIM HOME,--'BUT THAT WOULD PLEASE HIM FOR HE COULD SEE HIS 
FAMILY!  SO, IT SEEMED TO CADY, MOST Cd's HAO SOME FEELINGS OF INSECUR- 
ITY SOMEWHERE ABO^UT THEMSELVES. 
IN ITALY THE 21ST ALMOST HAD A FEUD WITH CAPT. RUCKE, SN.C, 
BUT THEY HAD USED THE TECHNIQUE OF "KILLING WITH KINDNESS." THIS 
DAY IN FRANCE HE CAME BEARING A »SEFUL GADGET AND SOME GERMAN DENTAL 
EQUIPMENT. HE SAID A LOT OF NEEDED EQUIPMENT WAS BEING NEEDLESSLY 
DISPERSED, AND HE WANTED HIS FRIENDS TO GET WHAT THEY NEEDED. THAT 
NIGHT A TRUCK WAS DISPATCHED TO PLEASE CAPT. ftUCKE»-AND THE UNIT. 
17 DECEMBER.    1ST LT. JOHN REED, ASSIGNED ON TD FROM THE 
1090TH ENGINEERS, WAS FEELING MORE LOYALTY TO THE UNIT THAN TOWARD 
HIS ORGANIZATION, AND HE RETURNED FROM HQ., CAS,0 ISGUSTED BECAUSE 
HE COULD NOT BRING BACK THE MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES HE WANTEO FOR THE 
POWER PLANT, SQME GASKETS. THE GASKETS ALREADY INSTALLED MIGHT 
SERVE TIGHTLY FOR MONTHS, OR BLOW ANY TIME WITHOUT WARNING. HL8 
UNIT'S CO HAD BEEN TOLD, AND HE GOT HIMSELF TOLD AT DIJON THAT THE 
21ST WOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO ACCUMMULATE ANY STOCK. THIS SORT OF 
BUREAUCRATIC POLICY, OR THE PRACTICE THEREOF, WAS PRECISELY WHY 
CADY HAD TAUGHT MOST OF HIS KEY PERSONNEL TO BE "OPPORTUNISTS AND 




WOULO HAVE TO LEAVE IT TO 3ASE*S ENGINEERS TO RECOGNIZE A BREAKDOWN 
WHICH THE UNIT'S PERSONNEL, COULD FORME OR AVOID BY PREVENTATIVE 
MAINTENANCE.    THE ONLY RECOURSE-ON THE BOOKS- WAS TO REPORT SPECIFIC 
INSTANCES  IN THE MONTHLY STATION REPORT TO THE SURGEON.    NO WONDER. 
REED SHOULD HAVE SEEN "HARD TO GET ALONG WITHW  IN SUCH AN OUTFIT* 
80ME BOONEY HAD TOLD RE*0, H»NV SHOULD WE OET EXCITED ABOUT THESE 
THINOS WHENTHE SURGEON OION/T?W 
THAT NEW ENGINEER MAINTENANCE AND UTILITY OFFICER WAS A SOUSE, 
AND REED WOULD NOT OIYE HIM ANY RESPONSIBILITY, HIS 20! FILE 
SHOWED HE WAS PAYING OFF PREVIOUS PROPERTY DAMAGES MONTHLY. CADY'S 
CONCLUSION WAS THAT HE HAD VIRTUALLY SEEN KICKED OUT OF  ENGLAND TO 
OET HIM NEARER THE ATTRITION OF THE FRONT, FOR NOBODY HAD EXCESS 
OF OOOO ENGINEERING OFFICERS TO GIVE AWAY. 
CAOY HAD HELPED LAY OUT THE 23^TH*S DETACHMENT AREA.  SOMEONE 
IN THE SURGEON'S OFFICE WERE TRYING TO FLATTER THE UNIT BY BEING 
"AMAZED" AT WHAT THE 2fsT COULD DO. OKAY, BE AMA2ED THIS JOB, FOR 
A 
200 MORE »6Wa WERE COMING TO HELP LT. REED, AND OTHERS OF COURSE, 
TO GET THAT WATER PIPE LATO ACROSS A MILE OR SO OF FIELDS.   THE 
NIGHTS WERE BECOMING COLDER, AND FROZEN GROUND WOULD BE MUCH HARDER 
TO TRENCH, TJ[& WEEKS OR A LOT LONGER* 
HELL'S BELLS, HADN'T THE UNIT BEEN WAITING ALREADY FOR MORE 
THAN TWO WEEKS, AND TANKERS RUNNING DAV AN0 NIGHT FOULING UP THE 
HOSPITAL'S TRAFFIC.    GET THE DAM' WOB DONE!    THEN CADY HELPED REED 
00 WILD, PRACTICALLY.  HE KNEW THAT IF HE KEPT WATER TRAVEL IN* IN 
PIPES, IT WAS HARDER TO FREEZE.  #HY DIG THE TRENCHES ANYWAY, THE 
UNIT MIGHT NOT NEED THIS MIRECOURT SPRING SOURCE MORE THAN A WINTER. 
LAY THE PIPE ON TOP OF THE GROUND, WELD THE JOINTS, AND KEEP THE 
RELATIVELY WARM WATER MOVING SO FAST FROM SPRINGS TO THE RAVENEL 
WATER TOWER THAT IT WOULD NOT MT&ZZ. IF IT BECAME TOO COLD., WHAT 
.WffULP    BE    WRJDNG    WITH   PLACING    A    FEW   j  OIL    OR    COAL    FJJELEC^   * HEATING 
"ST'AT rO~NS*1 
CADY °* 
TO HELP   IT ALONG?    THERE VVA8 PLENTY LABOR ANO SOME DAMNED GOOD 
WELDERS HAD BEEN FOUND AMONG THE POY/s.  USE THEM DAY AND NIGHT 
WITHOUT LET-UP, COLD OR NO COLO, RIGHT THROUGH A BLIZZARD IF ONE 
SHOULD COME.  CADY SUGGESTED WORKING THEM ON &   HOUR SHIFTS, BUT 
FEED THEM WELL AT FOUR HOURS, WITH BREAKS FOR HOT DRINKS EVERY TWO 
HOURS.    SEND ANY PGW BACK TO THE STOCKADE  IF HE COULO NOT OR WOULD 
NOT KEEP UP THE PACE AFTER A FIRST WARNING.    ...GET THE JOB DONEL 
THERE WERE SOME SIGNS THE SURGEON'S OFFICE MIGHT BEGIN TO LIKE 
THAT POW SECTION OF THE HOSPITAL'S CARE OF PATIENTS. 
19 DECEMBER. ROWLETTE SAIO HIS  HOSPITAL WAS BEING EXPANDED, 
AND   SO   WERE   THREE   OTHERS.      MAYBE   HE   WOULD   GET   HIS   PROMOTION.    CADY'S 
PREMONITION   THAT   MORE   BEDS   WOULD   BE   NEEDED   SEEMED   WELL   FOUNDED.      THERE 
WOULD   BE   ONLY   ONE   HOSPITAL   TRAIN  TO   MARSEILLES   WEEKLY.      THE   BASE 
HAD   NOT   BEEN   ABLE   TO   MAKE    "TURNOVER"   TO   HELP   ENOUGH   WITH   "HOLDOVER*' 
FOR   SOME   REASON.      BESIDES,    SOMETHING   BIG   SEEMED   TO   GOING   ON   Kif>   NORTH 
SOMEWHERE. 
THE 23&TH*S DETACHMENT TENTS WERE UP.    THERE WOULD BE NO TENTS 
FOR   THEIR   PATIENT8   ONLY   AFTER   THE   UNIT   WAS   ON   THE   JOB,    AND   THE   NEED 
APPARENT.      THOSE   PRE-FAB   WAR08   JUST   MIGHT   BECOME   AVAILABLE,    BUT   THAT 
JOB   WAS    NOT   MAHERIALIZING    LIKE   MAGIC   ZITHER.       ...THE   FRENCH   SEEMINGLY 
WERE   COMING   AROUND   TO   THE   NEED   FOR   A   LIAISON   OFFICER.       CADY   HAD 
PURPOSELY   HELD   OFF   TAKING   ANOTHER   RED   CROSS   GIRL   WHO   MIGHT   BE   CQNSIOEREIi 
AS   A   SUBSTITUTE.    ...RUMOR    HAD    IT   THAT    LT.    COL.    COCKE   WOULD   VISIT    SOON. 
...A   LETTER   FflOM   HOME   STATED   THAT    CADY?8   NEPHEW,    GEORGE   ROWLEY,    IN 
HIS   FIRST   COMBAT    IN    ITALY   HAD   PROBABLY   BEEN   TAKEN   PRISONER,    FOR   HE 
WAS MISSING AND THE AREA SEARCHED LATER. 
20 DECEMBER. CADY WAS PONDERING THE USE OF HIS LARGE TENT WARDS 
FOR ECONOMY OF OPERATION, BUT ALSO SPECULATING ON VOSGES METEROLOGY. 
wAA-r T*S* 
HE WOULD NOT  TO BLOW OR FALL DOWN FROM WEIGHT OF SNOW OR ICE. 
A 
THEN REEOER AT VI ARMY GP. He., SAID THAT GEN. KENNER HAD REPORTEO 
4 
CADY 
CADV   WAS   USING    p0'Y<!   TO   TAKt    CARE   OF   AMERICAN   PATIENTS,       CADY   TOLD 
fttfftff*   THAT    MA J .    DftSBMAL    HAD   TAKEN   SHORTHAND   NOTES   ON   THE   GENERAL* S 
VISIT,    AND   THE   TRANSCRIPTION   WOULO   PR03A3LY   SHOW   THAT    REEDER'S 
UNDERSTANDING    >.', A C   »lMNDER5TOOD    IN   SOME   MANNER.       TRUE,    SOME   P0W8 
WERE    STILL   AROUND   DOING   MENIAL   TASKS   OH   THE   WARDS,    CARRYING   MESS 
TRAYS   OR   URINALS,    SUT   CERTAINLY   NOT   REALLY    TAKING   CARE   OF   AMERICAN 
PACIENTS. PERHAPS REEDER KNEW HE HAD MANAGED TO SET UP  A PQW 
PATIENT SECTION IN A SEPARATE SUILOINQ, AND WITH GERMAN MEDICS 
AND NURSES, UNDER AMERICAN SUPERVISION, TO TAKE CARE OF GERMANS. 
CADY COULD KOT BELIEVE THAT WHAT THE POWS WERE ENCOUNTERING WOULO 
DE OF MUCH VALUE AS A SECURITY SREAK IN CASE ANY OF THEM WERE TO BE 
REPATRIATE.. 
UP    NORTH   SOMEWHERE   THE   GERMANS   WERE   COUNTER-ATTACKING,    SUT 
BISHOP  OR KArf,   LAPP  HAD  NO  NOTIONS WHETHER THAT WOULD MAKE THE 
AREA BEHIND THE SEVENTH ARMY ANY WORSE THAN IT WAS.   COL* SMULLEN 
WAS NOT AVAILABLE, AND ANY FURTHER EXPANSION HAD TO BE REFERRED TO 
HIM. THERE KM MORE THAN 500 POtf PATIENTS, SUT 350 TO 400 MORE 
COTS COULD BE CROWDED INTO THE LARGE TENT WARDS BACK OF BLDC.5. 
ONLY 115 ?Qv; PATIENTS HAD EVER BEEN EVACUATED, AND ONLY A FEW 
PENDf 
THE FURNITURE REQUISITION WAS BEING BANDIED ABOUT. CADY 
CUT IT DOWN ON THE THEORY HE MIGHT GET PART OF IT AND LITTLE BY 
HOLDING OUT FOR THE WHOLE REQUISITION.  MEANWHILE, HIS "LIBERATORS* 
WERE STILL BEING PRODUCTIVE FROM ABANDONED PLACES UP FORWARD. 
ANYWAY, PROCUREMENT WAS DElNG PUSHED IN THIS MANNER, FOR CADY WANTED 
TO MAKE HIS NURSES AMD OFFICER JUST AS COMFORTABLE AS P0S3IBLE, 
AND AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.  THEY WERE TIRING SOME SOME 26 
NEW NURSES HAD SEEN PROMISED, BUT HAD NOT ARRIVED. 
COL.   SMULLCN CAME  AND SOON HAD A HATFUL OF  CAOY'S PROBLEMS 
tp(Q    U ||   .       "JERRY   WOULD    NOT    TELL    HEADQUARTERS    iVHAT   HE 
CADY 
00 IMS TO D0H  HE TH0U3HT THE 21 ST SHOULD BE   PERMITTED TO STAY  AHEAD 
or JERRY. CADY WAS TRYING TO WORK OUT A BETTER ROOF-STRUT FOR HIS 
810 WAR08, BUT SMULLEN WAS NOT MORE THAN PASSINGLY INTERESTED IN SUCH 
SMALL ENGINEERING PROJECTS, AMATEURISH, THAT IS. 
21 DECEMBER. SOMETHING SEEMS OCREWY ABOUT PATIENT EVACUATIONS* 
ALL WALKERS WHO HAD AN ESTIMATED 30 DAY STAY WERE TO BE EVACUATED, 
AND THAT SEEMED SO BIZARRE!  TO CADY HE PASSEO THE WORD THE UNIT WOULD 
JUST HOLD THOSE WHO COULD BE SENT BACK TO REPLACEMENT DEPOTS OR TO 
A 
THEIR   OWN   UNITS,    NOT   TO   LET   THEM   GET    ANY   FURTHER   AWAY   FROM   THEIR 
OWN   UNITS.      THE   UNIT*8   MEDICAL   PERSONNEL   WERE   DISGRUNTLED   AT   THE 
CHURNING    JUST   LATELY   GOING   ON,    GETTING   PATIENTS    IN   BY   TRAIN,    AND 
THEN    IN   A   DAY   OR   SO,    OR   FOR   ONLY   A   SHORT   WHILE,    THEN   SENDING   THEM 
OUT   ON   ANOTHER   TRAIN.       THERE   WAS   CONFUSION   SOMEWHERE    !N   THE    HOSPITAL- 
IZATION   AND   EVACUATION   FUNCTION. 
COCKE   HAD   BEEN   SUPPOSED   TO   VISIT   TO   SEE   WHETHER   GENERAL 
KXWWCft'l   REPORTS   THAT   PATIENTS   WERE   BEING   HELD    IN   HOSPITALS   TOO   LONG. 
CADY WAS WILLING TO HAVE SOMEONE FROM  He..,   ETOUSA VISIT PRETTYSOON, 
TCO.       HOWEVER,    COCKE   TELEPHONED   HE   WAS   GOING   TO   THE   STATES   oATp, 
AND    HE   WOULD   CALL   CM   2RS.    CADY    IF    HE   SHOULD   HAVE   AN   OPPORTUNITY   TO 
GET   TC   ST.    LOUIS.       (LOVE   TO   ALL?) 
FRIDAY, PP.  DECEMBER. THE 2?£TH ARRIVED. THE DETACHMENT TENTS 
WERE ALL UP AND READY, AND CUARTERS WERE ARRANGED FOR THE OFFICERS 
"RA y M o " £ -X, 
AND NURSES.  THE CO, LT. COL.  BORER, MC» MADE A GOOD FIRST IMPRESSION A 
ON CADY. THE OUTFIT WAS TRULY "GREEN", AND HAD NOT LEARNED TO LOOK 
E 
AFTER   THEMSELVES.        b'TTEAD   OF   SEEING   Tl/EY   WOULD   BE   SNUG    IN      T NT S 
ft 
WITH   SUB-FREEZING   WEATHER,    A   VERY   LARGE   GOUP   OF   THE   PERSONNEL 
WENT   TO   A   PICTURE   SHOW.      TOMORROW,    THEY   WOULD   NO      LONGER   BE   GUESTS, 
AND   THEY   WOULD   BE   LOOKING   AFTER   THEMSELVES,    AND   WITH   ASSIGNMENTS   TO 
DUTY. 
CHRISTMAS WAS BEGINNING TO BE   IN THE ATMOSPHERE.     CADY HAD 
CADY EARBEE 
BECOME RATHER PROUD Of THE PGW ORCHESTRA RE HAD BEEN SCREENING OUT, 
AND HUTCHISON HAS BEEN SUPPLYING  INSTRUMENT® FOR.    CADY THOUGHT  IT 
MIGHT BE MORE USEFUL IF IT WERE BROKEN UP INTO SMALL CROUPS AND SENT 
AROUND TO THE WARDS WHERE MUSIC MIGHT Bff APPROPRIATE, OR THE PATIENTS 
WOULD APPRECIATE IT.  SOME OF THE PERSONNEL GRUMBLED BECAUSE POWf 
HAD SUCH AN EA8Y TIME Cf IT AND COULD ENUOY LISTENING TO THEIR OWN 
MUSIC. 
THAT NEW ENGINEER OFFICER HAD MORE BAD RECORDS FOLLOW HIMI BAD 
CHECK, A FINE, A FORCED ALLOTMENT OF PAY FOR DAMAGES TO A JEEP. THE 
PICTURE WAS NOW CLEAR IN CADY*8 MIND, A DUMPING CASE BECAUE NO ONE 
A 
HAO EVEN MENTIONED THAT CADY TRY TO REHABILITATE THE FELLOW. 
tj DECEMBER. MA*U ADOIS CAME TO SEE WHAT PROGRESS HAD BEEN 
MADE WITH SETTING UP THE PRE-fABS*  A DEEP 90ILLINE TRENCH HAD BEEN 
GOUGED OUT NEATLY WITH A TRENCHER, BUT THE ENGINEERS(©OLORCO) HAD 
WADE NO PROGRESS IN LAVING THE TILE IN IT.  THEY WORKED ABOuTJc* 
HOURS PER DAY, fUT CADY HAO HIS PO^S WORKING THE OTHER 16 HOUS, 
NO MATTER HOW COLD OR WTNOY THE WEATHER, HF HAO THEM WARMED AND 
FEO EVERY 2 HOURS TO KEEP THEM GOING* CABY FELT HE COULD WIN HIS 
WAR WITH GERMAN POWS* JUDGING FROM THE RESULTS HE WAS GETTING. 
THE PROVOST MARSHAL, CAS, HAD WARNED "ON GOOD AUTHORITY" THAT^POW DIS- 
TURBANCES COULD BE EXPECTED DURING THE HOLIDAY L£T~UP*BY AMERICANS. 
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♦FOOTNOTE I 
IT PROVED TO SE A ROUTINE CAUTION aecAuse Rfttti HAD OFTEN 
STARTED OFFENSIVES ON HOLIDAYS OF TH08S THEY ATTACKED.  CADY HAO 
NOT RECORDED THE EXACT DAY COL. JCHER, CAS, STOPPED FOR SUPPER 
A   A 
ABOUT THIS TIMS.  Hf IMPARTED CONFIDENTIALLY THAT ENEMY PARACHUTISTS 
HAO BEEN DROPPED IN THE GENERAL AREA, AND HE SHOULD BE CAREFUL THAT 
CERMAN °C\VS DID NOT MAKE SOME SURPRISE MOVE. 
p   
(JAOY 
MAJ. STALEY FROM BASE REMAINED OVERNIGHT. HE SEEMED TO HAVE 
HAD    A    CONSIDERABLE    HAND     IN   THE    ARRANGEMENTS    CADY    HAD   WANTED,    BUT 
COULD    NOT   PREVENT   COL.    BISHOP   FROM   ANNOUNCING   HIS   EXPECTATIONS   THAT 
THE   23STH   WOULD   SET   UP    AT   RAVENEL"AS   AN    INDEPENDENT    HOSPITAL." 
CADY'S    "PARALLEL   TRAINING"   CLICHE    HAD   NOT   PENETRATED   THE    COMPREHENSION 
OF   8lSHOP*S   UNDERSTANDING   OF   HOSPITAL   ADMINISTRATION.       HE   WAS|STILL 
AS    INNOCENT   OF   THAT   AS   WHEN   HE   WAS   BLITHELY   TALKING   ABOUT   PUTTING 
THE 23RD GENERAL INTO THE SAME PHYSICAL PLANT AT RAVENEL. WOBSE, 
LT.    COL.    BORER   WAS   QUOTING   8lSHOP*8   W0R03,    AND    INSISTING   THI^   WERE 
HIS   OWN    INSTRUCTIONS. 
P 
CADY TELEPHONED BASE,  AND HAO TO TALK TO MAJ.  LAP^J    HE  HAD 
EXPECTED TO TRAIN THE 23^TH AS A UNIT BY "PARALLEL TRAINING" Or 
INDIVIDUALS, AS HE HAO TAKEN THE TROUBLE TO EXPLAIN, BY GIVING 
THEM ACTUAL EXPERIENCE IN THE PERFORMANCE OF THEIR OWN JOBS UNDER 
SUPERVISION OF EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL.  (LT. COL. BORER WAS SITTING 
BY LISTENING TO CADY1© SIDE OF THE CONVERSATION.) HIS OWN UNIT 
LITERALLY DID NOT HAVE TIME UNDER ITS PRESENT CONDITIONS TO TAKE 
TIME OR BE CONSIDERATE TOWARD ANOTHER REALLY INDEPENDENT UNIT THAT 
WOULD BE TRYING TO WEDGE ITSELF INTO THE SAME PHYSICAL PLANT. 
IF HE COULD DO IT THE WAY HE HAD PLANNED IT, AND EXPLAINED IT, 
HE COULD BE RESPONSIBLE FOR RESULTS. THEREFORE, UNDER WHAT CADY 
CONSIDERED AS EMERGENCY CIRCUMSTANCES, HE WAS GOING TO DO THIS JOB 
ACCORDING TO HIS OWN UNDERSTANDING, AS PREVIOUSLY EXPLAINED TO 
BISHOP, TO COCKE AND SHOOK, AND EVEN TO GEN. KENNER, UNLESS GIVEN 
WRITTEN ORDERS TO DO IT SOME OTHER WAV. THE CO OF THE 23^TH,FOR 
EXAMPLE, WOULD HAVE A DESK IN CADY*S OFFICE, AND HIS OWN OFFICE 
WITH THE UNIT HE COMMANDED, AS HIS PART OF "PARALLEL TRAINING." 
MAJ. LAPP COULD NOT DO ANYTHING, OF COURSE, SO THE SITUATION REMAINED 
ANNOYING BECAUSE IT WAS "FUZZY", AND THE 21 ST WAS EXTREMELY BUSY. 
24 DECEMBER. CADY PUBLISHED A CHRISTMAS MESSAGE TO PATIENTS 
AND PERSONNEL. HE WAS GETTING ANOTHER STUFFY HEAD COLD. THEN 
BlSH0P*8 OFFICE TELEPHONED: CAPT. WILSON la BROWN, PATHOLOGIST, WAS 
WANTED ELSEWHERE. NO , SAID CADY.  THAT WOULD BE TANTAMOUNT TO LOSING 
AGRES8, TOO, FOR HE WAS SENSITIVE TO FORMALINIZED SPECIMENS, AND 
HIS ALLERGIC ECZEMA WOULD QUICKLY DISABLE HIM, THEN EVERYTHING IN 
THE LABORATORY AND HIS BLOOD BANK WOULD JUST GO TO HELL IN A HAND- 
BASKET. WELL, THEN, CAPT CHASE WAS A NEUROSURGEON, AND THEY WANT/CD 
HIM.   (SO WAS YOUNG CAPT. ROULHAC?) CADY THOUGHT THE BASE SHOULD SE 
BROUGHT TO REALIZE HOW THIN THE 21ST REALLY WAS 8PREA0.  PERHAPS 
THEY DID NOT KNOW THAT SCHWARTZ, CHIEF OF NBUR08URGERY, WAS SO WHIPPED 
DOWN RIGHT NOW THAT HE HAD TO LIE DOWN TO REST HIS BAD BACK BETWEEN 
OPERATIONS.  CADY HAZAROEO A GUESS THAT HIS HOSPITAL WAS SPREAD 
THINNER FOR SPECIALISTS THAN ANY OTHER IN THE AREA.  THEN HOW ABOUT 
CAPT. FRIEDMAN,THE RADIOLOGIST.  SAME DAMNED STORY!  ...WHO COULD HE 
NAME AS A GENERAL SURGEON WHO MIGHT HEAD A SERVICE? SOME POSSIBILITY, 
BUT WOULD THEY( CAPTS. MOOLIN AND BISHOP ) BE ABLE TO GET A DESERVED 
PROMOTION, OR BE OUTRANKED BY NEW OFFICERS FROM THE STATES?  NOTHING 
SUT  INSECURITY CAME OUT OF THAT TELEPHONE CONVERSATION.* 
DEAN PHILIP SHAFER'S ELAGS ARRIVED. THERE WAS A WASHINGTON 
UNIVERSITY FLAG WITH THE SEAL ON IT, AND A GARRISON FLAG WITH A 
STREAMER, "GENERAL HOSPITAL NO. 21".  THE UNIT WAS ENTITLED TO 
A WORLD WAR I STREAMER ON ITS COLORS* 
0         
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♦FOOTNOTE I 
COL. CADY CIRCUMSPECTLY OMITTED MAKING ANY NOTE ABOUT THE 
RECEIPT OF A RED BORDERED LETTER CLASSIFIED AS SECRET ABOUT THIS 
TIME.  IN ESSENCE, HE WAS ORDERED, WHEN CAPTURE BY THE ENEMY SEEMED 
LIKELY, OR WHEN COMMANDEO TO EVACUATE ALL PATIENTS POSSIBLE, AND 
ALL PERSONNEL EXCEPT THE BARE MINIMUN OF MEDICAL OFFICERS AND HOSPITAL 
CORPSMEN TO CARE FOR NON-EVACUABLES.  THE COMMANDING OFFICER WOULD 
REMAIN TO SEE THEY WERE CARED FOR UNTIL TURNED OVER BY HIM TCJTHE 
CAOY 
ENEMY. 
AT THAT POINT THE STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE NO LONQER CONTROLLEC 
CADY'S   IMAGINATION,   BUT  HE HAS  NEVER OIVULGEO THE  NAMES or THE TWO 
OFFICERSWHO MIGHT GO  INTO CAPTIVITY WITH HIM, EXCEPT HE HAS DIVULGED 
THAT PLODDING DEDICATED MAJ.  JOE M. PARKER,  THE ORTHOPOD WHO WOULO 
HAVE THE GREATEST NUMBER OP NON-EVWCUA8LES, THE NON-TRANSPORTABLES, 
WOULD NOT 8E ONE. 
WELL, HE HAD ALREADY CHARGED HIMSELF OFF AS AN EXPENDIBLE, AND HE 
WOULD WORRY ABOUT THAT WHEN IT HAPPENED! 
_  _    __ _ o  
if DECEMBER,  CHRISTMAS DAY.    THE URGENCY WAS TOO GREAT TO ALLOW 
ANY CHANGE  IN HOSPITAL SCHEDULES, BUT CADY PASSED THE WORD ALONG TO 
LET UP PRESSURE ON ANYONE WHERE REASONABLY POSSIBLE.    A SURPRISING 
AMOUNT OF CHRISTMAS DECORATING HAD BEEN ACCOMPLISHED,  SHREDS OF TIN 
CANS CUT UP FOR TINSEL AND STARS,  AND SUCH INGENUITIES.      HE MACE THE 
ROUNDS AND PRALSEO ALL HOLIDAY EFFORTS*    SOME OF THE FRENCH FROM 
MLRECOURT WANTEO TO VISIT.    ONE PARTY OF KIDS WERE ALLOWED TGJVISIT 
WARDS AND SING FOR PATIENTS  »N SMALL GROUPS, #0 WERE  IN THE GROUP. 
AT THE NUR8ES QUARTERS, MANY OF THE OFF-DUTY NURSES WERE HAVING A 
LOT OF FUN WITH THEIR VISITORS,  SOME OF THE GIRLS WERE TOM-BOYISH. 
DURING THE EVENING BEAM HAD AN "AT HOME" FOLLOWED BY SEAM'S AND 
CADY'S  JOINT WARD-WALK.     LATER CAOY SAT UP WITH LT.  COL.  SORER AND 
HIS ?3#TH CHAPLAIN AND SHARED A BOTTLE OF SCOTCH HE HAD 8R0UGHT FROM 
THE  STATES FOR A SPECIAL OCCASION, 
THE: BOMBING 
30 DECEMBER. GENERAL GRAY'S SPECIAL TRAIN PULLED INTO THE 
YARDS AT MlRECOURT.  THE GENERAL HAD CAPT. HAYES OF HIS STAFF, AND 
18T LT. FLORENCE SYPERSKI, ANC, OF THE 23RO GENERAL HOSPITAL,WITH 
HIM. AT DINNER IN THE OFFICERS MESS, THE GENERAL'S Gl ORCHESTRA 
PLAYED.  A BIT LATER A USO TROUPE OF ENTERTAINERS JOINED TO PERFORM. 
ATTDINNER,  THE GENERAL SOT THE CAN OF MEXICAN TAMALES  CADY'S WIFE 
HAD   BENT    HIM   BECAUSE   OF   THE   GUESTS   TASTE   FOR   MEXICAN   FOODS. 
AT 2210 HOUR THE GENERAL'S PARTY AND CADY WERE DRIVINC WEST 
OVER THE ICY ROAD TOWARD BLDG. 10, THE OFFICERS WARDS, WHEN  ENEMY 
FIGHTER   BOMBERslsUDDENLY   BEGAN   STRAFING   THE    HOSPITAL.    CADY   THOUGHT 
THERE   WERE   TWO   PLANES,    BUT   HE   WAS   UNABLE   TO OBSERVE   ALL   THE   TRACERS 
V 
OF   EVEN   ONE   OF   THE   PLANES.       THE^GCT    INTO   THE   BUILDING   AT   ONCE    JUST    AS 
THE   POWER   PLANT   CUT   OFF   ELECTRICITY.        IN   THE   CLEAR   MOONLIGHT,    THE 
DARKENED    HOSPITAL   WAS   JUST   ABOUT   AS   VISIBLE   TO   THE   LOW-FLYING   PLANES 
AS THE INCOMPLETELY BLACKED OUT HOSPITAL WAS BEFORE. 
THEY HEARO A 500 POUND BOMB EXPLODE IN THE GENERAL AREA or  THE 
POWER PLANT.  INSTANTLY CADY WAS ANXIOUS ABOUT THE POSSIBLE DAMAGE 
OF   A   HIT   THERE   WOULD   BE,    AND   HOW   LONG   THE   RAID   WOULD   BE   BEFORE   BEFORE 
THE   RAIDERS   COULD   BE   DRIVEN   OFF.       Hf   HAD   NO   KNOWLEDGE   OF   ANY   ACK-ACK 
AREA   DEFENSES.        »N   THE   BUILDING   THERE   WAS   NO   EVIDENCE   OF   PANIC   OR 
OISORDL'R,    FOR   THE   UNIT   AND   THE   OCCUPANTS   HAD   SEKN   BOMBED   BEFORE.      A 
BOYISH   GERMAN   "ORDERLY**,    MAYBE   17   YEARS   OLD,    WAS   NERVOUSLY   TRYING   TO 
LIGHT   A    CIGARET.CADY   REPRIMANDED    HIM    AND   MADE    HIM   FOLLOW   ALONG   WHILE 
GEN. GRAY AND HE CIRCULATED AROUND THE DARKENED WARD. PRETTY SOON, 
THE "ALL CLEAR" SOUNDED AND THE LIGHTS CAME ON. CADY QUICKLY SEARCHED 
THE/BOY TO%EE IF HE HAD HAO ANY EVIL INTENTIONS.  HE ORDERED SPECIAL 
GUARDS OVER EACH OF HIS SIX GENERAL OFFICER PATIENTS, AND LEFT GENERAL 
CHAS- C. 
GRAY  VISITING  HIS FRIEND,   MAW.  GEN.^HAFFNER,   CG,   103RD   INF.   OIV.   AND 
THE OTHER GENERALS. 
TWO PATIENTS ELSEY/HERE HAD BEEN GRAZED BY 20MM. PROJECTILES WHICH 
HAD COME THROUGH THE TILED ROOFS WITHOUT EXPLODING.  THE BOMB HAD 
MISSED THE POWER PLANT, FALLING ABOUT 150 YARDS TO THE EAST IN THE 
FIELD. A FRENCH WOMAN, LIVING IN THE RAVENEL FARMHOUSE, HAD A 
BADLY SHATTERED EL30W.  THE N0N-C0M8 QUARTERS NEARBY WA3 RATHER 
BADLY SHAKEN BY THE BOMB.  ONE MAN HAD SHATTEREO GLAS3 BLOWN INTO 
CAOY 
THE BACK OF HIS HEAD AND NECK, ANOTHER FRACTURED HIS ASTRAGULUS 
ON THE FROZEN GGQUND WHILE HURRYING INTO A FQ^-HOLE. ONE WOULO GET 
A PURPLE HEART AND STAY WITH THE UNIT, THE OTHER WOULD GO HOME, 
MAYBE.  ...MAJ. JOE PARKER TOOK CARE OF THE SHATTERED ELBOW, AND 
WORKED SEVERAL HOURS TRYING TO SAVE A RAILROAD WORKER WHOSE BELLY 
HAD BEEN BLOWN OPEN OPEN A MILE OR SO AWAY FROM THE HOSPITAL.  CACY 
WANTED FRAGMENTS OF PROJECTILES BENT TO HIS OFRFLCE, AND HE GOT THE 
UNEXPLODED 20MM. PROJECTILE THAT MESSED UP  THE FRENCH WOMAN'S ELBOW, 
AMONG THEM. 
MAYBE, THE ENGINEERS WOULD FINISH THAT BLACK-OUT JOB COMPLETELY 
AFTER THIS! 
CADY HAD EXPECTED SOME PANIC AMONG THE 232TH PERSONNEL AND 
THE PSYCHIATRIC RATIENTS. THERE HAD BEEN ONE, JUST A HUSHED SORT 
OF EXPECTANCY. TO HIM, IT WAS JUST ANOTHER DAMNED INSTANCE OF THE 
"ROUTINE CHANGEABIUITY" OF HIS LIFE. IN BED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE HE 




THE REPORT WAS GAR8EED AT HOME I THE 23RD GENERAL H08PITAL 
AT MLRECOURT HAO BEEN BOMBED. MRS. CADY HEARD IT THE FOLLOWING DAY 
OVER HER AUTOMOBILE RADIO. SHE WAS IMMEDIATELY DELUGED WITH TELE- 
PHONE CALLS AND TELEGRAMS OF ADVICES HOW TO CLEAR UP  THE FACTS. 
SHE REGARDED SECURITY REGULATIONS 8ERI0U8LY AND OBEYEO THEM, BUT 
IT WAS A TRYING TIME FOR HER TO RESIST ALL THE PRESSURES OF THE 
ANXIOUS WIVES AND FRIENDS OF THE UNIT. EVEN LT. COL. COCKE, WHO 
READ THE GARBLED REPORT IN A NEWSPAPER AND RE-ROUTED HIS RETURN 
THROUGH ST. LOUIS SO HE COULD TALK TO HER, HAD NO WAY TO CLEAR 
THE FACTS. THEY MET BRIEFLY AT THE UNION STATION, WHEN IT WAS 
, POWER 
COCKE'S   OPINION   THE   BOMBING   WAS   REALLY   AT   THE   RAVENEL,    FOR   THEPLANT. 
CA O Y 
27 DECEMBER. LT. COL. RALPH WUCKENFUSZ, N.Y. STATE OIR. 
OF PUBLIC HEALTH AT HOME AND AN OLD FRIEND AT W.U. WAS VISITING 
FROM ENGLAND. HE WOULD SOON MOVE HIS LABORATORY UNIT FROM SALISBURY 
TO PARIS.  IT WAS A PLEASANT BIT FOR OLD TIMES TO HAVE HIM OVERNIGHT. 
DURING THE AFTERNOON, COLS. RUDOLPH AND 3ISHOI»>CAME TO SEE WHAT THE 
DAMAGES WERE, AND CADY NUDGEQ BISHOP TO NUOGE THE ENGINEERS TO QUIT 
"SOLDIERING" AND GET THE BLACK-OUT COMPLETED. DEFERRING TO VISITORS, 
HIS COLD AND PATIGUE, CADY PASSED UP THE DANCE AT THE 23RD GENERAL 
r 
ONLY   SIX   tttLCl   AWAY   AT   VlT^EL. 
2g DECEMBER. COL.,, MAYER, CO, 236TH GENERAL HOSPITAL WAS 
BEING HAZED BY BISHOP, AND HE WAS GRIPING.   HIS ORDERS WERE TO GET 
BISHOP'S IDEA OF PERSONAL "PARALLEL TRAINING" AND GET HIS OWN UNIT 
8ET UP AT EPINAL.  BISHOP COMPELLED HIM TO RETURN TO QUARTERS^, 21 ST 
GENERAL  HOSPITAL,  AN© CADY WAS GIVING HIM VOCO ORDERS OR AUTHORITY 
EACH MORNING TO GO TO EPINAL TO ATTEND TO HIS RESPONSIBILITIES.  IT 
WAS A CAPRICIOUS WAY TO TREAT ANY UNIT COMMANDER UNLESS THERE WAS 
SOME WELL CONSIDERED flFASON BEHIND IT ALL.  CADY WAS fEELING GUILTY 
FOR "HE HAD TO TALK OUT OF SOTH SIDES OF HIS MOUTH SO MUCH." HE 
HOPED BISHOP  HAD SOME GOOD REASONS,  BUT  CADY  COULD NOT   IMAGINE ANY, 
NOT WITH HIS 3INU3-0ULLC0 THINKING THAT EVENING. 
COL.  MAYER  SAID THE 59TH EVACUATION HOSPITAL THAT WAS SENT  TO 
STAGE AT EPINAL    WITH HIS OUTFIT WAS TO 3£ PULLED FURTHER BACK,  AND 
80 WERE TWO OTHER SIMILAR MEDICAL UNITS.  THE SEVENTH ARMY HO.., 
OR SOME PART OF IT, HAD MOVED BACK, TOO.   IT SEEMED 08VI0US THAT 
THERE WAS SUSPICION THE JERRIES OF SOMETHING MORE THAN THAT PUSH 
UP NORTH! 
TWENTY ADDITIONAL GUARDS CAME TO HEeP WITH THE SECURITY OF THE 
#37 ACRE COMPOUND.  TRACKS IN THE SNOW AT VARIOUS PLACES CONVINCED 
CADY HIS OWN GUARD OFFICER WAS NOT SINCERELY VIGILANT.  He REALIZED 
HE WAS TOO IKRITIBLE TO YltLO TO HARSH CORRECTIVE IMPULSES.  HE 
CADY 
STILL HAD TO GET THE MOST OUT OF HIS PERSONNEL HUMANLY POSSIBLE. 
AS A MATTER OF FACT, CADY MGOLD BRICKED0 IN BED FOR TWO HOURS BEFORE 
HE ACTUALLY RETIRED EARLY. 
FRIDAY, 29 DECEMBER. CADY WAS BETTER, BUT STILL FELT DULL. 
THOSE 23 NURSES ARRIVED FOR PERMANENT ASSIGNMENT* THEY WERE MIXED 
VOLUNTEERS AND wSHANGHAl8W FROM UNITS IN ENGLANO, AND GENERALLY 
A FINE LOT OF GALS WHO WANTED TO SET CLOSER TO THE WAR. QUARTERS 
WOULD HAVE BEEN A REAL PROBLEM BUT FOR THOSE PRE»FA8S IN BACK OF 
BUILDING 12,  THE NURSES*S BUILDING. 
LT.  COL.  LEVIEN,  PRO,  Vf ARMY OP,,  TELEPHONED ABOUT THE AIR RAID 
ON THE 26TH.    HE WANTEO TO PUBLISH SOMETHING TO INFORM THE KRAUTS 
HOW BAD THEIR LUFTWAFFE HAD ACTED BY STRAFING THE VERY HOSPITAL WHERE 
THEY MAD PUT RED CROSS ON THE ROOFS THEMSELVES.    A THREE  INCH SQUI9 
CAME OUT   IN STARS AND STRIPES. 
COL.  MAYER iREPORTCOj    COL.  STUBBLEBINE,   CHIEF OF GENERAL|WILSON*S 
STAFF,  CAME TO EPINAL TO MAKE SOME RAPID-FIRE SUGGESTIONS ABOUT WHAT 
HE SHOULD DO THERE.    FINALLY, MAYER GOT A CHANCE TO TELL HIM HE HAD 
NO AUTHORITY ON THE JOS, FOR HE WAS PRESENT ONLY ON VOCO FROPATHE 
CO OF THE 21ST, AND HE HOPED  IT WOULO NOT CAUSE EITHER OF THEM ANY 
DIFFICULTIES.    BISHOP ARRIVED ON THE SCENE,  AND THE TWO WERE QUICKLY 
IN AN ARGUMENT ABOUT THE 59TH EVADES MOVEMENTS.    MAYER SAID  IT DID 
NOT CLARIFY HIS SITUATION, BUT THE WHOLE THING COULD BE 8YAG9D AS A 
COMEDY. 
ONE OF THE NURSES,  MARRIED IN  FTALY, WAS AFTOL,  PRESUMABLY WITH 
HER HUSBAND. MA*?,  ^PALOING ANO CADY WERE WONDERING JUST HOW MUCH THEY 
SHOULD OVERLOOK BEFORE  CRACKING DOWN ON HER. 
30 DECEMBER.     .VHEN A RED ALERT SIGNAL CAME, THE UNIT BLACKED 
OUT COMPLETELY WITH GREAT ALACRITY?      SOME AIR CO^RPS OFFICEHTS 
SAID THAT THE TWO GERMAN  NIGHT FLIERS  IN THE AREA ON THE 26TH DID  NOT 
GET  8ACK TO GERMANY. 
J 
r*A n v 
MAJ. LYMAN A. BREWER, CAPTS, WERNER HOEFLICH, CHAS. A, SCHIFF, 
AND LT. CATHERINE V. ELLIOTT, A THORACIC SURGERY TEAM, 2ND AUX. SURG. 
GP., WERE ATTACHED FOR DUTY. COL. FRANK B. BERRY HAD THOUGHT HE 
WOULD STILL HAVE TO MSELLn ANOTHER TEAM, BUT CADY SURPRISED HIM 
AGAIN BY GIVING THEM A WHOLE WARD UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF PATTEN, 
CHIEF OF SURGERY. 
31 DECEMBER. MUCH WORK. MAO. GEN. HAFFNER, 103RD INF. DIV. 
WAS OUT OF HIS FATIGUE STATE ENOUGH TO GET AROUND. CAOY TOOK HIM 
INTO MIRECOURT TO VISIT THE 12TH TAC OFFICERS CLUB FOR A WHILE.  AFTER 
DINNER WITH HIM AT THE OFFICERS MESS AND A SHORT VISIT TO THE,DANCE, 
HE RETURNED TO WARD 10.  THE A»R CORPS BOYS HAD TO BE IN EARLY BECAUSE 
THEY WERE AFRAID OF GERMAN ACTIVITY.  CADY WAS STILL KEEPING SPECIAL 
GUARDS(AMERICAN) OVER THE GENERALS. 
ABOUT 2230 THERE WAS QUITE A POWERFUL EXPLOSION AND A FLASH 
OF LIGHT \)P    NORTH OF MlRECOURT.  THE HOSPIAL BLACKED OUT AND QUITE SOON 
A TALL CLOUD OF SMOKE COULD 8E SEEN RAISING IN THE CLEAR MOONLIGHT 
UP NORTH.  NOTHING ELSE HAPPENED AND THE CELEBRATION RESUMED.  AN 
HOUR OR 80 LATER A DEAD COLORED 8ERGEANT WAS BROUGH IN.  HIS TRUCK 
HAD BEEN STRAFED BY A SERMAN PLANE THAT HAD CRASHED. 
LT, Nl£ LET THE NEW YEARS EVE DANCE GO ON UNTIL 0300 HOUR, 
CONTRARY TO APPROVED PLANS^ BUT NOT CRITICIZED BY CADY) FOR THE 21ST 
PERSONNEL HAD ENOUGH SENSE TO QUIT WHEN TIRED, AND THE NEW 23^TH 
NEEDED A FLING TO RELIEVE THEIR TENSIONS. 
g OFFICERS AND 19 NURSES WERE RELIEVED TO JOIN THEIR 236TH 
AT EPINAL. 
CAOY DRAGGED H'"SELF TO BED SURE HE HAD EXPERIENCED AND EVENTFUL 
YEAR, BUT THE FIRST DAY OF THE NEXT WOULD BE LITTLE DIFFERENT FOR THE 
FIGHT IN1  TWENTY-FOIST. 
END OF DECEMBER: OPERATING BEDS, 3,430 BUT ACTUALLY 3305; 
AVERAGE,  3,177?  AVERAGE PATIENTS,  3,1931  ADMISSIONS,  4,284. 
AND.   IT  WAS  N&r  rtt*  FtB«t tltt& VAZl H4R §£&N. fttl&X AI AN°  MlSSE?l 
END OF  1944 
CHAPTER      36 
JANUARY       1945 
MONDAY, 1 JANUARY.  SOME MORE SNOW. 
BENDOS REPORTED THAT PLANE CRASH WAS 6 KILOMETERS NORTH ©F 
PQUSSEY, A VILLAGE ON THE ROUT NORTH TO NANCY. JUST AFTER DAYBREAK   ( 
CADY TOOK BOLOTIN AND 2 ARMED GUARDS TO INSPECT WHATEVER HE WOULD FIND. 
HE THOUGHT THE FRAGMENTS OF THE PLANE WERE FROM A NAZI JU-&S.   IT 
HAD BEEN STRAFINQ THE ROAD, CURVING TO THE RIGHT, AND THE PILOT 
HAD CONTINUED STRAIGHT AHEAD AND  A ROW OF TALL STRAIGHT POPLARS 
BETWEEN TWO FIELDS WAS DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF HIM.  H« CLIPPED THE 
TOPS FROM A FEW OF THEM AND CRASHED ONTO A 8MALL, SENTLY ROLLING 
HILLSIDE.  THERE WERE SOME SKIOMARKS ON THE FROZEN OOUNO FOR POSSIBLY 
200 YARDS, THEN THERE WERE ALL 80RTS OF PLANE DEBRI8 SCATTERE80 IN 
A SWATH 200 YARDS WIDE AND AT LEAST 500 YARDS LONG.  ONE ENGINE 
WHICH HAD ROLLED THE FURTHEST HAD CRACKEO OPEN.  THERE WERE T^EE 
MUCH MINCED BO0IE8 OF THE CREW, ONE TRUNK WITH AN EXPLODED BELKY, 
A HEAO WITH AN EXPLODED CRANIUM, AND MORE BITS EVERYWHERE. BOLOTIN 
AND BENDOS COULD NOT TAKE THIS AND RETREATED TO THE VEHICLE TO WAIT. 
CADY FOUND A BUNCH OF FOLDED TERRAIN MAPS WHICH WERE SALVAGEABLE. 
THE PILOT*S LAP MAP WAS GLUED ONTO A HEAVY CIRCULAR CARDBOARO, AND 
HAD COME THROUGH WITH VERY SLIGHT DAMAGE.  ON IT WAS A FLIGHT LINE 
DRAWN ALONG THE LITTLE STREAM OF THE REGION, AND SEVERAL OF THE 
TOWNS HAO  RED, YELLOW, OR BLACK CIRCLES ORAWN NEATLY AROUND THEM. 
CADY THOUGHT IT WAS OMINOUS THAT MlRECOURT HAD A RED CIRCLE.  HE 
POSTED HI8 GUARDS AT BOTH ENDS OF THE AREA AND NEAR THE ROAD, WITH 
INSTRUCTIONS TO KEEP ALL SOUVENIR HUNTERS AWAY UNTIL THEY WOULD BE 
RELIEVED BY OTHER HOSPIXAL GUAROS OR BY THE AIR FORCE. 
HE TURNED IN A VERBAL REPORT AND THE MAPS TO A COL. HART, 
UADY 
HQ.,    XII-TAC,    IN   MlRECOURT   WHO   TOOK   THE   RESPONSIBILITY   FOR   THE|GUARD. 
HE RETAINED THE LAP-MAP, AND LET CADY RETAIN THE OTHERS. HE PROMISED 
TO LET CADY KNOW IF THOSE CIRCLES, THE RED ONE ESPECIALLY, MEANT ANY- 
THING OMINOUS. CADY DICTATED A REPORT FOR BASE AND WENT ON ABOUT 
HIS DUTIES. JUST AS HE was ABOUT TO DEPART FOR A TEA AT THE LEPEVRES'S 
COL. HART TELEPHONED TO WARN HIM THE POWS SHOULD BE ESPECIALLY WATCHED 
FOR SIGNS OF SABOTAGE, ETC., ANO THAT NAZI PARACHUTISTS MIGHT TRY TO GE1 
TO THEM. 
STILL LATER DURING A New YEAR'S RECEPTION 3ISHOP TELEPHOED 
r 
ESSENTIALLY THE SAME THING, AND HE WAS SENDING SOME MPs OVER FROM 
to 
EPINAL FOR THE NIGHT.  CADY ALSO HAD ANOTHER PLATOON OF HIS CORED 
ENGINEERS SLEEPING ON THEIR ARMS  IN THE LAUNDRY AS A RESERVE THAT 
COULD GET TO THE POWER PLANT OR ELSEWHERE  IF  NEEDED.    HE PERMITTEO 
THE ENLISTED DANCE TO GO ON BUT THE MEN HAD TO TAKE THEIR HELMETS 
AND FIRST-AID BELTS,   AND THE  NON-COMS HAD TO SEE THERE WAS  NO HILARIOUS 
DRINKING.    STILL, THEY ALL HAD A GOOD TIME. 
TUESDAY,  2  JANUARY.  SOME MORE SNOW. 
COL.  BISHOP AND THE  PROVOST MARSHALL WANTED TO TAKE AWAY ALL 
THE PO#S POSSIBLE, 100 AT ONCE.  NO!  THERE HAD BEEN NO SIGNS  , 
ATf'T<-« P>S _ 
OF ADVERSE OF POWS AND THE HOSPITAL NEEDED THEIR HELP BADLY. THE 
A 
SECURITY WAS TIGHTENED UP   CONSIDERABLY, AND THE FOWG INSTANTLY AD- 
APTED TO THE CHANGE.  CAOY REALIZED, AND MENTIONED THAT HE HAD THE 
BEST INCENTIVE FOR THEM, FOR THE KRAUTS LIKED IT AT THE 21ST.  LOSING 
100 OF THEM WOULD SLOW DOWN THAT WATERLINE INSTALLATION, FOR MANPOWER 
WOULD HAVE TO COME FROM OTHR SOURCES. SOME OF THIS WAS OVERHEARD 
A 
BY LT. COL. BORER WHO BECAME PERTURBED AT THE THOUGHT THAT HIS OWN 
MEN MIGHT BE THAT MANPOWER EQUIVALENT OF POlVS.  TEN OF HIS OFFICERS 
AND THE REMAINDER OF THE 23&TH WOULD ARRIVE ON THE FOLLOWING DAY. 
CAOY HAD AN OFFICERS CALL!  THE 23#TH WOULD SET UP WHOLE WAROSJ 
I.E., MAN WHOLE WARDS WITH THEIR PERSONNEL.  THE 21ST WOULD DETAIL 
I 
WAUY 
ONLY   THE   CADRE   TO   ASSURE   THE   WARDS   WOULD   OPERATE   FAIRLY   SMOOTHLY. 
SO   FAR   AS   THE   23^TH   AOMINISTRATION   COULD   FUNCTION,   THEV   WOULD   ORAW 
SUPPLIES,    U3E   THEM,    MESS   THEMSELVES   AND   OET   THEIR   "PARALLEL   TRAINING* 
BY   OPERATING   A   HOSPITAL   WITH   A   HOSPITAL,   8¥   OOINO   A   SET   UP   4QBt    A 
REAL   JOB, 
MAJ. BENJ. BURBANK, MC, WA* ATTACHED FOR DUTY FROM THE 2ND AUX. 
SuRG.  GP.  ...AN OLD FRATERNITY BROTHER, LT. COL. GLEN SPURLtNG, 
A PROMINENT NEUROSURGEON, LOUISVILLE, KY . , AND LT. COL. CANFIELD 
WERE ENROUTE TO L.UNEVILLE, WHERE PART OF THE HO.., SEVENTH ARMY 
WAS AGAIN, STOPPED FOR LUNCH.  THERE WA* A CONFERENCE THEY WERE 
ATTENDING, BUT CADY COULD NOT LEAVE HIS UNIT UNDER SUCH STRENUOUS 
CIRCUMSTANCES.  HE WOULD HAVE LIKED TO SEE THE 2?TH EVAC FRIENDS 
LOCATED THERE.  THE 9TH EVAC HAD EXPECTED TO BE HOST FOR THE CONFERENCE 
BUT HAD UNEXPECTEDLY BEEN MOVE RETROORADELY*  ..THE GERMANS SEEMED TO 
BE TRYING TO MOUNT AN OFFENSIVE ON THE 7TH ARMY FRONT.  THE BIG 
NAZI PUSH UP  NORTH SEEMED TO BE ENCOUNTERING ALLIED COUNTER-ATTACKING, 
BUT  IT 3EEMED TOUCH-AND-GO YET. 
30ME OFFICIOU8 PERSON IN SASE WROTE TO ASK CADY WHY THEY HAD 
(!) 
NOT   BEEN   NOTIFIED   SOONER   OF   THAT   GERMAN   PLANE   CRASH.      CADY   BECAME 
0ELI3ERAEELY   DENSE,    DISCLAIMED   RESPONSIBILITY   FOR   AS   A   ViEOICAL   UNIT 
FOR   REPORTING   SUCH   A   CRASH   MILES   AWAY   FROM   HIS   UNIT,    AND   REFCRRCO 
THE   WRITER   TO   HO..,    X I l-TAC. 
LT.    WILLIAMS,    CMP,    INSPECTING,    SAW   wNO   3IQN8   OF   FRATERNIZATION, 
BUT    HE    SUSPECTED    IT"   AS   A   MATTER   OF    HIS   ROUTINE.       iVELL,    SO    DID   CADY. 
BOLOTIN   AND   DANN   WERE   ALSO   BECOMING   JITTERY   ABOUT   THE   Potys .      WELL,    ... 
IF   THE   BASE   WOULD   GIVE   THE   HOSPITAL   PLENTY   OF   EVACUATION,    THEJ21ST 
WOULD   NOT    NEED   POWS,    MUCH.      ON   THE   OTHER   HAND,    THE   ARMY   WAS   RETRO- 
GRADING   SO   MAY   EVACUATION   HOSPITALS   ABOUT,    AND   THE   BASE'S   HOSPITALS 
WERE   JAMMED,    THEY   CCULC    NOT    IGNORE   THE   21ST'S    NEEDED    BEDS   THE'OERMANS 
WERE    HELPING   TO   OPERATE!^ 
UADV 
  _    „  __   _       __        _0 
m * *■ m»w>i *■ H miw——* 
"FOOTNOTES 
WHEN GROUS* OF PO«S CAME TO FUVENEL, THE QUESTION OF THEIR 
POSSIBLE TROU3LE-MAKINQ AND ESCAPES WAS DISCUSSED.  CAOY FINALLY 
DECIDED 
TO   HAVE   THEM    INFORMED   ALONG   THESE   LINES!      THEY   WERE   PORTUNATEffO 
HAVE   SEEN   CAPTURED   FOR   THEV   WOULD   BE   TREATED   AS   CONSIDERATELY   AS 
POSSIBLE   AS   POWS,       IF   ANY   ONE   OF   THEM   WISHED   TO   RETURN  TO   THE   MAIN 
8TOCKAUE,    tfUST   REQUEST   THAT   OR   CAUSE   ANY   KIND   OF   TROUBLE   AND   THAT 
WOULD   HAPPEN   PROMPTLY,      THERE   A'AS   A   FENCE    INCLOSURE   AROUND   THE 
MUCH 
PLACE*   8UT    IT   WAS   NOT   SECURE   AND   WAS   NOT   00 INC   TO   BE   GUARDED   TO 
PREVENT   THEIR   ESCAPESf   BUT   REMEM8ER»THE   FORCES   fRANC/ISE    INTERIOR 
WOULD LIKELY BE INTERESTED IN RETAKING THEM, A VERY SMALL NUMBER 
OF HACIYATOKS?' HAO SEEN SENT SACK TO THE STOCKADE* THREE MORE HAD 
"GONE OVER THE FENCE1* BUT BEFORE THEY HAD GOTTEN THROUGH THE 
AMERICAN LINES, THEY HAD SEEN RECAPTURED, RETURNED TO RAVENEL "FOR 
TrtffA/ 
EXHIBIT" AND SENT TO THE STOCKADE. 
$  JANUARY, MORE SNOW* VERY BUSY. 
A GRAND DINNER HONORING THE MESS SERGEANTS WAS PUT ON BY 
THE   ME88   OFFICERS   AND   THE   HOSPITAL   DIETITIANS,   AND   IN  THE   SIG 
OFFICERS  MESS*      CADY   ALWAYS   ATTENDED   SUCH  MORALE   FUNCTIONS*      ALSO, 
HE   WAS   EATING   AT   LEAST   ONE   MEAL   A   DAY   RIGHT   ON  THE   WARDS,   OR   IN 
THE   ENLISTED  MESS  WHERE   HE   WOULD  TAKE   A   SERVING   AT   RANDOM*      SOMETIMES 
HE   WOULD   EAT   TETE-A-TETE   WITH  THE   DIETITIAN  OR   THE   MESS   OFFICER 
CONCERNED  WITH  THE   SCORE  OR   SO  OF   DIFFERENT   MES3E8   IN  THE   LARGE 
HOSPITAL,   OCCASIONALLY   EVEN   A   POsV   MESS.      HE   WANTEO   THEM   ALL   TO 
P&KSO A'A l~ 
SEE HIM DEMONSTRATING HIS, INTEREST. A 
4 JANUARY, 3NOW*  -, h., jolt,!*)*. Oi^ 
MA«<» GEN, HAFFNER, WAS BACK AGAIN AS A PATIENT FOR "TREATMENT 
AND OBSERVATION" THIS TIME. HE WAS SIMPLY IN A FATIGUE STATS WHICH 
CAOV 
SEVERE ENOUGH TO 8C RECOGNIZED A9 A BATTLE CASUALTY* HE 8AI0 THE 
ENEMY HAD PUNCHED A 7 MILS H0LC IN THE FRONT OF THE SEVENTH ARMY, 
• UT THEY HAD 3SEN STOPPEO, AN© OUR TROOPS HA© WDUG IN,1'  THIS T l«*C 
IT WAS OBVIOUS, EVEN TO THE GENERAL, THAT ME WOULD NEED PROLONGED 
REST AND REHABILITATION, AND HE WOULD SS REPLACED BECAUSE HO .GOMBAT 
DIVISION COULD QO ON WITHOUT A COMMANDING GENERAL*  If SEEMED TO CAOY 
THAT UNDER SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES GENERALS MERE ABOUT A3 EXPEND IDLE AS 
2ND LIEUTENANTS,-On COLONELS I 
SEVERAL 2ND LIEUTENANTS, INCLU0IHG NURSES, WERE PROMOTED* 
GLEN SPURLINQ AND Cot. FRANK BERRY CAME FOR THE MIGHT AND TO 
CHECK ON HOW THE SPECIALISTS TEAM OROUPf WERE GETTING ALONG* CAOY 
HAD A LONG TALK WITH SPURLINQ AN3 VENTILATED HIS FEELINGS CONSIDERABLY* 
THEY AGREED THAT SCARCE SPECIALISTS SHOULD BE CONCENTRATED IN THE 
LARDER OR GENERAL HOSPITALS 30 AS TO KEEP THEM FULLY OCCUPIED*  GLEN 
SAID  HE WOULD NOT PERMIT NEURCBURGERV TO BE PERFORMED IN JUST EVERY 
GENERAL HOSPITAL EITHER, FOR ALL OF THEM CID 1V0T REALLY HAVE QUALIFIED 
NEUROeuRGEONS.  Ht   BECAME PRETTY OUTSPOKEN ABOUT HIS OPINION OF THE 
BASE'S SURGEON? ANY CO WHO WAS AT ODDS WITH HIM WAS MOST PROBABLY 
O-KAY HIMSELF! 
5 JANUARY, BISHOP SOT AROUND TO FULFILLING HIS   THREATS TO 
HAKE HIS PROFESSIONAL LEVIES FOR DETACHED SERVICE 1 CAPTS* CHAD* £. 
BE8SEV AND JOHN S. CHASE WENT TO THE 23STH GENERAL HOSPITAL AT D»INAL, 
CAPT. JOHN FRIEDMAN WENT TO THE 33TH STATION HOSPITAL* HE MADE SIMILAR 
LEVIES ON EXPERIENCED SENERAL HOSPITALS* 
NEWS   CAME   THAT   COL*   MARVIN'S   540TH   ERG*   GEO*    HAD   L08T   A   CAPT. 
HUDSON AND SEVERAL MEN SY ENEMY ACTION, AND EXOEPT FOR ONE MAN A 
WHOLE   COMPANY   WAS   UNACCOUNTED   FOR*       CADY*S   COMMENDATION   OF   CO.   MARVIN 
HAD   GONE   »0   THE   TOP   AND   BACK   DOWN  TO   HIM,    AND   EACH   HEADQUARTERS   HAD 
ADDED A COMPLIMENTARY INDORSEMENT* 
SOME OF THE UNIT WERE SHOWING SIGNS OF "COMBAT FATIGUE,*4 SO CADY 
CAOY 
WA8 WONDERING ABOUT THE REMOTE POSSIBILITIES FOR SETTING SOME BILLET8 
AT PARIS FOR SHORT REST AND RECREATION PERIODS FOR THE PERSONNEL. 
...NLE HAD GOTTEN HIS CIVILIAN WAITRESSES  INTO NEAT CLEAN UNIFORMS, 
AND EVEN HAD THEM TOPPED WITH PERT LITTLE "GO TO WELL11 CAPS.HE HAO 
MADE FOR THEM.    ...MAJ.  NELSON AND A LIEUTENANT, 377TH ENGINEERS, 
CAME TO CONFER ABOUT THE LOCATION FOR SOME NEW PRE-FA8 HUTS. 
THEN BASE'S SPECIAL SERVICES OFFICER,  MAJ.  SMITH TELEPHOED THAT 
CAPT.   HUTCHESON WAS WITH HIM.     <1~4 AND THE ENGINEER WERE PROPOSING TO 
CONVERT   THE   UN!T*S   OFFICERS'S   MESS   AND   CHAPEL    INTO   A   GYMNASIUM   AND 
THEATRE,    AND   TO   PUT   THE   MES8    INTO   PRE-FAB8. "HELL,    NOt"      CADV 
PRACTICALLY   GAVE   THE   MAJOR   A   TIRADE.       NO   ONE   WAS   REMAINING    IN   THE 
HOSPITAL   LONG   ENOUGH   TO   NEED   GYMNASIUM   EXERCISE,   THEY   HAD   BEEN 
GIVING   THEM   %ORK   THERAPY"   FOR   THE   PAST   TWO   YEARS   WHICH   OIO   N«T REQUIRE 
A   GYMNASIUM.      AS   FOR   A   THEATRE,   THE   PLACE   HAD   ROTTEN   ACCOUSTICS, 
IF   THEY   WANTED   TO   FOLLOW  THAT   UP.      ANYWAY, HE   COULD   COME   BACK   WITH 
A   LESS   EXPENSIVE   PLAN   FOR   A   THSETRE,    AND   BETTER.      HE   WOULO   REMIND 
THEM   OF   THIS    INCIDENT,    80   PLEASE   REMEMBER   TO    HELP    KIM   THEN.       HE 
HAD   ALREADY   WORKEO   HARD   TO   GET   A   DECENT   MESS   AND   CHAPEL   FOR   SOME 
400   OF   HIS   PERSONNEL   WHO   WERE   WORKING   HARD   ENOUGH   TO   DESERVE   SOME 
CONSIDERATION,   TOO.      PRE-FAB   MESSES   WOULD   ALMOST   CERTAINLY   BE   UN* 
COMFORTABLE    AND   RESULT    IN   CHOW   LINES,    AND    CADV   WAS   AGAINST   THAT. 
THE    OFFICERS   AKC    *>URSE3   *IRE    PAVf^G    POR   TM£t*    C IV f L S AF*   «A ITRES3E8,    TOO t 
IF   THE   MAJOR    HAD   NOT   SEEN UP   TO   SEE   WHAT   THE   ARRANGEMENT   WAS   FOR 
HANDLING   ALMOST   4,000   PATIENTS   WITH   A   STRSTOHEO-OUT   UNIT,    PLEASE 
H* 
ACCEPT   AN    INVITATION.      ANYWAY,    WANTED   THE   UNIT   TO   BE   LEFT   ALONE 
A 
IF IT COULD NOT BE HELPED!  (HUTCHESON WAS IN FOR A HELL SESSION FOR 
BECOMING INVOLVED IN SUCH A MATTER, AND WA8 GOING TO LFAW/ABOUT THE 
THE "THEATRE" HE SHOULD START WORKING FOR.) 
6 JANUARY, SATURDAY.  CAOY HAD A FORMATION TO DECORATE A PATIENT 
WITH A SILVER STAR MED*L, THREE or  THE UNIT'S PERSONNEL WITH PURPLE 
HEARTS FROM THE SOMSING, AND 25 MORE GOOD CONDUCT MEDALS ON DESERVING 
CAOY M
AJ. UNANOER WAS TRYING TO LOCATE GEN. WILSON WHO WOULD PROBABLY 
SHOW UP AT THE 21 ST. 
CAOY WAS INFORMED HE HAD TO INSPECT THE 23£TH AND TO MAKE 
A   REPORT   WITH   RECOMMENDATIONS   ABOUT   THE   "PARALLEL   TRAINING"  OP   THE 
UNIT*      ITS  ENOINEER OFFICER  WANTED  A TRANSFER,   HE SAIDJSECAUSE  HI 
WAS   NOT    IN   THE   ENGINEER   CORPS   WHILE   ASSIGNED   TO   A   HOSPITAL,      CAOY, 
SUSPICIOUS,   QUESTIONED   CAPT.    SLATERV   AND   LT♦   REED,    CE.       LT*   COL. 
BORER'S PERSONNEL,  SOME OP THEM,  WERE CALLINO HIM "THE 8l« WHIP* 
BEHIND HIS 8ACK, AND HE WAS INCLINED THEN TO AGREE WITH HIS OWN 
PERSONNEL, AS SILENT AS REED WAS, THAT THE ENGINEER OFFICER MUST 
HAVE OTHER MOTIVES FOR SUGGEST INC HE WOULD NOT HAVE ENOUGH ENGINEERING 
TO KEEP HIM BUSY IN THE 238YH IF AND WHENEVER IT WOULD 00 OUT INDEP- 
ENDENTLY. THE CONSENSUS SEEMED TOISE THAT HIS CO WAS RATHER MORE 
IN BEING 
INTERESTED/ACCORDED ALL THE PERQUISITES OF A SUCCESSFUL CO THAN HE 
WAS    IN  SETTING   THE   HOSPITAL'S   d08   DONE.       INTERESTING   DISTINCTIONS. 
MAJ3. HERO AND GLOCK AND CAPT. BOEHll, 1 !7TH tVAC. CAME FOR LUNCH 
AND THE OPPORTUNITY TO FOLLOW UP ON SOME OF THEIR EVACUITEO PATIENTS. 
IT   WAS   STIMULATING   FOR   THEM   AND   THE   21ST*S   PERSONNEL   TO   COMPARE   THEIR 
NOTES AND RESULTS* 
SUNDAY, 7 JANUARY. SIX HUNDRED PATIENTS HANDLED, IN OR OUT. 
THE 238TH'S EQUIPMENT TRAIN CAME IN TO MIRECOURT, BUT WAS SPOTTEO ON 
AN INACCESSIBLE SWITCH* 
CADV   WAS   READY   TO   EXPLOIT   GEN.    tflLSQN   WHEN   HE   ARRIVED   AT   1030. 
HE   GOT   HIM   TO   DEDICATE   THE   REHABILITATION   ROOMS    IN   CAPT.   BERNARD 
L. GREENE'S NEUROPSYCHIATRIC SECTION.  IT HAPPENED THERE WERE SEVERAL 
NISEI (JAPANESE) PATIENTS WHO HAD MADE GOOD "GO FOR BROKE" COMBAT 
RECOROS IN ITALY AND FRANCE, AND THEY HAD DONE A GOOD JOB OF MAKING 
MURALS FOR THE WARD. CADY SUGGESTED THAT GEN. WILSON SINGLE THEM 
OUT FOR COMPLIMENTS. THE HQ. PHOTOGRAPHER MADE ADEQUATE RECORDS. 
THE GENERAL WAS NOT AT EASE IN THOSE WARDS, EXPECIALLV THE LOCKED 
WARDS. CAOV GUIDED HIM TO THE BIG KITCHENS IN BLOC* B, AND THENCE 
TO SEVERAL OTHER WARDS.  HE HAD A 8000 WAY OF REMEMBER I NO PEOPLE AND 
NAMES, AND MADE A 0000 IMPRESSION, AND THE KATIENT8 THOUGHT HE WAS 
FRIENDLY IN SPITE Of HIS RATHER ABRUPT MANNERISMS. 
He BROUGHT A HANoruL or CADV'S RECOMMENDATIONS* BEAM,  PATTON, 
BOLOTIN,  OANN, GREENE AND WILSON'   BROWN*S.    HE HAD TO CALL THEM  IN 
TO   SEE   THEM   INDIVIDUALLY   BECAUSE   THEV   WERE   FIELD   QRAOE   OrflCERS   OR 
MIOHT   BE.      HE   HAD   MAJ.   LOUIS   TUREEN*8   RECOMMENDATION   IN   HIS   BRIEFCASE. 
CADY   TOLD   THE   GENERAL   NOT   TO   BELIEVE   ANY   REPORTS   HE   MAY   HAVE      HAD   THAT 
TUREEN HAD TRIED TO UNDERMINE COL. CHAB. P. DAVIS, FOR HE KNEW 
FOR A PACT THAT TUREEN HAD TRIED HARD TO KEEP ENTIRELY OUT OfJTHAT 
AFFAIR, BUT COL. OAVIB WOULD NOT BELIEVE HIM BLAMELESS. 
THEY TALKED OF MANY THINGS BEFORE HE DEPARTED. THE HIOH POINTS 
OF THEIR DINNER AND CEREMONIAL INITIATION INTO THE KNIGHTS OF ST. 
GEORGE REVIEWED FOR STRANGE OR AMUSING POINTS.    SOME OF CABY'S 
IDEAS HAD SEEPED TJP TO THE GENERAL*    HE GOT IT ARRANGED SO THAT THE 
*2l8T ENGINEERS" WOULD SUPERVISE THE LAST PRE-FAB ERECTIONS RATHER THAN 
THE 377TH EN©. CO.  HE HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO DEMONSTRATE THE POOR 
ACCOUSTICS OF THE MESS HALL AT LUNCH FOR THE PERFORMING COLORED 
CHOIR   LEADER   APOLOGIZED   FOR   THE   CHOIR'S    INABILITY   TO   OVERCOME   THE 
HANDICAP.      CADY   ASSURED   HIM    IT   HAD   NOT   BEEN   PRE-ARRANGEO,   BUT      HE 
HAD   ALREADY   TALKED   IT   OVER  WITH  THE   GENERAL'S   SPECIAL   SERVICES   OFFICER. 
WHEN  THEY   WERE   ALONC**   GENERAL   WILSON  TOLD   CADY   HE   HAD   RECOMMENDED 
HIM   FOR   PROMOTION   A   MONTH   OR   80   PREVIOUSLY,    AND   ME   HAD   AttBIOGER   JOB" 
FOR   HIM   AFTER   THAT.      Of\ny   REPLIED   THAT    IF   HE   COULO   DO   A   LAROER   OR 
A   MORE    IMPORTANT    JOS,    HE   WOULD   BE   AT   GENERAL   WIL80N*8   BIOBING,    BUT 
HIS   HEART   WAS   WITH   HIS   UNIT,   THE   2fST. 
CAOY'S   THOUGHTS   WERE   RUNNING   AL0N3,   FOR   HE   WAS   ALREAOY   HNDLIN« 
A   HOSPITAL   AS   LARGE   AS   A   SMALL   HOSPITAL   CENTER,   AND   NO   PROMOTION  WAS 
CONTEMPLATED   FOR   THAT.       HE   WAS   TOO   BUSY   TO   ENJOY   BEING   AN   ADVANCE 
POINT FOR A SQUAD OF OF MEDICAL. COLONELS FROM SOLOC MARCHING UP 
THROUGH "HOSTILE" ETOUSA, AND BEING A RESERVIST AT THAT.  WHAT WAS 
THAT BIGGER JOB, BASE SURGEONS ?  THERE WAS A BRIGADIER GENERAL 
SURGEON IN ADSKC UP  NORTH. 
THAT EVENING COL. CHAS. PEUSTOW, 27TH EVAC. CAME FOR SUPPER 
AND   LODGING,    AND   TO    INTRODUCE   ONE   OF   HIS   ORTHOPEDISTS   TO   LT.    COL. 
SORER AS A CANDIDATE FOR HIS ORTHOPEDIC SECTION. ALSO, PEUSTOW 
KNEW OF TWO GOOD SOURCES FOR LICQ.UOR FOR THE UNIT, THE BEST WAS IN 
BRUSSELS. CSOULO CADY ARRANGE TRANSPORTATION FOR BOTH THEIR UNITS? 
COULO HE! 
g JANUARY. THE GENERAL OFFICER PATIENTS WERE CAUSING CONCERN 
IN CAS, SOLOC, AND IN m,  Vt ARMY GP. ONE WAS JUST "WRITING HIS OWN 
OROERS" AND HAD HIGH-TAILED IT TO MARSEILLES WITH HIS AIDE AND WAS 
GETTING HIMSELF ABOARD A SHIP FOR ZONE OF THE INTERIOR (ZOF 1 ).  HE 
WAS REALLY AWOU  COL . SHOOK WAS PERTURBED BY SUCH H«GH«MNKS AND 
WAS APPARENTLY  TRYING TO GET MEDICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE LINES AND 
INFORMATION UNSNARLED. HE TOLD CADY NOT TO LET SUCH THINGS HAPPEN 
ANY MORE, BUT HE HAD NOT KNOWN ABOUT THE MATTER.     HE SHOULD GO 
OVER TO VITTEL AND TALK TO GEN. DAVID BARR AND HAVE HfM HANDLE 
THE CENERALS.  MAJ. GEN. HAFFNER WAS BEING EVACUATED, BUT HE WAS BE- 
HAVING HIMSELF.  BRIG. GEN. GREER HAD A GASTRIC ULCER WHICH HAD KNOCKED 
HIM OUT, AND IT WAS GOING TO MAKE HIM MISS THE PROMOTION RECOMMENDED 
FOR HIM IN COMBAT THREE OR FOUR WEEKS PREVIOUSLY.  HE WASWBURNEDM 
ABOUT IT, AND HIS FRUSTRATION DID HIS ULCER SYMPTOMS NO GOOD. WHEN 
CADY DESCRIPED HIS GENERALS,  GEN.  BARR COT ON HIS SCRAMBLER TELEPHONE 
WITH GCN."BEEDLE" SMITH   IN GEN.  EISENHOWER'S PARIS  HEADQUARTERS,  AND 
GOT  ALL THE ANSWERS CADY  NEEDED TO HANDLE EACH GENERAL'S CASE.    THEY 
WERE  SUCCINCT  ENOUGH TO BE DECISIVE. 
LT. COL. BORER HAD BEEN MAKING PERSONAL TELEPHONE CALLS TO COL. 
BI8HOP WITHOUT CLEARING THROUGH CADY.  HE HAD BEEN BOTHERING OTHER 
CADY 
CAS OFFICIALS ABOUT UNIT DETAILS WHICH SHOULD HAVE BEEN HANDLED IN 
f?AVENEL , AND KEPT CAMPAIGNING FOR AN IMMEDIATE "INDEPENDENT STATUS" 
rOR HIS 233TH.  BISHOP'S ANNOYANCE BOILED OVER AND HE QOT BOTH CADY 
AND BORER ON THE PHONE.  HE TOLD BORER THAT CADY WAS HIS CO, AND THERE- 
AFTER TO MAKE HIS CONTACTS THROUGH THE 2tST.  MOREOVER, HE WAS INFORMED 
THAT CADY HAD TO MAKE A REPORT ON EACH OF HIS TO OFFICERS AND NURSES 
ACCORDING TO THE WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS HE WAS SENOINGYUT. 
"YOU HAVE ANNOYED COL. BISHOP," CADY INFORMED THE YOUNG OFFICER 
DRYLY.  "I WONDER IF YOU AND OUR OUTFIT REALIZE THAT YOU ARE IN ONE 
OF THE BIGGEST BATTLES OF ALL HISTORY!  NOTHING WOULD SUIT BASE BETTER 
THAN HAVING YOU AND OTHER OUTFITS OUT WORKING INDEPENDENTLY, OR ABLE 
TO. JUST NOW THEY CAN'T AFFORD TO TRUST INEXPERIENCED UNITS 
BECAUSE THEY OON'T HAVE TIME TO TAKE RISKS.  YOU DON'T SEEM TO UNDER- 
STAND THAT WHAT GOES ON IN THIS ROOM KEEPS UP THE FLOW OF PATIENTS 
FOR ABOUT FOUR SUCH HOSPITALS AS YOURS IS SUPPOSED TO HANDLE AFTER 
IT BECOMES TRIED OUT.  IN SITUATIONS LIKE THIS ONE* GETTINQ THE JOB 
DONE IS FAR MORE IMPORTANT THAN WHO QET GETS IT DONB. YOU AND \ 
ARE EXPAND »BL£,, REPEAT EXPENDIBLE JU8T NOWL  . . . SORRY TO BE 80 ROUGH 
BUT IT'S THAT WAY.  COL. BISHOP WANTS YOU TO HELP HIM HANDLE ABOUT 
A   THOUSAND   PATIENTS    HERE.    BUT    HE   DOESN'T   WANT   TO   HEAR   ABOUT   YOUR 
UNIT'S   PROBLEMS   FROM   YOU." 
MAJ.    A0DI3   CAME   TO   REMAIN   OVERNIGHT.       HE   GOT   THE    NEW   CONSTRUCTION 
LINED   VP    WITH   MAJ.    NELSON   ANO   LT.    SMITH   SUPERVISING    IT.       CADY   WAS 
PUSHING   FOR   NO   ENGINEERING   DELAYS   OR   ALIBIS.       HE   WOULD   LEND   PERSONNEL, 
ESPECIALLY   PGWS.       HE   TOLD    SLATERY   TO   SEE   THAT    EVERYTHING   THE   UNIT 
COULD    DO    WOULD   BE    ANTICIPATED    AND    "DO    IT    ON   THE    8P0T,"       ANO    "MAKE 
THE   ENGINEERS   LIVE   VP   TO   THEIR   BUILD-UP."      AND,    MAJ.    ADDIS   WAS   STILL 
WANTING   TO   USE   THE   OFFICERS   MESS   FOR   THE   THEATRE,    AND   TO   PUT   THE 
MESS    INTO   PRE-FABS.       CADY   TOLD   HIM   FLATLY   THE   THEATRE   WAS    NOTJTHAT 
IMPORTANT. 
10 JANUARY.     GEN. HAFFNER CAME AROUND TO TELL HIS FRIENDS 
ADIEU.  HE WAS PLANNING TO SEE GEN. GRAY TO SET HIM TO WANGLE A SEDAN 
roR CADY, HE SAID. CADY GOT GEN. GREER, DET. OF PATIENTS, FORMERLY 
OF THE 79TH DIVISION, TO PRESENT BRONZE STARS TO THREE OTHER OFFICERS 
IN WARD CEREMONIES.  ...CAPT. CHASE RETURNEO FROM TD WITH THE|237TH 
GENERAL HOSPITAL WITH A BORROWED CAUTERY TO USE WITH PATIENTS THAT 
A 
HAD BEEN BROUGHT  IN FROM THE TT?TH AND ITTH EVAC.  HOSPITALS UP FRONT. 
THE  KRAUTS WERE PUSHING UNSUCCESSFULLY  IN THE  NEIGHBORD OF WISSENB^RG. 
ONE OF THE CAS ENGINEERS CAME BY WITH SOME RED CROSS GAL.    HE 
LEARNED ABOUT CADY'S "COMPASSIONATE COMPARTMENT"WHICH HE HAD JUST 
COMPLETED IN THE EAST END, SECOND FLOOR OF THE OEMTAL 3L0G.  IT WA8 
TO BE USED MOSTLY FOR WOMEN GUESTS.  THE MAJOR DELIBERATELY CONVEYED 
A BROAD HINT TO CADY THAT HE HAD <IU8T MARRIED THE GAL AND ONE OF THE 
ROOMS WOULD BE CONVENIENT FOR THEM OVERNIGHT. CADY ARRANGED FOR HIM 
AND THE "BRIDE" TO HAVE ACCOMMODATIONS, BUT DURINQ THE AFTERNON THEY 
PULLED OUT FOR EPINAL ANYWAY.     IT WAS A LEG-PULL JOB ON CAOYT 
THE EVENING WAS ENLIVENED AT COTTAGE "C" WHERE CHAPLAIN HOOK 
LIVED WITH THE YOUNGER FIELD GRADE OFFICERS.   "THE 3£A-F00D-£AT I NG» 
BEER-OR INKING,  FIST-FIGHTING ASSOCIATION OF GREATER MIRECOURT" WAS 
IN CONVENTLFT ASSEMBLE* TO ENTERTAIN AFFILIATED OFFICERS AT  "THE 
NEEDLE POINT CLUB."    ALL THIS SONOROUS DESCRIPTION IN THE TYPED 
INVITATION REMINDED CADY OF "JEOOE" KELLY AND JOHN WEDIG.  SOME 
REAL PLANNING AND PROBABLY SOME PRESSURES HAD BEEN EXERTEO IN THE 
PROCESS OF ASSEMBLTNG OF VIANDS FOR THE BUFFET "SMORGASBOARO" WHICH 
IT TRULY RESEMBLED.   IT ALL WAS TO MARK THE THIRO ANNIVERSARY OF THAT 
COLD UNHAPPY NIGHT WHEN THE OFFICERS DEPARTEO ST. LOUIS.   IT WAS A 
FINE 8TAG PARTY.  ALSO, IT WAS A GOOD TIME FOR THE RELEASE OF TENSIONS 
WITH SUCH A MYTHICAL SOPHOMORIC "TONG" PHANTASY.  THE WIVES, "THOSE 
BEST SOLDIERS" BACK HOME HAD MADE IT ALL POSSIBLE.  WEOI<*, PARKER, 
KELLEY, SHEPARt) ANO DANN HAD ENTRAPPED THEIR BELOVED "CHAPPIE" HOOK 
IN   SOME   OF   HIS   WELL   MEANT    "INIQUITY"   THEY   HAD   SET   UP   TO   EMBARRASS    HIM. 
ALL   THE   OTHERS   WERE   PRACTICALLY   BUG-EYED   WITH   CURIOSITY,    WATCHING   TO 
SEE   HOW   HE   WOULD   SQUIRM   OUT   OF   HIS   PREDICAMENT   WITHOUT   EMBARRASSING 
HIS   FRIENDLY   TORMENTORS.       ... "THESE   BOYS*   HAD   COME   A   LONG   WAYJANO   HAD 
DONE   SUPER-MEN*S   WORK   DURING   THESE   THREE   YEARS.       CAOY   MADE   A   HASTY 
SURVEY COUVERTLY TO ESTIMATE THE PHYSICAL RESERVES THE INDIVIDUALS 
HAD TO GET THEM THROUGH THE GRINDING RESPONSIBILITIES THEY CARRIED, 
A FEW MIGHT NEED MORE THAN SEAFOOD OR BEER-ORINKING» OR NEEDLING OF 
THE "NEEDLE POINT CLUB? 
THAT ALCOHOLIC ENGINEER OFFICER WAS SODDEN DRUNK AGAIN. HE HAD 
SHOWN SOME MEAN AND DANGEROUS TENDENCIES AROUND THE COMPANY OFFICERS 
QUARTERS. HE THREATENED LT. GOLDEN ONCE WITH A LOADED CARBINE. WHEN 
THE   AOO  REPORTED   HIM,   ACCORDING   TO   CADY'S    INSTRUCTIONS,    HE   WAS   LOADED 
BAG   AND   BAGGAGE    INTO   AN   AMBULANCE   AND   SENT   TO   THE   23RD   AT   VITTEL 
"FOR OBSERVATION AND TREATMENT," A VERBAL MESSAGE WAS TO BE DELIVERED 
TO   HIM   WHEN   HE   SOBERED   THAT    IF   HE   WOULD   COME   BACK   TO   THE   21eT,    IT 
WOULD   BE   FOR   A   COURTS-MARTIAL   OR   A   RECL ASS IF I CAT 10 N,    AND   HE   WOULD   NOT 
BE   PUT   ON   DUTY   WITH   THE   21 ST    AGAIN. ). ax CA3,^L) 
It   JANUARY.     MAJ.   CECELIA  HAUGE,   ANC,  /CAME  DURING THE    fotfewooN 
VITH CAPT.   IMOGENE VARGUERITE PERRY,  AMC,   HQ.,   SOLGC.  CAPT.  PERRY  HAD 
CADY LAUDING MA*. SPALDING FOR SOME TIME FOR INFORMING COL. SHOOK 
ABOUT  HER.     HE WANTED TO WORK UP  A  COMMENDATION OR SOMETHING FOR  HER. 
MAJ.   HAUGE FLATTERED CAOY'S  VANITY BY  SAYING  THE OUTFIT  HAD A REPUTATIOK 
FOR GOING OUT TO GET  ANYTHING   IT  BLL 2  NOT  HAVE,  OR  HAD BEEN DENIED? 
AND   THAT    COLS.    3PURLING   AND   CANFIELD    HAD   SAID,    "COL.    CADY    CERTAINLY 
A 
RUNS A "SWEET LITTLE HOSPITAL." 
COL. CHURNEY CAME DURING THE AfTERNOON.  HIS CONVALESCENT 
HOSPITAL WAS AGAIN AT P>INAL, AND IN THE FORMER SEVENTH ARMY ADVANCE 
HQ. BUILDING WHERE CADY MADE HIS FIRST VI3IT FORWARD. 
I 
CADY 
CAOY HAD BEEN WRITING DAILY AFTER THE BOMBING 26 DECEMBER ABOUT 
HIS WELFARE, BUT WAS NOT SURPRISED TO RECEIVE AN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE 
MESSAGE FROM HLSULFE ASKING IF HE WAS ALL RIGHT,  HE MAD LEARNED 
MUCH EARLIER THAT THE NEWS HAD BEEN GARBLEO BECAUSE COCKE HAD TOLD 
HOW HE HAD DETOURED THROUGH ST. LOUIS TO TALK THINGS OVER. HE WAS 
NOT TOO SURPRISED TO LEARN THE SUPERIOR INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM THE SHARP 
BUNCH OF WIVES HAD DEVELOPED BACK IN THE MIDDLE OF TERRITORIAL USA. 
MAJ. EARL E. SHEPARD, DC, SENDOS AND MAJ, REDLICH, DC* 27TH 
EVACUATION HOSPITAL, DEPARTED IN CADY*S COMMAND CAR(WITHMARNEST*S 
HEATER,^ AND A TRUCK FOR THEIR UNIT LICQUOR RATIONS PROCUREMENT, 
PRACTICALLY AN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE VENTURE IN ITSELF* 
COL, SMULLEN ARRIVED TOO LATE TO GET ONE OF THE STEAKS THAT HAD 
BEEN SAVED UP  FOR SUPPER, OR FOR THE MUSIC. HE REMAINED OVERNIGHT. 
FRIDAY, 12 JANUARY. BOLOTIN RETURNED FROM DIJON WITH SOME BADLY 
NEEDED TELEPHONES WHICH WOULD SAVE MANY THOUSANDS OF FOOTSTEPS. SOME 
TWERP WAS STILL TRYING TO HOLD THE OVERGROWN 21 ST TO T/E ALLOWANCES, 
BUT FOR SOME TIME 80LOTIN*S FRIENDS HAD ALREADY FOUND AN ADDITIONAL 
8WITCHB0ARD WHICH HAD BEEN CONNECTEO INJBUT HIDDEN AWAY FROM WITH 
AN OPERATOR SO THAT THE APPARENT 8WITCHBOARD REALLY HAD ALMOST DOUBLE 
THE FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY POSSIBLE FOR IT, ANOTHER CASE OF FIGHTING THE 
ENEMY AFTER LICKING THE BUREAUCRATS IN HEADQUARTERS! 
13 JANUARY.  COL. SMULLEN SAW CADY JUST A FEW MINUTES IN HIS 
DIJON OFFICE, BUT HE WOULD NOT AUTHORIZE THE TRANSFER OF LT. JOHN 
REED AS THE 21ST*S ENGINEER. REEO WAS NO "PROBLEM CHILD" BUT]A 
PROBLEM SOLVER WITH FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE UNIT&8 POWERPLANT, 
AND CADY WANTED HIM PROMOTED. CAOY GAVE SMULLEN A COPY OF THE MESSAGE 
TO THE 23RD ABOUT THAT LT. JOHN80N, THE ALCOHOLIC ENGINEER OFFICER. 
CADY REALLY HAD BEEN EXPECTED TO "WALK THE AISLE" WITH LT. 
CAROLYN KLINGLE, ANC, BUT COL. BISHOP HAD CALLED HIM TO DIJON RATHER 
MYSTERIOUSLY, TO BE IN "BLOUSE AND PINKS." NO TRANSPORTATION WAS 
CAOV 
AVAILABLE EXCEPT AN AMBULANCE BECAUSE SHEPARO AND BENDOS HAD NOT 
RETURNED PROM BELGIUM. SEVERAL MILES BEFORE REACHING LANGRES, IT 
WENT OEAD.  THEY HAILED A 5 TON TRUCK ON ITS RETURN (EMPTY ) TRIP, 
GOT   A   TOW   RIGGED,    AND   HIGH-BALLED    IT   AT   40  MILES   PER   HOUR   UNTIL 
THE   CAME   TO   A   TRANSPORTATION   REPAIR   SHOP.      CAOY'S   COLD   WAS   NOT   HELPED 
ANY BY ALL THIS AIRY DRIVING,  EVEN THOUGH HE SAT \JP WITH THE DRIVER, 
PPC.  RLLLIUS JOHNSON.    CADY TOOK W£ME AND ORGANIZATION SO HE COULD 
WRITE HIS COMPANY COMMANDER A COMMENDATORY NOTE FOR HIM. 
THE  PERSONNEL OF THE WAYSIDE REPAIR SHOP WAS OFF DOING  "COMBAT 
TRAINING" SO  NOTHING  COULD BE DONE.    THEY HAD  NO SPARE CONDENSER 
COILS EITHER,  SO CADY'S 21ST GENERAL HOSPITAL CHAUFFEUR STEALTHILY 
DID JUST WHAT WAS EXPECTED OF HIM.     Hntiz CAOY WAS TALKING TCJTHE 
NON-COM   IN CHARGE,  HE  •CANNABILIZED" A COIL FROM ANOTHER VEHICLE 
AND LEFT THE DEFECTIVE COIL   I *'  ITS PLACE.    HE ANNOUNCED THAT HE 
HAD  *FOUND THE TROUBLE*  AND THEY DROVE AWAY,  THE CO. NONE THE WISER 
FOR THE MOMENT AT LEAST. 
WHEN CADY HAD ALIGHTED FROM THE TRUCK HIS FOOT SLIPPED    ON THE 
ICY SNOW AND HE LANDED FLAT ON HISJBACK WITH HIS HEAD RIGHT   IN FRONT 
OF ONE OF THE TRUCK WHEELS.    THE ENGINE WAS STILL RUNNING FOR^THE 
DRIVER EXPECTED TO GO 9N IMMEDIATELY.    CAOY SCRAMBLED OUT OF LINE, 
AND  IT WAS THAT  AS MUCH AS THE FALL  HE THOUGHT  CAUSED HIS BACK TO 
HURT.     THAT   NIGHT   HE   NOTICED  FOR  THE   FIRST  TIME  A  CURIOUS  HYPALQESIA 
ON THE FRONT OF  HIS LEFT THIGH,  BUT  HAD  NO  NEURALGIC PAINS WITH  IT. 
COL.  BISHOP  DELIVERED A FORM LETTER ABOUT  GUARDING POWS,AND THEN 
WENT ON TO MAKE ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ABOUT REPORTS ON THE 21ST.     IT 
WAS ALLEGED, AND CADY SAID IT WAS PROBABLY TRUE, THAT A POW HAD SAID, 
ON 
"YOU'RE EATING TURKEY NOW AND WE * REtC-RATI ON, BUT IT WILLIE DIFFERENT 
LATER 1'  SOMEONE HAD ALLECED THAT POffl WERE MAKING TREATMENT SOLUTIONS 
WHICH   "BURNED"   WHEN   APPLIED.      THAT   WAS   JUST   PURE   ROT,    AN0   SABOTAGE    IF 
ANYONE    "AID   ANY   ATTENTION   TO    IT.       NO   POV/S   AT    THE   21 ST   WERE   MAKING    ANY 
CAOY 
SOLUTIONS USED IN THERAPY.  EVIDENTLY THE LIEUTENANT WHO REPORTED 
THESE THINGS WAS TRYING TO MAKE A FORTRESS Of THE HOSPITAL AND CADY 
ATTACKED THE OFFICER RATHER THAN HIS PQWS, HE WOULD HAVE TO SUPPORT 
BISHOP IF SO ORDERED, SUT HE DID NOT WANT TO HAVE TO GO AND REARRANGE 
ALL HIS POW ORGANIZATION. SFHAT WOULD 8E SO UNUSUAL ABOUT ANY POW 
WHO WANTED TO BOASTFULLY KEEP UP HIS OWN MORALE, OR A STATEMENT OF 
SOME SELF-PITY I NO PATIENT BEING ASKED LEADING QUESTIONS? THAT FIRST 
POW WAS PROBABLY BACK IN THE STOCKADE ANYWAY, AND IT WAS TOO SAD THE 
REPORT   OID   NOT   NAME   HIM   SO   80METHI NG|M IGHT   BE   DONE   ABOUT   HIM, 
BISHOP   UADC   NO  REMARKS   ASOuT   THE   BLOUSE   AND   THE   PINKS,   AND   CAOY 
DID   NOT   MAKE   A   POINT   OF    IT,      ON   HIS   WAY   SACK   TO   RAVENEL   HE     STOPPED 
AT   VlTTEL   TO   DELIVER   A   MESSAGE   TO   COL.   KNAUR   AT   THE  23RO,        THERE   WAS 
GOING   TO BEnPL£NTY  OF   BRASS   AROUND*   AND   IT   WOULD  BE   AT   THE   21 ST   ON 
1$ JANUARY, T MA<IS» SHEPHARD AND REDLICH RETURNED LATE WITH THE 
SUPPLY OF LICQUOR THEY HAD OBTAINED BROM THE BRITISH IN BRUSSELS. 
SHEPARO AND BEND08 BOTH HAD FTULT* A STORY TO RELATE, FOR THEY HAD BEEN 
WANDERING AROUND SOME WHERE THERE HAO BEEN CONSIDERABLE ENEMY ACTION 
OR THREATS OF IT. THEY WERE TRAVELING, REALLY UNAUTHORIZED IN AREAS 
WHERE NO ONE KNEW WHERE THE ENEMY MIGHT BE, OR WHO HE WAS, AND THEY 
FELT THEV HAO BEEN SUCCESSFUL «IUT TO GET BACK HOME, ALSO, THEY HAO 
BEEN RATHER SURPRISED AT THE CONDITIONS OF THE PEOPLE, AND OF THE 
NOT BEEN 
SHOPS,-AS IF THERE HAO/sEEN A WAR GOING ON,  EVEN MANY OF THE WOMEN 
AND GIRLS WERE 8T ILL WEARING SILK STOCKINGS,   THE BELGIANS HAO NOT 
TAKEN THE SHELLACKING,-THANKS TO THE COLLABORATION OF KING LEOPOLD,- 
WHICH THE DUTCH HAD SUFFERED* SHEPARD DID NOT HAVE TIME TO BHAVE 
HIMSELF UNTIL THE 23#TH WERE AFTER HIM MFOR TMEIR SHARE" OF THE LlCQUOR, 
AND THAT IRKED BOLOTIN CONSIDERABLY,  NuTS, AGAIN!  THE ONLY "SHARE," 
HE TOLO THEM, ANY ONE COULD GET FOR THE RISKS TAKEN WAS WHAT HE MIGHT 
GET AS A MEMBER OR QUE8T MEMBER OP THE 21ST'S OFFICERS CLUB, IT WAS 




15  JANUARY.     BOTH THE  KLINGLE/AND THE  CHINNIS-LIGHT MARRIAGES 
WENT   OFF    NICELY.       PICTURES   WERE   MADE   OF   CAOY   MARCHING    WITH   THE   BRIDES 
THE   Ats*.e 
OOWN^BY   THE   7   ARMY   PRO,    FOR    IT   WAS    HOPED   THEY   WOULD   GET    INTO   THEIR 
HOME   TOWN   NEWSPAPERS   EVENTUALLY.       COL.    #M,    8.    MlOOLETON,    CHIEF   MEDICAL 
CONSULTANT,    HQ.,    ETOUSA,    AND   LT.    COL.    McKEEN,    36TH   GENERAL   HOSPITAL, 
ARRIVED   JUST    AT   THE   END   OF   THE   SECOND   CEREMONY.       THEY   WERE   FED   AND 
BEAM TOOK THEM TO QUARTERS AND TALKED WITH THEM UNTIL 2300 w/f«FN 
CAOY EXCUSED HIMSELF AND WENT TO BED. 
THERE HAD BEEN AN ACCIOENT AT THE POWERPLANT, AND COAL WAS SHORT 
SUPPLY AGAIN.  BECAUSE SOME BIG VALVE NEEDEO CHANGING, THE FRENCH 
CIVILIAN ENGINEER TURNED IT THE WRONG WAY AND BLEW HP   A TURBINE*   HE 
DID NOT RUN AWAY, DESPITE HIS PERSONAL DANGER, BUT HE TURNED THE NEXT 
VALVE OR VALVES THE RIGHT WAV.  NOW POWS HAD BEEN ANYWHERE ARUND, 
A A 
ERGO, NO SABOTAGE, BUT GOOEAU WANTED HIM FIRED AT ONCE.  REED OID NOT, 
so CADY WANTED AN INVESTIGATION AND REPORT. THE FRENCHMAN HAD NO AD- 
VERSE MARKS AGAINST HIS RECORD, AND HE HAD ACTED COURAGEOUSLY.  REED 
FELT CERTAINLY HE WOULD MAKE NO FUTURE MISTAKES IF RETAINED.  THEY 
HAD ALREADY INVESTED IN THE MAN, REED CONTENDED.  CADY ARRANGED A 
MEETING IN HIS OFFICE WITH THE THREE,  Hf 8TARE0 DELIBERATELY AT 
THE FRENCHMAN'S  NOSE,   NOT  HIS EYES FOR  HE DID NOT WANT TO LOSE  HIS OWN 
COLD FISH COUNTENANCE WHILE HE WAS DELIVERING HIS JUDGMENT.  GOOEAU 
INTERPRETED! HM. LE COLONEL*' HAD INVESTIGATED HIS RECORD AND THE STORY 
OF THE ACCIDENT WHICH HE HAO CAUSED.  EVERYTHING HAD BEEN FAVORABLE 
EXCEPT HIS ACCIDENT^ BUT EVEN THEN HE HAD ACTED COURAGEOUSLY AND 
CORRECTLY.  THEY HAD TAKEN A RISK AND HAO REALLY MADE A COSTLY INVEST- 
MENT IN HIM AS AN EMPLOYEE. HE WOULO BE RETAINED, BUT WITH THE MUTUAL 
UNDERSTANDING THAT ANY C08TLY ERRORS AGAIN ON HIS PART WOULD HAVE TO 
BE REGARDED THEN AS SABOTAGE IN TIME OF \NAR,i^l) 
THE COAL SUPPLY WAS TROUBLESOME AGAIN. ... THE 540TH ENGINEERS 
UP FRONT HAD BEEN HAVING SOME ROUGH TIMES IN COMBAT, AND LOSING SOME 
MEN.   AS FOR THAT, ONE OF THE WEDDING* HAD BEEN SADDENED BECAUSE 
ONE OF THE 3EST MEN, AS PLANNEO, HAD SEEN KILLED g DAYS PREVIOUSLY. 
1? JANUARY. THE BRASS DID COME!     IT WAS AT  1645 HOUR 
DURING THE RETREAT CEREMONY IN FRONT OF THE ADMINISTRATION BLDG. 
IT WAS MORE ELABORATE BECAUSE THEY HAO HAD A FLAG RAISING CEREMONY 
TO MARK THE COMPLETION OF THE NEW FLAG POLE IN FRONT OF HEADQUARTERS, 
1ST LT. HARCLC R,  HART, FORMER INFANTRY OFFICER, HAD THE GUARD DETACH- 
MENT FORMED AND WAS JUST READY TO START HIS RETREAT CEREMONY WHEN 
GENERAL PAUL ft* HAWLEV AND HIS PARTY SLIPPED UP ON THEM.  LUCKILY, 
CACY SAW THEM IN TIME TO COMMAND THE BUGLER  TO BLOW THE NECESSARY 
FLOURISHES, AND HE ADVANCED TO MEET THE GENERAL, ANO INVITED HIM 
TO INSPECT THE GUARDD 
MAJ. GEN. HAWLEY DID IT ALL AS WELL AS WOULD BE EXPECTED OF A 
LINE   OFFICER,    SEIZING   THE   RIFLE",    INSPECTING    IT,    UPENDING    IT   TO   LOOK 
THROUGH   THE   BARREL   FOR   DUST    ANO   RUST,    AND   THEN   SLAMMING    IT    INTO   THE 
GUARDS    HANDS,    ANO   SIDE-STEPPING   TO   THE    NEXT   MAN, THE   MEN   AND   ALL 
THE   ON-LOOKERS   WERE   SURPRISED   ANO   PLEASED   BY   A   MEDICAL   GENERAL^ 
UNEXPECTED   TECHNICAL   VERVE.       MOREOVER,    HE   DID    NOT    NEGLECT   ASKNG   A 
FEW   QUESTIONS   AS    HE   WENT    ALONG.       HE    COMMENDED   LT.    HART   AND   THE   GUARD 
DETAIL. SOME OF THE GENERAL'S PARTY ALMOST HAD STOOD OPEN-MOUTHED 
AT   THE   SIGHT.       CAOY    SUSPECTED   HE    HAO   GIVEN   GEN.    HAWLEY    A    FINE   CHANCE 
TO   SHOW   0FPJUST   A   WEE   BIT    HIMSELF. p 
THE OTHERS IN THE PARTY WERE: COL. ELLIOTT.CUTLER, CHIEF SURGICAL 
CADY X*A   A. 
SURGICAL CONSULTANT, HQ., ET0U3A, COL.^FERGUSON, CHIEF, SURGICAL 
SERVICE 43RD GENERAL HOSPITAL, LT. COL. BAXTER BROWN, 23RO GERAL 
A 
HOSPITAL,  COL. BRANK B. BERRY, SURGICAL CONSULTANT, 7TH ARMY, AND 
A. 
COL. HARRY BISHOP, SURGEON, CA3, OTHERS FROM DIFFERENT HOSPITALS 
A 
HAD   BEEN   DRIFTING    IN   OURtNG   THE   AFTERNOON. 
AFTER SUPPER, THE SURGICAL CONSULTANTS MET WITH PATT*N! MAd. 
AALLS, 51ST STATION, MA«J. LOWREY, 23RD STATION, LT. COL. GREEN, 
35TH STATION, MA** GRAHAM, 236 GENERAL, ANO MAJ. HALL, 23STH GENERAL. 
THAT DINNER WHICH NIE AND SOT. WILLIS GOT UP  WAS A FINE ONE 
IF IT COULD ae JUDGED BY GEN. HAWLEY*S ATTACK UPON THE SUPERS FRENCH 
ONION SOUP. AFTER THE DINNER HE SPOKE NICELY TO ALL THE CURIOUS 
OFFICERS AND NURSES WHO COULD TARRY FOR THE OCCASION. ALL TOGETHER 
CADY'S CENTER TABLE WAS ENLARGED TO SERVE 32 PLACES, ANO THEY HAD 
BEEN WARMED UP SOME WITH BOLOTIN'S COCKTAILS ANO EGG-NOG.  THE 
FOLLOWING WERE CALLED UP   FOR PROMOTIONS* 
2ND LT. VIRGINIA V. BRITTON, 
1 STELLA 0. METZER, 




 FRANCES WARD, 
n
 ■ CARRIE H. WILLIAMSON, 
1ST ■ ARTHUR N. NIE, AND 1
 ■ FRANCIS J. HUTCHESON, AND THE LAST TWO HAD SEEN SITTING 
AT THE CENTER TABLE WITH THE GUESTS, 8Y DESIGN OF CADY, ANO H^D SEEN 
SURPRISED. 
THE GENERAL HAD A CHANCE FOR AN INFORMAL PERIOD FOR CHATTING 
WITH  THESE CQSt  LT. COL. ANDERSON, 51ST STATION, COL. CASEY, 23RD 
STATION, COL. HARRISON, 35TH STATION, COL. MAIER, 236TH GENERAL, 
AND LT. COL..BORER, 233TH GENERAL, WHOM CAOY WATCHED TO 3EE THAT HE 
r 
DID NOT ATTEMPT TO MBOREM THE GUEST.  GEN. HAWLED SAID HE WISHED TO 
RETIRE EARLY SO CADY HAD HIM FIXED UP IN HIS OWN COMFORTABLE BE 
WITH A PAPER-BACK MYSTERY NOVEL, AND AN EXTRA DOLLOP OF BRANDY HANDY. 
GEN. HAWLEY THOUGHT G-1 HAD BADLY MUFFED HIS PERSONNEL MISSION, OR 
so CAOY SURMISED FROM SOME OF HIS REMARKS.  CADY WAS TAKING THE COT, 
CADY 
AND ADVLBSO HIS SUS3Y TO AWAKEN MTM SHOULD HLS SNORING BECOME ANNOYING, 
HE HAD LEARNED WHAT HIS 3UE8T LIKE© FOR 8REAKFASY, AW WHEN HC 
SHOULD 8t AWAKENED FOR IT, THSY HAD TALKED SOME A30UT THE T/O & E 
Or LARGE HOSPITALS WHICH^EN* HAWLEY APPARENTLY DID NOT REALLVJPAVOR 
MUCH. THERE WAS STILL A LOT OF TALK IN© SO INS ON DOWNSTAIRS. CAOV 
HAS EXTRA SUAR08 POSTEO AROUND ALL THREE Of THE OFFICERS  OOTTAOES 
SO AS NOT TO 9E SURPRISED 8¥ ANYTHINO UNPORSEEN OR EMBARRASS I NO. 
AND, SGT.  .ILL 13 HAD MOVED INTO THE KITCHEN WITH ALL HE NEEDED TO 
WHOMP U? A FINE SREAKFAST f^n   EVERY ONE IN THE MQRNlNQ,  ,,,, 
II JANUARY,    (SEN,  HAWLEY AND CADY HAD THEIR BREAKFASTS  m BED, 
AND SO DID OTHER QUESTS WHO WANTED THEM THAT WAY, BUT GEN. HAWLEY 
WAS CAPTIVE, THEIR INSPECTION ROUNDS SEOAN WITH MA<*.  *iot PARKER*S 
TREMENDOUS   ORTHOPEDIC   SECTION,     APPARENTLY  THEY  WERE   PLEASED  WITH 
THE   QUALITY   OF   WORK   THEY   SAW,   BUT   SOMEONE   SUGGESTED  THE   GPICA   CASTS 
SHOULD  BE   NARROWER  FOR   EASIER   HANDUN®   ON   HOSPITAL   TRAINS,      PATIENTS 
IN TRACTION  WERE   A   SOURCE  OF   WORRY   TO   THEM   FOR   TMEY   WERE   NON-TRANS- 
PORTABLE   ON   SHORT   MOT tOE,   AND  THEY   WANTED   SUCH  LONS   TERM  PATIENTS 
L 
EVACUATED,      THIS   ET0U8A   POglCY   WAS   IN   CONTRAST   TO   NATOUSA   AND   3CL0C, 
THEY WENT ON TO DLOO, 3 WHERE THE THORACIC PATIENTS WERE.    COL. CUTLER, 
WEARING HI3 ENLISTED MAN*8 CANVAS LEOGINS, DID MOST OF THE QUESTI0NINQ. 
THENCE TO THE LABORATORY, THE PHARMACY AND THE LARGE DENTAL CLINIC 
AND THEIR DENTAL WARDS, ANO INNOVATION,    8EAM*S WARDS AND THE PSYCH- 
IATRIC SECTION HAD A TURN*    GEN,  HAWLEY AND HIS PARTY HAD BEEN KEPT 
ON KIS BCHEOULS SO WELL SY CAOY THAT NE ARRIVED AT HIS CAR  PRECISELY 
CW 03)  . 
AS PLANNED, ANO DEPARTEO,   LATER, COLS. BISHOP, FERGUSON ANOlBROWN 
RETURNED FOR SUPPER ANO THEN HURRIED ON TO VlTTEL» 
IT HAD NOT REQUIRED LONG FOR COL. BISHOP AND CAOY OET OVER THf 
FOLLOWING!  CAOY SAID LT, COL, f*OrtER WAS WILLING, ANXIOUS, EGOCENTRIC 
ANO INSECURE, BUT HAD POSSIBILITIES FOR BE INS A GOOD CO,  HE DISAGREED 
WITH THE TECHNIQUES CADV USED, BUT HE MIGHT 00 BETTER WHEN HE WOULD 
CADY 
HAVE TO LIVE WITH HIS OWN DECISIONS.  BISHOP SAID HE HAD ANOTHER MAN 
FOR HIS JOB* BUT CAOV WAS UNWILLING TO TURN THUMBS DOWN ON BORER JUST 
THEN,  ... 
SEVERAL BITS or INFORMATION OAME TO CONSCIOUSNESS! BISHOP 
HAD MADE A CURIOUS REMARK ABOUT MA*. GEN. WILSON1B "TENURE." 
fHO's TENURE I  •.THERE WERE REPORTS THAT COL. MAIER, 236TH GENERAL 
HOSPITAL WAS DOING QUITE WELL, CIRCUMSTANCES CONSIDERED  .*.C©L. 
BERRY WAS GREATLY ANNOYED, AND HEARD TO BE DISCUSS INS SOME "BENIGHTED 
SO-AND-SO,"      CAOV   HAD   STRONG   OPINION  ABOUT   WHOM   HE   SPOKE   SO  FEELINGLY, 
TOR   HE   RESENTED  VERY   MUCH   8lSHOP's   IN8ISTANCE   THAT   HE   BE   INPOMED 
A 
AND PERMITTED TO DECIDE WHEN COL. BERRY COULD PASS FROM 7TH ARMY 
REAR BACK INTO CA^. 
WHILE   CADY   HAD  BEEN   SO   PREOCCUPIED, LT.      COL,   BORER   HAD  BEEN 
RISKING   HIS   FUTURE   SOMEWHAT   BY   TRYINO  TO "TMROW   HIS   WEIGHT   AROUND" 
BISHOP'S  OFFICE   WHILE   HE   WAS   AT   fUVENEL,      HE   HAD  BEEN  TELE|HONIN« 
AGAIN,    TO   MA**.   LAPP,   UNWILLINO   TO   ACCEPT LAPP'S    INSTRUCTIONS   AS   COL, 
BISHOP'S,    HE TRIED TO GET LAPP TO MAKE PRONOUNCEMENTS ABOUT    HIS 
UNIT'S PROPERTIES, AS  IF BISHOP OR LAPP KNEW EVERY STINKING LITTLE 
DETAIL OF HIS T/E AND SUPPLIES.  SORER WAS STILL BEING HARD TO TEACH! 
THE FRENCH HAD SCHEDULED A SOAR HUNT FOR CADY AND HIS STAFF, 
AND CiOY WAS IN FAVOR OF IT, BUT THIS WAS THE WRONG DAY,   tT WAS 
AN EPOCHAL DAY, FOR THE FRENCH.  THE NEWS WAS SPREADING AMONG THEM 
Of THE PROWESS OF SOME  AMERICAN OFFICER WHO HAD KILLED THREE BOARS 
AT A SINGLE STAND,- ONE, TWO THREEt   AND WITH A CARBINE, TOO.  30 
THAT WAS MOW MA*. JOSEPH C. EDWARDS, MC, EARNED HIS SOUBRIQUET OF 
"KILLER JOE."  MA*. BUXTON GOT "CHASED" BY A BOAR.  CHAPPY HOOK 
EXCITEDLY EMPTIED ALL THE BRIGHT COPPER CARTRIDGES FROM HIS CARBINE 
INTO THE SNOW WITHOUT FIRING A SINGLE SHOT, NOR EVEN GRAZING A SINGLE 
"SANGLIER,"  "OH, PSHAW!" HE HAD SAID. 
19 JANUARY, THERE WAS A LOT OF TALK ABOUT THE BOAR HUNT. IT WAS 
CAOV 
BEING 80 MUCH DISCUSSED THAT CADY BEGAN TO SPECULATE ABOUT THE WAYS 
HE MIGHT EXPLOIT SUCH HUNTS, IF MORE COULD BE ARRANGE© AS MORALE 
8008TER8, THERE WERE TWO AUTHORTJTIES INVOLVED, THE ARMY AND THE 
FRENCH CIVIL AUTHOR£TIES« AND HE HAO TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE LATTER 
PROM GODEAU AND KI HOLY M. LE GO*H   0E CHATTELUS, LE MAIRE OE BETTON- 
COURT,WHO HAD JURISDICTION OVER THE FORESTS AND THE WILD SOARS IN THEM, 
CAOY SUPPOSED THERE MIGHT BE A BIT OP RISK INVOLVED IN THE HUNTS, 
EVEN THOUGH ORGANIZED,  EVERY ONE OP THE AMERICANS, EXCEPT POR 
"KILLER JOE" HAS TO 6C REGARDED AS A RISKY TYRO WITH A FIREARM 
AND MORE DANGEROUS T© PEOPLE THAN TO WILD PIGS.  THEREFORE, IN SOME 
MANNER, HE PELT HE HAD ?© MAKE A POSSIBLE ACCIDENT MlN LINE Of  DUTY" 
OR AS SOME KINS OP AUTHORIZED RECREATION,  FOR SENTIMENTAL PURPOSES 
HE MIGHT BURLESQUE THE HUNTS WITH "FORMAL** HUNT ORDERS, AND NAME 
THOSE AUTHORIZED TO GO ON THE HUNTS,  ,,,$ELL, HE MIGHT HAVE TO 
LET THIS PERMENT A WHILE, 
20 JANUARY, BASE'S EVACUATION OP PATIENTS WAS BADLY JAMMED, 
CAOV WAS ANNOYED THAT THE 21ST HAO NOT BEEN INFORMED THE DAY PREVIOUSLY 
27«5 PATIENTS WOULD BE COMING BY TRAIN,  AND BRING THE CENSUS WELL ABOVE 
3,500,    THOSE ENGINEERS WERE NOT ERECTING PRE-PAB WARDS PAST ENOUGH 
TO KEEP CAOY'S EVENING AND NIGHTSHIPTS OP POWS REALLY BUSY.    THE 
GERMANS SEEMED TO BE TRYING TO MOUNT AN OFFENSIVE OR COUNTER-ATTACK 
BETWEEN   HAGNAUER   AND   STRASBOURG,   AND   THAT   MEANT   MORE   PRESSURE   ON  THE 
HOSPITALS   WHICH   HAD   EMPTY   BEOS,   OH   COULD  MAKE   THEM   EMPTY. 
THERE WAS TOO MUCH CONCERN ABOUT POWS BY THEORISTS TO SUIT CADY, 
COL, OSCAR REEDER, SURGEON, HO, vi ARMY OP,, BROUGHT COL, SANDS (W*U* 
*29), GSC, LT. COL. OICKSON, GSC, AND LT. COL. MEEDER, MC, FOR A SHORT 
VISIT. THEV INQUIRED ABOUT SOME "PROTECTED POW" AND THE OTHERS, HOW 
MANY PATIENTS IN THE POW SECTIONS, AND HOW MANY OF THE VARIOUS 
CATEGORIES.  THEN THEY HUNTED UP   LT. COL. BEAM.  THEY WERE SOBJN 
FOLLOWED BY A CAPT. ZjMMERMANN, P"M, TO INSPECT THE UNIT'S SECURITY. 
CADY 
A CAI»T. THOMPSON CAMS PRACTICALLY ON HIS HEELS WITH ORDERS TO GET 
THE   POW   NURSES   READY   TO   BE   REPATRIATED.   THE III   PAT   WOULD   STOP   THAT 
L) 
DAY   AND   THBV   COULD   NOT   BE   WORKED   AFTER   THAT.      JST   WHAT   THC   HELL   WAS 
A 
GOING   ON,   AND   WHY   WAS   THE   PROVOST   MARTIAL   I NTERF ERRIM3 WITH  TAKINO 
CARS   Or   KM  PATIENTS?   DIDN'T   THEY   KNOW  HOW  MUCH  TROUBLE   IT   HAD   SEEN 
TO   SET   THEM   KIDNAPPED   OUT   OF   STRASSOURS   TO   WORK   HERE?   THEY     WOULD 
WORK,   PAY   OR   NO   PAY*   FOR   HS   HAD   TO   HAVE   THEM  WORK I MO,      COULON*7 
ALL   THESE   INSPECTORS   FROM   SURGEON,   00«2,ON   SOWN  UNDERSTAND   WHAT 
COULD   3E   SEEN  WITH THEIR  OWN  EYES   JUST   TWO   DAYS  AGO?     CUOY     WOULD 
4UST   8E   DAMNED   IF   HE   WOULD  PERMIT   RE-9HUFPLING   POW  PATIENTS  SACK 
WITH  THE   ALLIED  PATIENTS,   AND  THERE   WERE   1,000  Of  THEM  TO   BE   CON- 
SIDERED*    NO, CAPT. THOMPSON, OO SACK AND SET SOME MORE ORDERS FOR 
THE   21ST'3   PGW  NURSES   AND   DOCTORS* 
AFTER   ALL   THAT,   CADY   WAS   NOT   IN THE  MOOD TO   ATTEND  A   DANCE 
COINS   ON THAT   EVENING I 
21 JANUARY. THERE WAS A &J»T MORE SNOWING OURINQ THE DAY. 
VITH THE CONNIVANCE OF COL. SHOOK, SEAM COT AWAY AWAY ON A 6 DAY 
TO  IN SEN. HAWLEY'S OFFICE IN PARIS, HO.., COM-Z, ET0U3A,  IT WOULD 
8E ORIENTATION AS WELL AS RECREATION AND TRAVEL EXPERIENCES FOR HIM* 
ALSO, CADY WAS WONDERINO IF THEY WERE LOOKINO HIM OVER FOR HIS SUIT* 
ABILITY TO US  PROMOTES TO FULL COLONEL* IN THIS RESPECT MAYBE HE 
WAS ALSO A OECOY CANDIDATE, FOR HE WAS YGUNSER THAN MANY OF THE 
CHIEFS OF SERVICE IN GENERAL HOSPITALS, AND HE WAS NOT A "CERTIFIED" 
BY THE SPECIALTY BOARD OF INTERNAL MEDICINE, AS WA8 CADY FOR EXAMPLE* 
COL. m.    S* MIODLETON WAS OEAN, U. OF .VtS. COLLEQE OF MEDICINE, AND 
ONE OF THE *GRANOFATH£RH MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF INTERNAL MEDICINE, 
AND HE MIOHT SE SE TRYING TO SET UP  THAT DEVICE A3 A MEANS TO QUALIFY 
CHIEFS OF SERVICES, A SORT OF SUPER SUPER MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL 
SPECIALTY (MOS) WHICH TAGGED ALL OFFICERS* ..CADY WAS GLAD BEAM HAD 
THIS TRIP BUT IT ENGENDERED SUSPICIONS HE DID NOT TELL BEAM A.OUT. 
CAOY 
TWO CONSULTANTS FROM THE SAME PAR I S SOURCE ARRIVED. COL. 
KENNETH A. ALLEN, RADIOLOGIST FROM DENVER, COLO., CAME TO GIVE THE 
SERVICE AN INSPECTION. HE THOUGHT HAJ. OLLLMAN COULD BE HELPED WITH 
A PROMOTION, BUT THAT DLLLMAN WAS NOT REALLY PUSHING HIS OWN PERSONNEL 
TO DO THEIR BEST. AS THE FRENCH SAIO, HIS RECOMMENDATION WAS COMME C 
CL . CQMME CA (SORT OT WL SHY-WASHY ). THERE WAS A TREMENDOUS AMOUNT 
OF WORK BEING 00 ME IN THAT SERVICE. 
MAJ. FENNIMORE DAVIS, CONSULTANT ANESTHESIOLOGIST, SAID MAI*» 
JAMES A. ROBINETT WAS "NOT FULLY QUALIFIED AND LITTLE COULD BE DONE 
ABOUT HIM." FRANKLY, HE MEANT THAT ROBINETTE WAS NOT A CERTIFIED 
MAN IN HIS SPECIALTY. NEITHER WAS TST LT. RUTH A. THAYER, ANC, 
BUT BETWEEN THEM THEY WERE ADMINISTERING <JUST A HELUVA LOT OF GOOD 
ANESTHETICS WHEN THEY WERE NEEDED. CURIOUSLY, HE DID NOT PRESENT 
EVIDENCE THAT RESULT8 WERE UNACCEPTABLE. ...SOMEONE WAS WAS TRYING 
TO CONJURE A NEW APPEARANCE OF THE STAFF OF AESCULAPIUS HERET 
COL. MATHER CLEVELAND, ORTHOPEDIC CONSULTANT, HAD NO SPECIAL 
SUGGESTIONS, BUT HE WAS GOING TO FIND OUT IF OPEN REDUCTIONS AND 
INTERNAL FIXATION WITH METAL PLATES OF LONG BONE FRACTURES WAS A 
PROPER THING TO DO. HE SEEMED SCEPTICAL, SO CAOY SUGGESTED THERE 
HAD BEEN A LOT OF THAT DONE BY THEJ51ST AND OTHER NATOUSA HOSPITALS 
FOR PATIENTS WHO HAD BEEN SENT TO THE STATES, AND A CRITICAL FOLLOW-UP 
STUDY OF  COMPARATIVE RESULTS WOULD CERTAINLY TELL THE STORY FOR HIM. 
HE AGREED THAT SUCH AN IDEA WAS GOOD. CADY WAS SORT OF BECOMING 
ANNOYED AND SUGGESTED THAT ORTHOPODS WHO HAD BEEN IN THE WAR SINCE 
IT 3EGAN HAD BEEN DOING ORTHOPEDICS SINCE THEN, AND HAD NOT HAD 
THE OPPORTUNITY TO ACQUIRE THE BOARD CERTIFICATIONS A3 HAO THOSE 
WHO HAO COME IN LAST YEAR OR RECENTLY. IT  WOULD BE FAIR IF THE 
BOARDS BEGAN TO CERTIFY FOR EXCELLENCE OF WORK OR RESULTS OVER HERE. 
COL. CLEVELAND OPINED IT MIGHT COME TO THAT "SOMETIME." 
CAPT. DOROTHY MACLEOD, CAS, WANTED TO DRAFT LT. JEAN l "HtlSt1 
CAOY 
FRIENO,   ANC,   TO   SET   UP   A   NURSES   REST   ttCAMP"   IN   Ql «I0N»      IT   WOUi.0   BE 
A   NICE   SELECTION  FOR  THE   JOQ,   AND   A   COMPLIMENT   TO   H£8»   SUT    IT   W0UL» 
HURT   THE   21QT   TO   LOSE   HER. 
SHORTLY AFTER DINNER TIME, ^LLE. DARRV, OIRECTEUR SENSUAL, CRF, 
PARIS, AND M. SILLIER, FRENCH DELEGATE, CftS, 7TH ARMY, CAME WITH 
TWO   WOMEN   DRIVERS   FOR   A   NIOHT'S   LODGING.   MLLE*   STlNCKLER   WAS   BBBENT 
ON  SOME   MISSION   IN   NANCY.      U|M   PAPS   WAS   CALLED   AND   CAOY   T00K|TH£M 
IN  FOR   A   LATE   SUPPER,      SLEEPING   ACCOMMODATIONS   WERE   ARRANGES,   ANO   THEY 
WOULO VISIT FRENCH PATIENTS  |« THE MORNING,    CAOY DID NOT THINK 
HIS FRENCH PATIENTS COULD SE GETTING ALL THE ADMINISTRATIVE AND MORALE 
HELP   THEY   NEEDED.      HE   THOUGHT   A   LOT   MORE   PATIENTS   W0UL8   SE   COMING   FROM 
THE   "COLMAR   POCKET"   WHERE   THE   FRENCH   FORCES   WERE   ON   ATTACK   TOOLBAR 
IF   OF   CiERtfANS, 
ABOUT 2!0OOW$AOY WAS TAIKING TO HIS ADMINISTRATIVE CHIEFS, PRO- 
CESSING   HIS  mm   INTELLIGENCE   GLEANINGS,   ON  WHAT   WOULD   BE   THE   DEMANDS 
ON THE   HOSPITAL,   AND  WHY   IT   WOULD  BE   SO,      GENERAL    fMMCLL,   DEPUTY   TO 
GS.H,    flMMMjl    CAME    IN  OUT   OF   THE   SNOW,      HE   SAT   THROUGH   THE   SESSION* 
LISTENING   TO   CAOY'S   PERSONAL   ESTIMATE   OF   THE   SITUATION,   ANO   GAVE   HI8 
BROAD AGREEMENT TO IT, AND MADE NO CRITICISES, AT SUPPER HE CONVERSED 
WITH THE STAFF AT THE CENTER TABLE WHICH WAS MASKED FROM GENERAL 
HEARING BY THE MUSICAL BACKGROUND FURNISHED BY BARBEE'S GOOD ORCHESTRA, 
THAT MUSIC SOMETIMES SERVED TO KEEP CONVERSATIONS CONFIDENTIAL EVEN 
BETWEEN ENDS OF THE TABLE* ANO IT WAS CO IN THIS INSTANCE*  GEN. 
IMMELL DECLINED TO MAKE ANY TALK FOR THE OFFICERS AND NURSES ASSEMBLED. 
THEY WENT TO CADY*S OFFICE, LT. COL. DORER WENT ALONG AS PART OF HIS 
PERSONAL "PARALLEL TRAINING." 
CEN, IMMELL SAID HE HAD JUST RETURNED FROM .YASHINGTON. IT SEEMED 
HE HAD SPOKEN OUT TO SOMEONE THERE, AND HE HAD BEEN Q.U0TE0 SACK IN 
FRANCE AFTER&ARO. SOMETHING CAUSEO CAOY TO SUSPECT HE MAD SPOKEN OUT 
TO WAS SURGEON GENERAL KIRK. ANYWAY, COMMANDING GENERAL LARKIN OF 
SF°50L0C HAD BLASTED HIM FOR WHAT HE HAD SAID. THIS TIME HE HAD WANTED 
TO PUT THE RECORD STRAIGHT AND HAD VISITED WITH GENERAL GEORGE C. 
MARSHALL, CHIEF OF STAFF, WHO LISTENED AND MURMUREOMSMALL PEOPLE, 
SMALL PEOPLEl"  ON HIS RETURN HE HAD GONE STRAIQHT TO GEN. LARK IN TO 
WARN HIM THAT THEY WESE SO I NO TO SET LARGE HOSPITALS THRUST DOWN THEIR 
THROATS, BUT THEV SHOULD RECOGNIZE WHAT THEIR OWN EXPERIENCE HAO PROVEO 
ALREADY.  CADY THN MENTIONED THE GIST OF HIS CONVERSATION, NOT THE 
CORRESPONDENCE HE HAD HAO WITH GEN, KIRK ABOUT ENLARGING GENERAL 
HOSPITALS THE PREVIOUS YEAR BACK IN ITALY.   IT SEEMED THE IDEA WAS 
SPREADING! 
U 
BORER HAO BEEN LISTENING RESTLESSLY, SO THEY LET HIM UN8RDEN HIM- 
SELF.HE WANTED GEN, IMMEL£SS ADVICE, HE SAID, ON WHAT HIS OWN POLICY 
SHOULD BE REGARDING THE PROMOTIONS AMONG HIS OWN OFFICERS ANO MEN. 
THEY HAD BEEN TOGETHER THREE MONTHS BUT HAD NOT SET UP INDEPEOENTLY. 
HE WAS LOSING SOME OF THEM, AND HE WANTED TO BE FAIR WITH ALL OF THEM. 
GENERAL IMMELL RATHER TESTILY SUGGESTED THAT HE SHOULD APPROACH THE 
ADJUTANT OF THE 21ST, OR THE COMMANDING OFFICER. THEY HAD BEEN OVER- 
SEAS MORE THAN TWO YEARS AND WOULD HAVE MATERIALISTIC, OR REALISTIC 
ATTITUDES, ANO SO WOULD BORER LATER ON HIMSELF.  THE GENERAL REQUESTED 
TO BE ALONE WITH CADY. 
ALONE, THE GENERAL DIVULGED HIS OPINION THAT BORER WOULD|HAVE 
TROUBLE AS A CO BECAUSE HE WANTED HIS OWN BROMOTION SO INTENSELY HE 
WAS LOSING SIGHT OF HIS OWN JOB'8 OBJECTIVE.  CADY SAID HE REALIZED 
HE HAD MORE THAN JUST A JOB OF "PARALLEL OR ON-THE-JOB" TRAINING 
ON HIS HANDS.  ALL THINGS CONSIDERED IT WAS HIS JOB TO MAKE  AS GOOD 
A CO OF BORER AS POSSIBLE RATHER THAN LAY TRAPS TO UNDERMINE OR TO 
FRUSTRATE HIS REASONING. GENERAL IMMELL'8 CYNICISM MADE IT SEEM TO 
CADY HE MIGHT NOT BE ABLE TO KEEP BORER FROM TALKING HIMSELF IN TO 
MORE DISFAVOR WITH THE BASE. 
WHA8 ART TALKED TO YOU?" ASKED GEN.   IMMELL.  HE SPILLED THE BEANS 
THAT    CAOY'S   PROMOTION   WAS   ENCOUNTERING   OBJECTION    IN   VARIOUS   AREAS, 
"EVEN THOUGH A  NEW BG WOULD COST THE GOVERNMENT ONLY $16,50 A MONTH!* 
C/\0Y WAS THANKFUL TO GEN. WILSON, OF COURSE, BUT HG WAS THINKING THAT 
OFFERING SOME M80UTHERN FAVORITE* AHEAD OF THE JAM OF REGULAR OFFICERS 
MIGHT BE SHORT-SIGHTED.    ALSO,   IT WAS NOW PRETTY EVIDENT THAT HQ. , 
ETOUSA,  HAD RELUCTANCES TO BE OVERCOME.    GEN.   JMMELJ. TELEPHONED TO 
GEN*  WILSON,  SAYING "SOMETHING HAS SLIPPED  IN PERSONNEL PLANS WHICH 
MIGHT   CONCERN   ALL   OF   US.M      HE   HAD   CADY*8   ASSURANCES   THAT   HIS   HEART   WAS 
WITH HIS UNIT WHEN HE DEPARTED ABOUT 2300 HOUR FOR OLJON.  IT WAS     I 
STILL SNOWING HEAVILY, AND HE COULD NOT BE PERSUADED TO REMAIN OVERNIGHT 
THIS HAD BEEN A VERY FATIGUEING SUNDAYT 
22 JANUARY. COL, PEUSTOW'S OFFICER STOPPED TO DELIVER,DURING 
THE EVENING^SOME MORE LICQUOR HE HAO OBTAINED IN PARIS,  IN THIS 
GRIBOING LIFE WITH FEW PLEASURES, THIS WAS A MORALE BOOSTER WHICH 
WOULD BE SHARED WITH THE ENLISTED CLUB. 
23 JANUARY. CAOY WAS MUCH FRUSTRATED WITH THE ENGINEERS. THAT 
NICE DEEP NARROW TRENCH FOR THE SANITARY SEWERS FOR THE PRE-FAB WARDS 
WAS NOT BEING UTILIZEO AHEAD OF THE BUILDINGS. ANY DAMNED FOOL, 
SHOULD REALIZE THAT ANY THAW OF THE WET HEAVY CLAY WOULD COLLAPSE THE 
STEEP WALLS, AND THERE WOULD BE A TERRIFIC JOB OF BPOONING IT OUT 
WITH    SHOVELS, TWO OR THREE HANDLINGS FOR EACH GOB OF MUD, FOR 
IT WAS SIX TO EIGHT FEET DEEP. SOME OF THE BUILDINGS COULD BE USED 
WITH THE 23STH'S EQUIPMENT WHICH WA8 ALREADY MOVED INTO THEM,BUT 
SEWER LINES HAD NOT BEEN CONNECTED. CADY RESOLVED TO BRING PRESSURE 
WHEREVER IT MIGHT DO SOME GOOD. 
MANY OFFICERS AND NURSES WERE BECOMING EDGY WITH THEIR FATIGUE. 
THERE WAS AN AIR FORCE REST CAMP AT GRENOBLE.  SOME GENERAL THOUGHT 
IT MIGHT BE NICE FOR A FEW OP THE NURSE8 TO GO THERE, AND MAYBE THE 
RED CROSS GIRLS.  CADY THOUGHT SO TOO, BUT EACH GROUP WOULD BE CON- 
DUCTED BY AN OFFICER OR TWO.   HE HAD ALREADY SENT TWO OR THREE SUCH 
GAOY 
PARTIES.  TODAY MAJ. LAPP TELEPHONED, ASKING BY WHAT AUTHORITY CADY 
WAS 8ENDINQ HIS PERSONNEL DOWN TO GRENOBLE, WHICH WAS IN THE DELTA 
BASE SECTION? CADY FRANKLY ADMITTED HE HAD NOT SECURED ANY AUTHORITY 
FROM ANYONE, 9UT BECAUSE THE AIR FORCE PEOPLE HAD OFFERED THE OPPOR- 
TUNITY FOR A FEW RECREATIONAL DAYS OFF FOR HI8 TIRED PERSONNEL, HE 
HAD JUST TAKEN ADVANTAGE OF IT.  WELL, HE WAS PA83ING THE INFORMATION 
SAi b 
ON TO CADY THAT  COL.  BISHOP,  SURGEON,   CAS^THAT  HE  SHOULD SEND NOWE 
OF THE 218T*S PERSONNEL OUT OF THE BASE WITHOUT FIRST MAKING HIS 
REQUE8T TO THAT OFFICE,  AND MAJ.  LAPP HAD FURTHER SECURED THE    AUTHORITY 
OF  H§.,   SOLOC.    WELL,  CADY REALIZED QUITE WELL THAT WAS THE    PROPER 
WAY.    ANYWAY,   HE  JUST PUT   IN A TELEPHONE CALL TO  HIS PARTY TO RETURN 
WITHOUT DELAY.    HE SUSPECTED  IT WOULD SOON LEAK OUT THAT  SOME 36TH 
GENERAL  HOSPITAL  NURSES HAD    TRIEO TO GET THE  SAME CONSIDERATIONS, 
AND IT MAY HAVE BEEN EMBARRA38ING THAT THEIR CO HAD NO SUCH INVITATION 
FOR THEM.  OR MAYBE IT WAS SOME OTHER LEAK OF LIKE SIGNIFICANCE. 
THE ONLY OTHER THING CADY COULD IMAGINE AS A PARTIAL SUBSTITUTE WAS 
TO KEEP HOLD OF THE RES IOENCEXWHICH COL. MARVIN HAD USED A3 HIS 
HEADQUARTERS AND QUARTERS BEFORE MOVING FORWARD. HE HAD NOT YET 
RELINQUISHED HIS REQUISITION YET. CADY WOULD TALK TO MAJ. SPALDING 
ABOUT IT. AFTER ALL, COL. MARVIN HAO LEFT THAT BIG 5,000 GALLON 
GASOLINE TANKER WITH THE 21ST, AND IT WAS REALLY A GREAT MANSAVING 
CONVENIENCE. 
H 
24 JANUARY.  SOME ONE MONTH SCOOLS FOR SPECIAL SERVICE OFFICERS 
WERE RUMORED BEING SET UP IN PARIS. THAT MIGHT BE A NICE INTERLUDE 
FOR OLD HUTCH. 
CADY'S BURLESQUE FOR THE ORDER or THE BOAR HUNTERS WAS MADE 
"OFFICIAL" FOR THE COMING DAY, AND A LOT OF IT FLOWED FROM THE DIS- 
CRIMINATIVE HAND OF ADJUTANT DANN.  THERE WERE RECOGNIZED THREE 
DEGREES OR RANKS OF PROWESS ANO SKILL. MAJ. JOSEPH C. EDWAR08, 
KNOWN OTHERWISE AS "KILLER JOE" WAS ALREADY IN THE HIGHEST RANK OF 
MASTER .  H£ HAD ALREADY GAINED CREDIT FOR THREE KILLS OF THE FEROCIOUS 
SANOLIERS. HE WAS NO LONQER ELIGIBLE TO ELIOIBLE TO ATTEND FUTURE 
21ST GENERAL HOSPITAL HUNTS.  AUTHORIZED HUNTERS WITH CREDIT FOR TWO 
WOULO HAVE TITLE OF JOURNEYMAN; AND CREDIT FOR ONE WOULD 3E HONORED 
BY OESIQNATION AS APPRENTICE.  WHENEVER THERE WOULD BE OFFICIAL ADJUD- 
ICATIONS OF JOINT CREDIT, THE TITLE COULD BE AWAROEO AS ASPIRANT. 
SMALL BRUSHES OF BOAR 3HISTLES MIGHT BE EXHIBITED AS A CHEVRON TO 
INDICATE THE DEGREE EARNED 3Y TH£ MEMBER OF THE ORDER.  THIS 
WAS FOLLOWED BY A LIST OF THOSE ON THE ORDER FOR THE NEXT HUNT, AND 
IT   CONTAINED    INSTRUCTIONS   FOR   THE   TIME   ANO   PLACE   OF   THE   ASSEMBLY*.'     f    , 
25 JANUARY.  COL. SUULLEN HAO MOVEO ONE STEP FURTHER! 1ST LT. 
JOHN REED, CE, WAS DESIGNATED AS ON DETACHEO SERVICE WITH THE!21ST. 
CAPT. JOHN ACKERMANN, LABORATORY SERVICE, WOUNDED A BOAR ON THE 
FIRST STAND WHEN THE FRENCH BEATERS CHASED THE DROVE BY. THEY FOLLOWED 
THE BLOODY TRAIL FOR CCKSIOERABLE DISTANCE, BUT THE BOAR ESCAPED. THE 
WILD HO08 HAD NOT AN OUNCE OF FAT ON THEM, AND THEY WERE ABOUT AS 
FLEET AS AN ANTELOPE, AS AGILE AS CATS, AND SEEMINGLY COULD RUN FOR 
MILES.  M. GASPARD, THE FORESTER, KILLED ONE, AND LT. COL. JOHN F. 
PATTON BECAME AN APPRENTICE 3V DOWNING ANOTHER. 
CADY HAD PUT HIMSELF UPON THE LIST FOR HUNTING BOARS, BECAUSE 
THE CIVILIANS EXPECTED IT OF HIM, AND BECAUSE HE WAS FEO UP AND TEN8E 
ENOUGH TO NEED SOME EXCITING CHANGE OF PACE.  HE KNEW HE WAS NOT IN 
THE BEST OF PHYSICAL CONDITION, ANO TRUDGING THROUGH THE FOOT OR 30 
OF SOFT SNOW SOON MAOE HIS LE08 FEEL AS IF  THEY WERE BEING PULLED 
OFF AS HE LIFTED THEM TO GO FORWARD.   HE FOUND HIMSELF ENJOYING THE 
CHANGE, 80ME FRENCH CIVILIAN WHO HAD AUTHORITY ABOVE THE F0RE8TER 
WAS ARRANQEINQ THE DEPLOYMENT OF THE AMERICAN3 ANO DIRECTING THE 
MBATTEURBM OR BEATERS.   IT 8EEMED MARVELOUS TO CADY THAT NO ONE KILLED 
ANY OF THEM FOR THEY DID NOT ALWAV8 FIRE AFTER THE PIGS PASSED, BUT 
SOMETIMES BEFORE, AT THE ONCOMING PIGS.  ANYWAY,  IT WA3 FUN FOR CADY 
TO PARTICIPATE BY BEING TOLD WHAT AND WHEN TO DO IT, WITHOUT INITIATIVE. 
HE EVEN HAD TIME TO OBSERVE A LOT OF AMERICAN BOMBER TRAFFIC , ALL 
GOING EASTWARD.  ON THE RIDE BACK TO BETTONCOURT, CADY FELT  HIS LEG8 
RECOVERING, SO HE MIGHT NOT BECOME AS STIFF AND SORE AS HE ANTICIPATED. 
M. LE COMT& DE CHATTELUS WAS A SPRY OLD GENTLEMAN, SAID TO BE ABOUT 
50.  HE EXPLAINED THAT THE MEAT OF THE TWO BOARS WOULD GO TO AN ORPHAN. 
AGE. 
WHEN HE RETURNED TO HIS OFFICE THERE WAS AN URGENT CALL FROM BASE 
TO GET HIS RECOMMENDATIONS IN FOR PERSONNEL WHO MIGHT QUALIFY FOR 
FRENCH AWARDS. 
26 JANUARY. THE 23#TH WAS GIVEN AMBULATORY PATIENTS TO FILL UP 
SOME OF THEIR PRE-FAB WARDS. THEY WOULD BE GIVEN MORE AS SOON AS IT 
WAS CERTAIN THEY WERE HANOLING THEM ALL RIGHT. THEN BORER'S "PRIDE" 
OR WHATEVER IT WAS,SURFACED. THEY HAD NICE WHITE BLANKETS, HOSPITAL 
KIND FOR Z OF I, BRANO NEW PANAMAS, TOWELS AND ALL THAT WHICH HAD 
I 
NEVER BEEN USEO.   fT STRUCK HIM AND HIS PERSONNEL THAT THEY SMPLY 
* 8. 
HAD TO CONSERVE IT ALL FOR THEIR USE AFTER THEY HAD SET UP FOR THEMSELVE 
CADY THOUGHT IT WAS SLIGHTLY SILLY FOR THEY WERE ALL FIGHTING IN THE 
SAME WAR, HE HOPED, BUT BELIEVED HE COULD UNDERSTAND THEIR YEARNINGS. 
CERTAINLY, IT WOULD BE ALL RIGHT TO TAKE IT AWAY FROM OUTGOING PATIENTS, 
IF AND PROVIDING THEY WOULD ANTICIPATE THE EXCHANGE OF LINENS AND 
CLOTHING IN TIME NOT TO DELAY THE DISPOSITION OF PATIENTS. JUST 
BEAR IN MIND,HE CAUTIONED, THIS WHIM WOULD PROBABLY PUT MORE WORK ONTO 
THE LAUNDRY AND TRY TO PREVENT THAT. 
IT CAME TO CADY "OY THE GRAPEVINE" THAT SEVENTH ARMY HAD GONE 
OVER THE HEAD OF CAS AND SOLOC DIRECT TO HCU ,ETOUSA, TO GET BETTER 
EVACUATION OF PATIENTS. THAT MIGHT HAVE ACCOUNTED FOR SOME OF THE 
SUMMARY DUMPING OF H03PITAL TRAINS ONTO THE 2TST, AND THE &BV10US 
CONFUSION. THE TRAIN EXPECTED TWO DAYS PREVIOUSLY WAS TO COME TODAY, 
BUT DID NOT.  IT WAS PLANNED THAT TWO LOAOS WOULD GO OUT AND ONE COME 
IN TOMORROW, AND EVERYTHING THAT COULD BE DELAYED WAS POSTPONED SO 
THIS OEMAND COULD BE MET, A LOT OF WORK REALLY, FOR IT WOULD BE ABOUT 
CADV 
SOO PATIENTS TO HANDLE.  CADV WAS SUSPECT(NO SOMETHING UNPLEASANT 
WAS BREWING IN THE EVACUATION POT, BECAUSE THERE WAS CONFUSION. 
OTHERWISE, WHY SHOULD THE 21ST RECEIVE SOME PATIENTS ON HOSPITAL 
TRAINS WHO HAD BEEN EVACUATED BY THE 21ST SHORTLY BEFORE* 
AT SUPPER,  2ND LT«. ARLOINE(ELDRED)HUTCHESON,  ALICE G.  ELMCRE, 
AND ALICE LEIDEN WERE PROMOTED.    T/4    IRVIN GOLDBERG,  PSYCHOLOGIST, 
WAS FINALLY ONE OF CAOY'S SUCCESSES, AND COMMISSIONED 2ND LIEUTENANT. 
1ST SGT. SIDNEY SHINDLER HURRIED VP WAITING TO SALUTE HIM  INSTANTLY, 
AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM,-BUT ALSO TO COLLECT A DOLLAR SILL FOR THE 
FIRST SALUTE BY A FORMER ENLISTED COMPADRE. 
THE UNIT WAS MAKING ARRANGEMENT TO SPOT AND MAKE APPROPRIATE 
PHOTOGRAPHSiOF   THE   50000TH   PATIENTS   ADMISSION.       THE    EXPECTED    INCOMING 
HOSPITAL   TRAIN   OID   NOT   ARRIVE,    NOR   DID   THE   EXPECTED   OUTGOING      TRAIN 
SERVE THE HOSPITAL. 
SATURDAY, 27 JANUARY, NO WEEKLY INSPECTION, FOR A HOSPITAL 
TRAIN CAME IN AND PUT THE CENSUS UP TO 3,^32, OFFICIALLY, BUT THERE 
AABOUT A 150 UUST WAITING AROUND TO GO TO UNITS OR THE REPLACEMENT 
DEPOT.   HOWEVER, TWO TRAINS WENT OUT BY 1S00 HOUR, MAKING A TOTAL 
TURNOVER OF MORE THAN 1,100, ALL OF IT IN COLO tCY WEATHER, AND 
MUCH OF IT DURING NIGHT HOURS.  THE UNIT SHOWED NO SIGNS OF CONFUSION 
OR DISORGANIZATION, NO PATIENTS LOST NOR MISPLACED, NOTHING EXCEPT 
VERY TIRED PERSONNEL.  THIS WAS REALLY THE UNIT'S HIGH WATER-MARK, 
8UT NO ONE REALIZED IT NOR REALLY CARED!  ALL CADY REMEMBERED DURING 
THE TWILIGHT WAS OBSERVING JOHN PATTON AS HE GINGERLY PICKED HIS WAY 
ALONG THE ICY PATHWAY GOING TO QUARTERS B, RATHER LIKE A FASTIDIOUS 
CAT TRYING TO AVOID MUD.  THERE MUST HAVE BEEN A TREMENDOUS LOAD 
CHANGEIN9 ON HIS 2,600+   SURGICAL SERVICE, AND POOR OLD JOHNNY DESERVED 
AN EXTRA HOUR OF BUNK FATIGUE, IF THAT WAS WHAT HE WAS GOING FOR. 
ANYWAY, THE CENSUS WAS DOWN TO 3,26- AND THE AOMISSION NUMBERS 
WERE NEAR I NO THAT 50,000TH /?»n=V7 , 
CADY 
SUNDAY, 28  JANUARY.  BEAM WAS BACK FROM PARIS WITH THE OPINION 
THAT "THE ETQU3A BUNCH WERE NOT AWARE THAT THE SOLCC VETERANS HAD 
MUCH ON THE BALL." WHAT BEAM KNEW ABOUT TRENCH FEET DISABILITIES 
OF THE ITALIAN CAMPAIGN WAS JUST IGNORED WHEN HE TALKEO ABOUT IT, 
AND OUR TROOPS WERE SUFFERING FROM IT. THERE WERE FEWER CASES AMONG 
THE BRITISH BECAUSE THEY HAO LEARNED SOMETHING FROM THEIR ITALIAN 
EXPERIENCES, OR JUST HAD SETTER COMPANY COMMAND DISCIPLINE. BEAM 
ALSO WAS CERTAIN SOMETHING WOULO COME DOWN TO PROHIBIT INTERNAL 
FIXATION OF FRACTURES, AND BEFORE THEY HAD TAKEN THE TROUBLE TO 
STUDY   WHAT   EVACUATIONS   FROM   SOLOC   WOULD   SHOW   DIFFERENTLY   FROMJETGUSA. 
HE   THOUGHT   THERE   MIGHT   BE   A   LETTER   OF   PRAISE   FOR   THE   ADMINISTRATION, 
BUT   MAYBE   BLAST    IT   FOR    HOLDING    SOJMANY   PATIENTS   FOR   DEFINITIVE   CARE. 
(WHAT   WAS   A   GENERAL    HOSPITAL*S   fllSSlON?)      THE   WAY   THEY    HAD   BEEN 
THROWING HOSPITAL TRAINS AT THE HOSPITAL, IT COULONFT HELP BUT 9E 
MUCH LIKE AN EVACUATION HOSPITAL. 
DURING THE EVENING COL. BISHOP CAME BY TO APOLOGIZE FOR HIS 
UNSEEMLY HURRY ABOUT GETTING THE MATERIAL ON THE FRENCH AWARDS FOR 
PERSONNEL. 
MONDAY, 29 JANUARY. THE MAIL BROUGHT THE LIST OF PROPOSED 
FRENCH AWARDS BACK =-OR PUTTING IN ORDER OF THE CO*S PREFERENCE. 
BOLOTIN AND ?v'AU. oPALDING WERE AT THE TOP, FOLLOWED BY 3GTS. HOUMIEL, 
SPARKS, AND BADALAMENTI. CADY JUST WONDERED IF ANYTHING COULD COME 
FOR ANY OF THEM. 
THE 3PECIALLY DESIGNED PRE-FAB ENLISTED ME8S HALL WAS REAOY FOR 
USE. THE " PREMIER OF FINE STEAKS AND FREE BEER" WAS WELL DONE, AND 
TO THE ACCOMPANIMENT OF THE DETACHMENT'S OWN ORCHESTRA MUSIC. CADY 
HAO HAD A LARGE BRASS CARTRIDGE CASE CONTRIVED AS A BASE PITCHED GONG 
FOR THE FIRST SERGEANT*S TABLE, WHICH HE PRESENTED WITH A LITTLE DED- 
ICATION SPEECH.  CADY's TABLE, A PERMANENT SORT OF GUE3T TABLE, WAS 
BESIDE SGT. CHINDLER'S TABLE WITH HIS HIGH RANKING SERGEANTS, FOR A 
CAOY 
STATUS   EFFECT,    FOR   THE   FIRST   THREE    GRADES   OF    NON-COMS   WENT    STRAIGHT 
FROM   THE   SERVING   LINE,    A   DOUBLE   LINE,    STRAIGHT   ON   TO   THEIR      TABLE   WITH 
SHINDLER. THE REMAINDER OF THE MEN TURNED LEFT OR RIGHT AS THEY CHOSE, 
KP DUTY HAD BEEN REDUCED TO A MINIMUM, BY HIRING FRENCH GIRLS TO 
PASS   "SECONDS",    TO   CLEAN   VP   THE   TABLES,    WASH   THE   MESS   GEAR    (PISHES 
THIS   TIME),    ETC.       NOW   THAT   THE   ENGINEERS   HAD   CLEAREO   OUT,    FU^HER 
A 
IMPROVEMENTS WOULD BE MADE, LIKE ADDITIONAL LIGHTS AND DECORATIONS 
out 
ENOUGH TO MAKE IT LOOK LIKE SOM^ REALLY LIVED THERE.   tT WOULD BE 
EVEN BETTER THAN THE MEN ENJOYED BACK AT MOSTRA. 
AT RETREAT, CAOY DECORATED ?GT. EDW. 5. GARRISON WITH A SILVER 
STAR. THE CITATION SAID m  HAD SPRAYED BULLETS AT THE ENEMY BY 
FIRING    HIS   MACHINE   GUN   FROM   THE    HIP   UNTIL    HE   HAD   BEEN   KNO8KE0   DOWN 
HIMSELF   BY   A   MISSLE. 
CAOY'S HECKLING OF THE ENGINEERS DIO NOT CEASE, AND HE HAD 
MANAGED TO EXTRACT A PROMISE TO TRY TO INSTALL SEVER CONNECTIONS 
JUST THE MINUTE THE PRE-FAB WARDS MIGHT BE REAOY. HE PLACED THE 
PAT lENTs'i KITCHEN AND VCtl PRE-FAB UNDER HIGH PRIORITY, TOO. OvEft 
THE WEEK-END CADY STILL HAD THE P0'#8 ASSEMBLY ING STRUTS AND DOING 
ANY   OTHER   PREPARATORY   WORK   FOR   THE   ENGINEERS   TO   BE   AT   WORK   OfJ^ONDAY. 
THEY STILL DID NOT GET ONE WARD WHOLLY ASSEMBLED, SO 21ST ENGINEERS 
AND   POlVrS   WERE   TO   COMPLETE    IT   DURING   THE   NIGHT.      THE   OFFICERSbF   THE 
COLORED TROOPS SEEMED TO REGARD TH~ WAR AS A LONG, LONG WAY OFF I 
TUESOAY, 30 JANUARY. <3Y TOMORROW 50 MORE PATIENT BEDS WOULD 
BE AVAILABLE FOR THE 23#TH.  BEAM WAS MOVING THE 23*>TH OFFICERS 
AROUND SO HE COULD PUT HIS PATIENTS WHERE THEY HAD BEEN QUARTERED. 
CADY HAD NOT TAKEN COL. ^HOOK'S SUGGESTION TO PUT CONVALESCENT PATIENTS 
OUT IN TENTS 80 LONG A" T'LR UNIT HAD ALL THAT ATTIC SPACE FOR UP TO 
400. 
BISHOP AND MAJ. STALEY CAME FOR LUNCH, AND TO INFORM CAOY THAT 
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COL. 0 I SHOP ALSO ANNOUNCED THAT SOLOC WOULD DISBAND 15 FEBRUARY, 
AMD PERSONNEL WOULD BE DISTRIBUTED TO CAS,  DOS,  AMD TO REINFORCE 
THE CENTERS.    CADY WAS QUITE UNENTHUSIASTIC.    MAJ.  STALEY WAS DOING 
TO THE SURGICAL SERVICE OF THE 235 GENERAL HOSPITAL.    CADY SURMISED 
THE HOSPITAL CENTER,  A HEADQUARTERS UNIT,  WOULD BE JUST ANOTHER LINK 
BETWEEN THE UNIT AND THE BASE,  AND SERVE MORE AS AN ADMINISTRATIVE 
BCTTLE-NECK BECAUSE THEV WOULD BE ORGANIZED OR MADE KLP OF  IN- 
UoT 
EXPERIENCED KEY PEOPLE.  STILL IT MIOHTABE SO BAD IF THE CO WOULD A 
REALLY   KNOW   HIG   BURINE8S   ENOUGH   TO   EXPEDITE   MATTERS   RATHER   THAN   UUST 
TRY   TO   ftft   ALONG   BY    MTHE   ROOK.". 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO $HOOK»   COCKE AND RICHARDS"    BEAM WAS OF THE 
OPINION THEY WOULD LAND  IN HQ. ETOUSA. 
THE OUTBOUND TRAIN DID NOT ARRIVE, BUT THE 50,000TH PATIENT 
DID DURING THE EVENING.    THE PHOTOGRAPHS AND CAPTIONS WERE ALL MADE 
FOR THE 7TH ARMY PRO TO USE IF HE SAW ANY VALUE FOR  IT BACK  IN THE 
STATES.      ANOTHER    DIRECTIVE CAME TO ESTIMATE HOW MANY MORE PATIENTS 
H 
COULD 8£ ACCOMMODATED 3Y PUTTING PERSONNEL INTO WINTERIZED TET3.  NOW, 
A 
WHO IN HELL WAS THE SOY SCOUT DIRECTOR OF THIS IDEA. THE £13T HAO 
EVERY ONE OF ITS PERSONNEL INTO SHELTER OF 3UIL0IN3S, MOST OF WHICH 
WOULD NOT 3E VERY APPROPRIATE FOR PATIENTS, EXCEPT UNDER EXTREME 
CONDITIONS.  CADY'S REPLY REFLECTED ALL THE GOOD REASONS FOR  AVOIDING 
DISPLACEMENT 9T  OVERWORKED PERSONNEL INTO TENT3, AND EXPECT THEM TO 
KEEP UP THE PACE THEY WERE GOING.  HE DIO NOT WANT AN INCREASEO 
MORBIDITY RATE TO MAKE THE UNIT INEFFICIENT! 
31 JANUARY. COL. SCHEER CAME FOR LATE LUNCH.  COL. STUBBLESINE, 
C/3. AND COL. HARDING. 8-4. CAME FOR SUPPER, ENROUTE TO LOOK OVER THEIR 
CAOY 
HEAOQUARTERS   IN NANCY.     IT WAS  NICE TO HAVE  HEADQUARTERS PEOPLE LIKING 
THE 2TST SO WELL THEY FELT AT HOME AND LIKED THE MESS.    THEY SAID 
THEY MIGHT DROP  IN ON THEIR WAY BACK TO DLJON.    COL.  STUBBLEBINE 
HAD BEEN BU8Y UNSNARLING A TRUCKING JAM AT MART IGNY-LES-BAIN8.    HE 
SAID GEN. GRAY WAS HAVING SOME REAL TROUBLE GETTING RAILWAY TRANS- 
PORTATION   GOING   SMOOTHLY   AFTER   SOME   BOMBING    IN   THE   SWITCH-YARDS   AT 
LANGRES. 
CAOY,   DANN AND M. GODEAU WENT TO CALL ON M. LE COMFE DE CHATTELUS 
AT HIS NICE OLD HOME AT FETTINCOURT.    MADAME SHOWED THEM ABOUT THE 
INTERESTING GROUND FLOOR AND  INVITED THEM TO WAIT   IN THE COMFL'S DEN, 
FOR THEY HAD PASSED HIM ON HIS WAY TO MLRECOURT.    MWT« OECHATTELUS 
SAID THE AMERICANS  HAD LITERALLY CHASED THE SERMANS OFF THE  COMPT'S 
PROPERTY.     SHE SHOWED THEM THROUGH A WINDOW THE SMALL MEADOW WHERE 
THERE HAD BEEN SKIRMISHING AND A KILLING OR TWO WITHIN SIGHT*    THERE 
WERE THE ANTIQUE BRIC-A-BRAC,  BOOKS,  GUNS,   SABRES,  ETC.  WHICH MIGHT 
BE EXPECTED FOR A NOT TOO WEALTHY LANDED FRENCH NOBLEMAN'S PERSONAL 
RETREAT.    AFTER A WHILE,  CAOY LEFT A NOTE FOR THE COUNT AND A TOKEN 
GIFT. 
BY AN EXCHANGE OF FOOOS, PATTON'S BOAR WAS SECURED FOR SERVING 
AT THE ENLISTED MESS FOR THE OFFICERS AND MEN WHO WERE ON THE HUNT, 
PATTON'S SURGICAL TECHNICIANS HAD "DIBS" ON THE DELICIOUS MEAT, SUPERBLY 
COOKED AND WITH ALL THE CONVENTIONAL TRIMMINGS. THE LEAN BOAR PORK 
WAS 8URPRISINGLY TENDER AND TASTY DESPITE THERE 8EING NO NATURAL 
FAT.  IT WAS QUITE DIFFERENT FROM DOMESTIC PORK, AND IT DID NOT HAVE 
THE GAMEY FLAVOR ALL EXPECTED IT TO HAVE. AT THE MOMENT,CADY WAS 
WILLING TO THINK THE COOKS HAD TAKEN CARE OF THAT. 
DURING THE EVENING WORK AT HIS OFFICE, LT. COLONEL BORER CAME 
IN TO UNBURDEN HIS MIND TO CADY.   IN SflORT, HE JUST DIFFERED WITH 
CADY ABOUT PRINCIPLES, PARTICULARS AND OUTLOOK.   \f    HE WERE IN CADY*8 
POSITION, HE WOULD NOT LET HIS PEOPLE BECOME TOO TIRED.  HE WOULD 
CADY 
MAKE IT HIS BUSINESS TO TELL 80MEBO0Y OR OTHER* AS HE KNEW SOME COS 
DID, WHAT HIS UNIT COULD NOT DO.  HE WAS DISTRESSED AT THE WAY PROPERTY 
WAS NOT BEING SAFEGUARDED SY REDTAPE ANO BY THE PERSONNEL.  ON*CE 
AQAIN, CAOY PATIENTLY TRIED TO CONVINCE BOR*R THAT THEY WERE PLAYING 
A PART IN THE WORLD'S BIGGEST BATTLE, ANO IF HE HAD BEEN UNDERSTANDING 
WHAT HAD BEGUN TO COME FROM \JP    NORTH ABOUT 125 MILES OR SO FOR THE 
PAST SIX WEEKS, THERE WERE A LOT OF COMBAT TROOPS UP THERE WHO HAD 
BECOME VERY TIRED, VERY VERY TIREO.  TO THE EAST, THE ?TH ARMY AND 
THE FRENCH 1ST ARMY HAD BEEN SENDING IN AN UNUSUAL NUMBER OF SICK 
AND WOUNDED.  IT WAS THE DEDICATED FUNCTIONING OF THE 21ST,AND 
SHOULD BE OF THE 23#THJTO PERFORM IN THE MOST EFFICIENT WAY, ANO 
BE PRODUCTIVE,-EXPECT TO BECOME TIRED. AS A MATTER OF FACT, COL. 
BORER, THEY SHOULD REGARD THEMSELVES JUST AS EXPENDIBLE AS A COMBAT 
UNIT IF THE NEED SHOULD COME, AND IT HAD COME. AS FOR PROPERTY, 
WHEN UNITS HAD IT, IT WAS MEN THAT HAD TO BE CONSERVEO, NOT PROPERTY. 
IT WAS ONLY WHEN PROPERTY WAS SO SCARCE AS TO PREVENT FUNCTION, 
IT MIGHT THEN BECOME MORE VALUABLE THAN MEN*8 BLOOD! FORTUNATELY, 
THE AMERICANS HAD SENT THEM ENOUGH SUPPLIES THAT THEY DID NOT 
HAVE TO WEIGH BEANS AND BUCKETS AGAINST MEN*S BLOOOT 
WHEN BORER DEPARTEO, CADY SAT FOR SEVERAL MINUTES DRUMMING HIS 
FINGERS ON HIS DESK, JUST SAT THERE LOOKING FAR AWAY INTO THE CORNER 
OF HIS OFFICE, EVEN PAST THE WAR MAP ON HIS WALL.  HE WAS DOUBTING 
WHETHER ANYTHING HE HAD SAID HAD BEEN LISTENED TO WITH UNOERSTANOING. 
EVEN BEFORE HE WAS DROPPING OFF TO SLEEP, HE WAS STILL PONDERING 
WHETHER TO STILL TRY TO SAVE THE MAN FOR HIS JOB. 
FOR JANUARY 1945t MAXIMUM BEDS REPORTED, 4,000; MAXIMUM CENSUS, 
3,823? AVERAGE BEDS, 3,315; AVERAGE PATIENT LOAD, 3,209; TOTAL 
ADMISSIONS, 4,465. THE VON RUNDSTEDT COUNTER-ATTACK IN THE ARDENNES 
WAS BEING CALLED THE BATTLE OF THE BULGE.  IT HAD INDIRECTLY CAUSED 
THE "FIGHTIN* TWENTY-FOIST" ITS MOST STRENUOUS TEST. 
nDr» 
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THURSDAY, 1 FEBRUARY.   CAPT. CHAS. L. YARBOROUGH, MC, FORMERLY 
OF 70TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, AFFILIATED WITH ST. U U» MED. SCHOOL, 
HAP BEEN ASSIGNED TO THE 2tST.  CADY SIMPLY DID NOT HAVE TIME TO 
GIVE HIM ALL THE PERSONAL COURTESIES, OR TO TRY TO LEARN OF ALL THE 
DETAILS OF HIS LEAVING THE 70TH.   HE HAD NOT BEEN ABLE TO KEEP VP   WITH 
CUFTT LOUR EXCEPT THAT HE WAS STILL THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER. 
2 FEBRUARY.    WEATHER WARMER. 
COLS.  FRANK BERRY AND RICH,   DEPUTY OF    COL.  RUDOLPH,   SURGEON, 
7TH ARMY,  WERE RETURNING FROM   ITALY.    THEY  HAD THEIR TRANSPORTATION 
COVE TO RAVENEL TO AWAIT THEM BECAUSE  IT WAS UNAUTHORIZED TO GO TO 
THE REAR AS FAR AS OMON.    RAVENEL WAS  IN CAS,AS WAS DIJON,  BUT   IT 
WA8 HOSPITABLE TERRITORY.    CADY A6SUMMED  IT WAS THE RESULT OF THE 
NEEDLESS STRESS ENGENDERED BY COL.  BISHOP,—WHO V^,  SOON        DEPART 
THE SCENE! 
CADY PUMPED THEM ABOUT WHAT WAS GOING ON AROUND NAPLES. THE 
PAST FOUR MONTHS HAO TAKEN MUCH OF THE ACTIVITY AWAY FROM THERE. 
THEY DID NOT KNOW THAT HO.., SOLOC, WAS BEING DISCONTINUED AND'KG.., 
THAT 
CAS, WAS MOVING UP TO KANCY.  CAQY WAS APPREHENSIVE FRIEN0S OF THE 
21 ST MIGHT BE LOST IN THE SCUFFLING AROUND.   "YES, THAT OTHER PLACE 
IS NOT NEARLY SO FRIENDLY," SAID COL. BERRY.  WITHOUT MENTIONING 
INDIVIDUALS,  IT WAS PLAIN TO CAOY THAT THE SURGEON, 7TH ARMY,  WOULD 
CONSIDER THE CHANGING IN THE OFFICE OF   SURGEON, HO.., CAS, AN' 
IMPROVEMENT. 
SATURDAY, 3 FEBRUARY.   THE PRE-FABS WERE GOING \JP  RATHER 
BETTER. 
CAPT. HOROWITZ, WHO FOUND THE GERMAN DOCTORS AND NURSES, 
CADY 
INFORMED CADY   THAT   HOSPITAL  TRAINS   WOULD   COME  TO   EXCHANGE   SHORT-TERM 
PATIENTS TOR   LONGER   TERM   PATIENTS.      CA0Y   THOUGHT   THAT   WAS   MAKING   SENSE 
COMPARED TO   THE   WAT   THINGS   HAD   SEEN   GOING   THE   LAST   MONTH  OR   SO,    AND 
OVERDUE* CAS  WAS  GO I NO   TO   TRY  T©   REDUCE   THE   21 ST*8   CENSUS   TO   ABOUT 
2,000. 
C*©V THOUGHT COL. BISHOP OOULO HAVE BEEN BETTER OCCUPIED THAN 
TO EXERT EVERY PREROGATIVE HE HAD. THE COS HAD AUTHORITY TO GIVE 
PASSES POR A F£W DAYS, AND THERE HAD GROWN UP  AN INFORMAL ARRANGEMENT 
BETWEEN THEM TO EXCHANGE OFFICER* FOR VARIOUS REASONS ON THEIR OWN 
TEMPORARY DUTY ORDERS, MAYBE FOR PROFESSIONAL INFORMATION OR FOR 
A CHANGE OF PACE, OR ALMOST ANYTHING LEGITIMATE* C©L* WENTWORTH, 
CO, 19TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, NANCY, HAD A MEDICAL OFFICER WHO HAD BEEN 
DEPRESSED SINCE H€   HAD LEARNED HIS SON, MISSING SEVERAL MONTHS, 
HAD SEEN SHOT DOWN OVER NORTHERN ITALY*  COL* WENTWORTH HAD ASKED 
CADY TO ARRANGE AN UNOFFICIAL OBSERVATION ANO POSSIBLE PERIOD OF 
THERAPY FOR THE OFFICER*  COL* SlSHOP GOT ON THE *»MONEt  "ORDERS 
LIKE THAT HAVE TO BE CUT IN THIS HEADQUARTERS*  WHAT DO YOU WANT 
OFFICERS FOR?  ...THEY TELL ME YOU WANT 4,000 PATIENT8, THAT RIGHT?* 
CADY TOLD HIM THAT WAS NOT QUITE THE STORY BUT IT WAS TRUE THEY 
HAD BEEN RUNNING WITH A CENSUS CLOSE TO 4,000, AND SOME OF HIS 
MEDICAL OFFICERS WERE LOOKING AFTER 100 TO 150 PATIENTS, ANO NEEDED 
TIME OFF.  THIS PARTICULAR TO OFFICER WA8 TO COME FOR MIS OWN BENEFIT, 
AND WOULO NOT BE OF ANV REAL HELP TO THE 21 ST, IT 4U8T MIGHT  LOOK 
THAT WAV ON PAPER.  "A GOOO IDEA," BISHOP AQREEO ENlGMATtCLY, "iUT 
CAS HAD TO CUT THE ORDERS."  SO CADY TELEPHONED TO COL. WENTWORTH 
THATT*/ AGREEMENT WAS CANCELLED UNTIL BISHOP WOULD ARRANGE IT. 
THE SATUROAY MORNING   INSPECTION WAS GOOD.      CADY  INSPECTED 
DETACHMENTS! ENLISTED,   ITALIAN COMPANIES,  AND P0W8.    THE   ITALIANS 
£>T/>trif 
ANO THE GERMANS    HAD EVERYTHING  IN THE BEST,  MOST NEARLY SPIT-N- 
A POLISH. 
CAOY 
1_T. ABRAWSON or THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE ARRANGED A PERSONAL PARTY 
FOR THE 50,OOOTH PATIENT,  S/8«T.  RAY C»  WIMMER,  35207559,  Ho.,Co., 
30TH    INP,   REG*,   350    INF*    OIV.      A   SMALL   P0#  ORCHESTRA   PLAYED, 
AND   SOME   PASSING   WALKING   PATIENTS   WERE    INVITEO  TO   HELP   CUT      MI8 
SPLENOIO   CAKE,    AND   DRlNKSOME   COCA   COLA   WITH   HIM. MArf.    DlLLMAN 
TOOK   TIWE   OFF   TO   MAKE   THE   PHOTOGRAPHS. 
ABOUT   2000   HOUR   80LOTIN  AND   DAN   "INVADED*  THEIR   CO'B^TO   PROTEST 
HIS   HABIT   OF   WORKING   LATE   EVERY   NIGHT.      THE   INWARD   SURGE  OF   IRRITIBILITV 
HE   FELT   ARISING   FROM   THEIR   GOOD    INTENTIONS   WARNED   HIM.      THEY   MUST   HAVE 
BEEN  OBSERVING   FATIGUE   SIGNS   WHICH  MAYBE   HE   SHOULD   OBSERVE   HIMSELF, 
AND   DO   SOMETHING   ABOUT,      SO   HE   THREW  HIS   PAPERS   BACK   INTO   THE   IN-TRAY 
AND  LEFT   THE   OFFICE   WITH  THEM. 
SUNDAY, 4 FEBRUARY. DURING THE AFTERNOON CAOY DRAGOONED MISS 
PAPE, ARC, AND CAPT. DANN TO GO WITH HIM TO "LA FETE DES ABSENTS" 
AT   THE   MIRECOURT   THEATRE.      Ms   Lt   MAIRE,   ONIMES   NARCY   AND  MADAME, 
SEATED  THEM   AT   HIS   TABLE   ©OWN   NEAR  THE   STAGE.      THERE   MAY   HAVE   BEEN 
ABOUT   A   THOUSAND  PEOPLE   IN THIS  PLAGE   MADE   FOR   300  TO   500.      THE   21 ST*8 
ENLIBTEO  ORCHESTRA   WAS   THERE   TO  PLAY,      THE   21ST*S   SINGER  WAS   THERE   BUT 
HIS   ACCOMPANIST   FAILED   TO   ARRIVE.      THERE   WAS   A   FRENCH   COMEDIAN  AND 
R 
OTHER   PERFORMER   WHO   AMUSED  THE   CIVILIANS   A   LOT,   BUT   010   LITTLE   FOR 
THE   WIT-OEAF   AMERICANS   IN  FRENCH*      THE   MAYOR   HAD   SOME   REALLY  GOOD 
CHAMPAGNE   OPENED   FOR   HIS   GUESTS   THAT   HELPED   SOME.      THEN  THEY   PASSED 
THE   HAT   FOR   THE   BENEFIT   OP   LES   ABSENTES   AND   DEPENDENTS.      CAOY   WAS 
REMINDEO   OF   HIS   POW   NEPHEW   AND   ilARREO   LOOSE   WITH   ABOUT $20,0OwORTH 
OF PAPER FRANCS, 
CADY EXCU8E0 BOLOTIN TO GO TO THE ENLISTED RAVIOLI DINNER WHICH 
HE WOULD HAVE LIKED TO GOBBLE HIMSELF.  HE HAD TO PROMOTE 2ND LT« 
BEVERLY C, 
ANDRE AT THE OFFICERS MESS SUPPER. BOLOTIN BROUGHTA PLATE TO CADY'S 
QUARTERS LATER. 
CADY 
5 FEBRUARY. VISITORS WERE; COL. HENRY T. SMITH, CO, 240TH 
GENERAL HOSPITAL, NANCY, MAJS. L. G. BALDWIN, EXEC. OFF., ROBT. 
KINQSLAND, CHIEF OF MEDICINE, AND REINER-DEUTSCH, CHIEF OF LABORATORY. 
6 FEBRUARY.   MISS LUCIA H. GARDNER, ARC, JOINED THE UNIT AS 
ASST. FIELD DIRECTOR. 2ND LT. VIRGINIA GRABOWSKY, ANC, AND T/4 
JAS. C. POLCHAIRE HAD ORDERS FOR COMPASSIONATE LEAVES TO Z OF I. 
CADY TOOK THEM PERSONALLY TO THE RAILROAD STATION IN ONON. LT. 
GRABOWSKY WAS TEARFUL WHEN SHE LEFT THE UNIT AND WHEN CADY BADE HER 
GOOD-BYE AT THE STATION. BOTH WERE RECOQNIZIZABLE LOSSES TO THE UNIT, 
AND BOTH HAD BEEN SURPRISED THEIR BY THEIR OPPORTUNITIES TO GET BACK 
HOME, AND BOTH EXPECTED TO REJOIN THE UNIT AFTER ABOUT A MONTH. 
CADY DOUBTED HE WOULO SEE EITHER AGAIN. 
GENERAL WILSON WAS AWAY SOMEWHERE, GEN. IMMELL WAS AT NANCY. 
IT WAS WHILE LUNCHING WITH LT. COL. MASON CADY, LEARNED THAT COL. 
BISHOP MIGHT BE LEAVING FOR THE STATES,TOO. HE CALLED TO SEE BISHOP, 
AND WA8 INVITED TO HAVE DINNER AT HIS STAFF QUARTERS, AND CADY 
ACCEPTED. HE WENT ON TO SEE LT. COL. COCKE, AND GOT HIS PERSONAL 
ACCOUNT OF HIS VI8IT WITH MRS. CADY IN ST. LOUIS, 24 JANUARY, ALMOST 
A FULL MONTH AFTER THE BOMBING AT MLRECOURT. HE HAD OETOURED HIS 
RETURN TRIP THOUGH ST. LOUIS FOR THAT PURPOSE, BUT HAD LOST HIS 
BAGGAGE AND THEY HAO TO HAVE THEIR VISIT AT THE UNION STATION BECAUSE 
HE HAD TO KEEP TRACK OF THE BAGGAGE SEARCH. AT COL. WHELCHEL'S 
OFFICE HE SAW LT. COL. SEOGWICK WHO WAS GOING FOR HIS PROMOTION 
INTERVIEW BEFORE GEN. LARKIN WITH LT. COL. ANDERSON , 5TST STATION 
HOSPITAL, AND THE 21ST,S BEAM, PATTON AND METZ NEXT MORNING. THEY 
WERE IN DIJON THSS DAY TO CELEBRATE WITH MASON HIS DEPARTURE FOR 
PARIS TO HEAD A NEW JOB IN THE PREVENTIVE MEDICINE SECTION, HQ., 
COMZ.  LITTLE CAPT. PERRY, ANC, WAS DEPRESSED BECAUSE SHE DID 
NOT KNOW HER NEXT ASSIGNMENT.  A GAL AFTER HIS OWN HEART, 8HE SAID 
CAOV 
SHE   COULD   ARRANGE   WITH   GEN.    SMITH,    ORDNANCE,    FOR   2tST*S   DRIVERS   TO 
GO TO MARSEILLES FOR A TRUCK WHICH COULD BE CONVERTED TO A BUS TO 
SHUTTLE   AROUND   THE   GROUNDS   OF   ftAVENEL.      LATER,    SHE   TOLD   CAOY   SHE 
HAD INCREASED THE ALLOTTMENT BY TWO MORE TRUCKS! 
SHOOK, COCKE AND CADY WENT TOGETHER TO COL. BISHOP'S BILLETS 
WHICH WAS SHARED BY COLS, STUBBLEBINE, C/S, THORNTON, AS8T C/S, AND 
QUARTERMASTER 
WHELCHEL,   . THERE WERE ENOUGH ORINKS ABSORBED BY ALL EXKEPT 
A. 
CAOY AND COCKE, TO MAKE THEM JOCULAR, EVEN A BIT BAWDY. BISHOP 
WAS ACCUSING SHOOK OF SELLING HIM OUT AND GETTING HIM SENT HOME. 
ALL THE OFFICERS JUST INSISTED HE WAS A LUCKY FELLOW WITHOUI THE 
"STUBBY" 
GUMPTION TO KNOW HOW LUCKY HE WAS. DURING THE DINNER/TALKED ENOUGH 
TO SAY "THE OLD MAN* USUALLY GOT HIS OWN WAY, ANO HE HAD MANAGED 
TO BLOCK AN UNDESIRABLE PROMOTION OR TWO. CADY HAD NO WAY TO FASTEN 
THAT REMARK TO ANYONE BUT SUPPOSED IT HAD SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE OTHERS. 
THE GROUP OISCUSSED COL. HARDING, THE NEW G-4 WHO HAD LITTLE EXPERIENCE 
AT THAT SORT OF JOB, KBUT HE WAS AN ENGINEER" WHICH SEEMED A HOPEFUL 
ALLOWANCE INTELLECTUALLY.     IT WAS STILL UNDECIDED IN CADY'S MIND 
WHETHER BISHOP WAS OR WAS NOT PLEASED TO GET HOME AT THIS TIME AND 
UNDER THE CURRENT CIRCUMSTANCES* GIVEN A LITTLE TIME, HE THOUGHT 
ME COULD ASSEMBLE A CONSIDERABLE LIST "STRAWS IN THE WIND1' WHICH 
COULD BE CONSIDERED CUMMULATIVELY BY SOME AUTHORITY WHO HAD MADE 
THE DECISION ABOUT BISHOP. 
7 FEBRUARY. AT GEN. WILSON'S OFFICE, CADY LEARNED THAT HIS 
THE SHUTTLE 
CANDIDATES   FOR   PROMOTION   HAD   MIS8ED/TRAN8PORTATION     TO   GEN.    LARKIN'S 
OFFICE,    ANO   THEY   WERE   WALKING   AND   MIGHT   BE   LATE.       CADY  GOT   CAPT. 
HARLOW,  THE GENERAL'S AIDE ON THE    PHONE AND EXPLAINED THE WHY HIS 
MEN MIGHT BE LATE OR PRACTICALLY OUT OF BREATH ON ARRIVAL.  WOULD 
HE PLEASE SEE THAT THEIR INTERVIEWS WERE DOWN TO THE END OF THE 
LIST SO THEY COULD BE IN CONDITION TO BE INTERVIEWED? 
CAOV
  ft WAS ONLY 0900 MOOR, so «ADY WENT OUT to LOOK POR WHITMO 
PAPER, SUT WAS DISAPPOINTED SECAUSE THf FSSItOH SHOPS WERE NOT OPEN 
SO EARLY EVEN If YMEY MAO SUCH TH|*MS8 TO SELL*  ?T WAS A DIPfERENT 
COUNTRV, AND UKUSUAL TIMES, HE HAD TO REMIND HIMSELF*  BENOOf TOOK 
COL# 
HIM OVER TO THE ?6TH GENERAL HOSPITAL TO VISIT WITH/%J. 3PAUL8INS* 
WE HAD THf PLACE ALL 3PI0K AfWO ii»AN» SUT ME WAS STILL HAVING SOME 
H 
MES6IN0 PRC8LEW8*  HE KEPT A LOT Of ACIEVEMENT SHAFTS CN MlS OfflCE 
n 
WALL 8ATHER THAN THE LARSS IM MAP CADY HA© ON HIS.  ALSO, HE WAS 
INTERESTED IH HOW CADY HAD OBTAINED THE COMPASSIONATE LEAVES FOR 
PERSONNEL TO RETURN HOME. 
CADY MAD ALWAYS SEEN CURIOUS A80UT THE WALLED CfTY Of UNGRES, 
AMD THIS TIME WHILE SO IRS TO ^IRECOURT, THEY DROVE UP THE HILL TO 
THE PLACE* INSIDE THE WALLS, IT WAS RRBTTY NUCH LIRE AMY OTHER 
FRENCH SMALL CITV, EKCERT IT WAS SESMIMGLY KEPT CLEANER* HE SOUGHT 
SOME TRINKETS AND A PAIR OF WOODEN 8ADOT8 TO SEND HOME SOMETIME* 
ME WENT TO A SALVAGE PLACE TO ARRANGE FOR A SUPPLY OF 8RAS8 SHELL 
CASiwas ron  THE HOSPITAL  CRAfT SHOP FOR PATIENTS TO MAKE INTO BOWLS 
AND OTHER SOUVENIRS. 30ME OF THE PQIT WERE ALREADY DO I NO TOMF REALLY 
FINE WORK IN SUCH THINOS* 
AVERV FTOWLETTE WAS AT FTAVENEL ENROUTE PARIS TO NANCY TO DLJON. 
WHILE HE WAS IN PARIS HE GATHERED INFORMATION ME WAS TO MOVE HIS 
HOSPITAL TO NANCY. ALSO, GLEN SPUILINO HAD TOLD HIM, "BISHOP IS 
A0AIN3T LEE, AND THAT JUST PROVES LEE IS DOING ALL RIGHT!** WELL, 
LEE WOULD NOT HAVE GUESSED IT PROM ANYTHING HE HAD SEEN THE PREVIOUS 
EVENING, BUT HE MIGHT PROM ALL HE COULD REMEMIER FOR TME PAST MONTHS* 
SOLOTIN'S ARTHRITIS WAS FLARINQ \3P QUITE PAINFULLY SO THAT HE 
MUST REST IN THS HOSPITAL FOR A WHILE* .. .THAT "VILLA LED AULNELLES** 
AT 3EONEOOURT, JUST SIX MILES A'TFAV, HAD COME TO THE POSSESSION OF 
THE 2TST. CADY 8EOAN PLANNI NO TO 8ET THE PLACE CLEANED U^  OUTSIDE 
CADY 
ANt>   INSIDE FIRST FOR AN ENLISTED "REST CAMP •M  THERE WA3 STILL NO 
FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO CAS TROOPS, AND IT WAS STILL NOT POSSIBLE 
TO SET QUOTAS OR NURSES FOR REST AND RECREATION.  OESPJTE THE OBSTACLES 
WHICH WERE IN THE SURGEONS OFFICE, CADY CONSIDERED IT HIS COMMAND 
FUNCTION TO HANDLE THE UNIT'S NEED IN SOME EFFECTUAL WANNER* THIS 
VILLA WOULD BE ONE FACILITY, 
THURSDAY, 5 FEBRUARY. 2ND LT. NACHTMANN, PO'Af ADMINISTRATION 
SECTION, CAME TO DESCRIBE A REORGANIZATION PLAN. THE 21ST WOULD 
HAVE OVER-STRENGTH COMPANIES, ETC. THERE WOULD BE A CAORE OF^MERICAN 
OFFICERS AND NON-COMS. WHEN CADY SUGGESTED THAT IF THEY WOULD PUT 
SPECIAL 
OUT SOME SORT OF/DIRECTIVE OR REGULATIONS, THERE WOULD BE A MUCH 
BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF   PO'tl  PROBLEM8 AND PROJECTS.  BUT THERE WERE 
SOME ALREADY.  THEN IT DEVELOPED THAT BlSHOP*S OfP-THE-TONGUE VERBAL 
RESTRICTIONS   FOR   THE   2fST   HAO   BEEN   JUST   THAT,    BUT   WHO VI OULD   BOTHER 
TO PROVE IT? OTHER HOSPITALS WERE STILL USING PCHVS IN KITCHENS, HANDLING 
WATER, SWEEPING OUT WARDS, CLEANING LATRINES, ETC., ALL WITHOUT ARMSD 
GUARDS STANDING AROUND WATCHING THEM, AND HAD NOT EVEN HEARD OF 
"BISHOP^ RULES." 
10 FEBRUARY. COL. WENTWORTH HAD TAKEN THE TROUBLE TO DO IT 
ROR HIS OFFICERS TO GAIN EXPERIENCE, 19 OF THEM CAME WITH TO ORDERS 
'.VHICH GAVE THEM FOUR DAYS WITH THE 21ST,8 WARDS.  CADY IMMEDIATELY 
DID SOMETHING ABOUT 19 OF  HIS OFFICERS FOR FOUR DAYS TO MAKE ROOM 
FOR THEM. THE UN!T*S OFFICERS HAD HIS USUAL "TISSUE PAPER ORDERS1' 
JUST TO SEE WHAT THEY MIGHT BE WORTH. 
CADY WAS PROWLING THROUGH ONE OF THE 233TH KITCHENS AND PATIENT 
MESSES. HE "8AW RED1' WHEN HE FOUND A DIETITIAN AND THE ME88 PERSONNEL 
IDLING AND SITTING ON MES3 TABLES SHORTLY TO BE USED BY WALKING PATIENTS 
HE CALLED THEM TO ATTENTION AND TRIED TO MAKE THEM UNDERSTAND HOW 
SUCH A PRACTICE WAS UNTHINKING AND A FILTHY WAY TO SPREAD DIARRHOEA 
OR EPIDEMIC DISEASES, FROM THE SEATS OF FILTHY PANTS. HE QUESTIONED 
CADV 
THE DIETITIAN AFTER DISMISSING THE «CN, SUT NO ONE HAD TAKEN THIS 
MUCH TROUBLE TO TftA IN THt PERSONKEL Of THE MESS IN SIMPLE SANITATION, 
THAT IS THT REASONS FOR CLEAN PRACTICES* 
SACK IN THE OFFICE, CADV MAD A LETTER FROM PROF, AND MRS* 
ALEXIS HARTMANK;, DISTRESSED BECAUSE THEIR tow IN THE 7TM ARMY WAS 
NOT   WRIYINS   m«€9   AND   THEY   WERE    IMAGINING   WHAT   WORRIED   PARENTS   USUALLY 
IMAGINE,      CADV   WAS   SETTING   THAT   MATTER   STRAIGHT   BY   PUTTING   THE   BURDEN 
ON  C©L.   IWttS   QURLEV  TO   GET   THE  BOY*5   COMPANY   COMMANDER  ONTO   HIS  SACK, 
AFTER   SUPPER   CABY   SPENT   A   FULL   HOUR  WITH  BORER   IN  AN  EFFORT  TO 
BRING   HIM   UP  TO   DATE   WITH  WHAT   HE   HAD   LEARNED   DURING   THE   PAST   TWO   DAYS* 
HE   OUGHT   TO   UNDERSTAND   THE   OHANGSS   WHICH  WERE   TAKING   PLACE   WITH  THE 
CLOSING   Or   SOLOC,   AND   THE   MOVEMENT   Of   Mt*j    CAS,   AND   AGOUT   31SHOP18 
GOING   HOME.      KZ   REVIEWED  THE   ORGANIZATION  OF   THE   MEDICAL   DEPARTMENT 
FROM THE SURGEON GENERAL IN WASHINGTON, ~SN. HAWLEY IN PARIS* AND 
THE SURGEON OF THE SABS, WHAT THESE NEW HOSPITAL CENTER COMMANDERS 
jftOfftO   9E   LIKE   AND   WHERE   CONSULTANTS   AND   INSPECTORS   FITTED   IN  TO   HELP 
KEEP   PROFESSIONAL   AND   ADM♦N13TRATIVE   AFFAIRS  MATTERS   UP  TO   STANDARDS, 
AND MOVING   ALONG   IN   COORDINATED   FASHIONS.      BECAUSE   IT   WAS   CLOSER  TO 
HOME tw BORER'S CASE, CA&Y MAY HAVE SPECULATED A LITTLE TOO MUCH ABOUT 
11 SHOP 
WHY   /WAS SEING RCLICVED. 
HE WANTED TO DRIVE THE IDEA INTO 80RER*S COMPREHENSION THAT HE 
MUST ADJUST HIS RECPONSISILIT I£S AND HIS OPERATIONS TO ACCOMPLISH 
HIS MISSION, AS COMSAT UNITS WERE TAUGHT, TO "TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE 
TERRAIN" ADMINISTRATIVELY.  IF HE COULD GUESS CORRECTLY MOST OF THOSE 
TIMES HE THOUGHT HE SHOULD ACT UPON HIS OWN RESPONSIBILITY, HE WOULD 
BE FORGIVEN MOST OF THE TIME BY AUTHORITY, EXCEPT WHEN N6 MIGHT OUT- 
GUESS AND EMBARRASS THAT AUTHORITY, CONTESTING WITH *T.  HE CULO 
ALSO EXPECT ANIMOSITIES TO ACCUMMULATE BY CONTINUED SUCCESSES, SO 
EXPECT SOME DAMNING IF HE DOES, BUT GENERALLY MORE OAMNINO If HE 
FAILED TO ACT APPROPRIATELY.  THERE WOULD ALWAYS BE CRITICS, EVEN 
CAOY 
AMONG SUBORDINATES, COL. BISHOP HAD NOT ACTED A3 IP HE FAVORED 
NOT 
BORER MUCH, SO IF HE WOULD/REPORT SOMETHING ON HIM BEFORE HE WOULD 
LEAVE, HE COULD EXPECT SOMETHING LIKE A REPRIEVE.  IT WOULD BE 
IMPORTANT FOR BORER TO STUDY THE NEXT BASE SURGEON TO FORMULATE HIS 
PERSONAL STRATEGY. AS FOR CADY, HE SAID HE WAS STILL UNCONVINCED 
THAT BISHOP HAD EVER BEEN CONSCIOUSLY MALICIOUS OR DISH0NE8T IN ANY 
OF HIS DEALINGS WITH THE 213T.  IF HE HAD BEEN CAPABLE OF DELIBERATE 
NOT 
MALICE, HE PROBABLY WOULD HAVE BEEN CANNY ENOUGH TO HAVE IT REFLECT 
A 
UPON HIM AND AVOIDED GOING TOO FAR WITH IT.  STILL, THERE WERE PERSONS 
WHO WERE LESS CHARITABLE THAN CADY, FOR HE   WAS GOING HOME, AND PROBABLY 
NOT EVEN KNOWING WHY PRECISELY, 
11 FEBRUARY.  CAPT. SLATERY BEGAN WORK ON VILLA LES AULNELLES. 
BOLOTIN WAS STILL HOSPITALIZED, GETTING SETTSR, AND GRUMPY WITH HIS 
THOUGHTS OF HUMAN SHORTCOMINGS AMONG THE "&30TM STUDENTS." CADY HAD 
TO AGREE 30ME OF THEM WERE LAZY, NOT IDEALLY PATRIOTIC: BUT THEN, 
WHY WERE NOT THESE OVERT QUALITIES POSSIBLY DUE TO THE LACK OF MORALE, 
AND BECAUSE THEY FELT THEY DID NOT BELONG IN THEIR PRESENT ENVIRONMENT. 
LEADERSHIP AND RESPOSSIB ILITY MIGHT MAKE GREAT CHANGES. 
CHAPLAIN (FR) AUBERT J. CONLON WAS GOING TO ITALY FOR CHANGE OF 
STATION. HE HAD NOT BEEN HAPPILY ADJUSTED TO THE SITUATION IN THE 
UNIT WITH A PROTESTANT OUTRANKING HIM. HE WAS ALWAYS DEFENSIVE, 
UNCOMMUNICATIVE AND CADY SENSED HE WAS COUVERTLY HCSTILC. HE WAS 
GLAD THAT FR, CONLON HAD SOMEHOW MANAGED TO GET HIMSELF TRANSFERRED, 
HE WONDERED IF HI? CONFLICT ASOUT THE OTHER CHAPLAIN BACK IN ITALY 
HAD BEEN MISINTERPRETED OR MISTAKENLY DIVULGED TO HIM BY SOMEONE AND 
THAT COULD ACCOUNT FOR FR. CCNLCN'S ACTIONS. 
WHILE TRANSPORTATION HAD SEEN VERY SCARCE IN DECEMBER HE HAD 
LENT THE "CHAPLAIN'S JEE?" WHICH HE TOOK OUT ALLEGEDLY FOR HIS OWN 
PURPOSES, TO TWO MURSES TO GC TO £> INAL FOR CHOPPING.  THEY SMASHED IT 
WITHOUT HURTING THEMSELVES..  MOW CADY WAS TRYING TO FIGURE OUT SOME 
OLVTDING LINE BETWEEN PUNITIVE ASSESSMENT OF OAMAGES AND JUSTICE 
TO SABY BONO PURCHASERS, AND STILL PERMIT THE CLERIC TO SET TO ITALY 
WITHOUT PAY DEDUCTIONS FOLLOWING HIM* 
LT. COL. 'VENDELL H. GRIFFITHS, SN.C. , CONSULTANT IN DIETETICS 
AND NUTRITION, MA«N HELEN C. BURNS, HO, SGO, AND MAJ, EMMA C. VOGEL, 
PT, SGO, ALL ARRIVED LATER THAN EXPECTED, BUT COCKTAIL* AND A GOOO 
DINNER WERE STILL AVAILABLE. CADV TURNED MAJ. BURNS OVER TO LT, 
CREECH, AND LT. METTA BAXTER LOOKEO AFTER MAJ. VOGEL. CADY LOOKED 
COL. 
AFTER LT. GRIFFITHS AND TRIED TO EXTRACT ALL THE INFORMATION ABOUT 
A 
ST. LOUIS FROM HIM. 
MONDAY, 12 FEBRUARY. THE INSPECTORS WORKED FOR 3 HOURS DURING THE 
MORNING, AND WERE PLEASED, AS WELL AS SURPRISED APPARENTLY AT WHAT 
THEY FOUNO GOING ON IN THE CARE OF PATIENTS. CADY TOLD MAJ. BURNS 
OF THE FEUDING WITHOUT END AND HOW HE CONTROLLED IT, BUT SUGGESTED 
MORE DIETITIANS OR A TRANSFER OR TWO. MEANWHILE, HE WOULD CONTINUE 
TO LOOK AT THE DIFFERENT MENUES HE HAD SENT IN FROM ALL MESSES DAILY, 
AND HE WOULD MAKE HIS ROUNDS WITH SURPRISE EATING JUST TO SEE THAT 
GOME "STRONG MINDED" PERSONS DID NOT GRAOUALLY GET THINGS TO DRIFTING 
BACK TO MEDIOCRITY. HE COULD PRIDEFULLY POINT OUT THAT THE 21 ST 
WERE NOT SURPASSED IN MESSING AND DIET THERAPIES? 
CADY COULD NOT MAKE ANY FU8S ABOUT IT I 2ND LT. GENEVA BOOK, ANC, 
WAS PROMOTED, AND llftl DOROTHY PAPE,  A$C, AND DEDICATED MRS. 
ELIZABETH SHWAB, ARC, WERE RELIEVED FOR TRANSFER. THE NEW A8ST. 
FIELD DIRECTOR WAS DOING ALL RIGHT.  HE WONOERED IF HIS CONFLICT 
WAS CATCHING UP  FROM ITALY, VAGUELY WONOERED. 
COL. SHOOK CAME ESCORTING COL. FLORENCE BLANCHFIELD, ANC, 
SUPERINTENDENT ARMY NURSEES, SGO, WITH HER ASSISTANT LT. COL. 
DANIELSON, Hq. £TO. THE NURSES GOT ALL THEIR TALKING AND VISITS 
OVER ANO WENT ON OVER TO THE 23RD GENERAL HOSPITAL FOR THE NIGHT. 
CADY PUT SHOOK VP   IN HIS OWN FULL-SIZED BED.  DANN JOINED THEM AND 
THEY TALKED A LONG WHILE ON ALL MANNER OF MUTUAL INTERESTS.  TKEV 
- 
CADY 
AGREED PRETTY WELL ON COL. BISHOP, BUT THEY HAD IDEAS AND NO INPORM* 
AT ION ON WHY HE WAS CGINQ BACK HOME. SHOOK, A BURLY PERSON, THOUGHT 
HE HAD A 
M8MALL MAN {8I2E) COMPLEX." CADY WAS THINK I NO IT WAS A 
PSYCHOLOGICAL COMPENSATION FOR AN INSECURITY COMPLEX. 
PAR,     13 FEBRUARY, 
NO PAR.   THE NURSING INSPECTORS RETURNED TO MAKE SOME WARD INSPECTIONS. 
THEY REALLY HAD HOT ACCEPTED THE FACTS OF THE UP-GRADED NURSE TO 
ASSIST THE DOCTOR, AND THE UP-GRADED HOSPITAL CORPSMAN TO TAKE OVER 
•HERE THE NURSE LEFT OF? II THE CARE OF PATIENTS. A 3T0RU DEVELOPED 
IN THE TEAPOT,  OH THE SPINAL CASE WARD, Lf« COL. DANIELSON  QUESTIONED 
EVERY PATIENT. ONE FELLOW, WHO LATER THOUGHT HT WAS DO F NO THE NURSES 
A FAVOR, DECLARED EVERYTHL 1*3 4AS FINE EXCEPT ON SOME DAYS THE NURSE 
DID NOT GIV? CIM A SACK RUB. HE SAID IT WA3 HIS WAY OR  TRYING TO 
SECBRE MORE NURSES TO HELP. THEN, ACCORDING TO THE WARD NURSE, T-T. 
COL. DANIELSON PRACTICALLY PROMISED THE WARD NURSE A HIDING FOR 
"NEGLECT OF PATIENTS*" OR SOMETHING LIKE THAT. CASY HAD LONGIAGO 
STOPPED NURSES FROM PERSONALLY RUBBING SACKS, FOR THE UNTT*T HOSPITAL 
CORPSMEN DID THAT. ANC, LT. COL, DANIELSON COULD NOT DISCOVER ANY 
BED80RES WHICH HAD DEVELOPED ON TNA,T WARD* 
MAJ. SPALOING HAD ARRANGEO FOR A TEA AFTER THE CHIEF NURSES'S 
CONFERENCE, CURING WHICH COL. BISHOP TELEPHONED CADY. HE WANTED 
ri t, e *. t> 'J WA STENOSRAPHIC TRANSCRIPT" OF COL. BLANC        TALK TO THE CHIEF 
A. 
NURSES BECAUSE HE HAD REPORT?"SHE WAS LOWERING THE MORALE OF OUR 
f^RSES." CADY KNEW NOTHING or SUCH REPORT, AND IT WAS TOO LATE TO 
GET RECORDINGS CR STENOGRAPHIC NOTES.  HE RELAYED BlSHOp'ff RECUEST 
TO COL. CASEY, CC,  ?3«O STATION HOSPITAL WHERE COL. PLANCH;  WOULD 
MEET THE NEXT CROUP OF CHIEF NURSES, HE NOTICED MA«J. SPALDING WAS 
NOT IN THE PARTY THAT ACTUALLY SAW THE INSPECTORS OFF, AND INQUIRED 
IF COL. PLANCH   WAS OOING AS BISHOP HAD SUGGESTED. 
THE NURSE8 WHO HAD SEEN LONCEBT OVERSEAS WERE SOMEWHAT DISAPPOINTED 
THAT SHE WAS NOT VERY APPRECIATIVE OF WHAT THEY HAD BEEN THROUGH, 
/-,£■*-£ S 
CADY f 
AND HAD ACCOMPLISHED.  THERE WAS JU8T THAT MUCH SUBSTANCE IN BISHOP S 
COMPLAINT ABOUT HER. 
14 FEBRUARY.  THE CHOW HOUNDS DEFEATED THE 23STH BASKET BALL 
TEAM. ...IT. COL. SEDGWICK AND MAJ. SMITH STOPPED OVERNIGHT WHILE 
ENROUTE   TO   THEIR   NEW   STATION   AT    CONAO   HQ.     IN   NANCY. THE    WAA   WAS 
MOVING   FORWARD    IN   THE   REAR   AREAS,    AND    IT   WAS    NICE   TO    HAVE    A   GA8-FSST 
WITH   THEM. 
COL.    CA5^  REPORTED   THERE   WAS   LITTLE   OR   NOTHING    IN   COL .   3LANCH 
TALK   AT    HIS    HOSPITAL   WHICH   COULD   BE   REGAR3ED   AS   OBJECTIONABLE   M 
MORALE-LOWERING.       HE    HAD   TALKEO   TO   BISHOP. 
15 FEBRUARY.  SHORTLY AFTER BREAKFAST CADY FOLLOWED LT. COL. 
SEOGWICK TO NANCY TO BECOME ORIENTED TO THE NEW HEADQUARTERS *>UST AS 
SOON AS POSSIBLE.  IT WAS IN THE GRAND HOTEL ON THE ORNATE PLACE 
STANISLAS.  HE CALLED ON GEN. IMMELL FIRST, THEN WENT TO GEN.WILSON'S 
OFFICE. THERE HE MET BP.IG. GEN. ED. SEBREE AND SOWS OTHER BRIGADIER. 
SOMEONE WAS ORAGGING A PRETTY YOUNG FRENCH WOMAN. SEBREE AND HIS 
FELLOW GENERAL HAD BEEN THE FIRST AMERICAN? INTO LIBERATED NANCY. 
SEBREE  HAD BEEN MADE AN HONORARY CITIZEN OF THE CITY FOR THAT^/EXPLOIT. 
HE  HAD BEEN   IN THE SOUTH WEST  PACIFIC,   AT GUADALCANAL,  BEFORE COMING 
TO £T0.  HIS HOME WAS AT GLUEY,  ILL. NEAR ST. LOUIS, AND CADY'S 
SISTER-IN-LAW AND HER HUSBAND WEPT ACQUAINTED WITH HIM AND HIS WIFE. 
CADY QUICKLY PAID HIS RESPECTS TO GEN. '"ILSOfJ AND HURRIED ON TO 
COL.  */ENTWCRTH'S  1°TH GENERAL  HOSPITAL.     THEY VOULD TAKE PATIENTS 
THE   FOLLOWING   DAY,    THEIR   FIRST    IN   ^ANCY.       HE    SAID   THEY   HAD   SEEN 
RELIEVED    IN   LE   l/ANS   BY   THE   17?TH   GENERAL   HOSPITAL   COMMANDED      SY 
A    COL.    I5PAHR.        IT   WA3   UNCERTAIN   WHETHER   THIS   WAS   THE    COL.^'PAHR 
THAT    CADY   KNEW   AT   MOSTRA   TA IR   GROUNDS.       ALSO,    CADY   LEARNED   THAT 
IT   WAS   COL.    ROBT.    [<    TMO'MP,    PtftMtA   CO   OF   THE   21 ST,    WHO   WOULD   COMMAND 
THE    HEW   HOSPITAL   CENTER    HEADQUARTERS   TC   31   LOCATED    IN   NANCY. 
BACK   AT   RAVENEL,    CADY   VISITED   WITH   COL.    RALPH   TOVELL,    CONSULTANT 
ANAE8THE8I0L0GIST,   AND   LT.   COL.   GENE   BRICKER,   CONSULTANT   IN   PLASTIC 
SURGERY AND FORMER MEMBER or THE Star. BOTH HE AND COL, THOMAS HAD 
COME   A   LONG   WAV   SINCE   LEAVING   THE   UNIT    IN   FT.   BENNINQ.      COL.      SMULLEN 
AND ONE OF HIS MAJORS ALSO ORGPPEO IN ROR LODGING, AND A LOOK AROUND. 
16 FEBRUARY. TOVELLANO BRICKER UNDOUBTEDLY ENJOYED THEIR OVER- 
NIGHT STAY.  TOVELL HAD A JOS TO COVER ALL GOING ON IN HIS SPECIALTY. 
BRICKER HAD LESS. THEY SAW ALL MANNER or PERSONNEL AND MOTION-SAVING 
ADAPTATIONS.  FOR EXAMPLE, THERE WERE ONE, TWO, THREE, EVEN FOUR 
OPERATING TEAMS AT WORK IN A SINGLE ROOM.  THEIR "SUPPLY LINE" 
OR LOGISTICAL SUPPORTS WERE MERGED $0 PAR AS THEY COULD BE MAOE 
EPriBIENTJ I.E., ONE INSTRUMENT TA3LE WITH ONE OR TWO NURSES TO 
SERVED THE  OPERATING TEAMS, AND THE CIRCULATING NURSES OR HOSPITAL 
COSPSMEN WERE CORRESPONDINGLY REDUCED, 3UT THE  OPERATIONS WENT 
RIGHT ALON0, 
COL. SMULLEN AND MA4# BALWtN LOOKED AROUND GLUMLY AT THE CAVE0-IN 
MUDDY TRENCH WHICH HAPPENED WITH THE THAW CAOY HAD SEEN PREDICTING. 
THEY SAID THAT COL. BISHOP AND COL. COCKE WERE MOVING TO NANCY THE 
PRECEDING NIGHT. 
LT. COL. COLE, EXECUTIVE OrricER, 36TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, LT. 
COL. HEARN, DC, AND MAJ. TUTTLE, CHEST SURGEON, ARRIVED TO INSPECT 
POR CAS. THEY WERE INTERESTED IN THE 23#TH TOO,  CAOY WAS USUALLY 
GLAD TO HAVE INSPECTORS, BUT HE WAS SENSING HIS UNIT REALLY PREPERRED 
INSPECTIONS BY PERSONS OTHER THAN MEMBERS or SISTER UNITS.  IT WAS 
SOMEWHAT DirncuLT POR HIM TO WORK IN HIS orricE BECAUSE or ADDITIONAL 
VISITORS, NOT INSPECTORS REALLY. LT. COL. F. H. LANGLEY, CniEr or 
SURGERY, LT. COL. J. F. CONLIN, CHIER or MEDICINE, MA*. W. JONES 
ANO CAPT. E. N. BOOKRAJAN, SURGEONS, ALL OR THE 103RD EVACUATION 
HOSPITAL. JUDGING PROM THEIR LOCATION AND WITH THEIR TIME TO BE 
AWAY, CADY WAS CONCLUDING THERE WOULD BE PEWER CASUALTIES TO HANDLE. 
17 FEBRUARY. COL. FRANK BERRY 3ENT BACK AN ANESTHETIST AND THREE 
LADY 
YOUNG SURGEONS FROM NEW EVACUATION HOSPITALS FOR ORIENTATION OUTY 
WITH THE 21ST TO SPRUICE THEM UP  A BIT.  IT WAS BEING PROPOSES THAT 
SCHWARTZ INTERRUPT HIS WORK IN NEUROSURGERY AND AGRESS LEAVE HISS 
LABRATORY TO MAKE INTER-UNIT INSPECTIONS. NOT REALLY FAVORING SUCH 
BUSMAN'S HOLIDAYS, BUT IT WOULD BE BETTER THAN NO CHANGE OF PACE FOR 
THEM. THEY ALREADY KNEW MOST OF THEIR OPPOSITE NUMBERS PRETTY WELL, 
AND WOULD NOT TAKE THEIR DUTIES TOO SERIOUSLY. 
ABOUT MIDDAY MAJ». C. W. KUEHN, OPHTHALMOLOGIST, A.H. ILLGE, 
HEMATOLOGIST, AND SAM L. OIACK, FROM THE CHEST SECTION OF THE 46TH 
GENERAL HOSPITAL CAME AS "INSPECTORS." CADY WAS GLAD TO GET THEIR 
LODGING ARRANGED AND GET THEM ^OUCH WITH THEIR OPPOSITE NUMBERS. 
ALSO, HE HAD THEM PROVIDEO WITH ONE OF SHEPARD'S NEW CARD OF ADMISSION 
FOR THE SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE. THIS WAS NEW AND RESULTED FROM TOO 
MANY DRUNKEN, FIGHTING MAVERICKS WHO HAD GOTTEN INTO THE OFFIERS 
CLUB AFFAIRS* 
3 
WEB B. GURLEY, DC, A "FULL CHICKEN COLONEL," ARRIVED DURING THE 
A 
AFTERNOON IN ONE OF THE NEW HlSENHOWER "MONKEY JACKETS*,' AND  LOOKING 
PRETTY SNAZZY.  EVERYONE WAS GLAD TO SEE HIM WALKING UNDER HIS EAGLES, 
BUT SOME SNIDE ACCUSED HIM OF FINDING THEM WHEN HE HAD DIVED INTO AN 
ABANDONNED 
FOX-HOLE. 
SUNOAY, IS FEBRUARY. CADY WAS PONDERING PERSONNEL PROBLEMS 
RATHER THAN ATTENDING CHAPEL SERVICE.  HE WANTED TO TALK TO BISHOP 
AND COCKE IF THEY WOULD SIT STILL LONG ENOUGH.  MANY OF THE UNIT'S 
OFFICERS WERE BECOMING TIRED OF BEING A WORKING HOSPITAL AND A BIG 
TRAINING SCHOOL.  BOLOTIN WOULD BE BACK FROM HIS HOSPITAL~WARD 800N, 
BUT WAS STILL SHOWING "ANTI" OR NEGATIVE ATTITUDES, AND SO WAS DANN. 
IF THEIR PROMOTIONS WOULD COME THROUGH, IT WOULD RAISE THEIR MORALE. 
...CAPT. WlNTERBOWER HAD REALLY COME THROUGH, AND GOOD ENOUGH TO 
TAKE OVHR FULL CHARGE OF THE DETACHMENT, MEDICAL  DEPARTMENT, AND 
USE THE SAME LIEUTENANTS TO GIVE IT STRONGER DIRECTION. 
HE TOOK CAPT. ERICSON, CO, MEO. DETACH., LT. ALLAN KATZ, AND 
1ST SOT. SIDNEY SHINDLER WITH HIM TO FINISH PLANS AT THE VILLA 
AULNELLES FOR THE ENLISTED REST HOUSE. IT WAS NOT LARGE ENOUGH BUT 
IT MIGHT HANDLE 20 TO 30 MEN AT A TIME.  THEY WENT ON TO THE 23RD 
STATION HOSPITAL FOR A VISIT AND LUNCH. CASEY HAD UTILIZED THE 
OINGY TRADESJSCHOOL BUILDING VERY WELL, AND THEY STILL HAD A LOT OF 
FRENCH MACHINERY THAT MADE CAOY ARTICULATELY COVETEOUS. THEY WENT ON 
TO THE 35TH STATION HOSPITAL, SET VP   IN A FRENCH KILITARY HOSPITAL 
BUILDING,    AND   COL.    HARRISON   WAS   USING    IT   FOR   A   PQW   HOSPITAL.    LT.    COL. 
GREENE TOOK THEM THROUGH THE PLACE. RETURNING, THEY STOPPED TO SEE 
COL. MAIER, 236TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, AND CHATTED A WHILE WITHOT BEING 
INVITED TO WALK THROUGH THE HOSPITAL, CADY DID NOT TARRY LONG, NOR 
DID HE OPEN UP ANY DISCUSSION OF HIS PAST RELATIONSHIPS WITH COL. 
BISHOP.  HE DID NOT FATHOM THE INDIFFERENCE OF COL. MAIER TO A FORMER 
BOOSTER. 
19 FEBRUARY. BOLOTIN GOT OUT OF THE HOSPITAL. LT. COL.BORER 
RETURNED FROM NANCY TO REPORT THAT COL. COCKE HAD SAID THAT HE AND 
COL. R. E. THOMAS WOULD VISIT THE 21ST ON THE 21ST. LATER COCKE 
TELEPHONED   AND   POSTPONED   THE   VISIT    UNTIL   23   FEBRUARY.       CAOY      WAS 
APPREHENSIVE   THAT   THIS   MIGHT   BE   THE   BEGINNING   OF    WMORE   CHICKEN* 
AND   DECIDED   HE   WOULD   GO   TALK   TO   COCKE   ACROSS   THE   TABLE.       HE   WANTED 
TO    KNOW   COCKE's   STATUS,    TOO. 
LT. COL. ROGER TITUS, IG, AND LT. COL. MITCHELL, JAG, Ho.., 
103RD INF. Div. REMAINED OVER NIGHT. 
20 FEBRUARY.    CADY WENT TO THE PX AT EPINAL FOR A  NEW EISENHOWER 
OR  "BATTLE DRESS" JACKET,   AND BENDOS TOO*IT TO THE OETACHMENT*S 
TAILOR   FOR   ALTERATIONS. AT   VlTTEL,    HE   WENT   TO   SEE    IF   CAPT.   THACKERY 
ABOUT    SOME   PRO   FILM8   FOR   THAT   50,000TH   PATIENT    INCIDENT. 
LT. COL. LOFSTROM, /-RAY, AND! MAJ. ERICKSON, HP,  OF THE 36TH 
7-*ts)T 
GENERAL HOSPITAL CAME AS CAS CONSULTS AND TO LODGE FOR THE NIGHT. 
\ 
LADY 
LT. COL. Cote, SNC, AND LT. K.H.LANE or THC MEDICAL SUPPLY DEPOT, 
TOUL, CAME FOR SUPPER.  THEIR DEPOT WOULD SUPPLY THE 2t8T THEREAFTER* 
...CAPTB, CRIDER AND CROUCH GOT AWAY TO DIJON FOR SEVERAL DAYS. 
21 FEBRUARY, HENRY SCHWARTZ WAS SETTING A 14 DAY TO IN PARIS 
TO GET HIM RESTED, HE HAD BEEN LYING DOWN BETWEEN OPERATIONS TO 
RELIEVE HIS PAINFUL SACK, TT WAS APPARENTLY PALNFUL BECAUSE OR 
A RECENTLY D1ACH03A9LE BULGING OR PARTIAL RUPTURE OR AN INTERCALATED 
SPINAL   DISC,    ITS   PRESSURE   ON   A   SPINAL   NERVE.       ...THE   CHOW   HOUNDS 
WERE   ELIMINATED   FROM   CA3  BASKET   BALL   TOURNAMENT   AT   DHON* 
JUST BEFORE LUNCH,  COLS,  J.L. ANO «?.A. MURCHISON, BROTHERS 
AND SOTH f^,A., CAME TO VISIT ON COL. «3lSHOP,S INSPIRATION*  COL* 
<J. U COMMANDED THE 12?TH 3ENERAL HOSPITAL PRO* THE U. OP TEX* 
MED* DEPT., GALVESTOM. COL, R* A* WAS CO or THE 105RD EVAC rOM 
"UP NORTH." HE MAO A NARROW ESCAPE DURING THE BATTLE OP THE BULGE 
ANO WAS STILL TRYING TO RECOVER MIS EQUANIMITY.  COL* J. U KNEW BOTH 
COCKE ANO COL, TH0MA8 WELL, AND HIS FEELINGS ABOUT THEM WERE A LOT 
CLOSER TO THE SURFACE THAN CADY'S,  ?MEY BOTH WISHED TO KNOW MORE 
AOCUT 3IEHOP, BUT CADY KEPT PRETTY MUM EXCEPT TO SAY ME WAS SOON TO 
GO HOME, ACCORDING TO RELIABLE REPORTS.  THE 21 ST MAD ALWAYS BEEN 
ABLE TO GET ALONG WITH HIM SOMEHOW.  THEY, TOO, WERE IMPATIENT WITH 
THE HOSPITAL CENTER IDEA.  THE CO, 12?TH HAD REASONS TO BE CYNICAL, 
POR THEY HAD MADE SEVEN MOVES,  MOST TIMES THEY HAD GONE INTO NEW 
LOCATIONS, CLEANED UP, ORGANIZED, EQUIPPED AND OPERATED.  THEN THEY 
HAD MOVED OUT WITH PERSONNEL AND HOUSEKEEPING EQUIPMENT, LEAVING 
EVERYTHING^FOR SOME "GREEN* OUTFIT THAT REPLACED THEM,  WHATEVER 
THE THEATRE'S EXPEDIENCIES FOR THIS PRACTICE, IT TOOK A LOT OF WILL 
T3 EXCELL OUT OF A UNIT BO TREATED* 
CADY DECIDED HE MUST SET UP  TO SEE COCKE. 
FEBRUARY.    A3 CADY WAS STAMPING UP THE STAIRS TO THE SURGEON'S 
OFFICE   IN NANCY,   HE MET COL,  BISHOP COMING DOWN, APPARENTLY CHEERFUL* 
UAUY 
"IT'S BEEN A PLEASURE TO HAVE SERVED WITH YOU, CAOV.  1 REALIZE 
IT MORE NOW THAT  I'M QOING HOME.  YOUR OUTFIT HAS CERTAINLY BEEN A 
CAN-DO HOSPITAL." 
"WELL, THANK YOU, COL. BISHOP, FOR THOSE KIND WORDS.  WE ' VE 
JUST SEEN WHAT SHOULD BE DONE, AND THEN TRIED TO GET THE JOB DONE." 
"CADY,  I  f REGRET THAT STAR I RECOMMENDED FOR YOU DID NOT COME 
THROUGH." 
BISHOP WAS THANKED FOR HIS GOOD OFFICES, AN0 CADY OPINED HE 
WOULO HAVE STARS IN HIS CROWN IN THE GREAT BEYOND, BECAUSE THERE 
WERE SO MANY ON THE SHOULOIERS OF BETTER CANDIDATES HERE BELOW. 
BISHOP SHOULD NOT WORRY ABOUT   IT AT ALL.   ...DLO HE KNOW HOW LUCKY 
HE WOULD BE  BACK  HOME?    BISHOP  SAID HE WTS REPORTING TO THE SURGEON 
GENERAL'S OFFICE,  BUT  DID  NOT  KNOW  IF HE WOULD STAY  THERE.     HE REALLY 
SEEMED PLEASED TO GO. 
3LSH0P*S COVER ORDER ASSIGNEO HIM TO THE 2TST PORT COMMAND, 
AND THAT MADE  CADY WONDER  IF THAT WAS  A COVER FOR SOME  NEW MOVEMENT. 
HE WENT TO GEN.   IMMELL*S OFFICE BUT LEARNED NOTHING MORE THERE. 
HOWEVER,   HE  HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO PUT   IN HIS TWO CENT'S WORTH ON 
THE SUBJECT OF GETTING MORE CONVALESCENT AND REHABILITATION    CENTERS 
IN THE BASE'S  SENERAL  HOSPITALS. 
COCKE HAD HIS OFFICE  IN A  "GOLD FISH 80WL*,  REALLY  IN THE 
CENTER OF A LARGE OPEN SPACE FILLED WITH DESKS WITH PEOPLE WORKING 
AT THEM.   COLS. KNAUER AND MAIER WERE ALREADY AHEAD OF HIM, BUT 
COCKE TOOK THEM ALL WITH HIM TO HIS OWN MESS.   IT WAS NO TIME OR 
PLACE TO TALK THINGS  OVER WITH COCKE, SO CADY WENT ON TO THE HfQ., 
340TH HOSPITAL CENTER. COL. THOMAS WAS JUST ABOUT THE SAME PERSON 
IN APPEARANCE AS WHEN HE LEFT FT. BENNING IN 1942. HB CONFIRED THAT 
HE HAD PLANNED TO VISIT THE 21ST, BUT HAD TO PUT IT OFF TO SEE 
COL. STUBBLEDINE, C OF S. THENCE CADY WENT TO THE 127TH GENERAL 
TO GEE COL. :V1URCHI30N.  IT WAS IMMACULATE.  JIM PITTMAN AND MOORE, 
I 
BOTH   8URGE0NS    -.     NEAR    CADY'S   VINTAGE   AT    >V.U.    SCHOOL   OF   MEDICINE. 
AT SUPPER, CADY PROMOTED RUTH A. THAYER, ANC, TO CAPTAIN. 
SOPHIA U CRAVITZ AND DOROTHY A. OUGAN BECAME 1ST LIEUTENANTS. 
23 FEBRUARY. COCKE CAME ALONE TO SEE CADY AND THE 21ST. HE 
WAS UNCOMFORTABLE AS ACTING SURGEON or THE BASE BECAUSE HE WAS PRETTY 
CERTAIN HE WOULD GET THE JOB OVER MANY OTHERS WHO WERE REALLY SENIOR 
TO HIM. SHOOK AND HE HAD FREQUENTLY DISAGREED WITH GEN. WILSON'S 
IDEAS AND POLICIES. CADY FRANKLY TOLD HIM HE DID NOT ENVY HIM, BUT 
Gr 
IF   HE   WOULD   ONLY   TRY   TO   DO   THE   BEST   HE   COULD   TO   BE   A   GOOD   SUREON   TO 
A 
GEN.  WILSON,   AND REMEMBER THAT THE GENERAL'S   INTENTIONS WERE    GOCD 
EVEN  IF HE MIGHT MAKE  IMPULSIVE ERRORS,  HE,  COCKE,  WOULD D0<   ALL RIGHT. 
tll'ST   QUIT   WORRYING   AND   GET   TO   WORK] 
COCKE SAID HE DID NOT £'ANT THE 2TST TO BECOME TOO LARGE AGAIN, 
HE AGREED, TOO, IT WAS ABOUT TIME FOR THE 23&TH TO MOVE OUT ON ITS 
OWN. CADY SAID BORER HAD ALREADY MOVED HIS OWN OFFICE COMPLETELY 
TO HIS PRE~FAS SECTION ON THAT VERY DAY. BORER WAS WORRYING ABOUT 
SOME ALLOWANCE OF FLOOR SPACE, NOT ENOUGH, AND THAT WORRY COULD GO 
WITH HIM ELSEWHERE. 
A §-1 RAID HAD NETTED 10 OF THE ENLISTED MEN TO GO FOR INFANTRY 
TRAINING THE NEXT DAY. CADY SAID IT WAS A "RAID." 
24 FEBRUARY. THE CENSUS WAS 1,500, AND SUPPOSED TO GO DOWN MORE 
BEFORE PATIENTS WOULD BE SCHECULED IN. THE LET-UP OF THE GRIND WAS 
NICE. 
MAJ.  RICHARD A.  SUTTES, MC,  619TH MEDICAL     CLEARING CO.(SEP) 
VISITED.     CALLED  INTO  SERVICE   IN THE LIMITED EMERGENCY,   1941,  LET OUT, 
AND  NOW FOR  1S MONTHS BACK   IN,   6 MONTHS OVERSEAS,   HE  HAD BEEN HAVING 
STRENUOUS EXPERIENCE.    HIS UNIT WAS NEAR 3AVERNE,  AND HE SAID THE 
GERMAN3  HAD BEEN DROPPING SOME BIG RAILWAY 240 MM.  GUN 8HELLS.    CAPT. 
MAXWELL  SPRING   (ON TO WITH THE UNIT  AT  3OU-HANIFIA) WAS   IN THE 43RD 
ORD.  3N.   NEAR  SAVERNE,   TOO.   HE  SAID  HE  HAD SEEN ONE OF THE  NAZI 
CADV 
"DISPOSITION CENTE&B" SOMEWHERE IN ALSACE WHERE THEY MURDERED AN 
UNKNOWN THOUSANDS OP PEOPLE. 
CAPT. TLLIS, HFTMF| ENGINEER, RECEIVED HIS TRANSFER ORDERS, 
BUT HE WAS UNHAPPY, KLS RATING HAD DROPPED PROM "£XC,M TO "VS." 
ELI. 18 HAD REMINDED BORER, HE SAID ABOUT THE TIME HE WAS GOING TO 
PULL   ALL   THE   PJ8TH'&   VEHICLES   OUT   OP   THE   POOL,   THAT      THE   PROPERTY 
FOR     ^ 
BELONGED   TO   THE   GOVERNMENT,   NOT/BQR .ER'S     WHIMSY.      AT   THAT   TIME 
A   2tST   DRIVER   HAD   DONE"   SOME   UNAUTHORIZED   DRIVING,    AND   GOT   A      SUMMARY 
CwurxT   SENTENCE   FOR    IT.      OOLOTIN   WAS   ALL   FOR   DEAD-HEADING   BORER   FOR 
Nil   SHALLOW   THINKING   RATHER   THAN   THE   VEHICLESi      CAOY   HAD   SAID   TO 
LET   THE  MATTER   COOL   OFF   FOR   THE   GOVERNMENT   HAD  MADE   A   CONSIDERABLE 
INVESTMENT    IN   HIM,   AND   HE   SHOULD   HAVE   A   TRIAL   RUN   FOR    ITS   MONEY. 
THE 21ST DID NOT HAVE TO LIKE HIM, AND HE MIGHT STILL MAKE A GOOD 
COMMANOER OP A HOSPITAL. 
MF NURSES'S PROMOTIONS CAME THROUGH BUT THOROUGHLY SNAFUED 
ON DATES HF RANK. APPARENTLY SOME ONE IN MA. HAD UF.'THI TTKINOLY NOT 
REALIZED THE BUREAUCRATIC STUPIDITY OF ALWAYS WORKING OFF THE TOP 
OF TH^ PILE 0? PAPER8, INSTEAD OF REALLY LOOKING AT THE OATES OF 
THE RECOMMENDATIONS.  IT WAS CAUSING SOME UNNECESSARY HEARTACHES. 
liCMM LIEUTENANTS HAROLD R. HART, AND JNFANTRY RE-TREAD, HERBERT 
GOLOHAMER, AGO, AND ^ARTMA !.?• KITCHEN, HP, WERE PROMOTED. 
THEHK   WAS A BIG SATURDAY NIGHT DAWCST. 
25 FEBRUARY. CADY HAD WANTED TO SPEND THIS SUNDAY VISITING 
OTHER   HOSPITAL T   KM   TIED   DOWN   REVIEWING   THE   UNIT'S   1<H4   HISTORICAL 
REPORTS   WHICH   Hit}   CERVICES   AND   DIVISIONS   MAD   HAO   SEEN   FORCED   TO 
WRITE   AMI   TURN    1N,      ONE   THING,   THE   SERVICE    IN    «TALV   WAS   HISTORY, 
B»T   WRITING   ABOUT    IT   WHILE    IN   THE   MIDST   OF   A   ORCAT   BATTLE   WAS,    MAO 
BEEN   A   DAMNED   NUISAMCC   TO   THZ   UNIT. 
THiigZ   Or   THE   WEN   HAD   DCSN   TAMPERING   TOO   MUCH   WITH   GOVERNMENT 
VEHICLES   AND   HAO   DRAWN   A   TOTAL   OF   6   MONTHS   COHF I NFWENT,    CONFIRMED. 
■    HUTCHESON HAD ARRANGED FOR THREE MUSICIANS FROM THE 45T H !NF. OlV. 
TO PLAY AT SUPPER IN THE OFFlCERs's MESS.  ONE WA8 A VERY YOUNG Ql 
VIOLINIST, NAMED EVIPOV, RATHER OBVIOUSLY OF RUSSIAN JEWISH EXTRACTION* 
HE REALLY DID A VIRTUOSO'S RENDITION, AND HE WAS VERY,VERY HAPPY TO 
PERFORM.  HE ASKED FOR PERMISSION TO SPEAK TO CADY.  THE POW IMANIST 
AND LPIPOV HAD NOT HAD ANY TIME WHATSOEVER TO PRACTICE TOGETHER BEFORE 
PLAYING.  HE WANTED TO EXPRESS HIS PERSONAL GRATITUDE FOR HIS FIRST 
OPPORTUNITY TO PLAY FOR AN AUDIENCE WHILE OVERSEAS, AND TO COMMEND THE 
POW FOR HIS SPLENDID ACCOMPAN IME NT | . (7<5") 
SELMA P. GUNDERSON, RUBY L. HOPPE, GRETHE L. KNUDSON AND 
CATHERINE V. MURPHY WERE PROMOTED TO 1ST LIEUTENANTS, ANC. 
26 FEBRUARY. THERE WAS SO LITTLE TO TALK ABOUT CADY CANCELLED 
HIS MONDAY ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE! HE CALLED MAJ. FREDERICK 
SCHNEIDER, MAC, AND TOLD HIM TO GET HIS PLANS GOING TO CLEAN UP 
EVERYTHING ABOUT THE HOSPITAL THAT NEEDED IT.  HE COULD HAVE UP TO 
400 FOWs FOR THE JOB. 
COL. WM. SPAULDING CAME FROM OIJON TO VISIT AND SAID HE WAS 
IMPRESSED WITH THE ?18T. HE MADE NOT£B ABOUT SEVERAL THINGS HE LIKED 
AND PROFESSED EMBARASSMENT THAT HE HAD NOT BEEN ABLE TO ACCOMPLISH 
SOME   OF   THE    SAME   THINGS   AT    THE   ?6TH.        IT   EVENTUALLY   CAME   OUT   THAT    HE 
AV 
HAD   THOUGHT    THE   21ST   WAS   A   F^ORITE   OF   BISHOP'S,    BUT   WAS    8URPRIED   TO 
LEARN   THAT   CADY'S    IDEAS   WERE   CONTRARIWISE.       ANYWAY,    SPAULDING    HAD 
LEARNED   THAT   BEING   UNDER   THE    NOSE   OF   A    HEADQUARTERS   A    SECCNO   TIME 
HAD   SOME   OF   THE   SAME   PENALTIES   OF   THE   FIRST   TIME.       CADY    INVITED   HIM 
VP    FOR   THE    NEXT    BOAR    HUNT,    BUT   HAD   A    NOTION   gPAULDING   WOULD    NOT 
EXERT HIMSELF FOR THE SPORT. 
HELEN R. LEET, ANC, AND AUGUST J. RICHTER, MAC, WERE PROMOTED 
TO 1ST LIEUTENANTS. 2ND LT. ALICE LEIDEN WAS TRANSFEREE TO THE 57TH 
FIELD HOSPITAL, AND BORIS L. TIPPLER CAME TO THE 21ST IN EXCHANGE. 
27 FEBRUARY. CADY TOOK MAJ. DILLMAN, THE CRACK AMATEUR PHOTOGRA- 
PHER, 
A 
WITH HIM TO THE PRO   AT HCU, VI ARMY GP., TO SEE IF THE MATERILS HE 
A 
HAD WORKED UP OURtNO THE VISIT OF COL . 3LANCHFIELD HAD ANV USEFULNESS 
TO HIM, OR OOUtO THE 21 ST BE OF FURTHER SERVICE. 
23 FEBRUARY CAPT, CATHERINE SCHNEIDER, ANC, CAME WITH HER 
CO, MM« C, W* FRANK, MC, 64TH FIELD HOSPITAL. THEIR UNIT HAD SEEN 
PUT TOGETHER AND TRAINED FOR OVERSEAS SV COL* CHAS, F, DAVIS, HIS 
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT THEN HAD SEEN MA*, FRANK,  CAPT, SCHNEIDER  HAD 
SEEN A NURSE ASSISTANT RADIOLOGIST IN THE PASTEUR MEDICAL BUILDING 
WHERE CAOY OFFICEO, ANO TRIED TO RECRUIT HER IN DECEMBER 194t *  SHE 
KNEW A NUMBER OF 21 ST NURSES ANO WAS HAPPV TO MEET THEM AGAIN,  SHE 
CAME TO SEE CADY, ALONE, AND DID A SIT OF VENTILATING ABOUT HER CO, 
HE HAD BEEN A PRETTV APT PUPIL OF COL, DAVIS, IT SEEMED* AND STILL 
WANTED TO DO EVERYTHING STRICTLY °BY THE BOOK," CAOV RECALLEO 
THEIR   COMMON 
AMUSEDLY   THE   PATERNAL,—OR   WAS   IT/MATERNAL   INTEREST   IN  WHETHER  THEY 
MIGHT   TRUST   THEIR   NURSES   TO   DRESS   WARMLY   DURING   THE   FRIGID   WEATHER, 
THEIR   LONG   LENGTH   UNDERWEAR,   THEIR   LINERS,   AND   THEIR   W8NUGGIES.M 
COLD  OR   NOT,   THE   NURSES   RESENTED   SUCH   SUPERVISION  OF  OF   INTIMATE 
APPAREL,    IN   SHORT,THE   REGIMENTATIONS* 
THEIR UNIT HAD BEEN SET \tr»  AT BACCARAT FOR "PARALLEL TRAINING" 
•r THE FINE 27TH EVAC, COL, PEUSTOW'S UNIT, CAPT, SCHNEIDER PASSED 
ON SOME REALLY FLATTERING INFORMATION, #HEH COL, BLANCHFIELO HAO 
VISITED THE 7TH ARMY HOSPITALS, SHE TOLD HER SHE HAD BEEN INVITED 
TO BECOME ONE OF THE 21ST ORIGINAL GROUP OF NURSES. COL. BLANCHFIELO, 
SAID, "THE 21ST WAS THE BEST FUNCTIONING GENERAL HOSPITAL SHE HAO 
SEEN ON THE CONTINENT,H  #HEW! THAT SORT OF THING WOULD MAKE FEW 
NEW FRIENOLV COMPETITORS! 
THE 21ST WAS FAVOREO BY COL. GUY STROHM'S CAPT, FAULKNER A. 
SHORT,  MC, WITH A VISIT. 
THE 21ST ALSO  HIT THE  JACKPOT FOR PROMOTIONS TO  1ST LIEUTENANT! 
HOWARD W# WILSON,  MAC AND THE FOLLOWING NURSESI 
*i 
CADV 
MAR<*ORIE M» BELCHER 
I a MOT A Mt FRANCIS 
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MARY W. ROBINSON 
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DOROTHY t% BERRY 
HELEN A. BOWOEN 
HELEN C. 80YLE 
REOINA R, GORMAN 
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NOLA S. O'CONNOR,  PT# 
FEBRUARY ENOEO WITH THE 51ST ALMOST STUNNED WITH THE LACK 
or PRESSURES!    MAXIMUM OPERATING BEDS, 3I33CJ MAXIMUM PATIENTS, 





MARCH  1945 
t MARCH.   THE THIRD BOAR HUNT WAS DURING THE MORNING. THE 
SNOW   WAS   GONE   EXCEPT    IN   THE    SHADED   PLACES,    AND   THERE   WAS    NOT   MUCH 
MUO. CAOY   HAD   FIVE    NON-COM8    INCLUDED    IN   THE   HUNT   OROER.       HE   GOT 
THREE   SHOTS   AT   A   DRIVE   OF   THREE   OR   FOUR   PIGS   WHILE   THEY   WERE      STREAK- 
ING   THROUGH   A   THICKET   ABOUT   FIFTY   FEET   AWAY,   BUT   KILLED   NONE. 
CHAPPIE  HOOK DID NO BETTER.     SGT.  WESLEY C.  SPIRES GOT ONE AND 
LT.  i«  8.  SARGENT  BLOODIED ONE.    THE  USUAL  SNAPSHOTS WERE TAKEN OF 
SGT.  SPIES  STANDING TARZAN-LIKE WITH FOOT ON THE BEAST,  AND THE PARTY 
K 
RETURNED THROUGH BETTONCOURT.  M. LE COMJTE DE CHATTELU8 GAVE ,?LE 
SANGLIER" TO THE PARTY FOR THE ENLISTED MESS*  CADY INQUIRED  WHERE 
AN EQUIVALENT WEIGHT OF DRESSED MEAT MIGHT SE OELIVEREO FOR THE 
ORPHANAGE. 
COL, ROY A. STOUT, ETO DENTAL CONSULTANT AND COL. HENRY C. 
PILSBURY, ETO VO & DERMATOLOGY CONSULTANT, HAD VISITED AND DEPARTED 
WHILE CADY WAS AWAY.  PlLSBURY HAD VISITED THE UNIT IN AFRICA. 
2 MARCH.   AT NANCY, CADY ARRANGED WITH THE HQ. PRO, CAPT. 
ACHESON,    TO   SEND   A   PHOTOGRAPHER   ON   THE    NEXT   BOAR    HUNT.       MA «l.    ADDIS 
AGREED   THIS   TIME   THAT   THE   PRE-FAB   PLAN   FOR   THE   UNIT   THEATRE   WA8   SOUND. 
CADY  CAUGHT  UP WITH COL.  PILSBURY AT  ROWC     J:TTE'S  HOSPITAL AT  NANCY, 
AND GOT  HIM TO PROMISE A LONGER VISIT  NEXT  ROUNO. 
COCKE  SAID BISHOP  HAD BLOCKED ROWLETTE'S  VERY GOOD OPPORTUNITY 
TO GET A GENERAL  HOSPITAL FOR COMMAND.    ALSO,   HE THOUGHT THE    23^TH 
SHOULD NOW STAND ALONE.   CADY AGREED,  TOO,  BECAUSE EVERYONE   IN  IT  HAO 
HAD THE    -OPPORTUNITY TO PERFORM  HI8    DUTY EXCEPT  LT.   COL.  BORER,   AND 




COCKE WAS TRY IN© TO MEET THE LABOR COMMAND SERVICE FOR OFFICERS AN8 
MEN FOR THE POW COMPANIES,  THIS MIOHT BE A WAV OF SOLVING SOME OF HIS 
OWN, SO HE SOT COCKE TO TAKE KIM TO C©L« BONSTEEL TO DISCUSS HIS NEEDS, 
CAOY SAW A POSSIBLE WAY TO REWARD 80ME OF HIS HOLD FAITHFULS* WITH 
PROMOTIONS IF THEY WISHED THEM ENOUGH TO ACCEPT SUCH A TRANSFER TO 
OrT THEM.  COL. BONSTEEL WAS DELIGHTED THAT HE COULD DEPEND  UPON 
HIM TO ORGANIZE SEVERAL OF HIS POW COMPANIES FOR HIS SERVICE.   IT 
PLEASED CADY FOR HE WAS GETTING EXCESS NON-COMS INTO THE UNIT AS 
NUMERICAL REPLACEMENTS OF THE INFANTRY TRAINING LEVIES.  ...EACH 
TIME HE WAS SHOVED INTO THE GUTTER, CAOT TRIED TO COME OUT WITH A 
FRESH ROSti 
THAT EVENING JUST AS CADY HAD THE SEATING ARRANGEMENTS FOR 
THE FORMAL PROMOTION OF LT, NOLA O'CONNER, PT, SOTS. PASQUALejj. 
MERCURIO AND ALTON A.  RAAS,   IN WALKED COL.  ftosT. E*  THOMAS.  CO OF 
A 
THE NEW #40TH HOSPITAL CENTER.  UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES, HE WAS SEATED 
ACROSS RATHER THAN TO CAOV'S RIQHT.  THEN THE WAITRESS SERVED HIM 
SO     A 
SONY/PIECE OF CHICKEN THAT CADY ORDERED HER TO GO FIND A BETTER 
SERVING FOR HIM.  AFTER SAYING HE WOULD NOT SPEAK, CADY WENT ON WITH 
HIS INTRODUCTION TO THE OFFICERS AND NURSES IN THE ASSEMBLY, COL. 
THOMAS DID MAKE A NICE LITTLE TALK WHICH WAS COMPLIMENTARY TO THE 
UNIT AND ITS CO.  IT SEEMEO TO CONFIRM A RUMOR THAT HE WAS RATHER 
PROUD OF THE 2TST AS HIS FORMER COMMAND. HE INSISTED ON RUSHING 
SACK TO NANCY AFTER SUPPER* 
ABOUT PROMOTIONS, FIVE OF THE 21ST*S SERGEANTS WERE QETTTING 
"BATTLEFIELD" OR DIRECT PROMOTIONS TO ON0 LIEUTENANT, MAC.  CAOY 
WAS EARNESTLY HOPEFUL HE COULO FILL EACH VACANCY SO MADE OUT OF THE 
UNIT   BY   ADVANCING   NON-COMS   WITHIN   THE   UNIT.      Ol    HAD   BEEN   FOULING 
F 
THIS SCHET ', R'.JCH AS SENDING IN TWO STAFF SERGEANTS AS REPLACEMENTS. 
ALSO, HE WAS STILL PREACHING TO HIS OFFICERS THE NEED TO PROMOTE 
NON-COMS FROM "FULLY QUALIFIED" BUT NOT TO THE EXCLUSION OF THE 
CADY 
"BEST QUALIFIED." THIS WAS TO ALLOW THE OLD AND NEW MEN WHO HAD 
FULL 
SEEN HELD IN LOWER GRADES THAN THE IR/|NTELLECTUAL CAPABILITIES REALLY 
JUSTIFIED, TO GIVE THEM A CHANCE TO CATCH UP WITH OR EVENTUALLY GET 
AHEAD OF THE "REALLY GOOD AND FAITHFULS WITH SENIORITY" WHOM EVERYONE 
WOULD LIKE TO SEE ADVANCEDD  THEY HAD PERHAPS ALREADY REACHED THEJA 
APPROXIMATE LIMITS.  CADY HAD PUT THE SPOT-LIGHT ON MOST OF THESE 
NON-COMS BY REVIVING HIS OFFICER  WMERRY-GO-ROUNOW OF FT. 3ENNING, 
ONLY  IT WAS FOR NON-COMS TO SET SHORT SHIFTS FOR ORIENTATION. ALSO 
HE  HAD THEM GO THROUGH THE  ARMY GENERAL CLASSIFICATION TESTS AGAIN. 
UNFORTUNATELY,  TO A MAN THEY DID AS CADY FEAREO,  MADE THE SAME OR 
SOMEWHAT LOWER SCORES.    A FEW OF THE "BEST QUALIFIED11 HAD 3EEN 
SOMEONE'S FAVORITE BUT   INVER3ELY,  AND KEPT DOWN OR PENALIZED 9Y 
A  SELFISH SUPERVISOR FOR  HIS OWN BENEFIT. 
BOLOTIN, OANN AND £RICSON (CO, MED. DETACH.) HAD LITTLE  FAITH 
IN THE ARMY GENERAL CLASSIFICATION TEST SCORE RATING, WHICH CADY 
RECOGNIZED AS PRETTY CLOSE TO AN INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT NUMBER. THEY 
DID NOT WANT TO BELIEVE THEIR MEN COULD NOT 3ET BETTER SCORES 8Y 
REPEATING TESTS IF THE TESTS WERE ANY GOOD AT ALL. THESE MEN DID 
NOT MAKE THE GRADE IN GETTING "3ATTLEFI ELD" LIEUTENANCIES.  CADY 
DID NOT KNOW HOW LONG THE A'AR WOULD LAST, NOR HOW LONG THERE WOULD 
BE 0EMAN8 FOR THE 21 ST TO DELIVER HIGH GRADE PERFORMANCE.  30 HE 
A 
STUBBORNLY HELD OUT FOR WHAT HE BELIEVED WAS SO IMPORTANT FOR THE 
FUTURE EFfftCIENCY AND CAPABILITY OF THE UNIT, BOTH CATEGORIES OF 
THE MEN HAD TO BE PROMOTED. 
5 MARCH. QUITE BUSY. LTS. VV. SARGENT ANO SUE B. WASTERSON 
WERE   TRANSFERRING   TO   TAKE   CHARGE   OF   LABOR    SUPPLY    COMPANIES    (PW). 
ONE WAS  AUTHORIZED  AS  THE  1313TH.     SIX OFFICERS  AND 21   NON-COMS 
WERE REQUIRED AND CADY WAS TRYING TO FIND THEM AMONG THOSE WHO WERE 
GOOD  ENOUGH FOR  COMPANY  DUTIES BUT  WHO  COULD  NOT  ASPIRE TO MUCH   IN 
THE  UNIT.     HE WAS  ARRANGING THEIR PROMOTIONS BEFORE THEIR ACTUAL 
CADY 
TRANSFERS TO 8E CERTAIN THAT PART OF HIS PLAN WOULD NOT BE OVERLOOKED. 
THIS WAS CHANCY, FOR THE UNIT MIGHT BE CAUGHT MUCH OVERSTRENGTH 
IN NON-COMS IF ANYTHIN3 SHOULD 30 WRONG WITH THEIR TRANSFER ORDERS 
IN CAS HEADQUARTERS. 
COLS. SHOOK AND COCXE CAME AT 1030 AND VI3ITE0 AROUND.  COCKE 
WAS NOW ACTUAL CAS SURGEON, SHOOK WAS DEPUTY TO GENERAL HAWLEY IN 
HQ., COM-2, PARIS. HE MENTIONED SOME POSSIBLE TIME OFF FOR CADY. 
CADY MURMURED SOMETHING ABOUT THAT WOULD as NICE ENOUGH, BUT HE WAS 
REALLY PRETTY BUSY RISHT AT HOME. 
5 MARCH.  ADJUTANT WM. J. DAMN, JR., SN-C, WAS OULY ELEVATED TO 
THE    GRADE   OF   MAJOR.       HE    HAD   COME    nA   PRETTY   FAR   PIECE"   SINCE    HE    HAO 
ENTERED   THE    COLONEL'S   OFFICE    IN   BOU-HANIFIA   AS   A   SOMEWHAT   BEATEN   DOWN 
FIRST  LIEUTENAMT,     AND TRYING! TO GRIPE  ABOUT BEING BY-PASSED ABOUT 
80METHING.    ONE THING,   HE HAD BECOME A RECOGNIZED UNIT'S WAG,AND 
HAD JUST RECTNTLY BECOME THE RESPECTED "MASTER OF THE SOAR HOUNDS," 
WITHOUT  SACRIFICING ANY  OF  HIS  STATUS AS A TRUSTED MEMBER OF THE 
COMMANDING OFFICER'S OFFICIAL FAMILY, 
7 MARCH,  WEDNESDAY.    A MAJ.  ABRAHAMSON,   IG,  CAME  TO   INVESTIGATE 
FRATERNIZATION  IN THE 21ST.    THE CAUSE:    ONE OF THE  UNIT'S  NCE 
•^ A 
NURSES HAD WRITTEN TO SOMEONE HOW SHE HAD GIVEN ONE OF BARBEE'S 
POW MU3ICIAN3 A DRINK OF SOMETHING AFTER HE HAO PLAYED SOME MUSIC 
ON HER WARD, AND THE MAIL CENSOR CAUGHT IT.   SHE WAS CALLED IN, AND 
SO WAS 8ARBEPT0 EXPLAIN SUCH MISPLACED KINDNESS.  BARBEfHAD A RATHER 
HARD LIFE.  ANOTHER NURSE HAD BECOME INDIGNANT BECAUSE BARBEEJHAO NOT 
PERMITTED TIER TO HAVE LESSONS FROM A FINE PIANIST FROM THE FINE 
BERLIN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.  ...CADY INVITED THE MAJOR TO THE SOAR 
HUNT NEXT AFTERNOON TO FRATERNIZE JUST A BIT WITH THE FRENCH, BUT 
HE COULD NOT SEE HIS WAY CLEAR TO WAIT OVER. 
SOME MORE WELL DESERVED PROMOTIONS CAME THOUGH.  EXECUTIIVE 
OFFICER, ABE A. "OLOTIN, ?/AC, BECAME A LT. COLONEL. MAJ. EARL E. 
CAOV 
3HEPARD QUICKLY ADAPTED TO THE NEW SITUATION BV LABELING MIS NEW 
ACRYLIC DENTURE WITH A PERMANENTLY BUILT IN "LT, COL» ABRAHAM (THE 
TERRIBLE) A, BOLOTIN", OANN HAD ALREADY LABELED SHEPARO AS 
"COLLISIMO11 (A OErUNCT CHICAGO GANGSTER) BECAUSE Of HIS OBVIOUS 
SUCCESS IN CONSTRUCTING THE UNIQUE OFFICERS CLUB WHICH WAS LITERALLY 
BEING DUG OUT OF THE MU0 !N THE UNFINISHED BASEMENT Of THE ADMINISTRAT- 
ION SLOG. SHEPARD WAS PROMOTED TO LT* COLONEL ALSO, CAPTS. WILSON 
G. BROWN AND BERNARD U GREENE WERE ADVANCED TO MAJORITIES* TOO. 
ALL THESE HAD REQUIRED MANY HOURS or PAINS-TAKING PAPERWORK TO 
ASSURE THEIR SUCCESSES, AND IT HAD BEEN HQ,» COM-?, THAT HAD SAID 
THAT ANY RECOMMENDATION FROM THE 2fST WAS WELL PREPARED.  ... MAJ. 
SPALDING, ANC, WAS GETTING ? DAYS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. 
$  MARCH. COL. CHAS. PEUSTOW AND SEYERAL OP HIS 27TH EVAC 
OFFICERS ATTEN0EO THE BOAR HUNT, TWO PHOTOGRAPHERS FROM CAS CAME 
TO RECORD IT.  LE FBRETIER, M, SASPARO, SAID THE REASON THERE WERE 
NO SOARS, NOT EVEN A TRACK IN THE mt3,    WAS BECAUSE THE TWO 500 LB, 
BOMBS THE AIR CORPS MAD JETTISONED HAD BEEN DETONATED A WEEK PREVIOUSLY, 
CADY HAD GONE OUT TO VIEW THE DISCOVERY OF THE B0MS5, BUT IT HAD BEEN 
LT, COL, KARL HUGO METZ, DC, WHO HAD ESCORTED THE DEMOLITION TEAM 
TO DO THE JOS,  DANN GAVE HIM ALL THE CREDIT FOR THE 20 FEET DEEP 
CRATER AND GREAT CHUNKS OF CLAY WHICH HAD BEEN HURLED OVER A  RADIUS 
OF 200 YARDS, AND FOR THE SCAREO^OUT BOARS.   IT WAS TOO BAD TO 018- 
APPOINT THE GUESTS, BUT JUST GOING ALONG WAS GOOD FOR THE BRA^IN* 
FAGGED CADY. 
WHEN HE RETURNED FROM THE HUNT, HE LEARNED THAT LT. COL. WELLER 
AND CAPT ALLMAN, ANC, OF THE 518T EVACUATION HOSPITAL HAD PAID A 
VISIT.  THAT EVENING SGT, JOHN I, HARTNETT WAS COMMISSIONED 2ND 
LIEUTENANT ANO TO BE TRANSFERRED TO THE 5fST STATION HOSPITAL. 
2ND LT. ELLMA M, BURLINGAME, DOROTHY E. CHINNIS, VIRGINIA (Z OF I), 
CATHERINE KIERMAN, ETHEL 0, KLINKE AND LUCILE P. POE WERE PROMOTED. 
CAOV 
9 MARCH.   LT. COL, MAR IN, MC, CO, 237TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, HAO 
HEARD HE MIGHT MOVE IN WHEN THE 23$TH WOULD MOVE OUT, FOR THEIR 
"PARALLEL TRAIN!NGW.  HE CAME TO SEE WHAT IT WOULD SE LIKE,  HE WAS 
A MILD ANO NICE SORT Of FELLOW, BUT HAD TAKEN A ©ONSIPERABLV MORE 
OF THE PERSONAL HECKLING FROM COL, BISHOP THAN MOST OP THE OTHER MEW 
HOSPITAL COMMANDERS, AND HE HAD NOT SOURED FROM IT*  CADY SIZED 
HIM Hf*   AS A MAN WHO WAS WILLING TO LEARN ANO WOULD APPRECIATE ANY 
OPPORTUNITIES,  .*.LT. COL. JOHNSON, CHEMICAL WARFARE SERVICE, 
Hq., ETO, CAME TO INTERVIEW AND TO INSTRUCT THE OFFICERS ON HOW NOT 
TO BE SURPR18E0 BY LAST MINUTE GAS ATTACKS WHICH DESPERATE NAZIS 
MIQHT THROW OVER* 
SOT* 3NELL 3. PRINCE WAS COMIQSIONED IN MAC TO SE TRANSFERRED 
TO THE 23RD GENERAL HOSPITAL* HIS REPLACEMENT WAS RECENTLY COMMISSIONED 
2ND LT, ALLEN 3* HANCOCK FROM THE 5tST STATION HOSPITAL* HE WAS 
ASSIGNED TO THE REGISTRAR^ OFFICE* LT5. ERNESTINE P. BAGEMAN, 
MARY 3* MORGAN AND IRENE K. GTAUN WERE PROMOTED TO 1ST LIEUTENANTS* 
10 MARCH* THE SATUROAY MORNING INSPECTION SHOWED THE AREA 
WAS RAPIDLY IMPROVING AND APPEARED MUCH NICER* CAPT* HUTCHESQN#8 
NEW SPECIAL SERVICES PRE-FAS NEAR THE SURGICAL WARDS WAS NOTHING 
BEAUTIFUL, BUT IT ACCOMPLISHED A CONVENIENCE FOR THE ARC TO HELP 
WITH RECREATION AND "OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY* FOR WALKING PATIENTS, 
ANO TO ACCELERATE THEM ALONG THE PATH TO DUTY.  MlSS LUCIA GARDNER. 
ARC, HAO CHARGE SINGE M|88 PAPE HAD RETURNED TO THE STATES, ANO WAS 
DOING A GRAND JOB OF ORGANIZING AND IMPROVISING TO MAKE THE BEST OF 
WHAT SHE FOUND, ANO TO AGGRANDIZE IT SOME* 
OUR I NO THE HOURS OF 1500 TO 1700,    THOSE WORTHIES WHO HAD SO 
RECENTLY   SEEN   BUCKE0   \}P   SY   THEIR   WELL   EARNED   PROMOTIONS,   LT*   COLS* 
30LOTIN,    3HEPARD,   MA48.   BROWN   ANO   GREENE,    GAVE   AN   "AT   HOME*   FOR   FRIENDS 
WITH   A   TEA    (HARD   TYPE). ***CAPT.   W1LLARD   vl.   3LAUVELT,   MC,   THE   WELL 
LIKED   OFFICER   CADY   HAD   HELD    IN    ITALY   OY   MEANS   OF    "STOLEN*   PENICILLIN, 
CAOV , 
QOT HIS CHANCE FOR 30 0AY8 AT HOME* NOBODY EXPECTED TO 8EE HIM/AGAIN, 
POR SUCH RETURNS 010 NOT SEEM TO SERVE THE CONVENIENCE Of THEJGOVERN- 
MENT. 
CAOV HAD ALREADY  INITIATED HIS HABIT, AND FOR HIS OFFICIL FAMILY 
AS WELL, TO INSPECT VILLA AULNESSES BY SURPRISE VISITS, AND  WITH THE 
DISTINCT UNDERSTAND INC THAT HE ">      NEVER SE EMBARRASSED IF ONE OF 
DOROTHY E* 
OUR AMERICAN LADIES WERE TO SE THERE TOO,"  HE TOOK CAPT./KROG, ANC, 
FOR LUNCH, AND THEY FOUND IT AS USUAL, FIT FOR PRIDE.  SOME OF THE 
TIRCD MEN WERE STILL ACCEPTING BREAKFAST IN SfO FOR THE FIRST DAY OR 
TWO OF THEIR FOUR DAY REST PERIOD, SY COMMAND SELECTION, NOT SY 
VOLUNTEER I NO. 
CADY   WAS   STILL   WORKING   HARD   TO   REWARD   HIS   DESERVING   AND   CAPABLE 
ENLISTED   MEM,    STILL   MANIPULATE   FOR    IMPROVEMENT   OF  THE   UNIT*S 
NON-COM   FRAMEWORK.      THE   NEXT   MOVE,    SHOULD   THERE   SE   ONE,   MUST   FIND   THE 
UNIT   STRONO   AND   P!T#        ONCE   HE   HAD  BEEN  ANGERED   TO  FIND   A   MAN  WHO 
HAD  BEEN   SENT   TO   THE   2tST   8Y   GENERAL   8LE6SE.      HE   AND   HIS   AGCT   SCORE 
OF   140   HAD   SEEN  BURIED   WELL   OVER   A   YEAR  BY   A   wYOU»LL   SERVE   WHERE 
YOU'REIDRDEREO" JOB OF HANDLING PATIENTS CLOTHING.    AFTER SUCH "ARMY" 
STUPIDITY,   THE   MAN  WAS   ACTUALLY   RELUCTANT   TO   TAKE   A  PROMOTION  TO   HAVE 
A   TSAN8FER   TO   ONE   OF   THE   PQW   LABOR   COMPANIES   WHERE   HE   WOULD   HAVE 
A   MUCH^ETTER   CHANCE   TO   CATCH  UP   WITH   HIS   INTELLIGENCE   LEVEL.      THIS 
PERSONAL   COMBING   OF   HUNDREDS  OF   ASSIGNMENT   <fOB8   AND   FORMS  90  WAS 
LABORIOUS,    AND    IT   WAS   NOT   NECESSARILY   LIKED   SY   CADY*8   SUBORDINATES, 
CAPT.    ^'INTERBOWER   AND   CAPT.   &RI080N   WERE   GIVEN   EXCHANGE   ASSIGNMENTS. 
WlNTERBOWER,    THE   REGISTRAR,    KNEW   WHAT   A   M I9A,S8 IGNMENT   COULD   00   TO   A 
PERSON, BECAME THE NEW CO, MEDICAL DETACHMENT. 
THE SATURDAY NIGHT DANCES WERE GOING SMOOTHLY SINCE ADMISSION 
-WAS BY CARD ONLY, OR EACH GUEST WAS SIGNED IN SY A MEMBER OF THE CLUB. 
SUNDAY, It MARCH.  MME. VOISIN, CRF, CAME TO SEE HOW THE 
TRENCH WERE FARING AT THE 21ST, ANO WAS ANNOYEO THAT MLLE. WINCKLER 
CAOY 
STILL MAO NO ASSfSTANCE. 
CAOY 0RUB8E0 ALL DAY THROUGH THE ENLISTED FILES FOR PROMOTIONS 
AND POSSIBLE M 15-A S3 IQNMENT8*  THERE WAS A LARGE PERCENTAGE Of LIMITED 
ASSIGNMENT MEN, AND MOST OF THEM HAO BEEN FRETTY WELL PLACED*  H* 
FfSSlMISTICLY RESOLVED MC WOULD SET HIS CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGISTS  ONTO 
M 
THIS PERSONNEL ,108 OF TRY I NO TO MATCH MEN SETTER WITH JOSS, ICLUOIN® 
MAC OFFICERS.  HE NEEDED THAT SORT OF SERVICE FOR HIMSELF, OR SOME- 
THING, A CHANGE MAYSEl 
1? MARCH.      CAOY SNIFFED UP TO NANCVWTO SUILO FENCES."   UA4» 
3ERMAN,    RECENTLY   RETURNED   FROM   PARIS,   TOLD   HIM   HO.,   £TO,    HAO     BECOME 
TOO   LARGE   AND  WA^NEEOING   DECENTRALIZATION*      AND,   THEY   STILL   DID   NOT 
WANT  TO   LEARN  ANYTMIN3  THE   EASY  WAY,   FROM  EXPERIENCES  OF  THE  OLD 
30LOC VETERANS.HOWEVER,  THEY WERE CONSCIOUS THERE WAS A OIFPERENOE 
IN MEDICAL UNITS, AND THE OLD SOLOC UNITS COULD EXPECT INCREASING 
NUMBER OF CURIOUS VISITORS FROM PARIS. 
13 MARCH.     INFORMATION WAS RELAYED FROM COCKE  IN PARIS THAT THE 
21ST SHOULD PREPARE FOR HOSTINQ THE COMMANDING OFFICERS*S CONFERENCE 
ON  THE   16TH.      *|UST   WHAT   ??Arf,   3RRMAN   HAD   PREDICTED,      CAOY   SET   ALL 
APPROPRIATE   MECHANISMS   INTO   MOTION   TO   MAKE   THE   AFFAIR   AS   IMPRESSIVE   AS 
POSSIBLE*    THE POtSr ORCHESTRA  COULD PLAY AI30UT ANYTHING THEY WOULD 8 
WANT.      HUTOHE30N  AND   SARSEEJHAD  WORKED   IT   UP   TO   ABOUT   FIFTY   MUSIGIAN8* 
UNFORTUNATELY THE NEW SATSKELLER UNDER THE ADMINISTRATE BLDQ., 
HAD NOT FULLY EMERGED FROM THE MUD*   ...THE NEWLY OVERSIZED POfl 
LADOR SUPERVISION COMPANIES WERE OFFICIALLY ATTACHED FOR RATIONS AND 
S7 
QUARTERS ONLY! 1341 AND 1&13TH, 
A 
14 MARCH.  LT. COL, MCKEEN,, CA3 MEDICAL CONSULTANT, INQUIRED 
ABOUT THE 23$TH.  CADY ENDED HIS COMMENTS BY STATING THE UNIT COULD 
OET ALONO AS A WHOLE, SUT L.T. COL. BORER WOULD HAVE TO LEARN WHAT 
HE REALLY NEEDED BY PERSONAL EXPERIENCE AS A CO.  CAOV ESTIMATED 
HIS CHANCES Or SUCCESS AS 55  TO 45 IN HIS FAVOR,  McKEEk.      SAID 
CAOY 
HE MAO HEARD 80RERfS ATTITUDE HAD BEEN CHANGING   FOR THE BETTER 
UNDER CAOY*S TUTELAGE.  TRUE, BUT HE STILL RESENTED CORRECTIONS 
rOR ANV Of HIS PERSONNEL, MORE OR LESS A3 A PROTECTIVE MOTHER FOR 
A SPOILED CHILD IN A HARSH REALISTIC WORLO.  THAT WAS ONE REASON 
WHV  CAOY  HAD THE   NOTION THAT ONLY  PERSONAL,   INDEPENDENT  EXPERIENCE 
WOULD BE NECESSARY fOR HIS TRAINING, FINISHING y£ OR FINISHING 
OUT* 
CAOY INSPECTED THE DETACHMENT AREA WITH WINTERBOWER, THE NEW 
COMMANDER.  ALTHOUGH HE HAD NEVER HAO ANV COMMANO EXPERIENCE, CAPTAIN 
WtNTERtOWER WAS GO I NO ABOUT THE rfOB IN A MOST INTELLIGENT AND MATURE 
MANNER.  HE ALREADY HAO THE GUMPTION TO LAY HIS CARDS ON THE TABLE, 
BUT HE SAID HE ANTICIPATED CONSIDERABLE INTERFERENCE FROM LT.COL. 
BOLOTIR WHOSE INTEREST AND INFLUENCE HE HAO AS DAILY APPARENT IN SOME 
MANNER,  CADY EXPLAINED WHAT .VlNTERBOWER HAO NOT REALIZED VERY WELL, 
OR THEIR SIGNIFICANCE*  BOLOTIW WAS A PRE-&JRLO WAR I NATIONAL GUARD 
ENLISTEO MEDICAL DETACHMENT MAN WHO HAO WORKED UP   THROUGH  EVERY 
SINGLE GRADE TO WHERE HE WAS PRESENTLY, EXECUTIVE OFFICER OP ONE OP 
THE BEST OUTFITS OVERSEAS,  Hf HAD EXPERIENCED AND HE REMEMBERED 
WHAT AN ENLISTED DETACHMENT WANTED, AND WHAT IT NEEDED.  BOLOTIN 
HAD CARRIED OUT ALL TRADITIONS OF THE SERVICE AS LITERALLY AS A GOOD 
SOLDIER COULD.  MOREOVER, HS   HAD BOOMANDEO THIS DETACHMENT HIMSELF 
THAN 
AND 8TILL KNEW IT, MAN FOR MAN, PROBABLY BETTER/ANY OTHER PERSON, 
OFFICER AT ANY RATE, IN THE UNIT.  HE WA6 LOYAL TO IT, AND HAD LITTLE 
RESPECT FOR ANYONE IN OR OUT OF THE DETACHMENT WHO WAS NOT LOYAL TO IT. 
THEN WINTERSOWER THOUGHT IT MIGHT HAVE BETTER MORALE IF THE JEWISH 
INFLUENCE WAS NOT SO DOMINANT. 
"CAPT.   /.iNTERBOWERr     ASKED   CADY,"|p   BOLOTIN  MIGHT   HAVE     AN 
ITALIAN NAME AND BE A CATHOLIC,  COULDN'T YOU EASILY SAY THE SAME 
THING   EXACTLY   ABOUT   AN    ITALIAN   INFLUENCE?      BOTH   GROUPS   ARE   AMERICAN8 
CWINTERBOWER. 
FIRST,   TMe   SAME   AS   SMITH,      BROWN,   FEN8KI,   MURPHY,      OLSON,   OflX 
CAOY 
?/OST or THOSE JEWISH ANO   ITALIAN NAMES CAME  INTO THE OUTFIT AS THE 
ORIGINAL TRAINING CADRE, AND FROM NEW YORK,  ALL THE RE8T OP  US 
CAME IN LATER, 80 THEY ARE THE  0000 OLO MEN WE HAVE IN THE OUTFIT 
WE ARE PROUD Of,  ...AS A MATTER Or TACT, CAPT. #1NTERSOWER, YOU 
WILL HAVE MUCH MORE INTERFERENCE FROM THE CO."  THEN CAOY WENT ON 
TO TELL HIM ABOUT ALL THE TIME HE HAD BEEN GIVING TO SELECTION OF 
CANDIDATES FOR NON-COM PROMOTIONS, AND JU8T WHY Hf KNEW IT WAS 
IMPORTANTI  THE BEST QUALIFIED AND THE FULLY QUALIFIED CONSIDERATIONS. 
HE SHOULD ALSO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE FACT THAT THE 218T HAD HAD MORE 
TEN 
OF THOSE/BATTLEFIELD PROMOTIONS" THAN OTHER SIMILAR UNITS.  Hf 
PINI SHED BY TELL I NO Vl NTER80WER HE WOULD GET PLENTY OF ADVICE PROM 
JUST ABOUT ANYONE HOW TO RUN HI3 NEW JOB BEST, MUCH OF HIS ADVICE 
'JLO 3E UNWISE TO FOLLOW BECAUSE IT WAS NOT ORIENTED FOR THFLBEST 
OOAL; THE SECRET OF FINDING THE BEST MAN FOR THE JOB. ALSO, ASK 
30L0TIN FOR ADVICE AND COUNSEL WHEN HE THOUGHT HE REALLY NEEDED SUCH. 
ARO.US OUT ANY DISAGREEMENTS IF POSSIBLE, BUT HE SHOULD REMEMBER IT 
WA3 HIS OWN RESPONSIBILITY TO LOOK AFTER H|8 MTNF0 WELFARE AND 
PERFORMANCES. 
23 MARCH. HOTEL R08UN, 5 RUE CHAVOUX LE GARDE, PARIS, FRANCE. 
(MOST OF TNE FOLLOWING INTERIM NOTES WERE MADE IN RETROSPECT MOSTLY 
FROM MEMORY. ) 
14 MARCH. LT. COL. HENRY 9CHWARTT. RETURNED FROM HIS TO WITH THE 
43TH GENERAL HOSPITAL IN PARIS. CAOY TELEPHONED COL. SHOOK ABOUT 
COCKS'S   MESSAGE,   AND   WAS   A0VISE0   TO   PUT   ON  ALL   THE   DOG   HE   WISHED 
FOR  THAT   COS'S   CONFERENCE   ON   FRIDAY. 
15 MARCH.  M, GASRARO GUIDED THE BOAR HUNT TO A NEW THICKET IN 
THE SAME FOREST BECAUSE HE KNEW THE BOARS HAD RETURNED. THERARO AND 
CAPT.   EIMER8   HONORED   THE   DENTAL   SERVICE   WITH   A   JOINT   KILL   AND   A 
"TOUCHE." APPROPRIATE BURLESQUE SNAPSHOTS WERE MAOE, AND GASPARD 
THEN TOOK THE PARTY INTO THE! IT USUAL HAUNTS. COL. PEU8T0W ANO TWO OF 
HIS OFFICERS WERE ALONG AGAIN. HE AND CADY GOT SHOTS AT FIVE OF THE 
PIG8 BUT MISSED ALL OF THEM. A LITTLE LATER CADY DIVIDED SIMILAR 
HONORS WITH CHAPPIE HOOK IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION OF FIRE. THEIR TWO 
PIGS WERE REALLY COMING "HELL BENT FOR ELECTION* 80 THERE WAS A BIT 
BETTER ALIBI FOR MISSING. THE WEATHER WAS BEAUTIFUL. CADY NOTED! 
"THESE HUNTS ARE GETTING ME RID OF THAT 'WAR WEARINESS1" HE MEANT 
TENSENESS. 
16 MARCH.  ST. WILLIS HAD A DELICIOUS NOON DINNER SERVED FOR 
A 
COL. COCKE AND HIS CAS HOSPITAL COMMANDERS. THE POW ORCHESTRA WAS 
A HIT, TOO. COCKE EXPRESSEO HIM SO BRATEFULLY IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATELY 
THAT IT WAS A LITTLE EMBARRASSING TO THE BRAZEN HOST. HE TOLD THE 
ASSEMBLY THAT He.., ETO, WANTED WHAT CADY SUMMARIZED FOR HIMSELF AS 
"BE ON THE BALL ALL THE TIME, AND GOOD!" 
THEY DISCUSSED THE 23STH IN PRIVATE, FOR THE UNIT WAS TO BE 
MOVED SOMEWHERE SOON. CADY*S PREDICTIVE RATING FOR LT. COL. BORER 
WAS   A   BIT   DIFFERENT,   52  TO   43   FOR   PERSONAL   SUCCESS.      HE   STILL   RESENTED 
WHAT    HE   THOUGHT   WAS   PICKING   ON   HIS   UNIT.      SOME   OF   CADY'S   ADVISORS 
WOULD HAVE OUSTED HIM FORTHWITH, AND CHEERFULLY. 
CAPT. 8E8SEY, THAT GOOD LST LOADER WAS ON D3 WITH THE 236TH 
GENERAL HOSPITAL, BUT WAS TRANSFERRED TO THE 377TH ENGINEERS. 
SATURDAY, 17 MARCH.  CAOY MADE UP HIT, LIST OF INSPECTORS FROM 
I 
A LIST OF 238TH OFFICERS, HEADED BY LT. COL. BORER, SO THEY MGHT 
LEARN A BIT MORE OF A GOOD FUNCTIONING UNIT, AND CADY MIGHT ALSO 
LEARN A BIT MORE A30UT THEM.  HE DID, AND IT WAS MOSTLY ABOULJBORER 
HIMSELF.  SORER CAME STORMING INTO CAOY'S OFFICE WHERE HE AND DANN 
WERE TALKING.  WITHOUT 8ALUTING, BORER HAD THE GUTS TO TELL CAOY HIS 
INSPECTION DETAIL WAS UPSETTING SOME OF HIS OWN SATURDAY MORNNG PLANS. 
HE WAS JUST BARELY LESS THAN OVERTLY INSOLENT.  CADY CONTROLLED HIS 
OWN TEMPER, DID NOT CHANGED THE INSPECTION DETAILS, AND LET HIM LEAVE 
WITHOUT CALLING HIM BACK FOR AN APPROPRIATE DISMISSAL SALUTE. 
CAOY 
DANN   JUST   REMAINED   SILENT   UNTIL   CADY   t HAO   SPOKEN   TO   THE 
EFFECT   THAT   HE   WISHED   THAT   COL.   BISHOP   HAD   HAD   MORE   KNOWLEDGE,    EVEN 
SOME    FORESIGHT,    OR   THAT    HE    HAD   DEPARTED   SOONER   SO   THAT    CAOY   COULD 
HAVE    HAD   MORE   REALISTIC   TRAINING    INSTRUCTIONS   FOR   THE   23^TH   AND 
ITS  CO.    THE GOVERNMENT  HAD  INVESTED A LOT   IN "THAT FELLOW",  AND 
THEY BOTH OWED EACH OTHER AT LEAST ONE CHANCE TO COMMAND.    AS FOR 
CADY, HE WAS NOT GOING TO LET HIS IRRITATED EGO INTERFERE WITH THAT 
ONE CHANCE,  BUT THE SOONER THE SETTERL 
THE 236TH  INSPECTORS TURNEO   IN A GOOD JOB,  AND MISSED THEREBY 
A FINE CHANCE TO SABOTAGE THEIR  "BIG WHIP" CO,  OR THE 21ST*S 
PARALLEL   TRAINING   EFFORTS! 
CAPT.   NORBERT   P.   RlNGELMAN,   MC,   WAS   TRANSFERRED   TO   THE   21ST 
FROM AN AIRBORN DIVISION. 
SUNOAY, 185 MARCH.   THE HUNTS WERE COMING RATHER TOO FREQUENTLY, 
BUT   THEY   WERE   ADDRESSED   TO   CADY   HIMSELF.      THI8   ONE   WAS    IN   THE|DOMPAIRE 
FOREST.     IT WAS GIVEN BY A LOCAL CATTLE-DEALER  IN HONOR OF LT  . COL. 
TOWER,  AF TANK LIAISON OFFICER WHEN DOMPAIRE HAD BEEN LIBERATED,  SO 
EXPLAINED M. MAGNY, DlRECTEUR DES EAUX £T DES FORETS.  HE TOOK  CADY 
OANN TO THE MAISON OE LA CHASE, AND THEN DEPARTED. M. LECLERC, 
A 
THE HOST, AND THOSE ASSEMBLED  HAD A LEISURELY BREAKFAST FROMlp900 
TO 1000 HOUR ON WINE, COLD FRIED MEAT, BROWN BREAD WITH SLICES OF A 
VERY LARGE VARIETY OF PURPLE RADISH WHICH HAD BEEN KEPT ALL WINTER 
IN A ROOT CELLAR.  THI8 WAS THEIR PETIT DEJEUNER. AND NOT THE SORT 
OF HEARTY BREAKFAST THE AMERICANS ATE HABITUALLY. 
MAJ.  It  A.   STAHL,  AC,   ALSO   I TAC,   AND TWO  FRENCH LT.   COOONELS 
WERE THERE.    ONE WAS LT. COL.  OUHAZE,  WHO SPOKE VERY GOOD ENGLI8H WITH 
A BRITISH ACCENT.    THE MAIRE DE DOMPAIRE AND SEVERAL OTHER FRENCHMEN 
WERE GRACIOUS HOSTS TOO,    ONE WAS OOCTEUR CONTAL    OF REMONCOURT ET 
CONTREXEVILLE WHO KNEW ORAN,  80U-HANIFIA,  AND EVEN DR.  LUCIEN PERNIN. 
HE PROMISED TO VISIT  CADY AT  RAVENEL.     OUR ING THE  HUNT THERE WERE  SIX 
UAUY 
FOR THE BEATERS TO ACCOMMODATE.  THFV DIFFERFD FROM THE OTHER HUNTS 
BECAUSE THEY CARRIED SHOTGUNS LOADED WITH BUCKSHOT, AS DID THE HUNTERS, 
A MENTOR WAS ASSIGNED TO CADY, AND ANOTHER TO DANN.    THEY HAD A 
LITTLE EXTRA EXCITEMENT FOR SOME DOGS CHASED A FOX OUT OF THEWOODS 
INTO SIGHT FOR A LONG DISTANCE RIFLE SHOT OR TWO, WHICH MISSED,  OUR ING 
THE THIRD STAND, CADY GOT A BROADSIDE SHOT A A BIG BLACK BOAR AT 
ABOUT 73 VARDS.  M lL EST TOUCHE, IL EST TOUCHE,B SHOUTEO THE MENTOR, 
BUT THAT BOA*! DID NOT KNOW IT WOULD BE POLITE TO LIE DOWN AND DIE 
RIGHT THERE.  BENOOW WAS WAITING WITH THE CAR BEYOND A STEEP WOODED 
RIDGE, AMD HE WAS SCAREO OUT OF A YEAR*8 GROWTH BECAUSE THE BIG BEAST 
RAN WfTH A DOZEN FEET OF HIM, LIKE A SLACK STREAK, TO CROSS THE ROAD 
AND DISAPPEAR,   ?F CADY HAD "TOUCHED** HIM, IT HAD ONLY STIMULATED 
HIM TO LEAVE THE HUNT AREA.  THESE AGILE BEASTS ARE MAGNIFICEENT 
AND HARDY RUNNERS! 
3ADY HAD BENDOS SERVE THE SANDWICHES THEY HAD BROUGHT WHEN THE 
HUNT ENDED.  ALL ENJOYED THEM, SUT A FRENCH COLONEL TOLD CADY HE 
SHOULD GO EASY ON THE EATING FOR THEY EXPECTED TO EAT A BIG DINNER 
WHICH HAD NOT BEEN MENTIONED BEFORE.  THEY WENT TO THE HOPE OF M, 
LECLERC IN DOMPAlRE.  IT WAS UNDAMAGED BY THE WAR BUT ON BOTH SIDES, 
THE HOUSES HAD BEEN UNREPAIRED AND UNINHABITABLE.  MADAME WAS SOME 
YEARS YOUNGER THAN HER HUSBAND, ABOUT 30, MOTHER OF A HUSKY 10 MONTH 
BOY.    SHE HAD NATURALLY BRILLIANT JET BLACK HAIR AND A WHITE    AND 
ROSY COMPLEXION. SHE WAS AN ANIMATED AND ATTENTIVE HOSTESS, GIVEN 
A BIT TO COUVERTLY FLIRTING WITH ONE OF THE LOCAL HUNTERS.  THE FRENCH 
SAID TM-Y HAD WALK"" £0 KILOMETERS AND CADY THOUGHT IT WAS 1? MILES, 
ABOUT THE SAME, BUT POOR DANN WHO SAT ACROSS THE TABLE HAD  HIS SHINS 
BRUISED SEVERAL TIMES TO PREVENT HIM FROM RESTING HIS EYEBALLS  IN 
II -£p.    THE DINNER LASTED THROUGH SEVERAL COURSES OF COLD ANDJHOT 
MEATS, VEGETABLES, WINES, PASTRIES, LICQUEURS AND COFFEE UNTIL 
2300,  THE PARTY IROKf UP WITH A GENEROUS INVITATION FOR ANOTHER HUNT 
THe
 FOLLOWING SUNDAY. 
CADY 
FROM THE UNIT  DIARY. 
1ST  LT.   JOHN REED'S TRANSFER FROM THE  1090 TH UTILITIES CO,, 
TO   THE   218T    3ENERAL   HOSPITAL   FINALLY   ARRIVED! 
MONDAY, 19 MARCH. ORDERS CAME FOR CADY TO TAKE 7 DAYS TO  IN 
PARIS. COL. SHOOK REALLY CAME THROUGH, AS HE HAD FOR COL. SPAULDING 
TOO. CADY WAS VERY BUSY MAKING PREPARATIONS WITH THE OETAILSJFQR 
THE FRENCH BOAR HUNT FRIENDS, AND HE WA3 TIREO. IT HAD TO WAIT UNTIL 
HIS RETURN FROM PARIS. 
20 MARCH. CADY WENT TO NANCY TO ARRANGE FOR HIS PARIS TRIP 
BY RAIL. COCKE SAID THE 230TH WAS SO I NO TO ARLON, 8ELOIUM, BUT THE 
CHIEF OF STAFF WAS STILL WITHHOLDINS FINAL DECISION FOR SOME REASON. 
THE CAS HEADQUARTERS WAS MOVING AGAIN, FURTHER EAST, AND A NEW OISE 
BASE SECTION WOULD TAKE JURISDICTION THROUGH ITS BURGUNDY OITRICT 
K/ 
HEADQUARTERS, WHICH WOULO INCLUDE RAVENEL, UNLESS FURTHER CHAGES 
WOULO BE MADE. MORE FRIENDS TO GO, ANOTHER NEW SET-UP, ANO CERTAINLY 
THE UNIT WAS IN FOR MORE ADJUSTMENTS. 
HE 5AW LT. COL. UNANOER IN GEN. WILSON'S OFFICE ABOUT TH* 
POSSIBILITIES FOR GETTING AUTHORITY FOR THE 21ST TO WEAR THE FRENCH 
COQ INSIGNIA BECAUSE OF ITS SERVICE TO THE FRENCH WHILE IN AFRICA, 
ITALY, AND FRANCE. SOME HEADQUARTERS PEOPLE EVIOENTLY HAD SUCH 
AUTHORITY FOR THEY WERE WEARING A BRONZE DESIGN PENDANT FROM THE 
BUTTON OF THE LEFT 3REAST POCKET.  COCKE WAS THERE, TOO, ANO HE VOLUNT- 
EERED THAT THE 2tST SHOULD HAVE THE UNIT MERITORIOUS SERVICE PLACQUE 
AND WEAR THAT INSIGNIA FROM ITS OWN AMERICAN HEADQUARTERS.  UNANOER 
SAID 80METHl«G EL8E WAS IN THE WIND FOR THE 21ST, BUT IT MIGHT RE- 
QUIRE SOME WEEKS TO COME THROUGH, SO COL. CADY MIGHT WELL WAIT. 
CADY DECIDED TO SEE WHAT HE COULD DO WITH THE FRENCH IN OlJON, AND 
HE WOULD WRITE UP THE 21ST FOR COCKE AS HE HAD REQUE3TED TO GET THE 
UNIT MERITORIOUS SERVICE PLACQUE AWARD STARTED. 
COOKE TOOK CADY AND PATTON OVER TO LUNCH AT COL. SMITH'S|240TH 
GENERAL HOSPITAL. COL. SMITH WAS AFFABLE ANO SEEMED TO HAVE A PRETTY 
GOOO OUTFIT. CADY NOTICED THAT ALCOHOLIC ENGINEER HE HAD DITCHED IN 
THE   *3*f   CENERAL   HOSPITAL.       HE   WAS   EATING    IN   THE   OFFICERS   MESS,    TOO, 
AND   WAS   APPARENTLY   BACK   ON   DUTY.      THEY   WENT   ON  TO   COCKE's   BILLET   AT 
M   Iti   RUE   MIDRIVILLE,    NANCY.      HE   LEFT   SOME   EGGS   ANO   BAOON,    CONDENSED 
MILK   AND   BREAD   TO   HELP   COCKE's   REALLY   DEPLETED    NUTRITION.       HEJTOLO 
COCKE   HE   THOUOHT   BORER   WAS   A   BIT   DENSE   JUST   THEN   TO  puT   ANY   OF   HIS 
PEST   OFFICERS   WITH   HIS   PQW   COMPANY,    FOR    HE   MIGHT   LOSE   THE   COMPANY 
ANO   THE   OFFICERS.        INSTEAD,    ONE   OF   THE   21ST*S   OFFICERS   COULD   TAKE 
IT   AS   AN   ADDITIONAL   DUTY   UNTIL    IT   BECAME   CERTAIN   THE   COMPANY   WOULD   GO 
-H THE S$8ftt«    COCK  INSISTED THAT CADY TAKE TWO BOTTLES OF LICGUEUR 
BACK WITH HIM.7 
8ACK AT HIS OFFICE, HE RECEIVED THE NEW CATHOLIC CHAPLAIN, 
FR. DANIEL J. MURPHY, 1ST. LT. HE CALLED THE DETAIL OF NURSES FOR 
THEIR PROMOTIONSITO tST LIEUTENANTI 
BETTY F. ATKI- 
GATHER IN M. FORO 
I NCI C« GENRIO 
MAMIE M. BOWMAN 
JULIA T. FOSSLER 
FANNY GOLUB 
AT 2015 HOUR THE FRENCH GUESTS WERE RECEIVED, EXCEPT THE 
AGED COUNT AND MME. OE CHATTELUG SENT REGRETSI 
M. ET "••-. LEFEVRE 
M. ET MME GENET 
M. ft Hit. MAGNY AND LITTLE JEAN PIERRE 
M. GASPARD. 
AMERICAN BOAR HUNTERS, ESPECIALLY SUCH MIGHTY MEN AS JOE 
"KILLER" EDWARDS AND JOHN F, PATTON, EARL SHEPARD AND JOS. EIMERS 
WERE PLAYED UP AS HONORED.  THE DINBER WAS A PLEASANT AFFAIR. 
CADY AND MME. GENET DISCOVERED A MUTUAL COINCIDENCE. BOTH OF THEM 
HAD SEEN IN A'A8HINGT0N, DC,  IN FRONT OF THE WHITE HOUSE ON NOVEMBER 
£TH AND AGAIN AT NOON, 11 NOVEMBER, 191S, BOTH CHEERING PRESIDENT 
WOODROW WILSON FOR THE "FALSE ARMISTICE" AND THE ARMISTICE ENDING 
WORLO WAR I. THEY EXCHANGED DESCRIPTIVE DETAILS OF THE TWO OCCASIONS 
TO TO CONFIRM TO EACH THE ATTENDANCE OF THE OTHER.  CADY HAD BEEN 
2ND  LlUTENANT OF INFANTRY ATTENOING A BRIEF CRAM COURSE IN THE OLD 
STATE WAR AND NAVY BUILDING . MME. GENET ASSURED CADY THAT THIS 
GROUP OF FRENCH CITIZENS FELT DEEPLY APPRECIATIVE OF THE AMERICAN 
INTERVENTIONS IN THE FRANCO-GERMAN AFFAIRS, 
21 MARCH.  CADY HAD TRIED TO GET ALL THE LAST MINUTE DETAILS 
ATTENOED.       ALL   THE   ENLISTED   PROMOTIONS   WERE   SCHEDULED.        IT      WAS 
ANOTHER    SAD   DAY,    FOR   THE   213T   WAS   LOSING   30   MORE   MEN   FOR    INFANTRY 
RE-TRAINING,    AND   MANY   HAD   BEEN   WITH   THE   UNIT   FOR   THREE   YEARS.       CADY 
TO   THEIR   HOMES   OF 
PLANNED   TO    SEBB/ALL   THE    ELlGlBLES   THEIR    HONORARY   ARAB    CERTIFICATES. 
THAT NIGHT HE WAS TIRED AND VERY GLAD THAT HIS RANK HAD GIVEN 
HIM THE PRIVILEGE FOR SOLE OCCUPANCY OF A COMPARTMENT, SO HE THOUGHT. 
TH£ BED3 WERE CROSS-WISE OF THE CAR, AND THE TOILET FACILITIES WERE 
STRANGE TO HIM, OR JUST NOT WORKING. THERE WAS NO HEAT, NO PILLOW, 
AND SCANTY BEDDING, BUT HE SLEPT UNDISTURBED EXCEPT ONCE WHEN THERE 
WAS SHOUTING OUTSIDE ABOUT SOME RESERVATION MIXUP, AND SOME ONE NOT 
TO DISTURB THE COLONEL, EVEN IF THERE WAS AN EMPTY BERTH IN THERE. 
HOW VERY NICE IT WAS TO BE LOOKED AFTER I 
22 MARCH. PARISZ CADY WAS SORRY HE WAS MISSING THE PREMIER OF 
THE NEW OFFICERS CLUB 21.  IT WOULD AMAZE MANY PEOPLE HOW A MERE 
MUDHOLE HAD BEEN CONVERTED TO A UNIQUE AND TASTEFULLY DECORATED "NIGHT- 
SPOT." ONE OF THE MURALS REPRESENTED A 30U-HANIFIA SCENE NOSTALGICLY 
FOR WHICH ONE OF THE PRETTY NURSES HAD BEEN THE MODEL.. SGT . PHILIP 
R. YOST HAD DONE MARVELOUSLY WELL WITH ALL THE COLOR SCHEMES. 
HE COULD NOT WORRY ABOUT WHAT HE HAD LEFT BEHIND A RAVENEL. 
HE SECURED A TAXI AND REPORTED IN, AND WAS ASSIGNED BILLETS AT 
HOTEL ROBLIN, 6 RUE CHAVAUX LE GARDE, WHICH WAS NEAR THE FAMOUS 
ST. MADELAINE CATHEDRAL, OF GREEK TEMPLE ARCHITECTURE.  CADY HASTENED 
TO   PURCHASE   A   PICTURE   OF    IT.      WHEN   HE   FOUND   COL.    SHOOTS   OFFICE 
COL.  SOPER,   CO,  43RD GENERAL  HOSPITAL WAS ALSO THERE.  SHOOK   IMMEDIATELY 
INVITED THEM TO 00 ON TH UNITED KINGDOM THE FOLLOWING DAY, BUT CADY 
CADY 
DECLINED,    SAYING    HE    NEEDED   REST    FIRST   THAN   RECREATION   TO   MAKE   VP 
FOR    HIS   DEPRIVATIONS   OF   SLEEP    AND   REST.       AND,    HtS   MEMORIES   OFJLONDON 
DID   NOT    SUGGEST   EITHER   TO   HI?/.       HE   WOULD   REALLY   HAVE   BEEN   GLAD   TO 
JUST    HOLE   UP    SOMEWHERE:    FOR   HIS   SEVEN   DAYS   AND   BE   LONELY.       SHOO/? 
THOUGHT    HE    WAS   MAKING   A   BAD   CHOICE. 
CADY   PROWLED   AROUND   THE   HEADQUARTERS   AND   MET    LT.    COL.    GRIFFITHS 
LT.    COL.    JANIEL30N,    ANC,    AND    HONORARY   ARAB,    LT.    COL.    HOLCOM8,AGD,    AND 
A   FEW   OTHERS    HE   KNEW   FROM    30LOC   DAYS.       HE   WAS   ASSIGNED   TO   MESS   AT 
THE TRANSIENT OFFICERS MESS,  Z RUZ ST.  AUGUSTINE,   NEAR THE    MADELAINE. 
THEN SHOOK  SENT  HIS TWO  VISITORS OUT TO  SEE THE  SWANK  103TH GENERAL 
HOSPITAL WHICH HAD BEEN A FORMER LUFTWAFFE  HOSPITAL BUILDING.     IT 
Low>s   *). 
WAS COMMANDED SY COL. ROUS3EL0T, A HO KNEW CAOY BUT HE COULD NOT FOR 
A 
MOMENT RECALL A PREVIOUS MEETING. CAOY WAS INTERESTED IN THEIR 
CONVALESCENT AND REHABILITATION SECTION. THE PATIENT PROGRAM WAS 
WELL GRADED. THE SQUAD TENTS WERE FLOORED WITH 4H CONCRETE, AND 
HAD VARNISHED PLYWOOD WALLS AND DOORS IN QUITE A DE LUX FASHION 
.IPARED   TO    CADY'S    CRUSHED   STONE    FLOORS   AND   THE C   TENTS   'WHICH 
HE    HAD   WANGLED   200   MILES   EAST   OF   PAR IS.       HE   WONDERED   WHAT   THE    SUMMER 
SUN   AHD    HEAT    WOULD    DO   TO   THE    HARD   TO   VENTILATE   TENTS.       SOUR   GRAPESt 
THE HOSPITAL SUILDING WAS 12 STORIES, KfWj AND KEPT AS SPICK AND SPAN 
A, AM EXHIBIT H03PITAL 3ACK IN THE STATES.  THE MILITARY ATMOSPHERE 
COULD MAKE IT TOUGH EXAMPLE FOR THE HOSPITALS FURTHER FORWARD.  THE 
OFFICERS AND STARCHY NURSES WERE SALUTING AT EVERY TURN AS  THEY MADE 
THEIR ROUNDS. "'L=°» NOT THE LEAST, THERE WAS AN APPARENT ATMOSPHERE 
OF "NOTHING IS TOO 300 FOR THE PATIENT." 
CADY HAD BECOME SO ACCUSTOMED TO HIS OWN WORK THERAPY PROGRAM 
FOR C0NVALESC£^4T AND REHAD I L I T AT I 0 N PATIENTS THAT HIS PLEASURE WAS 
BEING SPOILED BY HIS ENVY FOR EQUIPMENT, AND MENTAL CALCULATEONS 
OF UNSALVAGEO MAN HOURS FOR THE WAR EFFORT.  HE CONCLUDED THAT COL. 
"PETE" ROUSSELOT WAS OOING A SPLENDID JOB REGARDLESS OF WHEREJTHE 
..... 
SPIT AND POLISH BEGAN OR ENDED. 
CADV WENT TO BED EARLY MEANING TO READ A WHILE, BUT HE SLEPT. 
THE UNIT DIARY SHOWED THAT ACTING CO, LT. COL. SIM F» BEAM 
ATTENDED TO THESE PROMOTIONS OF SECOND LIEUTENANT NURSES: 
LAURA ADAMS 
MAY 0. KEARNS 
EvtLYN L. KORDEL6KI 
MARGARET LOOM IS 
CECELIA L. BOCIOLEK 
RITA 0. O'KEEFE 
VIRGINIA SCHULZE 
ADA R. STOCKFIELD 
HELEN L. VEREEN 
AQNEB L. WALISH, HD, TO 1ST LIEUTENANT 
UOHN REED, CE, TO CAPTAIN (ORIGINATED BY COL. CADY) 
FRIDAY, 23 MARCH, PARIS.   CADY SPENT MOST OF THIS MORNING 
IN HIS ROOM WRITING UP A RECOMMENDATION FOR THE BRONZE STAR FOR CAPT. 
BERNARD HOROWITZ WHO HAD PUT HIMSELF OUT SO MUCH TO KIDNAP THE 
GERMAN DOCTORS AND NURSES FOR THE 21ST.  NO ONE AT CAS SURQEONVS 
OFFICE    HAD   THOUGHT   THAT   WAS   MUCH   OF   AN   EXPLOIT,    BUT    CADY   THOUGHT 
IT   HAD   BEEN   LIKE   PULLING   A   TRIGGER   TO   GET   THE   218T'S   PQW   HOePTAL 
8ECTION GOING FOR ALL THOSE HUNDREDS OF POW PATIENTS, ANO TAKING 
CARET OF THEMSELVES. 
CADY GOT TO COL. TULLY'S OFFICE IN THE GARE LAZARE TO ARRANGE 
TO 6EE GEN. GRAY THE NEXT MORNING.  HE WAS UNFAMILIAR WITH SUBWAYS 
ANYWHERE, BUT HE VANAGEO TO RETURN TO SH00K8S OFFICE BY THE METRO 
FEELING RATHER PROUD OF HIMSELF. THERE HE FOUNO COL. MCKEEN.-  CHIEF 
OF MEDICINE, 36TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, AND LATER COL. BAXTER BROWN, 
CHIEF OF SURGERY, 23RD GENERAL HOSPITAL.  (WHY WAS NOT CADY'S REALLY 
MORE EXPERIENCED CHIEFS NOT GETTING PROMOTED.') THEY WENT TO THE 
OFFICERS PX AND BOUGHT A FEW LITTLE THINGS, BATTLE STARS FOR SERVICE 
RIBBONS, OVERSEAS SERVICE BARS, ETC. 
WHEN CADY CALLED UPON GEN. HAWLEY, HE WAS PLEASED TO SEE THE 
GENERAL'S HONORARY ARAB CERTIFICATE FRAMED FRAMED ON THE WALL. 
UAUY 
CADY WENT TO THE MUSEUM OF THE HOTEL OES INVALIDES, NAPOLEON'S 
TOMB, AND ITS CHAPEL. HE ENJOYED THE LEISURE AS MUCH AS WHAT HISTORICAI 
THINGS    HE   SAW.    BACK   AT   SHOOK'S   OFFICE    HE   FOUND   COL.    SPAULDING   THERE. 
SHOOK TREATED THEM NICELY TO A FINE DINNER AT THE REALLY SWANK 
HOTEL GEORGE V WHERE HE LIVED AT THE GENERAL OFFICER BILLETS. AFTER 
PLEASANT CHIT-CHAT AND LICQUEURS IN SHOOK'S ROOM, THEY PREVAIED 
A 
UPON HIM TO AGREE HAS A PLEASANT DUTY" TO ao WITH SPAULDING TO UK 
ON SUNDAY. CADY REALLY FELT HE WAS STILL TOO TIREO AND IRRITBLE 
IS 
TO GO ANYWHERE PLEASANTLY. SHOOK PROMED TO SPEND THE ENTIRE NEXT 
DAY "INSPECTING" WITH THEM. 
24 MARCH* SHOOK REALLY OID TAKE THE MORNING OFF TO SHOW 
SPAULDING AND CADY AROUND. THEY DROVE TO THE TROCADERO, WALKEO 
THROUGH IT AND THEN CROSSED THE SEINE TO THE EIFFEL TOWER, DISMOUNTED 
TO WALK AROUND THE BASE TO EXAMINE THE FOUNDATION AND THE MASSIVE 
LACE OF IRONWORK. IT WAS CLOSED TO VISITORS, BUT IT LOOKED JUST 
AS PICTURE POSTCARDS AND THE MOVIES HAD SHOWN IT, ONLY MORE MASSIVE 
BECAUSE IT WAS SO REAL AND CLOSE. THEN THEY WENT ON PAST THE HOTEL 
DES INVALIDES, THE CATHEDRAL NOTRE OAME AND TO A NUMBER OF OTHER 
LESSER INTERESTING PLACES. THE 2T?TH GENERAL HOSPITAL WAS IN THE 
HOTEL DE LA PIETIE UNDER COMMAND OF H.W.O. BURWOOD, ABOUT 40, AND 
REPUTED TO BE THE"STRICTEST HOSPITAL COMMANDER.N HE HAD THE PLACE 
COMPETJTIVELY IMMACULATE, AND THE OFFICERS AND NURSES, AND THE ENLISTED 
MEN WELL DISCIPLINED AND ALERT. THEY HAD PLENTY OF ENGINEERING HELP 
AND NEW PAINT. ALSO, THERE WERE NUMEROUS ACHIEVEMENT CHARTS ON HIS 
OFFICE WALL. HIS LARGEST CENSUS HAD BEEN 2,200 BUT HE WAS DOWN TO 
1,900. THE UNIT WAS PRETTY MUCH OF A SORTING STATION FOR THE CENTER, 
SO THE TURNOVER WAS QUITE RAPID. THE NEXT WAS THE TST GENERAL HOSPITAL 
AFFILIATED WITH BELLEVUE IN NEW YORK, COMMANDED BY COL. ALBRIGHT, 
IT WAS IN AN ORPHANAGE WHERE THE GERMANS HAD BEEN.  IT WAS VERY GOOD, 
TOO.  ALL THIS WAS TOUGH COMPETITION FOR THE "HAVE-NOT BOYS" OUT IN THE 
CADY 
STICKS, ANO JUST OUT OF "THE STARVED THEATRE." 
THEY SEPARATED DURING THE AFTERNOON AND DIO PERSONAL VISITING. 
COL. , 
LT./GLEN SPURLING WAS OUT AND A NOTE WAS LEFT FOR HIM. HE TRED UN- 
SUCCESSFULLY TO LOCATE COL. MCCARTHY OF THE 62NO GENERAL HOSPTAL. HE TR 
HE TRIED TO GET THE PERSONNEL OFFICER INTERESTED IN MAKING FURTHER 
EFFORDS TO GET MAJ. DUDLEY SMITH SENT OVER FOR THE L'NLT, AND OFFERED 
VP  A MAJOR MAC FOR DUTIES ELSEWHERE MORE SUITABLE FOR HIS INDIFFERENT 
DESIRE TO PERFORM. 
COL. MIODLETON HE HAD PASSED £EAM*S RECOMMENDATION HIMSELF, 
BUT DOUBTED THAT HE WOULD GET PROMOTED ON ACOUNT OF HIS AGE, 37, AND 
HE DID NOT HAVE ALL THE O.UAL IFI CAT 13 NS OF SOME OF THE OTHER CHIEFS. 
CAOY REALLY WONDERED ABOUT THAT? THERE WAS NOT MUCH CHANCE TO ARGUE 
SEAM'S CASE WITH A STRONG MINDED PERSON LIKE MIDOLETON, SO HE WENT 
SACK TO 3HOOK*S OFFICE TO HAVE A MORE SYMPATHETIC LISTENER. 
BEAM WAS ONE OF THE KEY MEN IN THE PERFORMACE RECORD OF THE 
21ST. CERTAINLY HE DID NOT HAVE CERTIFICATION BY THE BOARD OF INTERNAL 
MEDICINE FOR HE HAD SEEN IN THE ARMY point THE THINGS, AND MORE OF 
THEM THAN MOST SPECIALISTS IN INTERNAL MEDICINE DID IN THEIR OFFICES 
AND HOSPITALS,  IF A MAN HAD BEEN PROFESSOR BACK HOME, OR HAD AC- 
QUIRED A SPECIALTY RATING, AND GENERAL HAWLEY*S CONSULTANTS LIKE 
CUTLER AND ''IDDLETCN V/ANTED TO USE SUCH THINGS TO AUTOMATICALLY 
ADD A LETTER OF DEC I GNAT ION TO THE M0SA FINE, BUT GEN. HAWLEY 
SHOULD NOT LET THEM AT THIS TIME EXCLUDE THE EQUIVALENCY OF EXPERIENCE 
FOR THOSE LETTERS, AT LEAST NOT FOR THE DURATION CT  THIS WAR. THE 
CONSULTANTS MIGHT TAKE THE ATTITUDE OF THE OLD HILL BILLY RUSTIC 
WHEN HE SAW HIS FIRST ELEPHANT: "THEY JI ST AIN'T NO SlCH CRITTER l" 
BUT THERE HAS SEEN, AND STILL IS, INSISTED CADY, AND HE WAS REALLY 
WORRIED ABOUT THE MATTER FOR HIS OFFICERS.  BTAM WOULD PROBABBY BE 
REMEMBERED BY HIS PEERS THAN MOST OF HIS PEERS BECAUSE HE HAD THE 
INITIATIVE TO ESTABLISH HIS CHIEF? ORGANIZATION. 
CADY Q SPAULDING WANTED TO TRACE MIS RE WEST POR COCA COCA DISPENSING 
MACHINE AND AN ICECREAM MAKER.  CADY HAD NO INTEREST IN THE ICECREAM 
MACHINE, BUT HE WAS INTERESTED IN DOING SOMETHING ABOUT THE COCA COLA* 
THEY ENCOUNTEREO A TAKE-DOWN IN COL. COLGLAZER'S OFPICE.  COs or 
GENERAL HOSPITALS AS PAR AWAY PROM PARIS AS THEY WERE WERE NOT ENTITLED 
TO SEDAN MODEL AUTOMOStLES.  COL. BENOIT, ASST. G~4t WAS KIND ENOUGH 
A80UT THEIR WANTS, BUT THAT WAS ALL THEY GOT, KINDNESS.  APTER SUPPER 
THEY MADE A TRIAL WALK TO PLACE VENDOME WHERE THEY WOULD CATCR THE 
sus POR ORLV FIELD IN THE MORNING. 
THEY GOT TO ORLY FIELD WITHOUT BREAKFAST. 
SUNDAV, 25 MARCH. 
JUST AS THEY MIGHT HAVE OBTAINED Reo CROSS DOUGHNUTS AT 0000, THE 
PLANE   TOOK   0PP#      UNINTERESTING   POG   AND  CLOUOS   TOOK   UNTIL   0920  WHEN 
THEY   LANDED   AT   SOVlNQTON   FIELD,   THIRTY   MILES   NORTH  OP   LONDON,      THEY 
WERE   DELIVERED   AT   THE   ATC  OPPICE   ON   OLD   QUEBEC   ST*   NEAR   HOTEll^UMBERLAND 
WHERE   THEY   WERE   8ILLETTE0*      TM(/8  WAS   BACK   |N  THE   OLD   STAMPING   GROUNDS 
OP   SPAULDING,   AND   RIGHT   AWAY   HE   WANTED  TO  GET   AROUND   TO   SEE   WHAT   ALL 
HAD   HAPPENED   DURING   THE   TWO   YEARS   OP   WARFARE.      LONDON     WAS   A   LOT 
NEATER   THAN   ME   HAD   REMEMBERED   IT.      Bv   THE  TIME   CADY*S   WEARY   PEET   HAD 
REST THAT EVENING, ME HAD SEEN MARBLE ARCHF HAD TWO MEALS AT THE 
SENIOR OPPICERS MESS, 35 PARK LANE? GREEN PARK* PARK LANE HOTEL? 
ST. JAMES PALACE, THE MALL, BUCKINGHAM PALACE, DUKE or  YORK MONUMENTS, 
THE AOMIRALITY, WAR OrricE, WESTMINSTER ABBEY, HOUSE OP PARLIAMENT, 
WESTMINSTER   BRIDGE   OVER   THE   THAMES,    iVHlTE   HALL   ST.,    TRAPALOAR   SQUARE, 
NORFOLK   HOUSE,       ST.    JAMES   SQUARE,       SELFRIDGE'S   DEPARTMENT   STORE,    AND 
THE OPPICERS'S EXCHANGE. CADY REALIZED HE WAS BEING DISTRACTED PROM 
HIS UNIT'S APPAIRS, PROBABLY POR THE BENEPIT OP BOTH, HE WONDERED 
IP SHOOK HAD PLANNED IT ANO SPAULDING WAS HIS THERAPIST.  IT CERTAINLY 
WAS WORKING THAT WAY. 
MONDAY, 26 MARCH. CADY COULD HAVE SLEPT THROUGH THE NIGHT IN A 
COMA OP FATIGUE, BUT HE WAS AWAKENED BV TWO BIG EXPLOSIONS, ONE OP THEM 
CADY 
MADE MIS WINDOW BLACKOUT FLAP LOUDLY,  ONCE HE HEARO AN OMINOUS 
"SH~»«S#»«SM»e$*» 8H*88* SORT Of PULSATING SOUND 60 PAST,  HE WONDERED 
DULLY IF THE GERMANS WERE ©ENDING OVER THE V-t ROCKET AND THE NEWER 
V-2 WHICH DID NOT OIVE ANY WARNING,  THE ONES HE COULD HEAR 00 SY 
WERE NOT 00INS TO HARM MlM, 
HE *0T U*» TO 8RCAKPAST ALONE,  FlVE OF THE V-2 S0H8S HAOJLANOEO 
IN LONOON THE NIQMT BEFORE, THEY SAID,  HE TRIED A BREAKFAST ON 
PRIED WHITINQS TO SEE WHAT THEY WERE LIKE, A»0 WAS NOT MUCH DISTURBED 
THAT THEY WERE TINY, TRIED CRISP, AND TO SE EATEN WHOLE.  THE WEATHER 
WAS 0RIZ2ILY. 
SPAULOINS WANTED TO 00 AN ERRAND FOR COL . 3H00K, AND TO LOOK UP 
COL. Jos* H. MONINCH^ IN BRIO, GEN. CHAS. SPRUITTS OFFICE. THE 
GENERAL SHOWED A KINDLY CURIOSITY ASOUT THEIR AFFAIRS AND FOUND A 
SEDAN FOR THEM TO SO OUT TO THE 7TH STATION HOSPITAL WHICH COL* 
CHAS. P. OAVIS ONCE COMMANDED. BUT CAOY DID NOT MENTION THAT FACT 
INASMUCH AS HE DID NOT KNOW WHAT THE ATTITUDE OF COL, MAOMLIN, CO, 
ANO LT, COL. LIMBERS, £XEC* OFF., MIOHT «E. UMBERS WAS FROM HAITI, 
MO., AND THEY HAD A MUTUAL FRIEND, (PROF,) COL. HARVEY L. $HITE, 
PROF, OF PHYSIOLOOY, ft, U. THEY HAD SERVED MANY VEARS TOGETHER IN 
THE NATIONAL GUARD,  THEIR HOSPITAL WAS IN SNUO NissfN HUTMENTS 
WITH CONCRETE FLOORS AND SI0EWALL6.  CAOY SOON UNDERSTOOD WHY HIS 
NURSES FROM UK HAO HATED  PITCH MASTIC FLOORS.   THE SLACK SUBSTANCE 
TOOK A MIRROR POLISH WHICH WOULD SHOW A LITTLE SPECK OF OUST OR 
THE SMUOOE OF A SINGLE FOOTSTEP.  IN THEIR *8P IT' N*POL ISH* EXlSTENCEf 
IT WAS A NUISANCE.  THE HOSPITAL TMOUQHT THEY HAO A HEAVY SCHEDULE IF 
<„ADY 
THEY OPERATED ON MORE THAN 2=) PATIENTS A DAY, ABOUT A FOURTH OR A 
THIRD Of THE DAILY SCHEDULE FOR THE 2!ST.  AS THEY DEPARTED, SPAULOINO 
SAID, "IT MAKES MY HEART JUST BLEED FOR HOW HARD THESE UK HOSPITALS 
WORK, AND FOR HOW LITTLE OF THE WHEREWITHAL THEY HA»E TO    DO THEIR 
WORK!" 
TOUSSAUD'S 
BACK IN LONDON, THEY VISITED MME. FAMOUS #AXXMUSEUM. 
THEY DID NOT LIKE THE EISENHOWER AND THE MIACARTHUR FIGURES BECAUSE 
THEY HAD TO READ THE LABELS TO KNOW WHAT THEY REPRESENTED. THE 
"CHAMBER OF HORRORS" WAS INTERESTING.  THE ROYAL GROUPS MIOHT HAVE 
3M0WE0 CLUES WHY SOME KILLED EACH OTHER IF WELL STUDIED WITH AN ADJUNCT 
HISTORICAL REAOING. THEY CHANGED, HAD A DRINK AND WENT IN TO 9 AUDLEY 
PLACE, THE SURGEON'S OFFICE, TO MEET GEN. SPRUITT, AND OW TO COL. 
MCNINCH'S QUARTERS WHERE HE AND LT. COL. SULLIVAN, MC, LIVED NICELY. 
AFTER HORS-D'OEUVRES, THERE WAS A SPLENDID DINNER. CADY LISTENED 
INTERESTEDLY TO A LOT OF REGULAR ARMY CHIT-CHAT. THESE GENELEMEN 
WERE   OPENLY   ENVIOUS   »0   THEIR   "ITALIAN*   BRETHREN,    COLS.   GfiO.   WCQD, 
26TH EVACUATION HOSPITAL, AND COL. BLESSE, 94TH EVACUATION HOSPITAL, 
WHO WERE IN LONDON BUT GOING ON HOME TO TAKE OVER GENERAL HOSPITALS 
THERE.      COL.   BAUCHSPIE8,    SURGEON,    V!   CORPS,    ON   AN2I0   SEACHHEAO,    HAD 
RECENTLY   PASSED   THROUGH.      CAOY   SAW   3RIG.   GEN.    KOENIG   ACROSS   THE A 
01 MING ROOM. HE HAD COME U9  RECENTLY FROM MB3 IN ORAN TO TAKE 
OVER COMMAND OF UK BASE. 
THERE WERE ALARMS AND MORE EXPLOSIONS THAT NIGHT. IT WAS SAID 
THE GERMANS HAO SEEN KILLING ABOUT 500 CIVILANS MONTHLY AND DEMOLISHED 
HUNDREDS OF BUILDINGS. CADY WONOERED WHY THE ALLIES DIO NOT CLEAN 
OUT THE V-2 LAUNCHING PLACESP WHEREVER THEY WERE, INSTEAD OF PU8HING 
SO HARD INTO GERMANY.  COULD IT BE THEfFIGURED THEY WERE MORE A 
NUISANCE AT THAT CIVILIAN PRICE THAN THE MENACE OF UNWHIPPED  GERMAN 
ARMIES?  ( THE LAST TIME V-JS CAME OVER.) 
2? MARCH. SPAULDING GOT CADY OUT TO SEE CHARING CROSS, ANOTHER 
CADY 
FAMOUS PLACE.  HE TRIED AT THE LAST MINUTE TO GET THE COLLECTION OF 
IRISH COINS,  WITH THE PISS,  ETC, ON THEM,WHICH HE HAD MISSED SACK 
IN 1942* BUT ONLY ENRICHED A TAXI DRIVER BY GOING FROM BANK TO BANK. 
GEN. KOENIQ WAS OUT BUT A LIEUTENANT IN HIS OFFICE REMEMBEREDICADY. 
HE HAD BEEN ASSIGNED AT THE POW CAMP AT TlZI, AND HAD VISITED BOU- 
HANIFIA.  CADY MADE NOTES TO SEND THCM HONORARY ARAB CERTIFICATES. 
THE FLIGHT BACK TO PARIS WAS SORESOME AGAIN, AND THEY HAD TO 
CIRCLE AN HOUR BEFORE GETTING THROUGH THE FOG TO LAND.  THEN, AN 
UNKNOWN ROOMMATE WAS IN CADY*© ROOM AT THE HOTEI, BUT NOT THERE.  CADY 
WENT ON TO BED ANYWAY, AND THE OTHER FELLOW APPARENTLY FOUND ANOTHER 
PLACE WHEN HE FOUND THE BED OCCUPIED. 
28  MARCH. PARIS. AFTER BREAKFAST AT THE TRANSIENT OFFICERS 
MESS, THEY CALLED ON GENERAL GRAY. HE INVITED THEM TO LUNCH AND TO 
DINNER AT HIS VILLA, AND THEY WOULD GO TO THE FOLIE8 BERGERE DURING 
THE EVENING.  THAT WOULD BE SOMETHING FOR SUCH INHIBITED CHAPS AS 
THESE MEDICS.  THEY SPENT THE REMAINDER OF THEIR FREE TIME «*UST 
GOING HERE AND THERE,  SPAULOING THOUGHT SHOOK WAS 80MEWHAT DISAPPOINT- 
ED THAT THEY DIO NOT GET SACK TO HIS PLACE AT HOTEL GEORGE V , BUT 
CAOY FELT THEY HAD BEEN BOTHERING A BUSY MAN ENOUGH. SHOOK WA8 GLAD 
TO SEE THEY WERE ABLE TO GET ABOUT SO WELL ON THEIR IN PARIS. 
THE  LUNCH AT THE VILLA OF THE MARQUISE DE SOISGELIN, 24 RUE 
BORGHESE IN THE HEART OF PARIS, WAS REALLY SPLENDID. BESIDE COL. 
JA8.   TULLY,    TC,    AND    CAPT.    HAYES,    GEN.   GRAY'S   AIDE,    A   COUPLE   OF 
BAXTER BROWN'S  NURSES WERE THERE  FROM THE 23RD GENERAL  HOSPITAL.    THE 
NUMBERS WERE FURTHER INCREASED AT OINNER TIME, AND GEN. GRAY WAS 
REALLY IN FINE FETTLE AS A HOST. 
FILM ACTRESS MADELAINE CARROLL WAS ALSO A GUEST, AND SHE WAS 
ABLE TO KEEP MOST OF THE OTHERS INTERESTED BY HER CHARMING PERSONALITY 
AND STORIES ABOUT HER WAR EXPERIENCES.  SHE HAD BEEN IN A HOSPITAL 
CADY 
TRAIN WHICH CALLED AT MLRECOURT AMD AT VLTTEL, WORKING AS A RED 
CROSS AIDE. SHE EXHIBITED A SNAPSHOT or MER CHATEAU NEAR PARIS 
WHICH WAS BEING USED AS AN ORPHANAGE BY SOME CATHOLIC SISTERS ORDER. 
3HE EXPECTED TO VISIT HER HUSBAND, A COMMANDO, SOMEWHERE IN BELGIUM 
SOON.  ALSO, SHE WAS PRETTY PLAIN SPOKEN ABOUT SOME OF THE THINGS 
SHE DISCUSSED.  GEN. GRAY SAID LATER SHE WAS A VERY DEVOUT CATHOLIC, 
SUT SHE HAD  MORE THAN ONE MARRIAGE.  HER FATHER WAS BRITISH, MOTHER 
WAS FRENCH, AND MISS CARROLL WAS A NATURALIZED U3 CITIZEN. 
THE FOLJES BEHGERE BUILDING WAS A LET-DOWN FOR CADY AFTER ALL 
HE HAD HEARO ABOUT IT FOR YEARS. HOWEVERF THE SCENES WERE DEVISED 
WITH SPLENDOR AND SPLENDID ARTISTRY, BEAUTY AND ORIGINALITY. IT 
0 
WA3   OUITE   CHILLY    IN   THE   PLACE   DESPITE   THE   BODY   HEAT   OF   THE   AUDIENCE. 
CADY   WONDERED   HOW   MUCH   A   HARDSHIP    IT   MIGHT   BE   FOR   THE   POSING   OF   THE 
NEXT-TO-NUOE   GIRLS.      GENERAL   GRAY   THOUGH   IT   WAS   NO   HARDSHIP,   AND 
HE   DIFFERED   WITH   CADY'S   OPINION   ABOUT   THEIR   DANCING.       NEITHER   TRIED 
TO ESTABLISH HOW EXPERIENCED A JUDGE HE WAS. ©NE CAPABLE JUDGE, 
ONE OF THE NURSES, SAID THE APPEARANCE OF SOME OF THE DANCERS COULD 
BE IMPROVED WITH SOME BRA8SIERS. MOST OF THE GIRLS WERE O.UITE NUDE 
EXCEPT FOR HAIR RIBBONS AND A FIG LEAF SORT OF G-STRING. THERE WERE 
NO 03SCENIT!ES NOR LEWDNES8 ABOUT THE SHOW, AND THE SUG-EYEO CROWD OF 
AMERICANS MOSTLY, ALL BEHAVED IN A RESPECTFULLY AY/ED MANNER. CADY 
WAS GLAD TO HAVE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO SEE THE FAMOUS SHOW, 
THE PARTY RETURNED TO THE VILLA FOR A LITTLE SOMETHING OF POTATO 
SALAD AND A WIDE SELECTION OF CANAPES. CADY PARTOOK OP THE CANAPES 
ONLY, DEFERRING TO HIS ALLERGY FOR POTATOES. IT WAS A NICE FINALE 
FOR SUCH AN INTERESTING DAY. THE CHAUFFEUR RETURNED THEM TO THEIR 
HOTELS. 
THE UNiTfs DIARY: A NEW PHYSICAL THERAPIST JOINED FROM A 
HOSPITAL IN UK. 
UAOY 
29 MARCH. CAPT. HAVES TRANSPORTED THEM OUT TO LE BORGET AIR PORT 
WHERE THEY VTSTTEQ AVERV ROWLETTE FOR LUNCH. HE WAS ALL PACKED AND 
READY TO LEAVE FOR THE 141ST GENERAL HOSPITAL IN UK, PRESUMABLY 
FOR PROMOTION TO "CHICKEN* COLONEL.  HE SAID SOME OF THE AMERICAN 
WOUNDED FROM  GERMANY WERE ACTUALLY GETTING THROUGH HIS HOSPITAL 
AND BACK TO THE STATES IN 36 TO 4$ HOURS FROM TIME Of WOUND I NO. 
CADY'S FIRST PRIVATE PATIENT, 1ST LT. HENRY KARL MlEME, ORO.» 
MET HIM AT LE BORGET TO CHAT ABOUT HOME FOLKS.  CAOY INVITEO  HIM TO 
VISIT RAVENEL THE FIRST TIME HE COULD GET OFT PROM HIS 0UTIE8. 
THEY BOARDED TRAIN 400 AT 1400 HOUR.  IT WAS GEN. GRAY'S PRIVATE- 
OFFICIAL—TRAIN OF THE MILITARY RAILWAY SERVICE.  !T WOULD GO THROUGH 
TOUL WHERE 3PAULOINQ*S CHAUFFEUR WOULD BE WAITING TO TAKE THEM TO 
RAVENEL. THE TRAIN PASSED THROUGH SEVERAL TOWNS OF WORLD WAR 1 
FAME, CHATEAU THIERRY, BELLOU WOOD AND VERDUN, BUT THEY COULD/SEE 
A 
ANYTHING FROM THE TRAIN  WHICH HAD HISTORICAL SIGNIGICANCE THAT CADY 
COULD REMEMBER.  THE GENERAL WAS GENIAL AND TALKATIVE.  HE SAID HE 
WAS INSPECTING ROADBEDS, TRACK, ETC.,, AND MOST OF IT THROUGH THE 
SEAT OF HIS PANTS EDUCATED BY HIS MANY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE.  HE 
ENJOYED BEING A RACONTEUR.  ANOTHER DINNER IN HIS DtNER WAS SPLENDID. 
ALL THIS COULD MAKE IT HARD TO GET BACK TO WORK. 
AT RAVENEL, CLUB 21,-PICTURESQUE AND SPLENDID! 
CADY WAS THINKING, HAD HE TALKED TOO MUCH WITH SPAULDING, THE 
EMOTIONAL VENTILATION MAO BEEN A RELIEF?  SPAULDING HAD TALKED MORE 
FREELY THAN USUAL, TOO.  HE HAD DISLIKED COL. B»SHOP*S TREATMENT OF 
HIMSELF, AND HE DID NOT LIKE HIS TECHNIQUE OF PLAYING ONE ORO0P- 
HOSPITAL- AGAINST ANOTHER.  HE HAD DISLIKED  GEN. STAYER IN ITALY 
FOR SOMWHAT SIMILAR REASONS, AND. BECAUSE IT HAD BEEN SAID HE HAO 
STOPPED COL. SHOOK*S PROMOTION WHEN IT COULD HAVE GONE THROUGGH. 
BOTH THOUGHT SHOOK WAS TRULY WORTHY, AND THE GE^.RAL S CAPRICE SHOULD 
HAVE BLOCKED SHOOK. 
CAOY 
UPSTAIRS, CAOY WALKED INTO A BIG CONCERT BY M. CASASESSU^. ONE 
OF HIS NUMBERS WAS PLAYED ON HIS ANCIENT VIOLA O'AMOUR. THE TIMING 
OF HIS ENTRANCE MADE IT SEEM HE HAD HURRIED BACK FROM PARI8 «JU8T TO 
ATTEND THE DINNER BEING GIVEN TO PAY OFF FRENCH CIVILIAN OBLIGATIONS. 
THE NEW ARC GIRL, LUCIA GARDNER, AND CAPT. NIE HAD DONE A SPLENDIO 
U09 OF THE MENU AND THE ARRANGEMENTS.  CADY THOUGHT HE COULD CONGRAT- 
ULATE HIMSELF FOR HAVING SUCH PEOPLE, BEING ABLE PRACTICALLY JUST 
TO PRESS THE RIGHT BUTTON, AND THE RESPONSE WOULD BE SOP. THE 
NEXT FRENCH DINNER WOULD TAKE CARE OF SOME WHO WERE INCOMPATIBLE WITH 
THE FIRST, THIS GROUP. 
THINGS HAD HAPPENED WHILE HE WAS AWAY? HENRY SCHW^ARTZ WOULD 
PROBABLY GO BACK TO THE STATES TO HEAD SOME BIG NEUROSURGICAL SERVICE! 
CAPT. HOEFFLICH MIGHT REPLACE ROBINETTE IN ANAESTHESIOLOGYJ ROULHAC 
MIGHT STEP UP TO 30HWART2*8 PLACEJ JOHNNY PATTON WOULD  GET HJJ, TRIP 
TO PAR 13 5 THE PROMOTIONS OF BEAM, MET2 AND PATTON HAD BEEN STIRREO UP 
BY SOMEONE, AND THEY HAD SEEN INTERVIEWED BY GEN. J.C.H.LEE DP   SOME- 
WHERE NEAR 3AARSRUCHJ  THE OlSE BASE ENGINEER HAD BEEN TO RAVENEL 
ABOUT ITS WATER SUPPLY? Ht'TCHESON WOULD GET HA BIG TENTW FOR HIS 
SHOWS?  THE 237TH GENERAL HOSPITAL CADRE—NOTHl NG TO DO WITH THE 23&TH- 
WOULO REMAIN WITH THE 21 ST INOEFINITELYJ  ONE NURSE AND ONE HOSPITAL 
DIETITIAN OF THE 2J8T HAD BEEN REPORTED wOUT OF UNIFORM*' IN PARIS, 
AND HELL WOULD BE TO PAY! AND, CAPT. ROBT. PECK WOULD PROBABLE ' BE 
MOVED TO HEAD HIS ON PSYCHIATRIC SECTION IN ANOTHER HOSPITAL, 
30 ■/ARCH. CAOY HEARD SEPiRATE REPORTS FROM 30L0T1N AND ACTING 
CO BEAM. APPARENTLY THEY HAD SOME DIFFERENCES, BUT BEAM HAD REFRAINED 
FROM MAKING ANY REALLY IMPORTANT CHANGES WHICH HE MIGHT HAVE CONSIDERED 
UNDER OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES. CAPT, PECK, CAME IN TO INTERCEDE FOR A 
POLISH FAMILY LIVING IN THE HOSPITAL  FARM BUILDING.  THEY  HAD TO 
MOVE OUT AND GET TO 30MEWHERE ELSE.  PECK WANTED CADY TO TAKE PITY 
BECAUSE CAOY WAS EVICTING THEM, AND HE SHOULD USE GOVERNMENT TRAN8P0RT 
CADY 
TO GET THEM TO THEIR CHOSEN DESTINATION.     IT DID NOT SEEM AT ALL STRANGE 
TO CAPT. PECK TO SUGGEST SUCH A SOLUTION,  BUT CADY THOUGHT  ITIWOULD SE 
STRANGE,   INDEED,   SHOULD HE ACCEDE TO SUCH A SIMPLE SOLUTION*  CADY 
WANTED THEM OUT OF THE DETACHMENT*® AREA, WHERE,SINCE THE UN»T*S 
ARRIVAL, TOO MUCH WINE SEEMED TO BE FLOWING FROM THEIR ABODE.    THIS 
MIGHT 8E ONE OF THE  INJUSTICES OF THE <VAR,  BUT CADY WAS NOT GOING TO 
TIE UP A TRUCK WHICH OUGHT TO BE HAULING FOR THE LOGISTICAL PROBLEMS 
D 
OF HUNDRES OF PATIENTS. 
SATURDAY, 31 MARCH*   COCKE TELEPHONED TO SEE IF CADY WAS COMING 
TO NANCY FOR MA«>. LUCILE 3. SPALOING'S DECORATION CEREMONY, THE BRONZE 
STAR HE HAD RECOMMENDED. BUT CO©KE HAD THE DATE ONE DAY TOO EARLY. 
CADY HAD TAKEN LT. COL. MARIN, 237TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, SO THEY WENT 
AROUND TO RC?AIR FENCES, HI WAS TOLD HOW COM-" WAS TRYING TO GET 
THE 2FST, WITH SOME OTHERS, OUT OF CAS WHERE IT WAS, AND TO GO FORWARD 
WITH CAS, CADY WAS INCLINED TO PLACE HIS SETS (HOPEFULLY) OICEN. 
WILSON TO HAVE His WAY ADOUT IT* 
HE SPENT HALF AN HOUR IN THE FRENCH DEPARTMENT 8TORC AND BOUGHT 
SOME PICTURE POSTCARDS FOR A DEAR PRICE.   As SOON AS THEY HAD LUNCHED 
v.ITH COCKE,  THEY WENT BACK TO RAVENE.    TWO CISE   INTERMEDIATE BASE 
SECTION LIEUTENANTS WERE LOOKING THE PLACE OVER, BUT HAD NO SUGGESTION; 
OR COMMENTS TO MAKE ON THEIR OWN RESPONSIBILITY. 
THE  "DENTAL CONVENTION" WHICH HAD SEEN HELD AT THE 21ST    WHILE 
CADY HAD BEEN AWAY WAS FAVORABLY DISCUSSED.    THE COM-Z DENTAL SURGEON, 
COL.    SMITH,  HAD FROM THE FIRST BEEN CRITICAL ABOUT  HAVING SUCH A 
MEETING,    CADY SUSPECTED A SUPPRESSED   INADEQUACY   IN HIM,  LIKE THEY 
HAD EXPERIENCED WITH THE MEOICAL CONVENTION IN BOO-HANIFIA, AND MBS 
TOOK THE  IDEA OVER FOR   ITS OWN BENEFIT.      SMITH OPINED THAT THE HUNOREO 
OR 30 DENTIST WOULD DO BETTER TO STICK TO THEIR OWN CHAIRS AND WORK. 
LT, COL.  UETZ HAD SEEN WHAT THIS WOULD DO TO THE   IDEA  IF NOT COUNTER- 
ACTED.    CADY  HAD ADVISED HIM TO START  CAMPAIGNING TO AGGRANDIZE  SMITH 
FOR BEING SO PROGRESSIVELY ENERGETIC AND  INTERESTED  IN HIS DEMTALA 
SURGEONS*S PROFESSIONAL WELFARE.    MFTL SHOULD RECRUIT HELP TO GET 
COL.  SMITH TO LIKE THE   IDEA SO    WELL HE COULO TAKE THE   IDEA OVER 
AS ALL HIS OWN,    METZ SHOUDC GIVE HIM ALL THE CREDIT*     IT HAO WORKEDL 
LT* COL. MAR IN REPORTED THAT THE 23£TH EquiPMENT LEFT FOR HIS 
237TH WAS ABOUT 30 PERCENT SHORT*    THE 21ST  HAD THOUGHT WELL ENOUGH 
WAS G000 ENOUGN,  AND HAD NOT CHECKED THE MANIFESTS OF WHAT THE 23^TH 
WAS TAXING WITH THEM.    MJFCR IN WAS TOLD TO MAKE A LIST ©F THE SHORTAGES, 
BUT DO  NOTHIXM ACOUT THEM,  EXCEPT TO REPLACE THEM*       IT MIGHT GO 
RATHER TOUGHLY WITH BORER  IF THE MATTER WOULD BE PURSUED AND ANYTHING 
PROVED.    ?/INNJNG THE WAR WAS MORE  IMPORTANT THAN TRYING TO RECOVER SOME 
USED PROPERTY JUST TO EMBARRASS SOMEONE, 
THE SECOND CASADESSUS CONCERT WAS  IN THE LATE AFTERNOON.    THERE 
WERE COCKTAILS  IN THE SPECIAL SERVICES HUT.    THEN THERE WAS ANOTHER 
DINNER FOR FRENCH CIVILIANS.   ?T WAS A FRIENDLY AFFAIR,  CADY/AND 
BEAM THOUGHT A SIT TOO FRIENDLY ON THE PART OF A COUPLE OF THE LADIES. 
M* CASADESSUS WAXED PATRIOTICLY SENTIMENTAL AND SUSSED CADY, MLLES* 
GARDNER AND BARKSDALE ON THE CHEEK. BRIG. GEN. HESS, MISS BARKSDALE*S 
FRIEND, AND COL. BAXTER BROWN WERE THERE, BUT HAD TO HURRY TO NANCY 
FOR THEIR TRAIN TO PARIS* THE DANCE FOLLOWED, BUT CADY LEFT AS SOON 
AS DECENTLY POSSIBLE, TRIED TO WORK IN HIS OFFICE, BUT IT WAS 2220 
HOUR AND HE WAS TOO TIRED. 
THE UNIT WAS SETTING A LARGE SPECIAL SERVICES TENT* THE|COCA COLA 
ANO ICECREAM MACHINERY WAS COMING*  CAPT.  3USAN VENDER, ANC, HAO 
BEEN SUMMARILY LIFTED FROM THE UNIT FOR A CHIEF NURSE POSITION ELSEWHERE. 
CAOY DID NOT LIKE T ME WAY IT HAD BEEN DONE.  SHE,  IN TURN, WAS WANTING 
TO LEV^ON THE 21 ST FOR LTS. GENEVA 300K AND ELEANOR BRINKMEYER TO 
ASSIST HER AT THE 251 GENERAL HOSPITAL, OlSE INTERMEDIATE BA8E SECTION. 
UAQY 
MARCH, 19*5* OPCRATIMQ BEDS, 3,660} AVERAGE SE09t3,660} 
MAXIMUM PATIENTS,2,633? AVERAGE PATIENTS,!,944; TOTAL ADMISSIONS, 
2,609. 
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SUNDAY, 1 APRIL.  QUITE WELL OCCUPIED UNTIL 1500 HOUR, CAOY 
RU8HE0 WITH MAJ. SPALOtNG TO PLACE STANISLAS, NANCY, FOR HER BRONZE 
STAR MEDAL DECORATION AWARD AT RETREAT CEREMONY. SHE WAS NERVOUS 
A80UT IT, AND CADY AS8URE0 HER AGAIN IT WAS *ONE OF THOSE COMMANO 
DECISIONS.'  HE HAD IMPRESSED THE SUPPOBT OF 13T LT. METTA BAX1ER, 
LEGIONNAIRE OF MERIT HERSELF TO ACCOMPANY HER. GEN. IMMELL RECEIVED 
THE PARAOE ANO MADE THE AWARDS. COL. C0CKE RECEIVED A LEGION OF 
MERIT, SO DID MAJ. LOWRY, 23RD STATION HOSPITAL.  MAJ. LAPP GOT A 
BRONZE STAR,  TOO. 
CAOY HAD A CHANCE TO ASSURE GEN.   IMMELL THAT COCKE WAS LOYAL 
TO GEN.   WILSON,  THAT  HE  KNEW THE  DIFFERENCE  BETWEEN COMMAND AND 
STAFF FUNCTIONS, AND OF HIS 8ELIEF THEIR OFFICIAL ASSOCIATION WOULD 
BE SUCCESSFUL.  HE RETURNED TO RAVENEL SUSPECTING THAT GEN. WILSON 
WAS AGAIN REQUESTING THE MOVEMENT OF THE 21$T WITH HIM.  CADY HAO 
RAVENEL 80 WELL FIXED \JP  THAT HE WOULD REGRET ANOTHER MOVE UNLESS 
THE WAR WOULO BE PROLONGED. 
CLUB 21, OR CLUB RAVENEL HAD ALREADY DEVELOPED GREAT POPULARITY 
AND RECREATIONAL USEFULNESS.  THE UNIT WAS PLEASE WITH THE VISIT OF 
■ 
POPULAR LT. COL. JOHN RAY POWERS WHO LEFT WITH THE 21ST STATION HOSPITAL 
AT FT. BENNING.  HE MAD LEFT THE 21ST STATION HOSPITAL IN IRAN, AND 
WAS   VI8ITING      HIS    "0L0   HOME*   AS   THE   COMMANDER   OF   THE   26TH   FIELD 
HOSPITAL,    MOVING   \JP,    AND   HE   THOUGHT   HE   WAS   SCHEDULED   TO   TAKE   OVER 
ROWELETTE'S ISOTH STATION HOSPITAL   IN GERMANY.  HE SAID THERE HAD0££A/ 
MUCH   ATTRITION   OF   THE   21ST    STATION   HOSPITAL.       FRANK   WALTON   HAO   LEFT 
IT   TO   BECOME   BA8E    SURGEON   AT    CAIRO,    THENCE   TO   Z   OF    I.       THEN   CADY 
RECALLED   THAT    CAPT.    CAPT.    R.    J.    "JERRY*   COOK   HAO   MANAGED   TO   PAY   A 
UADY 
VERY BRIEF VISIT DURING THE EARLY STRENUOUS ORGANIZATION PHASE AT     > 
RAVENEL AS HIS OWN UNIT HAD BEEN GOING FORWARD. ♦••CADY BELIEVED 
HC HAD MAOE ALL THE ENLISTED PROMOTIONS POSSIBLE. HE SPENT ANOTHER 
THREE EVENING HOURS COMPLETING OTHER CHORES. 
2  APRIL.  CADY TOOK OANN WITH HIM FOR AN INSPECTION LUNCH AT 
VILLA AULNELLES WHERE SGT. WALTER P. RAEDACHER WAS IN CHARGE AND 
DOING A FINE JOB. ...A CAPT. MCVLCKERS HAD BEEN ASSISTING LT. COL. 
GRIFFITH IN HIS NUTRITION ANO OIETETIC WORK, PARIS, WAS BEING TRANS- 
FERRED TO THE Ho.., BURGUNDY DISTRICT, AND STOPPED FOR THE NIGHT. HE 
COMPLIMENTED THE MESSES, BUT SPOILED IT SOMEWHAT BY ACCUSING THE UNIT 
OF WASTING FOOD IN THE GARBAGE CANS. CAOY KNEW THERE wfca LESS SUCH 
WASTE THAN COULD BE EXPECTED, BECAUSE HE HAO COUNTERACTED THE ROUTINE 
REDUCTION, REALLY INCREASE OF RATIONS WHEN LARGE ISSUES WERE DRAWN. 
HE HAD TAUGHT HIS MESS PERSONNEL TO TO KITE EDIBLE LEFT-OVERS FROM 
ON MESS TO ANOTHER, WHICH ACCOUNTED FOR HOW HIS P0W8 HAO SUCH A GOOD 
RATION, GOOD FRESH LEFT-OVERS.  IT HAD BEEN HIS PERSONAL POLICY TO 
FEED HIS PATIENTS WELL TO MAKE THEM WELL SOONER, AND THE PERSONNEL 
FED WELL COULO BE COULD WORK HARDER.  REALLY, THERE HAD BEEN A REDUCED 
GARBAGE DISPOSAL.  HOWEtffR, HE HAO HEARD ANOTHER RUMOR ABOUT GENERAL 
J.C.H. LEE ("JESUS CHRIST HISSELF") WHO HAD GONE AROUNO HOSPITALS 
INSPECTING MESSES.  AT HAD BEEN ALLEGED THAT HE WAS SO TOUGH THAT 
WHEN HE HAO FOUNO WHOLE SLICES OF BREAD IN THE GARBAGE, HE HAD  RECOVER- 
ED THEM, DIVIDED UP WITH THE CO TO BE EATEfs/ BY BOTH OF THEM. OR, ONCE 
HE HAD 8USPECTED WASTAGE SOMEWHERE, DOWN THE TOILET STOOL, AND HAO 
STOOD BY UNTIL THE PLUMBER HAD RECOVERED SOME WHOLE PORKCHOPS, OR 
SOMETHING.  CAPT. MCVICKER8 WAS NOT SPREADING THIS 80RT OF RUMOR        ( 
ABOUT GEN. LEE, BUT HE WAS EVIDENTLY TRYING TO TELL CADY SOMETHING 
A80UT WHAT COULO BE COMING. TRUE OR FALSE, CADY WANTED LITTLE OF IT. 
3 APRIL.  HENRY SCHWARTZ*8 OROERS CAME FOR HIS TRANSFER TO TAKE 
CHARGE OF THE NEUROLOGICAL SERVICE, KENNEDY GENERAL HOSPITAL,MEMPH18. 
CADY 
SPURLING HAD CALLED THAT SHOT RIGHT AT PARIS, AND HAD PROBABLY MANEUVRED 
IT HIMSELF. HE TRIED TO REACH SPURLING, BUT COULD TALK ONLY TO HIS 
Cr 
WAC   ST.   FLYNN   WHO   DID   NOT   KNOW   JUST   WHEN   SPURLINQ   WOULD   RETURN.       HE 
ASKED   HER   TO   TRANSMIT   ME8SAGE8   TO   SHOOK   AND   TOVELL.       ...1ST.    LT. 
ARTHUR P. DUNNIGAN, SN.C, RECEIVED A SO DAY TO ORDER TO WORK IN 
PARIS ON SOME LABORATORY PROBLEM. HE WAS LOADED WITH UNOFFICIAL 
MESSAGES,TOO.      CADV   HAD   FOUQHT   A   LOSING   FIGHT   FOR   OUNNIGAN'S   PROMOTION, 
FRUSTRATED DV T/O OBSTACLES. HE HOPED OUNNIGAN WOULD GET ENOUGH 
NOTICE AROUND PARIS TO HAVE SOMETHING OONE ABOUT HIS GRADE* 
THE WATER BUPPLY BECAME BAD AGAIN.  IT HAPPENEO THAT THE NEW 
HQ., ENGINEER MUST HAVE BEEN A BUREAUCRAT, WORSE, A "BOOK BUREAUCRAT." 
HE ORDERED ONE WATER POINT CLOSURE AT THE RIVER, TOOK AWAY ALL THE 
TANKERS, TOO, BECAUSE THE HOSPITAL WAS USING MORE THAN THE HOSPITAL 
8TANDAR0 ALLOWANCE. THE 21 ST GENERAL HOSPITAL, EXTENDED OR NOT, WOULO 
JUST HAVE TO GET ALONG WITH LESS WATER. APPARENTLY, THERE WAS NOTHING 
IT 
CADY   COULD   00   BUT   SQUAWK   ABOUT,.      HE   BY-PASSED   THE   DISTRICT   AND   WENT 
A 
OVER HIS HEAD TO THE 0L8E INTERMEDIATE 8A8E SECTION HEADQUARTERS TO 
ASK FOR A SURVEY 8EF0RE OBEYING THE DISTRICT. 
CADY BEGAN TO BUSY HIMSELF WITH A RECOMMENDATION FOR A LEGION OF 
MERIT FOR "LORD HENRY," AS OANN CALLED HIM TO HIS FACE BECAUSE OF HIS 
AFFABILITY   WITH   THE   BRITISH,      CAOY   HAD   TRIED   TO   GET   THEM   TO   GIVE   3«HWARp 
SOME   OFFICIAL   RECOGNITION   ONCE.       IT   WAS   RUMORED   HIS   REPLACEMENT   WOULD 
BE A MAJ. THOMPSON, WHICH WOULD BLOCK ROULHAC. HOWEVER, »VAJ. 3AM P. 
HARBISON WOULD GET HIS CHANCE FOR PROMOTION TO ASSIST THE CHIEF OF 
SURGERY, AND A PROMOTION HE DESCRVEO. CADY WAS ALSO WRITING UP A 
DOZEN CITATIONS FOR FRENCH AWARDS, AND THAT ORAFT OF THE UNIT MERITORIOUS 
s 
SERVICE AWARO FOR COCKE.  AFTER THAT, HE EIPECTEO TO REVIEW THE LIST 
OF HIS FAILURES TO SEE IF SOME COULD BE REVISED AND SUBMITTED TO THE 
NEW HEADQUARTERS, BE PERSISTENT ABOUT THEM. AFTER SUPPER, HE WENT TO 
CLUB RAVENEL TO SEE HOW TIGHT SCHWARTZ AND HIS FRIENOS WERE GETTING. 
CAOY 
CAOY HAD A COUPLE OF SCOTCHES WITH THE CROWD AND WENT TO HIS OFFICE 
TO WORK UNTIL ??00 HOUR IN SPITE OF SCOTCHES. 
5 APRIL. THREE WORTHY MUSKETEERS, BEAM, PATTON AND MET*, BECAME 
WINGED wCHtCKEN COLONELS* AND THEIR FRIENDS ANO SERVICES WEREL»UB ILANT. 
ALONG WITH IT, PATTON WAS GETTING A 14 DAY TO TO PARIS QUITE SOON. 
...CAPT. HERBERT A. ICHNAYAN WAS SENT ON TO WITH ONE OF THE NEW 
RECOVERED MILITARY PERSONNEL CAMPS AT SPINAL, FOR OUR OWN RECAPTURED 
PERSONNEL F*5R PROCESSING AND REHABILITATION. SOME NEEDED PLENTY OF 
GOOD FOOD, IT WAS REPORTED. 
6 APRIL. THE NEW LORRAINE DISTRICT HEADQUARTERS WAS IN THE 
NANCY OFFICES OF THE CAS, WHICH HAD BEEN RE-NAMED CONTINENTAL ADVANCE 
BASE 
SECTION, ANO MOVED FORWARO. THIS DISTRICT HAD ISSUED THE ORDER FOR 
THE DETAIL FOR THE "RAMP CAMPM FOR EPINAL.  CAOY TRIED TO GET THE 
UNIT RELIEVED OF THE JOS OF RUNNING THE "Gl JOE RESTAURENT" FOR 
MILITARY TRAVELLERS GEN. WILSON HAO GIVEN THE 2tST TO RUN AT LUNEVILLE 
65 MILES AWAY FROM MlRECOUP.T.  AS SOON AS THE "EMERGENCY" HAD PASSED, 
CADV HAD INCREASINGLY RESENTED THIS "ADDITIONAL JOB1' FOR A HOSPITAL. 
!F A HOSPITAL HAD TO DO IT, WHY COULO IT NOT BE GIVEN TO THE 5tST 
STATION HOSPITAL LOCATED AT LUNEVILLC? He HAD NO SUCCES, FOR THIS 
OFFICE DID NOT REALLY KNOW ITSS WAY AROUND YET. 
SOME   BUSYOOPY    IN   DISTRICT    HAD   BEEN   NOSING   AROUND   ABOUT   THE   UNIT'S 
"cTCTION,   ABOUT   THE   CARMAN   NURSES.       IT   SEEMED   MORE   OF   A   TIMID,    SPYIN 
ATTITUDE   THAN   AN   OUTRIGHT   OFFICIAL    INTEREST.       AL80,    HE   HAD   HEARD   THAT 
s**   HOSPITAL   IN NANCY HAD REFUSED TO TAKE GERMAN PATIENTS  BECAUSE 
THEY HAD INSUFFICIENT FACILITIES', AMD THE PATIENT8 HAD SEEN LEFT TO 
STAY IN THE nD" COMPOUNDS.  PERSONALLY, CADY DID NOT MIND SEEING THE 
JERRIES HANDLED WITH SOME DEGREE OF IMPERSONAL CALLOUSNESS, BUT NOT 
THE 8ICK AND WOUNDED EVEN IF THEY HAO TO BE HOSPITALIZEO WITH ALLIED 
PATIENTS.  AND ESPECIALLY NOT WHEN THERE WERE PLENTY OF CAPTUREO 
GERMAN DOCTORS AND NURSES AVAILABLE TO CARE TOR MCM AT THE 21ST. 
CADY 
CADY MENTIONED THIS AND ASSURED HIS LISTENERS THAT IT WAS TO REQUIRE 
WRITTEN   ORDERS   FROM   AUTHORITY   TO   CHANGE   THE   ARRANGEMENTS   HE   HAD   WORKED 
80   HARD   TO   SET   UP*      SINCE   WHENEVER    IT   WAS   THAT   THE   REMAGEN   BRIDGE 
ACR0S8   THE   RHINE   HAD   BEEN   TAKEN   (MARCH   7TH),    AND   GEN.    PATTON'S    Hi 
ARMORED ARMY HAD BEEN RUNNING AROUND AND STIRRING THINGS UP  FOR 
I 
THE   NAZIS   SO   MUCH,    THERE   HAD   BEEN   A   LOT   Of   POY/S,    AND   A   LOT   OF   AMERICANS 
WANTED   TO   BE   TOUGH,   THAT   WAS   O-KAY   WITH   CADY,    BUT   LEAVE   THE   2tST   ALONE 
WITH   WHAT    IT    ALREADY   KNEW   ABOUT    HANDLING   THEM,    WORKERS   OR   SICK   AND 
WOUNOED. FORMER 3URQEON CAS, COL. BISHOP HAD WRITTEN BACK TO CADY 
THAT HIS UNIT HAD ALWAYS BEEN A "CAN-DO OUTFIT* SO HE WAS GOING TO 
KEEP IS POWS FUNCTIONING, DOCTORS, NURSES AND ALL, CADY HAD GOTTEN 
RID OF TWO OF HIS  ERR PROFESSORS, SENT THEM SOUTH INSTEAD OF STRAS- 
BOURG WHERE THEY WOULD HAVE LIKED TO 00, BECAUSE OF THEIR UNCOOPERAT- 
IVENESS It) CARING FOR THEIR OWN, 
7 APRIL.  CONCERNED ABOUT THE MAKE-UP OF OlSE INTERMEDIATE BASE 
SECTION, CADY HAD BENDOS DRIVE HIM TO RHEIMS TO LOOK AROUND. THE SURGEOI* 
WAS A YOUNG LT. COLONEL •VO0DH0U8E.  MANY OF THE OTHERS ABOUT THE PLACE 
SEEMED QUITE YOUNG FOR THEIR JOBS, TOO,  BRIG, GENERAL THRA8HER WAS THE 
COMMANDING GENERAL.  CADY WAS IMPRESSED WITH THE GENERAL ATTITUDE THAT 
IT WAS EXPECTED TO "wORK BY THE BOOK" OR 00 NOTHING. 
RETURNING, CAOY STOPPED TO CALL ON THE COS OF SEVERAL HOSPITALS 
WHICH   WERE   OPERATING   UNDER   HOSPITAL   CENTER   HEADQUARTERS.      THefeOTH 
GENERAL WAS AT COMMERCY, THE 173TH, COMMANDED BY COL.^ BELOT, WAS 
FORMER 
IN THE/AMERICAN HOSPITAL AT RHEIMS,  AND HE LUNCHED THERE.    THE  100TH 
GENERAL  HOSPITAL WA3 AT  BAR-LE-QUC   IN AN OLD ARMY CASERNE,  BUT   IT 
HAD AN ATMOSPHERE OF GENIALITY.  LT. COL. HUMPHREY COMMANDED IT. 
THEN CADY REMEMBERED THE 50TH AS HAVING "WARMTH", BUT THE 17STH 
SEEMED BIG, CLEAN ANO ''COLO," 
PROMOTED TO 1ST LIEUTENANTI NURSES NORMA N. HOLT, ROSE MEOO 
AND BEATRICE ANGERT. 
SUNDAY, 6  APRIL.  CAOY PERSONALLY WALKED EVERY FOOT OF THE RAVENEL 
STOCKADE FENCE WHICH INCLOSEO SOME 360 ACRES, MORE OR LESS.   HE HAD 
BEEN ASSURED BY GUARD OFFICER, tST LT. HAROLO ft. HART, MAC, (INFANTRY 
RE-TREAD) THERE WERE NO BREAKS IN THE CONTINUITY OF THE Hi OH "CYCLONE* 
TYPE FENCE.  CADY COUNTED 14, FROM THE SICE A MAN COULD SQUIRM THROUGH 
UP TO ONE A TRUCK COULD DRIVE THROUGH.  CAPT. SLATERV HAD BEEN INSTRUCT- 
ED TO KEEP IT IN REPAIR, TOO.  TwO RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROMOTION WERE 
CEINO CONSIDERED, BUT WERE PUT INTO A "SPECIAL CONS IOERATION* PILE, 
TEMPORARILY. 
9 APRIL.  THE PROMOTION PARTY FOR THE "CHICKEN * COLONELS 
WAS CUITE AN AFFAIR »N CLUB RAVENEL.  THE ASSEMBLY WAS AN IN AND OUT OF 
COMPOSITE, AND ABOUT EVERYBODY ATTENDED WHO COULD.   IT MUST HAVE C08T 
SOMEONE "BEAUCOUP FRANCS* TO PUT IT ON 80 SUCCESSFULLY.  A LOT OF 
TENSIONS WERE RELIEVED, AND CAOY WAS OLAO HE HAD PERSONALLY  TRIUMPHED 
OVER THE UNNECESSARY OBSTACLES THROWN IN THEIR WAY.  ...K'ATHRVN 
V'CANDREW, MD, WAS PROMOTED TO tST LT. 
|0 APRIL.   LT. COL. MARIN RETURNED FROM 0|SE BASE WITH THE NEWS 
HE WAS TO MOVE HIS UNIT PROMPTLY TOlMETZ.  THE 21ST WAS STILL CARRYINQ 
3,049 PATIENT THAT DAY, AND THE SUDDEN LOSS OF MARIN'S PERSONEL WOULD 
BE FELT BY THE UNIT. 
CADY INSPECTED WITH CAPT. JOHN REED ALL THE WATER SUPPLY IN 
RAVENEL.  HE HAD EVERYTHING UNDER ENGINEERING AND SANITARY CONTROL, 
EXCEPT THERE WAS NOT REALLY ENOUGH WATER.  CADY 010 NOT WANT TO HAVE 
TO EVER  AGAIN EXPERIENCE THE SERIOUS WATER SHORTAGES OF  THE PREVIOUS 
OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER. TAKING AWAY THE t/WfT IN 'PARALLEL TRAINING" 
COULD HELP A LOT, MAYBE. 
MARY W. ROBINSON, AND, AND DORIS A. CHILDS WERE EXCHANGE TRANS- 
FERS WITH THE 69TH STATION HOSPITAL. 
11 APRIL.  PATTON GOT OFF FOR HIS MUCH DESERVEO CHANGE OF PACE 
IN PARIS. CADY CHARGED HIM TO SNOOP TO SEE IF THERE WERE AN* BRITISH 
CADY 
COMMENDAT IOR46 OR 0EC0RATI0N8 AVAILABLE TO THE 218T  IN RECOGNITION OF 
ITS   WORK   WITH   THE   BRITISH    IN   AFRICA   AND    ITALY.       HE   THOUGHT   SCHWARTZ 
MIGHT   REALLY   GET   SOMETHING. 
ASTOUNDING!    AFTER ALL CADY'S TALKING AROUND ABOUT POW PATIENTS, 
SOMEONE    IN   THE   LORRAINE   DISTRICT   SURGEONS   OFFICE   TELEPHONED   FOR   THE 
?19T   NOT,    REPEAT   NOT   TO   OPEN   A   POW   SECTION   OF   THE   HOSPITAL.    I HE   SAID 
IT WAS THE Pttf   INTERMEDIATE BASE SECTION THAT DIO NOT WANT   IT,  BUT 
JUST   HOLD   CN   TO   THE   GERMAN   NURSES.   CADY   DECIDED   TO   COUNTER-ATACK,    AND 
TO   TRY   TO   CONVEY      AH    INFERIORITY   TO   OlGE.      HE   REMONSTRATED,   THERE 
SURELY    IG   A   GREAT   MISUNDERSTANDING   ABOUT   THIS   POW  PATIENT   CARE   SECTION 
OF   THE   21 ST.       IT   HAD   BEEN   ORGANIZED   ALMOST   AS    IF   PLANNED   TO   HECP 
MEET   THE   DEMANDS   FOR   THAT   BIG      BATTLE   OF   THE   BULGE,   THE   VON   RUNOSTEDT 
DRIVE, IN DECEMBER AND JANUARY, WHILE IT WAS STILL UNDER HO.., SOLOC. 
THE SURGEON, HQ. COM-2, PARIS HAD ACTUALY SEEN AROUND THE PLACE, AND 
THERE HAD NOT BEEN ANY OBJECTION TO MAKING GERMAN DOCTORS AND NURSES 
TAKE   CARE   OF   GERMAN   POi   PATIENTS.       NEITHER   HAD   CAS.       IN   SHORT,    OlSE 
BASE SHOULD COME SEE WHAT WAS GOING ON HERE, FOR CADY SIMPLY COULD 
NOT GET ALONG WITHOUT HIS 3ERMAN DOCTORS AND NURSES. BESIDES IT WAS 
ONLY COSTING 1 FULLT HIE AND ONE PART-TIME AMERICAN MEOICAL OFFICER, 
ONE NURSE AND ONE SERGEANT TO HANDLE BETWEEN 300  AND 400 P0$ BEDS. THE 
UNIT REALLY LEARNED HOW TO DO THESE THINGS DURING 1943 IN AFRICA. 
IILC HE HAD THE MAN ON THE PHONE, HE REFERRED TO THAT GL REST- 
AURENT AT LUNEVILLE, AND WHY COULD NOT THE 51 ST STATION HOSPITAL OR 
•OWC OTHER SERVICE ORGANIZATION RELIEVE THE 21ST OF   IT, FOR IT WAS 
65   MILES AWAY, A ROUND TRIP OF 130 MILES FOR SUPPLYING IT? 
BACK IN SOU-HANIFIA, THEN ADJUTANT, MAJ. LOUIS H. ODEN HAO PUT 
IN A PLEA TO BE BE TAKEN OUT OF ADMINISTRATION OF THE UNIT, AND HE 
RECEIVED A SURGICAL WARD.  HAD HE REMAINEO IN THE »08ITI0N HE WOULD 
ALMOST CERTAINLY HAVE SEEN AN EXECUTIVE OFFICER OR A COMMANDER OF A 
HOSPITAL FOR HE WAS THE SENIOR OFFICER EXPERIENCED IN ADMINISTRATION. 
ON SURGEfiY, HE WAS NOT THE MOST QUALIFIED, NOT EVEN AFTER TWO YEARS. 
UAUY 
SURGICAL MAJ. SAM P. HARBISON WAS THE FAIR HAIRED soy VICE SCHWARTZ, 
AND CADY HAD TO EXPLAIN IT TO MAJ. OOEN BECAUSE HE WAS INTERESTED IN 
USING HIS SENIORITY FOR AN ELEVATION IN GRADE.   IT WAS CADY'S PROBLEM 
OF THE BEST QUALIFIED OFFICER FOR THE POSITION OF ASSISTANT CHIEF OF 
SURGERY, AND FACING THAT DID 0DEN FEEL AGGRIEVED ENOUGH TO WANT TO 
LEAVE THE UNIT?  NO, ODCN WAS JUST NOT LETTING AN OPPORTUNITY GO WITH- 
IN 
OUT EXPLORATION.  THE 21fiT HAO SEEN GOOD TO HIM, HE WAS LEARNC THINGS 
A 
HE WANTED TO KNOW, AND HE WANTED TO STAY WITH IT UNLESS CADY THOUGHT HE 
SHOULD TRANSFER OUT.  EVERYONE LIKEO MAJ. ©DEN, JUST AS THEY DID CAPT. 
LOUIS D. BISHOP, ANOTHER 53RD GENERAL HOSPITAL CADRE OFFICER WHO HAO 
NOT HAD THE OPPORTUNITY FOR SPECIALTY RESIDENCY TRAINING. CADY WANTED 
TO RETAIN BOTH OF THEM. HE HAO THE OPPORTUNITY TWICE TO SPEAK WITH 
BISHOP BECAUSE THERE HAD BEEN BATTALION SURGEON RECRUITERS ON HIS 
TRAIL, AND CADY FELT THEY BOTH HAD KEPT THEIR LUCK. 
COL. MARIN RETURNED FROVS METZ, AND HE COULD SET \JP  THEREJVERY 
QUICKLY, VOREOVER, IF CADY WANTED A 3000 LATHE, AND SOME OTHER HEAVY 
EQUIPMENT THE KRAUTS HAD LEFT BEHIND THEM UN8A8QTAGE0, IT MIG«T BE 
AVAILABLE FOR HIS "FOURTH LCHELON SHOP," MARIN SAID HE WOULD HAVE TO 
FEEO THE 163 GENERAL HOSPITAL FOR A WHILE, FOR IT WAS COMING IN WITHOUT 
EQUIPMENT. ALL CONSIDERED, CADY THOUGHT MARIN WAS GOING TO TURN UP  A 
GOOD UNIT COMMAND JOB, AND INVITED HIM TO CALL ON THE 21ST !F HE THOUGHT 
IT COULD HELP HIM. 
THURSDAY, 12 APRIL. COMMANDING GENERAL THRASHER, OISE INTER- 
MEDIATE BASE SECTION, MET HIS CG$IN REIMS. HE HA ID HE WANTED EACH 
1,000 BED HOSPITAL TO TAKE 500 POWS ANO 300 MEN IN ITALIAN SERVICE 
UNITS, CIVILIAN POLISH, P1US8IANS OR OTHER DISPLACED PERSONS. THIS 
WAS   UNIQUE   FOR   CAOY,    TO    HAVE   MORE    HELP   THAN   NEEDED   THRUST   UPON   HIM. 
HE FAVORED USING THE POLES AS GUARDS, WARD AND MESS HELPERS. ALSO, 
ENGLISH WOULD BE TAUGHT TO THEIR KEY POLES.  HE WANTED MORE GUARDS, 
AND HT  WANTED BETTER GUARDS IN HIS UNITS. A TOUGH TALKER ABOUT WHAT 
CAOV 
HE EXPECTED.  WELL, CADY WANTED BETTER GUARDS AND GUARDING, TOO, TO 
KEEP DOWN INCIDENCES OF NOCTURNAL CUTS IN THE STOCKADE, AND PATIENTS 
AWOL. 
13   APRIL.      LT.   COLS.    WILSON   AND   HUSBARO,    SW.C,    LORRAINE   DISTRICT, 
CAME   TO   LOOK   OVER   THE   2UT   SIGNAL    SYSTEM.       THAT   200   POSITION   SWITCH- 
BOARO,    CLANDESTINELY   HOOKED   Uf>   WITH   THE   T/E   SWlTCHBOARD, WENT   UNDETECTED 
AND    IT    NEVER   GEEMEO   TO   OCCUR   TO   THEM   THAT   THE   UNIT   WAS   A   4,000   BEDDER 
LOADED   ONTO   A   2,000   BCD   CHASSIS.       WERE   RELATIONS   GOING   TO    IMPROVE   8Y 
DEFAULT8   WITH   DISTRICT? 
LT. COL. BEQG AND MAJ.   ILLGE, 46TH GENERAL HOSPITAL  INSPECTORS 
CAME FOR OVERNIGHT.  MAJ. SUXTON HAO BY C0f8 FIAT BEEN THE UNIT 
DERMATOLOGIST UNTIL CAPT. RlNGELMAN HAD JOINED.  THIS TIME THE INSP- 
ECTORS SAID THE OERMATOLOGY HAO IMPROVED.   ••.1 ST LT. HART WAS RE- 
ASSIGNED FROM GUARD OFFICER TO ASSISTANT HIM OFFICER, AND NIE COULD 
HANDLE HIM FOR A WHILE. 
CADY HAD TO MISS THE CELEBRATION OF THE 1,200,000 MILES OF UNIT'S 
VEHICULAR SERVICES.  FOR SOME WEEKS THERE HAD BEEN 80 MANY DAMNED 
FAULT-FINDING INSPECTORS, WITH AN INCREASING IMPOSITION OF "CHICKEN", 
THE UNIT .     HAD CANNILY SET UP DEFENSES TO CONSERVE ITS OWN TRANS- 
PORTATION SERVICE.  A DAY GUARD WAS POSTED AT THE FRONT GATE NEAR 
QUARTERS C WITH A TELEPHONE.  ITS MAIN PURPOSE WAS TO BE ABLE TO 
GIVE WARNINGS ABOUT "SUSP ICI0U8" ARRIVALS. THE UNIT HAO LEARNED 
THE HARD WAY THAT ITS SKILLED FOURTH ECHELON MAINTENANCE SECTION OF 
THE 21sT ENGINEERS COULD GET THE UNIT IN SOME TROUBLE BY SALVAGING 
SERVICABLE VEHICLES BY CANNIBALIZING JUNK HEAPS.  CANNIBALIZING FROM 
AN OTHERWISE GOOD VEHICLE NEEDING LITTLE REPAIRS WAS PROHIBITED. 
BUT TO BE CAUGHT POSSESSING A GOOD VEHICLE OF BASTARD ASSEMBLY WAS 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT, AND THE UNIT JUST FELT THERE WERE ENOUGH HUMAN 
"BASTARD*" AROUND WHO WERE TOO COVETEOUS. THE WHOLE UNIT WAS VULNER- 
ABLE.   iNDEEO, ONE DAY TRANSPORTATION WAS WARDED BY THE GUARD, AND 
CAOV 
WITHIN   FIVE   OR   SIX   MINUTES   A   CONVOY   Of   ABOUT   A   OOZEN   VEHICLES,    IN- 
CLUDING   THAT   5,000   GALLON   SASOkBNE   TANKER,   MOVED   OUT   THE   SACK   ROAD 
TO   HIDE    ITSELF   IN   THE   OEPTHS   OF   THE   QUARRV  FIT,      ANO   HO   VEHICLES   WEHE 
LOST   THAT   OAV. 
14   ApR/L.       IT   WAS   A   NARO   OAV   OF   DESK   PAPERWORK.      COL.    KUSAN, 
CO  OF   THE   HE*   HOSPITAL   CENTER   AT   VlTTEL   CAME   TO   CALL*      HE   HAO   ONCE 
BEEN   ASSISTANT   TO   COL.    K.MAUER,    NO*   Hit   "SUPERIOR?      HE   WAS   A   REGULAR, 
CADY   JUDGED  OF  ABOUT   THE   SAME   VINTAGE  AS   COL.   SPAULGING.      ...THE 
237TH   SEtttRAL   HOSPITAL      WAS   ALL   Off   OUTV   AND   MOVI HO   AS   FAST   AS    IT   COULO 
TO   METZ,   AKS  THE   2iST   WAS   AOAlN  BEGINNING   TO   FEEL   A   LITTLE   EXTENOEB. 
15 APRIL, SUNDAY. PRESIDENT FRANKLIN D* ROOSEVELT HAD DIEO AT 
WARM SPRINGS, GA«, ON THE 12TH, ALL UNITS HAO TO DO WHAT THEY COULO T© 
MEMORIALIZE   THE   OEATH   OF   THE   PRESIDENT,      WHILE   HOT   OOCUPIEO   WITH   THE 
PLANS,   CAOV   ATTENDED   OTHER   MATTERS I 
CAPV,    IfcUAYAN   WA3   TRANSFERRED   TO   THE   250  GENERAL   HOSPITAL. 
COLS. CAULF}ZLD, CH?« AND GREENE, £YE, WERE VISIT»H3 CONSULTANTS FROM 
H<i.,   £TQ,   WHO   HAD   COME   FOR   SUPPER,   THE   SATUROAY   NIGHT   OAHCf   ANO   L00QINQ. 
CADY   SAW   THSU   THIS   MORNING.      CAULFIELO   LINED   MA*U   COMUND   ALVI3,    AND 
CAPT*   8ERMAH,   AND   SO   ALVIS   WAS   DOING   TO   BECOME   CPHTNALMOSICAL   CON- 
SULTANT   FOR   THE   LORRAINE   OtSTftlCT.      fOR  THAT   MATTER,   ?ATTON  AND   A0RES8 
WERE   CONTINUING   THEIR   CONSULTANT   APPOINTMENTS   WITH  THE   DISTRICT. 
THE WAR WAS MOVIHO FORWARD,    THE MAXILLO-^ACIAL TEAM OF *.:A*IS. 
ELLERV GAY AND EARNER G.  JITTLER,  CAPT. UARRCH G# GREEN, AND 1ST LT. 
RUTH C» SOBEK* ANC,  WOULD MOVE UP THE NEXT DAY, AND WITH THEM WENT 
PROFESSIONAL        /V>. 
LESTER JASPER'S FINE/ASSOCIATION*  ^LYMAN BREWER'S CHEST SURGERY TEAM 
KHEW IT WOULD BE MOVIHO OUT SOON, TOO.     {T WAS SAID THAT THE 2ND. 
AUX.    3UR0.   -P.    HAO   BEEN   DIVIDED,    ANO   COL.   W FORBEE,    CO,    HAO 
RETURNED   TO    ITALY.    ...THEM   LT«   QUNHIGAN'S   ORDERS   WIRE   CHANGED   FROM 
PARIS TO TO WITH THE THIRD ARMY FOR 60 DAYS. .*IT MIGHT BE THAT WITH 
FWARTI   CONE,    THE   UNIT   WOULD   NOT   A<M I N  BE   A   NCUftOSURQ ICAL   CENTER. 
CAOY 
. iNTERBQWER, WITH THE COACHING Of BOLOTIN, HAD HIS DETACHMENT 
PUT ON A SPLENDID RETREAT PARADE, CADY RECEIVED THE REVIEW.  MAYOR 
WiTt* 
0. NARCV OF MIRECOURT WASACADY AND Nit ST*FF. IT HAD BEEN    THE 
FIRST FULL STRENGTH PARADE AND CEREMONY SINCE LEAVING  ITALY, AND IT 
DID THE UNIT GOOD TO SEE ITSELF OUT OtJCC MORE.  CAOY SPOKE FRM Ht8 
PREPARED NOTE! 
"TO:     ALL PATIENTS,  OPTICOU AND DILUTED PERSONAL,  AND TO OUR 
ALL IE   . 
m   HAVE CONVENED   AT   THIS   SOLEMN   RETREAT   CEREMONY   TO   PAY   SPIRITUAL 
AND   PATfl^/VlC HOMAGE   TO   OUR    OEPARTfiO   CRMMANOER-IN-CHl~F   OF   ONLY   THREE 
DAY3   AGO,-to, FrtANKLlN   C'ELANS   aOOSEVELT,-   WHO   TRULY   DIED   ON   THAT 
FIELD OF BATTLE WHEREON THE MOST PERILOUS AND INSIDIOUS OF ALL INSTRU- 
MENTS ARE MCtI DIPLOMACY AND LOGISTICS. THESE WEAPONS WIELOEO 
INEPTLY AMD SELFISHLY, OR WISELY AND GENEROUSLY IN THE SPHERE OF 
COMMERCE AND POLITICS, ARE THE INSTRUMENTATION OF PEACE AND WAR, • 
HAPPINESS AND UNHAPPINESS, OF LIFE AND DEATH, OF LIBERTY OR SLAVERY. 
...PRESIDENT RJOSEVELT DID NOTHING TO CAUSE THIS HOLOCAUST OF *AR 
WE ARE NOW FIGHTING! HC  TRIED EVERY MONORABLE MEANS TO AVERT IT. 
AN ALL-V.ISE PROVIDENCE SAW FIT T- IIVC HIS HAND A OUIDINO IHFLUEMCF: 
|M ITS AGONIZING PERSECUTE >.    ...IT SEEMS TO ME THE SAME PROVIDENCE, 
BY THIS VERITABLE DISASTER, SERVED* NOT ICE TO THE UNEASY WORLD TO 
REMIND ALL MEN TO BE INDUSTRIOUSLY AND VIGILANTLY MINDFUL THAT 
PEACE OF THE FUTURE   IV tm FUNCTION OF EVERY  CITIZEN OF ALL OUR 
BE,     AT£*> 
ALLIED NATIONS, AND MUST NEVEI/A   „ CY DELEGATION TO UNWORTHY 
LEADERS." ...LOC. 
16 APRIL. BOLCTIN TOOK HENRY SCHWARTZ TO PARIS, AND HE WOULD 
RETURN AFTER A DAY OR SO THROUGH WIM TO BECOME ACQUAINTED THERE, 
t 
THE 237TH HAD ALMOST CLEARS RAVENEL, BUT THE MEDICAL OFFICERS AND 
A 
NUF.3E3   WOULD   LEAVE   GRADUALLY,    FOR   THE   UNIT    STILL    HAD   3,000   PATIENTS. 
CiDV
    ,7   APR.L.      MA„.   fe«m   AND   CART.   ROSE   OF   THE   P*   LABOR   SERV.CE 
COMMAND   CAME   BACK.      THEY   WERE   PERSONNEL   HUNGRY   ANO   WERE   LOOKING   FOR 
FOR   A   OHANOE   TO   MAKE   A   RAID. CAOY   THOUOHT    HE    HAD   TALKED   THEM   OUT 
OF   THAT,    AT   LEAST   FOR   A   WH.LE.      THE   21.fi   P0»   FAT.ENT   STOCKADE   WAS   TO 
BE    EXPANDED,    30   THEY   SAID,    TO   HOLD    1,000.        IT    HAD   HELD   UP   TO      400   AS 
IT WAS. 
MAJ. HARBISON WAS MADE ASSISTANT CHIEF, SURGICAL SERVICE.   THAT 
MIGHT BE CELEBRATED AT «CHO.R PRACTICE1' ON SOME EVENING IN QUARTERS 
B. 
13 APRIL.  A POW HAD STOLEN A PIPE FROM A PATIENT.  THE COMPANY 
COMMANDER WANTED TO THROW THE BOOK AT HIM AS AN EXAMPLE FOR ALL OTHERS. 
A. WORK HIM AT HARD LABOR; 
B. BUILD A SEPARATE LITTLE PENAL STOCKADE FOR HIM: 
L.~   „       »«n   UAttr   HIM   SLEEP   ON   THE   GROUND   WITH c GIVE HIM A. AND B. AND MAKE HIM sutti- 
ONLY TWO BLANKETS IN A PUP TENT? 
D.  FEED HIM ON BREAD AND WATER FOR A WEEK. 
CADY DID NOT TRY TO TO EXPLAIN TO THE OFF.CER HOW DISAPPOINTED 
HE WAS IN HIS JUDGMENT.   INSTEAD, HE SAID POWS WERE NOT PRECIOUS 
ENOUGH TO GO TO SUCH BOTHER TO »RE HAB I L I T AT E *»FOR MINOR CRIMES. 
THEY ALL DISLIKED GOING BACK TO THE "BlQ STOCKADE?  SO OUST MAKE 
A UNIVERSAL EXAMPLE BY DUMPING HIM BACK THERE.  FURTHERMORE, HE HAD 
HEARD THAT SOMETIMES POWS     SAVE THEIR OWN BAD BOYS A GO ING OVER 
IF THEY WERE ABOUT TO SPOIL SOMETHING THEY LIKED.  MAYBE HE COULD 
INVESTIGATE A L.TTLE ALONG THAT LINE HERE AT THE 21ST WHERE THEY 
LIKED TO STAY. F*Art0 
MA-- DANN, ALSO UNIT 0-2, HAD BEEN "GOSSIPING" ACROSS THE BACK, 
AN AMBITIOUS FORMER MASTER SERGEANT, COMMISSIONED FROM THE 23RD 
GENERAL HOSPITAL, WAS EXPRESSING HIS LOYALTY TO HIS FORMER UNIT. 
COL. KNAUER, HE SAID, WAS VERY CONSERVATIVE, AND ALWAYS WAITED UNTIL 
CAOY m hCOL. CABY COULD TRY SOMETHING OUT PIR8T, THEN WE WOULD BET IT.W 
VMAT A REPUTATION FOR EITHER OF THEM TO HAVE f 
A PROPOSED BOAR BUNT WAS UNLIKELY, TOO FEW VOLUNTEER HUNTERS, 
AND TOO FEW AVAILABLE BEATERS.  ALSO, SOME GALLIC fUlLf tEEMEOt© 
TO BE c©*MMO TO SURFACE. M. RENE LE CLERC or OOMPAIRE WAS INTERESTED 
IN  RAVENEL   TO   THE   EXTENT   THAT   HE   WAS   CALLING   M*   GOOEAU   A   VlCHYITE, 
ANO  WAS   SUGGESTING  THE   FORMER   CARETAKER   Or   THE   FARM,   M.   8«OlN,   WOULD 
BE   A   PROPER   REPLACEMENT   FOR   HIM.   AS   POR   CAOY,    HE   WAS   CONTENT   TO   LET 
WELL   ENOUGH   ALONE,   ANO   NOT   GET    INTO   LOCAL   FRENCH   POLITICS. 
BENDOS DROVE CAPT. BUTCHESON TO PARIS ANO BACK, AN© HE REPORTED 
A  PINE TIME.     fttttft*   Uwt  ff,  OfBRIEN,   DC,  OOf  A  NICE TD ORDER  POR 
7  DAYS   AT  THE   2ND   GENERAL   HOSPITAL*   ...     A  RATHER   DIPPIOENT   OR   6HY 
CAPT. BROWN PROM THE Qtsi  INTERMEDIATE BASE WAS INSPECT INS    HOSPITAL 
MESSED,    HE SAIO THERE HAD BEEN SOME INFORMATION THAT THE UNIT WAS 
IN DUTCH IN SOME MANNER ABOUT THE WAY A HOSPITAL TRAIN HAD BEEN UM- 
LOADED, WHICH MIGHT HAVE TO BE EXPLAINED* 
H APRIL, CARTS. Ly,d. BROWN,  SN.C, AN© GLEN H. HACKKNMEISTCR, CE, 
OISE BASE, AND ALBERT G. LEROY, MC, LORRAINE DISTRICT, CAME TO INSPECT 
THE WATER SUPPLY.  APTER CAPT. REED SHOWED THEM AROUND, TMEY TALKED 
THEMSELVES INTO GIVING THE HOSPITAL WHAT It WANTED, WELLS  AT THE 
RlVER AND PWP9   WHERE NEEOEC.  THEY DEPARTED APTER SUPPER, APPARENTLY 
PLEASED WITH EVERYTHING, INCLUDING CLUB RAVENEL.  ALSO, MAJ. OONAt© 
w. LYODEN, MC,  ANO CAPT, w.O. KRAUS, MAC,  SURGEON*S orricE, COM~Z, 
CAME INSPECTING FORMER SOLOC HOSPITALS.  THEY PROFESSED TO  BE AMAZED 
AT HOW WELL THE 21 ST WAS FOLLOWING THE DIRECTIVES. (THESE DIRECTIVES 
HAD NEVER BEEN RECEIVED PROM PARIS, BUT WERE KNOWN TO EXIST.) THEY 
SEEMED TO HAVE LEARNED AS MUCH AS THEY IMPARTED. 
SO APRIL.  THE COM-Z INSPECTORS SPENT THE MORNING INSPECTING 
THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ADJUTANT, 00 "FDICAL DETACHMENT, REGISTRAR, 
MESSES AND A FEW OTHER PLACES, CADY MADE IT A POINT TO SHOW THE POW 
CAOY 
NOT BEEN WELL UNDERSTOOD BY THE VARIOU8 SERVICES IN VARIOUS HEAD- 
QUARTERS,  AT THAT TIME IT WAS BE I NO SUPERVISED 8V CAPABLE LACONIC 
1ST LT. FRANCES M, ANYON, ANC.  IT WAS NOT A VERY SMART LOOKING PLACE, 
BUT IT WAS RUNNING JUST AS WELL AS THE OTHER PATIENT SECTIONS OF THE 
THE H08PITAL. 
CADY LEFT THE INSPECTORS AND WENT OVER TO COL. KUBAN*8 &07TH 
HOSPITAL CENTER HEADQUARTERS IN VITTEL TO SEE IF HE COULD AVERT A 
LEVY FOR TWO MEDICAL OFFICERS, I MAC, AND TL ENLISTED MEN TO QO AS 
A TEAM SOMEWHERE. THE 2TST WAS ALREADY 6 MEDICAL OFFICERS BELOW A 
T/O FOR A 1,500 BED HOSPITAL, AND WITH FOUR AWAY TEMPORARILY, IT 
WAS   8TILL   CARRYING   3,500   TO   3,700   PATIENTS.      WHAT   SORT   OF   AN   "EMERGENCY*1 
WAS   THERE   TO   JUSTIFY   SUCH   RAIDING?      CADY   HAD   ALREADY   TELEPHONED 
LT.  COL.   VOODHOUSE, OISE   INTERMEDIATE BASE ABOUT THE CENTER'S DEMAND, 
AND THEN LEARNED THE 21ST WAS ONE OF THE CENTER'S UNITS.    NOBODY HAD 
TAKEN THE TROUBLE TO TELL HIM ABOUT THAT.  COL. KUBAN CANCELLED THE 
MEDICAL OFFICERS PART BUT INSISTED HE HAO TO HAVE THE MAC OFFICER AND 
THE ENLISTED MEN.  THE OFFICERS HAD TO HAVE SUPPLY EXPERIENCE.  CADY 
RIGGED THE LIST WITH MA«I. FREDERICK SCHNEIDER AND THE ENLISTED MEN 
INCLUDED THREE WHO HAD APPLIED FOR COMMISSIONS AND MIGHT BE LOST 
ANYWAY. THE DETAIL WAS FOR SOME BIG POW STOCKADE DISPENSARY WHERE 
THEY WERE HERDING POIVS IN LARGE OPEN FIELDS. 
BACK AT RAVENEL, COL. WHELCHEL AND A HOSPITAL TRAIN NURSE WERE 
"WAITING" FOR HIM IN CLUB RAVENEL WITH A BOTTLE OP CHAMPAGNE THEY 
WISHED TO SHARE. THEY CONFIRMED THAT CAS HAD BECOME CONAO WITH 
HEADQUARTERS SET UP IN SECHENHELM, NEAR THE TWIN CITIES OF MANNHEIM 
ANO KALSERSLAUTEN ON THE RHINE RLVER. AMERICAN PERSONNEL DID NOT 
YET REGARD ANY PLACE IN THE SURROUNDINGS AS VERY SAFE. BECAUSE OF 
THE NECESSSRV SECURITY RESTRICTIONS, EXISTENCE THERE HAD BEEN^ATHER 
BORING. CADY ASKED HIM TO ,ORDERH LT. COL. SEOGWICK TO THE 2F3T 
FOR "SATURDAY NIGHT REST AND RECREATION DUTY." 
CADV 
Tilt   CMOW   HOUNDS   DCPEATCQ  THE   459fH   3i«,   Co,   24-4   IN  THE 
CAME   OF   THE   8EA30*. 
2! APRIL.   AFTER COMPLETING A SPLENOID J08 At THE 2fST» THE 
MAW. 
THORACIC SURGERY TEAM OF/LY«AN BREWER, HQEFLICH, SCHIFF AND NURSE 
ELLIOTT OEPARTEO FOR REJOINING THE 2ND SURGICAL AUXILIARY GROUP. 
CAOY EXPECTED TO REMEMBER MIS TWO TEAM8 AMD THEIR ACCOMPLISHMENTS. 
LT. COL. SfDGWlCK ARRIVED "ON ORDERS'* TO HAVE A OOOD TIME WITH 
FRIENDS AT THE 2tST.  CAOY TOOK HIM TO THE "BEADED BAG* SHOPS IN 
''IRECOURT WHICH HAD SECOME RATHER FAMOUS AMONG AMERICAN PERSONNEL 
FOR THEIR "BEANIES* AND BASS.  THEN THEY WENT TO INBPECT VILLA 
AULNELLES.  AFTER RETURNING TO RAVENEL, SEDewICK WAS FREE TO DO FURTHER 
INSPECTIONS WITH CRONIES IN CLUB RAVENEL ANO AT THE REOULAR SATURDAY 
NIGHT DANCE, 
AS FOR THAT PLACE, CAOY HAD TO ADMONISH THE A00 THAT MORNINO TO 
REALLY CLOSE THE CLUS WHEN THE TIME CAME, AND NOT TO TOLERATE TOO 
MUCH BACK-TALK ABOUT IT.  ANOTHER BIT OF *CHICKENW THE OFFICERS MESS 
HAD 00 FROM THEIR OWN TABLE SERVICE SACK TO CAFETERIA SERVE-YQURSELF 
AS PART OF THE HEADQUARTER* FOOD-SAVING SCHEME.  HEADQUARTERS BUREAU- 
CRACY HAD NOT FIOURED OUT THE TIME LOSSES AND MORALE LOWERING COSTS 
IN TERMS OF FOQO-SAVLNG. CADY KNEW WHERE THE *800Y WAS BURIED* BUT 
GEN, THRASHER'S ORDERS WERE EXPLICIT, (HE SEEMED TO BELIEVE HC WAS 
A SORT OF GEN. GEOROE PATTON RUNNING A LOGISTICAL BASE!) 
SUNDAY, 22 APRIL. CADY TOOK CARE OF SEDGWICK DURING THE MORNING. 
THEY HAD A NICE DINNER AT VILLA AULNELLES, CADY'S ENLISTED SHOW PLACE, 
WHILE CNROUTS TO SPINAL WHERE SEDCWICK HAD TO SEE ABOUT EVACUATION OF 
SOME  POW REPATRIATABLES AT P« CAMP 4r,1 .  AT 1930,ALONG WITH MAJS. 
DANN AND  WILSON G.  BROWN,  THEY WERE CHEZ  U CLERC AT DOMPAIRE AGAIN. 
IT WAS ANOTHER GRAND DINNER OF MANY COURSES, LA8TINC UNTIL MIDNIGHT. 
OANN DID NOT BECOME 80 SLEEPY THIS T f^E, BUT CAOY V.'AC ABOUT  DONE UP 
HIMSELF.  THE OTHER GUESTS WERE_ ALMOST^ ALL I^ENCH. 
CADY 
23 APRIL, LT. ALEXANDER, CMP, ARRIVED WITH A NEGRO AMERICAN 
GUARO (MP) DETACHMENT AND WAS ARRANGING TO TAKE AWAY AN ITALIAN 
DETACHMENT FOR GUARDS, SOMEONE, NO NAME OR MESSAGE, LEFT A GERMAN 
MAUSER RIFLE FOR CADY, AND SOME AMMUNITION. 
THAT EVENING, DESPITE LOSS OF SLEEP THE NIGHT oSLF^ut,  CADY AND 
DANN WERE ESCORTED TO A NEW FOREST FOR AN INTERESTING STILL-HUNT FOR 
WLLO BOARS.' .  ^NY HAD ARRANGED FOR KL« GA3PAR0 TO DO IT. HE HAD 
•PCWF TWO PREVIOUS NIGHTS AT THE SAME ?QST PL" TJREUR. A RAILED PLAT- 
FORM ABOUT 20 FEET ASOVE GROUNO WHICH OVERLOOKED A BOAR WALLOW IN A 
RAVINE.  M« MAOMY RETURNED HOME, BUT GASPARO DID A BIT OF PROWLING. 
DURING THE THREE HOURS OF MUSHED WAITING, THEY HEARD BIRD MO Itea AS 
TH^Y   GOT    SETTLED   TOR   THE   NIGHT,   EXCEPT   FOR   AN   OWL   WHICH   DID   NOT   CARL 
TO   SLEEP.    MO   SOARS   WERE    SEEN   Cft    HEARD,    BUT   THEY   HAD   THE   OPPORTUNITY 
TO   Li OVEN   TO   THE    SOUND   EFFECTS   OF   ROMANCING   BY   MART(MS,    SO    IDENTIFtEO 
CY   GASPARO.AS    A   CAT-LIKE   ANIMAL.       THEIR   LOVE-MAKING   SOUNDED   A   LOT 
LIKE   CAT-FIGHTING.       THE IR   ONLY   TAKE   WAS    A   STUPID   LITTLE   YEARLING 
PORCUPINE WHICH CADY CAPTURED. Me FUT IT OUTRIDE HIS WINDOW ON THE 
TINY BALCONY. AFTER AWAKENING CADY TWICE BY HIS SCRATCHING AROUND, 
HE WAS SLAPPED OU  THE FACE BR18KLY AND HE STOPPED HIS DISTURBANCES. 
24 APRIL. PORKY WENT OVER TO THE RED CROSS HUT ON EXHIBITION. 
SOME OF THE PERSONNEL HAD BEEN "INVADING" GERMANY ON DAYS OFF AND 
DCING CONSIDERABLE SOUVENIRING. THERE WERE STILL PLCN'TY OF THINGS 
:CH THE 21FT COULD USE IF ANY SUCH RC4VIBITIOM|M0| OR POSSILY 
"LOOTING" WERE TO REGAIN PERM IBS IDLE. 
CAPT. NLE REPORTED THAT THE NURSES ON ONE A'ARO WERE USING PC1. 
TO   CARRY   DIET   TRAYS   TO   BED   PATIENTS.       HE    INSISTED   THAT   Nit   MUST 
IDENTIFY   THEM.      CADY   TELEPHONED   DIRECTLY,    AND   THE   NURSES   DENIED   KNOWING 
ANYTHING    AOOVT   THC   OROEft   FROM    HEADQUARTERS   WHICH   PROHIBITED   THE 
CTICE.      THCY HMTI   TMUOTHOOTMY    INDIVIDUALS,    TO-. CAD*   TELE- 
PHONES  THf     -'     I       orFicc  A MO  THe.   CO,   MctlOAk   DETACHMENT,   TO  CORRECT 
B 
CAOY 
THE PRACTICE.    MAJ. SPAL0IN3 WENT FURIOUSLY TO BOLOTIN*S OFFICE,    NLE 
WAS A SNAKE, ETC.,ETC. HER DISLIKE FOR NlE PROBABLY ANTEDATED THEIR 
SERVICE IN ITALY. BOLOTIN QOT HEATEO UP ABOUT IT, TOO, BECAUSE HE 
THOUGHT THAT NLE SMOULO KEEP SUCH PROBLEMS OUT OF CADY!S OFFICE. THEN 
CADY WAS NETTLED BECAUSE HE HAD NO NOTION OF BEING COMPLETELY CAPTIVE 
FOR HIS OFFICIAL FAMILY.  IT WAS TRUE THAT MANY PETTY THINGS GOT PAST 
DANN AND BOLOTIN, BUT PROHIBITING THE APPROACH OF ALL PERSONS WHO 
MIGHT EXHIBIT A 8IT BEFORE THE CO WAS NOT THE ANSWER TO GOOD DISCIPLINE 
AND MORALE EITHER, EXPECIALLY WHERE IT CONCERNED PROFESSIONAL OFFICERS. 
THE NUB OF THE WHOLE AFFAIR ;WAS THE FACT THAT A RECENT ORDER OF OISE 
INTERMEDIATE BA3E SECTION HAO NOT BEEN TRANSMITTED THROUGH MUSING AS 
A 
IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN. IT HAD SEEN EMBARRASSING TO MAJ. SPALDING, BUT 
A QUIET CORRECTION ON HER PART WOULD HAVE GONE UNNOTICE8, ANO WITHOUT 
THE GENERATION OF 30 MUCK HEAT IN SEVERAL ECHELONS. 30L0TIN AND DANN 
THOUGHT THE INCIDENT WAS BAD FOR MORALE OF HTHE CHIEFS."  MORALE, 
WHAT'S THAT? MORALE WAS THE WILLINGNESS -TO GET A MILITARY JOB DONE, 
NOT MERELY HAPPINESS AND GOODWILL TOWARD FELLOW WORKERS. AS FOR CADY, 
HE SAID HE STILL DID NOT LIKE THE IMMATURE ATTITUDES WHICH HAD BEEN 
DISPLAYED DURING THE 4FFAIR. 
30ME0NE HAO MANAGED A TRULY VOLUNTARY REQUISITION FOR A LITTLE 
FRONT WHEEL DRIVE CITROEN SEDAN FOR CADY. THE OWNER*S CONTRACT CALLED 
FOR REPLACEMENT Op WORN PARTS (TIRES, ETC.) AND RETURN WITH RENTAL 
ALLOWANCES   WHENEVER   THE   UNIT   MIGHT   LEAVE   THE   AREA. BENDOS      GOT   CADY 
AND   UKHH^H 
UP   TO   REIMS    IN   ONLY   THREE   ANO   ONEHALF   HOURS,    AND    IN   MUCH   MORE   COMFORT 
THAN   WITH   THE   COMMAND   CAR.      THEY   WERE   TO   ATTEND   THE   C0sn8   AND   ADJUTANTS1!; 
MEETING   THE   NEXT   DAY.    THEY   WERE   BILLETED   AT   THE   17&TH   GENERALHOSPITAL. 
IN THE SUPPER MESS THEY SAW LT. COL. BORER AND HIS OWN GROUP. HE WAS 
JUST A3 SELF-CONSCIOUS AS £VZR. THEY STILL HAD NOT BEGUN TO FUNCTION 
A3 A HOSPITAL. COL. R.  £. TH0MA3 HAO MR. NICH0LA3, WARRANT OFFICER 
FORMERLY   SECRETARY   TO   QEN.    WILSON,    ON   HIS   320TH   HOSPITAL   CENTER   STAFF. 
CADY 
MR. NICHOLAS TREATED THEM TO SOME GIN DRINKS IN THE 17STM OFFICERS'* 
CLUB ROOM ON THE ROOF. LT • COL. KEITH WOQDHOUSE, SURGEON, OLSE INTER- 
MEDIATE BASE, AND A CAPTAIN APPROACHED THEIR TASLE WHERE COLS. THOMAS, 
CADY, AND LT. COL. MCDONALD, EXEC, 23RD GENERAL HOSPITAL, MAJ*. OANN 
AND MR. NICHOLAS WERE SITTING. COL. THOMAS INVITED THEM TO SE SEATEO. 
THOMAS SAID; "WE'VE GOT TO HAVE ANOTHER CO AT THE 240TH.  ...I TOLD 
HIM HE WAS GOING TO LEAVE." 
"WHO DO YOU HAVE TO REPLACE HIM?" ASKED LT. COL. WOODHOUSE. 
"NOBODY," REPLIED COL. THOMAS, "HOW ABOUT HARRISON AT EPINAL?" 
AND SO THEY WENT ON PUBLICLY DISCUSSING ACROSS A DRINKING TABLE. 
COL. SMITH, 240TH, MAY NOT HAVE BEEN SATISFACTORY TO THEM, BUT NOBODY 
ELSE AT THE TABLE FELT ENTITLED TO HEAR THEIR DI3CUSSION.  CADY KNEW 
THAT COL. HARRISON HAD TROUBLE WITH AN INTERVETREBRAL DISC AND MIGHT 
NOT BE ABLE, OR WILLING TO HAVE A MORE RESPONSIBLE JOB. HOWEVER, HE 
REMINDED COL. THOMAS HE MIGHT GET DRAKE OR MAX UP FROM JTALV FOR THE 
PLACE. THEN COL. THOMAS ASKED CADY "IN CONFIDENCE" ABOUT HISIOWN 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER AT HIS NP-OXH  HOSPITAL CENTER. CADY HAD KNOWN LT• 
COL. WILLIAMS ONLY AS AN ANATOMY INSTRUCTOR BACK AT W U MEDICAL 
SCHOOL, NOTHING AT ALL ABOUT HIS MILITARY SERVICE OR RECORD. "THAT'S 
WHAT I THOUGHT," SAID THOMAS, "HE LACKS EXPERIENCE." CA0V THOUGHT 
LT. CREECH, HD, MIGHT HAVE BEEN DISCUSSING HIM WITH THOMAS, FOR HE 
INQUIRED ESPECIALLY ABOUT HER. HE RESPONDED RATHER FACETIOUSLY, 
ASKING IF HE HAD HEARD ABOUT "CREECH^ ITALIAN NOODLE FACTORY? THIS 
WAS ONE OF THE CONSCIOUS EFFORTS BY RF| TO RAISE HER MORALE. PRIVATELY 
CAOY V/AS UNCERTAIN ABOUT ANY LOYALTY SHE MIGHT HAVE TOWARD HIMSELF, 
FOFT HE WAS CONTINUALLY LOOKING OVER HER SHOULOER AT THE DIETETIC 
JOBS IN THE UNIT.  3HE COULD EASILY FIND CAUSES FOR RESENTMENTS. 
/lev- f   J. < 
...COL. SELOT, CO, 17£TH, WAS DOING PRETTY WELL WITH MOST OF HIS 
A 
VISITING H00PITAL3, BUT VISITING DRIVER8 WERE IN A FAIR WAY TOWARD 
WRECKING ITS REPUTATION.  3EN00S PASSED VP   THE OIRTY DRIVERS Q.UARTER8 
CADY 
AND 8LEPT WITH THE DETACHMENT.  COL. THOMAS'S DRIVER SLEPT tW MIS CAR, 
H 
WEONESOAY, 23  A?RIL. REIMS, FRANCE. 
THE TALK BY BRIG. GEN. THRASHER, WHO LOOKED RATHER TOUCH, WAS 
TOUGH AND ENDED IN PROFANITY.  HE WANTED CCSs TO OE C&B, AND ON THEIR 
TOES WHILE AOOUT IT.  THE GENERAL WANTED WHAT HE WANTED, WHEN HE WANTED 
IT I LATER, DURING A BREAK, HE APOLOGIZED TO A GROUP IN THE COURT YARD 
FOR HIS PROFANITY.   \l   WAS THEN CADY DECIDED HE SHOULD NOT HAVE 
APOLOGIZED ir H£ WAS REALLY A3 TOUGH AS HE PURPORTED TO BE, SO THERE 
WAS POSSISLY SOME FLAv:,  NtANNCtNj OR AS FORESTERS CALLED IT, A 
WIND-SHAKE, IN HIS CHARACTER MAKE-UP, BUT STILL, HE WAS NO PERSONALITY 
TO 3£ TRIFLED WITH,  ALL HtS SPEAKERS HAD SEEM DRILLEO SO «*UCH THEIR 
DELIVERIES WERE TOO RAPID, NEGATING SOME. Of THEIR EFFICIENCY.  THE 
ME33ASES INCLUDED THE FACT THAT THEY NtNf GETTING RffANT FOR RE-DEPLOY- 
WENT OF UNITS FOR DUTY IN OTHER THEATRES, BERLIN WAS COIN? TO FALL 
SOON, THEY 3AID, ANO THE GERMANS WERE BEING BEATEN EVERYWHERE, IN- 
CLUDING ITALY. REDEPLOYMENT OF PERSONNEL WOULD BE ON A POINT SYSTEM* 
ITO   IN THE 
IT WOULD GO  INTO EFFECT  II ALL/THEATRES 
CADY HEARD THAT COL , !<NAUER  (    ) WOULD 3E TRANSFERRED TOJG-5, 
CIVIL AFFAIRS, AND BAXTER BROWN WOULD COMMAND THE 23RD GENERAL HOSPITAL 
THAT UNIT MIGHT GO  HOME EARLIER THAN THE 2tfT|  CADY HAD THE HUNCH BUT 
WITHOUT GOOD REASON FOR  IT.   ...T/AJ.  "EYERS,  0|SE HOSPITAL OPERATIONS, 
WAS COVING TO SEE THE TTPT'S REHABILITATION- RFCTION IN OPERATION 
BECAUSE HQ.,  ARMY GROUND FORCES REPORTS HAD SAID THE PIST'S PATIENTS 
RETURNED TO DUTY  IN THE BERT CONDITION? 
BACK AT RAVENEL,  CADY RECEIVED A LETTER FROM GEORGES AGIO, WHO 
WA8 THEN IN THE A CJSECTION OF CONAD.    HE HINTED AT SOMETHINC FAVORABLE 
ABOUT TO HAPPEN TO CAOY.  A DECOR/T ION*?  CADY WAS STILL WORKING TO 
GET THE FRENCH COQ, INSIGNE AUTHORIZED FOR THE UNIT. COULD IT BE THE 
UNIT MERITORIOUS SERVICE PLAQUE SO THE NtMONNCL COULD WEAR THE 
s. 
GOLD WREATH PAYON ON THEIR RIGHT 3LEVES, AND 8TRUT A LITTLE? 
CAOY 
CADY   MAD   SEEN   READING,   AND   RE-READING   THE   REGULATION   ON   THAT   UNIT 
AWAR-.       !r   ARNEST   Of   PSS  AND  WHOEVER   WAS   IN  THE   SURCEON'S   W|C?   AT 
Hft«f   NATOUSA,   HAO   REASONABLY  6000   AM©   FAVORASLE   MEMORIES,   THE  21ST 
MJOKT   HAVE   EARNED   THIS   AWARD   BACK   IN   ITALY,   AND   W  WAS   EKPLORIKB   THAT 
ALREAOV   BY   CORRESPONDENCE, 
CAOV DOUBTED THE ECONOMY INVOLVED IN SEN. THRASHER** ORDER TO 
PLAN*   30  ACRES   Of  GARDEN   TRUCK   VEGETABLE   FOR   THE   'JMIT,   EVEM      IF   IT 
WERE   TENDED   SY   POSTS   ARC   CIVILIANS.      THE   ORDER   CAME   TO   TAKE   AWAY   COTS 
PROM   THE   POSTS*   AND   NOT   ALU!*  REALLY  WEATHER   PROOF   TENTASf,      THE   UNIT 
HAD   ALREADY   ADJUSTED   PRETTY   WELL   TOR   THOSE.      THERE   WAS   A   POW  LABOR 
SECTION   AT   SEN,   THRA8HER*£   "HALF   ftAY   HOUSE*1   Or  THE   RAMP   CAMP   AT 
H 
REIMS,    AND   THEIR   TENTS   WERE   COOP*      tfHERE   WAS   THE   CDNSIfTANCV^   CADY 
HAD LT.  SARGENT CENT TO F^EIUS TO SEE WHAT BUILDING MATE-RIALS    MIGHT EE 
AV'AILAELC    IF   NO   TENTACE   WOULD   EE,      MEANWHILE,    CADY   FASREO   THE   WOCD, 
NOTHING   THE   POft'S   WOULD   DESffiN  FOR  THEIR   CREATURE   COMPORTS  WOULD   SE 
TAKEN  AWAY   FROM   THEM   GO   LONG   AS  THEY   WERE   WORKING   HARD   TOR   THE   UNIT. 
MA«U   FREDERIC- NEIOCR,    MAO,    DEPARTED   ON   60   DAY   TO  WITH   AD8EG, 
THCV   HAD  *ANY  THOUSANDS   OF   POtfS   HERDED   IN  OPEN  FIELDS,   THAT   HAD  TO   BE 
FED   PROCESSED,   BELOUSEO,    IMOCCULATED,   ETC,   HANCLIRC   PRISONERS   HAO 
BECOME   A   TRE&EUBOUG   JOB* 
THURSDAY, 26 APRIU    RECOROINB RATHER THAR ANTICIPATING, THE 
21CT RECEIVED FROM Ha,,  CTMftj AN ORDER OATED, 6 APRIL,  WHICH RLACED 
IT UNDER OISE  INTERMEDIATE BASE   ACTION.    CADY SPENT THE DAY AT 
PAPER-FIGHTING, READING CIRCULARS AND OTHER OFFICIAL PROVENDER, 
27 APRIL,    THE FIRST COS*S CONFERENCE AT THE NEW £07TH HOSPITAL 
CENTER,  VITTEL, WAS JUST ROUTINE.    COL, KUCAN HAD A LIST OF THIHSS HE 
NCI DONE,  re;.    FRIENDLY, COL.  ?TROHM SAIO GEN.  WILSON WAS BACK HOME 
OR WOULO BE 6H0RTLY FOR TWO tfEEKS, THE*. RETURN TO CONAO TO REMAIN 
THERE TOR ABOUT Ttf.O WEEKS MORE,  HE THOUOHT HE WOULD GO TO SOME UN- 
DISCLOSED PLACE.  BtftOMN SAID HE WOULE TELEPHONE CADY If THE GENERAL 
CADY 
SHOULD COME TO BC8AMC91I SO CADY COULD HAVE A FINAL CHAT WITH HIM, TOO, 
HE WAS COINS TO TRY TO SET THE GENERAL TO RE-OPEN THE MATTER or CAOY*S 
PROMOTION.  ALTHO MRS. CAOY HAD 3EEN HEARING THINGS LIKE THAT SACK 
HOME, HE STILL THOUGHT THE POSSIBILITIES POR A RESERVIST WERE DECREEING 
BECAUSE THE tfAR IN EUROPE WAS GOING TO END.  THEY WOULD HAVE QENERALS 
T'J RE-DEPLOY INSTEAD OF NEEDING MORE OP THEM. 
'ERs, OPERATIONS SECTION, OISE SURGEON'S OFFICE, VISITED 
THE REHABILITATION SECTION AS NE PROMISED.  FT ^AS NOT CLEAR WHAT HE 
LEARNED, FOR HE RUSHED ON APTER SUPPER TO THE 46TH GENERAL HOPITAL AT 
BESANCON. 
2$  APRIL, (T HAD SEEN REPORTED ON THE 25TH THAT BERLIN HAD BEEN 
SURROUNDED BY THE RUSSIANS. HITLER WAS SUPPOSED TO SE DYING or A 
CERE3RAL HEMORRHASE.  MUSSOLINE HAD SEEN HANGED IN "ILAN BY PARTISANS. 
GOERING WAS SUPPOSED TO BE IN AN ACUTE HEART ATTACK. THE ALLIES AND 
THE RUSSIAN FRONTS HAO MET IN GERMANY. 
COL. KUBAN BROUGHT VAJ. FULLER, VC, AND VAJ. MUDOE, ANC, TO IN- 
SPECT INFORMALLY.  \rrrr\   LUNCH CADY TOOK THEM TO THE VILLA AuLNELLES. 
WITH IT ALL THEY SEEMED WELL IMPRESSED AND MADE NO SUGGESTIONS POR 
IMPROVEMENTS.   IT SEEMED TO CADY THEY THOUGHT THEY HAO THEIR CENTER 
•JOBS TO HELP THEIR HOSPITALS, RATHER THAN VICE VERSA.  AGAIN, HE 
DUMPED A PLEA TO COL. KUBAN TO FIND A Y'AY TO RELIEVE THE 2fST OP ITS 
UNWANTED LOAD OF "MOBILE CITIZENS" BECAUSE OlSE WAS MOT REACTING AT ALL. 
ALSO THERE HAO EEEN NC RE3P0MSE TO APPLICATIONS OF SERGEANTS FOR 
COMMISSIONS.  HE WAS PRIVATELY FUMING ASCUT HOW HE WOULD LIKE TO TAKE 
OVER A HEADQUARTERS LONG ENOUGH TO GET IT RUNNING ITS OWN rfOBf 
SUNDAY, 2? APRIL. Tur.  I>!»T,S"PURVEYERF" HAD BEEN INFILTRATING 
GERMANY, WHERE THEY NAI M  BUSINESS TO BE, AND WERE RETURNING WITH 
TALES OF MOW THEY ALMOST COT CIVILIAN TYPE CARS, ETC.  NO, ITjfwAS NOT 
LOOTING, BUT IT WAS REQUISITIONING.  CHAPPIE HOOF HAD BEEN SO ANXIOUS 
THAT Ht   HAD NAlCVfLV GONE TO PEAR Ho.., SEVENTH ARMY TO SEE ABOUT A 
CADY 
A   SEDAN   FOR   THE   UNIT'S   CHAPLAINS   AND   ONE   FOR   THE   CO.    HE   JUST   TELEPHONED 
5. 
HE HAD BEEN TALKING TO COL . STEWART SMITH, MC, A GU/RDUATE OF 1 U MEDICAL 
A 
SCHOOL, WHO HAD TOLD HIM THATnALL HE NEEDED WAS A COMMAND REQUEST" 
so, THE CHAPLAIN SUGGESTED, WOULD CADY QCT HIM ONE SUCH? SO,CHAPPIE 
GOT INTO GERMANY WITH A CLEAR ECCLESIASTICAL CONSCIENCE, GOT HIS LEG 
PULLED, BUT COMMITTED NO  SINS OF LOOTING,  CAPT. REED  HAD A MORE 
REALISTIC MISSION, SOMEONE DUTCH-UNKLEO HIMJ CADY WOULD GET INTO 
TROU8LE HIMSELF IF HFS PERSONNEL GOT INTO TROUBLE BY ROVING ALL OVER 
CAPTURED GERMANY AS THEY WERE DOING. SO WOULD REED HIMSELF. THEN 
THE DUTCH UNCLE TOLD HIM RATHER PRECISELY WHERE HE COULD FIND THE 
MOTORS, TOOLS, AND OTHER MECHANICAL KNIC-KNACS WHICH HE HAD BROUGHT 
HOME BEFORE THEY COULD BE PICKED UP ON ANY DEPOT'S STOCK LIST. 
MA«J. JOE EDWARDS AND A PATIENT FOUND 7 RADIOS AND RE-LIBERATED THEM. 
CADY DID NOT KNOW JUST WHAT TO EXPECT OF CAPT. HUTCHESON AND LT, 
GOLDHAMER WHO HAD BEEN DONE SOME 8TUDYING IN HEIDELBERG  BEFORE THE 
WAR. 
COL, BELOT, 17STH GENERAL HOSPITAL, WAS SAID TO HAVE BEEN THE 
PER80NAL PHYSICIAN OF PRE8IDENT HARRY TRUMAN, OF INDEPENDENCE, MO., 
BUT HIS LIEUTENANT, AG, WHO HAO BEEN AT THE 218T FOR A WEEK TO 
EVALUATE THE REHABILITATION SECTION, HAD NO AUTHENTIC INFORMATION. 
EVERYONE WAS WONDERING IF THE COLONEL WOULD BE RECALLED TO WASHINGTON. 
COL. MARIN CAME FROM METZ FOR A VISIT. THIS TIME HE TALKED MUCH 
MORE FREELY. HE FELT COL. BISHOP HAD TREATED HIM SHABBILY, INCONSIDER- 
ATELY, RUDELY AND PROFESSIONALLY SNOBBISHLY. CADY AND THE WHOLE 218T 
WERE THE FIRST TO TREAT HIM AND HIS PERSONNEL A8 IF THEY WEREJNOT IN 
THE WAY, AND WITH REASONABLE CONSIDERATION. HE WANTED IT UNDERSTOOD 
BY CADY HOW GRATEFUL HE WAS. HIS HOSPITAL HAD ALREADY BEEN SHOWING 
IT COULD 8ET UP  ANO TAKE PATIENTS QUICKLY AND HANDLE THEM INDEPENDENTLY 
THE PERSONNEL CONTINGENT OF THE "OLD 5STH STATION HOSPITAL" 
HAD A SECOND OVERSEAS ANNIVERSARY PARTY. THERE WERE STILL MORE THAN 
100 Or THEM WHO HAO SEEN WELL ASSIMILATEO IN THE 218T.  CAOY WAS 
INVITED TO SPEAK TO THEM. HE SAID THEY HAD SHOWN GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP 
AND TRUE AMERICANISM BY THEIR GREATER LOYALTY TO COUNTRY THANJTO A 
FORMER UNIT GROUP. HE HAD BEEN TRULY PLEASED WITH THEM. (THE 5^TH 
HAD SHOWN LESS "COLOR11, PERHAPS, THAN SOME OF THE OLD-TIMERS BUT 
THERE HAD BEEN FEWER "LEMONS1' AMONG THEM, TOO.) 
30 APRIL.  THE HOSPITAL CENSUS WAS OELINING RAPIDLY.  DELAYED 
REPLACEMENTS WERE ABOUT TO ARRIVE, ORDERS FOR 53 MEN.  THERE WOULD 
BE AN EXCESS OF NON-COMS, BUT CAOY HAO ALREADY TAKEN CARE OF THATt 
IF THE SERGEANTS WHO HAD APPLIED FOR COMMISSIONS WOULD GET THEM, 
THE NON-COM T/0 WOULD BECOME APPROXIMATELY IN ORDER THOUGH.  ONE 
SOT. HAROLO d. KAPSCH WHO JOINED 1 APRIL WAS A CRACKING GOOD STENO- 
GRAPHER, AND CAOY WAS ANGLING TO GET HIM IN HIS OFFICE TO HELP 
SGT. OEMUNBRUN WITH ALL THE DRUDGERY IN THE DRAFTING, RE-TYPING AND 
REVISIONS OF ALL THE LOAD OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND REPORTS WHICH CADY 
INSISTED SHOULD BE METICULOUSLY CORRECT nS0 THEY CAN*T FAIL WHEK 
SUBMITTED.M 
THERE WAS S SPLENDID "DINNER AT 7J! CHEZ LE FEVRES, FOR CAOY, 
BEAM, PATTON, MAJ. SPALDING AND MLLE. WINCKLER.^IT WAS INDEED 
PLEA8ANT TO BE ENTERTAINED IN SUCH A HOMELIKE FAMILY.  THE DAUGHTER 
HAD BEEN MOST HELPFUL AROUND THE HOSPITAL AND A LOCAL LIAISON.  THEIR 
YOUNG SON, ANDRE, WAS BEING KEPT VERY BUSY AT HIS STUDIES SO HE COULD 
STAND FOR HIS EXAMINATIONS. 
CAOY 
ALTHOUGH FEWER BATTLE CASUALTIES HAD COME TO THE HOSPITAL, 
IT HAO BEEN KEPT QUITE BUSY WITH ALL THE  THINGS IT DID.  CAOY ONCE 
SUSPECTED HE HAD A MUCH MORE COMPLICATED JOB THAN THAN A COSMOPOLITAN 
LITTLE CITY OF THE SAME CENSUS OF ABOUT 7,000 WHICH HE HAD CROWOED 
INTO MUCH LESS SPACE THAN HIS 260 ACRES.  IT WAS ALWAYS CHANGING IN 
SOME IMPORTANT MANNER. 
DURING APRIL, THE UNIT STILL REPORTED OPERATING BEDS, 3,660; 
AVERAGE BEDS, 3,660; MAXIMUM PATIENTS, 3,669; AVERAGE PATIENTS, 
2,905; AND TOTAL ADMISSIONS, . 3/°19* 
oOo 
CHAPTER 40 
V-E DAY   7 MAY 
MAY 1345 
WEDNESDAY, 1 MAY,  COL. BAXTER BROWN, NEW CO OF THE 23RO GENERAL 
HOSPITAL, CAME OVER FOR COCKTAILS AND DINNER, AND A CHAT WITH CA0Y 
ABOUT HIS OWN PRQ8LEM3 WITH NURSES AND HOSPITAL MESSES. AS WAS CADV, 
BROWN HAO SEEN THE DIRECTOR OF HIS UNIT BEFORE MOBILIZATION. UNTIL 
HIS ELEVATION HE HAD SERVED AS CHIEF, 3URQICAL SERVICE.  DURING THE 
EVENING, CADV DIVULGED SOME OF HIS "SECRET TECHNIQUES"J HOW TO NUDGE 
OFFICERS, BUT ALLOWING THEM TO SAVE FACE BY MAKING CHANGES OR CORRECT- 
IONS THEMSELVES; HOW TO PLANT IDEAS AND GET RESULTS 3Y GIVING 0THER8 
CREDIT FOR THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS;  THE USEFULNESS OF "REDTAPE" FOR 
DISCIPLINE FOR THE EDUCATION OF OFFICERS OR MI3GUI0ED EGOISTS; AND 
WHEN BRUTAL FRANKNESS OR BLUNTNE38 MIGHT OCCASIONALLY BE MOST USEFUL. 
CADV ARRANGED FOR HIM TO TALK WITH MAJ. SPALDING, AND HE SAID HE WOULO 
8C SENDING HIS CHIEF, NURSING SERVICE, AND MES3 OFFICER OVER TO SEE 
WHAT NEW IDEAS THEY MIGHT PICK UP AT THE 21ST.  CADY SURMI8ED THE 
23R0 MIOHT GET ALONG HAPPIER,  ALTHOUGH SROWN MIGHT MAKE A FEW 
CORRECTI3LE MISTAKES AT FIRST.  ONE THING,   BROWN WAS PRETTY BITTER 
ABOUT  SOMETHING WHICH HE WAS NOT READY TO  IDENTIFY. 
CADV HAD WRITTEN TO  SEN.   IMMCLL ABOUT THE FRENCH EXPEDITIONARY 
FORCE COO.  INSIGNE MATTER.    COL.  COCKE HAD TO RE-WRITE THE CITATION 
FOR THE 218T*3 UNIT MERITORIOUS SERVICE PLA0.UE BECAUSE SEPTEMBER ANO 
OCTOBER OF  1944  (ITALY) COULD  MOT BE   INCLUDED  IN THE  CAS PERIOD OF 
SERVICE.     THIS MIGHT  DELAY THE AWARD FOR ANOTHER    MONTH OR TWO. 
COCKE'S NOTE ASKED CADY TO PAY A VISIT TO HIM WHENEVER  HE    COULD. 
CAPT.  DONALD30N,  MC,  AND LT.  NLMHAUSER, Q.M, OF THE CIVILIAN 
LABOR  SERVICE COMMAND,  OISE,  CAME TO ASSURE  CADY THAT  HIS  "MOBILE 
CIVILIANS" WOULD BE POLES OR DUTCH,   AND THEY WOULO BE  HURRIED ALONG 
CADY 
HE TOLD THEM HE WOULD HAVE 35 ACRE3 OF GARDEN TRUCK PLANTED FOR 
GEN.  THRASHER, AND COULD GET MORE UNDER CIVILIAN CULTIVATION IF 
DESIRED BV FURNISHING SEED AND SOME P0W LABOR. 
2 MAY.  PAPERWORK ALL DAY.  CAPT. ROBT. £. PECK, NEUROPSYCHIATRIST, 
WAS TRANSFERRED TO THE 23?TH GENERAL HOSPITAL AS CHIEF OF HIS SECTION. 
NO ONE HAD  ENOUGH PSYCHIATRISTS, AND THE 21 ST WOULD MISS ANY ONE 
WHO HAD BEEN 80 INTERESTED IN GROUP THERAPY AS HE HAD SEEN.  ...MRS. 
CADY HAD SENT HIM A WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENT OF A FRENCH GIRL WHO HAD 
VISITED THEM IN ST. LOU 18 SOME YEARS BEFORE, A MLLE. ALI6E LAVlLLE. 
HE SENT A NOTE TO HER AT HER PARIS ADDRESS IN DEFERENCE TO A NOSTALGIC 
MEMORY OF A DECEASEO CLASSMATE IN WHOM SHE HAD BE£N INTERESTED AT THE 
TIME. 
ABOUT 2200 HOUR GEN. GRAY THOUGHTFULLY TELEPHONED CADY JUST TO 
TEST OUT MIS "TRAIN TO LINE* TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS, HE SAID HE WAS 
HA   LITTLE   WEST"   OF   WHERE    HE   LET   CADY   OFF   HIS   TRAIN   (TOUL}•      HOW   DID 
CAOY   LIEE   THE      NEW   CO   OF   THE   23R0W      THE   GENERAL   WOULD   CALL   ONJTHE 
21 ST   THE   NEXT   TIME    HE   WOULD   COME    INTO   THE   AREA. 
3 MAY.     LT.  COL.  PAUL   I.ROBINSON,  UROLOGICAL  CONSULTANT,£T0, A 
HAD COME THE PREVIOUS EVENING AND SPENT THE NIGHT WITH PATTON.   HE 
WAS A #.U. CLASSMATE.  HE CAME TO CHECK OUT WITH CADY BEFORE LEAVING. 
HE SHARED SOME OF THE CONSULTANT'S SKEPTICISM ABOUT THE REGULAR ARMY'S 
ATTITUDE AND USAGE OF MEDICAL OFFICERS AN0 HOSPITALS.  CAOY TOLD HIM 
OF HIS RECENT CONVERSATION WITH MAJ. GEN. HAWLEY, AND HIS OWN/IOEAS 
ABOUT THE USE OF LARGE HOSPITALS A3 SPECIALIST SAVERS.  PAUL REMARKED 
THAT THEY HAD ALREADY BEEN COMBINING HOSPITALS, 1,000 T/Os TO MAKE 
1,500 AND 2,000 BEDDER8, A NO ASSIGNING EXCESS NON-SPEC IALIST8 ELSEWHERE. 
ABOUT NOON COL. MAYER, 236TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, TELEPHONED THAT COLS. 
R. S. MILLER, INF., C.C DITTMAN, INF., AND LT. COL, R. G. TURNER, INF., 
OF THE LORRAINE DISTRICT OF OISE'S MANPOWER BOARD WERE COMINQ.  THEY 
HAD A SPECIAL INSPECTION TECHNIQUE: COL. MILLER WOULD SIT TALKING WITH 
CAfJY 
THE    CC   WHILE    THE   OTHERS   WOULD   WANT   TO   GO   ABOUT   EXAM INI NO   RECORDS, 
ASSIGNMENT   OF   SOLDIERS,    CIVILIAN", AND    ITALIAN   COOPERATORS,    ETC. 
HOWEVER,    COL.    ClTTMAN   LOOKED   AROUND   fM    HOSPITAL   WITH   CADY.      AFTER 
:£AT,    CADY   TOOK   THEM   TO   CLUS   SAVENEL,   THEN   TO   ttNtttfti      ?Htf   REMAINED 
.•?-NIGHT. 
;,     INF., VICE   CEMTtR   H©..,   THOUGHT   THEY 
WOULD PULL SO?/E OF THE PO«7S AWAY. 
' AY. LT. COL. JAS. 0. WILLIAMS, ADJUTANT TO MAJ. PETERSON 
STOPPEO IN TO TELL CADY THEY WERE TAKING TWO OF NF$ NUMBERED LABOR 
COMPANIES AND THE CADRE FOR ANOTHER BECAUSE TNEY WERE NEEDEO ELSEWHERE. 
CADY TOLD HFM HE WOULD HAVE NO FURTHER ENTHUSIASM ABOUT FILL!INS OUT 
THE LAST TWO CADRES, FOR HE ML NOT HF=ELL I MS ANY MORE OF HTS MEN DOWN 
THEIR RIVER." A HUNDRED Af4D FIFTY CIVILIAN POLES Wff*f COMING FOR 
ORGANIZING AND TRAINING AS GUARDS AND HOSPITAL WORKERS.  THEY WERE NOT 
EADLY NEEDEO JUST THE' . 
.'HE MANPOWER OOARO GROUP CAME TO SHOW THEIR WPO«T.  CAOY HAO 
NO    SIGNIFICANT    COMMENTS.       BENOOS    HAD   ALREADY   TOLD    HIM    HOW   HE   OVERHEARD 
THEIR    DISCUSSION   THE    PREVIOUS   EVENING    BEFORE   CAOY    HAD   FED   THEM    A 
SNACK   OF    CHEESE    AND    SARDINES.       THEY   WFRE    LIKE    LT.    C©L.    BOREK    HAD 
SAIO    HE    WAS,    QUITE   UNABLE   TO   UNDERSTAND    HOW   CADY   GOT    SO   MANY      THINGS 
DONE   80   tfELL       ABOUT   THE   PLACE.       BENOOS   THOUGHT   THEIR   APtNIONS   WERE 
FAVORABLE. 
THE UNIT WAS GETTING ANOTHER SEDAN "OFF THE COUNTRY." 
CADY WAS STILL BELLY-ACHING ABOUT HAVING TO OPERATF THAT 
Gt DINER AT MARRAINVILLE, EAST OF LUNEVILLE. 
A HANDFUL OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROMOTION HAO SEEN PASSED ON 
FROM CAS TO OISE INTERMEDIATE RASE SECTION BECAUSE OF CHANGED JURIS- 
DICTION. SOME BUREAUCRATIC DIRD WANTED TO STALL, HE RETURNED THEM 
TO DO OVER ON THEIR GlSK FORMS.   CADY HAD MALEDICTIONS FOR THE LAZY 
STUPIC BUREAUCRATS IN BOTH BASES FOR THEIR MISUSE OF MANHOUR8 IN THE 
THRE PLACES.  THEY WERE EVEN USING PAPER ON BOTH SIDES BY ORDERS,TOOl 
CAOV 
HE   MANAGED   TO   GET   THE   REVISIONS   MAM   WITHOUT   ALi.OWINS   3f~A3   OF   HIS 
*IQ<IE   IH THEM. 
NURSES   HARRIET   A.    JOHMION,    4C.\H   C«    USftAXC,    LOHA   M,   3ULLENBERGER, 
ALPHA 8.  /INSON AND CDNA H. 3OHAN WCRS PROMOTE.) TO  UT LICUTEHANTS, 
6   MAY.      SO   ?3UCM   WAS   001 N3   ON   UP   FRONT,    3HERE   TH£«8   WAS      80   LITTLE 
FRONT,    THAT   CADY   COULD   NOT   KEEP   *4UCH  OF   ANYTHING   POSTED   ON   HIS   #AR 
MAP, 
LT,   COL.    EUCCflt   M.    ttRICKER   CAME   SACK    "NOME"   FOR   A   TWO   DAY   VISIT 
WITH OLD FRIENDS AN© FOR OFFICIAL REASONS AS WELL. **.WHEN LT. COL. 
£ARL    iMIPMf   HAD   «©NE   TO      PARIS,    CAOT   MAD   SELT   PERSONAL   UESSAGEt   TO 
COL, SHOOK, SOME BEADED SACS AND JULIET CAP* {BEANIES} WHICH WERC 
A SPECIALTY OR MTRECOURT, AND A 80X ©F HTS FAVORITE CISARS. T/3 
RALPH ,U ^ARLO WENT ALONC.  He HAO SEEK NURSES THaouaw TWO YEARS OF 
PEPTIC   ULCCR   AW   OPERATING   ROOM   DUTY.       NO*   ME   WAS   30 I N«   TO   THE   4#TN 
GENERAL    HOSPITAL   FOR    INVALIDATION  TO   I   OP    i.   HE   Ml   FINING   THE   % 
UNIT MEN THERE, AND SIX WOULD PROBABLY SO HOME TCJO. 
THE POLES ARRIVED. THEIR IT. HAMARSRI HAO SEEN A GERMAN PC-W FOR 
5t YEARS. THEY ALL WANTED REVENGE ON GERMANS, AKO  THE in GUARDS WOULD 
NAVE   TO   BE   WATCHED   ABOUT   THAT.      CAOV   PUT   THEM   ALL   OH   FOUR   REGULAR 
MEALS   FOR   A   WE*. 
7  MAV.      FNLISTED   REPLACEMENTS   WERE   COM I NO    IK   FOR   REPLACEMENTS   OF 
THE   MEN   LEVIED   FOR    INFANTRY   RE-TRAtNING.      HOME   WERE   RATHER   SORRY 
SPECIMENS   OF   MANHOOD,    AW   CADY   Ntttttt   THAI    THEY   ALL   BE   LOOKED   OVER 
CAREFULLY,       IF   ANV   WERE   REALLY   140   GOOD,   BE   CERTAIN  OF    IT.    THEN   QET 
THE   RIGHT   MECHAHISMS   WORKING   TO   GfT   RID   Of   THEM   AC   QUICKLY   AS   POSSIBLE. 
A   HOSPITAL   COULD   NOT   SE   MM   WITH   TOO   MANY   6-BALLS   AROUND. 
1ST LTD. ERNESTINE S. MACCMAN AND GENEVA BOOK DEPARTED, TRANS- 
FERRED TO SUSAN VEOOEW'S 15TST GFHKRAL HOSPITAL AT SUIPPE. THEY FERE 
REALLY TEARFUL |H CADY** OFFICE AS THCY SADC THE 21 BT BOOO-tVC,  AND 
HE HAD A DIFFICULT TIME RESTRAINING HIS OWK EMOTIONS, |F HE REALLY DID. 
CAOY 
A REPORT WAS OUT OVER AMERICAN RADIOS THAT TMC GERMAN RADIO WAS 
BROADCASTING   TO   ALL   THEIR  TROOPS   AND   SUBMARINES  TO   SURRENDEO     BURIN* 
THE   AFTERNOON,   OR   AS   SOON   AS   POSSIBLE   THEREAFTER.   THE   AMERICANS   MAO 
SEER   EXPECTING   TWE   ANNOUNCEMENT   Of   A   V-€   DAY.      </UST   THE   SAME.CAOV 
HOPED   THAT   WOULD   ROT   FREEZE   ALL   THE   OESERVEO  PROMOTIONS   THAT   WIRE 
PENOINO   IN   HIS   MILL.* 
tT   WAS   REALLY   1946  HOUR  THE  21 ST   SOT   THE   ANNOUMCEMEHT     THAT 
PRIME MINISTER CHURCHILL RROAOCASTEO ABOUT 1500 HOUR THAT THEGERMANS 
HAB SORREWOEREO UHCONOITIONALLV SOME 12 HOURS EARLIER AT THE RES BRICK 
SCHOOLMOUSE AT OEMS*  AT MlRECOURT THE VILLAOERS WERE INFORMED IV THE 
HISTORIC TOWN CRIER WITH HIS DRUM, YH€   ARMED UMITS AROUHB THE AREA 
010 A LOT ©r UNAUTHORIZED riRINS OF TRAOER AMMUNITION ALL DURING THE 
EVENING.  SOME Of THE HOSPITAL PERSONNEL OOT PAIRLV WELL FORTIFIED 
WITH CUSTOMARY ANODYNES IN ORDER TO WITHSTAND FURTHER SHOCKS OF PEAOE 
WITHOUT SUFFERING PAIN, 
* MAY. VICTORY IH EUROPE OAY 
ALL   UNITS   WERE   HAVING   V-E   DAY   PARADES.      THE   UNIT'S   REVIEWtttO 
STAND  WAS   IN  FRONT   Of   THE   FLAGPOLE   IN  FRONT   OF   THE   ADMINISTRATION 
BUILDING.    GEN. THRASHER'S TELEPHONE ORDERS WERE TO MOLD IT AT A CERTAIN 
HOUR, AND JOINTLY WITH COOPERATIVE FRENCH PEOPLE*    THAT MEANT THE 30U8» 
PREFECT AND MAYOR WOULD SE INVITED TO BE ON THE STAR© WITH CAOY,  ANO 
THERE   WOULD  BE   A   HORDE   OF   CIVILIANS  OF  ALL   OEBCRIPTIONS.     THE   MAYOR'S 
PARTY  WAS   ESTIMATED  AT  20 BUT   CAOY  MADE   PROVISIONS  FOR   DOUSLE  THAT. 
ALL   THE   OlSE   PLANS   WERE   BEING   FOLLOWED  WHEN  TWO   HOURS   BEFORE     THE 
ASSEMBLY  TIME,   A   SERGEANT   AT   THE   HOSPITAL   CENTER   IN   VITTEL     TELEPHONED 
A   RELAY   MESSAGE   TO   POSTPONE   THE   PARADE   FOR   A   DAY.      A  GARBLED  MESSAGE 
INDICATED   SOMEONE   HAD   GOTTEN   COLD   FEET,   OR   SOMETHING,   ABOUT   A   POSSIBLE 
0I80RDER.      **A<».   OANN  RETURNED  THE   CALL   TO   THE   HOSPITAL   CENTER   ADJUTANT 
AND   INFORMED   HIM  THAT   CAOY   HAD   SAID   A   CANCELLATION  AT   THIS  TIME   WOULD 
CERTAINLY   CAUSE   MORE   DISORDER   AT   ftAVEMEL   BECAUSE   THERE   WAS   A   CROWft  or 
CAOV 
ABOUT  2,000  FRENCH   CIVILIANS   AOVANCtNO   RIGHT   THEN OVER  THE   KILL  T9 
ATTEND  THE   PARADE,      £VEN  GENERAL   iNRA8HER   COULD   NOT   STOP   IT   III PERSON 
80   FAR   AS   THE   POSSIBLE   SOURCE*   OP   THE   CIVILIAN   DISORDERS   WERE   CONCERNED, 
THE COLONEL WAS oof MO ON WITH Tut SCHEDULE*  THE 30os~f»REF$eY HIMSELF 
010   WOT   SHOW UP   SUT   ABOUT   3,000 FRENCH PEOPLE   ©t»# 
Tm   FORMAT ION Of  THE   PARADE   WAS   SPLENDIDLY   OONE   AT   14*3   HOUR, 
AND  ACCOMPLISHED   WITH  SOME   «000  AMERICAN  SUOLtNO*   &VERV  PART  OF  THE 
UNIT   HAO   ITS   REPRESENTATION   EXCEPT   FOR   P0W6   AHO   STAND-BY   DUTY  PERSONMEL. 
THE OFFICERS, NURSES ANO MEN MARCHES ST LINE THE FIME VETERANS THET 
WEN*. CAOV COULD SEE HART SI ONE or FHVSIOAL STRUTnMO tn MANY OF THE 
USUALLY   RELAXED   HARD   WORKERS.      THE    ITALIANS   OlO   ALL   RIOHT.      THE 
COMPANY   OF   C1VILIAM  POLES  REALLY   STRUTTED  OY   WITH   THEIR   OO03E-STEPPI MS 
CADENCE.      A   PLATOON  OF   KEORO   OUAROS   SOT   A   Ftttt   DEMONSTRATION  Of   APPL- 
AUSE   FROM   EVERYONE    INCLUDING   THE   FRENCH*      A   SECTION  ©F   FRENCH   VETERANS 
UARCHEO   WELL,   TOO,   WITH  ALL   THEIR   MEDALS,   FLAOS   AMD   REOALIAS.   T«t« 
WAS  A  LOT  Qt  AHATE(% PHOT0ORAPHERS AT   WORK.     THE  LITTLE   HOSPITAL   BAND 
WAS   THE   ONLY   SOUR   NOTE.       it   010  TERRIBLY   WITH   THE   MARSEILLAISE,   TERR IS- 
LTl 
CAOV  WAS  AWARE   OF  THE  LOCAL   CIVILIAN'S  PROCLIVITY   TO  EXPLORE 
THE   OfPfffS   SEYONO   ANY   OPENlNO   HADE   FOR   HIM.      CAOY    INVITED   THE   ^AYOR 
ANO   HIS   PARTY   DOWN  TO   THE   CLUB   FUVENEL.      THAT   WAS   THE   OOOR-DPCNtO 
FOR   ALL   THE   OTHERS   TO   CRASH   THE   PARTY.      CAOV   WAS   Ptt^VO  OP   THE   CLUB, 
SUT   HE   WAS   NOT   001SO   TO   DEPLETE   THE     OFFICERS   CLUB   SV   THIS   SORT   Qf 
EMEROENCY,    HE   HAD   NO   RlOHT   OR   AUTHORITY   TO   DO   SO.      HE   HAO   HAO   SOME 
T*AT 
PUNCH  PREPARED,   SUT   EVEN800N  0I8APPEARE0.      CAOY'S   REASON  TOLO   HlM 
HE   HAD   NO   CAUSE   T©   8£   WORE   THAN  FAINTLY   EMBARRASSED   BY    IT   ALL,   FOR 
HE   HAO  OOTTEM  THE   OPPORTUNITY   TO   SERVE   THE   MAYOR'S   SMALL   PARTY   A   OR IM« 
ON   HIS  OWN   CHIT.      3HEPARD   AND   HIS   3ER0EANT   YOST   HAO   REAOLV   DONE   A   FINE 
40B   WITH  THE   DECORATIONS,    . . . f T   WAS   A   RELIES   WHEN  THE   CIVJL8   CLEARED 
THE   COMPOUND. 
CADY 
BACK IN THE OFFICE, CAOV LEARNED FOR THE FIRST TIME THAT "THE 
2TST MAD BEEN NOTIFIED TWICE TO GET THEIR MEN OUT OF THE MARRALNVLLLE 
DINER"! ALSO, CAPT. LEROY, MC, LORRAINE DISTRICT, WAS THERE HUNTING 
TTFHOIO   AMONG   GERMAN   POWS.      |«T   LT.    JOHN   D.    KA8TNER,    NEUROFSTCMlATRIST, 
JOINED THE UNIT. 
THAT EVENING CAOV TOOK MULE. WINCKLCR AS HIS INTERPRETER WHEN 
HE WENT TO THE HOME OF THE GENETS's, 10 ROE STE. CECILC, MIRECOURT. 
M. GENET HAD BEEN FREQUENTLY WITH THE BOAR HUNTS, MORE OR LESS REP- 
RESENTING COMTE OECHATTELUS.  THE WEATHER WAS IDEAL FOR ENTERTAINING 
IN THEIR PATIO OR WALLED GARDEN.  M. GENET HAD A GREEN THUMB,AND HAD 
GRAFTED AND PROPAGATED MAMV INTERESTING PLANTS. HE HAB A NICE COLONY 
OF RABBITS,TOO, WHICH HE SAID HAD DONE A GREAT SERVICE TO FRANCE 
DURING IT*S MEAT-HUNGRY DAYS OF OCCUPATION.  CHAMPAGNE WAS SERVED 
GENEROUSLY.  MAdt. WM. D. WARRICK, SAMUEL A. DtBBlNS CAME LATER WITH 
Miss FRANCES A. BARKSOALE, ARC. MME. GENET PRESENTED CADY WITH A I 
NICELY ILLUSTRATED BOOK ON FRANCE WITH HER AUTOGRAPH.  SHE WAS CON- 
DUCTING AN EXPORT BUSINESS IN FINE LACES AND EMBROIDERY WORK WHICH WAS 
•ADC IN THE MIRECOURT REGION, BUT DYING OUT A8 GOBEAO HAD TOLO CADY. 
SHE PRESSED A NICE PIECE ON CADY FOR "MADAME CADY COMME ujf   BON 
SOUVENIR ££ MlRECOURT."  !F ONLY SHE HAD NOT BEEN SO RAPID A SPEAKER. 
FORTUNATELY,  MLLE. WINCKLER COULD RAPIDLY PARAPHRASE A TRANSLATION 
OF THE OF THE CMARMLNG LA0Y*8 CONVERSATION.    AT THEY SAT IN THE 
TWILIGHT   AND   WATCHED   THE   VICTORY   PYROTECHNICS,    CADY   LEARNED   A   FEW 
THINGS   ABOUT   SOME   OF  THEIR   NEIGMBORS   WHO   MAO   BEEN   SO  OBVIOUSLY  TRYING 
TO   CLIM8   ONTO   THE   ALLIED   BANDWAGON   DURING   RECENT   WEEKS*    ESPECIALLY 
SINCE   IT   WAS   PRETTY   CERTAIN  THE   AX*8   POWERS   WOULD   BE   DESTROYEOl   A 
BANKER,   THE   OWNER   OF   THE   VIOLIN   FACTORY,    AND   OTHERS,    SOME   GOOD   AND 
OTHERS   NOT   QUITE   SO   GOOD.       NO   MENTION  OF   M.   GOOEAU^SJ . 
WEDNESDAY,   9   MAY.      THE   CHOWHOUNOS   DEFEATED   THE   739TH   ENGINEERS. 
CADY 
10 MAY. CAOY RAN UP  TO NANCY TO SEE IF HE COULD PREVAIL UPON 
SOMEONE AROUND THE AIRPORT TO TAKE AIR PHOTOS OP THE 21 ST BEFORE 
IT COULO BE CHANOEO MUCH PHYSICALLY,  HE WENT ON TO METZ TO LUNCH WITH 
COL. MARRIN, ANO FOUNQ  COL. THOMAS AND LT. COL. HART INSPECTING. 
THOMAS ASKED TWICE IF HE COULD TAKE BOLOTIN FOR HIS ^OTH HOSPITAL 
CENTER, AND TWICE CADY TOLD HIM IT WOULD CRIPPLE THE UNIT, AND BREAK 
B0L0TIN*8 HEART.  BE8*DE8;CAGY WOULD HAVE TO REPLACE HIM WITH A MEDICAL 
OFFICER.  HE SEEMED QUITE DETERMINED TO DISPLACE LT. COL. WILLIAMS 
FROWNS OWN OFFICE,  LT. COL. COLE, FORMER gXEC OF THE 23RO GENERAL 
HOSPITAL HAD TAKEN COMMAND OF THE 23RD STATION HOSPITAL, VICEICOL. 
CA8EY, RETURNED TO Z DP I, CADY LEARNED. 
FROM METZ, CADY WENT ON TOWARD GERMANY. KAISERSLAUTEN AND MANN- 
HEIM WERE BADLY DAMAGED*  SECHENHEIM, A SUBURB OF MANNHEIM ACROSS THE 
RHINE,WAS IN PRETTY FAIR CONDITION. CAOY HUNTEO UP LT. COL. JOHN SAY 
POWERS, CO, 26TH FIELD HOSPITAL, AND FOUNO THEY WERE IN THE USUAL 
MESS OF SIMULTANEOUSLY SETTING UP AND RUNNING A HOSPITAL. WHILE THEY 
WERE AT COL. COCKE'S QUARTERS THAT EVENINQ, BRIG. GEN. fMMELL CAME T© 
LOOK THROUGH THE HOSPITAL.  HE LEFT WORD FOR CADY TO CALL AT HIS OFFICE 
THE NEXT DAY. 
11 MAY.    GEN JMMELL THOUGHT POWERS'* OUTFIT KNEW THEIR BUSINESS. 
HE TOLD CADY HE HAD BEEN RECOMMENDED FOR THE FRENCH CROITC OE GUERRE, 
AND HE HAD PUT IN ANOTHER RECOMMENDATION FOR A LEGION OF WERT FOR HIM. 
A 
CADY AND HIS HOSPITAL HAD A GENERALLY ©GOO REPUTATION, WHICH"H'AD ALWAYS 
BEEN TAKEN FOR GRANTED, ANO MAY HAVE BEEN OVERLOOKED FOR THAT VERY 
REASON."  HE SENT HIM ON TO SEE COL. ^HELCHEL AND LT. COL. SEDGWICK. 
THEY PASSED HIM ON TO A MAJ. SMITH WHO SOLO HIM SOME CLUB SUPPLIES 
AND DONATED A LOT OF NICE LISERATED COGNAC.  THEN GEN. IMMELL SAID 
ME COULD CONSIDER HI® REQUEST GRANTED TO SEND TO WORMS FOR SOME WINE 
FOR CLUB RAVENEL. 
HE QUIOKLY VISITEO COL. ROSS, AG, COL. MARTIN, CH.C, AND LT. COL. 
CAOY 
UNANDER,    AND   THENCE   TO   COCKE'S   OFFICE   TO   HEAR   THEIR   STORIES   ABOUT 
GERMANY. COCKE HAD WOT FORWARDED THE UNIT MERITORIOUS SERVICE IH.AO.UE 
RECOMMENDATION, BUT SAVE IT BACK TO SAOY FOR SOME REVISIONS* BENDOS 
DROVE HIM BACK VIA KARLSRUHE, 8AOEN~8A0CN AND STRASBOURG. COY TOOK 
TIME TO FIND THE OFFICE OF GEN, DUVlGlER, MILITARY GOVERNOR,  fOTH 
DIVISION,    UNHAPPILY, THE GENERAL WAS ABSENT. 
WHILE CADY HAO BEEN ABSENT,  COL.. 3HOOK HAO SENT LT# COL.BARNARD, 
MC,   SURGEON'S OFFICE,  £T0,  AND MA*.  ROBBINS,  MC,   1S5TH GENERAL  HOSPITAL, 
WITH RUSSIAN COL. CSIPOV,  DEPUTY SURGEON AT STALINGRAD, TO LO*K THROUGH 
THE HOSPITAL.  THE RUSSIAN WAS DESCRIBED AS A DYNAMIC PERSONALITY 
WAND WITH A GREAT CURIOSITY AND HOW THE 2tST DID THINGS.  HE TOOK 
COPIOUS NOTES. COL, SHOOK'* NOTE SAID HE HOPED TO TAKE CADY TO UK 
AS 
DURING THE L^T or  MAY OR THE EARLY PART OF UUNE. CADY WONDERED IF 
THERE   MIGMT   BE   SOMETHING   REGARDING   RE-DEPLOYMENT   PROBLEMS    INVOLVED    IN 
SHOOK'S    INTENTIONS. 
CAPT.  THOMPSON,  ANC,  OISE   INTERMEDIATE BASE HQ.,  AND MA«I. MUTCH. 
ANC, S07TH HOSPITAL CENTER,  VISITED MA«».  SPALDING.    DAN EVENTUALLY 
TOOK THE PARTY IN TOW TO ENTERTAIN THEM IN CLUB RAVEMEL, WHICH IMPRESSED 
THEM A LOT.  ...CAPT. GLEN P. KALLENBACK AND LT. JOHN U KASTNER WENT 
ON TO WITH ADSfX*  CAPT. ALFRED R. WOLLQCK, MC, JOINED THE UNIT. 
SATURDAY, 12 ?MY.  A COMPLETE DAY OF PAPERFIGHTING.  THE UNIT 
HAD A FORCED ASSIGNMENT OF 22 GERMAN LINE OFFICER POWt WHO WERE NOT 
WANTED AT ALL. BECAUSE OF CONFUSED ORDERS ABOUT TERMINATION OF MOURNING 
FOR PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT, CADY PERMITTED SATURDAY NIGHT DANCING AT THE 
CLUB, BUT NO ADVERTISING OF THE AFFAIR* 
THE KOLB FAMILY HAD GUESTS IN FOR CHAMPAGNE. KOLB EXPLAINED TO 
CADY, HE WAS THE TOWN BANKER, AND HIS ALSATIAN GRANDFATHER HAD LEFT 
GERMANY BECAUSE HE DID NOT WANT TO REAR HIS FAMILY AS GERMANS.  HE 
EXHIBITED A PAINTING THE OLD GENTLEMAN MADE IN 1338. KOLB COMPLAINEO, 
EXPLAINED RATHER, HOW HE HAD BEEN FORCED TO BILLET GERMAN GENERALS, 
CADY 
AND SERVE THEM OTHERWISE, MME. KOLG WAS AW ATTRACTIVE, SOMEWHAT 
KITTENI3H GAL WHO ©OULD HAVE SEEN INTRIGUE IMS TO DEAL WITH, AND SHE 
WAS TALKATIVE. THEIR CHILDREN WERE SPLENDID, AND SO WAS THE LITTLE 
GENET GIRL, THEIR NEIGHBOR, M. LABERTE, OWNER OF THE JLUTLE,R..TE. THE 
VIOLIN FACTORY, WAS THERE WITH HIS TWO YOUNG SOCIABLE DAUGHTERS, HE 
PROMTOCO TO SHOW CAOY THROUGH HIS FACTORY SOME TIME AND LET HIM SEE 
HIS 3TRAOIVARIOUS VIOLIN. 
BEFORE SLEEPING, CAOV REVIEWED SOME THINGS ABOUT HIS TRIP INTO 
GERMANY* 
1. GERMAN PEOPLE WERE GOING IN ALL DIRECTIONS, WALKING, SYCLING, 
OR PULLING CARTS OF ALL SORT BY HAND. 
2, THERE WIRE MANY POLES AND RUSSIANS AMONG THEM, 
3. MANY WERE WELL ORESSEO IN COMPARISON TO NEAR FRENCH NEIGHBORS, 
MOST WERE CLEAN LOOKING, OR TRIED TO BE, AND FEW REALLY SHOWED 
MALNOURISHMENT, 
4, THE ROADSIDE FIELDS WERE UNDER INTENSIVE CULTIVATION AND 
LOOKED FERTILE. 
3. WHEREVER THE ALLIES HAD SOMSEO, RUIN WAS PRETTY COMPLETE. 
6. ALL AMERICANS, EVEN MEDICS, WERE CARRYING ARMS. (CAOV HAD 
HIS PISTOM CONCEALED UNDER HIS BLOUSE I) 
7» WHEREVER CITIE3 WERE UNTOUCHED, THEY WERE CLEAN AND 
FAIRLY PROSPEROUS LOOKING. 
IT SEEMED THE DEFEAT WAS DESERVED, WHILE HITLER WAS YRVINO TO 
CONQUER THE WORLD,   HE HAD ENOUGH FOR HIS PEOPLE AT HOME. 
THE ALLIES WERE HAVING REAL PROBLEMS IN HANDLING MANY 100,000 
SIZED P0'£ CAMPS, POORLY EQUIPPED, CROWDED, AND HARD TO FEED ADEQUATELY. 
THE 8AVP CAMPS AND DISPLACED ALLIEO PERSONNEL CAMPS WERE ALMOST AS 
GREAT AND COMPLEX PROBLEMS AS THE PQ«S. IT SEEMED rfUST A SIT 000 THAT 
THEY ALL HAD TO BE GUAROED AND OPERATED IN VERY MUCH THE SAME MANNER, 
AND FOR MUCH THE SAME MOTIVES BY THE ALLIES. 
SUNOAY,    13   ''AY.       CAOV   WAS   INVITED   TO   THE   TC   DEUM   AT   1#Jo   HOUR 
CAOY 
BY CURE RICHARD AT THE MIRECOURT CHURCH, BUT AT 0930 WAS TOtotev 
SOT.   DEMUNBRUN   HE   WAS   EXPECTED   AT   THE   JrAN  DfARC   MASS   AT   1000   HOURt 
NEITHER MAJ. SPALOING or WA«». HARBISON COULD GO SO OANN RECRUITED 
CCL. f^ETZ AND LT. COL . SHEPARD TO 00 WITH HIM.   ACCORDING* TO HIS 
STORY LATER IT WAS A VERY COMPLEt AND IMPRESSIVE CEREMONY WITH CON- 
SIDERABLE PAGENTRY INVOLVED.  CAOY WAS SORRY HE HAD BEEN SO MIS- 
INFORMED AND WROTE A SAD NOTE TO THE CURE ABOUT IT. I* WAS A LITTLE 
SUSPICIOUS THAT SOT. DEMUNSRUM HAD "lNTERPRETED* MORE WHAT HE THOUGHT 
MIGHT BE HIS C0*S THOUGHTS OF THE FRENCH INVITATION, FOR ME WAS IN- 
CLINED TO BELIEVE CAOY WAS BEING AN EA8V MARK FOR THE FRENCH ANVWAV» 
AT THE LEFEVRE PARTY THAT EVENING THE LIST WAS LONOt CAOY, PATTON, 
METZ,  AGRESS,   SHEPARD,   SPALOING,   DANN,  EDWARDS,  BROWN BUXTON.CHAP. 
HOOK,  JOE PARKER,  CAPTS.  ERICSON,  LT.S GOLDEN,  RICHTER,  WILSON AND 
A8RAMS0N.  MLLE.WINCKLER WAS THERE,TOO.  THE FAITHFUL OLD CHANOINE 
OES R03IERIES CAOY SAW SO OFTEN STRIDING IN HIS BLACK CASSOCK THROUGH 
THE SNOW OF RAVENEL TO MINISTER TO THE CATHOLIC PATIENTS, WAsWoT 
THERE, BUT HIS SISTER, ■*&*« OES 30S1ERES, AN ELDERLY SCHOOL TEACHER 
WAS THERE.  A COUPLE OF THE KOLB RELATIVES, M. AND MME. AUBREY AND 
HER BROTHER, LIBERATED RECENTLY AFTER FIVE AND ONE MALF YEARS.  THEY 
LIVED 10 KILOMETRES AWAY AND THEY HAD WALKED ALL THE WAY TO THIS 
PARTV.  (DANN TOOK THE* HOME.) 
IT WAS ALL VERY PLEASANT, WALKING THROUGH THEIR LARGE GARDEN, 
OR SITTING OUT ON THE LAWN SIPPING ALSATISN WINES. M. LEFEVRE SAID HE 
ALWAYS CHOSE A GOOO WINE AND STUCK TO IT FOR THE WHOLE EVENING.  CAOY 
LIKEQHIM.  HE WAS THE DIRECTOR, PROBABLY OWNER OF THE LOCAL TEXTILE 
MILL.  CADY OJD NOT SMOKE, SO RATHER THAN POSSIBLY EMBARRASS MIS 
HOSTS BY ASKING THEM TO ACCEPT HIS ALLOWANCE, HE WENT AROUND VARIOUS 
PLACES AND JUST"FORQOTn TO PICK UP HIS ClGARETS AS HE CHANGED PLACES. 
CADY SORT OF WISHED THE PARTY HAD BEEN SMALLER, AND MORE INTIMATE 
CAOV 
so NEITHER m  NOR THEY WOULD SE "ON EXHIBITION* MUTUALLY* 
MONDAY,    14  MAY,      COL.   KU8|»N  WAS   OCTTIwO   AT  YNE  BUSINESS     Of 
SHIFT I NO  PERSONNEL  BETWEEN  HOSPITALS ON THE     POINT   SYSTEM  FOR  RE- 
DEPLOYMENT. THE StsT MAS TO OIVE UP 6 MEN AND one MEDICAL OFFICER 
•NO   HAD   UNDER   ^5   ROTATION   POINTS.       If  OOT   IN   ElfCHANOE,    A   MAJOR   WITH 
MORE   THAN S3  POINTS,   AND   SIX  WEN  WITH  ENOUOH POINTS PON  THE 2tSTft 
CATEGORY  PROM  THE  35TN  STATION   HOSPITAL.   THAT   UNIT  WOULD   BE   001 NO 
TOWARD   CHINA-BURMA-IHDIA  Oft   THE   PACIFIC  THEATRES,      tT  WAS   SAI9  THAT 
TWO  2.000  SCO   HOSPITALS   WOULD 00   HOME  P0«  OENOSILIEATION,     THE   OLDEST" 
CAOY  KNEW   ABOUT   WERE   THE  2tST   AW  THE   I2TH  GENERAL   HOSPITALS,      CAOY 
WAS   CYNICAL   ENOUOH  TO   BELIEVE   THE  2tST   WOULD   NOT   NECESSARILY  BE   IN 
ITS   APPROBATE   PLACE   IN  THE   PROCESSION  SOINO   HOMEWARD,   NOT   NECESSARILY* 
TUSSOAV, 15 WAY, 7m  MQ, ENGINEERS WENE SO SLOW THAT CAOV TOO* 
CAPT. fttP*  WITH   HfN  TO   ^fANCV   TO   SEE   IP  THEY  MIGHT  MOVE   THINGS   FASTER. 
THEY   WERE   NOT   CERTAIN   THEY   HAN   ACCOMPLISHED   MUCH   AT   ALL,      AT   RAVEMEL, 
HE   WALKEO  THE   AISLE   WITH  A   NICE   BRIBE,    tST   LT.   MARY   *•   HARRISON,   AHC, 
WHO  HARRIED   tST   LT.   MARVIN   (ftflOKEY)   GOgPEL,    3N.C,   AF.      Hfi   AT/NOEO  THE 
A 
REOEPTION  AT   CLUB   JUVEMEL   AND  THE   DINNER   IN THE   OFFICERS   MESS,   CHANPAONE 
AMD   ALL.   H«   OAVE   HER   "HONEYMOON  ORDERS*  POR   THE   SOUTH  OP   FRANCE* 
DAMN RECEIVED A TELEPHONE ORDER TO rLY TO UK FOR A TWO WEEK STAY* 
IT   VAQ   ALL   VERY  PERPLEXING   TO  THE   HOSPITAL   CENTER,   OUT   CAOY   KNEW  TNt 
MYSTERIOUS   INOREDIEHT-SNOOX.       JT   WOULD   PORCE   CAOY  TO   REMAIN   CLOSE   BY 
POR   30L0TIN0   WOULD   NOT   RETURN   PROM   GERMANY   AND   LUREMBERO   POR   AT   LEAST 
2  OATS,      HE   HAD  WANTED  TO   LOOK   UP   AN  OLO BILLET   HE   NAD   OURINO   StoRLO 
«AR    I    IN   LUXCMBERO.   ...THEN   CAME   MORE   *CHICKEN*  PROM   0|SE.      GEN. 
THRASHER HAD VOCS TELEPHONE ORDERS OUT FOR ALL OFFICERS'Q AND OTHER 
OLUB   BARS   TO   S£   0«£N  ONLY   FROM   iJOO  TO   2200   HOURS,   AND   THEM   HE   CHANOED 
HIS   MIND   AND   MADE   THE   HOURS   1700  TO   2100   HOUR.   THIS   SHORTENED   THE 
T\tU BY   IA  TWO   HOUR   INTERVAL   AT   RAVENEL.;    .. . JOMSOME   WANTEO  TOJBE  MORE 
IMPORTANT    IN   THE   PW  LABOR   COMMANO,   TOO.      ALL   P0**8   HAD   TO   BE   PUT    INTO 
CAOY 
PUP TENTS.  HC HAD BEEN THROUGH THE SALVAGE SQUAD TINT CAaPAlN, AND 
NONE WERE IN THE  UNIT EXCEPT WHAT THE MEN HAD*  THE OROER WAS JUST 
VAGUE ENOUGH TO 8E INTERPRETED AS *NCW POWt" RATHER THAN THE ONES ME 
ALREADY HAD.  CADY RULED THE ?OAs WOULD STAY IN THEIR CLASS X PYRAMIDAL 
TENTS, AND POSSIBLY THAT ORDER WOULD BE FORGOTTEN. 
WEDNESDAY, \6   MAY*  COL. *M . 3. MlDOLETON CAME TO SEE BEAM AND 
THE MEDICAL SERVICE.  HE WOULD NOT TELL THEM MUCH ABOUT WMAT COM-Z 
MAD IN MINO POR THE 2tST EXCEPT HE SURMISED IT HAD A GOOD CHANCE TO GO 
HOME.  CAOV HAD ANALYZED SOME UNSIGNED QUESTIONNAIRES HE HAD SENT TO 
120 NURSES, THAT MANY RETURNED THEM* 
00 YOU WI8H TO REMAIN WITH THE 21ST? 
STAY WITH THE ARMY OF OCCUPATION? 
SO DIRECTLY TO ANOTHER THEATRE? 
GO TO USA AND THEN TO ANOTHER THEATRE? 
GO TO USA TO SET UP 21ST TO FUNCTION* 
HE SHOWED MlDDLETON THE SUMMARY, AND THOUGHT IT WAS POSSIBLY 
AN INDICATION OF MORALE FOR THE TIME.  ME CONTEMPLATED A SIMILAR 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR OFFICERS AND MEDICAL DETACHMENT*  AT LEAST, THE 
RE8ULTS COULD TO INTO A UNIT HISTORY THEY 8TILL HAD TO WRITE, 
COL. MlDDLETON SAID GEN. KENNER WAS SHEAF SURGEON, ALSO ETO 
SURGEON.  HAWLEY RELINQUISHED ETO AND WAS KEEPING COM-Z TO FOLD UP. 
IT WAS INTERESTING BUT HA© LITTLE SIGNIFICANCE AT UNIT LEVELS. 
OANN CARRIED A NOTE TO SHOOK, THE THIRD CURRIER  IN A WEEK. 
THAT MIGHT BECOME TOO MUCH OF A GOOD COMMUNICATION CHANNEL. 
BUT BOLOTIN WAS WELCOMEO BACK WARMLY, FOR HE HAD RETURNED THROUGH 
THE DEPOT AT WORMS, AND HE HAD BROUGHT SACK A GOOD SUPPLY OF WINES 
WHICH HAD BEEN PROMISED TO CAOV A WEEK OR 80 BEFORE. 
THURSDAY, 17 MAY.  COL. GEE, COMWANDER OF THE LORRAINE DISTRICT, 
HAO HIS COs's CONFERENCE AT A THEATRE ON RUE ST. JEAN, NANCY. 
{00 YES 0 No 
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CAOY 
FOR TWO AND ONEHALF HOUR3 THERE WAS RAP JO INSTRUCTION AND SOME 
HOT EXHORTATIONS ABOST DISCIPLINE OF TROOPS.  THE COLONEL WA3 TAKING 
HIS CUE FROM QCN. THRASHER.  HE WANTEO "SPIT AND POLISH* AND HE HAD 
SOME OF HIS OWN IDEAS OF SLAP-DOWN DISCIPLINE.  HIS BR0AO  SOUTHERN 
ACCENT SEEMED TO SUGGEST A GEOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUND FOR HIS RIGID 
IOEA8 ABOUT RACIAL SEGREGATION, THERE WOULD BE NO MIXED DANCING BY 
COLORED AND WHITES, ETC. THIS SEEMED A BIT AT VARIANCE FROM WHAT HAD 
BEEN HAPPENING RECENTLY IN THE INTEGRATION OF MCGROS INTO COMSAT 
SQUADS, ON  WITH SOME OF THE SOCIAL EQUALIZATION IDEAS 80 OOMMONLV 
ATTRIBUTED TO MRS. FRANKLIN 0. ROOSEVELT AND WHICH HAD SEEN BOTHERING 
SOME PEOPLE POLITICALLY. 
THERE WAS A SPECIAL LUNCH FOR FULL COLONELS, BUT COL. KUQJN'S 
OFFICE HAD NOT TOLD CAOY ANYTHING ABOUT THAT.  MA«J. LINNE, THE L.D. 
3URGE0N, IN8ISTE0 THAT CAOY WAS EXPECTED TO ATTEND.  HE CAUGHT A 
RIOE OUT TO THE PLACE WITH COL. GEE HIMSELF.  FOR SOME REASON, ALL 
THE OTHER COS OF COL. KUS < H% CENTER WERE ABSENT, EVIDENTLY HE HAD NOT 
KNOWN OF THE INVITATION HIMSELF. 
NO 800NER BACK TO RAVENEL THAN HE HAD A LEVY FOR 4 MEDICAL OFFICERS 
TO TAKE AN ANAESTHESIA COURSE. F^BJBAN SCHWARTZ WAS JUST REPORTING, SO 
CAOY PUT  HIS  NAME ON THE LIST,  THOUGH HE  KNEW NOTHING ABOUT  HIM. 
OBVIOUSLY   IT  WAS  HOT GOING TO BC MUCH FUN TO REMAIN  IN AWIYINQ 
THEATRE,  AND TRYING TO MAINTAIN MORALE  IN    POSSIBLY A DYING UNIT! 
FREIDAY,   13 WAY. 1ST  LT.   ANN MODLIN,   ANC,   WAS ON HER WAY  HOME, 
DETACHMENT OF  PATIENTS,   17OTH GENERAL  HOSPITAL,  FOR A REMCEZ-VOUS WITH 
ANOTHER VERY YOUNG MODLIN.      EVERYONE LIKE  ANN.     ...ONE DENTIST AND 
ONE MEDIC LEFT FOR AN ASSEMBLY AREA AT REIMS.  THE TRANSFER OF THE 
OFFICERS ON POINTS TO THE 35TH STATION HOSPITAL WAS CANCELLEO, BUT THE 
ENLISTED MEN WENT THERE. 
COL. KUB|N CALLED FOR SEVERAL OFFICERS TO REPORT FOR PROMOTION 
INTERVIEWS   WHICH   HA0   BEEN   BATTING   AROUND   FOR   TWO   MONTHS.       ISTILT. 
DUNNIGAN'S    NAME    WAS    LISTED    AMONG    THEM,    BUT    HE    WAS   ON   TD   SOMEWHERE 
CADY 
IN GERMANY. THAT WOULD HAVE DEEM THE END OF IT FOR COL. KUB#M, BUT 
CAOY INSISTED HE SHOULD DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT, HAVE SOMEONE OP THERE 
INTERVIEW HIM*  KUBlN REALLY SEEMED TO WANT TO RE HELPFUL, TO Hit 
HOSPITALS, BUT HE DID NOT SEEM RESOURCEFUL OR VENTURESOME.  I? BEEMEO 
THAT COCKE's ESTIMATE THAT UK   WAS A FUSS-BUDGET WAS RIGHT,  CAOV 
WOULD HAVE UTILIZED THE MATTER AS AN EXCUSE, IN KUB.lV 8 PLACE, TO 
JUSTIFY A QUICK TRIP UP TO WHERE OUNNIOAN WAS TO INTERVIEW HIM, AMD 
MAYBE SEE A LOT OP OTHER THINGS GOING ON, TOO.  ANO CAOY HAD A FEELING 
QUNNIGAN'S PROMOTION WAS ALREADY DEAD. 
CAOY TOOK SOME BOTTLES OF COCA COLA TO THE AMUSED LCFEVRES. ANORE 
WOULD RETURN IN A FEW DAYS, AND THREE BOTTLES WERE LEFT FQH   HIM.  THE 
FREPCH PEOPLE COULD NOT FATHOM THE MYSTERY WHY LIBERATED ^ERICANS 
FIRST WANTED TVfO THINGS, A HOT 3ATH AND A BOTTLE OF COCA COLA/  NO 
WINE' UNDOUBTEDLY THE AMERICANS WERE TRULY FUNNY PEOPLE! 
SAYURBAY, \9  MAY. TO CADY'S GREAT PLEASURE, Oew. DU VIBIER 
AND MADAME CALLED UPOM HIM. THE LAST MEETING HAD BEEN IN MASCARA 
WITH HER AND HER DAUGHTER. IT WAS *COFPE TIME* AND DURING THAT 
HE PERSUADED THEM TO VISIT TWO BUILDINGS TO BEE BOMC FRENCH PATIENTS, 
WARDS 5A ANO T T A AND 113, EVERYONE CONCERNED WAS PLZASED BY THAT. 
THE GENERAL BECAME INTERESTED IN ALL THE DIVISIONAL INSIGNE SQT. 
VOST HAD PAINTED ANO CADY HAO DECORATING HIS OFFICE, AND ALSO ALL THE 
ALLIED FLABS ON A STANO IN THE CORNER. THE UNIT HAD SUPPORTED THEM. 
*HY WAS NOT HIS FRENCH 1ST ARMORED DIVISION NOT REPRESENTED? 
FOR THE SIMPLE REASON THERE HAD SEEN ND COPY TO REPRODUCE, WHEREUPON 
GEN. DUV'IGIER UNFASTENED HIS LORRAINE BADGE AND PRESENTED IT TB 
CAOY, SAYING HE WOULC BE HONORED IF HE WOULD WEAR IT, TOO. CADY 
ASSURED HIM THE PLAQBE WOULD SCON BE ON HIS WALL, ANO SO WOULD THE 
INSIGNIA OF 
k£   ^gUXISME   3E0 1 MS NT   D£   TI RE ILLEURERB   ALGERIENES.    CADY'B   OWN   REGIMENT, 
WOULD   BE   THERE   TOO.       HE   TOLD   THE   Gi£NE/LAL^tfM   HE   HAD   BEEN   WEARING   THE 
REGIMENT'S INSIGNIA, ANO THE RED FOURRA GERE DURING   WEDDINGS   ANO 
CADY 
OTHER CEREMONIES.  MADAME WAS GRACIOUS TO KENTfON APPHfcCIAT IVELY THE 
FAREWELL DINNER AT BOU-HANIFIAWHICH CADY REMEMBERED UNPLEASANTLY 
BECAUSE HIS OWN OFFICERS AND NURSES HAD NOT GIVEN HIM ADEQUATE SUPPORT 
AT THE TIME.  THEY INVITED CADY TO VISIT THEM OVERNIGHT SOMETIME IN 
STRASBOURG. THEIR ELDER SON WAS IN THE NAVY, THE DAUGHTER AND 
YOUNGER SON WERE IN THEIR APARTMENT IN PARL8» THEY WERE MUCH HAPPIER 
THAN WHEN HE HAD LAST SEEN THEM IN ALGERIA*  HE LIKED THEM VERY 
MUCH, BUT WISHED THE GENERAL WOULD TRY TO LEARN ENGLISH. 
BRIG, GEN. AOCOCK. CAME TO ATTEND THE WEDDING OF 1 ST LT. CECEILIA 
K. KOCIALEK TO 1ST LT. TlMOTHV 0*8ULLlVANf AF, AT WHICH FR. MURPHY 
OFFICIATED.   AFT*;* THE PLEASANT RECEPTION AT CLUB RAVENEL, AND THE 
BRIDAL PARTY DEPARTED, OOY WENT ALONG WITH THE REST TO QUARTERS 
8 FOR "CHOIR PRACTICE."  THE HlGH-LlGHT OF THAT CHORE WAS THE SOLO 
DANCE BY GRETHE KNUOSON, THE "UNIT MORALE FACTOR."  ONCE MORE, SHE 
TOLD HIM, SHE WAS IN LOVE, THIS TIME WITH THE "UGLIEST OF ENLISTED 
MEN" AND THEY WOULD MARRY IN CHICAGO, AND CADY WOULD SE INVITED. 
SUNDAY, 20 MAY. CAPT. HARRY 8. THURMAN, DC, AND LT. JEROME 
Y. LETTVIN, MC, WERE TRANSFERRED TO UI8E I. 8. ASSEMBLY COMMAND. 
A FINE COMMENDATION FOR THE 218T FROM FRENCH GENERAL 0*ARME£, 
OE LATTRE DE TASSIGNY CAME IN THROUGH GEN. JACOB OEVER, VI ARMY GP. 
HE   WOULD   PUBLISH   IT   TO   THE   UNIT,   BUT   HE   WOULD   TRY   TO   UTILIZE    IT    IN 
SOME   OTHER   MANNER   HE   MIGHT   THINK   UP. 
LT.HAROLD R. HART, A FORMER COMBAT INFANTRY OFFICER, WAS STARTED 
TOWARD Z OF I THROUGH MEDICAL CHANNEL8 BECAUSE OF A SAO KNEC. 
MONDAY, 21 MAY. CAPT. HUTCHESON RETURNEO FROM PARIS WITH 
SHOCK'S MESSAGE THAT THEIR PROPOSED TRIP TO UK WOULO PROBABLY BE 
CANCELLED BECAUSE SHOOK WOULD BE GOING TO THE STATES FOR A WHILE. 
L 
CADY   REALLY   DID   NOT   CARE   FOR   THE   TRIP   UNLESS   CiiOOK   WOULO   BE   AONG. 
A 
ALSO, COL. KARL H. METZ, OC, WOULD BE PULLED OUT*POSSIBLY PERMANENTLY 
TO BE PUT INTO MEDICAL SUPPLY V(»    IN GERMANY. 
CAST 
CART« CH*3. E. TntcaOR sis war MATE EWJUSH POIKTS,  IS H« «TCMT TO 
THE   31TH   STATION   HOSPITAL   I*  S»CM4T<lt   FOR   CART,   FRAR*   L#   MOORE,   MAC. 
rniCflO*   WAS   A   »|T   TSAPtfUi.   A30UT   LEAVtNS*      *.«CA3T   RAN  t$?   TO   NANCY 
AOAI* to «fg tr THE star's &AT«R SUPPLY REALLY *OULIJ ai |4PNOYEO» 
TUESSAY, |t« CAOY TOOK MAJ.   JPALSIMQ ANO MLLC.  A'INOKLER WITH 
HIM TO llRARSMER, A »UAOB WITH RESORT HOTELS, TO SEE IF THERE WERE 
AHV SUITANLE o.iMnreits on THE LAKE WHICH MIGHT sceoMg A RECREATION 
PLACE FOR YMF. £1SY.     THERE WERE NONE* ANO rntr went on TO STRASSOURS. 
GEN. WJ VfNfER WAS SOMEWHERE IN SERVANT. T«tY ©ROVE HOST* TH*OVOH 
0UOMWltt.tR TO LEAVE «LU£. ^IMEXLER AT HER HOME, AMD THEMOE TO THE 
26TH rigf.0  H»«I»#TAL   til SECMEWHEtlf, 
■g*NEW*AW,   23  **AY*     COL.   OOOKt  WAS OUT  TRAVELLING   $0  THEY   Of9 
MOT QO WEAR CONA0.   POWERS AMO MIO OH^9F MORSE TOOK TIME OFF TO 
GUIDE   TH£M   ARQU*D  0WB0W8E0   HEJOELEERC,   THE  FAMOUS  SOLLEGE   TCtftf . 
THEY  TRIED   TO   LOCATED   COL.   OSCAR  REEDER   IN  HtS  OFFICE   tUT   FAILED* 
CAOT  WAS   PLANNING  TO   8F?*0 HA«U   LOUIS   ©OEW UP   TO   SEE   Ml©  FRIEND   WITH 
THE   IDEA   Cf   FlttOlNQ   BGMETIIIH*   SUITABLE   FOR   A   STOP-OVEft  RECREATION 
STATION  FOR   THE   U»ITf6   USE. 
SACK AT DISCHWIILER, THEV MAD LUNCH AT ??LLE. IVIMCKLES'S FATHER'S 
FACTORY HE WAS TRYlRO TO PUT SACK IWTO OPERATIC*.*  At A LITTLE 
RAILROAD STATION, CAlLED So*IA*E» »C«T Of HANSEL AND KARLSRUHE, KAE 
A LARGE MAZI *>»LLNOX" WHIG* WAS OPEN FOR INSPECTION,   It      WAS COM- 
PLETELY OOVEACO WITH SOIL EXCEPT FOR CANNSN PORTS AWO A REAP. ENTRANCE. 
A WHOLE SOOK COULS HAVE eEEN WRITTEO TO OSSeRIPE OWE or TNEtEJSTRORG 
POINTS is THE SIEGFRIED Liwc* THEY SAVE EACH OTHER MUTUAL FIRE SUPPORT, 
THERE WERE  COMPLICATES  ELECTRICAL   CONTROLS,   MEAVt  STEEL   DOORS, 
AR9   ALL   «ORTS   OF GASftET*  CAST  COOLO   ROT   UR6ERSTANS.     ACeOROlNG  TO 
THE ROSTED  »LUEI»RINT,   TMRRS   WERE  3^  *O0M*   !V  tffff  ORE,   RUT  THEY   010 
ROT   SO   RROWLINO   AR0MH0   WITHOUT   A   SUIOS   FOR   A   RSW  SOOSY   TRAR   60ULO   HAVE 
9t1H  PLAMTEO. CAST   HAS   ALREAOY   NOTICED THAT   EXTERMALLV  MOST   OF 
THESE STRONG POINTS 010 WOT APPEAR TO BE BADL.V BAMA0E0. HE HAO HEARD 
ENGINEER AMD COMBAT OFFICERS TELL HOW HARD TH*Y WERE TO REDUCE BY 
ARTILLERY FIRE, THE BEST WAY HAD BEEN TO KEEP UP «0 MUCH FIRE ON 
THE PORTS THAT »ES COULD CRAWL UP TO THE*» WHEN THE GERMANS WOULD 
OPEN THE!* TO EIRE OR TO LOOK, FN WOULD SO GRENADES, OTHERWISE, 
A LAR6E CHARGE OE TMT WOULD BE PLACED MAIM? THE STEEL BLINDS AWD 
DETONATED, BUCKLING OR SPRING THEM SO THEY COULD NOT BE OPENED TOR 
FIRING. HITLER'S IMPREGNABLE SIEGFRIED LINE HAD BEEN BREECHED MORE 
BY MEN THAN BY GUNS,* 
■    mum. m   ■ mi—  in <rn» 
•FOOTNOTE: 
A SHORT WHILE PREVIOUSLY CADY AND BENDOS HAD RISKED LANDMINES 
B 
r-HfLE GETTING A PEEP INTO AN OPEN EMBRASURE OF THE USELESS pRNCH 
^ 
f/AeiNOT LINE FORTIFICATION,    THE EARTHERH COVERING WAS THIRTVJTO 
FORTY FEET HIGH, AND SHOWEQ NO 8IGNES OF RECENTHUMAM TRAFFIC. HE 
COULD SEE VERY LITTLE OF THE INTERIOR EXCEPT THAT IT APPEARED 
STRONGLY SUPPORTED WITH PAlNTEO IRONWORK.  THE THICK WALLS OF THAT 
PARTICULAR PORT HAO NO BATTLE SCARS.   THE SLOW OR»P OF WATER FROM 
THE CEILING SEEMED TO. STRIKE THE FL003 OF THE BUNKER*S INTERIOR 
AFTER PALING BETWEEN t AND 2   SECONDS.  SPOOKY AND PROBABLY DAGERQU3 
^ A 
TO HAVE BEEN THERE! 
Nl 
THEY PASSED A MOUNTAIN VILLAGE WHERE MLLE. WINCICLER POITED OUT 
A 
A SUILDINQ TO THE R1GHT# IT WAS A FORMFR NAZI POW OR MEDICAL EXPER- 
IMENTAL STATION WHERE, SHE SAID, THEY KILLED MANV PERSONS. IT WA8 
THEN BEING USED BY THE FRENCH AS A POW HOSPITAL. AFTER SOME DELAY, 
SHE MANAGED TO TALK UP COL. CADY ENOUGH TO THE DIRECTOR, WHO FIRST 
8AIB THEY WERE TOO BUSY, THEN ASSIGNED AN GSCORT TO SHOW THEM AROUND. 
THEY HAD NOTHING, SPECTACULAR TO EXHIBIT FOR THE ATROCITIES, NOR FOR 
IC 
WHAT EHEY WERE OO I NG THEMSELVES,  IN ONE OLIN AREA THEY SEEMED 
A 
THEY SEEMED TO BE INTERROGATING SOME YOUNG "NORDIC* APPEARfMO 
WOMfN.  CAOY SUSPECTED    OWE SUBJECT WAS ORUGGEO, POSSIBLY AN 
INTERROGATION OR PERHAPS A CASE FOR NARCO-THERAPY. 
THURSDAY, 24, MAY.  A COMMAND INSPECTION OCCURRED. THEISLASE 
UNIT MIOHT HAVE BEEN A LITTLE LAX ON MILITARY COURTESY. CADY WAS 
PLANNING   TO   SEND   CAPT.    SLATERY   AND   MLLE.    WINCKLER   TO   SEE   GEN.    DU   VIGIER 
ABOUT   REQUISITIONING   SOMETHING    IN   STRASBOURG   FOR   THE   UNIT'S   REST 
BILLETING.       HE   ANTICIPATED   STRONG   NEEDS   FOR   RECREATIONAL   TRAVEL   AND 
PLACES   TO   STAY   FOR   THE   UNIT*8   LET-DOWN   FROM   THE   STRENUOUS   TIMES    IT 
HAD   GONE   THROUGH,    A   MORALE   PROBLEM,    AND   A   COMMAND   FUNCTION. 
tsT LT. EMMA «J. HARWICK, ANC, SICK IN 17STH GENERAL HOSPTAL, 
WENT TO THE STATES. 
FARDAV, 25 MAY. CADY HAD PLANS TO MEET COLS. KUBIN AND BAXTER 
BROWN AT DINNER TO DISCUSS HIS NEW RECREATIONAL CIRCUIT SCHEME. 
SOME HOSPITAL COMMANDER WAS TRYING TO LIFT CAPT. MARY BURKHCLDER 
OUT OF THE UNIT, BUT HIS METHOD WERE NAIEVE AND WOULD PROBABLY FAIL. 
...FN ORDER TO KEEP THEM BUSY ANO IMPROVE TCEIR ORIENTATIONS,CADY 
MADE VP  A ROTATION ASSIGNMENT ROSTER FOR SOME NURSES WHICH GAVE THEM 
BRIEF ORIENTATION IN ALL THE HOSPITAL^ ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES EX«EPT 
THE HEADQUARTERS WHERE CONFIDENTIAL MATTERS WERE HANDLED. 
COL. THOMAS HAD CUT CADY'S EFFICIENCY RATING, FORM 66-1, 
TO AN "Exc." IT HAD BEEN "SUP" SINCE HE HAD LEFT FT. BENNING, OR 
47.5 OUT OF POSSIBLE 50 POINTS. 
LT. COL. GEQ. WILLIAMS, FORMER EXEC, TO COL. THOMAS WAS THE NEW 
CO, 35TH STATION HOSPITAL, AND GOING TO .ANOTHER THEATRE. CADY WANTED 
TO GO SEE HIM BEFORE HE WOULD LEAVE. 
SATURDAY, 26 MAY. CADY PERSUADED COL. KUSIN TO GO WITH HIM 
TO REIMS TO SEE IF HE COULD HELP WITH HIS PROJECT FOR A CHAjtf  OF 
HOSTELS FOR THE 21 ST, AND SUCH OTHER HOSPITALS THAT WOULD COOPERATE. 
COL. WOOOHOUSE,  SURGEON, OIB, WAS FAVORABLE, BUT HIS G-t, A YOUNG 
IT. COL. FERBER, WAS DOUBTFUL.  !T SEEMED THEY WERE UNWILLINGTO COMMIT 
CADY 
TO ANYTHING UNTIL THEY KNEW THE MIND OF COM-Z. 
THE LETTER HE SENT TO SHOOK ON TUESDAY HAO BEEN DELIVERED TO COL. 
DAVID USTON,   BAWLEY'S EXECUTIVE GFFICER, BY LT. WHITTEMORE BECAUSE 
SHOOK MAD GONE TO THE STATES,    NOTHING HAD BEEN SAID BY LISTON. THE 
NURSES1S   QUESTIONNAIRE   ON   RE-DEPLOYMENT   HAD   BEEN   DELIVERED   AT   THE   SAME 
TIME* 
»HEN   CADY   HAOJDELIVEREO   SGT.   YOST'S   APPLICATION  FOR   A   COMMISSION 
IN   THE   MAC,    ME   TOOK   YOST   WITH   HIM    *AS   EXHIBIT   A,    IT   HAD      BEEN   RETURNED 
THROUGH   CHANNELS   TO   THE   UNIT.      NOW   COULD   THE   APPLICATION   BE   CHANGEO 
FROM   MAC  TO   AU3?      HE   WAS   TOLD   TO   RETURN   IT,   MARKED   FOR   PERSONAL 
ATTENTION  OF   THE   A3.       •..SOMEONE   WAS   ON  TO   COL./fejBIN   TO   GET   CAOY'S 
FORM 65-1  UP  TO REIM3 BY SPECIAL CURRIER.    CADY'S GUESS THAT  IT HAD 
SOMETHING TO DO WITH RE-DEPLOYMENT, BUT SOME OTHERS THOUGHF IT HAD 
TO DO WITH PROMOTION,  COL» BELOT HAD TOLD BOLOTIN SUCH AN EVENT WAS 
BEING RUMORED AROUND REIMS,- AND WITH COL* THOMAS REOUClN^HlS RATING? 
BELOT HAD PROMISED BOLOT IN HE WOULD VISIT RAVENEL SOON, AND WAS 
WILLING TO SET INTERESTED IN f»ART ICI^AT ING IN CADY*8 RECREATION 
CIRCUIT, TO BECOME A PART OF IT. 
A CAPT, RATHHAUSER, OFFICE OF THE SURGEON, AND CAPT. AZEDEDS, 
I <£, BOTH OF M.F ETQ, CAME TO INSPECT THE REHABILITATION AND THE 
INFORMATION AND EDUCATION WORK AT THE UNIT. THEY SAIO THE 21ST*S 
REHABILITATION SECTION WAS THE BEST SET-MP IN ETOI 
SUMDAV, 27 MAY, COL. BCLOT AND HIS REHABILITATION OFFICERS 
CAME THE EVENING BEFORE FOR THE SATURDAY NIGHT RECREATION. CADY TOOK 
COL. BELOT TO HIS OWN ROOM AND THEY HAD A BOTTLE OF GOOD COGNAC 
AVAILABLE PETWEEN THEM, IF ANO WHEN NEEDS DEVELOPED, DES.OT SAID HE 
WAS NOT TRYING TO ADVERTI8E HIS PERSONAL FRIENDSHIP WITH PRESDENT 
TRCRR.AU,  -OR  IT COULD BE TWISTED TO HIS DISADVANTAGE. HE AND TRUMAN 
HAO ORGANIZED THE KANSAS CLTV CHAPTER OF THE RC3ERVE OFFICERS ASSOCIAT- 
ION TOGETHER, HZ  KNEW THE TRUMANS WELL BUT HE WAS NOT THEIR PHYSICIAN. 
CAOY 
THAT WAS A OR. GRAHAM.  BELOT WAS RATHER ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT SETT I NO 
UP A RECREATION CIRCUIT. HE SAID HE WOULD SEE GEN. THRASHER ABOUT 
REQ.UISITIONING A SMALL HOTEL IN REIMS WHICH SHEAF WAS VACATING AS SOON 
AS THEY WOULD MOVE TO FRANKFURT, GERMANY. HE WOULD LOOK OUT FOR 
GETTING THE LOCAL TOURS ARRANGED TO SEE THE FAMOUS CATHEDRAL, THE 
CHAMPAGNE CAVES, ETC. 
CAPT. SLATERS REPORTED FAVORABLY ON HIS VISIT TO GEN. OU VLGT£R*S 
BILLETING   OFFICE   FOR   A   PLACE    IN   STRASBOURG.       MA«J.    ODEN^   REPORT   ON 
HEIDELBERG WAS FAVORABLE AS ras* AS IT COULD BE—INDEFINITE. THE 
VI ARMY GP. WANTED COMZ CONCURRENCE, BECAUSE THEY WOULD SOON FOLD UP 
AND COMA9 MIGHT DO THE SAME, THEN COM-Z WOULD BE DIRECTLY IN CONTROL. 
ODEN REPQREED THAT GEN. IMMELL HAD GONE TO THE STATES. OTHERS REPORTED 
HE WOULD BE MEETING GEN. MARK CLARK, FIFTH ARMY,  ITALY, IN CHICAGO 
ON THE 30TH FOR SOME REASON* HE WOULD THEN, AS 8UPP05E0, 00 ON TOWARD 
THE WEST COAST.   THE ADJUTANT OF THE 46TH GENERAL HOSPITAL  SAID 
GEN. WILSON WOULD RETURN TO CONAO, 
MONDAY, 2S ^AY. COL. HENNEGAN, OLD ritiCNO FROM AFSICA, ITALY 
AND FRANCE, WAS DOING SECURITY WORK AT MANNHEIM. BE CAV.E TO THE 21ST 
FOR SOME CENTAL WORK BY MAJ. 0*BRISN.  AL30, HE HAD FEMININE FRIENDS, 
HE  ALSO REPORTED THAT GEN. -VIL30N WOULD RETURN. HE WOULD PERSONALLY 
TAKE THE REVLSEO RECOMMENDATION FOR THE UNITS MERITORIOUS SERVICE 
PLAQUE AND DELIVER IT TO COCKE. THREE TIMES THE UNIT HAD DONE 
DISTINGUISHED 3ERVICE BY RESPONDING TO UNF0R8EEN NEEDS, AND IT HAD BEEN 
ABLE AND WILLING IN TIMES OR UNPREPAREONEWWT FOR THAT MATTER, IT 
SHOULD HAVE HAD THE SAME RECOMMENDATION FROM ITALY. HE MIGHT MAKE 
ANOTHER ATTEMPT TO GET THAT GOING AGAIN* 
LT. COL. HARKEY, QVC, YOUNG ISM, AGGRESSIVE AND A BIT BELIGERANT 
ON FIRST CONTACT, CAME TO SEE THE L.A80R SERVICE COMPANY SET-UP, MAJ. 
PETERSON WAS IN CHARGE OF THE 21ST,S IS^TH'S HEADQUARTERS SAID THAT 
ON HIS DEPARTURE HE SEEDED WELL IMPRESSED.  CADYt "IT'S RATHER AMAZING 
TO WATCH ALL THOSE PEOPLE, AND CHARACTERS, FLASHING ACROSS THE STAGE." 
CACY 
TUESDAY, 29 MAY, CADY WENT TO NANCY TO PROCURE NEGATIVES »F THE 
AIRJPHOTOS   OF   THE   2l8T    IF   HE   COULD   GET   THESS      ME   WAS   ASSURED  OF   ENOUGH 
PHOTOS   TO   RUT    INTO   THE   UNIT'S   HISTORY.      MAJ.      ADDIS   AND   MAJ.    IMPSON 
WERE   ENROUTE   TO   CANNES   FOR   A   WEEK   OFF.      MA*.   ADDIS   THOUGHT   OEN.   WILSON 
WAS ALREADY BACK. ALSO, CONAD WOULD FOLD UP OV 10 JUNE, MAVRF. 
AT RAVENEL, CADY LEARNED THE 35TH STATION HOSPITAL HAD DEPARTED 
FROM EPINAL. HE HAD HOT GOTTEN TO SEE LT. COL. 'TILLIAMS* THE 336TH 
GENERAL HOSPITAL WAS TO GO PRETTY SOON, TOO.  THE 22ST HAD LOST ABOUT 
40 MEN TO THESE UNITS, AND THEIR REPLACEMENTS HAD RATINGS IN Excess 
OF T/0 AND SLOCKED FURTHER PROMOTIONS OF OLD Btll OF THE UNIT. 
*EONESOAV, 30 MAY. THE 21»T HAD A MEMORIAL DAY PARADE SCHEDULED 
AT 1100 HOUR, BUT IT WAS RAINING AND THE SERVICE WAS RE-SCHEDEO IN 
A 
THE   THEATRE.       IT   WAS   NOT   MAOE   COMPULSORY   THERE,   AMD   A   GREAT   MANY   MEN 
AND   OFFICERS   SIISPLY   DID   L'CT   SHOW  UP.   BOLOTIN   AND   0THEP8   WERE   PRETTY 
DISAPPOINTED*   CAPT.     VlNTERBOWER   WAS   fP t NG   TO   RESTRICT   THE   WHOLE 
DETACHMENT BECAUSE HE THOUGHT THEY HAD DEEM DISRESPECTFUL OF THE CO. 
CADY OBJECTED TO MASS PUNISHMENT OF INNOCENTS TO GET AT THE GUILTY. 
HE, HIMSELF, WOULD HAVE BEEN ABSENT EXCEPT FOR A PERSONAL MISSION THERE. 
WHY SHOULD THE MEN HAVE WANTED TO REMIND THEMSELVES FURTHER OF THE 
DEAD AND LOSSES WHILE THEY RFLTL THEY HAD TO GO ON LOOKING FORWARD TO 
MORE? _. 
He/s/Ki T. 
COL.   HENNEGAN   WAS   TARING   BEADED   BASS   SACK   TO   NOW   LT.   COL.   LAPP. A 
31 MAY. A TELEPHONE CALL REVEALED COL. BELOT HAD MOT SEEN GEN. 
THRASHER ABOUT THE CIRCUIT PLANS. CADY GOT SWITCHED OVER TO THE 
SURGEON'S ADJUTANT, ANC TOLD HIM OF GEN. DUV'ICIER'S APPROVAL FOR A 
3TRASS0URS H0U3E, AND WAS ADVISED TO TAXE IT. CADY WAS TILLING, HE 
8AI0, 3UT HAD NO AUTHORITY YET FOR THAT. COULD MC MAVT IT? 
MISS BARKSOALE CEUE IN WITH A LETTER FROM COL. CHAS.PEUSTOW 
WHICH SAID HE COULO PROCURE A CIVILIAN CAR OR TWO IF CADY WOULD 
COME FOR THEM. COL. KUDIA  SAID TO GO AFTE* THEM AND TRY TO GT HIM A 
CAOY 
A OOOO ONE, TOO. CADY DEPARTED SHORTLY ArTER NOON WITH CAPT. WINTER- 
BOWER, BENOOS AND BOLOTIN*S DRIVER, HOLLENBECK.   AT THE 26TH FIELD 
HOSPITAL, HE LEARNED THAT COL. REEOER WAS AT AUGSBURG. THEY STAYED 
OVERNIGHT WITH COL. COCKE IH SECHENHEIM. EVERYTHING WAS UNCERTAIN* 
GEN. WILSON HAD RETURNED, BUT PROMPTLY WENT BACK TO PARIS. CONAD 
WAS REALLY SUPPOSED TO FOLD UP IOJUNE. THE VJ ARMY GP. NOW HAD 
ONLY THE 1ST FRENCH ARMY. COL. FKNCHER, SURGEONS OFFICE, COM-Z AND 
COL. ALLEN WERE VISIUING, TOO. THEY SAID SHOOK MIGHT BECOME THE 
SURGEON, VICE HAWLEY, WHEN HE WOULD RETURN FROM THE STATES FROM SOME 
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT THERE. 
BACK AT THE 21ST, COL. BEAM DECORATED S/SGT JOHN KOTKOVETZ WITH 
THE DISTINGUISHED SERVICE CROSS, A UOB USUALLY RESERVED TO A GENERAL. 
THE MONTH OF MAY WAS DIFFERENT:    MAXIMUM BEDS, 3,660; 
MAXIMUM PATIENTS, 2,531; AVERAGE BEDS, 3,660; AVERAGE PATIENTS, 
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FRIDAY, 1 JUNE,  CADY WENT CALLING AROUND HQ.» CONAO.  COL* 
SMULLEN WAS OUT. NO GEORGES AOIO TOLD HIM AGAIN THAT HE MAO BEEN 
RECOMMENDED BY THE FRENCH ROFT A HCROIX DL GUERRE" ALSO, AOID HAD 
BEEN CRICITIZED BACK IN OLUON WHEN ANO BECAUSE CADY HAD ASKED FOR 
HIS PERSONAL SERVICES AS LIAISON AGENT AT RAVENEL. HE HAD LOST OUT 
ON A PROMOTION! CADY WENT TO COL. ROSS, THE ADJUTANT, ANO TOLD 
HIM ABOUT IT AND ASKED THAT HE WOULD INTERCEDE FOR AGIO. THE TACT 
HIS HOSTILE CO AT OLRFON HAD BEEN SACKED SHOULD NOW BE FAVORABLE 
TOR AQID. ...HE SAW COL. WHELCHEL AN© LT. COL. SEDOWICK. THE LATTER 
WAS TO BE PROMOTED SOON ANO GO TO REIMS WITH COL. THORNTON FOR <JMC 
DUTY IN THE ASSEMBLY AREAS. MAD. SMITH DELIVERED THREE CASES OF 
LIQUOR FOR CLUB RAVENEL AND CADY MAD TO LEAVE THEM WITH COCKE TEMPOR- 
ILY. COL. ..W. JONES, PROVOST MARSHAL SINCE ALGERIA, AND COL.STUBBLE- 
BINS, C OP S, WERE SEEN IN THEIR OFFICES BRIEFLY. 
CAOY TOOK LT. COL. LAPP TO AUGSBURG OVER HITLER'S AUTOBAHN. 
STUTTGART AND MANY OTHER SMALLER PLACES HAD TAKEN QUITE A POUNDING 
FROM THE AMERICANS AND FRENCH. Ht  LEFT LAPP AT COL. RUCOLPH'S OFFICE 
AND PICKED i)P   COL. *EBB 8. GURLEY TO 50 TO C?TARN8ERQ SEE, BAVARIA. 
MANY OF COL. PEUSTOW'B OFFICERS LIVED WITH HIM IN THE ROYAL YACHT CLUB 
THEY HAO TAKEN OVER.  PEUSTOW WAS ABSENT, 8UT HIS CHIEF OF SURGERY 
ENTERTAINED THEM IN THE CLUB, A MOTORBOAT RIOE, STORIES ABOUT THE 
PICTURESQUE AND HISTORICAL SURROUNDING, ETC. 
LT. COL. GILLESPIE TOOK THEM ALONG THE SHORE OF 3TARNBERG SEE TO 
3CHL0SS LlNDERHOF OF "THE MAD KING LuDWlG  II." THE KINO HAO BEEN AM 
ECCENTRIC AND PROBABLY WAS REALLY MAO.  HE DROWNED IN THE LAKE, PRESUMEC 
A SUICIDE.  THE CASTLE WAS AN ORNATE SHOW PLACE WHERE LUDWIQ  II COULD 
CADY 
GETAWAY OUT IN THE WOODS, BUT AMID 6PLEN00RS. HC HAD ADMIRED THE 
NATURAL   BEAUTIES   Of   WOMEN   AND   THE   ARTIFICIAL   PRETTIES   OF   VERSAILLES 
VERY   MUCH,    AND   HE   MAO   DUPLICATED   THEIR   SPLENDORS.      SOME   OF   THE   CEILINGS 
WERE   PAINTINGS,   AND   THE   CUPIDS   AND   WHAT-NOTS   THAT   WERE   FLY I NO   AROUNO 
HAD   A   LEO   OR   AN   ARM   PROTRUDING      REALISTICLY    IN  THE   THH6C   OlMENTION. 
THE ELEGANCE WAS BUILT  INTO FLOORS, WALLS,  AND FURNISHINGS.    THE 
KING'S BATH HAD A CIRCULATING WATER-HEATINO ARRANGEMENT «IUBT  BELOW 
IN THE BASEMENT.    CAOY WONDERED WHY THE MAD KING HAD NOT TAKEN THE 
HINT FROM THIS PLUMBING GADGET AND EXTENDED TMC PIPES TO MIDDEN 
RADIATORS AND BEATEN THE FRENCH ANO AMERICANS TO CENTRAL HEATING 
PLANTS. MAYBE, HE HAD NOT BEEN SO MAD AT THAT, FOR THAT WOULD HAVE 
MADE COMFY FIREPLACES, BEAUTIFUL MANTLES AND BIG FRAMED MIRRORS ASOVE 
THEM MUCH LESS USEFUL FOR KEEPING PEOPLE TOGETHER, ANO HE WOULD HAVE 
CONSIDERED HIMSELF MNUTS" FOR HIS OWN TIMES.  THE PLACE WAS  S£ING 
GUARDED FOR THE BEAUTIFUL MUSEUM THAT IT WAS. 
PEUtTOW WAS AT THE ROYAL YACHT CLUB.  HE HAD SEVERAL COMBAT 
OFFlC£RS*ON TD ORDERS" WITH HIS HOSPITAL.  C'NE WAS A IT. RYAN, AW 
ARTILLERY OBSERVER, WHO TOOK CAOY VP   IN HIS PIPER CUB PLANE  TO SEE 
WHAT THE AREA LOOKED LIKE. GURLEY WANTED NO PART OF SUCH FLYING. 
ONCE MORE CADY ASKED HIMSELF WHY THE GERMANS SHOULD HAVE TRIED TO 
LOOT THE WORLD WHILE ALL HE WAS SEEING OOWN BELOW HAD BEEN THEIRS TO 
ENJOY. SURROUNDING MOUNTAINS WERE PRETTY MUCH LIKE THE AMERICAN 
ROCKY MOUNTAINS, BUT, OF COURSE, THE FERTILE VALLEVS HAD MANY MORE 
8IGN8 OF THRIFTY UTILIZATIONS BY MAN. 
WITH THE PROMISE OF THE NEXT DAY FOR 8IGHT-SEEI NO, CAOY COT TO 
BED EARLY. HE WAS TIRED ENOUGH TO BE WITHOUT MUCH CURIOSITY BUT 
REASONED HE WOULO NEVER AGAIN HAVE THE CHANCE TO REPEAT THIS TRIP. 
LT. RUBY WILLWERTH, ANC, WAS THERE WITHOUT TRAVEL ORDERS FROM HER 




SATURDAY, 2 JUNE.    IT.  COL. SILLCSPIE MAD THE ASSIGNMENT™ «AKE 
CADV*S  VISIT   IfmtII  FOR  HIM.     HE  HAD  SOME   "LOCAL  YOKEL"   IN SHORT 
LEATHER   PANTS   WITH   WlBE   LEATHER   3ALL0USSS   «Ulff|CAOV   TO   SO«C   "PROFESSOR1! 
RESIDENCE?     A   KlGS   LOOSING   TOUNG   3LON0   FRAU,   MARRIED   DAUGHTER^r   TMf 
OWNER,   tMMM   THE   DOOR   AWB   AFTER   AN   EXCHANGE   Of   A   FEW   CALM   WORBB,   SHE 
ESCOPTSC   THE*   AROUND   THE   HOUSE   TO   A   BOAROEB-UP   GARAGE,   T»ERf   WERE  TWO 
SEOANS   UP   OR  AXLE   BLOCKS,   AND   OLD   AMERICAN   CADILLAC   AND   A   MOORATC 
8I2EB   SLACK   MUfHH'Mlll      8ENBOS   POKfO   ARSOUNB   UNSER   THE   H008S,   ANO 
BAIB   HE   LIKED   THE   VERCE9ES-3EHE   SETTER,    AH©   CABY   AGREED.      CABY   THANKED 
THE   TOUNG   WOVAK,    A*'C   D€*ARTEB.   THEIR   GUlBE   tAlB   TH€   OLD   MAN*8   BON-lN- 
LAW 
WAS A MAZl PAPTY-WEYSER WHO HAD WADE IT TOUGH OH OTHER GERMANS WHO HAB 
2TXK   LUKEWARM ABOUT HITLER1* «ANO»  CABY HAD RRESUMCO SOME REQUISITION- 
ING PROCEDURE WOULD BE USEB, PUT THE WORD *CONF1 SCATION* SEEDED WORE 
ACCURATE tOP   THI8, BUT THE BfAL WAS PSUBTCW'B.  THEY WOULD SEND MEN 
OVER TO KNOCK THE SACK WALL BUY Of THS GARA3C, CHeOR AN© AIR UP THE 
TIRES, AND TOW IT TO THE HOSPITAL'S MOTOR RBOL SHOP FOR OVERHAULINO 
ENOUGH TO 0RIYE TO RAVENEL. 
MOST OF THE BAY WAS BRENT BRfVlHB AROUND TO SEC THINGS. «6ER~ 
AMMEROAU, WHERE THf PAS8ION>PLAY HAB BEEN ENACTEB EAOM BECAOC FOR SO 
WANT YEARS, WAS MOST INTERESTING TO CAOV,  THE PLAY HAB BEEN OMITTED 
TOO 
WHEN IT CAME OUE DURING THE WAR, ANO IT WAS/SOON FOR ANY RLAKS fOR 
ITS RESUMPTION.  THE VILLAGE MAO m   SIGNS Or WAR DAMAGE*  THE BIO 
BARN OS A THEATRE WAS IN BOOB REPAIR.   THE BTABE AND HUNDREDS OF 
COSTUMES WERE 8MOWNt AND RERE INTACT*  THE GUIDES AND TOWNSPEOPLE 
WERE AFTER ALL THE AMERICAN OCCUPATION MARKS THEY COULD KfttHAftl 
imPttMiftkX*       fP   THERE   WERE   ANY   HOSTILE   VILLAGERS*   THET   HAO     THEM 
IN PRISON OR HIDOCN OUT SOMEWHERE.  THE SOUBENIR SHOP RAN PV THE WIFE 
or "THE GmiWtft^9 WAS POSSIBLY THE MOST  INTERESTING or ALL.  Gfttf GAVE 
IDOS A TALK ON WHY IT 'AS SUCH A FAMOUS PLAGE AND WHY BO MANY 
RELIGIOUSLY INCLINED FOREIGNER? CAME TO SFE THE PASSION PLAY ENACTED, 
C*,OY 
CAOV   FELT   MUCH   INDEBTED   TO   LT.    COL.   ttVMMMf   BY   THE   TIME   THEY   RETURNED. 
u 
THC   Wffn MAtffWN   HOSPITAL   WAS   HAYING   ITS   SATURDAY   NlGT   f'ARTY 
A 
AND OANOE AT THE ROYAL BAVARIAN YACHT CLU* FROM 1900 UNTIL 0200 HOUR. 
PRETTY TIRED, BUT CAOV STUCK IT OUT.   (NTERESTEO IN OA IRQ JUST ENOUGH 
A 
TO 3E COURTEOUS, HE DIO A LOT Of EASLE GOSSIPING.  TH« YOURS DEPUTY 
COVMAMCET,       |RF. 0|V., DRIO. GCM. A0AM9 WAS THERE.  BE WAS A 
ULAR PERMANENT CAF'TAJW.  THF EXECUTIVE OFFICER ©F THE VI CORPS WAS 
A REGULAR FIRST LIEUTENAis'T.  THEY BOTH LOOKED PRETTY YOUNG FOR SUCH 
JOES RUT EVIDENTLY THEY HAD DEER PERFORMINO THEM SATISFACTORILY.  Hf 
OF 
LEARNED THAT OB.,. . ,'CH, CO, 3EVENTH ARMY, HAD SORE TO ZJ FOR REAS8I0N* 
A 
MEST. IT WAC RUMORED THAT COLORFUL SEN. GEORGE TATTON MIGHT DROP IN 
FOR A DANCE DURING THE EVENING.  CADY LEFT SHORTLY AFTER MIDNIGHT. 
BACK AT THE UNIT BIG CHANGES WERE BEING MADE IN THE NURSMO       ' 




* *mmm*i VIMIHIS EARPE, aARA u. PEARCE, DORIS U TIPLER, 
AlLEEM !. WILSON, AND HELEN M, THORPJ  TO THE 236TH GENERAL HOSPITAL: 
LTS.      ;ET A. w'ACKCON, aCNAH L. ROHAN, MARGUERITE L TURNER, ALPHA 
R, VlNCON, ANO LORA Mg JULLENBERGER.  THEN TRANSFERRED IN FROM THE 
23RO STATION WERE: 1ST LTS. MARY A. DARCY, ESTHER MELOTTE,  >AULA £. 
PAL'.CR,    IUCCRIA   SLOEOJIAN,    ^YOIL   M.   HIOSELEV   ANO   cLIEAfeETH   flt*lit|      FROM 
THE 23CTM GENERAL HOSPITAL* !ST LTS. DOROTHY NICHOLS, 2ND US. huxr 
COCHLIK, MILDRED OENNYC AND HELEN OWVER. ALL THIS STIRRING UP OF THE 
NURSIRC SERVICE A-OULO HAVE BEEN ASONIES FOR VA*. SPALOING HAD SHE BEIN 
PERSONALLY INVOLVED, AND CAOY WONDERED IF HER ABSENCE WAS MERELY A 
COINCIDENCE. 
J. M« U   2ANN 30T BACK FROM HIS 73   IN UK BASE? COL. KARL H. 
MET*, DC, WENT TO PARIS ON TO TO HQ., COM~Z. EITHER COULD BE PORTEN- 
•'5. 
SUNDAY. ;ME.  THE apflOffgfi WAS STILL NEEDING WORK UNTIL 
NO:.::,   auT AT   1?30,  SUT IBEY LEFT WITH V*4.  ERESLAU,  ?7TH EVAC AND 
CAOY 
W.U. '35.  HE WAS TO BE FOLLOWED BY A TRUCK FOR A CARGO OF SCREEN WIRE, 
PHOTO 3UPPLIES AND A CASE Of COGNAC WHICH CADY COULD RELEASE TO HIM. 
TRUCK WOULD RETURN VIA WORM* tN THE HOPES OF RETTING SOME or THAT 
LIBERATED GERMAN WINE. 
U«GSBURC, COL. RUDOLPH ARRANGED FOR CADV TO GET FOUR BIG 
GERMAN BUSES TO RECONDITION AND USF IN HIS RECREATIWN CIRCUIT.  CADY 
THOUGHT HE WAS IN FAVOR OF HIS IDEA, AND HE ADVANCE THE NOTION THAT 
SEVENTH M I  ttt«AL PERSONNEL MIGHT USE THE SAME CIRCUIT. MAYBE 
A   POINT   COULD   Iff   SET   \iP   EAST   OF   STRASBOURG   FOR   SEVENTH   ARMY?      CADY 
HOPED   HE   WOULD   WRITE    IT   UP   THROUGH   CHANNELS.      GURLEY   PRESENTED   A 
GILT   HANDLED   SffftMM   OFFICER*©   SA8RE.      ME   ALSO   PRODUCED   A   CONFISCATED 
DOUBLE   3ARREL    SHOTGUN   WITH   A   RIFLE   BARREL   BELOW,    AND   AN   ENGRAVED 
RATHER   FANCY    DEER   RIFLE.       CADY   HOPED   HE   COULD   GET   THEM    HOME   AS    SOUVENIR! 
FOR    A    COLLECTION,    NOT   THAT    HE   WAS   REALLY   MUCH   OF   A   COLLECTOR.       HE 
GAVE   GURLEY   A   LADV's   BEADED   BAG   AND   ONE   OF   THOSE   MlRECOURT    "BEANIES." 
THEY STAYED OVERNIGHT AT "VILLA CHARLES DE STRASBOURG." THIS 
WAS THE THREE STORY HOUSE WHICH GEN. DU VLOIER MAO PROCURED FOR THE 
UNIT;  CADY HAD ASKED VA«I. BEN H. CHARLES IF HE WOULD LIKE TO GET 
AV/AY FROM THE POf SECTION, AND RELAX SOMEWHAT A8 CARETAKER AND GENERAL 
T OFFICER AT THIS NEW VENTURE.  HE HAD GIVEN HtM SEVERAL MEN AND 
HOUSEKEEPING EQUIPMENT TO CLEAN IT AND ARRANGE IT FOR USE.   IT WAS 
A t° ALLEE KABTNER, OFF ALLEE ROBERTSAU, A BLOCK FROM THE BRIDGE OVER 
THE CANAL COROERINO PAROLE OE L'ORANGERIE.  THE NAZIS HAD REMODELLED 
IT SOME AND HAD BEEN FINISHING IT FOR SOME PURPOSE OF THEIR OWN.   IT 
WAS SURROUNDED WITH A STONE WALL RECTANGLE AT LEAST 8 CITV BLOCKS 
LONG.  THE TREES HAD BEEN MEGLECTEO FOR YEARS, AB HAD BEEN ALL THE 
OTHER OUTDOOR THINGS LIKE FOUNTAINS, GARDENS AND SEATS AROUND OLD 
8TATUES.  ALL THE CEDAR* NEEDED PRUNING BACK.  ONE OF THE MANY ENOR- 
T 
MOUS HORSE CHESNUT TREES  HAD GROWN OVER THE END OF A VARBLE BENCH 
A 
8E T    KIT ffHff DISTANCE OF A FOOT, PROBABLY THE NEGLECT OF A HALF 
CADY 
CENTURY.  HC WISHED HE HAD THE TIME TO RESEARCH THE HISTORY Of THE 
OLD PLACE* THERE WAS NO STORY or BOOBY TRAPS, BUT CAOY WANTED THE 
AREA CAREFULLY SURVEYED DURING THC CLEAN-UP BY P0W8 AND POLES HE 
WOULD SEND OVER TO MAINTAIN THE PLACE.  GEN. DU VIOICR HAD REALLY 
DONE WELL BY THE UNIT.  THE PLACE HAO ALREADY BEEN USED BY A SEVENTH 
ARMY MEDICAL LT. COLONEL AND HIS NURSE BRIDE. 
MONDAY, 4 JUNE. CADY SENT TWO NURSES OVER TO "CMATIAU CHARLES" 
TO HELP CHARLES INSTALL tout "HOMEY" FEMININE INTO THE PLACE WHEREVER 
A 
PRACTICAL. ...OANN WAS SLATED TO LEAVE SHORTLY FOR WORK IN MEDICAL 
SUPPLY. SHOOK HAO COOKED SOMETHING UP HE BELIEVED WOULD SERVE HIM 
WELL IN HIS POST-WAR CAREER, IN HCLDCLBERO. OANN WAS RATHER APPREHEN- 
SIVE THAT HE WAS BEINO BOLD INTO OCCUPATION OUTY SLAVERY WHICH HE DID 
NOT WANT.  80LOTIN WAS TO TAKE HIM BACK TO PARIS AND BET ANOTER LEGIT- 
IMATE TRIP FOR HIMSELF. 
(LHAS, L , 
TUESDAY, 5 JUNE. C0L./(MA«wtLL, CO, IOOTM GENERAL HOSPITAL, 
SAR-LE-DUC, CAME FOR A LOOK AROUND, HE WAS A REGULAR, ANO SHOWED 
CONSIDERABLE INTEREST IN CADV^S KNOWLEDGE OF GEN. WILSON, HIS WHERE- 
ABOUTS AND DOINGS.  COL. MAXWELL 8AT IN ON ONE OF CAOY'S ADMINISTRATIVE 
MEETINGS.  THE UNIT WAS BEING OVERRUN BY INSPECTORS WHO THEM8ELVES 
HAD NEVER REALLY RUN HOSPITALS, OR SMALL ONES.  MOST OF THEM  OIO NOT 
8CEM TO KNOW THE REAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RATINGS OF EXCELLENT AND 
SUPERIOR. CADY THOUGHT THEY HAD BEEN USING EXCELLENT AS THEIR HIGHEST 
RATING, AND THERE WAS SOMETHING WRONG IN THE SITUATION, CAOY SUSPECTED. 
WAS THE UNIT MISHANDLING THE INSPECTORS, OR OID THE INSPECTORS NOT 
KNOW ANY BETTER? THE LORRAINE DISTRICT'S INSPECTION TEAM WOULD BE IN 
THE NEXT DAY, 80 EVERYONE SHOULD BE MENTALLY PREPARED FOR IT, AND TO 
GET   SOMfHlNG   OUT   OF   THE    INSPECTION   THEMSELVES. 
WEDNESDAY,   6  JUNE.     ANNIVERSARY OF D-DAY EUROPE. 
THE COMMAND   INSPECTION WAS POSTPONED A OAY.    WORK HAO SLACKED OFF. 
CADV 
vADV   AQAIU  WALKED  THE   AI3LE:   WITH   1ST   LT.   ILEAMOR   0.   BRINXMEYCR, 
ANC,   70   CAPT.    dUL108   A,   "PENCE,   RECENTLY   LIBERATED   POW.       HOWEVER, 
SHE   SROUOHT   HER   OWN   CHAR.   ROBT.    CHERRY   PROM   HER   OWN   UNIT,   TO   PERFORM 
THE   CEREMONY    IN   HER   HOME   UNIT   AM0N9   SO   MANY   OT   HER   FRIENDS. 
NEWS   CAME   THAT   OlSE    IB   WAS   TRAN8FERRIN0   ?**AJ8.   '.VlLSON   Q*   BROWN 
AND   ROCT.    "JEOCE*   KELLEY   TO   YHE   ?36TH   SEMERAL   H08PITAL   WHICH   WAS   001 NO 
TO C8L QUITE A OLOOMY BIT or NEWS. THEY WERE LOSINB BY ONLY A 
ROINT OR TWO, AND CABY WAS SRIPINO ABOUT THAT, AL80, TST LT. MAUOIE 
MORRLF, ANC, WAS ON THE SAME ORDER. 
THURSDAY, 7 JUNE. THE LORRAINE DISTRICT INSPECTION TEAM WERE 
MAJ. TEACHER, LT. CAMPBELL ANO LT. WELCH. WHEN MAJOR MEA0HER CAME TO 
CADY TO DISCUSS THEIR CHECK-LIST SHEETS, HE COMMENTED ADVERSELY ON 
THEIR REPORT, CADY SAID IT WAS OBVIOUSLY GOOD ENOUGH FOR MOST UNITS, 
FLUT THIS UNIT HAD REPEATEDLY RROVED ITSELF N$VP*TNIOR*, AND THERE WERE 
"so FEW SUPERIORS", HOW COME? HE COULD PASS THE WORD ON TO HIS UNIT, 
SUT UNLESS HE KNEW WHAT THE RATIUBT FACTORS HAD BEEN, THE INSPECTION 
WOULO CAUSE CONSIDERABLE LOSS OF MORALE. CAOY 8AID .HE DID NOT WANT 
THAT TO HAPPEN ANY TIME BEFORE THE UNIT WOULD 00 HOME. IT WOULD EVEN 
EFFECT HIS OWN PERSONAL MORALE, ANO HE WAS TRYINO BY MORE THAN USUAL 
DEVICES TO KEEP THE HOSPITAL FROM SLUMP IRQ. IT WAS STARTLING TO HAVE 
MAJ. MEAOHER SAY THEY HAD SEEN INSTRUCTED, VIRTUALLY, NOT TO GIVE ANY 
"SUPERIOR" RATINOR. NOWHERE? ANYWHERE. WHAT WAS MORE, THE INSPECTORS 
WERE ONLTD WITH THE HEADQUARTBRS ONLY FOR THE PURPOSE OF MAKING THE 
INSPECTIONS.  ALL, RIOHT, MAJOR, CADY SAID HE HOPED THE MAJOR WOULD 
MAKE A REPORT OF THIS DISCUSSION IN HIS OWN WOR03 AS PART OF HIS OFFIC- 
IAL REPORT. CADY WOULD HANDLE IT REALISTICLY WHEN HE WOULO RECEIVE 
HEADQUARTERS'S COMMENTS.  IT JUST MIGHT BET HIM BACK HOME AHEAD OF HIS 
UNIT! 
THERE WAS A FAREWELL PARTY FOR BROWN AND KELLY. CADY NEVER SOT 
80 ENJOYED FAREWELL PARTIES. JUST AS THEY WERE LOADINO THEIR BA3CA0E, 
CAOY 
A CANCELLATION CAME BY TELEPHONE.  THE TRUTH WAS, 30LOTIN WAS tN 
PARIS, AND HAD SEEN TOLO WHAT TO TRY TO DO ABOUT IT. THE VALUE or 
SENSIBLE FRIENDS WAS EXEMPLIFIED.  WHY, SY THE T»«E THEY WOULD REACH 
CBI THEY WOULD BE ENTITLED TO RETURN HOME ON POINTS EVEN FROM THERE I 
CAOY WAS VISIT I NO BAXTER BROWN*S QUARTERS FOR A OR IRE SESSION 
BETWEEN   C0»   WHEN   HE   80T   WORD  OF   THE   CANCELLATION,   AND   THEY   CELEBRATED 
A   LITTLE   THEMSELVES. HE   LEARNED   THAT   BROWN'S   CHIEF   NURSE,   A   MISS 
BARBER, HAD BEEN RELIEVED FROM THE 23RD "OVER HIS HEAD" BUT WHICH WAS 
ENTIRELY TO HIS SATISFACTION. THEN SOME MORE OF BROWN'S TREMENDOUS 
RESENTMENTS TOWARD COL. KRAMER, AND THE WAV MATTERS HAD BEEN HANDLED 
III THE UNIT HE HAD ORGANIZEO ORIGINALLY, CAME OUT.  BAXTER WAS STILL 
MUCH HABITUATED TO OENERALITIES, 80 CADY THOUGHT IT MlOMT REQUIRE 
"PURGING" TO BENEFIT HIM.  FOR EXAMPLE, HE KNEW CADY HAD BEEN WORK I NO 
HARD TO OET AWARDS FOR THE 2LBT*8 PERSONNEL, ANO BROWN SAID HE COULD 
NOT BESTIR HL*4SELF LIKEWISE FOR HIS UNIT. 
FRIDAY,  9 JUNE.        CAOY WAS IN A POISONOUS MOOO ABOUT HEAOQUARTERS 
METHODS ANO WHAT THEY DID TO HIS PERSONNEL.  HE HAD APPEALEO TO LT. 
COL. RICHARD MASON, LABORATORY DIVISION, PARIS, TO SET A DELAY ON BROWN. 
ALSO, HE HAD POINTED OUT TO JOE. RICHARDS IN MEDICAL PERSONNEL THAT 
HIS   CARD-HANDLERS   WERE   NEEDLESSLY    IMPEDING   THE   FUNCTION  OF   AN   OPERATING 
HOSPITAL,   WHILE   THEY   WERE   ASSEMBLYlNO   CARDS   FOR   THEIR   MOVING   HOSPITALS, 
THAT   THE   PURPOSE   OF   THE   POI NT   ROTATION  OR   RE-DEPLOYMENT   WAS   BEING 
OVERLOOKED.       JT   WAS   TRUE,    CADY    INSISTED,    THAT   THE   CRITICAL   SCORE   POR 
OASTRO-ENTEROLOGISTS   AND   PATHOLOGISTS   WAS   1t5    INSTEAD   OF   $5,    ANO   THAT 
WAS   BECAUSE   THEY   WERE   REALLY   SCARCE,    SCARCE   HERE.       IT   WAS   NOT   THE   TIME 
FOR   THE   21BT   TO   LOSE   EITHER   OF   THEM.      CAOY   HAD   A   NOTION   THAT   MASON   HAD 
NOT  INTERCEDED, ANO THAT RICHARDS WAS BE I NO A LITTLE MORE HARD-NO8E0 
THAN WAS NECESSARY. 
CADY WAS TRYING TO OET ALL HIS PAPERWORK COMPLETED. HE NAD TWO 
SERGEANTS RE-COPYINO ALL THOSE LEO ION OF MERIT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
CAOY 
OlSE 18 SECTION,  m   CONSIDERED IT AN EXAMPLE OF WASTED PIDDLIHO RED- 
TAPE, AMD A TYPE Or BUREAUCRATIC DELAY WHICH COMES IN OFFICES WHERE 
SMALL DRAINS REALLY DO THE SCREENING* 
vATURDAY. 9 ***•«  A TELEPHONE CALL CAME FOR "CONCURRENCE* ON A 
PUBLISHED BUT UNDELIVERED ORDER FOR 3ANN*S TO ASSI8HMENT WITH 
"PRODUCTio |  IN GERMANY,     tT WAS ALREADY AM ACCOMPLISHMCHT so 
FAR'AS CAOY AND DANK WERE    COMCERMED,  Ht WAS A GONE GOBLIN. 
AN   AGGRESSIVE   NEW   MESS   SERGEANT   FIRfO   THE   FRENCH   HEAD   WAITRESS 
FOP, INSUBORDINATION.       JT   HAD   ENOUGH   RAM IFICATI0M3   TO    INVOLVE!   M.   GODEAW, 
MtL- , .^CKLE*.   CAPT.   NIC,   PERSONNEL,   AND   CADY   SEFORE   THE   WHOLE   STORY 
CAME   OUT.   ANO   CADV   ORDERED   HER  TRAM3FER   TO   ANOTHER   JOS    INSTEAD  OF   FIRING 
CADY   HAD   UNIT   OR0ER3   TO   REDUCE   ClVlLB   BY  25  PERCENT,   SO   SHE   WAS   LUCKY 
TO   HAVE   ANY   «*0B   ANYWHERE* 
BJIiaADIER  GENERALS   HESS   AND   HOWCLL   WERE   AROUND  VlSITlNt   LT.   COL. 
ASRtSS,    SOMt   MUR3KC   AND   MIC  FRIENDS.    CADY   HAD   ALWAYS   SEEN   FIRMLY   CON- 
VINCED   THAT   GEN,   HOWELL   PLAYED   AN   IMPORTANT   PART   IN  GETTING   COL.   CHAS* 
F.   OAVIS   RELIEVED   AT   BOU-HANIFIA,    aUT   HC   STILL   HAS   WO      INTENTION  TO 
oiseuss THE MNMtii WITH HIM* 
THE POLISH MOBILE CIVILIANS,  CO:/MANDC9 sv IT.  HAMERSKY,  HAD SEEN 
A SOMEWHAT RESTLESS CAUSE FOR CONCERN OF DOLOTIN, DANN AMD OTHERS, 
R e AS0M 
FOR SOME        OR OTHER*  ONCE, AN EIGHTEEN YEAR OLD CUARC HAD SHOT 
AMD KILLED ANOTMEn POLE WHEN A SETTER TRAINED OR DISCIPLINED MAN 
WOULD HAVE U3CD A LESS FINAL TYPE DECISIVENESS*  THE POLISH ARMY 
*AS TRYING TO RECRUIT, SuT T^l* CROUP HAD NOT SEEN MUCH INTERESTED. 
GOOD HEARTED POLISH IRENE P. 3TEPLV*, AND, WAS TRTIN8 TC CO ALL SHE 
COULD FOR fHCM*  Mff IftU NOT THEIR OFFICERS NOT EAT IK THE MNlTfS 
0FFICSR8 MESS?  SHE SEEMINGLY COULD NOT UNDERSTAND THAT THE POLES WERE 
CIVILIAN, AND THEY WOULD HAYS TO PAY FULL CHARGES, AND THE OFFICERs's 
CLUB PRIVILEGED CI ALONG WITH THE «ESS,  AND TIEY WERE NOT 
LLV   ELlDliLE   FOR   WHAT   THEY   MUttf*   THE   WAY   THEY   WANTED   IT.      BUT 
tHDED, CADY MAD FIXED UP THCtR LITTLE OFFICERS MESS, WITH THEIR 
OWN POLISH CHEF ANO MESS ATTENDANTS,   AND THEY COULD USE THE SPACE AS 
THEIR CLUB COR ?4 HOURS DULY,    PX RATIONS FOR THEM,  THERE WERE NO 
RATION QUITE EQUIVALENT FOR THEM EXCEPT WHAT  HAD ALREADY BEEN PROVIDED 
FOR THE:".     CADY COULD REALIZE,   HE  SAID,  THAT THFY HAD BEEN  INVOW 
BARRACKS FOR 5| YEARS,   AND HIS MEN WERE DISSATISFIED WITH STILL LIVING 
IN TENTS.    THEY HAD WANTEO BETTER BUILDINGS THAT THE UNIT'S MEN LIVED 
IN.  HE HAO GIVEN Lt. HAMARSKY A LEAVE TO 00 TO INVESTIGATE HOW THEY 
MIGHT BETTER THEMSELVES, EUT NOME SEEMED INTRIGUED BY THE POLISH 
MILITARY,,CADY KNEW THERE WAS A FREE POLISH ARMY RECRUITING OFFICER AT 
I'OINSILLE WHERE THE 21ST HAD BEEN REQUIRED TO SET UP A RAILWAY FEEDING 
STATION. 
THEN, IT HAPPENED, ANO CADY LEARNED THAT QUITE A NUMBER OF THE 
POLES WERE SO INTENT ON BECOMING MAPPIER, THAT UNLESS SOMETMING WERE 
DONE ABOUT THE*', THEY WERE GOING TO LEAVE PAVENEL, PERMISSION OR NOT. 
CADY MAD THE DETACHMENT COMMANDER ASCERTAIN THE NAMES OF THE MEN WHO 
HAD FIRST WANTEO TO GO TO JOINVILLE TO SEE HOW THEY COULD BETTER THEIR 
LOTS. THIS MOm r - THEY SHOULO HAVE NUMBERED ABOUT FORTY, MAYSE A 
FZV  MORE. EVEN THE LIEUTENANT HAD A CHANGE OF MIND. CAOY*S ORDERS 
WERE THAT THE WHOLE LIST OF MEN, V/lTH BAGGAGE, WERE TO BE L0A8ED 
AND TAKEN TO THE POLISH FLECRULTINO CRELCER, UNDER GUARD, AND LEFT THERE. 
THE LIEUT   - HAS TRIED TO FEIGN ILLNESS TO AVOID HIS RECRUITMENT. 
?F ANY OF THEM WERE REALLY PATRIOTS, ALL WOULD BE WELL, AND CADY DID 
NOT EXPECT ANY FURTHER TROUBLE AT THE 21 ST FROM ANY OF THE POLISH 
GUARDS. 
HE MADE A SURPRISE VISIT TO LES AULNELLE3 AT 2130 HOUR. THE 
UNIMAGINATIVE SERGENT "/NO SUCCEEDED 8T« P.AEDECKER HAS V-LOWEO* HIS 
A 
GUESTS NOT TO EXERCISE CHOICE TO HAVE THE FOOLISHNESS OF BREAKFAST IN 
BED.  TH NO IttM 'IE WAS EXPECTING TO FEED THEM AN EVENING 
SNACK, AND ALMOST ALL OF THE "p-RSONAL TOUCH" CONCERN HAD DIS"      D. 
THIS »'RACAL AND SENSIBLE SERGEANT HAD ELIMINATED THE ATMOSPHERE OF 
A 
CHARM FROM THE PEACE.   V'ELL, MAYBE IT WAS ABOUT TIME ANYWAY,  f»« THE 
MEN WERE NO LONGER FATIGUED, AND THEY WOULD DO BETTER ON THE RECREATION 
CIRCUIT TOURS.  THE PLACE HAD BEEN PUT BACK IN FAIRLY GOOD REPAIR, AN9 
THE OWNER HAD EXPRESSED A DESIRE TO HAVE IT BACK. 
CAPT. flO^T. J. POLAH, MCt DAME FROM A REPLACEMENT DEPOT TO THE 
UNIT. 
PASSENGER 
SUNDAY, 10 JUNE. ALL UNITS HAD ORDERS TO TURN IN ALL/VEHICLES OF 
a 
GERMAN ORIGIN. GERMAN-GERMAN! ...FRENCH, AND IF CADY COULD CNVERT 
TITLE OF A GERMAN VEHICLE TO FRENCH TITLE, MAYBE GEN. DU VIGISR WOULD 
LEND IT BACK UNTIL THE 213T WOULD LEAVE? THAT COULD KEEP COVETOUS 
AMERICANS, AND THERE WERE SOME HE KNEW, FROM SETTING IT AWAY FROM HIM. 
HE HIGH-TAILED IT yo STRASBOURG, AND HE FOUND THE ENTIRE OU VIGIER 
FAMILY TOGETHER.  THE GENERAL AND I'ADAME HAD JUST RETURNED FROM 
WIULHOUC. YQUNG T9 YEAR OLD EM* to DU VIGIER QUICKLY DEPARTED FOR PARIS. 
THE GENERAL TOOK CAOY AND HIS EXCELLENT INTERPRETER, MULE. ,VICKLER^^) 
ON TO ;'LE FOOTBALL^ tfETKEEN ARMY AMD A CIVILIAN TEAM.   ISTk BERENICE 
KMMWMF AWC, HAD 3E£    -GUT ALONG FOR MUTUAL CHAPERONAGE. THE 
GENERAL HAD SOME CEREMONIAL HANDSHAKING TO DO DOWN ON THE FIELD AFTER 
THE GAME, AND THEN Hi:   TOOK CAOY . AS PART OF HIS OWN 
OFFICIAL PARTY.  HE REALLY tffttO A GOOD INTERPRETER FOR RENDERING HIS 
AMENIriC«« 
THEY WENT ON TO "CHATEAU CHARLES" AFTER THE GAME. THE UNIT HAD 
FOUND A DANGEO UP PIANO FOR THE PLACE, AN AMATEURISH REFINISHING ANO 
TUNING HAD MADE IT SERVICABLE.  A LT. DELAF1ELO, ANC, 2N0 GENERAL 
HOSPITAL, HANCY, WAS BOARDING OVERNIGHT. APPARENTLY 3HE »VAS DOING 
MUCH THE SAME A9 THE 21 ST*3 NURSE3, JUST BUM ALONG FROM PLAGE TO 
PLACE UUriL TIME RAN OUT.  3H*SEEMED TO BE A VERY NICE PERSON. 
1ST LT. HELEN "MiU.ll" FRIEND, AMCf WHOM CAOY HAD SENT OUT SCOUTING, 
AS THERE, AND RETURNING FROM "F0R31DDEN" AUGSBURG.  SHE SAID WAJ. WAS THEI 
0,
BRIEN WAS RETURNING BY ANOTHER ROUTE WITH TWO MORE BIG GERMAN 
CAOY 
BUSES, OBTAINED THROUGH COL . RUDOLPHS tOOO OFFICES. 
Art  2000 HOUR CAOV AND MLLE. #INCKLER WERE BACK AT GEN. OU VIGIER'S 
HEADQUARTERS, 10 RUE BRULE, OR THE CHATEAU ADJACENT, TOR DINNER. THE 
GENERAL'S AIDE AROSE TO READ THE MENU WHICH SEEMED A CEREMONIAL PART 
Or THEIR MESS.  CADV ENJOYED THE MEAL, WHICH W)tS SHORTER AND SIMRLER 
THAN THE FRENCH SANQUETS HE HAD ATTENDED, RARTLV BECAUSE or THE 
NUMBER WHO SPOKE ENGLISH) ANO MLLE. l¥lNCKLER*S INTERPRETING.  iVHILE ALL 
THIS WAS 001 NO ON BCNOOS LEARNED THERE WERE NUMEROUS ARAB TROOPS 
FROM THE 1ST ARMORED DIVISION (FR.) WHO HAD COME FROM AROUND BOU-HANIFIA. 
ONE WAS THE VERY SOLDIERLY ASSISTANT OF THE UNRELIABLE RHIGHI WHOM CAOY 
HAD ASKE0 TO BE FIRED.  IT WAS ALMOST LIKE SEEING "HOME F01KSM TO HAVE 
HIM ON QUARO AT THE FRONT ENTRANCE.   CAOY REQUESTED PERMISSION OF GEN. 
DU VlGIER TO SPEAK WITH HIM, TO RENEW ACQUAINTANCES,  THE YOUQ FRENCH 
OFFICERS HAD IDEAS ABOUT THE MERCEDES-BENZ, BUT THE GENERAL WAS WILLING 
TO CLAIM IT AS HIS OWN ANO LEND IT BACK TO CAOY, ANO PUT IT ON PAPER. 
IN CASE OF TROUBLE WITH CADY'S AMERICAN ACQUISITORS, IT WOULD GIVE 
HIM TIME, HE mPEO,    TO WHISK IT 8ACK TO FRENCH CONTROL. 
tsT LT. HAROLD R. HART, MAC, WAS TRANSFERRED TO OCT. OF PTS., 23RD 
GENERAL HOSPITAL FOR Z  OF I. 
MONDAY, tt JUNE. CHATEAU CHARLES WAS GOING TO GET THE SLICKING 
UP IT NEEOEO. GEN. OU VIOIER HAD SEEN THE PLACE AND WAS PLEASE. 
WITH THE BEGINNING.  fT REQUIRED ABOUT 3 HOURS TO MAKE THE TRIP BACK 
TO RAVENEL, ARRIVING ABOUT 0900 IN THE GOOD CAR.  MAJ. O'BRIEN WAS 
ALREADY BACK WITH THE TWO BUSES ANO WITH SEVERAL GERMAN MOTORCYCLES 
ftHICH WOULD NOT BE U8E0 BY THE UNIT, BUT WOULD BE KEPT IMPOUNDED UNTIL 
TRADED OFF TO AVOID MORE BROKEN HEADS.  THAT EARLY EXPERIENCE AT RAVENEL 
WHEN SEVERAL MEN WERE HOSPITALIZED, ANO ONE SENT TO Z OF I, HAD BEEN 
ENOUGH FOR MOTORCYCLES. 
THE SEVENTH ARMY "CLASS VI" SUPPLY (LIQUOR) HAD BEEN FROZEN. THEIR 
HEADQUARTFNS WAS MOVING TO HEIDELBERG, AND THE THIRO ARMY (AND THE 
CADY . 
FRENCH) WERE TAKING OVER SOUTH GERMANY. THE 27TH EVAC WAS INJTHE 
PROCESS Or SETTING REAOY TO MOVE, TOO.  MAJ. LorrtlN, ORO., 7TH ARMY, 
WARNED CADY TO GET SOMEONE UP  TO AUGSBURG THE NEXT DAY TO GET THE 
REST OF THOSE BUSES.  BOTH O'BRIEN ANO NURSE FRIENO URGED HIM TO GRAB A 
HOUSE IN AUGSBURG IMMEDIATELY BEFORE THE 3RD ARMY WOULO MOVE IN. NO 
ONE EXPECTED IT TO BE AS FRIENDLY AS THE 7TH HAD BEEN, SO CADY DE- 
CIDED NOT TO INITIATE ANY ACQUISITION AT THIS TIME.  COL. RUDOLPH 
HAD EVIDENTLY BEEN PASSIVE ABOUT THE RECREATION CIRCUIT IDEA,SOME ONE 
SAID, UNTIL HE TALKED WITH GEN. KENNER, HQ., SHEAF, WHO WAS SAID TO 
HAVE LIKED TO IDEA.  LT. COL. REDICH, 27TH EVAC. HAD HIS 8EAUTIFUL 
REAR-ENGINED CZECK CAR SMASHED.     IT WAS A MULTI-GADGET  CREATION. 
SOMEONE HAD TO GET UP THERE FOR CADY THE  NEXT DAY TO PICK UP ANOTHER 
TWO SEDANS, OR THEY WOULD BE LOST.   INTERESTING ITEMS LT. COL. EASTON, 
SURGEON, 103RD INF. Oiv,, SENT WORD TO BOLOTIN FOR THE SO-AND-SO TO 
GET   DOWN  TO    INNSBRUCH   WITH   ONE   OF   THE   213T*S   TOUR   HOSTELS!      MAJ. 
TOLLMAN, SIG. C, AT MANNHEIM SENT A RECTIFIER FOR COL. BEAM, AND SOME 
PHOTO PRINT PAPER FOR COL. PEU8TOW.  COCKE, ET AL., CONAO, WERE CON- 
CERNED ABOUT THEIR UNREVEALEO REORGANIZATION FATE.   BOLOTIN  AND DANN 
RETURNED FROM PARIS VIA ORLON, BELGIUM,  THE 23^TH WAS REAOY TO LEAVE 
FOR CBI. 
BOLOTIN THOUGHT CADY HAD JUST ABOUT DOPED THINGS OUT CORRECTLY: 
1. GEN. HAWLEY( AND COL. LISTON) WOULD GO TO SG0OTO TAKE OVER. 
(WRONG}. 
2. COL. SHOOK WOULD RETURN TO PARIS AS COM-Z SURGEON WITH A 
PROMOTION. (RETURNED, TEMPORARY SURGEON, NO PROMOTION). 
3. THE (SUSPECTED) DENIT-KIRK FEUD ( GEN. YACARTHUR'S REFUSAL 
TO RECEIVE GEN. KIRK IN SW PACIFIC INCIDENT) MIGHT HAVE SOME BEARING 
ON THESE MATTER8. (APPARENTLY NOT) 
4. LISTON WAS FAVORABLE TOWARO THE RECREATION CIRCUIT BUT IT 
WAS NOT OUT OF THE OlSE BOTTLE-NECK YET. (CORRECT) 
CADV 
5.   THE 2JST'S  SPECIALISTS WOULO CONTINUE TO BE PULLEO OUT ON A 
POINT BASIS ( TO BE 39 NEUROSURGEONS AND 34 HOSPITALS PULLED, 19 
EVACUATION HOSPITALS ANO 1 AUX. SURG. GP. ALL GOING TO C8I.) 
II -T    'i Joe 
f« IT SEEMED THAT LT. COL. RICHARDS HAD TOO MUCH TO SAY.WITH 
A 
THE   CONSULTANTS   TOO   LITTLE,IN   THE   RE-DEPLOYMENT   BUSINESS.    (MAYBE   SO, 
MAYBE   NOT,    BUT   A   RE-DEPLOYMENT    HAD   TO   BE   CONE   AND    IT   WAS   NOT      A   POLICY 
ANY LONGER TO ASK UNIT COS CONCURRENCES]) 
7«  THE UNITS COULD NOT HAVE GOOD PERSPECTIVE IN THIS MATTER, 
AND COULO BC QUITE WRONG IN A LOT OF THEIR CONCLUSIONS! (CORRECT.) 
DAMN WAS TO REPORT TO HQ.  SHEAF FIRST, THEN TO TME 7TH ARMY 
FOR HIS 60 DAY TO    IN PRODUCTION CONTROL.  THEREFORE, CAOY SENT HIM 
A*D MAJ. SROWN VIA CHATEAU CHARLES WITH INSTRUCTIONS TO GET ON TO 
AUOSBURG (BROWN) ANO STARMBERG SEE (DANN) TO GET 2 3USES AND 2 SEDANS. 
DAN?* WAS TO GET THE SEDANS AND TAKE THEM UP TO COL. STE*   SMITH, 
IN 3H2AF, TO SEE IF HE COULD GET ONE ASSIGNED FOR HIS PERSONAL USE, 
ANO ONE FOR COL. SMITH. FOR ONCE CADY DID NOT WANT SEDANS FOR THE 21ST. 
A MAJ. THOMPSON AND LT. COL. GIUCHAT, OC, 16 GENERAL HOSPITAL 
AT LIEGE, CAME TO VISIT 1ST LT. ALICE THOMPSON, HIS SISTER. IT WAS 
REPORTED THAT LT. GRETME KNUDSON, ANC, HAD FLOWN INTO DENMARK IN A 
Cua PLANE TO HER FAMILY'S HOME TOWN. CLEVER GALS, THESE, FOR AT THE 
TIML- IT HAD BEEN DECIDEDLY OFF LIMITS FOR HER.   ...(ST LT. HERMAN B. 
-OLDEN TRANSFERRED TO THE 16TH REINF. DEPOT, TO GO TO Z OF \   ON 
ROTATION. 
TUESDAY, 12 JUNE. MAJ. HAROLD FREEDMAN, SICK AT 23RO GENERAL HOSP- 
ITAL, TRANSFERRED TO DETACHMENT OF PATIENTS, PRESUMABLY TO GO HOME. 
M4*i. JOE M. PARKER AND CAPT CHASE WERE ALERTED, PARKER FOR THE 23STH 
AND CHASE FOR THE 237TH GENERAL HOSPITALS. CADY WAS REVIEWING HIS 
OFFICERS "SPEC. NUMBERS" AND WAS UNHAPPY ABOUT SOME OF THEIR LETTER 
PREFIXES." THES^OFFICERS HAD PRODUCED. AND SOME BIRDS UP IN  HEAD- 
QUARTERS HAO FAILED TO TAKE EXPERIENCE AND PERFORMANCE INTO ACCOUNT FOR 
CAOV 
THEIR THREE YEARS OF SERVICE AS "EQUIVALENT TRAINING.* ME WAS EVEN 
ENTERTAINING IDEAS OF WRITING SACK TO THE V'EDICAL SCHOOL TO COMPLAIN 
THERE IN HOPE THAT IT MIGHT BOUNCE TO THE SGQ IN WASHINGTON, BUT GAVE 
THAT UP. THE WAR WAS REALLY ENDING IN EUROPE, AND NEITHER THE SCHOOL 
NOR THC 3GO WOULD 8E WANTING TC HEAR ANY MORE 8ELLV-ACMC8 AIOUT 
INDIVIDUALS WHO WERE JUST THEN OUT OF SIGHT. 
CAPT. SKVDELL WAS PROMOTED TO CAPT. CHAP.C.  SECOND LT8* &ILHEL- 
MINA BUCK,  ANNA M«  HART AND ALOA S.  HEMRIC WERE PROMOTED.     CADY 
HAD FEARED THEY HAD SEEN "FROZEN." 
HE MAD BEEN 
WEDNESDAY, t3 JUNE.  CADY WAS BEGINNING TO REALIZE HOW MUCH/A 
PART OF TME SURGE OF   CRITICISM AND GRIPING GOING ON AROUND £TO Ad A 
RESULT Or THE CHANGE OP OBJECTIVES AND PERSPECTIVES CAU3EO BY THE 
NAZI SURRENDER.   IT NAD NOT MCI POSBfBLE FOR HIM TO CONTINUE LOOKING 
FORWARD TO MILITARY OBJECTIVES STILL VALID, AND AT THE SAME TIME BE 
LESS CONCERNED ASOUTJMUTUAL LOYALTIES WITH HIS OWN PERSONNEL WILE 
THCY WERE BEING SHUFFLED AROUND LIKE SO MANY FACE CARDS.  HOW COULD HE 
CHANGE HIS PERSPECTIVE FROM SEEING TRESS TO SEEING THE FOREST? 
Mt WENT TC SEE COL. KUBIN.  MANY OF MIS OFFICERS WERE TOO LOW* 
OR ELSE HE HAD M ISUNOEP.STOOO WHAT THE RATINGS REPRESENTED IN THE 
INSTRUCTIONS FROM SGQ FOR THE PREFIXES A-B-C-D TO THE MEDICAL OFFICER 
"SPECIALTY NUMBER," He TRIED TO TELL HIM THERE COULD BE POSSIBLE 
REPERCUSSIONS FROM THE STATES BECAUSE THIS HURRIEO REDEPLOYMENT WAS 
PUTT INS INDIVIDUALS INTO ODO SPOTS AND MISUSING TALENTS THAT  WOULD 
ATTRACT CRITICAL ATTENTION BY PEOPLE WHO COULD REALLY NEEDLE THE WAR 
DEPARTMENT.  JOE PARKER'S TRANSFER TO A CATEGORY t UNIT WITH A PREFIX 
LETTER RATING BELOW THT EQUIVALENT Of THREE YEARS OF INTENSIVE TRAINING 
AND A SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE COULD BE ONE SUCH CASE.  AND, THAT VMS 
PROBABLY BECAUSE HIS GRAOE AND RANK WAS TOO LOW TO COMPENSATE FOR THE 
FACT HE HAD RUN ONE OF THE BIGGEST AND BEST ORTHOPEDIC SECTIONS IN 
NATOUSA AND ETQUSA. THERE WERE STILL PEOPLE BACK HOME WHO HAD AN 
CADY 
ABIDING    INTEREST    IN   INDIVIDUALS   OVERSEAS.      REPERCUSS IONS   MIGHT    IN- 
FLUENCE   0E8TINIE5   OP   PEOPLE   THEY   BOTH   KNEW*   KlRK,    HAWLEY,    SHOOK 
AND   MANY   OTHERS.      KUS I N   SAID   HE   WOULD   CO   TALK   TO   COL.   MNMlM   AT 
OlSE    II   S   A30WT    IT   THE   NEXT   BAY. 
SECOND   LT.    3CRNADINC   «•   DOUGHERTY,    ANC,   TRANSFERRED   IN   FROM   THE 
23^TH,    EXCHANGED   TOR   f GT   LT.   3EATRICE   ANSERT,    A?C.       ...AND   MA<!«    ^A** 
OEPARTED  ON   M  WITH  TMC   ?TH  ARMY   Hft, 
flWMlT,  14 «JUNE.    COL. KUSIK DID NOT REACT AS ME SAID ME WOULD. 
CAOY   SAW   A   SQUIB    IN   "TARS   AND   STRIPES   WHICH   SAID   THE   SENATE   MILITARY 
AFFAIRS   COMMITTEE   WAS   ACOUSIN©   ARUY   AND   RfcW   OF   "MfcAttM   MEDICS*, 
OVER-STAFFlNO  WHILE   THE   CIVILIAN  POPULATION   WAD   LACKIN8   MEDICAL   CARE. 
A UA<i. MCAO,  MC,  12TH GENERAL HOSPITAL,  STILL  IN  ITALY,  Mi 
UP   CHECK I NO   THE   PATE   OP   KNEE    INJURIES   AMONG   FORMER   SOLOG  PERSONNEL, 
AND   HE   CAME   THROUGH   CHANNELS   FROM   C0M~2,    ~TG.       HE   ttHVtflfi   THE    IMPRESS- 
ION T so cc. ED COL.  CLLIOTT CUTLER,  CHIEF SURGICAL CONSULTANT, 
AND   COL.   CLEVELAND,    ORTHOPEPIC   Ctt^ULTANT,   rTO,    AS   TOO   PROFESS lONALLV 
ALOOF   3C   AS  TO   CONSIDER   THE   30LGC8   SOMEWHAT   AS   "UNTOUCHABLES.* 
SHORTLY,CADV   BEGAN   TO   PREPARE   HIS   OWN    IDEAS   ABOUT   THESE   "LETTER   RATING 
PREFIXES*,   WHAT   WAS   WROMO   ASOUT   THE'»   JJ1L»    "■*   *****    *M£W9   WW   TRANS- 
MISSION  THROUGH   CHA«NELS|   THEY   SHOULD   REFLECT   THE   TRUE   ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
OF   THE   PftOFE86IO«AL   MEDICAL   tOflf <    iNffllM   MISINFORMED   OR   NOT, 
CADV   WAS   SUSPECT INC,   THAT   A-RATINGS   WERE   BEING   RESERVED   FOR   feADCUAPTERS 
J0VE6,    OR   SOME   WHO   HAD   *GRANDFATHER*   SPECIALTY   BOARD   CERTIFICATIONS. 
HE   WONDERED  WHAT   WAS   HAPPENING   TO   LT.   COL.   0,   P.   HAMPTON,   BUT   ME   WAS 
8T1LL   IM   MATCU3A. 
P A 
MAJ.'j^uTT a~      M'<   r;E-7tf;JTlNC   THE   I?1sT»    THIS   TIME   FROM    INNSBRUCK. 
LT* CCL.  "DM.   I*  "NED" WALLACE,  SURGEON X \RMORED DIVISION, CAME FOR 
VISITING FOR A RE\I DAYS AMONG OLD PRIENOS FROM FT. BENNLNQ.   HT STILL 
SHOWED SIGNS OF TENSIONS, AND WAG INCLINED TO BE IRRITIBLE COMMT NTS 
ABOUT THE LINE'S "WEST POIMT PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION" PROPENSITY POR 
CADY 
purrt«a YOUNO STAFF trrtiCftt  IN COMMAND or SMALL COMBAT UNITS LONS 
MM TO  "jusrirr" AWARDING or mvcs STAR MEDALS ro« OALLANTRY, 
AND   MAY8E   A   BRONZE   STAR   TOR   SOMETHING   ELSE,   OR   BO    IT   SEEMED   THAT   WAT 
TO   SOME   COMBAT   MEDIC8.      £V«ftTON£    HAO   SOME   SORT   Or   8RIPE   ABOUT   HOW   THE 
DAMNED      Aft   HAD   SEE*;   OR   *AS   STILL   BEING   RUNJ 
j.    tONC,    FORMERLY    |JARMORED   3|VlS|ON,   WHO   HAO   VISITED   THE   UNIT 
IK   AFRICA,WAS   FRO*   PALERMO,    3ICILY,    AND   VlSITINS   ONE   OF   THE   NURSES. 
LCD,   HOFFMAN,   FORMERLY   Or   AREEW,   HAO   SENT   Hlf   RCOARD8  TO   ALL   HIS 
FRIENDS    IN   THE      UNIT.      CAOY   WAlLEO   HIM   AN   A«A   HONORARY   ARAS    *fINAL 
TYPE*   CERTIFICATE   TO   REPLACE   HIS   MIMEO8RAPHE0   INTERIV   CERTIFICATE, 
AS IF IT MACE *1UCH DIFFERENCE. 
THE "1ST HAD A REAL LOSS, MLLE. WIHCKLER'S TIME KITH THE CRQIX. 
ROOCE   Fr.ANCAISE   EXPIRED,    AND   SHE   WENT   HOME   TC    HE*   PARENT*   IH   Bl«CH- 
WlLLCR.      0H£   HAD   ALWAYS   SEEN   SUCH   A   FRIENDLY,    TACTFUL,    AMD   F'lTN   SUCH 
A   COMPLETELY   L/.DYLIKE   MMfl   THAT   THAT   YfUH«    LT .    0' AMI THY, VfffOK   CADY 
HAO  TAKEN   INTt   HIS   QUARTEP.f-   OVERHICHT   §M r?L   SHE   HAD   Mf«Nt>   TO 
THE   UNIT,    Mtkl|   THERE   OUST   COULD   NOT   HAVE   BEEN   A   SETTER   PROSPECTIVE 
HELPMEET   FOR   A ! 
f»Ews   ;     ?   ■■    ■   THAT  CHATEAU CHARLES HAT. MtOMfWS BETTER    ANO 
BETTER   KNOWN   AS   A   PLACE   FOR   "LOST   AMERICANS*'   #...T«ERE   CAME   A   LETTER 
FROM   COL.    NUUftV   A*   BlDHOP,    CCf    AELCH   CONVALESCENT   HOSPITAL,    OAVTONA 
3EACH,    FLC CADY   THOUGH   SO   WHm   Or    IT   HE   PUBLISHED,    AMD   HAO   A 
COP       rtrtlf   TO   EACH   OFFICER,    ANO   A   COPY   FILED    IK   HIS   fOI    FILE.   THIS 
WHAT WAS PURL  "  so: 
EXTRACT--.. 30 MAY    19*5 
nVOUR   tfWf   WAS   ALWAYS   TORS   WITH   ME   ANO   AS   YOU   WELL   KNOW  SV   T'JIS 
TIME   THE   UNIT   ALWAYS   REFLECTS   THE   ABILITY   OF    ITS   LEADER.      YOU   ANO 
YCUH   fcHCLE   STAFF   HAVE   DONE   A   SPLENDID   «I08   AND    I   HOPE   Mftf   YOU   MAY 
HAVE   AN  OPPORTUNITY   TO   CONVEY  MY   SINCERE   THANKS   ANO   CONGRATULATIONS 
TO   YOUP.   C.YTICr   STAFF   AS   WELL   AS   YCUH   WELL   TRAINEE   ENLISTED   PERSONNEL. 
I SHALL ALWAYS REMEMBER THE 21ST AS A "CAN-DO" UNIT.  I NEVER CALLED 
U^OW YOU FOR ANY TASK* NO MATTER MOW MANY DAYS AND NIGHTS IT REQUIRED 
Of STEADY WORK, THAT YOUR STAFF DID NOT RESPOND MOST LOYALLY  AMD 
HA6NIF I GENTLY 
"Pew PEOPLE WILL EVER KNOW THE TREMENOOUS SAP THAT THE 21ST 
EtLLEO DURING THE PERIOD OF HIGHEST CASUALTIES.   I WAS CONCERNED FOR 
revn  wuwtee AKO MEM BECAUSE IT SEEMEO ALMOST KORE THAN AN HUMAN 
INDIVlDUALf GOULD STAND SUT YOU CAKE THROUGH WITH FLYING COLORS." 
COL* KARL H. MET* WAS CHANGED TO     08    IN SHEAF PRODUCTION 
CONTROL    AGENCY.      MM«    LUCtLEE   •«    >AL0INS   WENT   CM   A   30   DAY   T0» 
MEDICAL SERVICE FIELI? SCHOOL AT LE ?'ARAIS»  NEAR PARIS.    CAPT.JOHN    S, 
CHASE,    MC|    DEPARTED   FOR   23&TH   GENERAL   HOSPITAL,    AMD   WAS   "REPLACED* 
WITH   CAPT.     '..    fc   EDWARDS,    MC,   FSOM   23?TH.      ALSO,    CAPT.   ARTHUR   A. 
CKEL,    VCf    JOINED   FRO*   THE   10tCT   AlRSORNE   DIVISION   VIA   THE   2T?T H 
HHWH   HOSPITAL,   OPVIOUCLY   AS   «ISAS8 ISNMff NT   T*-ER£»   FOR   HE   WAS   QUITE 
READY,  POINTS   AND   SPIRITUALLY,   T3   SO   NOME.    VA4*    JOE   PARK**   WAS   MAVlNG 
TO   SO   ON   TO   THE   ?*7TH,       Jsf   LT.    »N£E   E.   StNRlCN,   AMC  «AS   "LIFTED11   TO 
THE   1*?TN  GENERAL   HOSPITAL,   AND   WHICH  CADY   SUSPECTED   WAS   OF   ROMANTIC 
ORIGIN*. 
FRIDAY,  ts «*#NE.    STILL NO NEWS ABOUT COL. KUSIN'S    REACTIONS, 
M C/vCY itfttt HIM TO C0«E TALK TO Kl3 STAFF ABOUT THE A-B-C-0 LETTER 
RATINQ8.  •••Mn MLLACE WAS NOT HARD TO PERSUADE TO RETURN VIA 
THE 2T9T'S STRASBOURG "OUSE.  CAPT. PULVER AND COL HENNEOAN WENT 
WITH HIM.  ...Li*. COL, "ASTON, 103R0 SlYlSlON, CAME TO CADY TO FIND 
OUT HOW TO SET A "WORN OUT COLONEL." BACK THROUQH MEDICAL CHANNELS 
tO 3! Of 1    INSTEAD OF MORE DIFFICULT ASM I HI STRAVIVE RE-CLA36IFICAtION 
PROCEDURES.  CAnY TOLD HIM TO CONTINUE WHAT HC WAS DO INS, JUT VSRBALLY, 
AND FLY ON UP TO tCN. KENNER, SURGEON, SHEAF, ABOUT THE MATTER. 
...LT. SOL. LI^OSTROS, (tja AIRBORNE DIVISION, EPINAL, CAME TO ARRANGE 
NOSPITV   !~\T|OM      FOR   THE   S$*0   AND   THF   NEW   17TM   AlRSORMC    IN   VlTTri 
I LI   TNEY   WERE   00 I NO   tiff It   PO t NT   HE-DEPLOYMENT   CHUPPLlNS   SETVEEN 
«BELV 
THE CLOSIMS AND IIOVINO or THE 33RD A»O ?6TH GENERAL HOSPITALS 
ON XS PARIS WAS LIKELY TO KEEP THE 21CT PRETTY PULL AND ACTIVE POR 
SEVERAL   WEEKS.   PROeASLY   7,010   TO   t,900   ?ATJEHTR. 
NTAttVMrttl   WAS   »EALLY   ICIM   MV1IANE,   r0R   THIS   LIST   Of   NVRBE 
Pff0**0TI0tt«;   CA«C   yWUMHWi   fOft«t!TT|MQ   POSITION  VACANCIES! 
£L~AHOR   ta   PA'/PYAN 
ISABCLLC    M«   KURTZ 
'»HC   LiPSXY 
SYBIL    .    BSCI 
MA*ION   J«   P'li 
JOSEPHINE SAMTAWtCLO 
ifCAWETTC    ?.   TALS 
EVELYN   CRAIC» 
AtrLLE   ff#   fTVANS 
LAURA V. KRUSE 
ETHYL L. LEAKE 
ELIZABETH   V.   fc'ORSAN    (PT) 
MARSARET       .       ifikAV 
y E« POCUE 
VIRC I Mi A   R«    SlLVl 
"THERINC Iff *ATS3N 
ANNIE t.  DIOKSON 
LVLA   V.   FESMUSON. 
PAR* OATUOOAY, Id «1UNE. COL. KUBIN SPOKE TO THE OPPICERS ABOUT 
THE   alOESPREAO   DISCONTENT   THE   "LETTER RATING*   Or   SPECIALISTS   WAS 
CAUSING.      oACY   HAD   BtNTEC   TO   Nttfl   M V.OUt.O   30   uP   TO   TALs?   TO   MHOVEVKR 
WAS    IN   MMUTV'B   CHA1H    IP   £!THER   HE   OR THE   OlGE    Hi   (WJMfM   -3CUL6   TELL 
HIM   TO   00   UO,       3UT   THEY   SAIO   NCTHIN3, ANO   CA0Y   BIB   NOTHtMS   ABOUT 
COINS   ABOUT   THAT   SUCJCCT, 
SUNDAY,   17   .•• ;-.     CAOY WAS PEB UP.     KJ|  tAltCt Kuril a POR    AN OVER- 
NIGHT   TRIP    IN   TNI   iMfHfH«2   TO   STRASBOURG.      T«IEY   MAO   A SCENIC 
RIOE   Tiu-OUSH   THE      WlNBINO   PINE   PORESTS   OP   THE   MOUNTAINS*      MOST   OT   THE 
8ISNS   OP              \T   HAO   ALHEAOY   0ISA'PEArtEC   EXCEPT   WHERE   TREES  OR   AN 
OCCASIONAL   ttffltfM   WERE   SCARRED,      THERE   WAS   ONE   TO ill. D   ,?ARl CEKETARY, 
CAST**   EXPLOITATION  OP   HIS   ClROUlT   WA3   STILL   MEET I NO   DELAY    IN  THE 
0|8E   fi-1   OPPICE.   KUOIN   3A10   THE   SuROgOK  WAS   SUCKlNS   THE   PROJECT,   TOO, 
ANO    IT   HAS   NOT   SEEN   PORWAftOEQ   TO   ?A»IS.      CADY   KNfW   TKAT,    BUT      MS   MAO 
ALREADY ACQUIRES 4 9 IS BUSES AWC WAS STILL URSIKS COL. STFDOLPK TO 
CON" CNOWINQ MIS INTEREST POR 7TN A**V« 
MONDAY,   14 JUNE.    THE OPPIOERS OP REGISTRAR,  AOVISBIOK / 
DISPOSITION AND PERSONNEL MAB A f|Mf oiw*a   UP ON ?.T.  CION, SEVERAL 
A. 
MILE?    PIC IRECffURT.       CABY   T^^K   TI**C   TO   03   T IN   THE      tftfPEttM 
CADY 
3 THE CHURCH OF THE       TERY.  OOTH WERE OLO.  THE MUSEUM HAO A 
DUGOUT LfHttTOMi  URIAL VAULT AMD COVER Y/H I OH THE YOUNG "APPRENTICE11 
PRIEST SAID Ml MADE FOR A MEROVINGINIAN PRINCE ABOUT 700 A.U.,  IF THE 
DATE WAS REMEMBERED ACCURATELY.  HE WOULD HAVE BEEN FURTHER INTERESTED 
IN ?Mf HICTORY OF THIS ZlON MILL. 
TUESDAY,   \9 JUNE.       CAOV WAS HARD AT WORK WHEN LT.  COL.   .VILSQN 
CAME FRC .  KU3|N*S OFFICE TO DELIVER A VERBAL MESSAGE.    HE WAS 
TO 30 T3 THE COM-Z SURGEONS OFFICE ON THE 21ST FOR A FOUR DAY MEDICAL 
CONFERENCE.      O.UITE   000,    INOELO,   FOR    IT   WAS   ALL   VERBAL   AND      RELAYED 
THROUGH   TrX    HOSPITAL   CENTER. 
ffV0MTt0AT|  20 JUNE.    THEY HAD LUNCH ENROUTS WITH LT.  ALLAN 
KATZ   AT    JOINVILLE   WHERE   HE   WAS   ON   TO   WITH   THE   UNIT'S   FEEDING   STATION. 
HZ   WAS   LIVINQ    IN   A   FINE   OLO    VILLA,    AND   ST {LL  Dffl 001NG   AN   OCCASIONAL 
TROOP   TRAIN.      CAOY   WAS   9ILLETT20   AT   HOTEL    AT HENCE,   25   AVE.   MONTAGUE, 
PARIS. 
VHY CAT/ WAS   IN PARIS VAI A MYSTERY,  APPARENTLY.    NEITHER THE 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER,  COL.  ^IODLETOW.OR COL.  RUCKER,   PERSONNEL,   KNEW 
A 
BY   WHOM   OR   WHY   HE   HAD   BEEN   CALLED.       FINALLY,    A   COL.    3HEEHAN    INF0RME0 
IF 
HIM   HE   WA8   THERE   "iJNOFF»CI ALLY*   TO   3EE/"C0L.   TuLLYn,    A   SPECIAL   SERVICES 
OFFICER,   COULD  HELP  HIM PUT HIS RECREATION CIRCUIT PROJECT ACROSS. 
IT  SEEMEO GEN.   HA-?LEY  MAO HEARD ABOUT   IT,   BUT   IT WAS  NOT  COMING 
THROUGH OISE   JNTERMSOI \?..  BA»C  SECTION HEADQUARTERS,   10  HE COULD  NOT 
DO  ANYTHING  ABOUT   IT  UNTIL THAT  WOULD HAPPEN.     IN THIS  SENSE,   THE GENER- 
AL   WAS   MSmVlM   TO   RY-PASS   OlSE,    BUT   HE   HAD   NO   DE8IGN   TO   GET   FOULED 
VP    WITH   THEM.       ALSO,    THERE   WERE   RESTRICTIVE   ORDERS   ABOUT   AMERICAN3 
G0IN6    INTO   AND   01,'T   CT   FRANCE   AM   Gf WITHOUT   COMPETENT   ORDERS. 
T   WOULD    HAVE   TO   GE   UNTANGLED   BETWEEN   7TH   ARMY   AND   COM-Z   AND    ITS 
BASE   OFFICES.       CONDUCTED   TOURS   MIGHT    HAVE    BETTER   CHANCE8   THAN    INDIVID- 
UALS. 
CADY   HAD   BROUGHT    MAJ.    BAN   P.    HARBISON   AND   GGT.    VAJ.    ROY   PREWETT 
CAOV 
FOR THE TRIP. ...Lr. COL. GENE BRICKER HAQ Mm OVER FOR DRINKS AND 
SUPPER AT MIS MOTEL.  BRICKER SEEMED TO HAVE COMt A LONQ WAV TO HAVE 
MIS CONSULTART tfOfl SO WELL IN MAMO, AMO FOR SUCH A YOUNG SURGEON. 
ALSO, ME MAO SEEN A  GOOD MISSIONARY FOR THE 21 ST. 
THURSDAY,  <?!   JUNE.      CAOV MEVER LEARNED MOW COL. TULLV'S NAME 
SOT CONNECTED WITH MIS "UNOFFICIAL" MISSION TO PARIS UNLESS  ME 
WAV HAVE SEEN TALKING ABOUT HIS INTEREST IN TRANSPORTAT ION, MAV HAVE 
CAUSED HIM TO TALK ABOUT IT WITH SOMEONE IN THE MEDICAL DIVISION OF 
HQ., COM-Z.  «MCN CAOV TALKED ABOUT HIS FLAN WITH COL. HANLEV, SPECIAL 
SERVICES, COM-Z, ME WAS RECEPTIVE ANO SAID HE WOULD *TRV TO INFLUENCE 
OlSE* TO REOARD ANOTHER REQUEST OF CADY'S FAVORABLY. IVEN SO, COM-Z 
PERSONNEL COULD NOT BE SENT INTO ARMIES*ITORV (GERMANY), BUT ARMY 
COULD SEND THEIR PERSONNEL INTO FRANCE IN THE PROPOSED CIRCUIT) ANO 
FRENCH (NATIONAL) COOPERATION WAS A POSSIBILITY. THESE THIRDS WOULD 
HAVE TO DEVELOPS.  CAOV DEDUCED ^MAT ME WAS NOT OETTINC A COMPLETE 
RUN-AROUND. 
GEN. GRAY MAD IIUST RETURNED FROM MARSEILLES WHEN CAOV VISITED IN 
NIB OFFICE AT TMC GARE LAZARE.  COL. TuLLV WAS THERE, TOO. CADY LEFT 
WITH GEN. GRAY'S USUAL HOSPITABLE INVITATION TO DINNER.      DURING THE 
REMAINDER   OF   THE   AFTERNOON  TMEV   WENT   TO   THE    ISLAND.      BEND08   GUARDED 
THE   MERCEDES-BEN*   WHILE   CAOV   ANO   M/S0T»   PtEWETT   WENT   THROUGH   THE 
PALAIS OE JUSTICE ANO THE NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL* THEN BENDOS TOOK NIB 
TURN THROUGH NOTRE DAME WHICH MEANT SOMETHINQ TO HIM, FOR ME WAS OF 
THE EASTERN ORTHODOX FAITH. THENCE THE PARTV WENT TO SEE THEBASTILE. 
QUAY D'ORBAV, FLOWER STALLS, "LEFT BANK* ETC. CADY^ LIMITEO KNOWLEOGE 
OF PARIS HISTORY WAS EXHIBITEO TO HELP FIX THESE PLACES IN THEIR MINDS. 
PREWETT WAS A STUOIOU8, OVERLY CONSCIENTIOUS YOUNO FELLOW WHO LACKED 
ABOUT 3 SEMESTER HOURS OF HAVING HIS B.A. DEGREE.  HE HAO DECLINED A 
COMMISSION IN OROER TO STAY WITH THE UNIT WHERE HE THOUGHT HEWOULD 
•C MOST U8EFUL. WHICH REALLY WAB A FACTt 
THEY OOT TO GEN. GRAY*S VILLA IN TIME FDR OINHIR.  THE MEN ALREADY 
HAD OOOO RAPPORT WITH Zttf.   G*AV*8 L0VAL NON-COt* STAFF WHO HAD NO MOTION 
TO NEOLECT THEM. GEN. GRAY BAID HE HAD NOTICED A MICE MOTOR BOAT ©H A 
FLATtAR WHILE HE WAS COM I NS UP THE RHONE VALLEY, AND MADE MENTAL NOTE 
TO LIBERATE IT, FOR IT MICMT COME If* HANDY.  Hit VILLA MAC A RICE 
LITTLE DOCK OR THE SEINE,  Hf BRIPPERED Hit BUESTS DOWN THE RIVER 
A CONSIDERABLE DISTANCE UNTIL TWlLISMT, THEN WE WARED AND OOCKEC AT 
Hit VILLA JUST AT DUSK.  THE WALK TMR0UBM THE BAROEN WAS FOLLOWED BY 
A DELICIOUS DINNER.  THE GENERAL WAS A TEE-TOTALER, EVEN COFFEE, BUT 
HE PERMITTED WINES TOR THOSE WHO DESIRED TMSM.  ME SAID WE WANTED SOME 
or WIRECOURT'S FAMOUS BEADED SABS, AND ASKED CAOY TO DELIVER SOME TO 
MIS OFFICE IN PARIS, OR TO LT. QOL,' STODOARB, MRS, IN STRASBOURG. 
CADV ALWAYS LEFT GEN. GRAY A WEE SIT DEPRESSED BECAUSE HI FELT HE 
COULO NEVER MANA3E TO REPAY HIM FOR MIS KINDNESSES TO A RESERVE MEDIC 
WHO WOULD SOON REVERT TO THf COHPARATIVE OBSCURITY OT A POOR PRACTlCIONEi 
WHO WAS TRY I NO TO RECOVER HIS PRACTICE AND EDUCATE A COUPLE OF ADOLESC- 
ENT YOUNGSTERS, HE WAS SACK AT HIS HOTEL ABOUT £330 HOUR.  ... C^JUF 
m   REMEMBERED HE NAD REMINDED LT. COL. RICHARDS THAT BOTH M*J. 
ODEN AND CAPT. ROULHAC WERE CANDIDATES FOR EARLY RETURN ON POINTS AND 
BOTH NAO FAMILY REASONS POR BET?I NO THERE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, 
SUCK AT THE UNIT, THIRTEEN ME0I0S CAME OR TO FOR MORE OF THE 
"MEDICAL SPECIALTIES'* WHICH THE UNIT WAS STILL CONDUCT INC  At POST- 
GRADUATE TRAINING.  CAPT«. 3TANLEV 3. GOLOBERB, DC, JOS, £. ClMEftfi, 
OC, ANO KENNETH E. D*©WN, TC, ALL TRAN«FCr»f!EO TC THE ASCEHBLY AREA 
COMMAND.  CAPT, ROULHAC SOT A TO TRI* TO UK RASE*     1ST LT.  UURA LOUCKB, 
ANC, WAS TRANSFERRED TO THf U«IT FROM THE 3^TH GENERAL HOSPITAL.  SHE 
HAD 0EETN IN CHAROE Or   THE NURSES REST CHATEAU OUTtlDE OlJON, AFD THE 
St ST WAS OETTINO HER ANO THE CHATEAU AS A NICE STATION FOR THE CIRCUIT. 
Fa I SAY, 2? JUNE, CADY WAS UBIQUITOUS ALL DAY. A YOUNG DENTAL 
CADY 
MAJOR, 23RD GENERAL HOSPITAL REFLECTED THE UNIT'S PERPLEXITY AS TO WHAT 
WAS EXPECTED OP IT AFTER ArTER IT WOULO BE MOVEO TO PARIS, WHAT BESIDES 
HOSPITAL WORK?  ...PROMOTIONS WERE ALL FROZEN EXCEPT  CATEGORY 1  opricERS 
COINS OUT OF STAG INS AREAS.  ...ALL NORSES PROMOTIONS WERE FROZEN  UNTIL 
It   JULY.    CADY SHOWED COPIES or HIS RE-SUBMITTED RECOMMENDATIONS or 
MAJ.  BPALDING AND CAPT.  KROG WHICH THEY HAD SAID WERE WANTED    SACK 
AFTER 9 AUGUST AFTER THEY HAD TIME  IN OISE"TO DETERMINE THE AILITV 
OF THE NURSEST T/HI8 HAD BEEN THE THINKING OF A YOUNG CAPTAIN OF ANC. 
AND THIS,   IN THE FACE OF THE FACT THAT    COM-Z PEOPLE LIKE COL. SHOOK 
ALREADY KNEW OF THE ABILITIES OF THE NUR8E8.     ( SOMETHING WAS BREWING 
IN NURSING   IN GEN.  THRASHER'S HEADQUARTERS,   ANYWAY.)    LITTLE CAPT. 
IMOGENE PERRY ALMOST QUIVVERED WITH HER RESENTMENT.    LT. COL. DANIELSON, 
CHIEF,  NURSING SERVICE,  AND COL.  DAVID LISTON, EXECUTIVE OFFICER,  WERE 
DISPLEASED ADMITTEDLY WITH THE ATTITUDE OF OISE,  BUT COL.  SHOOK WOULD 
NOT RETURN UNTIL ABOUT  10 JULY.     ...CQM-Z WOULD DEACTIVATE  IN^BOUT A 
MONTH TO BECOME THE FRENCH AREA OF THE OCCUPATION ORGANIZATION. 
. ..C?L. COCKE HAD ALREADY LEFT CONAD AND WAS UP NEAR THE DANISH BORDER 
AT FLEMSSORG WITH THE ALLIED CONTROL COMMISSION.    ...GENERA^SWLLSON 
AND SEBREE RECEIVED HONORARY DEGREES FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF NANCY 
FOR THEIR LIBERATION AND SERVICE TO NANCY.   ...GEN.   IMMELL AND MIB 
LT.  KING WERE ON THEIR WAY TO    THE  STATES WHERE  IT WAS RUMORED THAT 
IMMELL WOULD REJOIN GEN. WILSON IN SOME SORT OF GENERAL STAFF ASSIGNMENT 
CADY PLANNED TO FLY \JP TO SEE GEN.WILSON  IF HE COULO GET THE CHANCE. 
'JMEN HE SAW GEN.  HAWLEY,   HE WAS QUITE  INTERESTED  IN CADY'S 
RECREATION CIRCUIT SCHEME,   AND WOULD HELP   IT   IF SOMEONE COULD GET 
IT OUT OF OISE  HEADQUARTERS,  THE GENERAL DID NOT WANT  "TO REACH DOWN 
FOR  IT."    HT   IN8I3TED THAT CADY SHOULD RETURN AT 0930 MONDAY FOR A 
FINAL DISCUSSION.    CADY HAD EXPECTED TO BE BACK  IN RAVENEL THEN. 
HE CAME FACE-TO-FACE WITH CAPT.  BERNARD  HOROWITZ,  THE CAS 
HOSPITALIZATION   OFFICER   BACK    IN   DECEMBER,    AND   WHO   ENGINEERED   AND 
ARfTACCOWPLlSHtO   THE   "KIDNAPPING*  Of   THE   St****   HURSE8  r«5P   THE   UNIT* 
HT  WAS   ON   Ht8   WAV   TO   80WE   SORT   Of   SCHOOL,   AND   HIS   WORALE   WAS  8*A«*IH8. 
OTHtRS   fft  HIS  OUTFIT   HA8   RECEIVES  PROMOTION*   A HO QRONEC   STA*8,   AW8 
•WOf,   WHILE   HE   HAD   IKK  OUT   *©«IN©   It  THE   HARD   WAY*  WHILE  THE   BOYS 
BAO*   IN THE   Off ISt  WHeSt  THEY   COULD   NOT   tt   OVERLOOKED   08Y     REE»t»BtWte* 
CAST  QUESTIONED   Wl«   COHS IDERABLV   OK  WHAT   ME   HAD  SEEN   DO I NO   fOR  THAT 
*A8E,   ASSURED   Ht*   m   HAO  tttll RECOHUSNOED   fOR   A  8«ONEE   STAR   ALREADY, 
W*   KWtW  ABOUT* 
CAOT  WEHT  TO   IT.   COL*   SLEW   SPURLlwVt   ROO* »*T  THERE  WAS     80«C 
SWRT   OF  PARTY   30 INS OH  WHICH  fit   CIO   HOT   ATTEMPT   TO   CRASH*        F*8» 
THtRf   8ENOOS   DROVE   Ml*  TO  THE   ?08,   SOT  WHAT  THE   WAR   HAS   LCrt  OE    IT 
o 
WAS   CLOSED   BECAUSE   Or   THt   UATEMtSS   CE   THE   HOUR,      WHILE   HE   STWJLLfO 
ALSHS  QUAl   D*ORSEY   HE   PURCHASED   SOME   OLD   LOOKINS   ETOHlHSS   RMlCH   HE 
WI8WY   flHO  USEFUL   8A3*   AT   HOWf   80HETIWS* 
SATURDAY, 23 June. CAOY UNRAVELLED THE MYSTERY, tV WAS COL* 
9HEEHAN   WHO   HAD   3IVEK   THE   VERBAL   ORDERS   FOR   HIS   eD^IHa   TO   H«M 
TW  8*f   COL*   HAHLST   fHlSUHOERSTOOD   AS   •TtALY*   |H THE    I   AH8   £   SECTION)* 
BSTWttH THE   T»»0   Ht  LtARHtO  THERE   WOULD   8t  LITTLE  OR   HO  TROUBLE 
8ETTtW0  THE   <jUtjl   HWHl,   A3   %f   IT  WERE   HOT   ALRSADY. t*   HIOHT 
A 
EYEH  RET   BOHE   MEL*   FROH   THE   FRENCH   IH  SEVERAL   RESPECTS     FOR   WVBE   THEY 
COULD   START   PAVfNO   3 \CK   FOR   ROME   OF   THEIR   "REVERSE   LlWW"   LtAtt.* 
WHILE  THE   AMERICANS  WtRE   STILL  THERE  TO  USE   IT* 
COL.   3HEEHAH  SHOWED   H»M   THE   CO"*F 10CNT IAL   RE-DSPLOY*E*T     PLANS* 
THE 21 RT WAS TO CLOSE IN fflBMtt *w Q0 T0 x "ASINQ AREA ABOUT 
1 NOVEMBER, AND TO CWBAR* FOR HOWE IH DCOffUQgR*  0*fl TMEHE WAS 
* RERIOD or THREE mmm THAT CAOY HAD TO KEEP PEOPLE AT WORN WITH 
SOWETHIM8   AND  OUT  OF   DEVILMENT.     FOR   ERAUPLE,   THt   VO  RATES  OETMC 
AMERICANS   HAD   DOUBLE©  fl»CE   Rt-OEPLOVWEWT   WAO   3TARTE0.      *,«F©R   SOWE 
REASON,-CAOY   HOPED   IT   WAS   8OO0.-THC   21 ST   WAS   SCHEDULE©   OUT   LATER 
THAN  MAW   Or   J»Z   HOBPITALS   THAT       >."E   *Vt*tt*f   LATtR.      ■**   THE^E    tT 
W
*S /^ THE THEATRE PLAN LETTER.  HE DECIDED TO GO SLOW ON TELLING 
PEOPLE    »•    THE   U?:!T ASOUT   THIS   SCHEDULE   UNTIL   T»ET   HAD   SOME 
tfltfftJ   TO   KWOV   ABOUT    IT   AS   It   vVOOLO   HAPPEN.      TM«   WAT   TNINSS   WERE   OOINO, 
•   
r
~ Or   THE   PERSiNNGL   WOULD   BE   PULLED   OUT   BEFORE   THEN,   ANYRAY. 
THE cvroneco WEEK-END IN PARIS WAS SO PUNISHMENT,    J* MET HARBISON 
ANB BRISKER 
AT  JfcteL  ROCKAMBEAU FOR  COCKTAILS.     TWY  HA.3  DIMMER  AT  THE  TRANSIENT 
OFFICERS MESS NEARBV.    TKCM ACROSS THE STREET ©ORNER BRICKER TOOK 
•T,       TO   THE   Om*A   TO   RSE   FAOST*      HE   PAIO MORE   ATTENTION  TO   TME 
AOTtNO^AND   THK   MUStC^THAIf  TO   THE   FAMOUS   PLAYHOUSE   BECAUSE      ME   FIGURED 
HC   COttLP   REAO   ABOUT   THAT   SOMETIME,   AMD   HE   MAO   TO   LISTEN  OR  THE  OPERA 
WOm.9   8E  LOST  FOREVER.   EvCM   SO,   CA&VV8   Ml MO   WOULD  WANftCR   TO  SOME   OF 
OP   MIS  PRESSING   PROBLEMS,      HE  WAS   SCMEMIHO   ROW  TO   "COACH4'  GEN,   HAWLEY 
TO OET PERSONAL   IMTO URNM* •» THE RECREATION TOURS AND COM^RM TO 
THE   NON-PRATERW IZ AT ?C?i  RECULAT IONS   THAT   WERE   ALREADY   SEIKO  MUCH     EVASEO 
CV   $0  tmWf  T Y   AMERICANS. 
8ACK   AT   HIS   HOTEL,   THERE   WAS   CANCINO   AND   REVELRY   IN   THE   COURT, 
WITH   S0UMI5C   Or   WitffN   AND   DRUNKS    IN   BCM£   Of   THE   ROOMS   WHEN   ME   RETURNED. 
HE  WAS   NOT   TIRED   tmvm  TO   FALL   ASLEEP   AT  ONOE.      HE  RECALLED  THAT 
©6L.   ttifta   SAID  THE   UNIT   MISMT   NOT   <t£T   OAiiM  BACK  S6F0RE   IT  WENT   HOME* 
He HAT NOT rrr?? ABLE TO SET A LIME TS RAVENEL TO TELL SEAM WHEN HE 
*rf 
WOVLC ntr »*««M< ELLIOTT, C€, WAS WORKINC COAL NINES UJSALZPACH 
NEAR   c?ARR8RL*ClCEN,   AND   THE   GERMAN  MINERS   WfRE   NOT   BE INS   FED   EN0USH 
T^   tC?   M*f  WORK   ftm    T -EM.    ?T   9EE«E0  TO  BE   SOME  ONEfS   IDEA  THAT 
WORRIRS GERMANS ON SHORT RATIONS WAS PUNITIVE JUSTICE FOR THE WAV THEY 
HAD   TREATED   TNEIR   SLAVE   LASS*.    r.AOY   COUL8   HCf   3JT   MUCH   AOOUT    IT   FROM 
LIOTT,   rofl   HE   OHLT   KNEW   "iT   WAS   ORDERS,"     PERHAPS   IT   WAS   SOUE   PART 
or
 fHr      THAU PLAN" SUT CAOY THOUGHT THERE «AS ft SETTER WAY TO 
SET MO-E COAL ~;HI3KLV.  ...LT. COL. ClLLESPJE, IftK EVACUATION HOSPITAL, 
•A IP THEY HAS ALREADY MOVED OP TO DARMSTADT, A NO THEY HOPED THEY *ERE 
ON THE It WAT HO«E, 9UT THEV WERE OPERATING THERE* 
JUNE. THE W-ATHER mi o. ;AOY FIMALLY COT 
CADY 
AROUND   TO   PICK   \iP   HARBISON   AT   MOTEL   ROCBAHBEAU,   AND   DEMODE   DRCVE   THfH 
OUT   TO   THE   JitDlCAL   &£JtV i :. iCCL   NEAR   ETAMPES  ON  THE   ORLEANS   ROUTE. 
TKE   SCHOOL   «A3   IH   THE   CMATELET   CE   LA   DUCHESS   D£   TALLEYRAND   (ANNA 
GtovLo to AVEMICAKS).    IT *AO A FINE OLD PLAC*, MUILT IN 1770, A MO l« 
BPLEMDID   REPAIR*      THERE   «CRE   FG*MAL   GARDENS,   PLAZA5   A«8   HOATG,   ANO 
A   MWE   OR   SIX   FOOT   OAU   IN  A   STREAM.      iM»    >ALDINC   HAD   tt«t   fO   PARIS 
FOR  THE   OAY. 
T.   QOL.   LCO   FU   MILLER,   fffcj   FORMERLY   tST   IMT.   DlV.,   WAS   COMMANDANT 
AMP  HAD   CAPT.   3ERNAR0   OAITZ,   3NC,   FORMERLY   64*H   STATION   HOSPITAL, 
URIPC3A,   ANO   5tOT   STATION   HOSPITAL,   AS  ORE   OF   THEtR  FACULTY. 
HE   HAD   BEEN  THE   ONE   WHO   $*NT   NATIONAL   QUARO  OEM,   TOBlN,   WHO   WAS   IN 
SUCH   A   HUSKY   THAT    MI3HT    IN ANIPIA.      Hf   SAVE   THEM   A   MICE   LURCH, 
HCFQRZ   THEY   RETURNED   TO   !»AR|3   AND   THE   NURSES   HOTEL.      THERE,   THEY 
ENOOUNTE.UD   LT.   ?AASTERS< MORSES   i>OC  ANB   BOWWAN.     MA4.   SPALOINO, 
THEY   W8RE   Nt*«   *A3   OUT   TAX 1 MS   SNAPSHOTS.      HE   TOOK   ftNJMJ  TO   HIS   OWH 
R0©>4   00*   A NNMt   CADY   TRIM  TO   SET   A  TELEPHONE   RESPONSE   PROM 
THE   OfJ'i:iZ1   APARTMENT   TELEPHONE   NUMBER. 
THE   AFTERNOON  MAS   STILL   URUSEO,   SO   THEY   VISITED   iMs   3URBAMK 
WHO   HAD  MWN  ATTACHED   TO  THE 2tST   DOMINO   THE  BATTLE   OP  TME  8ULSC. 
HE  HAS   HOSPITALIZED   IN  T»Z   217TH   GENERAL   HOSPITAL   OlTH   A   FRACTURE© 
PSLVl;.      ...CADY   WENT   ON  ALONE   TC   2   RUE   3TE INKEftQUC,   APT.   A,   LEFT, 
TO   CALL   UPON   rt.   HENRI   CASAOESSU*   WHO   NAO   PLATED  AT   3AVENEL.      MADAME 
SPOKE   EXCELLENT   LNOLISM,      THEY   HA 9   OUT   SHORT   SOME   AMtJRlCAN   LIEUTENANTS 
MUSIC   LESSION  OVtR   CA0VfS MON,   SO   THEY   WERE   ABLE  TO   CHAT   PLEASANT- 
LY   FOR   AN   HOUR   OR   80»      THEY   OAlD   THEY   MERC   SETT I NO   HERS   BACK   REGULARLY   I 
FROM   THEIR   SOM  ROBERT,   MHO  WAS   ALREADY   A   FA«0U8   PIANIST    IN  THE   STATES* 
BACK AT THE HOTEL FOR DINNER, A LT. COL. TATUM,  *Ct FROM r. 
CAROLINA,  GENEROUSLY TOOK HIM TO HIS CTH FLOOR ROOM FOR A LICQUEUR. 
OTHER NECICS FRO* THE SuR«eOMfs OFFICE DRIFTED IN.    THEN AT 1700 
HOUR SENDOS DROVE THEM THROUGH Nil POULO^E,  WHICH RCVIMOCS NIV OF 
14 scenes or  FOREST PARK, SACK IN ST. U»t#« *.,AT 22CQ HOU* 
WAS  SACK   TO   H!3   BED.      ...HACK    IN   CADYf3   HOTEL   HE   riHALLV   SOT   A   OOWMfCT- 
TON -JU0TJ8   ABOUT   OtCO   HOUR.      THE   HOSPITAL   CENSUS   AAS   STILL   ?., 





! h» BACK mt air REPLACEMENTS!    ... 
L EVERYONE L'        f MUCH, WAS SCHEDULES TO 00 TO THE 
»57TH OMfUMLi AHD CSf»    0/ m HEADQUARTERS PUMBLCRSJ 
HMMV|   H Mm*    RAVCNEL. 
B*ft» MAWLEV INFQRMEO CACY HE HAO CONVERSED SlTH COL. 8O00HOUSE, 
SuROEON, CISC, AMD ASKED MIM TO OET HIS LETTER OK UR» APPAOVE0 O* 
DISAPPROVED.   HE ARKEO CADY TO TELL COL,  SHEEHAN TO BRING  IT TO HIS 
PERSONAL   ATTENTION   AS   SOO*j   AS   IT   ARRIVES.      CAOY   ASSURED   CCH.    HAWLEY 
HE   COULD   MOT   ASK   PS*   A   BCTTgjT   OEAL.      HK   MtMf   ON   TO   COL.    SMITH,    Hft. 
DENTAL BURGEON,  TO SEE  \r IMtMlNl SETTER COULD BE ARRANGED TOR CAPT. 
3PELLKAN,   POR   HE   HAD   BEEN  OVERSEAS   MORE   THAN   TWO   AND   ONEHALT      YEARS 
ALREADY    IN   SPITE   OP   Hi©   RELATIVELY   LOW   POINT.       -At   THOUGHT      THE   CARO- 
SWrrLtK   MAO   NOT   BOTHERED   TO   LOOK   BEYOND   THE   POINTS,      COL.    SMITH 
PROMISED   ME   WOULD   KEEP   AN   EYE   ON   SPELLMAN'S   IITtATIC?.. 
ME PICKED UR vies LUCIA GARCNCR, ARC, ft TAKE BACK TC RAVENEL. 
SHE HAD BEEN DOWN TO CANNES, WANG HUNGRY ALL THE TIME." ftl« WOULD 
*te SLAD TO PET HOME ASA I If, "SPOKEN WITh CONVICT IOK.  THEY RETURNED 
VIA rOHTAlNBLEU, TROVE8, CHAUMONT AND NEUPCNATEAU, PAMOUS PLACES, 
ESPECIALLY !* '"OSLO "?AR f, AND WORTH MORE THAH HAVING A PASSING GLANCE 
APTER *»RLD 7A8 If. 
THERE HAO SEEN ANOTHER COMMAND  INSPECTION WHILE HE HAD SEEN AWAY 
->M   THE   HOSPITAL.       f HUNDRED   ANH   T*E!rry~f IVE   PAYOUTS   WERE   BEING^T 
OIRECT POP ?. or  !. THE CHOWHOUNDS HAD SEATEN THE PARACHUTIST TEA* 
OP THE *?HO DIVISION, StttftOI SAID THE ?tsr   M HAVE TO DO fj 
•ARDENIMO    IN   V'TTEL | | ^RD   tfOULD   BE   LEAVING   8   ACRES   OP   flgfe 
THRASHER^ PROJECT.   ...1ST.   9CMVM*WR AND CADY HAO WANGLED A     5?,400 
OVERSEAS CIVILIAN ARMY JOB IN FRANCE.  HE WOULD BE DISCHARGED TO TAKE 
CADV 
IT FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES*  CADV WOULD NAVE TO LOOK HARD TOR ANOTHER 
OOOO PERSONAL SECRETARY WHO WOULQ WORK AS HARO AND HAVE AS MUCH LOYALTY 
STRAIGHT THROUGH. ...FOURTEEN MORE MEDICAL OFFICERS FROM ALL SORTS 
Of NOH-HCSPITAL UNITS CAME TOR MEDICAL SPECIALTY RCrRtSHCR COURSES. 
SEVEN MEDICS WITH MORE THAW $5  POINTS HAD SEEN RUT OR TO FROM 236TM 
GENERAL HOSPITAL FOR PROFESSIONAL SHARPENING UP.    THE MEDICS WERE 
A 
TAKING A BET I NO ON THIS POINT BUSINESS FOR BEING SO BRECIOUB*  ... 
A 
TWO FRIEMOS IN THE 540TH £*iC. ftW., COL. f'AMNfMe AND CAPT. HARDAMAN, 
HAD SEEN TRANSFERRED TO VI CORPS FOR C8!» AMD THfV CONSIDERED TO SE 
IN LINE OF A PROMOTION FOR THEM. 
CAOY WANTED TO SET UP FRANXFURT WAT SO HE $*ADE A PASS AT LT. COL. 
SIOERFOOS, MC, AND HIS LT# HADBAD, TO SEE IF THEY C&UL9 ARRANGE A 
FLIGHT BY CUB PLANE VIA MANNHEIM SO HE COULD SEE GfM. WILSON TO BUILD 
FURTHER Fences, BUT H£ HEARO MO MORE Of   THE IDEA FROM THEM* •»#THERE 
WA8 ALSTTER ON SOUVENIR NAZI STATIONERY FROM BILL DAWN.   IT SAID THAT 
THE UNIT MERITORIOUS SERVICE PLAQUE *AO MMl tttftft ON TO OISE  18 Ho. 
HE   HAD   NEWS   THAT   COL.   ftlCHARO   T.   ARWEST,   BACK    IN    ITALY,   WAS   GOING 
HOME   AND   COL.   SWESJSEY,    STAUNCH  FRIEND  OP   THE   2! ST   WOULD   SUCCEED   HIM 
AS SURGEON,  P83. 
CADY   HAD   RE-READ  THE   REGULATIONS   ASOUT   THf   PLAQUE   AWARD,AND 
BELIEVED   THE   UNIT   DESERVED   ONE   FROM   ARNC8T,    AND   HAD   WRITTEN   HIM   ABOUT 
IT,    BUT   NOTHING   HAPPCNIO.      HE   WOULD   REMIND   SWEENEY,    AND  MAYBE   HE 
MIGHT   GET    IT   THROUGH   HQ.   \tP   AT   CASCRTA.      TRUE,   THE   2tST   MAD  BEEN 
OUT   OF   SIOHT   WOn   9   MONTHS,   AND   COULD   SE   ENTIRELY   OUT   Of  M|N0,TOO» 
THE  THOUGHT  MADE   HIM  PAUSE  TO  BEE   HOW MOON  HIS  FATIGUED  SPAIN  COULD 
REMEMBER,   BUT   HS   SOON   COfcCLUCED   HE    NAD   ASOUT   ENOUGH   TO   DO   JUST   TO 
REMAIN   ACCURATE   ON   HIS   CAV*TO~0AY   WOB. 
HEADQUARTERS WANTED A CRITIQUE or HOSPITAL T/O AND E, WHCH HZ 
WAS GLBD TO «|VE EXCEPT THE PRESSURE OF IT BECAUSE IT WAS LATE, ONE 
OF THE THINGS BEAM HAD LEFT UNOONE. ...SPELLMAN HAD BEEN STOPPED 
CAOV 
A3 ME WAS LOADING UP FOR DEPARTURE TO THE ASSEMBLY AREA I 
TUESDAY, 37 JUNE.  SO MUCH WENT ON CAOV HAD NO TIME TO MAKE 
NOTES.  CAPY. ^INTERBOWER RETURNED FROM Hit SPECIAL COURSE.  CAPT. 
ALBERT £. *ORONOW, 3Ct WAS TRANSFERRED IN FROM THE 237TH.  ♦ . 
NOTHING FARTHER HAPPENED ABOUT SPELLMAN. 
WEDNESDAY, 2g JUNE.CAPTG.  OLEN KALLCHBAC* AND MORRIS ZIMMERMAN 
RETURNED   PROM   TO  WITH   THE   t<55TH   MEDICAL   BATTALION   (SLP<),    AND   THCV   HAD 
TALCS   TO   RELATE   ABOUT   THEIR   FIELD   DUTY   WITH   POW  MASSES   TO   HANDLE.      KAL- 
LENIAOH   HAD   BEEN   LUCKV   THAT   SUCH   A   YOUNG   RfEOIC   COULD   DC   KEPT   WITH 
THE   WfW9   ALL   THOUGH   THE   OVERSEA*   CAMPAIGNS* 
THURSDAY, ?9, JUNE. 
CAPT. CEO. ROULHAC RETURNED PROM ENGLAND. SEVERAL or THE 
MEDICS ATTECMCn rOR  SPECIAL COURSES WfftE TRANSFERRED OUT TO OTHER 
UNITS. 2ND LT. WALTER H. HANSON, JR.,  ?NF., WHO HAO BEEN ATTACKED 
TO THE 218T DIRECTLY FROM UK BASE FOR REHABILITATION TRAINING DUTY 
FOR COME TIME, HAO SEEN GETTING INTO CADY'S HAIR SOMEWHAT. ' HC NAO 
THIS OAV SEEN AGSIGNCO BY TRANSFER TO THE UNIT.  CADY MAO NOT BEEN 
>S*CD FOR CONCURRENCE.  ME MAD BEEN TRAINED TO BELIEVE THAT REHABILI- 
TATION WAS BEING ABLE TO GET MEN THROUGH A REQUISITE CALE8THENIC 
AND DRILL ROUTINE.  THE DETACHMENT COMMANDER HAD NOT PEERED OVER 
HIS SHOULDER MUCH, NEITHER NAO CADV UNTIL HC BECAME CURIOUS ABOUT 
THE LOW CB8 IN THE  "WORK THERAPY* RCPORTS.  HIS INQUIRY REVEALED 
THAT THE LIEUTENANT HAD JUMPED TO THE CONCLUSION THAT *WORK THERAPY* 
WAB NONSENSICAL, IF NOT BORDERING ON THE UNETHICAL IN SOME VAGUE WAY. 
ANVWAY, HE HAD VIRTUALLY ASSUMED HE HAO TO SAOOTAQE THAT TRIED AND 
TRUE METHOD OF GETTING MEN BACK ON DUTY, CADV WAB OOlNO TO "CONVERT" 
THE YOUNG OFFICER ON GET RID OF HIM, AND IT 010 NOT 8CCM HE  HAO 
ENOUGH POINTS TO GO HOME BOON. 
FRIDAY, 30 JUNE. U. COL. HARRY AQREBB AND MA*. JOB. C* "KILLCR" 
EDWARDS HAD ORDERS TO GO TO THE 14TH REINFORCEMENT OCPOT, WHICH MEANT 
CABY 
THSY WOULD PROBABLY THE I ft   WAV   HONE   A*   MEDICAL   OFFICERS.    THERE 
WAS   A   PARTY,    0^   COURSE,    BUT   THE^C   WEST   NC    I KOI CATIONS   TtAT   9*1   WAt 
SEND I WO  TfiSlft   sePLADEMEMTC   SO   THE   HOSPITAL   COULD   CONTINUE   TO   CARE   fOR 
PATIENTS. 
SEN.   VILOON MAD BENT ViaSDoT MARCH, ARC, ro THE 21BT re OET HER 
EXAMINED AND RCSTCO UP, TNS GENERAL WAt EXPECTED, BUT IT WAS  HIS 
A tee,  CAPT.  JOS* P, MEADE, WHO FLEW IN TO SEE HOW SHE WAS GETTING 
ALBNO...C0L.   KMTWti.Cs   \0OXH  GENERAL   HOSPITAL,   CAME   WITH   HIS   BALL  TEAM* 
HE   WAS   WANT! NO   TO   OET   OVER  TO  G*N#   WILSON**   HEADQUARTERS   VERY   SUCH, 
INDEED,   ARC   HE   HAO   SEEM  CMLTlYATINO   THIS   OPPORTUNITY.      Mf     WAt   UHWlLL* 
I NO   T >\\   Tmam   AN©   iMWLHOUSE   WHERE   CAOY   HAO   SEEN   INVITEO   tV   GEH. 
D«   Via I SI  TO   ATTEW  THE   ALSAClAN   CEREMONIES,   ARC  RAYE   A   CHAHCE     TO 
■Ml iKtii Ufflfl o: fAftMMV MM THJSE rrjexcM MMM CADY HAD 
m>r»EO  TO   OET   *OR  THE   21 ST.      CADY   STOPPED   AT   SEW,   0V   VIBIER'S   Off ICC 
.     ARC  LEfT   A   HOTf OF   RCttCTS   THAT   H*   COULO   HOT   «0   TO   TWAHW.      HE   LtfT 
SOME IA08   AND   MftMf   fON   -WC.   *U   VtOfE*   AH9   HER   DAUOKTEK. 
Ton   THE   GENERAL   MR   LCfT  ORE  Of   YOBT'S  PAINTED   tNBIONC   PLACOJJCt  Of   Hit 
ronutn  StytafON, AHD rut SKETCH PLAH or CHATEAU CHASLSB HE HAB PROMISED 
TO   HAVE   MA 
BJV   IHtfJi   OH  UP   ?•  SltCHWILLER   TO   BEE   MLLE   ttlRCKLEft't 
PAREHTE   AKO   MARVLRBE,    OUT   fHCY   MAD   RET l«Et   EARLY   AHD   CAOY   DE.'RTED 
WITHOUT   DISTURBING  THEM  rtWTHC*. 
TH.-RJ HAD seen IMPORTANT PERSONNEL CHANGER BVT TRTT 21OT€  «AB 
STILL   HCOCtHlBAMLE   AS    ITSKLP.      ALL   PERSONNEL   HAD   BEEN   KEPT      At   OUST 
AS   PCBBIBLE   *AT   HOtl*  OR  ABROAD.■   CADV   PREFERRED  TO   RISK   'TISSUE   PAPER' 
ORDERS   TO   ${iP, h T   THE   VARIOUS   INADEQUATE  QUOTAS   AVAILABLE   ft* 
RECREATION   ANC   REHABILITATION.   He   WAS   ABOUT  TO   BET   THAT   NUKSE   !?EST 
CAMP   AT   HlJON* 
"''   r   CLOSED   fill,'   Of'CPATlffC   IsLUU,    >,CtC;    LAXIMUW   PATILNTb,    1t"^i 
fUrtjtyw rtrs,  T>tCC0}  AVERA££ PATIENTS,  1,502) AND TOTAL ASM •*••*«• 
TCft 4r 
tr/.r 
SUNDAY, t UULY.  SOY TOOK COL. MAXWCLL TO GEN.  'ILSON'S HEAOQUARTERS 
orricr IK ~rcMENHc?M. THE Two SEEMED TO OE OLO ACQUAINTENCES, POSSIBLY 
OLD   mirNOr,      CAGV   RECALLEt-   THE   GENERAL   MAO   QUESTIONED   HIM   ABUT   TMC 
COLONELt    EVEN   TO   CADY'C   CEBOR IPT IVE,"   &    SEEM?   TO   BE   »ALKI MO   A   BIT 
ON   MIC   TIP-TOEBt"A*P   NE   AOREED.      THE   GENERAL   BECAME   TALKATIVE   ABOUT 
C*L.   BlSMOP,    HOW   HE   HAS   BEEN   UNABLE   TO   SET   CECUIONS   PROM   HIM   REAOILV. 
*WEVER,    Hf   HAO   094E0TE0   f| WK.Z*t   PRgEMPTORtAL   REMOVAL 
or COL. BISHOP. LATER,MAXWELL BAIO IT HAO BEEN THE IMPRESSION IN 
^AOQUARTER"*   THAT   THE   GfNERAL   HAO   CONTRIVED   THE   REMOVAL   KlMSELP. 
yAOV   TOLD   HIM   OF   *OMS   Of   SlSHOpN   PETTY   ATTENTIONS,    HIS   SEEMING 
MMMltff   TO   COMPREHEND   THE   BROADER   ASPECTS   OE   Hl»   0*N   JOD,    HIS 
OfrCN-lvriir If   AND   OB*T*v^y       tTM   3TM«R8   ABOUT   "iUALL   DETAILS,    ANO   CADV 
ELABORATED   ON   <$OME   Or   TH     hf     !CAN   AND    ITALIAN   THEATRES   8.   i:GRUND 
A 
PlfiT'JRP-'.       fT   m* '       CONVICTION,    HE   SAID,    TH/.T   C©L.    " <    HOP   HAO 
COOKED   MIS   OWN   OOOSE   *ITH   COCKC,     "HOOK,   ^UDOLPH,    UCfidVt    GPURLlNO   , 
AND   OTHERS   BCEOR^   M |f     ;tTH   UrN.    WA-VLCY.      TOO   MANY   OP   THE      CONSULTANTS 
HAD   BEFN   OPFNLY   CAUSTIC   ABOUT   HIM,       TnrK)   HE   T : LL   ABOUT   THE 
SPLENDIO   COMSJCNn ATOPY   I.^T'ER   HI SHOP   HAD      SENT   TO   THE   UNIT    IN   JUNE 
•HI DM   HAD   BLUNTED   ROME   OF   THE   ACUTE   FfCttM IN CH   W*0   BE KM   A   PROBLEM 
row CAPY TO KEEP CUPPP    ABOUT MIM. 
GENERAL »tl MBJ   \<EEP KILLI-" VtlH  M TOR THEIR LUNCH. 
THERE WERE Two OTHET HEAIC.IMRTERS VISITINO MEDICS V.HO WERE MAKING 
MENTAL   NOTTIC—    ABOUT    HL   THIS   RELATIONSHIP   *ITH   ^FNCR/l        ILSON. 
THEV   RETUPNrr    VIA    KA IIERSLAUTEN,    METZ   ANO   NANCV,    ANO   HAD   THEIR   SUPPER 
v.lTN   COt. *OHAN,    CO,    |tfff||   ~CNERAL   HOfPITAL   IN   MET?.      THCV     WERE   BACK 
AT   "AVENEL   /T   1~n?   HOUR,   PEELINO   T*   7    tM* 1ALLY   HIT   THE    HIGH 
SPOTS N THr ROA" OUP. ! NO THEIR ^7 HOUR TRIP. 
MAJ.  BERNARD L.  GREENE,  THE 9ff?*f HARDWORKING CHIEF or PSYCHIATRY 
HAO ORDERS TO 00 TO THE 14TII KEINFORCEMENT DEPOT, AND HOME.   "BERN IE- 
WAS LIKED AND RESPECTED BY ALL Or THE UNIT, TOR HE HAD REALLY DONE 
Ht^ JOB '"ELL. 
^OND-VY,   8 JULY.    ON TO  DIJON.     IT    WAS NO TRICK TO GET TITLE TO 
PICTURESQUE  CHATEAU QtVV Ittf BECAUSE THE  ^6TH GENERAL  HOSPITAL    HAD 
LEFT THE PLACE AN ORPHAN. 1 ST LT. LOUCKS, ANC, HAD BEEN  COMMANDANT 
FOR NURSES FOR FOUR MONTHS, BUT NOW SHE, TOO, HAH BEEN TRANSFERRED TO 
CM-Y-S 
THE 2tit.    CAB* ARRANGED FOR HER TO GET A f*wf\AWAT  IN PARIS AT THE 
?0^?*D GENERAL  HOSPITAL,  BUT  AFTER SHE  COULD  INSTRUCT   [X, DYSON,   ANC, 
HOW   TO   HANDLE   THE   PLACE.      NO   MORE   NURSES   WERE   BEING   SENT   THERE   BY   BASE. 
IT   *AS   A   "NATURAL**   FOR   THE   £ttTf8   STO»-OVER    IK   THE   RECREATION   CIRCUIT. 
HE    HAD    SUPPER    AT   THE   ^TEL   DE   LA   CLOCHE,    AND   DASHED   ON   OVER   TO 
IttAMtN   TO    SEE    COL,    9T**fN    ABOUT    ANOTHER   STOP-OVER   PLACE   THERE. 
STROHM *At CALAVANTINC   IN PARIS,   BUT  CAPT.  &JAY„   HIS  ADJUTANT,   SENT  A 
-EROEANT GUIDE TO THE 10*11*1 REST HOTEL AT dOUGNE, OUITE NEAR THE 
9*ttl BORDER, WtfCltf HE '',*OULD STAY OVERNIGHT.  THE HOTEL WAS  PRIVATELY 
OPERATED, AND VERY NICELY DY Ml«E. CHANG, AN ATTRACTIVE EURASIAN. 
!T WAS USED FOR OFFICERS AND NURSES ONLY, SO THAT *<OULO ELIMINATE IT 
FOR CADY'S ENLISTED PATIENTS AND MEN EOR THEY WOULD MAKE UP 80   TO 
90 PERCENT OF EACH PAPTY.   BUT OBVIOUSLY IT COULD BE WELL ENJOYED 
BY ANY FORTUNATE GUEST. 
4T THE UNIT,   CAPT.  CEO.  ROULHAC,   MC,   AND 1ST LT.  VARIC M.  BOWMAN, 
A^C,  WERE 0f?nErF'-  TO Kttmtnttmwt  SEPCTS TO  co  HOME.     1ST LT.  HERBERT 
GOLDHAMER, CLINICAL PrYCKOLOCI ST, WAS TRANSFERRED TO Olsr | BHo. 
TUESDAY, 3 JULY. BECAUSE JOUGNE WAS SO VERY CLOSE TO TMC Swiss 
BORDER, CADY AND BENDOS KENT THERE TO WALK OVER THE LINE, UNDER THE 
BENIGN SCRUTINY OF THE GUARDS, rO   THAT THEY COULD SAY THEY HAD BEEN 
ON THE SOIL OF 8wf?Zr*tAl»«  HE WOULD LIKE TO PROCURE A STOP-OVER IN 
THIS AREA TO OPEN UP THE POSSIBILITY FOR GETTING VISITS ACROSS THE 
■■ 
CADY . 
BORDER TO sec BERNE, 'URICH, AND BASLE, OF COURSE* BASLC WASJSHCMC 
TMC   A*MV   MAO   MADE   THE   PORT   OP   ENTRY   FOR   TMC   "itAt lONCO*   TRIPS      FOR   ALL 
COM-Z.      CAOY   HURRIED   BACK  TO   LEAVE   A   MOTt   P0*   ^L*   SfKOMM,   ENROUTE 
TO   &AVENEL. 
* JULY,    l«D£P£NDCNC£ OAY 
TMC 2TST MAO A PRETTY BOOO CELEBRATION FOR PATIENTS AMD MEN. 
THE CMOWHOUNOS WERE BEATEN AT SOPTBALL THOMCM* COL* KUBIM WAS ATTCMO» 
I NO. HE SAID MIS HOSPITAL CENTER WOULD POLO SOON, AMO THAT WOTLLO 
THRO*  TMC   21sT   MlONT   INT©  TMC   NCAREST   CCMTCR*   TMt  S20TM,   COL*   THOMAS*** 
COL* C* P. GEE, CO, LORRAINE DISTRICT CAME AT DINNER TIME AND 
CAOV FED HIM, THEN SHOwCO MlM AROUND TMC PLACE FOR AN HOUR OR SO* 
HE OOT COL. GEE TO MCLP DEDICATE "SPORTSMAN'S PARK* WITH A SORT 
IMPROMPTU   TALK.      HC   AMPCARCO   PLCASCO   WITM   Mlfi    INSPECTION   AND   ASHED 
WHAT CLSC WAS NCEOCO BT THE VTTTA    AMOTMCR  ITALIAN COMPANY AND SOME 
OCMTAL ©FPICCRS WOULD ALLEVIATE TMC LIST'S SNAFU,  AND MORE MEDICAL 
OFFICERS,   OF   COURSE*      COL.   QCC   SAID   MC   LIMED   CADV'S    IDEA   OF      A   RECREAT- 
ION   CIRCUIT   AND   WOULD   MCL-P    IT   ALONG    if   HZ   COULD.    •».)F  TMC   NANCY 
NOUSES   HOMC   WAS   MOT   TO   BC   U9CD,   TMC   ?tsT      COULO   HAVE   THAT   ALSO   FOR 
A   STOP-OVER   POINT,   TOO,      CADV   PROMISED   MC   WOULD   BRINO   LT.   HRANCC3   M. 
ANYON,    ANC,   TO   NAMCY   FOR   NCR   BRONZE    "TAR   DECORATION  ON  FRIDAY,    AMD 
TMCY MIOMT MAVC AMOTMCR DISCUSSION THEN. 
TMURSBJAV, 5 JULY.    BAXTER BROWN INVITED CADY,  BEAM AND PATTON TO 
ATTENO ONE OF TMEIR OFFICERS CLUB AFFAIRS, COCKTAIL®,  A FINE DINNER 
AND DANCI NO AT TMCTR CLUB*    THEY MAO AM ITALIAN ORCHESTRA*    TMCLR NCW 
CHIEF,  NURSING SERVICE,  CAPT* MCCULLV, WAS GOING OVER VERY WCLL WITH 
THEM. CAPT. NICHOLS,  ANC* SAW THAT CAOY MET OTHER??,  AND SOME *CRC QUITE 
INTERESTING PERSONALITIES.   ONE ADMITTED, TOO MTFOM PERHAPS, THAT SMC 
WAS  •FRIED*.    CAOY WAS MMDECEIVED BY HCR DEFENCE MECHANISM,  FOR SHE 
WAS ONLY AFRAID SHE MIGHT BE 3PIFFLICATED.    SMC WAS 4V*T MAVLNO A 
NICE TIME.   IT WAS THE SECOND TIME CAOV HAD DANCE IN MANY WEEKS* 
WAOT 
HS THOUGHT tT &A8 EASIER FOR A CO TO RELAX ABROAD RATHER THAN AT HOME* 
CAPT*  RINQELMAM HAD LONQ SEEN RATHER BOTHER I NO CADY ABOUT WMEN 
HE MIQHT BE OH HtS WAY HOME. HE AHO CAPT. ROULHAC COT STARTED*  1 ST br* 
LUC ILL* P. POEt ^MO LTS* MARY l« OARCV,  UTH COCKLIN, MILDRED DENNY*, 
HELEN U DWER, AHD EDVTHE E* BEECH WERE TRANSFERRED TO TMC 36TH 
GENERAL IN EXCHANSE ron AN EQUAL NUMBER or THEIR OWN NURSES* THE* 
HAD ROTATION POINTS FROM I4#f TO 45*6* 
FRIDAY, 6  JULY. MA4* JOE C. (KILLER) EDWARDS HAD BEEN RECOMMENCES 
FOR   PROMOTION   BUT   CADT   LEARNED   HE   WOULD   NOT   OCT    IT   BEFORE   HE   tfOULO 
LEAVE THE THEATRE.    BE COULD NOT FIND OUT JUST WHY IT WOULD BE B©» 
CAOY   HAO   A   NICE   EXPERIENCE   AT   «•   LASERTE'S   LUYTCRlE,   THE   VIOLIN 
FACTORY*      COLS.   BltOWtt   ANO   KUS I N   AND   THEIR   OwN  PARTIES   J0IHE0   THE   ONE 
CAPT.   HUTCHE30N  ORGANIZED,      M.   LASERT   PROUDLK   OPEHfD   THE   FACTORY   SAFE 
TO   SM0?7   THE   COLLECT f OH  OF   FI HE   OLD   VIOLINS.      CAOT   SOT   TO   TOUCH   ANO 
FOHDLE A GENUINE 1THAOIYAR|U3, TO TUCK IT UNDER HIS CHIN AND TO DRAW 
THE BOW ACROSS ITS «?TRLNOS* TT WAS NOT IN TUNE, BUT THE #ORLO WOULD 
NOT HAVE SEEN BETTERED BY ANY OF MIO LOHQ DORMANT MUSICAL SKILL. HE 
HAD NEVER EXPECTED HE WOULD EVER BET SO CLO::E TO A QEHULNE STRAD* 
THEH THE PARTY WAS SHOWN THROUSH THE FACTORY, BUT THEV WERE TOLD NO 
FAMILY SECRETS ABOUT FORMULAE OF VARNISHES OR HOW LONO BEYOND FIBHT OR 
NINE MONTHS IT TOOK TO MAKE A VIOLIN. THE LUYTERIE HAD BEEN IN THIS 
FAMILY FOR MANY 8EMERATI0NS, ANO IT WAS RFWST BEOINNINO TO SETSACK INTO 
PRODUCTION. THE HOST 3CRVEO BHAMPABHE BEFORE PERMITTING HIS BUESTS TO 
DEPART. 
ANOTHER DAMNED COMMAND INSPECTION BY LORSAINE DISTRICT.   MA4. 
WEABHER,   U.   !-toRHCR   ANO   LT.    VELCH  MADE   IT.     THERE   *£*£   JUST   A   FEW 
MORE    "1UPERIORS"   THIS   TIME.      LT.   COL.   8R©WN,   307TH   HOSPITAL   CENTER, 
TOLD CAPT. FRANK L. MOORE, THE HEW ADJUTANT, THAT THE  "SOUTHERN 
HOSPITALS"   MAO   FINALLY   BEEH   FORCED   TO   LEARN   "£T0  METHOD   WERE   BE~T 
AFTER   ALL,"      CADY   MADE   NOTE   OF   THAT   OHE,    FOft   HE       I       INTERESTED    IN ■ 
WADY 
ANY80aY*3   aOOO   METHODS,    3UT   MOT   THCfSt   RITUALS*      T«IS   WAS   ROUGHLY   THE 
COMPLAINT   THE    SOIOC   HOSPITALS      HAD   ABOUT   COM-7,      THE   RITUALISTIC 
MENTALITY   BEING   EXEMPLIFIED   BY   THE   OlSE    IB,    AND   ITS   TOY   REPLICA,   THE 
LORRAINE   DITRICT.      PERNAPS,    COL.   MAXWELL1*   BITTERNESS   ABOUT   THE 
'INFANTILE ATTITUDES AND IMMATURE PERSONAGES1 HAD OOOO FOUNDATION* 
MAXWELL WAS A REGULAR, TOO. CADY WAS HOPING COL. SHOOK WOULD SOON 
RETURN AND TAKE OVER MEDICAL COM-7 IF THAT WAS TO BE THE SCHEME. 
HE TOOK  CAPT. MOORE AND LT.  LILLIAN M.  ALOUIST ALONO TO  NANCY 
FOR LT.   MIHN^i DECORATION  IN PLACE ^TANI^LAS,    WHILE THEY HAD A BIT 
OF   TIME   TO   KILL,    THEY   VlSlTEQ   THE   NURSES   Rt^T   CENTER   WHICH   WAS   STILL 
BEING   USED.      AT,   COL.   THOMAS*S   OFFICE,   THEY   <*?ERE   SHOWN   AROUND    IN   HlS 
FINE   QUARTERS.       HE   CRACKED   A   FEW   REMARKS   ABOUT   SOME   LADIES   WEAR I NO 
APPAREL    IN   TIGHT,    AND   FURNISHED   SOME   FINE   COGNAC.       AS   tfBMSL,    HE    NEVER 
DRANK ANY HIMSELF. ME FALD, WHEN THE CENTER AT VITTCL WOULD FOLO, 
HE HOPED HIS CENTER WOULD NOT GET THE ?! ST I (*ND, SO DLO CADY, FOR 
ME HOPED FOR NO MORE CSNTERS.J, 
AT 1730 HOUR COL. SEE, LT. COL. LE GREC (FR) AND LT* COL, 
MCVILLIA'4S ARRIVED AT PLACE STANISLAS. T«E PARADE WAR FORMED AMD LT. 
ANYON RECEIVED HER MEDAL ALONG WITH SEVERAL ARTILLERYMEN. AFTERWARD, 
THEY WENT WITH COL. GCE TO HLS VOXHOLE* OUT SOMEWHERE THAT CADY 
COULD NOT IDENTIFY, AND HAD A SPLENDID DINNER. THEY WERE RETURNED TO 
THE SENIOR OFFICERS CLUP FOR WORE DRINK© AND DANCED UNTIL ?30G WHEN 
CADY GOT THROUGH THE AMENITIES AND MAD HIS GROUP ON THE ROAD SHORTLY. 
MAJ*    SPALDlNO   HAD   RETURNED   FROM   HER   SCHOOL    AT    LE   MARA|S,BUT   TOO 
LATE   TO   GET    INTO   THE   MfVM  PARTY   AND   CEREMONY. 
SATURDAY, 6 JULY. BOLOTIN RETURNED FROM HIS TRIP STARTED WED- 
NESDAY, AND HAD GONE AROUND THE CIRCUIT, SUCH At IT WAS. «APT. JOHN 
REEO,    CE,    WAt   GOING   TO   GET   THE   BRONTC   STAR   CADY   HAD    INITIATED. 
MA<I.  BEN H,  CHARLES WAS  HURT.    BEAM MAD RECOMMEN;   J MAJ.JOHN 
H.    ..'EDIQ^ICE    KELLEY;AS    HlS    NE V   AtOfltfttff    «HlEF,    MEDICAL      MER\M«E. 
CAOV 
CADY REMINDED BEAM THAT WITHOUT DOUBT Sen »AB THE SENIOR MAJOR AND 
OUTRANKgU *EQlOt AWL UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES OBSERVED THE CMALL DEGREE 
OF  REcaaNiTlOw*    BUT BEAU STILL OESIREO  tVcola,   co CAOV APPROVED THE 
APPOINTMENT,       IT   WAS   HARD   FOR   Uiii   TO   EXPLAIN   IT   TO   BEN,   FOR   HE   HAD   <S©HC 
0*ER   Ad   A   MAtfftft   mm   MAO   DONE   SOME   OP   THE   OOO   4088,    AM©   MAO   AWARD 
RECOGNITION;, »UT NEITHER ORAOE OR RANK ADVANCEMENT.    HE PUT  IN Ml3 
REQUEST   FOR   TRANSFER,   AMO   CAOV   APPROVED   TWAT,   TOO.      Hf   WA*   OUE   TO 
MET   ANOTHER   BRONZE   3TA*   WHICH   SHOULD   FOLLO*   HIM. 
iJNOAY,   7   JUtV. CABT   CAVE   VERMA   M*   LAONTRU*   ASSAV   IN  MARRIAGE   T© 
LT*   RICHARD   JANA.      £YERYTH|M«   WENT   OFF   WELL   ENOUGH  OUT   THE   * I NEXP£R lENCt 
•RIOE*   UNVEILED   ANO   TURNED   PREMATURELY   TOR   HER   OXORIAL   KIS3§   ANO   MAO 
TO   WAIT*      3H£   WAS   80   EMdARRASaEO   8M«   SORT   OF   FLOUNCED   OUT   Of   THE   CHAPEL 
WHEN   THAT   TIME   CAME.      CYERVONE,    INCLUDING   MRB,   3ANA,    HAD   A   OOOO   LAUOH 
AMOUT    IT   AT   THE   RECEPTION.      3NC   ALWAYS   HAO   A   BOOO   UENSE   Of   HUMOR, 
AMVwrtV.      fm   fcttt'f   8KILLEJ   -AKER8   MAO  CONSTRUCTED   A   MAGNIFICENT 
MULTIi.AYERED   CREATION     fQ&   m*t   HONOR   WHICH   WAS   A   REAL   SIGHT   TO   DCHOLO. 
^OMOAV, 3 JULY. COL. MAXWELL MAO TELEPHONED TO ARRANGE ANOTHER 
TRIP TO 3ECHENHEIM, BUT H£ FAILED TO ARRIVE*  CAOV *EKT ON T« CHATEAU 
CHARLES FON THE NIBHT.    HE WANTED TO «ET ANOTHER CONTACT wif« COL. 
RUDOLPH AT AuOSBUAG IF HE COOLOg TO TALK ABOUT REVISIONS OF HIS 
RECREATIONAL CIRCUIT PROSPECTUS. 
TUESDAY, 9  «iULV.  CAOV WENT TO SECMEHHEIK ANO AAlTED UNTIL ME 
CQULO .DELIVER ^AXWELL'S ME8S3CE TO GENERAL iILsONf NAMELY, AFTER THE 
C-ENERAL KAO RETURNED TO THE STATES.. *LEA8E REMEMBER MAXWELL*  THIS 
PROMPTED GEN.  ILSON TO ASK CACV IF ME, TCO, WOULD BECOME AVAILABLE 
PRETTY SOON* CADY THOUGHT THE ?:1ST WOULD CONTINUE TO OPERATE UNTIL 
SOMETIME IN UCT06ER.  COL. KttMP HAD URACC MIM fO SNINC UP THE NATTER 
OF HIS O.H  PROMOTION FOR HE HAD HEARD IT WAS STILL POSSIBLE* BUT HE 
OIO NOT THINK IT WOULD BE COCO TASTf TO 00 THAT, FOR TM*. GENERAL MIGHT 
EVEN THEN »&   SOMEWHAT EMBARRASSED THAT HE HAD BEEN BACKING A LOrCR, 
: 
UAOY 
Ht  TOLD   THE   GENERAL   HTMJHM   HAD  THOUGHT  ME   *©UL©  BE  6©INC  TO  THC   STATE? 
ON   THC   f5THt   IUT   WHEN   HE   MIGHT   RETURN  TO   PLEASE   tffttf   THE   *CTH   AN©   THE 
PfsT. 
CADY   LURCHED   wlfH   JOHN  F?AY   POvCRf,   THEN   DEPARTED   FOR     UBPBURO 
HELL  BENT TO   Iff   COL.   PUBOLPH AM CURLEY.     CURLEV OAfO f?U©OLPH*C 
PROMOTION   MA©   BEEN   HELD   OR    IN   THE   SUROEON   ©ENER/Lft    Of"F ICE,-MOf    THAT 
HE  Mli   REALLY  EARNED   IT*   COt.   RUDOLPH   IMFORMF©  CAOV  HE  COULD   COOPERATE 
wim HIM ABOUT Ufa CIRCUIT FOR ONLY ABOUT TWO KECKS* FOR THEIR HEAD* 
QUARTERS rOULO MOVE TO HFlOELBER© VERY £©OMt ANO HE «At HAZY ABOUT 
WHAT THE SITUATION -OULD BE AFTER THAT. 
HE TCKI ON TC LAHZ ■ ZK<*   FOR OVERNIGHT ? ITH THE 9TH £VA©«ATI©N 
HOPRITAL«    COL.      .    .    TBNE 5*W THAT HI$ ©O^OURN »A< REALVY PLEASANT 
WHERE  THEY   WERE   ENSCONCED   |«  ft   UFTWAFFE   INSTALLATION,   BUT   NOT   VERY 
BU*Y   AT   THE   TIME. 
r« I JULY. C/PT. HELEN M# CAYle, HO^FORMERLY *ITH THE 
ri^T, HAO I NICE BOX LUNCHEON PIXEO UP TOR CAOY AN© BgNBOS WHEN THEY 
BET   FORTH  FO«   ^AVENEL,      TMEY   STOPPED   AY   TTRASBOUR*  FOR   SUFFER   AN©   THEN 
PUSHED   ON TO   RAVENEL,   CAOY  TMOUOHT  THE   MANAOEMSNT   SINCE   SEN   CHARi. 
U£Pf> 
HAt    \        EQUATE   BUT   NOT   EXACTLY   ^SUPCR*** 
AN   II T»N3   LETTER   FfrOM   COL.    ^HOOK     Ml       IN   Hf«   OFFICE,    IN    IT 
HE   WitOTE  THAT   CADV*«  IM  THE   ONLY  RECOMMENDATION  HE   HAO   KNOvyN THAT 
GENERAL  HA LEY HAH FO^^ROED TO THE  NO*    'moo*    **©TE THAT HE HAD 
GOTTEN  TO  THE   APPROPRIATE   PLAOE   TO   *££   MINI   NAMES   MAO   ROLLY   ©ONE   TO 
THE TE   FOR   CONFIRMATION,   "I   NOTED   THE   NAME-,   OF  THOrE   TO   BE   W 
THIS   WEEK,    AND   YOUR   NAME    (NOR   *P r   LlBt,      OF   ©r COL. 
CADV 
ELLIOT CUTLER'? NAME WAS.  •••AND I MAD MOPES THAT SINCE YOU AND 
TRUMAN #ERE BOTH r«OM Ho,,  veu MIOHT OET IT AND PULL ME ALONG UNDER 
YOUR WlNO,    OH,   VCLLI"    CADY HAD  NO VESTIQE or POLITICAL PULL WITH 
PRESIDENT TRUMAN,  NOR EVER EXPECTED ANT,  SO ALL TMAT WAS DEAD DUCK. 
Live AND LEARN! (?/) 
CAPT « JOHN    .     tx,  MC, wAn TRANSFERRED  IN PROM THE 100 GENERAL 
HOSPITAL. 
THURSDAY,  JULY 11.     IEVERAL DAYS BEFORE, THE OISE   IB HAD TAKEN 
A SHINE TO CAOV'S MERCEDES-BEN?,  AND ORDERED THAT  IT BE TURNED  IN* 
INSTEAD, CAOY SENT PHOTOGRAPH*? or THE'LOAN PAPERS" GEN«DU VIQIER 
HAD OIVEN HIM,  AND ASKED    OFS V0R OPRICML GUIDANCE  IN THE MATTER.* 
EVIDENTLY THAT NETTLED SOMEONE,  AND CAOY WAS  INSTRUCTED TO RETURN 
THE CAR TO IT'S SOURCE.  CAOV AfOULO SEC IF GEN. OU VlGlER WOULD REPLACE 
IT *ITH A CAR or NON-GERMAN MAKE. 
TWO MEDIC* TRANSFERRED IN AND TWO DENTAL OFFICERS TAKEN AWAY. 
FRIDAY, 1° ^ULY.  "OMEONE WAS TRYING TO GET MA«I. SPALDING FOR A 
HIGHER JOB.   CAOY ARRANGED FOR MER TO FLV UP TO FRANKFURT FOR AN INTER- 
VIEW WITH GENERAL STAYER.  HE ARRANGED TO HAVE PHOTOS TAKEN AS SHE 
WAS READY TO TAKE OFF FROM THE PIST'S COWPASTURE LANDING FIELD. 
HS FOR HER, SHE SAID SHE WISHED TO GO HOME FOR TWO WEEKS AND THEN 
RETURN TO HER JOB WITH THE UNIT, OR WHEREVER, BUT WOULD LIKE TO GO HOME 
WITH THE ?TST. SHE SEEMED TO BE REGARDED AS AN OUTSTANDING NUR^E OF THE 
THEATRE. 
MAJ. DOROTHY MACLEOD HAD ENOUGH OF HEADQUARTERS DUTY AND WANTED 
TO BE MA*>. SPALDING'S REPLACEMENT IF THAT WOULD BECOME POSSIBLE, SO 
BOLOTIM REPORTED WHEN HE RETURNED FROM RTFMS. ...THE &0?TH CLOSED AND 
THE 2T3T WAS TRANSFERRED TO THE JURISDICTION OF THE 3?OTH HOSPITAL 
CENTER.  HOWEVER, COL. THOMAS DID NOT GET THE ?1ST DIRECTLY FOR THEY 
MADE HIM THE ©ISC IB SURGEON, HLS OFFICE SAID CADY COULD ONLY EXPECT 
TWO OF THE FOUR LEGIONS OF MERIT, ~0  WHO WOULD THEY BE. THAT WAS THE 
GENERAL'S DECISION.  CADY CHOSE BEAM AND SCHWARTZ, SO HARBISON AND 
3GT. YOST HAD TO WAIT. THEY WERE"RATIONINGW MERIT AWARDS AGAIN! 
1ST LT. JUNIUS S. ABRAMSON, MAC, WAS LOST TO THE DETACHMENT OF 
PATIENTS, 4401ST 09 Mww HOSPITAL PLANT. 
I7 JULY. THE ?1ST GENERAL HOSPITAL WAS PLACED IN CATEGORY IV IN 
THE    RE-DEPLOYMENT   ORDERS   DATED   6   JULY,    1<H5» 
M   JULY.     FRENCH IASTIU   D-Y. 
THE  CELEBRATION WAS  A KILLER-OILLER FOR CADY AND  HIS OFFICIAL 
FAMILYIBEAM,   BOLOTIN AND CAPT.  MOORE,     AT THE  MAIRIE THEY MET  THE  sous- 
PREFECTDE  NEUFCHATEAU,   M.  0.   =!NVARD.     THE  PARTY MARCHED  BEHIND MUSIC 
THROUGH NARROW WINDING MlRECOURT STREETS TO PLACE FERRY ON THE LITTLE 
RIVER MADON FRONT BY A BRIDGE.  THEY SAT UPON THE STAGE WHICH HAD BEEN 
CONSTRUCTED FOR THE OCCASION. SEVERAL CITIZENS WERE CALLED UP    AND GIVEN 
ENVELOPE*.      Tv*0   0EM0I3ELI.ES,   ONE   BEAUTIFUL   AMD   ANOTHER    VHO   RESEMBLED 
U 
THE   PORTRAIT   OF   MM   OF   CLEVES,   WERE   RESENTED   WITH  BO^UETS   Or   FLOWERS. 
FINALLY   THE   DEFILE      TARTCDl   THE   FlRE   DEPARTMENT,   THE      THLET ICJpLUB,    ETCE 
ETC. THEY ALL STRUTTED THEIR PARTS SELF-CONSCIOUSLY. THE FRENCH 
LIKED   THESE   OCCASIONS*      ArTER   THE    AMERICAN*   ACCOMPANIED   THE   f?OUS-f*RCrET 
A«0   M.   LE   MAIRE   OH   THEIR    INSPECTION,   THE   PARAOE   REARMED   ANO   MARCHED 
TO THE  PLACE  A_U MONUMENT.     IT WAS OUR I NO THIS MAKCH    CAOY WAS DISMAYED 
TO LEARN HE WAS EXPECTED TO MAKE A PATRIOTIC FRENCH SPEECH. 
AFTER THE  3©US«PREr£T AND THE MAYOR DELIVERED THEMSELVES OP 
TMEIR PI SCOURS.  CAOY SPOKE   IN CNCLISH ON THE  SIMILARITIES OP JULY 
4TH  INDEPENDENCE  DAY AND THE FRENCH BA^TILE DAY,   AND HO* BOTH COUNTRIES 
BELIEVED IN POLITICAL MLI8ERTE» COALITE ET FRATERNITE."  I V0UN6 
FRENCHMAN OP STUDIOUS ME IN ACTED AS  INTERPRETER.    THE cj,y,UA ALL 
CHEERED POLITELY.    THE TWO PLOVER GIRLS MklVtfttl THEIR BOUQUETS TO 
THE  MA IRE   ANO  CAOY,   WHO TOGETHER PLACED THEM  AT THE BA^E  OF THE 
MONUMENT   AU   MORTS.      THE   PARADE   THEN   WEHT   ON   TO   THE   MAIRIS   BEHIND 
MU9IC.        IN   THE    SALLE    S'HQNNEUR   THERE     .ERE   MANY   PLA03   AND   COLORS   OP 
VARIOUS   ORGANIZATIONS   POSTED   BEHIND   THE   BIG*-    IJ   PARTY.       THERE    BAB   A 
LOT   OF   MILLING   AROUND   BY   THE   TALKATIVE   POPULANCE,    AN©   MAYOR   NARCY 
WAS    IN   HIS   OLORY. A   VERY   PINE    APPEARING,    SPIC   AND   SPAN   FRENCH   LAOY 
StRVEO   THEM   WITH   LJ,  YRAl    fHAMPAQNEl 
THAT WAS -JUST THE BEGINNING or A VERY HARD DAY. THE SOUS-PREFET 
WCRC E8COR7E0 TO THE NAPCY'S SIMPLE HOMEY APARTMENT.  MAOAME ANO HER 
WIOOWCD LISTER fERVED I ITH ORAClOUS HOSPITALITY A MOST TA'TY LUNCHEON 
(0lN«ERi \»'HICH LASTED UNTIL 1600 HOUR.   fT INCLUDED THE USUAL VARIETY 
Of WINES, CHAMPAGNE, QUETCH, *ARC , COFFEE AND LICQUEUR^  LATER, 
CAOY COMPLAINED *IT MUST HAVE OEEN ALL THAT GARLIC" HICH HAO MADE 
HIM SO TIRED. 
MEANWHILE, LT. COL. GEORGE ULPP (FORMERLY &tff*t O,VN) AND ROBT. 
BARTLETT OP lf« Louis MAD COME TO THC ^t-sT POR A vi IT.  GEORGE WAS 
i 
C* h ft Y 
WAS SET UP AT THE RHElMS MR FIELD FOR OPERATION, THE 1?TM FlELO 
HOSPITAL.  BOBBIE WAS CHIEF, lUROICAL SERVICE, Or MIS OWN OUTFIT IN 
MONT 
UK. CAOY TOOK THEM UP ON/CION F©R SUPPER (ONLY OKE OLIVE AMD ONE 
PEANUT, wCbL MASTICATED, FOR CADV).   IT WAS VERT PLEASANT TO  RENEW 
OLD ACQUAINTANCES AND TO BE BROUBHT UP   TO DATE BETTER ON Iff LOUIS 
NEWS,  GEOROE HAD EVIDENTLY SUFFERED SOME rROM COL, THOMASfS EXPECT- 
ATIONS THAT HIS OUTFIT WOULD SETEXAMPLES rOR OTHERS^  HE MAO REFERRED 
TO HIM AS "RED Rure* IN A LETTER WHILE ME HAD BEEN IN UK, AND STILL 
USED THE SOSRIQMET ©ONVERBATIONALLY.  CADY WOMOBREO IF GEOROE HAD 
FOROIVEN COL. THOMAS FOR NAMINO HIM TO LEAVE THE ?1$T TO BECOME A 
FIELD HOSPITAL COMMANDER* 
?,UNOAV, 15 JULY,   TRE3 FATIOUS. BUT CAOY «f©RKEO ALL DAY IN 
HIS OFFICE. 
MONDAY, 16 **ULV.   CVERY OAY CROUPS OF OFFICERS  ANc/ OR NURSES 
WERE BEINO ORDERED IN ©R OUT FOR ?~DAV  REFRESHER COURSES IN THE 
*9l8T*s GRADUATE SCHOOL." BOLOTIN RETURNED AND EASILY CONVINCED 
CADY HE MAD BETTER OET AROUND ABA IN T© NANCY AND RBIMS. HE STOPPED 
FOR   LUNCH   WITH   YOUNC   L?»   C©L»   HERBERT   H.   KERN,    SUCCESSOR   TO   COL.   THOMAS 
IN   THE   SOTH   HOSPITAL   CENTER.      TH»B   WAS   ONE   ©F   THE   "BY  £IRE©TI©N     0f 
THE   PRESIDENT*   ASSIGNMENT   ORDERS*    I.E.,   WHEN   AN   OFFICER   »ITH     LESSER 
GRADE    If   PUT    INTO   A   POSITION   OF   RANK   BXO THAT   ME   COMMANOS   OFFICERS   OF 
HIGHER   BRADES   THAN   MlS   OwN.       HE    SEEMEO   SYMPATIQUE       ITM   GABY**   CIRCUIT 
PLANS   THEN   ,    AND   SAVE   HIM   A   POSSIBLE   LOCATBON   FOR   ANOTHER   STOP-OVER 
PLACE    IN   LUXEMBOURG,    AT   THE   46TM   FlELD    HOSPITAL.      TMAT   MAD    INTRtBUElNO 
POSSIBILITIES.       ...CADY   LEFT   SOME   HEARING-AID   BATTERIES   FOR   COL.       .   F. 
GEE AT MIS LORRAINE DISTRICT OFFICE. HE SPOKE WITH HIS EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER   ABOUT   His   CIRCUIT   PLAN,   BUT   ELICITED   ONLY   COUVERT   ANTAGONISM 
FROM   THAT   YOUNO   WORTHY. 
AT   RHEIMS,    HE   SOUOMT   ©UT   COL.   THOMAS   T©   LEAVE   THE   CURRENT   PROS- 
PECTUS   OF   THE   CIRCUIT   WITH   HIM   TO   8TU0V.      COL.   McKEAN   WAS   THERE,    ANO 
THEY   BfBlMfBBfB   THE    2lsT*S   PERSONNEL    SITUATION,    AND   WAYS   TO   KEEP    IT 
CADY 
CAPT.    HABENSSK   TOLD   CADY   THE   ?1aTfS   RECOMMENDATION   FOR   TH£   Ufflf 
MERITORIOUS    '"'MCE PLAQUE MAO SEEM FORWARDED TO §M»2 TIVT ©A TWEE 
WEEKS    PREVIOUSLY.    OTHER WHITS HAD ALREADY RECEIVED THEIRS,  AHD CAOV 
WAS   BEGINNING   TO   BE   ABOUT   THE   DELAYS,    WONDERING   WHO   **r   KfULLV   HOLDING 
IT   UP. 
HE STATED OVERNIGHT AT THE !7#TH GENERAL HOSPITAL.    THEY WERE 
HAVING A FAREWELL PARTY FOR SOME HUR-?E« LEAVING ON FTF»D£PLOYM£NT, 
CAOT   COULD   HOT   ENtfOY   THE   PARTY,   FOR   Ht   HAD   RECEIVED   A   TELEPHONE   CALL 
FROM   WILSON  <3.   BftOwN   ABOUT   HIS   ORDERS   TRANSFERRING   HIM  TO   THE   ~5<?HO 
MEDICAL GENERAL LABORATORY IN THE STAGING AREA AT MARSEILLE.-;, ME 
SENT WORD TO BOLOTIN HE WAS 001 NO ON TO PARIS, NOT ON TO LUXEMBOURG, 
COL. BELOT TOLD CADT HE *AF TO «O BV AIR TO BERLIN FOR eoiic 
TOP LEVEL CONFERENCE AT POTSDAM TO SEE IP HE COULO PERSUADE PRES, 
TRUMAN TO VISIT RMEIHS ON MIC RETURN TRIP, TO BEE   MlS HOSPITAL* BUT 
IT SEEMED TO CAOT, 
THE MAIN PVSH,!?AS COMING FROM GEN, THRASHER TO GET HIMSELF MOlCCO* 
A 
THE PARIS OFFICE »*• ALSO QUITE INTERESTED. BELOT PAID SHOULD ANV or 
THAT HAPPEN, HE *OUL0 GET CAOT A CHANCE TO NEST THE PRESIDENT, TOO, 
BELOT NH ABOUT THE CADT PROMOTION RUMOR,  AND HE THOUGHT ALL THIS 
WOULD NOT 00 ANY HARM IN THAT AREA,  THAT WAS REALLY KINO OP COL. 
3?!.0T, CAOT TOLD HIM*  »A3 BELOT BElNO MADE SOMEONE*? CAT'S^PAW? SOME- 
ONE IN THI«* SCHEME HAD LOTS OF OUTS, WHICH WAS CAOV'S UNCA3V PEELING, 
1ST LT. MARGARET L, LOOMIS, ONE OF THE UNIT'S BRIDES, WAS TRAMS* 
PERREO TO THE I9TH REINFORCEMENT OEPOT, FOR GOING HOME. 
TUE^OAY, 17 JULV,  PAttSi 
SHOOK GAVE CADY AN EXTRACT OF A FRENCH ORDER SHICH AWARDED MiM 
A SBSLL* 2H GUERRE AVEC PALME. He VOULO HAVE TO RETURN IN TWO DAYS 
IN   CLA'JS    ft   UNIFORM   MM   THE   AWARD, 
fffLnON   B*Ow«**   HECU^AR   ARMV   STATUS   HAD   CAUGHT   UP   *ITH   HIM,    AND 
HE   REALLY   HAO   HO   RE-DEPLOYMENT   POIHTn,      HE    VA8   BEING   REPLACED   OY 
LT. COL, CEG"OM R, Bir.NiHD,  A REHERVHT FROM IAM FRANCIQCO. 
A   BUSLOAD   Or   PATIENT*   VIMTED   DOMREMV   LA   PUCELLE,    AND   THE   LITTLE 
Mfj-ruM   Of   JEANNE   OfARC   RELICS.      <?OME   TIME   APTER   THEY   DEPARTED   THE 
r*ERCH  POLICE   MOTirtEO   CAPT.   MORE,    AOrfOTAMT,   THAT  OIMTAIN OBJECTS 
meW   —•■!■■»      C*PT«   MOORE   DID   MOT   HANDLE   THE   MATTER   «£LL,    NOR   PROMPTLY 
EM0U3H.   POR   IT   WAS   MOT   EVEN  REPORTED   TO   CADY. 
IKBttCBOAV,   I*    VULV.   M.AVENEL. 
CABV   PREPARES   *M   ANNOUNCEMENT   OP   NIB   FRENCH   DECORATION,    AMD   All 
AeXMO*LeOO*«MT   THAT   IM   MtS   OPIMIOM   IT   PAS   SYMBOLIC  Of   THE   CREDIT   TMC 
«MOLt   t*M|T   tWOOLO  HAVE   POR   ITt   SCRVlCf**      HE   STARTED   BACK   TO   PARIS 
1TH  WU,I.   ^LVt»   ft*   OILLMAM,   CMICP,   KAOIOLOSICAL   SERVICE,   TO  TARE   THE 
APPROPRIATE   PICTURE'S    IM   H|9   *APPAlR   OP  THE   CLA8S   A  OMIPORM."   HE   WANTED 
TO   BECOME   BETTER   ACqUAtNTCO   «ITM  8ILLMAN,   TOO.   THEY   «TOPP££>      AT   THE 
OU   VlBIER   APARTMENT    IM   »»ARl8   AMD   POUNO   »AOAMC   AT   MOME#   CAOY   COT   MER 
TO   BO   COWM  TO   SEE   THE   MERCEDES-BEN?   AMD   TOLD   MER   ME   'tOOLO   LIME   POR 
HER   OP   THE   GENERAL   COULD   HAVE    IT   BY   *UBS?TITUT I MB   SOMETHING   Op   FRENCH 
OR   A*E*!OAM  MARC*       SHE   "TAS   BRA0IOU9,    AMO   RAID   SMC   wOULO   SPEAR   TO   THE 
GENERAL ABBOT THE MATTER* 
THEY WENT OM TO THE OLD PIE'TIE HOSPITAL, WHERE THE ?^*O GENERAL 
HOSPITAL   HAD   SEEM   iMST^LLfC,   TO   *VAV  OVER   NISHT.     THEY   WERE   STILL 
HtllllllT   »l*ORBANI*f»   AMO   ITjWAS   *OME   TIME   BEPORE   THE   <lf*CLL  OP   A 
MIBHT   MBR9E    SUPERVISOR   TOUMD   ROOM*   PC*   HER   UNEXPECTED   0UE*T8.   COL. 
BAXTER BROWN **I OUT POK THE EVEMIMC WITH GEM. GRAY, SOMETIME OURIMB 
THE N«CMT, HE CAME TO PEE C*OV, BUT ME MAS #0 TORPIO ME REMEMBERED 
ONLY THAT HE MM BEEN V»' ITED. 
Tv -    v, 19 auLY.   tmto 
A*   PREV! •   IJWimUl    CABY   BRC«NP»«YPn    *ITH   ^HOOK   AT   THE 
GE0R0S9   V HOTEL,    AN©   DELlVtREO   *OMK   OP   HM   rAVORlTE   BIOARS,   AMD 
5REC0U   T*       MAMfl   0*09.      GEM.    HAWLEV   MAO   BEEM  RELIEVED,   TO   BE 
REPLACED   BY   BRIO.   GcN.   p>PRUtTT   PROM   UK   BA*E* CfcMERAL   OMAR   BRAOLEV 
HAD   BEEN   DE"»OMATED   TO   RE-0RBANI2E   THE   VETERANS   BUREAU    IM   THEJSTATCSf 
i 
CAOY 
A HO HE   IN  rui GEM,        I   v T© TAKE OVER THE MCOIOAL   3C«VIOE fA«r 
OF   THE   JOS,      ft MOT   KU&*   «?VCM   ABOUT   THE   VSTCRAMSS   BtfREAU,    AMC   HC 
Ml   UHEMTHV3I/    Tie   AiCUT   1*49   H|S   r*fEMO   YJA«   $CTTIW3   tNTO.      U*Of 
SHOOK   WAS   MOT   ©ETTia«   TO   £TC*>   UP   tO   REPLACE   HIM,    NOT    AH: A   ttESlOAL 
iRiftAotc* wn4i    ~WOOK WAG »CXM TMOUSMTFUL AMO MAO pRCeuaci A RIBBON 
t-inac re Csor* Ml fciCftnt* Nl »Ai TD CCT THE -AWE       - .% atrr SA|» 
«   <» .     | m*i   CAP   FOR   HI?;   UNIFORM,   AMO   CAOr   COULn   MOT  LP.HU   Rtt  TO 
*••*•* '»        <J3*   Mi   *OT   eO|^«   TO   »E    IN   THE   LtM£»UP   ?B1S   TIMS, 
•UT  MjMttfO   Ml   MVM tc ©OT   *ATCHIM«  THE   CCRZMOMY. 
CAOY UAifAOeo TO BEE 6m»  HAMLET L©MQ tmiWH TO KiMAfMf    Mtct(HMt« 
AM3   TO   TAK~   tm    LIBERT*   fO   SAY   ME   REALLY   JlOOLO   OS   ***•£•   f«   £T0« H„T 
CAOV n -ur Ml VET£R*M. RM i« MOSTLY OF POLITICAL MATURE, 
MO   P0WUO   HE   BE   ABLE   TO   QET    1 MTO   It   CNOUQM  ff   0©   tttfTfttM    ■ ITH   IV, 
AMD   TMEM   C5ET   OUT   WftHMH   ©ETTtMO   BE   MlROHgn   u'tTH  POLITICS?      ."ELL, 
T«*:  QsMcrtAL       :.,   i? Mil A  #Ml THA? HE MAO MS* AOHft TO O©„  P.© ME 
•»> T    .. 46   AS ,    TUY   TvJ   OO   | AT    IT    HE   COUL    . 
)V utiMto (fly GOOD MM 
IM THC COURT m^nmmmk HOTEL BC* »RVM.IDCS, n NO**, CA©V 
liTfUAfl HKtfftAM WWWI   HIM   IM FORMATION  IN Hn»RlWUim 
•HOLR,    GE«. JOOCRH Pitt I .-;io,  rKEwn   'JLJI.KV   GOVERNOR OF PARIS, 
RAVE   THE   COUM TO«   THE   GARHICON   SAND   AMD   THC   TROOP   f»ARAPC«      THERE 
WAS   PL.CMTY   OF   CEREMONIAL   GOLD   iRAl©   ON  THE   -CAMLET   A«0   BLUE   UNIFOR?. 
•••*   N «H   A    IfcMI   DCVIl*    Nl  It   l^ttffM.    INFANTRY   TRAINING 
*
f
   **• «»    hkt   MAM 3RLO   #AR    f,   AMO   Hit   FRCSOHOLlEtfTENANT 
NMfeW | QCEN A BLV:    -VIL»     IAOV WAS fi Kftttflfft FOR AM 
ACUTE    Hfftftfl HI   THC   ^AHAOIWJ   "3LUE   DTVU      L?iME   CMA-IEURS."   THEY 
WE«E   OlttlfMEfl I   LOOKJMG    l«  THEIR   OLUf   3ERCTS   AMO   HCAVILV 
• EMCOALC!)   OAOOV   BLUE   UMIf'ORWi   THAM  «©ST   FftENeM  TftOOf»S«      THEIR   HEAVY 
HOB-MA If. CLAMKEa    IM   HARO   CADENCE   OtfiTR   THE   C0U8LE   UTOMES    OF 
•M   W>U'!T    I      rWTY   MArCHEO   AMD   COUMTERIIA iCMEO   OCfll?U   THEIR   PRACTICCO 
SMXlf*t   Mmnikf**      THE   MUSIC   HAD    A   CURIOUSLY   ULTIMO   AMD   RAVAGE 
^'iClf CAOY   THOUGHT    Ml    "INCITING."      FINALLY   THE    AMERICANS   WERfOROEREO 
TO   OPEN   RANK I      REMAIN   AT   ATTENTION.      THE    HARD   FACED   FRENCH   GENERALS 
DECORVTED   THEM   AS   RAPIDLY    ft!   PO^IBLE,-   AND   WITH   NO   CEREMONIAL   KISS I NO 
OF    CHEEKS   OR   EMBRACING,        INSTEAD   THERE   Ml    A   GRACIOUS   HAND-SHAKE, 
A   *OftO,    AND   EXCHANGE   OF   tAMffCftf       "MERCt,    «ON   BgggAtl    «.**•   7_«£1» 
T_RE_3    CONTENT!"   CAif   MANAGED   TO   CROAK   THROUGH   Ml?   "RV   THROAT.       AMERICAN 
PHOTOGR/PHERB    WERE   FOLLOW ING    AND   RAPIDLY   TAKING   THE   PMOT0GRAP8    A*   EACH 
OFFICER .ECORATED.       POSITIONS   *t«l   RESUMED* THERE   WAS   MORE   MUSIC, 
THEN   THE   f I     ' !  *="n» 
GENERAL GRAY HAD ONE A -£SK BEFORE, AND WA« THERE IN FORMATION 
TO GET HIS 3ECOND.  COL . Mff SPAULOflM WAS TH^E.  8ftt#*| SAtO THAT 
KNAUER AND -TROHM *•»%• GET THE IK*5 LATER.  OENDOS HAH BEEN WATCHING 
IT ALL, AND THIEVES GOT A AY  ITH THE BE'T TIRE ON THE MERCEDES-BENZ, 
THE SPARE, RIGHT U^JDER THE EYE- OF THE FRENCH GUARDS? 
CAPT. HAYET ESCORTED CADY TO GEN* GRAY, '"HO WISHED HIM TO COME TO 
LUNCH AT HIS VILLA, AND TO RETURN FOR DINNER IN THE EVENING. 
BETWEEN THESE MEAL-,  CAOY RE-VIRITEO THE LITTLE tfAfttft AND 
VERSAILLES' TO BEE "HOOK AH OTHERS ««9l *0*r,       §*«#« "A- PLANNING A 
TP.IP INTO GERMANY. CADY     TEC THAT HE SHOULD BECOME MORE AMBITIOUS 
AND   GET   ON   SOUTH   THROUGH   THE   BRENNER   PAS^AND    INTO   NORTHERN    ITALY,- 
AND   TO    INCLUDE    COL.    fr#f,    TOOt       CADY   THEN   WENT   ON   TO   THE   40T^GE*ERAL 
PIT AT. TO SEE A GIRL'S 8 ALL GAMS. 
FRIDAY, 80 JULY. FUVENFL. 
!EN CADY ARRIVED, SOLOTIN HAD A GUARD OF HONOR PARADED KOR His 
COMMANDING   OFFICER.     If   »A8    ^OLLO'VES   BY   A   NICE   RECEPTION AT   THE   OFFICERS 
CLU3. :)OLOTl:J HA* THOUGHTFULLY ARRANGED FOR HIM TO HAVE SUPPER OVER 
:,'ITH   THE   BCTAOHMMT,   HCBltU   APARTMENT.       IT   WAS   NICELY DOME      ALL 
A*****,    .ND  so  MAtlV  tVt*t*tt«    CUE   3"-RTLY  EXPRESSED  OF THEIR  PLEASURE 
THAT GkVf*        I "MEDALLED MODESTY MAS BADLY STRETCHED *V His PRIDE.      I 
STILL, HE WAS GL1D WHEN IT ALL ENOEO. 
■TUROAV,   1 JULY.      H. COL. CARL C. ^HEPARO AMD CHAPLAIN 
nor* REPORTED ON THEIR TRIP INTO GERMANY. THE HQ.» ^EVENTH ARHV 
WOULD   BE   ON   THIS   DAT   AT   HEIDELBERG..      DAMN   Ml      TILL   AT    MltMRJBftf 
BCLLY-ACHINC    ABOUT   THE   FUTILITY   OF   Nit   J03 .      Gu   LEV      MAO   ACTUALLY 
AtKSO   FOR   THE   PRIVILEGE   TO   SIT    IN   AN   AIRPLANE   ON  THE   GROUND*    COL. 
MY*ON RUDOLPH «AI GOING BACK TO THE STATE*♦    CADY  IN-H-STE?  ML- OUOHT 
TO RECEIVE HLJ PROMOTION ALONG  'TTH ''HOOK ANO WLDCLSTOM, AN1? HI 
*ORRV   TO   LOSE   ^UOOLPH'S   FRIENDLY    INFLUENCE    INT   THC   TtfEATRE.      COL. 
Sft«   'JMITH,    HQ.,   mFET,    V?A«?   OOINC   HOME.      COL.   KARL   H.   METZ   WAS 
MAPPILY   COtePLAlNINO   ABOUT   HIS   MOUNTIH©   PAPERWORK.      COL.   PfU^TOW 
AND   Hit   MA«I.    JOC   f_L £NT   «©RD   THEV   fcOULO   HAVE   TWO   »ORE   BffOAttt 
ABOUT   T*tE   FIRT   Or      MNftfOT.    (HO, I   GOING   TO   DO   rITN   ?0 
•ANY   UNAUTHORIZED   VEHICLE^) 
PROBLEMt    ONE OF THE 5t« Loui~ NOR —  i  30 ANO ENAMORED OF 
A   PRIVATE    Iff    CL ,     ?5|       HO    HA"    ^OME    "BAD   TIME*    IN   THE    *RMY.       °,MC 
ftt«VCBtta   PERMISSION   TO   MARRY*      CAOV   "U^PECTED   **HER   MOTHER   loTNER 
COMPLEX*'      OULO   END   UNHAPPILY,    BUT   *MO   «*•   ME   TO    INTERFERE   *ITM   MONET 
8IOL03Y   ft*   SOCIALLY   AT    Ift   Hit   MANIFESTATION' 
*3UNUAV»  ?8 JULY.      THE  *BfUP€MTt*i  THC   \TTACHEC OFFICER-  AMC 
*Uf .    MAC   BEEN   FITTING    |t "LL   ABOUT   THE   HOSPITAL.      THE   LORRAINE 
DISTRICT   *URPRl'C   COMMAND   INSPECTION  TEAM   CAME   DURING   THE   REGULAR 
MfVftftAY   MORNING    INSPECTION.      THEV   WERE   MAJ.       .    *".    HCPME,    !?)T\LT. 
0.    P.    BRIGHT,    AND   ?ND   LT.   K«       •       HfPPEV.      CADV   REGENERATED   HI 
COMPLAINT   OF   THE   PAUCITY   OF   "rUPERIORS*.      MA*.    HORNE   EMITTED   FRANKLY 
TM.^T   HE      A      HAFRAK    OF   THE   OLD   VAN*   AND   THAT   HE    "OULC   BE   OUT   TO   CHECK 
ON   HIM.      CADY   CONTRIBUTED   LITTLE   TO   Hlf    t v.TIT'CTICf   "MEN   HE   rAtD 
NC   WM   GOING   TO      RITE   UP   A   f ITUATION   IN   INSPECTORS   H'ERf   AFRAID   TO 
tXPREr'    MONET   OPINIONS    IN   THEIR   REPORTS* NYrAY,    HE   wOWLP   TALK   TO 
COL.   Crr    -GOUT    IT   fOON. 
THEY KAO A PRCTTY Goer PATIENT- ORCHESTRA FOR THE BANGE, BUT IT HAI 
HAD   BfCCVf    A   BUSINESS    FOR   A   WftfflV    .'S«?EMBLV    «JCM.    -...IsT   LT.     ^UGUBT 
CAOV 
J,RlCHTER,    M^C,    WAS   TRANSFERRED   TO   THE   51 ST   STATIOR   HOSPITAL,      CAPT, 
RALPH «• POSTER* MAC* WAS TRANSFERRED IN FROM THE 5TH GEHERAL HO PITAL, 
CAOV WAS ABLE TO WORK ALL OAT WITHOUT DISTRACTIOHS,  HE PlMAOLCO 
AUTHORIZATION FOR PLANES FOR TRAVEL AROUNQ THE CIRCUIT FOR HIMSELF 
AMD A CORRESPONDENT MC EXPECTED TO ARRIVE THE NEXT OAT, 
MONDAY,  f3| JULY*      MRS, Loi" MeKAY (MATTOX) MILLER, lh WALLACE 
K,   OAETWVLER  AHO T/4 £OCREN,   mFZT  (REAR)  ARRIVED TO START THEIR 
PUBLICITY   wORK-»OVCR   Of   THE   ?JsT   AHO  THE   C|RCUIT,     MR9»   MILLER** 
HUSBAND   WAR   A   MAtfOR    IH  THE   AIR   FORCE   RACK    tH   *>SRlNGTON»    DC,   SHE 
WAS*   A   WRITER   POR   THE   READERS   DlOEST   AHO   HARPERfS   BAZAAR,      APPARENTLY 
SHE   WAS   WORK I HO  FOR   GcH.   HAWLEY,   TOO,      ALSO*   SHE   HAD   PRIVATE   HOTIOHS 
THAT   SO  MANT   REGULAR   ^R»V   COMMANDING   OFFICERS   Wtftf   »0   *Sfw  THAT   THEV 
fAILED   TO   LET   THEIR   PERSONNEL   PUHCTIOH  AT  THEIR   REST*     THE   TWO   CUB 
PLARES   WHICH   CAOV   MAO   WA««|O   FROM   THE   C6,    t?TH   AIRBORNE   OlVlSlOM 
A 
HAD   NOT   BEEN   DONE  TOO   EASILY,      Kg   FINALLY   HINTED   HE   wOULO   ROT   SEND 
ANY   OF   THE   P0     ORCHESTRA   OCTACHM£NYS   OVER   TO   PLAY   FOR   TNfH   *   THEV  TOOK 
OFF   FRO*   THE   V\ rX   AT   tSlO  HOUR,      THE   PtLOTB   rfOOGEO   ALOMO   WITHIN  StOHT 
OF   EACH  OTHER   A?   ABOUT   2,000  FEET   WHICH  HADE   THE   GROUND   PATTERNS 
LOOK   LIKE   A   NAP,      THE   PILOT   SA |0   THAT   WAS   THE   B*f   THE   GROUND   APPEARED 
TO   TH£|R   TRAINED   EYES,      THEY   CIRCLES   ONCE   OVER   CHATEAU   GOUVlLLC   AND 
LANDED IN A *»ALL NEAOOW ADJACENT AT 19^0, 
THE NURSE COMMANDANT HAD EVERVTHINO IN FINE ORDER, AND ALL THE 
?1ST*S "CIRCUIT RIOERft" WERE OUT SEEING DIJON ABOUT THREE MILES AWAY. 
THE YOUNG OFFICER PILOTS AND MRS, MILLER WERE ANXIOUS TO DO THE BA*t# 
CAOY QAVE HIS BLESSING TO THE IDEA, BUT BEGGED OFF IN OROER TO BET TO 
BED EARLY, AND IT REALLY WAS EARLY FOR HIM, ^C HAD BEER PUT INTO THE 
VIP ROOM, THE COURT'S MASTER BEDROOM, WHICH LOOKED OUT OVER THE 
DEEP OREEN RAVINE AN0 FAR UP AND OOWN ITS COURSE, HE COULD OET NO 
RELAXATION BY READING A *M0 DUNNIT BECAUSE HE PEtL PROMPTLY ASLEEP* 
HE WAS WONDERING WHAT HE COULD 00 ABOUT THE CHATEAU*S INADEQUATE 
CAOY 
WATER SUPPLY  50 THEY COULD CEA^E  MAULING WATER FROM  DLDON EVERY DAY. 
TUESDAY,   ^4 JULY.      TO BE?ANCON, 
R 
OFF TH?  SOUND   *T Og"*0 HOUR.    COL,  STROHM WAS  WAITING FOR THEIR 
A 
ARRIVAL.    HE TOOK THEM ON TO THE 4STH GENERAL HOSPITAL AND THENCE TO 
THE  "TRANSIENT  HOTEL" HE WAI RUNNING FOR  AMERICAN PERSONNEL*    THERE 
WAS  NOTHING PRETENTIOUS  ABOUT THE PLACE,   BUT   IT  WOULD  SERVE FOR  CADY*S 
PERSONNEL  AND PATIENTS.   HE  MAD ALREADY BEGUN MIXING   IN A FE" PATIENTS 
ITH EACH BUS LOAD.    HE  DECIDED NOT DO GO ON TO JOUNGE BECAUSE   IT WOULD 
REQUIRE AN ADDITIONAL TVVO HOURS. 
COL. BELOT WAS VISITING RTROHM, AND SAID HE  'OULD BE STOPPING 
AT THE ?13T ON JULY "*1sT»  HE AND "TROHM BAlt PRE~. TRUMAN, A RESERVE 
COLONEL HIMSELF,  WAS  ORRIEO ABOUT THE FUTURE OF THE R£BERVE|CGRPS, AND 
THEY THOUGHT SOME OR THE OLD-TIMER?"-, SUCH FCF THEY, "MOULD BE PLANNING 
TO 00 SOMETHING ABOUT IT. KRES. TRUMAN WAS ATTENDING THE "BIG THREE* 
POTSDAM CONFERENCE AT  BERLIN,  AND    OULD RETURN TO THE  STATES    AS  SOON 
AS THAT HAD FlNtSME . 
^TROHM WA'1 GETTING READY TO PUT OUT A BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED 
46TH GENERAL HOSPITAL HISTORY. 
CADY'S PARTY TOOK OFF AT ttOO HOUR TO COME LOWN IN A PASTURE 
NEAR COLMAR TO POUR THEIR RESERVE JERRLCANFUL OF GASOLINE INTO THE 
FUEI|TANK. THEY GOT TO THE HTRICAN AIRFIELD AT STRASBOURG AT 1400 
HOUR.       W   ?1ST*S    ^GT.    BALDRIDGE    WAS    AWAITING   THEM. KEN   THEY   ARRIVED 
AT"CHATEAU CHARLES", ALL THE NURSE GUESTS WERE OUT SIGHT-SEEING, CACY 
SHOWED MRS. MILLER AND THE PILOTS AROUND THE PLACE AND GAVE THEM A 
BRIEF DRIVE ABOUT "TRASBOURG. THEY HAD A BELATED, BUT VERY FINE LUNCH, 
AND WERE BACK IN THE ALR BEFORE 170C HOU«?. THE FLIGHT BACK TO $AVENEL 
WAS HIGH ENOUGH IN THE CLEAR BRIGHT ?UNLIT ALR TO BE ,'ELL ABOVE THE 
VOSGES MOUNTAIN TOP*. CADY FELT A LITTLE AS IF HE HERE SUSPENOEO IN 
AN UNSTABLE BIRDCAGE, BUT HE SPENT HIS TIME TRYING TO IDENTIFY THE 
TOPOGRAPHICAL LANDMARKS AS THEY FLE"/ OFER THEM. 
THEY LAUDED AT RAVENEL AT 1755 HOUR, AMD WENT INTO **ADV's QUARTERS 
FOR AM APERITIF. TMEM MRS* MILLER WAS PASSED ON TO MlSfLtfClA GARDNER, 
ARC,   FOR    INTERVIEW   AMD   EVENING   ENTERTAINMENT.      SHE   SAID   SHE   wOttLD   MOT 
HAVE MISSED THE TRIP FOR ANYTHING. SHE MUST HAVE MEEH TIRED, FOR ML88 
GARNER SAID SAIO SHE QUICKLY AANTEO TO OO TO HER MILLET IN CAST'S 
r 
"COMPASSIONATE   COMPARTMENT* 
CAOT   SPENT   THE   REMAINDER   OF   THE   EVEN I HO   WORKING   ON  Of F ICE   DETAILS, 
WEDNESDAY, 25 JULY,  lots. MILLER SPENT AN HOUR «ITM CAOV AND 
dOLOTIN ASKING QUESTIONS AND MAKING NOTES,  AFTERWARD, CADY THOUGHT ME 
MIGHT HAVE TALKED TOO MUCH VHlLC HE WAS CRIBBING ABOUT THE *TwO WARS* 
THEY HAD MEEN FIGHTING! A. AGAINST THE ENEMY, A MO ■•  HIGHER HEADQUART- 
ERS.   HE HOPEO SHE AOULO BE DISCRETE CHOUGH TO WRITE IN PROPER PER- 
SPECTIVE* ABOUT THEU.  CAOV AND COL. "TROHN ENTRUSTED A JOINT NOTE 
WITH NER TO GENERAL TILSON IN WHICH THEY SENT ITHEIR REMARO? TO BURGEON 
GENERAL KIRK. BOLOTIN, ON HIS OWN, TOLD HER CADV HAD BEEN RECOMMEMOEO 
FOR A BG AMO GAVE HER COPIES OF «OME INFORMATION HE MAO PREPARED FOR 
EOMEONE ELSE. (  FINE KETTLE OF FI«H THAT COULD MAKE OF A BGl)  TMERE 
WIRE TOO MANY PEOPLE AGONISING ABOUT THIS LONG LOST CAUSE I 
CAOV SUPPLIED MRS. MILLER WITH PERTINENT OATA ON THE ?1ST.  ME 
ARRANGED   FOR   MAJ.    '^HALOING   TO   RIDE   BACK   TO   PARIS   WITH   HER    IN   THE 
MERCCOES-BEH?,       ALL   CONSIDERED,    CAPT.    HUTCHESON   HAD   MADE    HIS   ARRANGE- 
MENTS   FOR   HER   TRIP   A   MOOD   ONE.      "ME   REMARKED,    SHE   MAD   COME   TOJTHE   ^1 ST 
TO   CONCENTRATE   ON   THE   RECREATIONAL   CIRCUIT,    BUT   ENDED   BY   "BEING   COM- 
PLETELY   SOLO   ON   THE   UNIT."      ALSO,    SHE    MAD   SAlO   SHE   KNEW   THERE    HAD 
BEEN   PASSIVE   RE-I-TANCE    IN   THE    ^URQEON'S   OFFICE,    BUT    SHE   REOARDEO   HER- 
SELF ML 'PERSISTENT ABOUT THINOS,'  AND  IT HAD BEEN WORTH HER RIDE FROM 
PARIS   IN A JEEP. 
MAJ. ROBT.   ". KELLEV,  MC, WAS TRANSFERRED TO THE  19TH REINFORCE- 
MEMT DEPOT.    THE UNIT LOST ONE OF THE MOST STAUNCH SUPPORTERS   IN THE 
"JEOGE.".   ...''EVEN OTHER   IH-ANO-OUT CHANGES  AL«O OCCURREO,  BUT  NONE OF 
CADY 
OLL-T IUER5. 
THURSDAY, P6  JULY. THE PHYSICAL THERAPISTS AND THE HOSPITAL 
DIETITIANS r/ERE TAKING SEVERE REVISIONS IN THEIR A?C t*tftft« SOMEONE 
WAS REALLY INTERESTED IN KEEPING THEM OVERSEAS I 
1ST LT. METTA L. BAXTER, PT, 97 DOWN TO 70 
It? LT. ELIZABETH V. MORGAN, Pf, 81 OO-^N T© 55 
Is? LT. KATHLEEN CREECH, HD, 9? DOWN TO 65 
Is? LT, MARTHA M. KITCHEN, M0# 9? DOWN TO 65 
1ST LT. CATHARYN K. MC^NDRE*, MD, #1 DOWN TO OO 
*A4m ^PALOINO REPORTED THAT SHE AMD MRS. MlLLEft HAD AN ACTIVE 
CONVERSATION P©R AN HOUR OR *©» **«» TO©, RELIEVED MRS. MILLER HAD 
8EEN VERV FAVORAtLV IMPRESSED. 
FRIDAY, if JULY.        THE ftO?« HOSPITAL CENTER WAS QUICK TO 
INSPECT    IT?   NEV   UNIT,   THE   Pffff      THE   TEAS*   VAS HEAOE©   tT   MA«I,    MAMPSOM, 
DC,    A   ^EOULAR   *H0   MAO   SEEN   UNHAPPILY   *ttf**tt ?©  THE   ? ^8>M   GENERAL 
HOSPITAL,   ANO   KNEW   SOMETHING   ABOUT   THE   tlCts THE   REMAINDER  Of   THE 
TEA*   WERE   MA4«   MlxON,   IIMNJ   3E0ULAR   ^RMV,   MA4» F*   8.   BANO£LLO,MC, 
CART* Ft B. FINKLE,  AND SOTS. *•#■ AND ^CHLEY FOR THE PAPER-ORX DETAILS, 
VI 
C*OV SENSED A COURT ANTAGONISM IN THE TEAM, WHICH HE WOULD REGARD A3 
A 
DEFERS IVENE?S   ON   THEIR   PART,    AS    If   TMEV   WERE   BEING   HARO»B©ILEO   TO 
IMRRSSC   THE   2fST»   HE   *tfS?   HOPES   THET   HAD   NOT   SEEN   INSTRUCTED   TO   NARK 
00%'M   DELIBERATELY.      NOTHING   MUCH  DEVELOPED   DURING  THE   VISIT,   OUT   ONE 
Of   THE    TEROEANTS   DISCOVERED   THE   ?1sT   H«0   NEVER   MBEOE0   NOR   U3E0   A 
LINE   OF   "UTV   FILE   TOR   MORE   THAN   ITS   60,000 PATIENTS.      FORTUNATELY, 
NOT 
IT   HAD   SEEN   ONE   CUMMUW? IVE   FILE,    ANO   DUPLICATION  Of   EFFORTS   WHICH 
A 
HAD SEEN IMPOSED ON THE REGISTRAR. 
CART. ROBT. C* PECK, MC, CAME HACK FROM THE 95TH GENERAL HDSPITAL 
TO REJOIN THE UNIT. 1ST LTS. GRETHE L. KNUDSON, ANC, AND CECELIA 
KOCHlALrK   O'lULLlVAN,    *MC*   «C*f   SENT   TO  THE   DETACHMENT   ©F   PATIENTS, 
2m> GENERAL HOSPITAL FOR I OF I. CAPT. MARY *. BuRxnoLnrR, ANC, 
RETURNED FROM A RECREATION TRIP FROM DOwR SOUTH. 
SATURDAY, ^  JULY. MAJ. DOZIER, MC, SANITARY INSPECTOR, OISE 
,b
, CAME TO SEE WHAT SORT OF VIRUS ENCEPHALITIS THE 21sT WAS PICKING 
UADY 
ur.  C ^Y PUT HIM IN TOUCH  ITH BEAM ABOUT IT,  ®ECAUs£ BEAM %A9 BE- 
COMING f**ewHAT **ITTEft? WITH ALU HI9 ©ARCS AMD LOSSES Of OLD PERSONNEL, 
«c PER-UAOED BEAM TO TAKE MAJ# DO-ICR OVER TO STRACBOURG FOR THE WEEK- 
END* 
MOft*   HOSPITALS   wRfiE   CLOSING   IN   NANCY,   SO   THE   2>!BT   HAS   STtU.   BETTING 
A   GOODLY   NUMBER   OF   Nfi*   PATIENT?    TO   KEEP   UP       ITH   MMI It      WAS 
ARRA?    fi/T RA#« BEN H. CHARLE  OULD QO TO COL* OSCAR REEDER** 
MO£PITAL AS CHIEF, MEDICAL SERVICE. FEEDER HAD BEEN OUT or THE VI 
*«r GROUP HQ, «INCE IT FOLDED UP* CHARLES HAD A *"!«  SPECIALIST^ 
RATING,    *ND   CADY   KNE*>   IT   SHOULD   BE   HlBHER   THAN   A   GENERAL   PRACTIC IONCR'B. 
At A CHIEF or SERVICE IT WOULD SOON RAISE IT. CAOT HAD SUCCEEDED IN 
BETTING   fOMK  ©r   THESE   ,   BUT   HE   *AS   CONSIDERABLY   ANNOYED   THAT   SOMEONE 
RAJ   NOT   HEE0E5   M|S   PROTC   T       IN  TM£   tABf   OP   «JOE   M.   PARKER,   HIS   LETTER 
• AS   NO   HIGHER   THAN   *C"*       ItO   A   RESULT   WHEN  NE   *A6   SENT   TO  THE   3*0 
GcNER^L   HOSPITAL   NEAR   ft*ARSEILL€S,    AND   ASSIGNED   AS   SfMPLY   A   WARD 
ORTHOPESI;T.      TO   CAQY  THIS   WAS   AN   INEXCUSABLY   STUPID  MlSA3SIBNMENT 
OP   A   HISHLY   3NILLE0   ORTHOPEDIST, 
OLD FRIERO, LT. COL* LAURENCE M. MULHALL, FA# «*•, AGAIN ATTACHED 
FOR TEMPORARY IUTV PROM THE DETACHMENT OP PATIENTS, 00TH GENERAL 
PITAL, .TILL IN NAPLES* HS HAD MANEUVREO THIS BY BETTING SOMEONE 
TO I*-UE i BLL-TTER ORDER* PROM VTOim*  HAT A CLEVER TACTICIAN IN 
REOTAPC PAPER-WORK THE MAN WAS! *..FINALLY, THE DEVELOPING ANXIETY 
STATE CAPT,  A^THMR 4, HICJCEL, MC, GOT THERAPY*    CAOY ■*,• OLAO FOR 
BOTH  Or   THEM  THAT   HE   WAS  TO  BE   REPORTING  TO   THE   !6TH  ^ORT   COMMANOt 
LE  HAVRE:,  FRANCE, TO BECOME A TRANSPORT SURGEON FOR HIS HOMEWARD 
VOYAAE.    ...    ?m LT.   <^LTER A*  HANSON,  JR*,   IHF,#  WHO HAD TRIED AND 
FAIRLY    -El L      UCCESDEO    IN   MfttM   UP   CADY*S   PET   WAORK   THERAPY* 
REHABILITATION   fYsTEM,   *A3   ALSO   UNDER   ORDERS   TO   00  BACK   TO   UK    .HENCE 
Wi    CAME. 
8fftt*fB,   LONO   SUFFERING   MIGRAlNOMS,   SOT*   ROLAND    '*   DEMUNBRUN 
<«I«U I 
WAS TO BK   OlStHAMCB TO HIS OVERSEA* CIVILIAN JOB ",ITH THE MILITARY 
GOVERNMENT.  HE HAD BEE* A rPLENDin PERSONAL SECRETARV, AMD AN ENLISTED 
aUAROf.'N TO CAOY, SOMETHING EVCRY CO SHOULD HAVE. 
SUNDAY, 8$ <fULY.    C<?L. O-CAR REEDER CAME IN TOR A VISIT.  HE 
WANTED TO THANK CAPY FOR "ENDING HIS MMfffl BACK TO THE STAGING AREA 
IN ONE OF THr CIRCUIT BUSjVs, <* MS THEIR TRIP HAD BEEN COMFORTABLE. 
AM*f HE "/ANTED TO KNOW MORE ABOUT BEN CHARLES.  CADY TOLD HIM BEN 
' >ULO DO T-O #MI| FOR HIM, CHIEF OF MEDICAL <*ERVlCE, OR EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER OF HIS HO-PITAL. HE GAVE A DETAILED VERBAL DESCRIPTION OF 
ALL THE THINGS BEN HAD DONE SATISFACTORILY FROM THE TIME HE  *FED THE 
HUNGRY AT PHEA^EY FARMS* DOWN TO EARNING HIsfsECONO BRONZE ?TAR RE- 
CO"—-»~*T|D",  NO WHY HE HAD RECUEtTED HI? TRANSFER.    THE ARMY HAD 
-ONE MUCH TO DEVELOP? THE CAP || It. IT IE* OF THE OFFICER, AND HE DEtERVED 
A FINiL OPPORTUNITY TO STRETCH UPWARDLY JUST A BIT. 
MOND.-Y,    o JULY.        THE "SHERIFF* *AI  CATCHING UP    ITH CADYI 
THE OfSf  MfTOWroMTt IA9C HAD NOT DARED TO n#tK ORABBINS 
THE    lfc*ttBCt«ftC«Z   OF   SEN.    OU   VIGIER,    THEIR    INDORSEMENT   ON   THE    FILE 
SHOWED   THEY   VAfl    -OUGHT    ADVICE*   FROM   PARIS.       FROM   THOSE    HEIGHT'S    CAME 
THE    ADVICE   TO   ORDER   CAOY   TO   RETURN   IT   TO    IT*      OURCE.      C\DV   KNEW   HIS 
lUHCta   WAS   MAKING   HIM   NO   mitt*!     IN   Offl    t3,    AND   HE   *A«   REALLY   OLAD 
PAR I BAILED   HIM   OUT   SO   NICELY.      HE   WENT    IMMEDIATELY   TO   STRASBOURG 
ITH   AN   EXTRA   CAR   TO   SEE      H*T   (SEN.    OU   VIGIER   A'OULO   DO,    EXCHANGE   OR 
T.-MPOfH-'i,       'JO      LONG   ■•MA   HE   BE   ABLE   TO   FRUSTRATE   THE   PIRATES ! 
E>A*N   HAD   SEEN   VISITING   THE   UNIT   SO   HE   ROPE   BACK   TO   STRASBOURG 
WITH   CADY    IN   HI-    LA,T   RITE    IN   THE   MEROEOC "-SEN'.       H?    HAD   LOTS   OF   TALES 
TO   TELL    ABOUT   GERMANY   AND   HEIDELBERG.       HE ,    TOO,    WAS   ^ORDERING   HOW 
LONG   CA0Y,T   LUCK     'OULD   LA~T.       fT    BAB   CASY*'   RETORT   THAT,    NO   DEROGATORY 
l"-»LIC .TION-    OF   PRCttOJf    COMPANY    INTENSE",     'HI"    LUCK    vOULD   LA'T       JUST 
SO   LOMS    |fl   THE   °1 I?4 -"B'.NO   OF   FORTY   THIEVES*   REMAINED    INTACT.* 
THIRTZ~\< tfO  Mima MUOJtCt  ftH  MORF;.     f§f  LTS.   ELEANOR 
D. BRINKMEYER AND GENEVA BOOK WERE TRANSFERRED BACK HOME TO THE UNIT. 
CADV 
THEY CAME FROM THE M9TH GENERAL HOSPITAL. ...LT. COL, GEORGE ULFF 
SENT tit LT* FLORENCE C« THOMPSON, ANC, ON none or His O«N TISSUE 
PAPER   ORDERS   FOR   TEVEN   DAYS.      HER   FIANCE   MAD   SEEN   ONE   OF   THE   LA^T 
BATTLE   CA^UALTfE",    AND   SHE   NEEDED   SOME   CHANGE   OF   SCENE   ANO   DIVERSIONS* 
SOTS.   DfTflYLEH   ANO   EOORE*   OCPARTEC*      THEY   fttMfttO   CAOV   HE   *OULO 
RECEIVE   COPIES   OP   APPROXIMATELY   FORTY   PMOTOCRAPMS   THEY   NAO   MADE   AROUND 
(Ss? i I AUGUST) 
THE   UNIT.^      PuSLlC   SSLATION^   OFFICER,    JACK   MOORHEAO*   ARRIVED   FROM   Ol l| 
!6V TO MANE INTERVIEWS AROUNC THE UNIT OUT NOT TO DUPLICATE «NFTF MR . 
MILLER'S PARTV MAD DONE* 
IT LT, KARL MIEHE CAME VI   ITING FROM PARIS FOR A FE« OATS. 
CAOV GAVE HIM AN ASSIGNMENT TO GO ALONG I ITH MMMMtAt SECAU-E ME 
WAS   A   rHUTTCR-BUG   EQUlPPEC       ITH   A   FINE   CAMERA, 
TUCSOAV.      1   JULY* MLLE.       IMCKLER   ANO   MER   FIANCE,   Lt,   MfCNCL 
0   iUBlCNY,    VI.JTEO   ''CHATEAU   CMARLE:I*   TO   SEE   OLD   PR 11M l«      CAOV   WAS 
THERE      MD   TOOK   HER   ALONG   -ITH   HIM   TO   GEN.   DU   VlGlCR**   CHARTERS 
ONE? tut.    THE GENERAL HAD A HOTCHKIS? EDAN «EIH« PREPARED TO 
EXOHAHQE   FOR   THE   MEHCC-DES-SEII/*      HE   CONGRATULATED   CADV   ON   RECEIVING 
tHE   Cr:~<"   ^    '»ERIt£.    HE   *A«TCO   CAOV   TO   RETURN   *HEM   THEIR   Kfi    INSPECT* 
cu« GENERAL JEAN PE UTTSE DE T tsMVf #OULD COME.    HE »AI THE FORMER 
COMMANDER OF THE FIRST FRENCH *RMV THAT HAD HELPED LIBERATE THE AREA. 
Nil RANK »M £ UIV',LL-NT TO THE AMERICAN CHlET OF STAFF IN WASHINGTON, 
HCN THCY DEPARTED CADV - •  CMOARRA      THAT HE HAO NOT NOTICED THE 
OF GRADE 
FOUR, .MALL TAR-/ HICH BOTH MLLE. INCKLER ANO BCWOOS MAO NOTED THE 
GENERAL MI WEANINO. 
SOT. SEMOUR KAPLAN CAME BACK TO "CHATEAU CHARLES" WITH HIS POW 
GUIDE*  m   HAD FAILED TO SECURE THE GERMAN MMCI BECAUSE SOMEONE 
rtSC MAO OOT THERE AHEAD OF HIM.  HOWEVER, ME MAO LOCATED WA*. DANM 
WHO MAO SECURED OROER*? FOR MORE 8U8E3#  CAOY INSTRUCTED MIM TO RETURN 
AMD OET THEM, 
BACK AT RAVENEL.  CADV SENT SEMOOS AMO LT. MIEME OACK WITH 
LT.   THOMFRON,    AHC,   TO      3TRAS80URG   SO   SHE   COULO   USE    "CMATEAO   CHARLES* 
A      MER   SAfSE   WHILE   SHE   WA-3   SEARCH!NO   FOR   THE   CRAVE   OF   MER   FIANCE   KNOWN 
TO   8E   MtfMMM   NORTH   OE      TRASMOMRa* BENOOS   MAO   NO   NC*«   AfcOUT   THE 
NOTCHKISS* 
JULY   ENDED   WITH   THE    ^tsT   ?TILL   REPORTING} OPERATING   8E?    , 
%660j MAXIMUM erost i,660| MAXIMUM PATIENTS, M191 'VERAOE 
RATIEMTSt Tt^97> TOTAL ADMISSIONS, ?,67l.  THE UNIT **i  TILL AtLE 
TO PERFORM A  A nORAOUATE  CHOOLrt AND CARE FOR A LOT OF PATIETS, 




'EON£?DAV, 1 AUGUST,     "«T* KAPLAN WAS TURNED SAC* AT THE 
TRASBOURG RHINE BRIDGE BY THE AMERICAN GUARD, SO HE RETURNED TO 
KAVENEL. 
TWO MEDICAL OFFICERS AMD A NURSE LEFT, AMD ?5 NURSES FROM THE 
5 GENERAL HOSPITAL CAME IM FOR AM INDEFINITE PERIOD, EXPECTED TO BE 
BRIEF. 
THURSDAY, 9 AUGUST,   ST. KAPLAW WAS STARTED SACK FOR TMOSC 
GERMAN BUSES, CAOY KNEW THAT THE 16£TH GENERAL HOSPITAL *AS LEAVING 
UTLZ  ROOM. HE DEPARTED TO VISIT THE HOSPITAL TO SFEWHAT HE MIGHT 
00 FOR A TOP-OVER PLACE FOR MIS CIRCUIT.  IT LOOKED COOD THERE. HE 
WENT ON FOR A QUICK TRIP TO LUXEMBOURG, SUT TKE PLACE MS MUCH LESS 
LIKELY. 
TOUR MORE OF THE 5TH GENERAL  HOSPITAL NURSES CAME. 
FRIDAY,   3 AUGUST.     CADY TOOK M*d»  ^PALOING WITH HIM TO STRASBOURG, 
THE LITTLE FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE CITROEN DID NOT MAKE THE TRIP AS COMFORTA- 
BLY AS THE MERCEDES HAD.    THEY ARRIVEO AT 1^00 HOUR  IN TIME FOR LUNCH 
WITH MME,  DU VIQIER, THE CHILDREN AND SOME FRENCH FRIENDS.     JNSPECTEUR 
GENERAL OE TASSIGMY MAD BEEN DELAYED ?4 HOURS.    CAOY LEFT WAJ.  SPALDING 
AT   "CHATEAU CHARLES" AND SET FORTH TO  CECHENHEIM AT  IJJO HOUR.     NT 
1*500 HOUR HE  HAD  SUPPER AT THE ?6TH FLELO HOSPITAL.    POWERS    WAS 
MUCH LESS HARRASSTD WITH HIS OWN AFFAIRS.    CAOY PUSHED ON AT 1900 TO 
REACH THE ?7TH CVACUATIOM HOSPITAL AF DARMSTADT POR T HT MIGHT. 
COL.  PEUSTO* MAD  MIS HOSPITAL SET UP   IN A PARK.     DURING THE FIGHT* 
ING THE  AMERICANS MAO GIVEN DARMSTADF A TWENTY MINU*F SATURATION ALR 
RAID WHICH DESTROYED  ABOUT ISO PER CENT OF THE BUILDINGS,    *HAT AND 
THE TREMENTOU'^ FIRE"    HLCH FOLLOWED  IMMEDIATELY KILLED AM CSTIMAT 
'0,000 PEOPLE.     IT *A«? REOARDEO BY ALL CONCERNED ST A SUCCE^FUL R.» I   \ 
CADY 
TH£   ?7TH   £VAO   #A?    HANDLING   ABOUT    500  PATIENTS*      COL*   PEU3T0W 
WAS   SlLLETTEO-ALONE-IN   A      EALTHV   GERMAN*-*   VILLA   OUT   BEYOND   THE   EDGE 
Or   THE   CITY*      HE   *A3   THUS   E^UIPPES   FOR   GOOD   LIVING   AND   FOR   REOAL   ENTER- 
A 
TAlNING,   FOR   THE    'ERVAMTa   WENT   WITH   THE   HOUSE*      SO   WERE   THE   ORDERS 
A 
AND    ITS   fRESH   VEGETAOt.Ee.   FOR   HIS   USE*       If   WAS   NOT   SO   OAO   FOR   THE   Oy?N£R» 
BECAUSE   COL.   PEUSTOwV*;   PRESENCE   CERTAlNLV   KEPT   OTHERS   ANO   LESS   GEMRABLf 
TENANTO   AND   LOOTERS   OUT*      PEUSTOW'S   VANITV   WAS   BEING   ENCOURAGED   BV   THE 
FINE   RIDING   BREECHES   THEV   WERE   TAILORING   rOR   HIM*      ALSO,   HE   COULD 
OBSERVE   HIS   OwN   EQUESTRIAN  PRO»E«*    IN   THE   PRIVACY   Or   THE   RIDING   HOUSE 
MIRRORS   OR   GO   ©UT«t9E    IB   ME   MIGHT   CHOOSE    IN   HIS   SWAMKERV* IN   OUE   TIME 
ME SHOWED CADY TO HIS ROOM.    THERE WERE NONE or THE STUFFY FEATHERBED 
MENTALITY MAKirrT IN THE FURNISHINGS, BUT SIGNS Or STUDENT OCCUPANCY, 
BOOKSHELVE" riLLEO *ITH BOONS* CA0V*3 GERMAN WAS €VtH WORSE DETERIOR- 
ATED   THAN   Nit   P>£NCHt   BUT   HE   COULD   DETECT      PROPAGANDA      IN   THE   CHEMISTRY 
r 
TEXT HE EXAMINED <UST BEFORE FALLING ASLEEP* 
ATUROAY, 7 AUOUST* CADY OECTOEDT HE HAD NEVER PARSED A MORE 
COMFORTABLE NIGHT OVERSEAS* AFTER »REA«FAST, COL* PEUSTOW GOT HIM 
AROUND TO SEE JOE U*L« ABOUT THE SEDAN* \F  HAD BEEN THERE BUT S©ME 
SCAMP HAD COME FAL8ELV REPRESENTING HIMSELF AS "MILITARY GOVERNMENT" 
AND HAD TAKEN ALL THEIR AMERICAN MADE OARS* PEUSTO* *AS GOING TO 
HEIDELBERG SO CDY RODE WITH HIM* THERE HAD BEEN LITTLE SCUTTLEBUTT 
FOR HIM TO COLLECT ON THIS PART OF HIS TRIP, BUT HE THOROUGHLY ENJOYED 
IT. 
HE «NT TO THE 7TH \*MV HO* AND LEARNED BOTH COL$. RUDOLPH AND 
GURLEY    'ERE   ABSENT. T   DANN'S   OFFICE,    11   ROHRBACHER   STRASSE,    IN   THE 
GRAM  BUILDING,   3A NN   #A<S   **ORKINOn   *ITM  TWO   ASSISTANTS   AND   AN  OFFICE 
FORCE,   BUT   MOST   OF   THEM   WERE   READING   THE   MEW   KEPORT   ON   THE    JACHAU 
ATROciTis .  CADY TOOK A COPY FOR HIMSELF*  HE HAD ALREADY SEEN MANY 
-SNAPSHOTS   Ov'NEO   BY   AMATEURS   OF   THE   HORfiORn   PERPETRATED   THERE,    AND 
THEIR   RICTURE^    <*UPPORTE-   TM    REPORT.       ..HclDCLBER©   HAD   NOT   BEEN   80M8ED. 
He   BOUGHT    A   ?€*;   TRINKETS   Al   NE   LOOKED   AROUND.      DANN   TOOK   HIM   TO   LUNCH 
A,'.AY   UP   ON   THE   HILL   TO   SOME    ^CHLOSS   *HICH   *AI   BEING   USED   AS   AN   OFFICERS 
BILLET   AND   CLUB. 
?0«e?MAT   EAST   OP   KEHL,    JU3T   Attfttt   fME   fellflt   FROM   STRASBOURG, 
MANY   FRENCH   TROOP3   *tHt   ORA'M   UP   P#«    INSPECT lONH.      TRAFFIC   WAS   CON- 
OESTCD,   BLOCKED   AT   13*0   ALTHOUGH   G£N.   Of   TASSIBMV   WAS   NOT   EXPECTED   UNTIL 
e WA-r    W4/r/A/<r 
1700   HOUR*      UAPT.   DOROTHY   K*0   ,   A.NC,    AUV   IW   SUGGESTED   THAT   CAOY   TRY 
/A 
TO   PULL   HIS   RANK   *©   THEY   COULD   OET   ACROtf   THE   BRIDOE.      THE   FIRST   TIME 
AN   AMERICAN   MP   CAME   ALONB   HE   DlO   VU3T   THAT,   8UT   SECRETLY   HOPING   HE 
wOULO   8E   UNSUCCE     -FUL    20   HE   tffttfkO    HAVE   AN   EXCUSE   TO   M|$3   THE   SHlN-QIG. 
T»gy ARRIVED  At CHATEAU QfAftkCB AT  1600 HOUR.     HZ TELEPHONED MME. 
OU   VlftlFR    IMMEDIATELY.       "'HE   TOLP   HIM   HE   WAB    fiUPPOSED   TO   MEET   GEN,   OU 
VlOIER   *T   1700   HOUR   ftT   THE   B*Bf   END   OF   THE   PpNT   g(|   KtHi,   ^HER^HE    HAD 
•JUST PASSED,    BACK THERE,  A ttt MINUTES EARLY,  NE OBSERVED  MTN INTEREST 
A*L   THE   SOLDIERS?   AND   COSTUMED   CIVILIANS,    ES»EC|ALLV   THE    AOMEN/AND   THC 
YOUNG   CIRLS,      tYtMNtt?   THEY   REGARDED    IT   A   BIG    AFFAIR. 
HERE A I8JAM OP TROOP        I HE FOUND A FRENCH BRIGADIER 
GENERAL IN CHARGE OP THE DETACHMENT OF OFFICERS, MO TLV RMY, SOME 
NAVY. CADY WAB THE ONLY "MERICAN. BY THIS TIME ME BAS -ONDERING IF 
H<:      OUtn   gg   CALLS?*   TO   £   PL.\IN  TO   ^OME      MERlCAN   CV^IC   »IUrT      *MY   HE 
WAS   THERE.       *A-?   HE   PRESUMING   TO      REPRESENT   THC    AMERICANS    vlTHOUT   PRIOR 
AUTHOR!"ATtOH   AND    INSTRUCTIONS?      HE   NOW   HAG   REASONS   TO   BELIEVE   «?OME 
ILL-FAVORrD    ^0N"~OF-A-CAMCL   EXISTED. NVwV,    HE IN   Cfc>ASf?\     UNIFORM, 
WITH   CffOlv   .DE.   "VrfWZ   AYCC   PALME   SERVICE   RIBBON tO   SHOW   HE   BABJA   FRIENO 
OF FRANCE.    FOR ALL THIS ME  HAD THREE  HOURS OUT  IN THE BRIOHTJ UN TO 
THINK   HIS   LONELY   THOUGHTS,      ON   THE   |ABt   SIDE   OF   THE   RHINE   THEJFRENCH 
HAD BEEN COINO THROUGH THEIR REVIEW,  ANO THEN HAD A LUNCH FOR    THE 
1N«PECTEUR GENERAL,  HTWS CAME HE WAS COMINO ACROSS THE BRIOQE MARCHINO, 
AND TO OET   \LL THE  <*CST SIDE TROOPS   IN ORDER. 
CADY 
T L* T CEN* ou VIGIER'S PARTV ARRIVED* AMID FIRING SOME BIG 
ARTILLERY   SALUTE',    GEN.DE   TA«?-|GNY   CAME   STRIDING   ALONG    IN   PROMT   OF   MfS 
OwN   STAFF.    fWtiwm   GIVING   HIM   A   BIG   HAND,   AND   MB   WAS   REALLY   ENJOYING 
IT*      AflVWAV.   HE   REALLY  PRESENTED   THE   APPEARANCE   OF   THE   TRIUMPHANT   HERO. 
MOST op THE FRENCH OFFICERS WERE CARRYING GLOVES, AND MANY HAD CHOPS 
OR SWAGGER ST I0K8*  MA NY OF THEM WERE  TILL IN SHABBY UNIFORMS), EVEN 
IN AMERICAN EWLISTEO TUNIC?, BUT THEIR POSTURE AND STICKS GAVE THEM 
A OCRTAIN 0EOREE OF NATTINE3S FROM ONLY A SHORT DISTANCE ASAV* 
INSPECTEUR GENERAL JEAN DE LATTRE DE TARSUGNY WAS ABOUT FIVE FEET 
OtVEM   INCHE-    TALL,   OF   STHENIC   HABITUS,    MTH   A   PROMINENT   flOMAN   NOSE   TO 
MARE   HIS   PROFILE   DISTINCTIVE. THERE   WAS   A   DEFINITE   DROOP   ORHIS   LEFT 
EYELID   AND   A   LONO   THIN   SOAR   DOWN   THE   LEFT   8 IDE   OF   HIS   FACE.       *H   THE 
MILITARY   GROUP   HE   LOOKED   WTHE   STRONG   MAN   TYPE."      HIS   w£LL*TAlLORED 
t.TW or   »|KE»   rfACRET   BAB   A   CON^TA^T   TO  THE   PLAIN  (SHIRT   WORN BY  THE 
TALLER AND SLENDER GEN. DU VLGIER. 
THE FRENCH MILITARY PHOTOGRAPHERS *?CRE BUSILY SNAPPING PHOTOS 
ALL DURING THE INSPECTION. ^HEN THEY CAME PAOT THE STAFF OFFICERS 
FORMATION *H£Y THEY HAD POSTED CADY, NEAR THE MIDDLE OP THE FRONT RANK, 
GEN* OU VIGIER COURTEOUSLY s-.oweo UP ENOUGH TO GIVE CAOV AN EXPLANITORV 
INTRODUCTION, TO WHICH GEH, OE TASSIGNV RESPONDED AND CONGRATULATED HIM 
ON His FRENCH A ARD FOR HIS SERVICES TO FRANCE, "FTER THE INSPECTION* 
THE GENERALS MARCHED  ITH AN *LSAIIAN COSTUMED GIRLS TO THE REVIE ING 
STAND. GEH»  DU VIQIER CALLED CADY TO HIS SIDE ON THE STAND AND INSISTED 
THAT HE /OULO REMAIN THERE THOUGH OUT THE COLORFUL AND RATHER EXCITING 
A 
PARADE* 
CADY WENT  DIRECTLY TO CHATEAU CHARLES  AND  TELEPHONE  AT  ONCE  TO 
M«E. DU VIGIER TO E*PRE<*S HIS APPRECIATION ANO RAS AGAIN SURPRISED TO 
EARN SHE WAS E*P£CTINQ HIM FOR OINNER.    "SOME OF THE SANE GUESTS WERE 
ERE.    THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING LT.  COLONEL AND HIS  *IFE WERE ESPECIALLY 
INTERESTING,  FOR HE *AS A RE-PATSLATED PO    OF  SOME FIVE  YEAR*.    GEN. 
OU VIGIER KEPT THING" 0 0 I NO IN FRENCH AND HIS CHARMING Wffl HAD ENOUGH 
ENGLISH SPOKEN TO BE GRACIOUS AS USUAL.    CAOV LEARNED THE NEXT STEP 
IN HIS ?OCI*l. PROGRESSION.     HE WAS TO BE AT A PLACE CALLED ^LTKIRCH 
THE NEXT MORNING BETWEEN 1000 AND 10^0 TO ATTEN])AN ALSAClAN FESTIVAL. 
IT WAS NEAR MULHOU^ AND BASLE (^ITZERLAND ).  THIS CASUAL «n VAQUE 
SYSTEM   WAS    BOTH   VAGUE    AND    STIMULATING.       HE   TOOK   THE   FRENCH   t_T.    COLONEL 
AMD   HIS   WIFE,    AFTER   THE   COFFEE,    LICOUEURS    ANC    CONVERSATION,    ON   TO 
THEIR    HOTEL,    LA    MAISON   ROUGE.       HE   LOST    NO   TIME    GETTING    INTO    HIS   ON 
JED AT CHATEAU CHARLES, FOR HE WAS CONVINCED HE WOULD NEED SHARP WITS 
DURING   THE    NEXT   DAY'S    EXPERIENCE. 
SUNDAY,  5    UGUST.       AT 0700 HOUR  BENDO DRIVING  wltllbAD* AND 
MAW.   SPALDING TOWARD   ALTKIRCH.     rf  ~OON BECAME  EVIDENT THAT CADY  HAD 
MISJUDGED THE DISTANCES  AND THE CONDITIONS OF THE ROADS,   FOR THCY WOULD 
ARRIVE MUCH TOO SOON. HE DETOURE^ TO THE LITTLE TOWN OF IT. L**|l AT 
THE 80RDER OF SWITZERLAND AT BA^LF.   IT WAS A CLEAN, PROSPEROUS LOOKING 
PLACE, WITH ALMOST At MUCH, PROBABLY MORE CONTRAfT WITH THE FRENCH 
SIDE AS HE HAD FOUND AT LUXEMBOURG.  THE GUARDS PERMITTED THEM TO TAKE 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF EACH OTHER WITH THE BASLE SIGN BEHIND THEM TO PROVE 
THEY HAD ACTUALLY BEEN THERE, AND V ITHIN THE 8*tft BOUNDRY.  THEY 
DELIBERATELY USED UP ABOUT TEN MINUTES DRIVING AROUND  LTKIRCH OUST 
LOOKING AROUND, AND NEVER SUSPECTING THE FRENCH TROOP", PEOPLE  ERE 
THmr ALREADY.   FORTUNATELY, LT. TRAUS, AIDE TO SEN. DU VlGIER, TOOK 
THEM TO THE HILLSIDE CEMETARY WHERE THE OPEN-AlR MASS TO THE  FALLEN 
WAS TO BE CELEBRATED,   IT ALL SEEMED VERY IMPRET=?IVE  VITH THE MILITARY 
AND CIVILIAN WORSHIPPERS LITERALLY COVERING ALL TH? LANE*5- AND AttWtt 
OF  THEJPLOT.     THE FRENCH CHAPLAIN DISCOURSED ON THE  PATltftTtM OF 
FREE  FRANCE.     THE GENERALS «"ENT THROUGH THE  NEW MILITARY SEC/TION TO 
LOOK AT NAMES ON THE NE'  H'! A D -M AR KERS *  THESE NEW GRAVES, CADY CtTIIH 
tTfOg   ERr MUCH FE"/ER THAN THE OLD MILITARY SECTION, PERHAPS FIVE 
PERCENT OF THE TOTAL.  HE HAD NO VERY GOOD WAV TO EXPLAIN THl|« 
THE town WAS  IN THE GENERAL  AREA OF THE  "COLMAR POCKET" WHCRE|THE 
AMERICAN 3*0 INFANTRY DIVISION MAO HELPED CLEAN OUT THE GERMAN RESIST- 
ANCE. 
THENCE AFOOT TO A -TREET INTERSECTION WHERE GEN, OE TASSIONY 
STOPPED   AT   A   NEW   STREET   MARKER   NAMED   FOR   THE   COMMANDER   Of   A   BATTALION 
OF   THE    "?-lEME   CoIftASBtVftl,"   AND   HE   RECOUNTED   THE   EXPLOITS   OF   THE 
OATTALION.       ANOTHER   WALK,    AND   THIS   TIME   AT   THE    "*-IEME   20«AVE<S"   **« 
HONORED*       If   THE«E    "TOR??    HE   DECORATED   TwO   OFFICIAL*       »TH   THE    LEGION 
H 
D^HONNEUR    AND    ANOTHER   WITH   A   CROIX   DE   GUERRE.       THERE    WAP   ANOTER   MOVE 
UP   A   LONG   HILL   TO   A   REVIEWING   8TAM0   *M6R6   THE   GENERAL   RECEIVED   THE 
REVIEW      THE   PARADE   OF   THE   TROOPS     /AS   LED   BY   AN   A.RA8   BAND    *MICM   IN 
TURN   WAS   LCD   BY   A   SHEEP   MASCOT   BCOECKCO   WITH   iNSfONE.      T»T.   BAND   WHANOSO 
OUT   SOME   PRETTY   GOOD   MUSIC   FOR   THE   DEFILE   OF   TwO   OR   THREE   REGIMENTS. 
THE   TROOP   APPEARANCE    WAS   NOT   QUITE   \*P   TO   THE   VIGOROUS   YOUNGER      MERICAN 
COUNTERPARTS,   BUT   THEY   LOOKED   LIKE   THEY   COBUD   AND      OULC   FIGHT,    (CADY 
WAS   REMINOEO   THAT   HIS   OWN   7TH   COMPANY   OF   HIS    'LGERlAN   tlMiJkXUki 
NAD   BEEN   EXPENDED    IN   THE   FIGHTING    IN   THE   AREA   OF   THE   8ELFORT   GAP      AND 
NAD   NOT   BEEN   REORGANIZED*) 
THE NEXT STOP *AS AT THE HOME OF THE  OU -PREFCBTOR THE WAIRE, 
CA1Y   NEVER   LEARNED   AT   THE   TIME   WHICH   IT   WAS,       IT   WAS   A   SOCIAL   MIXER, 
SOME WINE   AND   A   BREAK    IN   OFFICIAL   TENSIONS,      THE   LADIES   Wffftl      THERE    IN 
A   SMALL    NUMBER.       THE    N£*T   STATION,    THE   MAIBIE    EXHIBITED   CHAMPAGBE    ANO 
A   HUGE   CAKE   WA<:   CUT   UP   AND   SERVED   BY   PRETTY   COSTUMED   YOUNG   GIRLS,      ONE 
CUTE   LITTLE   FRECKLE-FACE   URGED   A   *ECOMO    PIECE   UPON   CAOY   ANO   MA«I. 
3PALOING   BECAUSE    IT   WAS   TMC   "sPECl AL ITE'   D*   LSACE."      THE^ATE    IT   AND 
SI PP F G 
THE   OTHER   DELICIOUS    COOKIES    AND   THEIR   GLASSES   OF   CHAMPAGNE.      A   FRIENDLY 
PRIEST   WAS   AVAILABLE   FOR   CONVERSATION    IN   ENGLISH   WHILE   THE   FRENCH   WERE 
GETTING   READY   FOR   ^OMETHINO.      THE   LITTLE   BAND   OUTSIDE   WAS   PLAYINO 
NSTANTLV,    ANO   PERIODICALLY,    IT   SEEMED,    THE   MARSEILLAISE,    *HEN   ALL 
THE    HAPPY   CITIZENRY   EITHER    «TOOD   AT    SALUTE   OR    SANG.      GEN,    DE   TA^IGNY 
: 
WEN?   A   HALF<-DOZEN   TIME      TO   THE   LITTLE   BALCONY   OVERLOOK I NO   THE   SMALL 
SQUARE.      HE   SPOKE   DRAMATICALLY   OF   THE   EXPLOITS   AND   FINE   ^UALJTIEii   OF 
THE   TROOPS*   COMMANDED   BY  GENERALS   OU   VlOtCR   AND   BETHUARD   ARD,   OF   COU* 
OE   f*    'IfiHV,      HE   MAY   ROT   HAVE   OGRE   SO   WITH   INTENT,   BUT   WHEN   RE     TRUCK 
HIS   DRAMATIC  ROSES   #ITH  rlST   UPRAISED.   THAT   9TRORO-MAR  PROFILE      A 
HERE   THE   MAJORITY   Of   THE   CHEERING   ARU   ■; I «G I NO   CRO.VO   wOULD      E£   TO   A 
GOOD   ADVANTAGE.      THE   GENERAL*®   PARTY   LEFT   THE   fcUlRIE   AND   CLIMBED 
ANOTHER   RILL   TO  THE   OPERA   HOUrtE.   OR  MAYBE    IT   MAS   THE   CITY   HALL. 
LL   Or   THIS   HAD   tEER  PRETTY   DULL   FOR   HA4«    ^PALDIRO   «HO   UNDERSTOOD 
EVER LESS FRENCH THAN DID CAOY. HE HOPED BENDOS «*• GETTING PLENTY or 
OOOO   a MAP-   HOTS,   GUT    IT   TURNED   OUT   HE    Ml   FINDING    IT   £,0HE*HAT   Mttf   THAR 
EXCITING,   TOO,     TMC   PARTY TED   IN  THE   DIG   HALL   FOR   PSRHAPS   MORE 
THAR   150   DINERS.      Mft*«   BALDING   Bttt   THC   ONLY   LADY  THERE.      EVIDENT   TO 
CAOY SOON, THCV WERE OU VIBIERH SUPERNUMERARY out to* POR AFTER SOME 
MILLING AROUND, HE    EATCD IN THE PLACE OF SOME TRENCH GENERAL, 
AND   A   PLACE   **•   MADE   AT   THE   HEAD  TABLE   NEAR   CAOY   FOR  MArf.    ^PALOING* 
T   \h~C   HOUR   THEY      eTTLEO   MNHl  TO   GOOD   1*1*0   DINING,   FINING,    AND 
FRENCH SPEECHIFYING WRICK LASTED UNTIL t7 0. CAOY AUTOGRAPHEO A 
FEw  MENU   SOUVENIRS.      THE   SENILE   OLD   CHARACTER   TO   CA0VV1   KI3HT    :0ON 
TOO   THlCK-TONGUEC   FOR   HIM   TO   UNDERSTAND*      HE   FINALLY  BECAME   fiLEERY, 
SICKENED, AND   THEN   SOME   WAITERS   QUIETLY   REMOVED   HIM,   CHUR   AND   ALL. 
THE NEIGHBOR TO THE LEFT WA^DA* PAUL MUELLER, 1ST ASSISTANT MAINE. 
HE   -POKE   E1NGLI3H   FLUENTLY   ¥»ITM   A   GERMANIC   ACCENT*      BOTH   HE   AND   HI 
RAO   BEEN   "EXPULse'ES*   AM"   THEY   RAO   BEER  ABLE   TO   RETURN   TO     THEIR 
ONUS 
HOME ISM   THc   LI3ERATI0N   THEY    .ERE   THEN   CELEBRATING*      OF      LSAClAN 
A 
GERMANIC BLOOO AND LANGUAGE* THEY AERE NEVERTHELESS OF FRENCH NATION- 
ALITY AND PROUD TO EXHIBIT IT.  HE HAD AB ORBE"D IN THL      F T VALL 
OF THE ^HINE WHATEVER IT      THAT FRENCHMEN HAD IN REGARD TO FREEDOM 
THAT GERMAN NATIONAL- HAD NEVER SEEMED TO ACQUIRE ON THE EA T lift OF 
RNI*M« HE PROMISEO TO SEND CADY A PAMPHLET HE HAD ..RITTE ABOUT 
HIS CITY AMD ENVIRON' |M| YIARS BEFORE. 
DURING THE JPEICH-VlAK INS BET'.VECN COURSES Of THE LONG OlNER, 
CAOY NOTED THAT  HiTNEVCR GEN, DU VlGlSR iNtl OP THE REAL PERSONAL 
LIBERATION OF  LTKlRCH *ITH HIS PRgVlER riVHIOW BLINDE* HE REBEIVEO 
ABOUT DOUBLE THE 0ECI8ELJ Of APPLAUSE THAT GEN, Bl TA3?IGNY GOT. GEN. (it) 
cETTUARQ,    THE   DEPUTY   TO   DE   TAS-IGNY,    CAME    l«   ABOUT   THIRD.      CAOY   HAS 
A 
CAREFUL TO SAVE THE MENU CARD AND THE BROCHURE   UTH  IT ON THE LLBERATIOL 
OF THE  COLLAR POCKED BY THE  FRENCH FORCES.    THERE   KAB  NOT  AN A.FUL 
LOT  IN  IT ABOUT THE *RD DIVISION OF THE AMERICAN'. 
A FRENCH COLONEL ON OC  TABSIGNY'S  STAFF HAD BEEN  IN THE  Vt   'RMV 
GROUP   HEADQUARTERS  FOR ttx MONTHS  AND STILL  VORC   ITS  SHOULDER PATCH. 
ME SPOKE ENGLISH CO   YELL CACY THOUGHT HE       MERlCAN. HE TOLD CADY 
THAT HE WA1  MTHE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE 'MERlCAN ARMY AT mil AFFAIR." 
CADY NEVER GOT HIS NAME, BUT HE KNEW ABOUT THE 2t«T GENERAL HOSPITAL, 
;,'LLE« MARYLISE '. I NCKLER AND HER FRIEND?. 
CADY REALIZED, UNCOMFORTABLY, HOw HC WAP REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN 
ARMY, AND THAT HE *AB PRACTICALLY A !'OL AND /ITHOUT AUTHORITY FOR IT. 
EVEN AN 'INNOCENT' LIAISON OFFICER MIGHT BE ABLE TO MAKE  OMETHING 
OF THE OCCASION. HE WISHED HE KNEW *JU~T WHAT THE REAL CLIMATE  " VP 
AT   THE   TOP   •  A      NO y   THAT   THE   FRENCH    VERE   ALMOST   ENTIRELY   OH   THEIR   OvN. 
THERE  HAD BEEN <?OMF:   INTER-ALLIED  tTTttBtCl   M  THEY WERE COMING UP THE 
RHONE  VALLEY. 
THE GENERALS  HAD TO DEPART  AT  1750 HOUR.    MME.  DE TAS3IONY CAME 
INTO   THE    HALL   BUT    CAOY   AND   MAJ.    3PALDINS       ERE   UNABLE   TO   GET   TO   MSJ~T 
HER. THEY GOT ALMOST TO A LITTLE TO/N CALLED BUSSANG WHEN THE LEFT 
FRONT AXLE OF THE CLTROEN CRYSTALLIZED ON A LITTLE GRADE. BENDOS 
HIKED BACK A MILE OR MORE UNTIL HE FOUND AWHONE AND MANAGED TO GET 
THROUGH TO THE 2ft?«   IT WAS ABOUT 50 MILES, BUT THAT MEANT ^OME 
HOURS OF WAITING.   ' HERE WA8 A LITTLE   INE SHOP ABOUT A HUNDRED YARDS 
AY, ACROSS THE ROAD.  THEY KILLED AN HOUR EATING HARD 8RED AND   »PPIA 
L-AUY 
»|NE WHICH WERE THE ONLY THINGS PURCHA3EABLE,  UNFAMILIAR SAD ROADS 
AMD DARKNESS MAOE SL©« TRAVEL, AMD IT WAS 0?09 HOUR «HfN THEY GOT HOME* 
THEY HAO seen A CELEBRATION -HICH HAD COST THE IMPOVERISHED BUT ORATE* 
FUL TOWN, **mt  one SAID, ?50,000 FRANCS, OR ABOUT $5,000, THERE WERE 
AH   ESTIMATED    ',000    INHABITANTS, 
MOM0AY,    6   *«U«UST,      A   GRINDING   DAY   CATCHING   UP   DESK   wOUIt.       MOTHER 
21gT   NURSE   »AS   GOING   HOME,    LT.   CECELIA    K,   O'^ULLIVAN. SEND©®   WAlTEO 
WITH THE CITROEN,  AND RODE BACK WITH IT  IN A TRUCK,  ARRIVING OURINQ 
THE AFTERNOON. 
TUESDAY, 7 AUGUBT.    CART, Mb ft STANBRO'P. TRAMSFBR ORDER TO THE 
16STH QENERAL HOSPITAL  ARRIVED.      HI* ROLYCVTHEMIA HAD BEEN CLOSELY 
WATCHES FOR A YEAR, AN© HIT EXPOSURE TO RADIATION HAD BEEN LIMITED* 
HOm    IT SEfMEO A 0000 REASON TO ©ET HIM INTO THE DETACHMENT OF|PATIENTS 
AND ON HIS WAY HOME BEFORE SOMEONE COULD DIVERT HIM TO CBI OR TO THE 
PACIFIC THEATRE,    THE  ^ORIGINALS" Bfftg SETTING AWAY PROM THE UNIT. 
THE JAPANESE WERE CERTAINLY OOINO TO H*VE TO CAPITULATE ^OON, 
PUT THE WAY THEY WERE MAKING LAST-DITCH STANDI LOOKED LIKE  IT WOULD 
STILL BE COSTLY IN CASUALTIES, 
LT. COL. HERBERT H. KERN, CO, £?OTH HOSPITAL CENTER, INVITED CAOY 
AND KM, °P*,LDINQ UP TO NANCY FOR DINNER, MAJ, MIXON HAD A SPLENDID 
0 INNER SERVED FROM HER HOSTCSS END OF THE TABLE, AND IT WAS A PLEASANT 
EVENING EXCEPT THAT C*OV SENSED THE YOUNGER OFFICER HAD SOME MOTIVATION 
OTHER THAN PURE SOCLABILITV. THEV SEEMED TO AGREE ON ABOUT EVERYTHING 
EXCEPT IN THEIR ATTITUDES ABOUT HIGHER HEADQUARTER • KERR WAS A 
YOUNG REGULAR, PROBABLY A PERMANENT CAPTAIN. HE HAD COMMANDED AN 
EVACUATION HOSPITAL WHICH HAD ACT^EO AS A FIELD HOSPITAL BEFORE HE 
RECEIVED HI* PRESENT "OP* ASSIGNMENT., WHICH PUT HIM IN AUTHORIETY 
OVER THE FULL COLONELS >H0 COMMANDED MOST OF HL« HOSPITALS IN THE 
CENTER.  IT WAS PROBABLY AN EXPEDIENT APPOINTMENT FOR MOST OF HI^ 
HO?,PIT\L   COMMANDER ERE    RESEflffli   OR    lU*5,    AND   vOULO   BE   LEAVING   ^OON. 
CAOY 
ft   PRO0ABLV   010   WOT   SET   WELL   *ITH   LT.    COL.   KERR   WHEN   CAOY   SAID   HE 
ALWAYS   RESERVED   THE   RlBKT   TO   DO   HIS   ©WN   THINK I MO   ANB   FORM   Hlf^wN 
0PINI0N3   ABOUT   0R05RS   FROM   HEADQUARTER*,   EVEN  WHEN  HE   CARRIED   THEM   OUT. 
BUCK PRIVATES DID THAT, TOO. 
1N£   DAY,   I      UOUST. COL.    ^TUBBLEBINE,    C  Of   ^,   OlSE    18, 
HEARD   ABOUT   THE   DOMREWV  MATTER   PROM   THE   FRENCH,      Ht   CENT   »•    H. 
LOCKLlN,    IGO,   TO   INVESTIGATE   THE   ALLEGED   THEFTS   FROM   THE   JEANNE   OM^RC 
MUSEUM  *7 JULY.     UBS CAOY LEARNEO or THt  INCIDENT,   HE REALIZED  IT 
COULD   VIRTUALLY   BECOME    AN   I NTtRN*TIOKAL    INCIDENT.      CAPT.   FRANK   L. 
MOORE,    N-'C,    THE    ADdUTANT,    MAC   NOT   REALIZED   THIS,    ALTHOUGH   HE    SAID 
HE   HAS    5CME   NOTIONS   Or   ENTERING   THE   DIPLOMATIC   SERVICE   AFTER   THE      AR. 
CADY   HAO   APPOINTED   It.      LLAN   KAT?,   M*C,   TO   |NVE«I«ATE   THE   MATTER, 
AND   THAT   NAB   READY   TO   «H0    *      MOORE   H*D   BEEN   INFORMED   BY   PHONE,   BUT 
HE   HAD   ONLY   HAT   THE   PATIENTS   ON   THE   RETURNING   OVr:   TURN   OUT   THEIR 
POCKrr N   THEY   ARRIVED.      THERE   MAO   BEEN   MO   FURTHER   SEARCH.      KATZ 
LATER   SEARCHED   BELONGINGS,   TOOK   3 WORN   STATEMENTS,    AND   THEN   Bfflf   UP   TO 
THE   CARE-TAKERS   OF   THE   UtfsetfM   TO   Qtfgtfftfl  THEM,    AND   TO   RETURN  ONE 
OLD BIO OLD BOUGHT IRON KEY THE PATIENT HAD TAKEN TO ADO TO MIS 
PERSONAL COLLECTION* THE MUSEUM PEOPLE &ERE NOT REALLV SURE THAT 
THE OTHER ITEMS DISAPPEARED COINCIDENTALLY TTLTM   THE DEPARTURE OF 
THE   MMfl     THE   OTHER  THEFTS   COULD   HAVE   HAPPENED   BEFORE   TWEIR  BU' 
ARRIVED.      C*DV   HAD   COOPERATED   BY   HOLDINGJALL   THE   AVAILABLE   PATIENTS 
UNTIL   KATZ   COULD   EXAMINE   THEM   AND   MAKE   HIS   REPORT, LL   THIS 
WAS AVAILABLE TO CAPT. LOCHLIH BUT HE REPEATED EVERYTHING HE COULD 
BY MAKING SHAKE-DOWN INSPECTIONS, BUT HE FOUND NOTHING NOT ALREADY 
DETERMINED. REGRETTABLE 1 
YOUNG   |«f   LT.   KA^TNER,    MC,   DEPARTED   TO   4QIN   A   CBI   UNIT.       IT   WAS 
HOPED HIS CAPTAINCY /OULO CATCH HP  WITH HIM. 
THURSDAY, 9 MMBIT.  THE UNIT «AS LOSING KEY SERGEANT WITHOUT 
AOE VAfl REPLACEMENTS.  FlVE MlMMtB ON TQ  ERE TRAN FERREC TO THE 
WAWT 
/VeT> tOOTM   GENERAL   HOSPITAL.      FOUR   CAME    IN   FROM   THE   66TM.      TWO   MUCH 
MCCOCO   MEDIC ^NT   BACK   TO   THEIR   0*N   UNITS.   THE   HOSPITAL   WAS   STILL 
CARRYING   "*,00O  PATIENTS,   BUT   VSlTH  T:50  SCHEDULED   OUT   THE   NEXT   OAV. 
CADY -.tnr VP TO THE 150TH GENERAL HOSPITAL AT MCTZ.    Tutu HE 
MAOC ARRANGEMENTS  ITH THE T©WN MA<IOR TO TAKE OVER A NICE RESIDENCE 
8UILDINQ At 13 *ME LORRAlKE FOR A ^TOP-OVER PLACE*  Ht WANTED TO «CT 
THE COLONEL'S QUARTER^  if ?5 wz Kt PLANTifctti    HICH MI ADJUNCT TO 
THE   HOSPITAL      ITE»      CAPT,   SLATCRY   »AI   TO  TAKE   OVER   THE   BUILDINGS   AND 
PREPARE   IT   AT  ONCE   rOR   USE*      THIS   OWE   THE   ^fsT   A   ©TOP-OVER      AFTER 
^RA^OOVRft      HICH   CCULO   CfVE   AMtBl   TO   LUXEMBOURG   OR   TO   ftHElMS,    vHICH* 
EVER   MIGHT   COME   HE*T*      THE I RECREATION   QUOTAS   OF   OlSE       18   WERE 
NOT   Or I NO   *LL   | ,   FITHER   tftMMMI   THEY   «CM   NOT   REQUESTED   ©RJBECAUSt 
OF   FAILURE"-   TO   SHO'   VP   IT   HjtlBBtlBg   ON   TIME.      C*OV   PROPOSCC   TO   SEND 
«RDU*»<    Of   STANDBY   FILLER?      THERE-       fT   LOOSES   M    IF   ME   COULD      ORK   THAT 
tV   KEEPING   CLO^E   CONTACT   8Y   PWONEf   THAT    IS,    IF   OlfE     .OULO   NOT   'SPOIL 
IT   BV    I       1   TINS   EACH   100 |   TO   CLEAR   THROUQH  THEM.      21 ST   UtfT 
MORALE   REMAINED   GOOD K«9tf   OF   ALL   CADY* 3   GADDING   AND   EXTRA-MURAL 
EFFORTS, 
FRIDAY, to IUGUT« LT. FRANCES M* ANYON, *>NC» DEPARTED TO THE 
|6*TH   flrtlirtllOmCttf   DEPOT»   TRANSFERRED   PRESUMABLY   FOR   HOME. 
SATURDAY,   11   AUGUST. 
N0^   THERE   VAB  AN VIWBOAl   inrPECTiON BY LT.  COLS.  P.C. LLOYD,MC» 
MEDICAL CONSULTANT,  AND J.H. UNPHV, MCf  SURGICAL CONSULTANT, 6?0TH 
MarsPJTAL CENTER.    THEY HAD LITTLE EXCEPT COMPLIMENTS AND CONDOLENCE  . 
THFI*'    iNFOfftfATION   VAB   THAT   THE   U«|T   WOULD   CONTINUE   TO   FUNCTION   AT 
T/O   CAPACITY    (",000   BCDs)   BUT    VITH  PERSONNEL    "REDUCED   TO   67   PERCENT." 
MORE   OFFICERS      OULO   IE   LOST   ON   POBNTS. LL   THE   DIETITIANS   AND   TwO 
OF   THE   MORE   EXPERIENCED   PHYSICAL   THERAPISTS   V.OULD   BE   ON   THEIR   WAY 
HOME   BY   THE    "OTM,       ...   URE   THE   UNIT   COULD   FUNCTION   THAT   WAY,    BUT   HOA 
WELL, I 
HE   TELEPMOMeO    'HOOK   TC   SEE    IF   NE   MIGHT   GET   ANV   REPLACEMENTS,   8UT 
«*    vwt«f(S«      vur   rnmi«wtT« rm    ;>A,U    I r»*»    wnn    utmiwilVfi       e.nv«w«. 
*LA   UE   RECOMNENn   TfON   NAD   HOT   REACHED   »A*fB«   CAOV   GOT   A   LETTER   Off   TO 
COCKE TO SUBBCST A TRACER* THERE »£*( A LOT OF PERSONNEL WHO SHOULD 
BE *E*KINU THE PATCH WHO WERE ©ETTIHO A?.AY WITHOUT IT* HE WAI THINKING 
HOW HE COULD OET COL. TUBBLEBINE INTO THE MATTERF TOO. 
COL*   ^HOOK   |At«   HE   *OVLD   BE   «EElN«   BAXTER   Bf?0?W   AWr>   GEN.SRAY 
IH   A   COUPLE   Of   DAT*   ABOUT   THAT   TRAIN   TRIP   THROUGH   GERMANY   AMD    ITALY, 
BRO*M   AMD   CAOV   MiONT   OET   TD   WITH   THE   MILITARY   RAIL*AV   "^RViCE   rOR   THE 
TRIP. HOOR   Ml   ROT   SO   SURE   ABOUT   HIMSELF, HE   SAlO   m   HAD   PA??EO   ON 
Bt*   Or   ft*tf*t   RSC©»MEMO/>TtON«   rOR   HftAlfl      01-r   HAT   TRIED   TO      REDUCE 
30ME   TO   8ROH2E   STAR*.      CAOV   MAS   ORATErUL   HE   HAD   TAKEN   CARE   ©r   THEN, 
AND   »A 10   MORE   wfRE   COM I NO. 
THE LORRAINE    I-TRICT   f A I Orricrs?,  MAJ, LE-IS, WA^ POSITIVELY 
FLATTERING, GSATEPUL MIOHT BE THE  ORO, ^HEN HE INSPECTED. »T SEEMEO 
THE 2fsT HAD SEEM OOIHO A LOT OP THING® IN INTORMATION AND EDUCATION 
HICH MADE EXEMPLAR* STANDARDS FOH   THE ^{STRICT.  CAOY MODE TLY TOLO 
HIM THE UNIT WA^ DOING THE^E THINGS roR ITS own MORALE. CADV ASKED 
HIS HELP *ITH SOME OTHER PROBLEMS, TELL THE RIGHT PTQPM  ABOUT THEM? 
ME PROMISED HE OULD. 
DURING THE AFTERNOON, CAOT GAVE LT. BERNAOINE DOUGHERTY.ANC, 
AWAY TO CAPT.  RTHUR M. HIE, M*C, WlTM M. Lf «AtRCt OsNlMES NARCV 
ornciATiNO.    CADY COULS M<RE THE NECE    ARY RESPONSE*  IN TRENCH, BUT 
HE   DID   MOT   SAVVY   ALL   OP   THE   LECTURE      HICH  »A*   THE   fcUlRc's   DUTY  TO 
DELIVER   TO   THE   VOUNC   COUPLE.    NOR   P|D   THEY.       »T   WA -   ALL   NICELY   DONE, 
roR MOST or THE CIVILE REI&LLV WANTE TO MAKE A PINE  AFPUR won THE BOSS. 
THERE   ERE    TILL STRMNEO RELATIONS BETWEEN NIE AND THE DIETICIAN , 
BUT   THEY   MOlAffltl   NEUTRAL      ©   EAR   v   C*OV   COULD   OBSERVE,      HE NEVER 
VERY   CERTAIN   HE      A      HELD    IN   HIOH   REBARO   HlMSELr   BV   THE    HOSPITAL   DIET IT* 
IAN   ,    FOR   HE TILL   REQUIRING   MENUS   ANO   KABIT/INO   WHENEVER   HE   THOUGHT 
IT    VA       INOICATED. NV.7AV,    THE   UNIT   HAD   ATTAINED   -UPERlOR   ME3E8* 
19T LT, ETHYL LEAKE, 1NC, »A( TRANSFERRED TO THE DETACHMENT OF 
PATIENTB, 4334 ^RMY HOSPITAL PLANT, AND ANOTHER "ORIGINAL* MAO ORN 
OUT ENOUGH TO SEND HOME* 
SVROAV, 1? AUGUST. CADV TOOK CAPTS. CROUCH AND CRlDER IM TO 
NOON  OlNNER   AT   MAIRC   NARCY   eME?   CUX.      MMC»    NARCY   HAI   JUT   THE   GRACIOUS 
AHO   CLEVER   BJtCtfGt   HE   C*PECTEQ*      TMElR   SON   MAI   A   TE*CNER   AND   BRIGHT 
VOUNQ   FELLOtf.      Ht   SPORE   ENGLISH   VERY   WELL,    A«D   GERMAN,      CROUCH   SPOKE 
PAYABLE   fRENCH   ARC   CRlOER   COULD   00   ALL   RfONT    l»   SfiRMAN.   THERE      ERE 
THREE   WATS   TO   RAY   THINGS   TO   OET   UNDERSTANDINGS   DURING   THE   FOUR   HOUR 
UCAL,   SO   IT   3A      NOT   DAMPEMED   »Y   FUTILE   LINGUISTIC*.      THE   POOD 
SPLENDlO   AND   THE    'ttERlOAM-f   NAD   TO   STALL   AROUND   TO   KEEP   EVEN   WITH    *LL 
THE   *t«tB   THE   MAYOR   EXHIBITED. :$T.   DfiMUNBRUN   SAID   PROf*   NARCV, 
■ 
PZftE.    HAD   BEEN   POLITICALLY   SOCIALISTIC   A*0   SOME   OF   THE   LOCAL      CAPITAL* 
t    TSH   DID   NOT   LIRE   HIM   VERY      CLL.      C ,0Y   ftONDERED    IF   HE   H*0   POLITICALLY 
ULTERIOR  MOTIVES   t« THIS   ENTERTAINMENT   IVtflttBtf   BUT NOT   ABLE   TO 
CONFIRM   ANY      U^ICtONS.      HE   VIRTUALLY   OEClOEO   THAT    "REN   HE OULO 
BY ART   OlHPOfilNG   OF   LIBERATEO   FURNITURE,    HE      OULD   CONSIDER   GIVING 
MADAME TNAT BEAUTIFULLY INLAID TABLE HE USED  IN THE BIO B*BB«  ... 
Me PARTED TO BET TO QUARTER? FOR A SUNDAY AFTERNOON NAP   <H»CH MIGHT 
BE   PO<?~IBLE» 
Btrr LT. COL. KERR AND HIS TWO HEADQUARTERS NURSES DRORREO  IN. 
CAOY TOOK THEM TO CLUB RAVENEL AND SWBRCD THEM AROUND THE LARGE PLANT* 
KERR WAS  f» E*OCR BE-»VER AND »AI  IN SUCH A TERRIFIC HURRY    UNTIL HE 
HAD  TELEPHONEO   HIS   OFFICE   TO   LEARN  HE   HAD   NOTHING   PREYING   HIM  THERE. 
DURING THEIR EVENING DINNER HE OBSERVED LT» HOWARD    HITTEMORE SENO A 
.VAITRCS^    ITH AN AMERICAN FRANC NOTE TO THE POS ORCHESTRA LEADER* 
MAJ. HALOING BAA    ITTIMG BESIDE HIM AND HEARD HIS FUSSING ABOUT 
THE   INCIDENT   OFnSO«E   OFFICER   WAS   91N0ING MONEY  TO   THE   PO   r.M 
■   REPORTED   IT   TO   QAV?|    AMD   *A|D   <5HE   TOLD   LT»   COL.   KERR  THE 
INCIDENT   ^_   NOJ.      H - T    H£ mi^mm  THINKINQ   JX 
CAOY 
THERE      £RC   SOME   Vl"ITOR«   FROM   THE   50TH  GENERAL   HOSPITAL   SHO 
Wtllf   ORATEPUL   FOR   THE   0 INNER   AND   ENrfOYED   THE   FULL   RYMPHOW   MUSIC 
Arrs»*AR»» BUT IT, Cot. KERR EVIDENTLY HAD HO CONSCIENCE FOR THE 
PO\rf/MUSIC.    HE   DEPARTED* 
^T  THE   ^Is^S   OPERA   MBtfSE   IH  THE   810   FRAMED   TENT,   THE   tHO  TROUPE 
PL»YED  "THE LATE CHRISTOPHER SEAN.     IT WAS GOOD,  MUCH LIKE   "THE 
BARRETS or     IMPOLE  STREET*' IN   ITALT*    JSORMA CHAMBERS,   **tf THE  MA to, 
TOLD   CAOY   THAT   KATHERINC   CORNELL   VA RITING   UP   30HE   Of   THEIR   EXPER- 
IENCES    IN   EUROPE   TOR   PUBLICATION. THIS   TROUPE   REMARKED   THEIR 
APPRECIATION rOR THE M0N8 0? NO PITALITY AROUND THE Stftf* JT BAB ALL 
PLANWEO, HE ExPLAlNES, tf«AVBf PEOPLE Mt BELIEVE THEY ARE APPRECIATED 
OIVE   SETTER   SERVICES* - 
MOHOAY,    I?   AUGUST* PART   OF   .i(MAT   HAO   SEEN   ON   LT •   KSRR*S   NINO 
A 
CAME  TO   LIGHT*   His   LETTER   OP  ftCP*t«AftO«      CADT  fttCB   RECALLED   THAT 7"//£ 
SUBJECT   w;   Dl ^D   THE   PREGfDtNB   OAT   AND   HE   MAI   TMO'JQMT      WOTHINO 
PURTHER   OP   THE   MATTER.       IT   SEEMED   THAT   *H£N   MA4*   Lc    I -,   THE   LORRAINE 
I    TRICT    INFORMATION   AND   EDUCATION  OFFICER,HAO   ASKfO    /HAT   HE   NEEDED 
TO   GET   ALONG       ITM   THE   PROGRAM   BETTER,    IT   WAS   "SEVENTY  MEN,    ANY   NINO, 
JUST   nQ   THEY    J?©RC   PANTS   AND   THEIR   BODtC^    WERE      TILL      iRU."   Ann,    HE 
HAO   MOPED   JUfAtf*   LC«t*   COULO   00   "OMETHING   ABOUT   GETTING   THEM,      EVIDENTLY 
HE   HAD   R£PORTfc-i   TH*T,    AND   THE   REPORT   HAO   A3KED   LT •   COL.   KfAR   AiOUT    IT* 
KCRR*n   REPRIMAND    BAtl   CAOY   HAD   QOTTEN   OUT   Of   CHANNEL^    AND   THEN   PEDANT* 
ICL*   GAVE    INSTRUCTIONS   HOW   THE   REQUISITION   TOR   PERSONNEL   SHOULD   RE 
MADE*       IT   *©   HAPPENED   ^UCH   A   REQUISITION   MAD   ALREADY   ©ONE   THRUOH 
THE   UlEUTCNENT   COLONFLN   OFPICE,    IN   PROPER   PORM.      CAOY   MAO   FORWARDED 
k   LETTER   THROUGH   CHANNELS   TO   THE   PW LABOR    SERVICE    ABOUT   EXCHANGING 
GERMAN P0>-  FOR  THE   ITALIAN COMPANIES  THAT  ^ERE  GOING TO LEAVE*     LATER, 
HE   HAD   TALKED   DIRECTLY   TO   THEM   ABOUT   THE   LETTER'*   CONTENTS.      MAYBE 
THAT   COULO   BE   GOING   OUT   OF   CHANNEL"?       IT    APPEARED   THAT    YOUNG   KERR   Ml 
OANGEROU". 
HE AOING INTO A VtRV SPECIAL CATEGORY OF BUREAUCRAT I  HE COULDjfec  ■% 
CAPT.    LOCHLIN,     100,    STOMID   OVER    VHILE    ENROUTE   TU    T H,    ».l 
BORDER.       HE   THOUGHT   THE    OOVREMY   THEFT   MATTER    lAB    *OUI«   UP,    AND   WAS 
GRATEFUL   FOR   THE   COOPERATION   AND   CADY'S   QUICK   REACTIONS    WHEN   HE    LEARNED 
Or   THE    INCIDENT.       .. .CONCERN I NO   CHANNELS.    CADY   WOULD    HARDLY   EXPECT 
ANYONE    IN   THE   *2*t*   HO   P.TAL   CENTER   TO   DO   MUCH   TC   GET   THAT   UNIT 
*«,?«'«"       £^,Ct    PLAQUE   °UT   °F   0UE#    JU"T    H°"    C0UL°    ME    QCT   C0L" 
3TUBBLEBINE   TO   JAR    IT    LOOSE,   THAT   »AB   CN   CAOY'S   MIND    A,    HE    DROPPED   OFT 
INTO    .LEEP. 
4.   ESTHER   HE.SE,    h*h    WCNT   THE   WAY   OF   A   LOf   OF   OOOD    M0RIGINALC," 
HOME   BY   *AY   OF   DETACHMENT   OF   PATUHTB,    Witt    HOSPITAL   PLANT. 
tVtBtAVi    M    'UOU-T. THE   LETTS*   TO   C0CKE    .A-    FORWARDED,    AND 
A NOTE  N1WT TC  COL.  STUBBLES INT. 
*    MARCCHAL,    A   MUSICIAN   FROM    PARIE   »A1    BEING   EXPLOITED,   ^AND    SOME 
ARRANGING   WERE    NECESSARY.        INVITATION.       I«    -ENT   OUT   TO   THE   L°CAL 
FREWCH   mm   MIGHT    BZ    IMf«ilt.T«    l«   THE    AFFAlK, «    LITTLE   DINNER   FARTY 
WA      GIVEN   TO   THE   U lC   TROUPE,    AND   THE   MEMBERS    SEEMED   TO   LIKE    IT.       CADY 
VM   PLANNING   TO   LET   THEM   STAY   AT   C-HATEAU   GOUV.LLE     -HEN   THEY   «**•   BE 
PLAYING    IN   OIJON   AFTER   ABOUT   TEN   OAYf • 
CHAPLAIN   CORNELIUS    H.    HOOK,    (MA*.)    VOULD   DEPART   VERY   SOON   TO 
BREMERHAV^    GERMANY,    TO   RETURN   TO   THF    BfAtCi   ON   THE   33   EUROPA,    AND 
,Y   'WORKING   HIS   WAY.* CAPT.   RUTH    U   THAYER,    ANC.    AND   LT.   EVA   V. 
BROU.LLET,    A**    WERE    - I CK   AT   THE    21ST,    AM    XM    TO    BE     IC«I    f   THE 
17*TH   GENERAL    HOSPITAL   FOR   GETTING   THEM   HOME.       BOTH    VERE   DEFERABLE 
"ORIGINALS." 
WEDNESDAY, 15 AUGUST.        V-J DAYI 
THE NE S OF THE JAPANESE CAPITULATION SAMI TO CADV BY HIS PRIVATE 
LINE 
ABOUT   0100   HOUR    A CLL    AS    HE    COULD   REMEMBER   LATER.       THE    HOSPITAL 
A 
SIREN   WAS   BLOVING.       Hi 3    FATIGUE   BLUNTEO   EMOTIONS    Nfftl    NOT^MATCH   FOR 
N|f   RATIONALISATION   THAT   ONE   OUGHT   TO   GET   OUT   OF   BE©   ONLY   TO   REACT   TO 
BAD  M     .     PRESIDENT TRUMAN'S  FINE  ANNOUNCEMENT  COULO BE  HANDLED LATER. 
BY^B'REAKFAST CAOY   HAD   TIME   TO   REFLECT   ON   HI-?   LACK   OF   EMOTIONAL 
RESPONSE   TO   TMt"   REAL   EMO   OP"   THE    SAR.      HE   RECALLED   HOtt   HE   FELT   THOSE 
TWO   OAVS    IN      *    HINRTON   WHEN     ORLD    "AR    t   WA«   ENDED   BY   THE    ARM! ST ICE, A» t> 
Afltn V-E OAT,  AND  NO*  IT WAS JUST ANOTHER LET-DOWN.    THIS HAD TO SE 
FOLLOWED RV AN INCREASCO DETERMINATION ON HIS OWN PART TO    KEEP THE 
UNIT UNDER DISCIPLINED CONTROL, MORALE UP *HEN ALL OTHERS *?OULC AANT 
TO LET GO.    *T THINK  I'M IN THE MIND   T ALWAYS HAVE SEEN WHEN   CON- 
FRONTED   BY  MOVES»-#REAOING   A   LITTLE   ALL   THE   PROLONGED   EFFORT   AT 
MARINO   READJUSTMENT-   FOR      LMO^T   A   TMCV'fK   PEOPLE      HOSE   EMOTIONS 
OCT   PRETTY   CLOSE   TO   THE   SURFACE   AT   TIMES,       *   DARE   SAY    I   HAVE   PLENTY 
OF   READJUSTMENTS   OF   MY  0*?M  THIS   MOVE   FOR   THE   UNIT       ILL      RE   tROKEN 
UP   AND    -CATT • ••***   QLAD   FOR   LEE'B   SAKE   HE   WILL   NOT   HAVE   TO 
TARE   THE   RISKS   OF   COMBAT,    AND   ALL   THAT,      ..•* 
TO  THE   OUtlWESS   OF  THE   DAY?   FOUR   MEDlCsL   OFFICERS   MfOOWB   TO 
THEIR   REQULAR   STATIONS,    ttl    NURSE*   OAME   FROM   THE   6&TM  GENERALHO-PITAL 
AMD   0»t   FROM   THE   5TH,      TwnsE   7-OAV   DUTY   PERSONNEL   DID   NOT   REALLY   WANT 
TO   WORK,    AND    IT   WAS   SOME   ELSE<*'r    IDEA   THEY  MIGHT   BE   A   LOT   OF   HELP 
IN  THE   CARE   OF   ^,000  PATIENTS. 
THE ornciiL HOLIDAY? *OULO BE CELEBRATIONS OF THE 16TH AND 17TH, 
THE  -vnoz OF AMERICAN NO-STALGIA   OULD NOT TAKE  INTO ACCOUNT MUCH THE 
FACT   THAT   SEINO   IN   EUROPE,    ANO    'ITHOUT   COMBAT,    HAD   KEPT   THEM   FROM 
RE-OEPLOYMrHT   AND   COMBAT    IN   THE   JAPANESE   THEATRE,      NOWf8c|NO    IN   FRANCE 
OULO   ONLY   MEAN   TMT    IT   KEPT   THEM   FROM   THEIR   HOME*?.   RATIONALIZED 
PATRIOTISM   NOW   WOULD   MEAN   "GETTING   TO   HELL   OUT   OF   HERE   AND   GOING 
HOME."      CADV   rfUCT   HAD   TO   CONTINUE   CONCENTRATING   ON   "THE   UNIT"   UNTIL 
IT    VOULO   BREAK   UP   AND   DISAPPEAR   ,   EXCEPT   FOR    «   LOT   OF   FILE*   OF   PIECCS 
OF   PAPER      MICH   VERY   FE'    PERSONS   WOULD   E^ERT   THEM^ELVEn   TO   SAFEOUAR 
HE   WA"   PREPARING   THE   PROTOCOL"!   FOR   A   "BIG   DlNNERnHEAD   TABLE, 
HE   ANGERED   GLUMLY    IF   HE   COULD    'ANGLE    *   LrTTER   OF   COMMENDATION,   OR 
-OMTTHlNfl,    F*ROM   ftEN,    Bi    T   slONY,    LIKE      SEN.    JUIN1"    fOR     ITALV. 
CAOY 
HE   HAD   MAO   THAT      LXTTOC   r)C   FELICITATION-;     REPRODUCE   sITM   A     UPCRIM- 
POSCD NOTATION or HIS OWN FOR EACH "ITALIAN *ERVICE"MEMBER or THE UNIT. 
THOff WHO HAD SERVED THE FRENCH IN FRANCE DESERVED SOMETHING Or THE SAME 
NATURE, AND HE  vOULD TRY rOR THAT* 
SOMEBODY,-MAYBE   IT WAS GEN,  */•    C.  K«  LEE,  HIMSELF,  WAS    AFTER 
THE UNIT'S 55 PIECE GERMAN PO.V SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA* BUT CAOT SU PECTED 
IT  WAV  LT.  COL.  KERN WHO WAS BEHIND THE DIRECTIVE TO TURN IN    ALL THE 
MUSICAL   INSTRUMENTS   TO   THE    SPECIAL   SERVICE   OFFICER,   01 ;£    Jo    >£CTION, 
AND   8V .       IT   QUOTED   GEN.   Uc   TO   THE   QENERAL   EFFECT   THAT   HE 
UUL |    HOT   OL    !<   VINO   PC   C   UTILIZED   TO   PLAY   MUSIC   FOR   THE   PLEASURE   AND 
u/VERMON   Or   THE   CON   UERING      UCRICANS,    I ICK   OR   WELL.      CADY   HAD   THAT 
2-TRANC   NOTE   NO.    166959? »TH   LT.      HITTCMONC'"   HAND    WRITTEN 
"SVMPTHONV"   WRITTEN  ON   IT,    WHICH   HAD   BEEN   RETURNED   TO   HIM.      CACY   EX- 
PECTED   TO   RETAIN   IT   PERMANENTLY,    «V«1    IN   tABl   OK    i>OME   CONFRONTATION 
WITH LT. COL. KERR.    IMtfl COL. GEE  MAM OF  IT THE IAM DAY,  HE SAID 
HE   WOULD   MAKE   A   POINT   TO      ATCH   Bftof   GEN.   TMRA   HER      OUL      DO   ABOUT   H|8 
O   N      PQ      BAND. 
"OLD  HUTCH" H Nile   :     .    OMEONE  ..ANTED THE   INSTRUMENTS 
HE HAO MANAGED TO COLLECT; OR B. SOMEONE HAD BEEN UNABLE TO TOLERATE 
EElNO THE  1ST DO SOMETHING BETTER THAN HE COULD.   COL. GEE HAO 
LL ANOTHER EPECUL TION, THAT IT MIGHT BE TO 'UPPLY THE MUSIC FOR 
BOME BIG ENTERTAINMENT BE I NO STAGED BY GEN.  O'OMMERVEL, LOGISTIC 
Bt<h»wtG.   CAPT. LOCHLIN, IG, HAD BEEN RIGHT IN THE RU'.P ICI0N1' HE 
HAD UTTERED.  CADY -OULD NOT   Y IT, BUT HE THOUGHT IT WAS JU T ABOUT 
TIME TO DISPOSE OF THE ORCHESTRA ANY  Y, AMD THIS CAVALIER .SUMMARY 
I POSITION MIGHT HAVE SOME VALUE M A "CAUSE CELEBRE" TO DIRECT A 
LITTLE OF SYMPATHY TO ARD THE UNIT. 
IT. JOHN REED,C£, HAO A PO«-ER PLANT PARTY FOR HIS Gl , CIVIL . 
(V) 
POLES AND ITALIANS.. THEY WERE FRATERNIZING ELL WHEN CADY PUT IN HIH 
n 
APPEARANCE.  HE TRIED TO DELIVER HI ',    '  PEECH IN FRENCH, BUT   I    |  BEST 
THE UfEvtr   '     HAD «UC  T-,  M*E.  CT M. OUOARC,  A«O CAOV TOOK 
tf0LOTIN   HTH   HIM   TO   THEIR   DINNER*      V,   OWD^RD   MAO   AN   IMPORTANT   PART 
IM
  Lt ^*>   TANCE,    AMC    HAD   BECK   4AILC3   ©MCE   r©R   THREE   MONTHS    IN   MARSEIL- 
LES   tV   THE   PETAlNI    7 MO   H£LO  HI*    INCOKrtUNICAO©   TROK   THE   MOMENT   Of   MIS 
ARR£?T,    AND   MIS   f,lf£   HAD   NO      INFORMATION   ■HAfOOftSO   Or   HIS   BflfAftJ   OR 
* HEREABOUTS.       INAB^MUON   A*   THE   FRENCH   MAC   SENTENCED   MARSHAL   PETAIN 
TO   OEATH   rfUST   A   0AY   OR   SO   PREVIOUSLY*    THEV      ER£   DISCUSSING   THAT.      THEY 
BELIEVED   HE   HAD   BEEN   A   COLLABORATION!    T      HlLE   HE    tAt   HEADING   THE   VICHY 
VERNMERT   8£ HE   TROUBHT   HE   COULD   CO   BETTER   FOR   FRANCE    IN   THE 
PUPPET   PRESIDENCY   RATHER   THAN   PLAVlNB   A   PART    IN   THE   ItCtl    I t»Ot«      THEY 
BELIEVED   THAT   DCS'IILC   *OOLO   COMMUTE   THE   BJ   YEAR   OLD   OBRLC    'AR    I   HERO*" 
SENTENCE   TO   LITE    IMPRISONMENT.   •••*«   OOOAOJ      OULo     OON   RETURN  TO   PARlB 
TO   RCVfVC   THE   ■A«A7|Wg    * (LL U ?TR AT ION,"   ME    IA|8   HC      0*U   TRY   TO   COUNTER' 
*CT   ITS   PREVIOUS   OOLLABORATIONI-TIC  TENDENCIES   MKI   THE   N£ v   NAME, 
FRANCE    'LLU'TR'TION,   MAMABEO   UNDER   HIS   0*N   lOEOLOOlE   .      fME   OuOAROS 
WOULD   REMAIN   FOR   THE   f i HAL   CONCERT   Of   THE   PO     ORCHESTRA,   BUT      OyLD 
HAVE   TO   *!-?   THE   DINKER* 
THIS EVENINB CAOV LEARNED THAT DEMURE MLI .    t UEFEVRE, ABOUT 
AT 
16,    HAD    AORKE-;   FOR   THE   RtBIBfAllOt   BY   DISTRIBUTING   LITCRIJRE*       Ht*   PATHER 
-      T      MILE   SHE   *A1   ONLY   11   OR   1"      HE      OULO   PAS!   MCSBACCB   OUR I NO 
CHURCH   IfftVlCE^« 7      OULT   HAVE   HAPPEMEO   TO   HER    IT   THc   SCRMNS   OR 
A 
THe   VtriYIT HAB      U-PECTEOl      CAOV  RE'OLVEO   TO   fI NO     ONE   OFFICIAL 
VAf   TO   RECOONI'C      THE    ~ERVlO£3   8H£   HAD   PERFORMED   *f ^JJ 
CAOY 
THURSDAY, t6 AUGUST, A DAY or CELEBRATION (BY ORKING). 
l*a?«UCTI0N?3   CAME   TO   FORWARD  ^LJ^ RECOMMENDATIONS   FOR   AWARDS 
TO   BE   CONSIDERED.      CAOY  PUT   THREE   MEN  TO   WORK   FOR   RE3EACHING   AND 
DRAFTING   FOR   MIS   CONSIDERATION.       IT   MAO   TO   BE   DONE   PAINSTAKINGLY   AMD 
WELL   FINISHED*   AMD   REQUIRE   ABOUT   TwO   WEEKS.      ...    HE   OECIOEO      TO   MAKE 
ALL   OF   TW£   Sim   ^T*T!OH   HOSPITAL   MEMBER*   OONS iCftf f HONORARY WllfKs 
OF   HIS   HONORARY   ARABS   OF   BOM-HAHIFIA   IF   ME   OOwLO   FIND   TIME   FOR   THAT* 
HE TILL      ORKING   OVER   THE   DETAILS   OF   TME   CONCERT   TO      BE 
GIVEM BY M« MAURICE MARESCMAL, THE DIMMER mm  AMO THE SEATING PROTOCOL. 
MADAHC NltS WAMTtO TO HAVE A HARD IN THE LAST MINUTE SEATING FOR THE 
DIMMER. SHE WAS QtllfC A FIXER, BUT CAOY WANTED TO MAKE His ON MIS- 
TAKES   AHO   WAS   DETERMINED  TO  RESIST. 
LT.   ANNA   M.    HART, NC,   MAS   TRANSFERRED   TO   TME   6?MO   GENERAL 
HO^FITAL.       "•   NURSE   AND   TwO   MEDICAL   OFFICERS   w£RE   ATTACHED   FORh"D. 
FRIDAY t7 *uot»sT.       ONE OF COL. STROHM'S MEOIOAL CAPTAINS WAS 
A PATIENT WITH KIOHEY STORES,  AND ON HIS WAY HOME*      HE CAME  IN   TO 
EXPRESS SOME Or  TR0MM*8 »SfAt, AMD TOLO C>OY THAT HE HAD BEEN REGARDED 
BY THE OrriCERS OF TME 46TH A- TME PERSON WHO SHOULD "SPARK-PLUG** A 
HE* MEDICAL RESERVE A 50CIATION, AND WHICH wOULO BEQlN WITH AFFILIATED 
UNITS AND TO EXTEND TO TME ENTIRE RE ERVI AS A  HOLE* CAOY KNE*» STROMM#S ' 
IDEA'  ELL ENOUOH TO REALISE HE EXPECTED 30ME MILITANCY TO GIVE TME 
RESERVE MORE -ELF-DETERMINATION. HE TOLD TME CAPTAIN HE WAS IN FULL 
ACCORD ITH SUCH A PLAN EXCEPT ME MOPED HE AOULD BE OVER-LOOKED POR 
SUCH AH IMPORTANT PART.   MAT ME DID NOT TELL THE CAPTAIN WAS THAT ME 
HAD SOME  FLITTING NOTIONS POR GETTING ENTIRELY OUT Or THE RE ERVE 
AND TO SEVER ALL CONNECT IONR,    ITH TME RMV. SHOULD HE "SPARK-PLUO" 
THIS HEW IDEA, HE OULD : OON BE CASTIGATING, AMONG OTHERS, M|« REGULAR 
ARMY FRIEND* PORI 
1. THE POLICY or PLACING REGULAR *RMY OFFICERS IN THE VA T MAJORITY 
OF HIGHER COMMAND AND  T'FE POSITION  RATHER THAN  L  V  PLACING THE 
•tiff OBTAINABLE OFFICERS THERE* 
THEIR O^N PROMOTION NEGLECTS, «MCH OFFICERS AS COL. 
MYRON RUDOLPH, BURGEON, 7TH RMY, OR BRIG. OEH. CARL R, GRAY, JR., MR". 
^.   P*en SELECTION op <3»t AND *S OFFICER PERSONNEL, AND THEIR 
PERSONNEL   CIUNCLINO,    AT   LEA^T    IN   THE   McOICAL   DEPARTMENT. 
4.   THE COUVERT POLICY or A PREFERRED LIST r©R DECORATIONS FOR 
HEOULAR      R«V,   AMD   THE   "RATIONING*   PRACTICES   FOR   A    \RO|NG   HEOAL^    INSTEAD 
•f   SINCERELY   AW'ROIM   THEM   REGARDLESS   OF   WHERE   OR   BY   WHOM   EARNED. 
*U TO   PREVENT   A   REPETITION  OF   HAVING   THE   NEXT   ARMY   IMPEDED 
BY   HAY I NO   PEACETIME   OEA0wO©O   AND   DEADHEADI   THAT   COULD   REQUIRE   FOUR 
TEARS   OF   WAR   TO   ELIMINATE,    AMD   SOT   HAVE   TO   REPLACE   THEM   WITH   IMMATURE 
OFFICERS      HO   H*8   TO   ACT   Hi   TECHNICIAN'-   RAfHER   THAN  8Y   rfUOCMENT* 
CADY MAI   REALISTIC ENOUOH TO MANE   A  NOTE  THAT  THERE    OULD  BE  THE 
MEAL   OIFFICULTY   THAT   IS    INHERENT    IN   CRITlCl    I NO   THE   HOR<?E   WHICH   HA- 
*OH  THE   RACE.      REFORMINO   THE   RESERVE      MOULD   HAVE   TO   BE   DOME   OVER 
AOAIM   IN   HI3   OWN   SON'S   GENERATION   IF   A   NAIt   HAO   TO   BE   FOUGHT,    vOULDN*T 
IT? THE MAT ION COULO NOT AFFORD TO FIOHT NEXT WAR *?ITH THIS  VAR*B 
ORGANI7 AT ION, WEAPONS AND CASE*»H'RDENED IDEA'..,. 
1ST   t-T.    -NNIE   U   DlCKSON,   ANC,   AND   THREE   OTHER   ftVUBtf   WERE   TRANS- 
FERRED   TO  OTHER   HOSPITAL   .      t~T   LTS.   METTA  U   BAXTER,   f»T»   NOLA   B.   O'COR^I 
NOR, PT, KATHLEEN .CREECH, HD,« MARTHA M. KITCHEN, HD, AND 'ONES  LI H, 
HD, -ERE TRANSFERRED TO THE 15TH REINFORCEMENT DEPOT, AND THREE NUR3ES 
RECEIVED BY TRANSFER,  TH|f~     RE'.LLY A RUTHLE89 STRIPPING DAY OF 
LOSSES, AND PARTING  ITH THEM IN HIS OFFICE  A  AN EMOTIONAL TRIAL. 
I T LT . KATHYRN JONE-, MKg RUBY L.  iLLnORTH, ANC, %'ITH THE UNIT 
A LONG TIME, TRANSFERRED TO THE 100TH GENERAL HOSPITAL. 
.    VUftC   LABERTE   OF   THE   LUYTERIE,   tfAO   MsisTKI M« WAURICE 
MAREC/TAL WAS TEMPERAMENTAL, BUT CAOY HAD MOT SEEN MUCH INDICATION 
or TEMPERAMENT POR A MUSICIAN TO WANT SOMEONE TO SEE THAT THE MAMO 
'OULO BE TUNES SEPORt HtS CONCERT* AND HAVE IT LEFT ALONE UNTIL IT 
OULD BE I  . ^Heia T«IP FROM PARIS MAC BEEN BY RAIL, AND THE TRAIN 
WAS   LATE*      HIS   ACCOMPAMI    I PETITE   16   TEAR   OLD   MtkC*   MONICUE 
MfRClER    VM©   HAD   --vON   FIRST   PRIZE    IN   COMPETITION   A   MONTH   BEFORE   AT 
THE   PARH   CONSERVATOIRE   BE   MtfBtQtfC*      THEV   GAVE   A   LITTLE   PRIVATE 
CONCERT   AT   LABERTE1      iMMtf   AND   CAOV   HEARD   SOME   Or   IT.      HE   MAOJNO 
MtaaiviMO^ ABOUT THE PRETTY AND PRECOCIOUS uoui<.,ue os or THE OWE H T 
DREAMT CELLIST tfAREOMAL. 
THE AFTERNOON CONCERT   IN THE OrricsRs MESS WAS A MAW    UCCE    , 
TOO,   rOR   PATIENTS   AND   PERSONNEL,   AND   Fi>ii   ABOUT    |S0   INVITED   FRENCH 
PEOPLE. NYONE   MB*   DESlREO   COULD   RETURN  THE   NEXT   MORN!NO   TO   HEAR 
ONE   Of   THE   LA   T   PROORiNH   OT   t/k   SAM   BftRBEC.'s   PO v   SYMPHONY,   THEN  TO 
VISIT THE HOSPITAL. 
SATURDAY, T£ USUST.   LETTER PROM GEN. GRAY SAID HTS TRAIN /OULO 
LEAVE PARIS 51 AUGU~T, AND RETURN VIA GERMANY AND ITALY ON 10 SEPTEMBER. 
THt 
COL.       HOOK TRYING   TO   GET   CADY   AND   SAXYCH   IvROtt'N   ON   T'J      ITH!     MILITARY 
A 
RAILWAY ~ERVICE FOR THE TRIP. CACY ASKED THAT THE LONG-?UFFERINC 
BE MOOS WOULD BE INCLUDED,  ^HOOK SUSPECTED THAT WOULC BE A-KING TOO 
MUCH or THE GENERAL, BUT CADY KNEW HO* MUCH HE BECAME ATTACHED TO HIS 
OWN   DRIVER,    AND   REMAINED   OPTIMISTIC.      DANN   C5AIO   HE   DREADED 
THOUGHTS   Or   REMAINING    IN   THE   OCCUPATION   FORCE    , HOOK    'iAtO   HE    MJULD 
REJOIN   THE   UNIT   tOON.      OANN   *AS   BACK   FOR   THE   B*N:;UET,    Bt   HE   COULD 
ENJOY    IT   BETTER   ArTER   THIS   REASSURANCE. 
**•   tABERTE    AND   rAMILY   BROUGHT   THE   MUSICIANS   AND   ACCOMPANIED   THEM 
ON   THEIR   MO««»IT*L   TOUR.       Of"V   SURPRISED   AND    IMPRESSED   THEM   VERY   MUCH 
BY   GIVING   THEM   THEIR   LUNCH    IN   THE   ENLISTED   MESS.      THEY   LIKED    AMERICAN 
ICECREAM   ■•ftASl   THE    HOSPITAL       ^ "   LIKE   BEING    IN   A   CITY   ■■•'<» IT H   CAOY   I 
"PAP*"   TO   EVERYONE,    THEY   SAlC. 
CAOV 
M,   MARECHAL   WAS   GRACIOUS   «VITH   BARBEE   AND   MIS   ORCHESTRA,   AND 
DICTATED   A   VERY   NICE   TESTIMONIAL   LETTER    FOR    HlM.    ..THE    DINNER    ,/E NT   Off 
NICELY   ENOUGH,    BUT   *.    LABERTE   OlD   WOT   LIKE   THE   VAV   CADY      A ITiHH 
PEOPLE    IN   HI i   PROTOCOL    *RRANGEMENT,    HIMSELF   ESPECIALLY.       HE   WISHED   TO 
AVOID      4TTING   BESIDE   MAW.    IPALOINO   WHO   KNE      TOO   LITTLE   FRENCH   TO   SUIT 
HIM,    AND   WANTED   TO   EXCHANGE    »•?«   MA*.     .ARRICK.       CADY   HUMORED    HIM. 
P.UT    AT   DINNER   TIME   HE   TOOK    IT   UPON   HIMSELF   TO   RE   TCRL   THE   ORIGINAL 
PLACEMrr.T -    TH ,T   HE      OULO   BE   SITTING   BESlOE   THE    ATTRACTIVE    YOUNG 
IfclE.    DE   CHATTELUr,    AND   DIRECTLY   OPPOSITE   THE   COMTESSE   OE   CHATTELUB* 
ME WAS FACING M«E. KOLB, TOO, .HO HAD AN ACTIVE INTEREST IN HIS DOINGS, 
THIS A THE FIRBT TIME THE OE CHATTELUS FAMILY HAD ATTENDED ANY 
OF THE DINNERS.  THEV UNDOUBTEDLY ENJOYED THE FOOD AND THE COMPANY, 
ESPECIALLY MME. LCFEVRE AND MARECHAL.  YOUNG M«E. DE CMATTCLUS WAS 
OVERHEARD TO REMARK IN FRENCH THAT SHE HAD UNDERGONE AN AGREEABLE 
SURPRISE.  FROM WHAT SHE MAO SEEN AND HEARD OF THE AMERICANS, THEY 
WERE ALL A PRETTY AGGREF IVE AMD HARD LOT,  6W WAS GLAD, SHE BAlD, 
SHE HAD ATTENDED THIS DINNER FOR IT MAOE HER REALIZE THERE AERE REALLY 
NICE AMERICANS rfUST LIKE OTHER PEOPLE.  ... HEN THIS CAME TO CAOY, ME 
THOUGHT HE  OULD BE UNGENEROUS TO ASCERTAIN .HICH TOUGH ALLlEC TROOPS 
HAD LIBERATED HER HUSBAND FROM MlE FIVE YEAR IMPRISONMENT, OR TO 
MENTION TH*T THE AMERICAN TROOPS MAO LOET A MAN *MIL£ CHASING GERMANS 
OFF THE GROUND* OF HER HOME IN BcTTONCOURT.  HIS EFFORTS TO MAlA/TAlN 
AMERICAN MORALE SEEMED TO BE SHOEING DOUBLE BENEFIT i 
FIVE TD MEDICAL CAPTAINS vest PULLED OUT OF THE UNIT. 
SUNDAY, |f ^UCU~T.  TvO NURSE', I lift IT I AM AND AN INFANTRY OFFICER 
WE*C TRANSFERRED INTO THE UNIT.  NO EXPLANATI0N3 OAME  ITM THE INFANTRY 
LiruTrN*NT.     ...IT   MI  CHAPLAIN HQOK*7  LA^T  SUNDAY MORNING  SEVICE. 
CAOY USUALLY FORKED RIGHT THROUGH SUNDAY MORNING* IN HIS OFFICE, BUT 
THIS TIME HE ORAGOONEf. HOLOTIN AND ~>ANN AND THEY QUIETLY TALKED THE 
CHAPEL FROM THE REAR, HOPING THE CHAPLAIN -OULD NOT BE DISCONCERTED TOO 
vri w   f 
MUCH   BY   THE   PHENOMONEN. 
"UMUEL   A» 
T    1  '00   HOUR   CHAP.    HOOK    VENT   WITH   CADY   AND   MA,* ./OlBS I NS,MC, 
TO   PAY   TH£   CHAPLAIN*"   LA<*T   RE"»»FCT«   TO   THE     . ILD   8OAR0   Or   THE   VOsOES. 
C*OY   TRIED   TO   MAKE    IT   CLEAR   TO   OR.   CONTAL,    REMONCOURT,    THAT   MIT      OULD 
HAVE   T*0   On   THREE   OTH£a<4   COME       ITH   HIM,   BUT   THAT   H*0   SEEN  MISUNDERSTOOD 
OR   POROCTTEN'.      THE   HUNT   BAR    A   8 10   ONE    *ITH   AT   LEAST   *>0  TRACEUR^ 
MOM   DR.   COWTAL   DEEMED   TO   COWTROL.      TH?»E      ERE   ALMOST    ftt   MANY   PIREARMS 
AS   MEN    IN   THE   PARTY.      THE   BEATERS   DROVE   TOWARD   THE   R©A0t*   THROUGH   THE 
POREST    30   THE   HUNTERS   010   NOT   PENETRATE    INTO   THE   UlNl      N©   BOARS 
r.ZHZ   SIGHTED   MtUltl   THE   MAM   DURlHO   f^OO  TO   f?00   HOUR*,   BUT   THE 
BEATERS   REPORTED   SEE I NO   5,      *   ^RENCHMAN   "SHOT   AT   ONE   SOAR,    A*Q   ANOTHER 
PI RED    AT   A   POv. 
THE TERRAIN WAS STILL 0AN0SR0US, CAOY THOUGHT.  A* AMERICAN 
TRUCK HAD RUN INTO A ROAD?IDE DITCH, LEPT THERE  ITMOUT DOVER OR 
CAMOUPLAGE. ONE or THE FRENCHMEN PICKED UP I METAL, CASE, OPENED IT. 
ME   BOLDLY   T---I-.TEO   OPCNjkN   INNER   riBRE   CASE   WHICH   Ml   PILLED   WITH 
BOOSTER   rv~,r.~    AND   CHARBE9.      AB   A   BOOBY  TRAP    IT   WOULD   HAVE   BEEN   PATAL. 
OR,   CONTAL   TOOK   THE*   TO   HIS   HOME   P0R   REPRERHMENTS   WITH k IRABELI.E, 
ii 
HARC IffttJ    THERE «AS  ANOTHER PO^ERPUL HCCUOR DISTILLED PROM PLUMS, 
SOME MIRA8ELLE TARTS, AND SOME VERY TASTY OREEN APPLE TART??.  OR, 
CONTAL HAD BEEN ONE OP THE OUESTS AT THE MARECMAL OBMNER . MM£, 
CONTAL WAS ENCIENTE ^0 SHE HAO NOT ATTENDED THE DINNER.  CADY PRESENTED 
TNEM WITH A riPTH Op BOURBON WHISKEY, SOME TOILET *0*P   AND CIOARETT 
WMIOM SEEMED TO PLEASE THEM BEYOND THEIR RELATIVE BALUE<v.  THEY WERE 
ENTIRELY UNPAMILlAR ^ITH THE  AMERICAN BOURBON, THAT EARLY OACKwOOOS 
IOEAL DRINK DISTILLED PROM MAl7E,PE«AROEO AS A riT LtCCUOR rOR BOURiON 
KINDS. 
MONDAY, 20 AUBUST*  CADY WORKED , TOILED OVER RECOMMENDATIONS POR 
MED*L«t ETC*  HE WAS OLAD TO BE INTERRUPTED BY THE VKlIT OP COL , SROAN, 
MC, REOULAH  RMY GO, &0<?TH HOSPITAL CENTER WHO CAME  JfH 1~T LT. GEO. 
CADV 
UORIN, MAC, FOR OVERNIGHT, LT . UGRIN MAD SEEN RCBISTRAR OF THE ?~8TH 
GENERAL   HOSPITAL   WHILE    IT   WAS    *T   ^AVENEL.      I*   VOLUNTEERED   WO    INFORMATION 
or   H|P.^ORMER   COMMANDING   OFFICER,    BUT   ANS-EREO   PROBING   QUESTIONS   FREELY. 
HC   WAS   PLEASED   TO   «fT   A   AT  PROM   HIS   FORMER   UNIT,    AND   OTHERS   FELT   LIKE* 
WlSE»      CADY   WAS   STILL   ^ORDERING   MN    "ROM©   HE   MIGHT   HAVE   BEEN      HILE    HE 
WAS   PROTECTING   LY*   COL.    BORER   'ROM   COL.   BlSKOp'i   RlOtNG.      MAYBE,    TOR 
ALL   CONCERK?:r>,    IT   WAS   A   GOOD   THING   THE   9 AH   HAD   ENDED f 
%1    1SOO   HOUR   CADV  TOOK   MAJ.    ^RALDIHO   TO   THE   SOUS-PREFECTURE   AT 
NEUFCH*TE«U   F©R   DINNER     'ITH   M.   LE    ^OUS~PREF£T   AND   MME.   OEUVARr. 
Me   -A      A   BEAUTIFUL   BLOND   FROM   BRITTANY.      C*DV   BALLANTLY   QUOTED 
L*    ADMINI5TRATEUR      ANNETTACCl,   THE   COR3ICAN,    AND   COUNT   OE   KERG08 
(FROM BRITTANY) ABOUT THE REMARKABLY BEAUTIFUL *O«CM OF HER BIRTHPLACE, 
-HE WAS A8 NICE * I* OFFOB AT HER LOOKS, ALTHOUGH ME PRIVATELY FIGURED 
HIS BOOR STOMACH WAS GETTING ABOUT IT? LIMIT OF FINE FOODS* '. M4 
BlRQE, HIS v|FE, AMD A 0R# O&VIO WERE OUCSTS ALSO* BlROE ANO *tf* 'SPOKE 
FLUENT ENGLISH AN2  QOW OVERCAME CAOY'S INITIAL UNFAVORABLE IPRES5I0N 
A 
OF HIS ORINNINO MANNERISM*  OR, OAVIO SPOKE CMQLI-M  ELL ENOUGH TO 
RELATE RISQUE MEDICAL STORIES WHICH DfO MOT REALLY AMUSE MUCH* WfTMAL, 
IT WAS A MICE SOCIAL EVENING, RUT IT MAO COME SO SOON AFTER FIRST 
CONTACTS AT THE MARECMAL OlNNER THAT CADY WA« WONDERING WHAT THE ULTER- I 
|OR MOTIVED MIGHT BE  OON LEARNED. 
TUESDAY, ^1 MUQU$T. CADY WAS PROVOKED THAT SEN CHARLES'S TRAN-•« 
FER   CAME   FOR   THE    170TM   GENERAL   HOSPITAL    INSTEAD   OF   COL.   OfJCAR   REEDER'S 
17 RD.    HE TELEPHONED COL.  MCKE*N **HO HAD ARRANGED   IT   IN OfSftf AND 
HE SAID HE  OULO LOOK INTO THE MATTER, FOR HE DID NOT UNDERSTAND THE 
REASONS FOR THE CHANGE.  ^EAM SPARKED A NICE FAREWELL PARTY FOR BEN, 
S 
AND THERE WERE CHAMPAGNE TOASTING, 
N 
BY PHONE,  HOOK SAlO HE EXPECTED THE ^>t»T TO OEPXRT SOONER THAN 
ORIGINALLY SCHEOULC .   ■ T5THTR HOSPITAL MIGHT MOVE IN TO RELIEVE IT, 
THEN CAOY AitVftto   -HOOK THAT ME  SHOULD FOLLOW THROUGH ON THEIR TRIP 
•VITH GEN. GRAY TO   ITALY  AND  GERMANY.     THE UNIT  COULD BE  FOLDED UP WITH- 
OUT  CADY BEING  AROUND   IF THERE MIGHT BE  SOME  CONFLICT   IN  DATE   . 
THE PUBLICITY GATHERED BY MRR*  MILLER*I  MEN  BOOKOCO GOOD.     THE 
PICTURED   WfftC    FINE,    AND    COULD   SE   tfftt    "ELL   BY   THE    IT*    LOU I £    NEv.T-PAPERS . 
BUT WH*T MRS. MILLER AND THE OI?E in *cRf GOING TO no R|TN IT/ALL WAS 
/ 
-TTLl. R1KR0*** 
Itf LT. RIT* 0. 0*KESFC, ANC, ANO AN "ORIGINAL1*, AMD MARRY 0. 
KEARNS, MC|  "ITH THE 91 FT FOR « YEAR, WERE TRANSFERRED TO A REINFORCE- 
MENT DEPOT.  *NO Sr. LOUISE D.  *tLCN» PT, *AI PROMOTED. 
-,     "■   MltVRTt    MORE PHONING   uttvm  AIMT BEN CHARLE 
REVEALED   THAT    RtEDER   HAD    NOT   FOLLO «g0   THROUGH   AT    PARIG,    THEY    :J ; } 0.       HE 
WOULD    BE    GOING   TO   THE    170TH   AT   Lf    HAVRE.       CAOY   WA1       TILL    SPECULATING 
ON   THE   EFFECT   OF   THE    "0"   .'■ PCCl AL I rT ' s   RATINQ   WHICH   OVERSEAS   OFFICERS 
COULO    NOT   OVERCOME    BY   E-'PERIENCE    0??    ACCOMPLISHMENTS   ftVCtRCAti    . . . 1 ST 
LT.  MARY £.  CARTER,   *WC,   A FIHE  NURSE FROM THE 5^TH  STATION HOSPITAL, 
WENT TO THE  ncPtAewcffr  DEPOT.     A  Rtw PHYSICAL THERAPIST  CAME   IN. 
THE   EVENINQ   BEFORE   THERE   HAfl   BEEN   A   NICE   PARTY   FOR   C*APRIf    HOOK 
AT  CXUFJ  RWENEL.     MART   AMceoRTti   BCRI     ILL   EMBROIDERED  ABOUT  THE 
EXPLCITC    OF   THIS   ONE   OF    wCOL.    6*0?'B    CMARAOTtRB"   A      THE   OLO-T IMERG 
OF THE UNIT RAO BEEN CALLING THEMSELVES FOR TOME TIME. TODAY HE 
DEPARTED FC<~     MAVCN TO >"ORK HI" RAT HOME . 
ANOTHER MONTHLY COMMAND INSPECTION TEAM SPOILED CADY1?; PLANS TO 
GO DO.N TO U|JON TO tNCPECT Mil MOUT-PO'T", CHATEAU GOUVlLLE.  RA4« 
VANCERLOO, MCf MAJ. HAMPBON, DC, ft*, I    j. WixON, ANC, RA|  ANE 
CAPT. TINKLE, HACg '   rRE THE TEAM.  IT VOULD of LITTLE GOOD FOR 
CAOY   TO   RATE   THF    INSPECTORS,    RUT    HE   THOUGHT   MAJORS    VANOERLOO       \ND 
H-MP^ON      f'RE    QUITE   GOOD    ABOUT    THEIR   JOBS   ANO   KNE.V   WHAT   THE    21 tl 
REALLY   DOING,    GOOD   OR   BAD.       M\J,    MtxRN,    SOME   OF   THE   UNlT*S    NVRBCf 
REPORTED,     IfffttfR    TO    RANT    THEM   FRCATCi    IN   THE   MANNER   OF    A   OlFJL      BOARJlNG 
CADY 
CHOOL, CAPT. FINKLE A GENERALLY REGARDED AS A •GALVANIZED" 
OLD ARMY SERGEANT !TH A MENTAL CE IL IN8 OR "EXCELLENT* AS A SUPER- 
L Tivr.  f*r  «r GRUMPY AY ANY CHALLENGE^ TO MIS ATTITUDE OR  HIS 
POSITION,     .•♦THERE COULO NOT BE MANY MORE or THE~E VISITS! 
THE  HOSPITAL    A    BELOW 1,000 PATIENT* roR THE MRST TIME  IN 
FRANCE,   AND   IT Mf TAKINO DOWN AND PACKING E*CES-  OR EXPANSION BEDS 
ASOVE  ~9Q00* 
CADY   «A^       USPECTING   Hit   UNIT   MS      UPPER I RE   BECAUSE   Or   PERSONAL 
ANTAGONISMS.      HE   SAtO   NOTHING   BECAUSE   HE   DlO   NOT    *ANT   SOME   BIRD   TO 
USE   HIS   WORDS   TO   START    A   RAJMOR   HE   WAS   BECOMING   PARANOID   ABOUT    IT. 
HE     .ANTED   TO   SET   TH*T   UNIT   MERITORI0U8   StRVlCE   PLAQUE      DlsLOOOBn   rROM 
0I-5E,      BOLOTI*   M AY I NO   CAOY   SHOULD   BE   RECOGNIZED   rOR   HIS   SERVICE 
BY   THE    'MERICAM   ARMY,    A HM   Or   MERIT,    NO   LE33»      Hf   TOLD   BOLITAN 
THE   UNIT   8HOUL3   OOMC   PlRST,   THAT   **LAGUE,   OR   HE   WOULD   rEEL   EMBARRA8SC0 
TO   BC   ft£C03*|?C0   AHEAD   Or   THE   UNIT. 
THURSDAY,  II   AUGUST*      S*vt* NURSES AND A PHYSICAL THERAPI  T 
RETURNED TO THCI* 0 vN UNIT-.   IT      GOOD THAT THE NUMBER Or PATIENT" 
HAD BEEN REDUCE 3 POR THESE TEMPORARY, SHORT TERM PERSONNEL WERE NOT 
THE HELP 0*C MIGHT IMAGINE. 
LT. COL. KtNSUA*, MC, MA<I. HA1N£3, C£, LT. FlSHER AND LT. ^HEPPV, 
AH INSPECTION TEAM ENROUTE EL=lE HERE,  TOPPED rOR LUNCH.  KIN MAN 
HAD 8 f   3URBERY, tS?ND STATION HOSPITAL IN 'TALY,  AND 
7TH GENERAL m FRANCE* GOUCOHE IN THE TEAM HAO THE TORY THAT 
LT. COL. BORER, CO,  "TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, HAD NOT LEPT FRANCE  ITH 
HlsluNIT   BUT   HAD   OONE   HOME   ON   POINTS.       HO/EVER,    AND    INSTEAD,    HE   HAO 
AN   ACCIDENT   DON   IN   THE   MARSEILLES   AREA    *N0   NAD   BEEN   HOSPITALIZED 
rOR   SOME   TIME       ITH   AN    INJURED   KNEE    AND    SOME    KNOCKED   OUT   TEETH. 
MAJ. JOE PARKER SENT CADY HIS GRATITUDE rOR THE ErroRTs or THE 
IT    IN   HI-   BEHALr,    AND   THAT   HE   HAD   COMPA    ^lONATE   OROER ENDING   HIM 
TO   THE    ^TATE    . 
BY TELEPHONE,    ^HOOK SAID HE HAD LEARNED THAT Gen.  LEE MAO HELD 
UP   THE   PU   UE,    ALONG   wITM   SEVERAL   CTNER   MEDICAL   UNITS,   BECAUSE   OPttTOO 
'» 
MANY   COURTS."ANO   OTHERS   HAD   TOO   MANY   VO   CA »ft«      CADV    'ONOEREO   TO   SHOOK 
U 
JUST   *'HAT   COULD   THE   GENERAL   EXPECT   OF   A   UNIT    %OOLY   ENOUGH   TO   BE   AS- 
A 
CORBlNG   ArtO   SALVABINO   Pf YCHONEUROT IC,    COMBAT    •«   HOUT"   TO   THE   EXTENT 
Of      O   TO    %0   PERCENT   Or    ITS   DETACHMENT*      **ELL,    COL.   ^OgT.   E.   THOMAS, 
BURGEON,   OfSE    !B#   HAO   TOLD   CAPT.   KROG   THE   UNIT   SHOULD   HAVE    IT,    AND 
THAT   BOLOTlN   SHOULD   GO   UP   T©   KERR    IK  THE   grOTM   HOSPITAL   CENT£R   ANO 
TELL HIM ME HAO SAID S#« • *• T«E A ARC BAI A COMMAND FUNCTION, EN* 
LEE'S* ANO CADT NAB NOT COINS TO PRET ABOUT IT ANY MORE, HE TOLD 
uOL.   ~BOOK»      ^ITH   ALL   THIS    ?NAru    IN   THREE   HEAD   UARTER",    THERE      A 
JUST   TOO   MUCH   RUNAROUNOl 
\m* LA COMTEK D« CHATTELUS HAD A TEA, CHE Z £LLE. TM£ HOSPITAL 
NIGHT HAVE THE HONOR OP A VlSlT BY MM£. LA MARECNAL LYAUTEY THE AEEK 
FOLLO    INC.      3HE      A      DEMISED   A^   THE   SPRlBHTLV   *IB*N   OP   THE   PAMOUS 
FRENCH HERO -VHO PA-^IPIEO MOROCCO AND VLOEAIA, AND FOR ,?HOM PORT 
Lf AUTSY WA<5 NA«EC« 
FRIDAY, *t UQUTI. A NE- HOSPITAL DIETITIAN JOINED. FRAIL, 
DURABLE AN3 EXPERT CAPT, RUTH A. THAYER,*NC, ONE OP THE "ORlOlNALi^ 
HAD 3EEN JlCX AT THE t78TH GENERAL HOSPITAL.  N**S CAME SHE  HAO BEEN 
BENT HOME. 
if  HAD LUNCH AT  CHATEAU GOUVILE,  OUOM,     LT.  LOUOK 
OOlND HER JOB WELL A" EXECUTIVE HO^TE^ .  "HE Ml PRE IDINO AT THE 
6*tf 
DINING   TABLE    IN   A   NICE    JtBNIFIED   MANNER,   REALLY   ADDING   "HABB"   TO   THE 
EXPERIENCE   OF   WE   MIXES   Wttf«?   MEN,    rOMEN,   OFFICER?   AND   ENLMTEOt 
KITE **n COLO-- TMI-  DESEGREGATION or RANK AND RACE BAI ME* 
VHAVraMI  T" nofHC,  OF  COOR-.C.  C*cv HAD TO AOVTFE MORE  CIRCUMSPECTION. 
C   DY   MfBBff   COL.    IT^OW   *>T   BE-'NCON,   FOR   M       II    II        ITEIBLAH©* 
C-.rr.  HAT(   "-»'.,  cr THE  '6TH,  atMt ON    JTH HIM TO MTHA BOURC FOR THE 
f f?.  B**f PkH   HI" REfPECfS If GEN. M VlOIJR«r NONE. THE GENERAL 
O'JLC it fI     I , UNFORTUNATELY, OW THE FOLLOWING  CDNE'DAY, MM£. 
OU Vtr     |M HER LOVELY DAUGHTER vOVLC BE *T CHATEAU CHARLES  ITH 
A COUPLE OF AMTMCM OFFICERS. 
BAfBJtOAfg   ""S     VtVtfi        I     Y   ARKIVE'      T   fM     TOP-OVER   tN  METZ 
AFTER   irCOl .       1    T   LTC,    UICE   ?ALKER,     -NC,   ANC   E.LOISE    HABLER*    ANC,   WfERE 
©N  THE   JOB,   THfV   HA I   CLEANED   «P   AND     ERE   PUTTING   FINISHING  TOUCH* 
Ov   pfn   ffjg   «?TCEPT!OW  OF   THE   FfRlT   fftUMl   If   Mif*!   CIRCUIT   TRAVELERS* 
THEY    KEAPC e? f-cwe OFFICIAL  3i-CONTENT    ITH CAOY'B PLAN*.    THE 
CO,   15&TM SSMERAL   HBSPITAL   BJAQ   THE   HOU3E   FOR   HI ltfJB|    \M   THE 
9TH  P|*?LO HOSPITAL   WA1   ttOftNStN*   MAJ.   SCKWLT2,   THE   CO,    ;.A!»   AB"ENT* 
CIff   LEFT I      VOTE   |XJ*lA|SHN      i*f   ME   »A     TRYING  TO   M   AND   INVITED 
THr   I   J3~ TO   JOIN   IN      ITK  THE   CIRCUIT*      HE   »ENT  ON TO  THE   TtWl   VAJOR 
*HC   ii    IT.  LT.   UMgi U PURSER,  JR.,  C".     ft »AI PLAIN HE   I 
DETERMINEO THAT MA«I, SCHULT^  OULC HAVE THE HOU*E*  ME OFFERED ANYTHING 
ELSE THtT     "/* IL'81. . 
CADY GRIPED THAT THE YOUNG TO N MAJOR WAS MAINTAINING, A SELFISH 
ATTITUDE BY DENYING A LAR~T FLING FOR THREE YEAR OVERSEAS VETERANS. 
HE ASKED FO!» HIS REMOVAL ORDER IN WRITING, THEN HE V/OULO VACATE THE 
PREMISES "ITHIN 24 HOUR**. CADY NOW HAO NO DESIRE TO GAIN ANY SUPPORT 
FROM    LT.    COL.    KERR,    NOR   ClSE     I    BA^E.       THE    LUXEMBOURG    AND   THE    RHEIMS 
LINKS    IN   THE    CIRCUIT   WERE   TO   BE    FORGOTTEN.       HE   WAi   GOING   TO   BE    ABSENT 
ON   THAT   TRIP,    AND   THE   UNIT'S   TENURE    SHOULD    NOT    BE    COMPLICATED   BY 
ANY   UNNECESSARY   FIGHT    «IU3T   TO   SEE    'AHO   COULD   VlN.      THE   GERMAN   BUSES 
WERE   BREAKING    DOwM   ABOUT    A?   OFTEN   AS   THE   UNITfS   FINE   MECHANICS    COULC 
REPAIR   THE*.       CADY'S    "OFFICIAL      HOROSCOPE    FOR    THE   UNIT    WAS   THAT    IT 
♦ 
WAS TIME FOR THE COMMANDER TO BEGIN PULLING IN HIS HORNS.   ..HE GAVE 
ORDERT TD LT. ffAMCCN TO PREPARE TO CLOSE EVERYTHING AS SOON  M I HE 
COULO GET THE FIRST BUSLOAD OF CIRCUIT RIDERS STARTED FOR f?AVNEL 
THE NE>T DAY.   HE "OULD HAVE TRUCKS THERE TO BRING THE PERSONEL AND 
PROPERTY BACK, TOO. 
' BIG BASKETFUL OF PAPERS AWAlTCt HIM,   HiCH TOOK HIM UNTIL 
?r>C0 HOUR.     COL.   ^HOOK TELEPHONED FOR  HIM TO BRING  ALL THE  DATA ON 
THE  UNIT'S  COURTS-MARTIALS,   VD RATES,  ETC.  WHEN    HE  /'OULO COME  TO 
PARIS TO  JOIN GEN.  GRAY'S TRAIN.     ...CAPT   NIE  WAS  ALREADV WORKING ON 
A  SPECIAL  A   -IGHMEKT TO TABULATE   ALL THE  "HIGH-LIGHTS    OF THE  UMIT 
WHILE  OVERSEAS,   AND  HIS   DEADLINE  WAS 0800  HOUR    THE  FOLLOWING  THURSDAY. 
...THE UNIT WAS   IN CATEGORY   IVB,   AND  HIGH ON THE  LIST  TO BE  RELIEVED 
BY  ANOTHER UNIT. 
SUNDAY,   ?6    UGUST.      THE  STAFF WAS PUSHING  HARD TO GET  ALL THE 
PATIENTS OUT  WHO COULD  BE   SENT  ANYWHERE.     THERE  HAD BEEN A  RUMOR THAT 
THE PO    ~ECTION   VOULD BE  EXPANOED TO HOSPITAL SIZE,  BUT  MOW FACTS 
REVERSED THE RUMOR.     ^S  SOON AS THEY COULD SEND THE PO    PATIENTS TO 
NANCY,   ONLY   '00 WOULD  REMAIN   IN THE   VARDS.       ...LT.   COL.  OSCAR   HAMPTON 
TELEPHONED   FROM   FRANKFURT   TO   LE'RN    \H0   ALL    HE   MIGHT   FIND    AT   THE    UNIT 
SHOULD    HE    PAY    IT    A   VISIT.       HE   URGED    HAMPTON   TO   LOOK    AROUND   THERE   TO 
CATY 
IFF  IF HE COULC DO ANYTHING ABOUT GETTING DAMN KTCATCB AND SACK TO 
THE UNIT.      THEN DANN CALLED FROM HEIDELBERG ABCUT THE SAME THINS, AND 
«**IO HE MIGHT 8E »*CK FOR THE PARTY ON "EDNF1DAV ANY*AY. 
(87J 
M.   ^EORQCr   JAOGUFT,*   r?CMIT£CT   FOR   RAVFNEL,   BROUGHT   HIS   ftlFE   TO 
1 
SCt   WHAT   THE   PLACE   HAD   BUILT   TO.   CAOV   A^KED   HIM   FOR    *   PICTURE   OF   THE 
"SPREAD"   BEFORE   THE   UNIT   HAD   MOVED    IN,    AND   PROMISED    HE      OlitO   GIVE    HIM 
A   CORY   Or   WHATEVER   THE    AlR   PHOTO-,   RECENTLY      OULO   "HOv,      ME      SHOWED 
THE   FAIR   AROUND   UNTIL    IT   «A8   TIME   TO   GIVE   THEM   I   LUNCH   IN  THE   BIQ 
Mf^f.       THE   8VWMV   DINNER   PLEASED   THEM   VfNV   MUCH.      J'ftOUFt   MB   VERT 
ANv'IOUn   TO   GET   CADY**?   FROMtf,E   TO   WRITE   HWtfttfl   TANGIBLE   AND   FAVORABLE 
ABOUT   THffpLANT,       CAOV   PROMISED   THAT   BUT   NOT    IMMEDIATELY.       ... 
M.    AND   NBffa    LfFEVRE   CAME   TO   MANE    INQUIRIES    ABOUT   THE   PROPOSED   Vl    IT 
8V   MME.   LA   M**ECH.«Lf    LYAUTEV   ON   ■OMRttAVt 
GEN. THRA*Hr»»<5 ORDERS OA*E FOR CAOV TO GIVE CAPT. MMMM it 
AOMINI^TRATIVF   REPRIMAND   BTCftUT   Ht   RAt   NOT   HANDLED   THE   0OWREMV- 
LA-PUDrttE    INCIDEHTLV   St*t••BIT   ENOUGH.      MOORE* I   FtHtf   REACTION   MB 
TO   DECLINE   TO    MMff)f   A   REPRIMAND    AND   A^K   FOR    A   COURTS-MART IAL. ELL, 
CAPTAIN,    H*      Mr   HOT   D^TTE?   BAft   TO   SEE   THE   REPRIMAND   BEFORE   BECOMING 
M   *#•§•<       "    COURTS-MART ML   MIGHT   DEL *,Y   Rft   GETTING   HOME   A   LOT   EVEN 
tr   HE   ^OULH   BE    HflffOt      HE   *AS    NOT   ENTIRCLY   tLAMSLFf,   FOR   Mt   HAD 
NOT    REPORTED   THE    iMIOftTT   TO   HIS   COMMANDING   OFFICER.       CADY*r    0 
INVESTIGATION   HAO   SEEN   TILE'S     IfBJ    M    HA«   BEAD   TH\T    HIMSELF,    AND   CAOV 
HAD HO BCtfJM  BffMtH T* ss  HCVB UP FOR   I TRIAL,     fr  SCt*tt TO HIM THAT 
•fSJCftAL   THRASHER    'ANTED   MORE   8A«K   TH»N   BITE    IN   Hfl   FUN IDMMENT .       C-TV 
BEGAN  TO   DRAFT   N    "MABtffB   Fff#f"   fMAf   PREVENTED   OPT.    MOORE   FROM   DOING 
ANYTHING   RA   n   ABOUT   A   BIT   OF   TRUTH   BEING   TOLD   TO   HIM    IN'     T !TINQ. 
HOPED    IT   WOULD   BE    BMty    AND   rrSR^MONf Of     FNOU*M   Tn    "'TIT   'V Nt*A4 
THRA    HER1'?   TRANSLATORS   AND   THE   FRENCH   RED IF11 NT? •      CAOV    VOULD   KEEP 
A   PER<>ON'-L    COPY,    TOO,    FO»    ANY   FUTURE   NEED'. 
CADY 
UBNOAY,       "      J8U»T«      CADY   O^UDQE^   ,,LL   DA*    rITH   MlO   THRCC   3CR1CANTS 
ON   THE BtM*A?t*B*|       CMC   REVISED   AND   RE-REV 18CO#      COME   wCCRE   BElNO 
MNlr.NCD.      LL   THC .. _ rutt I NO   KITHIN   MMSELf   ABOUT   3tN.    PjE   u 
CH- Z9 AS soaic or HI    cr.me HIM.      !r u «OULO 
RCLLY   SL3CIC   THE   M Y   *A«5   COINO   TO   CE   PERSISTENT    IK   CClMO 
EVERYTHING   MG   COUL DH  NIOHT   GET    INDIVIDUAL;   OFFICIAL   OOMNENOAT IONS 
OR   OTMHR ltPtN   ATE. 
THEY  -XRE PLANNING A COMPLETE RO TCR DIRECTORY or THE UNIT. 
-rrwro T© VA«I ONC,  BUT -GME OF THE CNLI  h     VEN I^NTED 
THC ITH   THC   OFFICER'    LEFT   OUT I      C* DY   PUT   AN   OFF ICI *L   FOOT   CO«BJ 
ON   THAT    IDEA.      %UHY   OF   THE   OFFICERS    AND   CM-ISTED   MEN   MAC   OR£/T   MUTUAL 
REOARO   FOR   EACH   OTHER. HE   TOLl   30L^TI T   A   F£*   <ORCHl ~CRCE*NTf 
MO   HAD   BEEN   KEPT   TOO   LONG   CVCRtCAS   BHOULC   NOT   BE    ALLC.£C   TO   HtNSlCAP 
A
*-L   T nOU   NNO.IMO  THE ANO   AODRCS'    OF   THE   FINC   PEOPLE 
WHO   H iVE3       ITH   THE*,      fe   T3LC       INTCRBOKCR   THC   M'LCONTENT      COULD 
LINE   OUT   THE   N'ME"   THEY      ANTED   TO   POAOCT   rROM   TNCIR   COP 11 NCI 
THEY   CCT   T"EM, FOR   HIlfSELr,   CKLY   THAT   SE'ERTCR    IN    fT*LV   AR2   TNC 
ocncRTCR IN FRANCE *OULD BE LINCD OUT MON THE BEQINNINB* THE FRENCH 
£-r TAKING fMCin uaurr CONGE (HOLIDAY;.) AND THEY COULD "CON FIMD 
ENOUGH   PA?ER   TO   PR I NT   THE   LtTTLE   0LACK   SOOKfi   THEY   SAUTED, 
THREE HO PITAL DJETICI U~ *fU ALIGNED TO THE UNIT no* THAT 
THEY   WERE   NOT   NEEDED,      LT«   COL.   tfltttfl   R»   Of"KIND,   MC,   CAME    IN  TO 
HANDLE   THE   LABORATOR I E'J •      HE      A      PROM   >Al   FRANCISCO, 
rVf«tAf|        f      MVffi      '"A/,       ;n|(5   FOUND   SOMETHING   IN   COL.   PATTON*3 
CHE   T      HfOH   M Ntl   TO   Or "   rOf*   fwf   *ffK«   DURING   ftftf    IN   8EO» 
&faic«  LEFEYRC   AN3 BswoOa IMMtWT HK«  LYAV"EV FTOM m* CHATE»U 
IN    THOREY*    THE   ittMHIl A? Hfft—•Wf TO PICK UP THE YOUNGER 
OS CHATTEtU ' . me*   LVAUTEY »Afl \9GUT £4*5, VERY SPRY AND KEEN- 
MINDE?, LITERALLY INTERESTED IN 'GOUT EVERYTHING IN  THE 
Or 
HOSPITAL,   km ■ ■'    or IT.    THE GUESTS  SERE -NTERTAINEC AT THE 
tSOO HOUR DINNER AND  ALL  ATE  PRTTTT    ELL,   CONSIDERING HQ    GENEROUSLY 
u 
THEY NAD BEEN SAMPLING THE  PI;; is* AMD ICECREAM FOOAf.,  "H^N ,V»E . 
* 
Lv   UTEY    .-.ANTED   TO   LEAVE,   THE    WUK'IOR   CECHJTTCLUS    AND   0ENDO?   TOOK   HER 
HOME.      *W»   ftf   WHATTELUS   REMAINED   »|fH  THE   OTHER   LADlE*      MOM   lUrf, 
*LDIUG,  Mti    UMtA GARDNER,  AND Bftf  PO'tCftB ENTERTAINED  IN CLUB 
RAVENEL,      THEY   Bfftft   ALL   TO   ©0   TO     fMfttf   ON  THE   |*  TO   PEE   THEJTHATE,' U. 
C*OY   ALREADY   HAD   :0M£ ff    IT   TOR   HE   MAC   IOAMCS   L* ILLUSTRATION* 
AND Liri: NUMBERS    HICH HAD THE    TORV or MAR* M it. LVAUTEV  WRITTEN 
UR   IN  BRIEF* vl      NTLY   TH£   0L-:   GENTLEMIN   HAD   BEEN  RORN   TO   LEAD 
rRL'NCHWEN   A*0   TO   PA r   IFY I      AMD   BERBER"* 
EONErOAV,     :9      UUU<*T, f   ENTY-f   fO   PNMCB   RETURNED   TO   THEIR 
Ov;N   STAf IOK   . 
CADT   WORKED   ON   THE   RECOMMENDATION ITH   INTERRMPT lOMSf 
0»S#   CONTAL,    pfesE   rT   r\L    .C*ttt   TO   YlSlT   AND      ERE   MUCH   IMPRESSED 
WITH   THE   REMAINS   OF   THE   HOAPITL.      TH'Y    |J NT ED      LL   THE   DISCARDED 
MACA.  iNEf,   AND   PERIODICAL   ,   HKttl JOURN   I --^fUY,   BFCAU   E 
FE      OF   THE   DOCTOR'.?    |N   THE      PEA   RAD   RECEIVED   ANYTHING   DURING   5   YEARS* 
THE  HO. MEMC-.L  OAPTAIN 0AM TO tffl  ABOUT THE  PO'   ACTION.    HE 
CAOY 
OULD TAKE THE LA T   ^ PO   PATIENTS, THE DOCTORS AMD NURSES,  AMD THAT 
OULD END THIS INTERESTING EPISODE IN THE UNIT*?? HISTORY. 
Oc HAMPTON MANAGED TO FLY TO NANCV AND tAi BROUGHT TO KAVEMEL« 
GCORQE   VULFF*'-   HOSPITAL  Mt     TABING,   SO  HE  HAO TIME  TO DRIVE     DOWN 
FROM REIMS.  DAMN AND A LT. COLONEL FRIEND GOT HOME TOO.  COL • WEBB 
B. GURLEY, DC, ROLLED IN FOR THE PARTY, *A PARTY TO ENO ALL PART IBSf" 
CAOY **« TO RUSHED TO MAKE NOTE- Of ALL THIS AND MANY DETAILS «ERE 
LOST TO POSTERITY*  As C*DV LEFT FOR PARIS,  BEAM AMD OTHERS  ERE 
FORMULATING PLANS FOR A MED ICO-OENTAL PARTY, ANO A NURSING  l°ARTV» 
BEAM MI TO BE ACT INO COMMANDER «NILE CAOY WAS ABSCHT AMD n  ORKING ON 
THE RAILROAO* 
9 
THURSDAY, -0 AUGUST. 
CAOY ARRIVED AT VERSAILLES ABOUT 1500 HOUR AND IMMEDIATELY *ENT 
TO SEE "HOOK. WAC ^GT. MOORE SALO HE OULD RETURN SOON, AND HE 
BOUGHT   OUT   CAPT*    CREVER,    AWARDS   AND   DECORATIONS,   TO   GIVE   HIM COPY 
OF   THE   LETTER   AMD   BRIEFS   ON  THE   Biff   PERSONNEL   «?HICH   HE   HAD      SENT   TO 
H   .,   CON'D   BACK    IN     PRIL.      HO   ONE   SEEMED   TO   KNO»       HAT   HAD   HAPPENED   TO 
THE   ORIGINAL.      C'PT   CREVER   PROMISED   HE      OULD   DO/sHAT   ME   COULD       ITH 
THEM,      HE   THOUGHT   CADY   MIGHT   CUT   ACROSS   CHANNELS   DIRECTLY   TO   THE 
FRENCH, HE COUNSELLED. ...YES, THAT MIGHT BE EA Y, MAYBE...MAYBE! 
COL.   SHOOK   THOUGHT    HE   COULD   FIX   UP   WHAT   *GT.    HAROLD   J.    K*P^CH 
WANTED,    AN   OVERSEA      OCCUPATION   JOB,    MAYBE    IN   ABOUT   THREE    *£EK    . 
HE   WANTED   ALL   THE   OTHER   *LOw   POINTERS**  OF  THE   ?18T   ~URV£VC0   FOR 
SPECIAL   ATTENTION   AT   HE   OUARTERS.      HE   VOLUNTEERED,   TOO,    HE      COULD 
BET CAOY A COPY OF HIS RECOMMENDATION FOR BV*. HE SAID IT HAD BEEN 
THE   SOLEWECOMMENDATION   FOR   A   HOSPITAL   COMMANDER   AMONG   THE   NINE      HICH 
HOOK   MAD   DRAFTED,, L   0,    HE      A      TRYING   TO   GET   THOSE    PL 
THROUGH  FOR   THE       UT , 10   THE      6TH   GENERAL   HOSPITAL^.      HE   MAO 
CADY,    BflOvN   AND   OICK   MCKEAN    (~6TH)   TO   DINNER       ITH   HIM   AT   THE   PAMOU 
^TEL GEORGE V, AND ITH CHAMPAGNE ON THE TABLE. 
CADV THEY "CHEWED THE FAT" A LOT AND ENGAGED IN REVEALING ARGUMENTS. 
BAXTER BROWN DISMISSED THE MATTER or A uttf BY DECLARING NO RECOMMEND- 
ATIONS AT ALL -OULD BE OOMINO FROM HIM*  T«E  HOLE UNIT HAD EARNED 
A BIT OF NOTICE THREE TIME , AND RECEIVED NOTHING BUT THREE YEARS OF 
HATE-DUILOlNGJrREATMENT. THE   CAUSE   Or   IT   OOT   A   CROIX   DjE   GUERRE   rOR 
UjEia   °R*«    HE  INSISTED THE    HOLE UNIT  HATED THEIR FORMER COMMANDER 
80   MUCW THEY      ANTED   NOTHING   TO   00   stTH   MED*L HlCH   CAME   fROM   THE 
REGULAR      RMY.      CADY   SUGGE^TEO   THE   NEXT   NE*T   THING   WOULD   BE   TOR   HIM 
TO   HURRIEDLY   SINGLE   OUT   ALL   THE   DESERVING    INDIVIDUALS   AND    'RITE   THEM 
UP,      SROwN   MINCED   NO   WORDS   ON  THE   MATTER,   AND   HE   HAD   NO   BELIEF   THAT 
HE   COULD   EVER   CHANGE   His    IDEA-       ITH  THE   PA''~:AQ£   OF   TIME,       (THE   AAR 
HAO   TAUGHT   CADY,   TOO,   TO   HATE   FOR   THE   FIRST   TIME   IN   HIS   LIFE,   OUT 
TIME   WA^HOwlNG   HIM   THAT   A   RERSONAL   HATE   COULD   CHANGE   TO   SOMETHING 
ELSE)      ME   TOLO   8R0   N  THEN   HE   MIGHT   REGRET   LATER   THAT   HE   HAD   MISSED 
AN  ORRORTUNITY,    ANO   THINE   WAS   NO   USB    IN   CONFUSING    INDIVIDUALS   *ITH 
THE   *HOLE   REGUALAR      RMY,      OlO   SHOOK   HAVE   ANYTHING   TO   00      ITH    IT* 
THEY DISCUSSED COL.   "TROHM*« NOTION THAT SOMETHING SHOULD OE 
DONE ABOUT THE R0sT*»WAR RESERVE A BIT, BUT DEFERRED THAT  UNTIL 
SHOWN AND C DY COULD RETURN TO PARIS, MAYBE *ITH ^TROMM. MEANWHILE, 
CADY  OULD GET IN TOUCH THE NEXT DAY  ITH COL. BELOT SO ^HOOK COULO 
ARRANGE IT, THEY WOULD LIKE TO E RLORE THE POS~IBILIT IE* FOR GETTING 
SHOOK CONSIDERED FOR THE NEXT ^URGEON GENERAL. THEV WERE THANKED 
FOR THAT, ANO FOR WHAT CADY HAD RLTTEN TO G"N, ILNON ABOUT THE 
PROMOTIONS 1H00K, RUDOLPH ANO MlOOLETON MAO EARNED.  ...CADY NOTICED 
THAT HHOOK M  RETICENT ABOUT COLS. BELOT AND ^TROHM.  '?HQOK  HAD NEVER 
■ EEN ENTHUSlA TIC ABOUT GEN, "ILSON, EITHER, BUT HE HAD NEVER TRIED TO 
INFLUENCE C DY'G RELATIONS *ITH HIM, 
FRIDAY,  1 UGUST. BENDO- A DELIGHTEO THAT HIS NAME WA^ 
ALSO   ON   THE   TRAIN   TRIR   ORDERS,      THEY      ENT   TO   GEN.   GRAY*S   OFFICE   TO 
E   PRES-,   THEIR   GRATITUDE    AND   TO   DET   THEIR   INSTRUCTIONS.      THEV   DROVE   A 
C  QY 
CIRCUITOUS   ROUTE   BACK   TO   THE   ^RO   GENERAL   HOSPITAL   TOR   LUNCH.   CAOY 
HAD   BECOME   ADEPT   AT   MNAVISATINOH   THE   COMPLEX   STREET   PATTERN  Or   PARIS 
BY   READING   DIRECTLY   FROM    AN   OPEN   MApON   HIS   LAPI    "STRAIGHT   AHIAO,    ... 
rfOO   LEFT   NEXT   CORNER...TURN   RIGHT,    HALr   BLOCK...TAKE   THE   RIGHT   FORK, 
N 
ETC. FTER   LUNCH   THEY   TOOK   HOLLENBECK,   THE   C*TRA   DRIVER,   TO   THE   4>UVRE 
"WsruM*    THE REAL -STATUE OF VJ-NUS oe MILO ,VA      ORTM SEEING, OF COURSE, 
BUT THE BOYS THOUGHT WSHC ISA* A COLO PROPOS IT ION."  THS PA INT ING OF 
HISTLER'S MOTHER, AND MANY OTHER FAMOUS ART TREASURES WERE BAG* IN 
VIEW.      *W   BOYS   OIO   NOT   KNO*      H^T   TO   APPRECIATE,   AND   CAOY   BAB   MOT 
MUCH   BETTER   OFF   AFTER   FOUR   YEARS   OF   CONCENTRATION  OM  MUNOAME   FACTS 
NOT   FAR   REMOVED   FROM   "CREATURE   COMFORTS   OF   LIVING."   *£   HOPED      TO   SEC 
THE   MONA   LI?A   BUT   010   NOT    ftNO®   Bttttf    IT SUPPOSED   TO   BE.      ...^HERE 
WOULD   BE   TIME   FOR   A   NAP   IF   HE   COULD   GET   BACK   TO  THE   HOSPITAL. 
HE   WAT   A   ARE MED   BY   JOE   PARKER,    WHO   HAD   TO   DO   THAT   OR   MIS      THE 
CHAT   ENTIRELY.*T   WAS   NICE   TO   SEE   HIM   AGAIN   AMD   TO   BRING   EACH   OTHER 
UP   ON   THE   FACTS   AND   FICTIONS   OF   THE   DAY.    ...COL.   TULLY,   Mft<>,   CAME 
FOR   DRINKS   AMD   DINNER      ITH   8R©*N   AMD   C\DY.      Hf   DEPARTED   ■ITH  ONE 
OF   THE   NURSEB   WHO   •*•   GOING   ON   THE   TRIP,   TOO.       ^MEV   BOARDED   TR    IN   400 
AT   GARE   DC   L*EST   AT   '10   HOUR   AND   TALKED  UNTIL   MIDNIGHT*      AT   THE 
MOMENT   THE   PARTY   WAS* 
BRIG. SEN. CARL ft* GRAY JR. 
COL.    '■RTHUR   U    ^TODOARD,   Mr    , 
COL. *«• vv« CAMPBELL, Wt , 
COL. E. K. MCFADOEN, MR , 
COL. LEE D. CADY, MC, 
COL. BAXTCR BROWN, MC, 
CART. JV, HAVE-, MR ,  IOE 
1ST LY. FLORENCE <YPERSKI, *NC, 
MADELINE CARROLL, P<~, THE FAMOUS ACTRESS* 
T/4 THEO BENOOI.    HE MATCHED     ITH "TCRRY" AND OTHER^JOF THE 
CADV 
ENLISTED ^TATF AND CREW THE GBNERAL ALWAYS TOOK WITH HIM, 
THESE LUXURY CARS OF THE TRMN HAD SEEN ASSEMBLED PORTUITOU LY 
■v GEN. ftutt THE COLONEL* -ERE IN THE PRIVATE CAR or NAZI MARSHAL 
HERMANN GOERINQ* THEY WERE PLUSH, AS ONE COULD EXPECT, WITH INTER- 
CONNECT INC   COMPARTMENTS.      THE   SEATS   AND   3ERTHS   WfltC   ARRANOE   CROSS** 
wlet or THE CAR*    So rAHs AS *TMC SEAT or HIS RANTS" COULD TELL 
CAQV, THE ROAOtfD WAS STILL RATHER ROUGH, AND THE TRAIN WAS NOT 
AT 
RUNNIN<3AANV TREMENDOUS SPEfD, MAVSC A SIT CAUT IOUSLV THROUON THE 
0ARKNE5S,  M« WAS VERY TIRED AND SLEEPY, 
AT THE yNIT» THE ^EOlSTRAR Ml rALSELV STILL REPORTING %660 
OPERATING BE03J AVERAGE ^EOS, % *95f MAXIMUM PATIENTS, SfflSl 
AVERAGE PATIENTS,   t»40t|  TOTAL ADMISSIONS,   1,~Og« 
OOO 
CAOY CHAPTER M 
SEPT" '3CR 1945 
T 3  A   IN 4 0 0 
SATURDAY, t SEPTEMBER. GEN. GRAV FURNISHED ALL PASSENGERS WITH 
A MIMEOGRAPHED SCHEDULE OF TRAIN 400.    CAOY WAS ASSIGNED TO CAR 97, 
ROOMS 11-12. THE TRAIN WOULD TRAVERSE 417 MILES To FRA-JKFURT IN 15| 
WITH A STOP THERE FROM 13*30 TO 15»00 . 
HOURS/BEGINNING AT  THE RAILROAD STATION WAS STILL PRETTY WELL SOMBED 
IN APPEARANCES.    GEN. GRAY WAS NOT INSISTING THAT HIS GUF5TS SHOULD 
r 
S£ BUSY BY SCHEDULE, SO CAOY HAD HIS FIFT^OVERSEAS AFTERNOON NAP. 
SOME MEMBERS OF THE "POWERHOUSE" CAME ABOARO AT FRBNKFURT AND 
IMMEDIATELY CHANGES INTO CIVILIAN DRESSES: VAJ.  ILENE ORESMAL, JfAC, 
(MA*. GEN, KtMOft, *'C),  MA*. RUTH BRIQOS, *VAC, (GEN. BEOELL^HTH), 
VAJ. MARTHA ROGERS, #AC, (SRIG. GEN. DAVIS). 
THE BAVARIAN AND AUSTRIAN (MUNICH, WO HOUR SUNDAY} SEEN TROUGH 
A 
THE WlNOOw  SHOWED THEY ALSO WIGHT REQUIRE CONSIDERABLE TIME TO RECOVER. 
BACK AT THE UNIT, BEAM WAS IN COMMAND. 1ST LT. V'ARY H. GOEPEL.ANC, 
LEFT FOR A REPLACEMENT DEPOT. 
DURING THE AFTERNOON, CADY HAD AN INTERESTING CHAT WITH COL. A.E. 
STOODARO, • ■•;. HID HO*E WAS IN LARAMIE, »ro. HE HAD SEEN RAILROADING 
FOR A YEAR !N IRAN.  HE SAID THE RUSSIANS COMPLAINED THAT THE BRITISH 
WERE ALWAYS PUTTING THE AMERICANS VP   TO DOING ttBAD THINGS."  THE 
IRANIANS REALLY DID NOT LJKE THE BRITISH, BUT STOOOARO THOUGHT THEY 
LIKED THE AMERICANS.  HE HAD ACTED AS MEDIATOR BETWEEN THEM  IN THE 
J> 
MESS WHICH THE BRITISH HAD CAUSE, AND HAD IT STRAIGHTENED OUT. THE 
IRANIANS WEre NOT COMMUNISTIC nuT SOCIALISTIC.  THEY REGARDED THE COM- 
MUNISTS A3 TROUBLEMAKERS.  THE BRITISH DID NOT WISH THE US ANO THE 




WORLD. THE RUSSIANS WERE OPENLY DISTRUSTFUL or THE SRITISH. THESE 
BACKSTAGE POLITICAL MACHINATIONS WERE ALREADY 8EING GRUDGINGLY RE- 
COGNIZED SY C.»DV, A«0 SINCE THE UNIT HAD SEEN IN ALGERIA.  ...STODDARD 
SAID TRAIN 400 WAS MADE or REBUILT ITALIAN CARS, ONE FROM KINS VITTORIOJ 
TRAIN, AND SEVERAL rROM HITLER'S CANS Or THIEVES,  THE CAR THEY WERE 
OR HAS SEEN GOERING'S.   IT HAD A STAINLESS STEEL SIT-DOWN SHOWER IN IT 
LARGE ENOUGH TO CUR HIS BIG BOTTOM. 
SUNDAY, 2 SEPTEMBER. THEY STOPPED AT SRENNERO (SRENNER PASS) IN 
THE ITALIAN TYROL WHERE HITLER ANB ^USSOLIN«I HAD SOME PUBLIC UEO MEET- 
INSS TO DECIDE THE rAT£ Or THE fcORLD.   THE STATION AND THE TRACKS 
SHOWED SOME REALISTIC SIGNS Or ALLIED DESTRUCTIVENESS,   IT *U6T HAVE 
ONCC BEEN A PICTURESQUE AND NEAT PLACE.  THE HOUR WAS 063G TO CSJOO, 
AND THE AIR WAS CHILLY.  A RAILWAY BATTALION OfrtCER BOARDEC THE TRAIN 
TO RIDE THROUGH HIS DIVISION.  HE WAS WEARING KHAKI, WHICH CADY RECOG- 
NIZED AS HIS MISTAKE OF OMISSION FOR ENJOYING ITALY.  THERE WERE MANY 
ITALIANS, MEN AND WOMEN, WHO WERE CATCKIKS ANY KIND or RIDES BACK TO 
ITALY. BRENNERO HAD THAT EMUNCTORIAL ATMOSPHERE CHARACTERIBT or 
lTALV*S WAR DISORDERED CITIES AND SMALLER TOWNS.  THERE «S?ER£ GERMANIC 
LOOKING PEOPOE TRYING TO GET THEMSELVES OUT CF ITALY, TOO. THEY WERE 
LESS MERRY, QUITE SOBER ABOUT WHAT THEY WERE DOINQ. 
GENERAL GRAY PREGIDEO AT MEALS.  THE FRENCH HEAD-WAITER, AT 
BRENNERO, SEEMED TO TAKE PLEASURE IN SETTING THE TABLE AND HAVING ALL 
THE OINERS EXPG8E0 TO THE HUNGRY EYES OF CROWDS OF PEOPLE ON THE STAT- 
ION PLATFORMS. THE GENERAL GRUMPILY ORDERED THE BLINDS PULLED DOWN, 
ANO CAOV FELT A LOT UORE AT EASE.  HE WONDERED IF THE FRENCHMAN WAS 
B 
BEING MALICIOU8, OR JUST DID NOT SENI THE IMPROPRIETY OF HIS ARRANGE- 
MENTS.  OR, WAS HE TRYING TO CREATE ANTAGONISM TOWARD SEN. GRAY? 
OR, DID HE THINK  T WA8 A REVENGE OEFITTlNG ITALIANS WHO HAD STABBED 
FRANCE IH  THE BACK IM 1940? AFTER A OPLENOID OUPPER THERE WAS A PERIOD 
CACY 
FOR GENERAL CONVER8AT IONS, LATER IT WAS IN UROUPS. HE SERVED NO LIQUORS 
BUT THERE WERE A FEW NIGHTCAPS IN THE /tOOMS, MUCH OF THE OAV FOR CAOV 
WAS SPENT IN NAPPING, AND HE SAW LITTLE OF BOLZANO, VERONA, BOLOGNA 
OR FLORENCE SECAUSE THERE WAS JUST SO LITTLE TO SEE IN DAMAGED STATIONS 
FROM THE CAR WINDOW. 
AT RAVENEL, NORSES 1ST LTB, EDMA L. KELLY AND NORMA N. HOLT WENT 
TO THE 16TH REPLACEMENT DEPOT, CAPT. *M. W, STANBRO WENT HOME THRUSH 
THE   L>£TACNUENT   OF   PATIENTS  OF   THE    17$TH   GENERAL   HOSPITAL,      THE   MACtMN- 
ATION3   HAD   WORKED. 
MONDAY, 3 SEPTEMBER. ft 0 u £ 
THEY PASSED THROUGH ^ISA AND LEGHORN  (LIVORNO) DURING EARLT MORNING 
HOURS, AND ARRIVED AT ROMS AN HOUR LATE AT 10*50.  l*Ht IT INERT HAD SEEN 
BROKEN so GEN, GRAY DECIDED TO STAY OVER IN ROME, AND TO O«IT BAR! AND 
FOGOIA ON THE EAST SIDE OF ITALY, 
THE WEATHER WAS WARM AND CLEAR, CADY TOOK BROWN WITH HIM TO PAUL 
MAX'S STATION HOSPITAL TO GET SOME COTTON UNIFORMS FOR DAY WEAR, PAUL 
010 THIS FROM THE HOSPITAL1* STOCKS. UkX   HAD THE ROMAN SITUATION WELL 
f HAND. THE HOSPITAL WAS HANDLING ALL THE PATIENTS FROM TME ROME AREA, 
HE HAO\'DU,; IN* SO WELL THAT HE WAS ENJOYING A CONSIDERABLE PERSONAL 
PRESTIGE. THE ITALIANS HAD ALREADY AWARDED HIM A MEDAL AND A CERTIFI- 
CATE OF THE KNIGHTS OF CONSTANT IN, ETC, PRINCIPE FASRIZIO ARAOONA 
PlGNATELLt CORTES CAME OVER TO LUNCH WITH THEM,  HE HAD SOME CONNECTION 
WITH THE: ORDER OF THE KNIGHTS OF MALTA, MAX CUULU SPEAK ITALIAN PRETTY 
WELL OVEK THE TELEPHONE AND HAD ACQUIRED SOME OF THE SING-SONG R*YTHM 
A 
ITALIANS USEJ. 
OWE OF MAX'S INTERESTING DUTIES WAS TO SEE THAT AMERICAN viPs 
WOULD BC KE^T RAPPY. I AJ. GEN. LAURENCE JAYNES WAS GOING TO BE IN 
SOME AND ?/AX WAS ORGANIZING A RARTY FOR HIM AT THE WAJESYIC HOTEL. HE 




AFTER MAX HAD SEEN SHOWN THRQUOH THZ  TSAIH, HE TOOK THE** TO THE 
ARMY FINANCE OFFICE* THEV lit U*#< ','L-^H L. HAS IS, THE FRIENDLY 
CMC f BEER   ®mx   THEY   WERE    IN   NAPLES.      %   WAS   OETYIHO   HIS   AFFAIRS   IN   ORDER 
TO   H   TO   VENICE   THAT   NISNT,    TO   «jtM   THE   STATION   THERE   FOR   HIS   HO*.f£    IN 
TfelMf   HE   HOWEO,   AFTER   |J  MONTHS   OVERSEAS,      ...!/.AX   SAID   IT     WOULD 
8E   ALL   RfSHT   TO   OPAO  ONE   OF   THE   »AC MAJORS   TO   THE   UAVNE3   PARTY,   SUT 
HE   RRCFEREO   TO   AVQiS   THAT,      Hf   MIOHT   iE   UNCOMFORTABLE   ENOUGH    IN   HIS 
CLASS   A   UNIFORM   WffWBttf   ewEATIrJR   OUT   SOME   OALf8   PERSONAL   CELEQRAT !•«•« 
ft  GHAT MADE COMPLJCATIONS, FOR HE WAS HAVING QBKTCSSA ATALLIM 
IMC WITH THEM THAT EVENING, CADV SPOKE TO THE GENERAL ABOUT HIS 
CONFLICT, OUT WfftKLV SAW HE HA!) BITTER CAUL AX ANO EXPLAIN WHY HE 
AMD   BAOWH   VfOULO   OE   AT   THf   v'AdESTlC   HOTEL   WHENEVER   THET  UtfiHT   ArtRlVE, 
tr AT ALL. THE CONTESSA »AS THE WIOOW OF THE ITALIAN DIPLOMAT TO 
BERLIN WHO HAU OPPOSED MUSSOLINI'S ENTANGLEMENTS WITH HITLER. SHE 
HAD FELT VERY IMIIMII SECAUBt OF HER FOUR CHILDREN, ANO HAD HELD BACK 
ON RUBLIOIZtNQ THE ANTI-AXIS PART HER HJS2AM0 HAD PLAYSD* Tt<E RECETLY 
A 
PUBLISHED "COUNT CIAIO DlMY* SEEDED TO HAVE DONE ALL THAT FOR HER, 3ME 
WAt ATTRACTIVE ANO DIPLOMATIC HERSELF, SPEAK |ttO FRENCH WHEN HER FAIRLY 
oooo ENGLISH SEEMED  INADEQUATE TO HER.    THE SINNER PARTY WAS OVER ABOUT 
2200 HOUR, WHEN HE AND SHOW* LEFT FOR THE MAJESTIC HOTEL. 
MAX   ?«AS   RUNNING   A   fEVER   AND   NOT   FEELINa   VCNt   BRILLfAiir.      GgN* 
JAYNES   «Af   VERY   NAPPY   \* ITH   T'*E   PA*TV   WH J CM   WAS  001 NO   PULL   0LA3T.       |   CAPT, 
B*f»»t,   fftl   AOC,   WAD   HAPPY,   TOO,   ALMOST   8PLINTERE8.      COL,   KIND   Mi    WIN 
■IIMSCLP.     THCRE^SEVERAL OFFICERS  CAOY  OOULO  NOT REMEMBER, 
THE   ITAI»A\' LADIES PRSSEMT LOOKED PRETTY ooao,  so CAOY REMARKED TO 
BROWN,HtaAT ASOUT THAT imiU PAISAMA REDHEAD?* SHOWN THOUGH HER 
ESCORT   WAS   ALL   tATllH   JP   QY   HER*      THEY   DEPARTED   AFTER   AH   HOUR. 
>V   WAS   BttttM   OVBH   THE   LtttCfl   HE   WROTE   <*EN.    ftLMN   A800T   COL, 
KENT   L J3   RECOMMENDATION   ft*      A;:.        l,Z   HAD   SEEN   CORRECT,    THAT   WHERE 




FOR BOTH.  HE MM WONDERING, TOO,  IF THE CHANGING THEATRE WOULD CHANGE 
f'AX*S ASSIGNMENT WHICH C/.DY HAD FELT NECESSARY RATHER PERIODICALLY TO 
GIVE HIM 'ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE* FOR HIS INGENIOUS ADAPTABILITY.   THEY 
ARRIVED AT THE YR/A I     ARCUT MIDNIGHT, GLAD FCP THE SOCIAL CETOUR 
BUT TIP! 
THURSDAY, A SEPTEMBER. CAOY WAS NOT GETTING ALL THE PHYSICAL 
REST HE CRAVED.  BESIDES, HE WAS AMNOYEO TO DISCOVER SOME OF GOER 1:^*3 
ASSOCIATES WERE BEDDING WITH HIM, AND C.I ME X LENTICULARtS SITES HAD 
APPEARED ON MIS WRISTS, NECK AND ANKLES.  HE F I CURED IT WOULD BE BETTER 
TO ENDURE A FEW BEDBUG BITES THAN TO SUFFER 03TRACISM OF HIS FELL 
TRAVELLERS, AND BECOVE AN EMBARRASS | MB MNMCMN FM* HI      EUttfl HOST. 
HE MAO FORGOTTEN TO BRING DDT POWDER. 
IT WAS NOW OR NEVER, FOR HE NEVER EXPECTED TO GET BACK TO ROME. 
COL. STODDARD AND CADY TOOK A FLYING TRIP OF TWO HOURS TO THE VATICAN. 
THEY PASSED THROUGH THE MUSEUM OF ART AND STATUARY AND HAD FLEETING 
GLIMPSES OF THE FINE PAINTINGS, TAPE8TR!EC, STATUARY AND CARVINGS IN 
STONE.  CADY THOUGHT THF STATUARY SURPASSED WHAT HE HAD SEEN RECENTLY 
IN THE LOUVRE. HE SA* MANY, PAINT IMI WHICH REVEALED TO HIM THAT OIL 
PAINTINGS NEED HOT BE SMEARY AT CLOSE RANGE AND HARE TO DISCERN THE 
PICTURES IN THEM.  THE ANCIENT ROMAN VOSAICS WERE VERY BEAUTIFUL, TOO. 
HE  GOT THROUGH THE SlETINE CHAPEL, AND ENOUGH OTHER PLACES  THAT THEY 
DID NOT M*VE TIME FOR THE INTERIOR OF Bf. PETER'S CATHEDRAL.  THEY 
COULD NOT MISS GOING OUT IN FRONT BY THE FAMOUS HALF CIRCLE Of MASSIVE 
PILLAPS, COLUMNS, OR SEEING THE OBELISK IN THE GREAT PAVED FOREGROUND. 
HE LEFT CONFUSED BY ALL HE HAD SEEN, WHETHER IT WAS THE LAST SUPPER 
HE COULD NOT REVEMBER SEEING, OR WAS IT THE LAST JUDGMENT IN THE SlSTINE 
CHAPEL  (IT MAI MlCHACl AMCCLB*• THE   LAST JUDGMENT, OF COURSE.) 
1MB THE AFTERNOON COL. 3TODDAPC  AND CADY TOOK WAG MAJB. 
DPESM*I   Arc  ~OCERS TO  SEE  8T«   CALCXTUS  CATACOMBS.     THESE HAD BEEN USED 
BY THE EARLY CHRISTIANS TO HIDE PROM PERSECUTIONS ANO FOR BURIAL PLACE8. 
^^^■^^^^^^■■■Hfe^DHH^^HHtaBHMaHBMMMri 
THEY HAD BEEN THROUGH THE HISTORICAL PHASES Of BEING FORGOTTEN, RE- 
DISCOVERED BY DESPOILERS, AND WERE THEN BEING USED AS A PLACE TO BE 
SEEN FOR A SMALL EEC.  THEIR GUIDE TOOK THEM DOWN THROUGH THE NARROW, 
DARK, COOL PASSAGEWAYS,  THEY WERE HEWN OUT Of THE SOrT ,HAROENEO' 
VOLCANIC ASH Of A CONSlSTANCV QUITE LIKE THAT SO PLENTIFUL AROUND 
NAPLES, THE LADIES GOT A SQUEAMISH THRILL OUT or TMCIR TOUR FOR THE 
EXHIBITORS COULD EXPECT A FEW MORE LIRE8 FROM THE OCCASIONAL OLO  SKULL 
THEY HAD LEFT AROUND IN THE OTHERWISE THOROUGHLY CLEANED OUT CRYPTS. 
THE CATACOMBS WERE UNDERGROUND RUINS, TOO, BUT FROM THE PILLAGE OF 
BY-GONE CENTURIES.  ALL THE MARSLE MARKERS OR ANYTHING ELSE CF VALUE 
HAD BEEN STRIPPED OFF ANC CARRIED AWAY WITH THE BONES OF THE FORMER 
OCCUPANTS.  EVEN THE VENTILATION AND THE SANITATION HAD BEEN SATISFACT- 
ORILY LOOKED AFTER.  SOME LITTLE CHAPELS AND MURALS MAO BEEN KEPT UP, 
OR RESTORED PROBABLY, AND WERE OF PASSING INTEREST.  THE EARLY CHRISTIANS 
MUST HAVE SEEN RECONCILED TOWARD PAYING WELL FOR THEIR SPIRITUAL 
DEVIATIONS. 
JUST A SHORT DISTANCE AWAY WERE THE ARDEATINE CAVERNS WHERE THE 
NAZIS ATROCITY OCCURRED IN THE QUARRY. ON 23 MARCH,1944, ITALIAN 
UNDERGROUND FIGHTERS BOMBED ANO KILLED 23 GERMAN SOLDIERS, AND THE NEXT 
DAY 230 ITALIANS WERE EXECUTED BY HITLER'S ORDERS AS A REPRISIL^TME 
THE ENTRANCES HAD BEEN DYNAMITED TO SEAL THEM AND THE MACHtNE-GUNNEO 
BODIES, LIVING OR DEAD, LEFT THERE.  CADY RECALLED THAT 1ft* L. C. 
BOEMER HAO MADE A TRIP TO ROME A YEAR EARLIER ANO HAD COME BACK SAM INC 
SOMETHING ABOUT THIS INCIDENT.  HE HAD READ OF THE ITAL fwV LYNCHING 
A 
PARTIES JUST AFTER ROME CAME UNDER AMERICAN CONTROL, AND COULD  ASSOCIATE 
THE INCIDENTS BETTER. 
» 
WHILE THIS HAD BEEN PERPETRATED IN ANGER, IT WAS HO MORE JUSTIFIED 
THAN ALL THE HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF MURDERS IN SUCH PLACES AS OACHAU. 
THEY FELT AS AROUSED AT THE STORY ANO SIGHTS HERE AS THEY COULD ABOUT 
THE MASSACRE OF AMERICAN TROOPS AT MALMEOY  , ANO AUDIBLY HOPED ALL 
OF THE RESPONSIBLE GERMANS WOULD BE FORCED TO FACC SUITABLE VENGENCC. 
THE PASSAGEWAYS WERE WOW ELECTRICLY LIGHTED AND ROUGH WOODEN COFFINS 
WERE PLACED AROUND IN AN IRREGULAR MANNER AS IF THERE HAD BEEN AN 
EFFORT TO HAVE THEM WHERE THE BODIES HAD BEEN FOUND, SOMETHING LINE 
CHLORIDE OF LIME, HYDRATES LIME, WAS LIBERALLY SCATTERED AROUND TO 
0I8PELL ODORS.  ALMOST ALL OF THE BOXES HAD A PLACARD OF IDENTIFICAT- 
ION , A FEW WITH PHOTOGRAPHS ATTACHED.  THE NAZ IS HAD CERTAINLY TAKEN 
SOME PAINS TO MURDER A CROSS-SECTION OF ROMAN CITIZENRY, GENERALS, 
SOLDIERS, CIVILIANS OF ALL TRADES ANO PROFESSIONS, ABOUT ANYONE THEY 
MIGHT HAVE GONE OUT ON THE STREETS TO APPREHEND AT RANDOM, YOUNG ANO 
OLD, BMT ALL MEN,  THE PLACE HAD BEEN PREPARED ANO PRESERVED AS A 
GRIM HORRIBLE SHRINE ANO A REMINDER OF ONE OF THE PRICES OF FREEDOM. 
MADALINE CARROLL, THE CHARMING MOVIE ACTRESS, WAS SEEING ONE OF 
HER FORMER HUSBANDS, A BRITISH CAPTAIN, AND THEY WERE ABOUT THE TRAIN 
CA. 
FOR A WHILE* SHE WAS A SPLENDID COHVEROATIONAL1ST AND WAS PERMITTED 
BY THE OTREC LADIES TO HAVE DOMINANCE AT THE OININO TABLE* GEN* GRAY 
CALLEO HER MADELINE, 8UT NONE Of   THE OTHERS SO ASPIRED. 
WEONES0AY, 5 SEPTEMBER.    NAPLES 
A3 SOON AS POSSIBLE AFTER BREAKFAST GENERAL GRAV WANTED TO 00 
SHOPPING AT A PLACE HE KNEW UP OH THE HILL FOR A BORSELLtNO HAT Of^TWO 
FOR CIVILIAN WEAR.  ?T WAS A FAMOUS OLD BRAND HAME MANUFACTURED FOR 
MANY YEARS IN NftPOLI *   fT WAS HOT FAR FROM SOME OF NAPLES1* OUT-DQOR 
0N-THE-3TREET URlNALS (FOR MEN).  THEY WENT OTHER PLACES AND FINALLY 
CAME TO THE *»X WHERE THEY FELT MORE AT HOME,  CAOY PURCHASED SOME 
CAMEOS AHO A COUPLE OF RED CORAL BRACELETS FOR HIS LADIES AT HOME*  HE 
COULD HOT FIMB JUBf WHAT HE MIGHT LIKE FOR HIS SON, AND HE WAS RATHER 
LEFT OUT. 
GEN* GRAY TOOK THE PARTY 9Y AUTO UP TO CASERTA IN TIME FOR LU 
WITH MAJ. CENERALS "MCGRUDER (0-4) AHO WHITE, 8^8, ENOERELE HAMLIN 
(•-5JL AHO ©ME OTHER.  THESE WERE SOME MORE WAC's AND OLD FRIEND MA«J* 
PAR80HB, ANC, FORMERLY WITH THE V3TH GENERAL HOSPITAL.  CAOY WAS OLAD 
TO SIT BY HER FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO CATCH K)P  OH ALL THE PAST YEAR OF 
ITALIAN SCUTTLEBUTT, 3HE WAS CHIEF NURSE FOR AF Ho.*, SOON TO MARRY 
LT. COL. HOLOOMS, AGO, WHO HAD OONE TO PARIS AND WAS THEN SACK IN DELTA 
BASE SECTION, CADY DID NOT BELIEVE HE WAS FLATTERING OR INSINCERE 
WHEN HE TOLD HER HE BELtEVEO COL. H0LC0M3 WOULD HAVE AND EXCEPTIONALLY 
OOOD WIFE. GEN* GRAY HAD MADE THIS STQ-OVER "TO SEE ABOUT OETTUX» 
SOME MEBALS FOR SOMEONE? AND LEFT THE LUNCHEON APPARENTLY SAT I§r ISO. 
CADY HAD READ AND RE-READ THE REGULATIONS FOR THE UNIT MERITORIOUS 
SERVICE PLAQUE* IT MAO SEEN PUBLISHED EARLY ENOUGH THE PRECEDING YEAR 
THAT COL. ARHEST COULD HAVE RECOMMENDED THE 21ST PRIOR TO ITS DEPARTURE 
FROM PBS. HE HAD NOTHLNO TO LOSE, HE REASONED, BUT 00 INS TO YOUNQ 
COL. BITDERMANN, SURGEON, BUT NO ONE THERE IN THE OFFICE REMEMBERED 
SEE INS HIS C0RRE3PC     A30UT IT. HE TELEPHONED THE 3URCE0N, ■ 
«CAR, WITH THE MM RESULT. HE PROS*men HMSELP HE WOULD TRY TO TALK 
TO COL. SWEENEV,  SURGEON, P5S HQ. AT LEGHORN THE NEXT MORNING, FOR 
HE MAO ALWAYS SEEN APPRCCIAT IVE OF THE 5l8T#8 EFFORTS. 
BACK AT NAPLES, CAOV STILL MAO TIME TO VISIT OLO STAMPING GROUNDS. 
NAPLES HAD A SOMEWHAT CLEANER LOOK, AND HAD FEWER WOMEN SWEEP fMO THE 
STREETS.  THE SM*LL MAO NOT CHANGED MUCH.  AT M08TRA ?AIR CROUNOB, 
THE LI8TA RUILDINS,WHERE THE ?1ST*8 HEADQUARTERS AND RECEIVING OFFICE 
MAO SEEN, WAS BEING USED AS SOME «ORT OF CLINIC OR INFIRMARY.  THE 
PRE-FAB OFFICERS WARD BUILDING IK THE COURT WERE STILL THERE.  f'ANV OF 
THE OTHER PRE-FiABS WERE STILL BEING USED, SUCH AS, THE ENLISTED ME88 
<*P HEAR THE EHLISTEO CLUR PA    |fl THE GIRAFFE Btft*j  THE NICE OFPICFRS 
HESS IN THE RODI 8LBG,, WAS STILL SEINO U8E0 AMD HER WERE HANGING AROUND 
I*' THE LITTLE KITCHEN CAOV HAD BUILT OUT ON THE ADJACENT ROOF.  THE 
STREET TENT*, LATRINES, AHO PREFAB WARDS IN FRONT OF THE ^ODI AND 
ALBANIA SURGICAL BUILDING £?ERE GONE.   THESE WERE WHERE HE   HAD THAT 
EKTRA THOUSANO OF HOSPITAL BEOS READY, ANT 10IPATIMO PBS NEEDS.  THE 
21 BY THEATRE, WHZ*E  "THE PARRETS OF WIWPCLE STREET," .JASCHA HEIFITZ, 
COL. MELVIN PURVIS, ANO OTHER HELD FORTH WAS BEING USED AS A CHAPEL 
OF A SORT.  THtnE   WERE STILL A GOODLY NUMBER OF WINTERIZED TENTS IW 
TKEV^IST STAGING AREA.** THE GARAGE ANO REPAIR SHOPS HAD BEEN REMOVED. 
THF BACK WAV OUT COINS TOWARD TERHE Dl AfiNANO, WHERE THE ITALIAN 
TROOPS WERE QUARTERED, WAS BLOCKED ST A CERWAR POW LABOR STOCKADE. 
CAST WENT AROUND THE FRONT WAY TO GET TO TERME ?miCH WAS SLEEPY 
AND OCCUPIED BY OFFICERS OF THF "REPPLE DEPPLE."  THE BARBER SHOR HAD 
* ,1 
BEEN RELOCATED.   THF m.ASS HOUSE CLUB AND 8AR NEAR THE ENTRANCE WAS 
STILL ON THE SECOND STOpv LEVEL, AND THE FIRST STORY WAS USED  TO STORE 
PACCACE.  HF DROVE SLOWLY PAST THE MAIN ENTRANCE ANO THERE SEEMED TO 
BE NO PHYSICAL CHANGES ABOUT THE FOYER ANO £AL,A DJ CONCERTO. THEN HE 
ENTERED THE "COLONELS QUARTERS" ANO FOUND "RESERVED FOR CO, TTH 
REINFORCEMENT DEPOT" ON THE DOR OF HIS FORMER ??OYAL PATH QUARTERS. 
m 
CAOV 
AFT~r lUMHlMg HE PCC^CO IN,  EVERYTHING WAS THf OAU£ EXCEPT THAT 
BATTERED OLD DESK HE USED 80 MUCH MAO DISAPPEARED.  AT THE SWOPS AT 
TMS PWMP HOUSE HE MET 3R. AGGRAVIO, THE MEAO MAINTENANCE MAN,  HE 
WANTCO TO MB*  ABOUT L.T. AORAMBON, W»3 FORMER 9080.  Hf WAS TOLO A8RAM- 
SON HAD CONf SACK HOME THROUGH HOSPITAL CHANNELS,  THE 3PRING HOUSE 
WAS tiElm   DEMOLISHED,  AGGRAVIO HAO HIS TWELFTH BAW8INQ ON THE WAV, 
THE P»ft8>fMa CAoy HAD PUT UP  IN THE EAST CIRCLE  IM FRONT or TERME FOR 
I-URBES K*RE STILL IEIKC USED DY SOMEONE,    ALL CONSIDERED,  AGGRAVIO 
WAS NOT KEEPING THE APPEARAtJCE OF THE PLACE UP TO FORMER 8TANDARB8 
BUT IT WAS BTILL PASSABLE,  THE DRIVER UNDERSTOOD AGORAVIO TO VOLUNTEER 
HIS OPINION THAT THE CUP.REI»T CO "wA8 NOT 80 GOOD AS COL, CADY? 
FT THOUGHT HE RECOGNIZED 'ARIA, THE INTERPRETER, 8UT HE DID NOT 
TRY TO TALK TO HER, WHICH HE RECRETTED LATER.  HE WAS IN SOME CONFLICT- 
ING NOSTALGIC STATE ASOUT THE PLACE,  THE TENTS AT THE RACE TRACK ACROSS 
THE 
THE CRATER STILL *HOWED/*EPPLE QSPPLE WAS STILL IN SUSINESS OF SENOING 
AMERICANS HOME, 
CAOY HAS- SEEN STUDYING SAXTER BROWN SOME *OAl»  *Wt GET INTO 
SOVSStOKS ABOUT MANY THIN3.S.  M AGREE ON MANY fHlNSS.  OUR TECHNIQUES 
ARE OFTEN DIFFERENT.  CN THE WHOLE, I DARE SAY, MS GETS 8Y AS WELL OR 
SOMETIMES SETTER THAN I.  HE It A 9000 EGOl* 
THURSDAY, C  SEPTEMBER,    CAPS I 
THOSE WHO WISHED TO VISIT CAPRI GOT AOOARO A MOTORBOAT AND CROSSED 
OVER TO THE ISLAND,  FRO"! TM OOCK THEY WENT IN SKIFFS TO THE 0LUE 
GROTTO WHERE THE VERY BLUE WATER OF THE SEA ALL AROUND CAPRI LOOKED 
EVER MORE BTRASOE, ALMOST IRIDESCENT FROM THE INSIDE OF THE CAVERN.  THE 
ENTRANCE WAS 53 LOW THE VISITOR HAD TO LIE DOWN IN THE BOAT OR GET A 
MBU»«  THE MORNING SUNLIGHT WAS TRANSMITTED THROUGH TMK WATER IN AN 
ALMOST EERIE FLUORESCENCE AROUND THE 8HA00W.Y BOATS AND THE WAVV SIL- 
HOUETTES OF THE SWIMMERS WHO WERE DISPORTING THEM9ELVE8 HAPPILY  ABOVE   I 
AND BELOW THE SURFACE OP M ;*ATER.  THEY WENT BACK TO TiiC uAUNCN FOR 
CADY 
FOR LUNCH OUT  !N THE HARBOR.    ALR ~ORCE JEEPS PICKED THEM VP *VHEM THEV 
LANDED AGAIN.  ?HE GEORGIA AIRMAN WHO DROVE FOR BROWN, MCFADDEN AM 
CADY HAD SEEN ON THE ISLAND FOR SIX MONTHS AS A GUID^FOR THE AMERICAN 
MILITARY. CADY TOLD HIM HE WISHED TO SEE SAN J^ICHELE (THE VILLA IN 
DR. AXEL MUNTHC'S "STORY OF SAN ?,'IGHELE") AND THE VILLA or COUNT CIANO. 
V.Z   TOOK   THEM   OVER   TO   AlHACAPR I    AND   NONE   OF   HIS   PASSENGERS   WISHED   TO^EE 
on Go *r*Aite n    THE   FA K^QL I O AJ/ /POC/CS. 
mi€ CHURCHES AGAIN,^ SCON CADY REALIZED THE BOY WAS REALLY IGNORANT OF 
THE ROMANTIC HISTORY OF PLACES ON CAPRI, AND HE REALLY DID NOT GIVE A 
DAMN ABOUT THEM,  ON THE WAY BACK VIE   SHOWED THE DRIVER HOW HE HAD DRIVEN 
RIGHT PAST SAN MlCHELE.  THEY THEN GUIDED THE GUIDE UP TO THE ClANO 
PLACE FOR A QUICK VISIT.   FT WAS BEING USED AS A HAVEN FOR AMERICAN 
NMtf«9#fttM«   IT WAS JUST ANOTHER LARGE LUXURIOUSLY APPOINTED VILLA 
UPON A MOUNTAIN.  THE TlEERlOUS PLACE WAS TOO FAR TO GO JUST THEN. 
BACK AT HOTEL QvrtftAM HE LEFT HIS COMPANIONS FOR DRINKS. 
THEN HE SHOWED THE GEORGIA BOY BACK TO VILLA SAI  ICHELE. HE 
WAS NOT FORTUMATE ENOUGH TO GET THE "BARONESS* TO UNDERSTAND  THAT HE 
HAD ONLY A FEW MINUTES TO SEE THE PLACE AND NEEDED SPECIAL GUIDING. 
AMERICAN CIGARETC PERSUADED AM ITALIA* PEASANT WOMAN SERVANT TO TAKE 
HIM AROUND. IT HAD BEEN TEN YEARS OR SO SINCE HE HAD READ THE BOOK. 
>HE SAID DR. MUNTE WAS 87,   IN SWEDEN, AND WANTED TO GET BACK TO CAPRI 
AS SOON AS HE COULD GET CLEARANCE TO TRAVEL.  THE VILLA HAD BEEN IDEAL- 
IZED IN OADY'O MIND.   fT WAS A NICE MODERATE 3 IZEO EUROPEAN TYPE OF 
RESIDENCE UPON A STSEP PLOT OF THE MOUNTAIN SIOE.  THERE WERE PERHAPS 
EE ACRES OF GROU'  .   tT WAS DEING EXHIBITED AS A SIMPLE SORT OF 
MUSEUM.  HE ASKED WHERE THE MARBLE PILLARS WERE THAT HAD BEEN LOCATED 
THE AUTHOR'S "VISION*"  HE WAS UNIMPRESSED DY THEIR SPINDLY SI2E.  HE 
IPED THE PLACE ENOUGH HE WOULD HAVE LIKED TO OWN IT. HE MIGHT RE-READ 
THE BOOK  SOMETIME. 
RE WAS THE OLD CHAPEL OF THE lAN M ICHELE?  IT WAS THE AGED LITTLE 
STONE CHURCH A LITTLE Fun c v:ou'     3 IDE.  THE:       .ID IT 
mmmmmmmmm 
CAOY 
WAS THE BUILDING ON THE GROUNDS WHICH COULD BE SEEN PROM THE HARBOR. 
THE CHURCH HAD BEEN BUILD ABOUT 1100 AD,  IT WAS A MUSEUM roR OLD 
PIECES OF FURNITURE, MARBLE STATUARY, INSCRIPTIONS ON MARBLE FRAGMENTS, 
WELL-TOPS, AND THE LIKE WHICH SERIOUS COLLECTORS MIGHT LIKE TO HAVE, 
IT WAS A LOSS, or COURSE, NOT TO HAVE THE BARONESS AN© HER GOOD ENGLISH 
DISCOURSE, BUT S© IT WAS.  HIS GEORGIA CRACKER GOT KIM BACK TO THE 
LAUNCH JUST IN TIME TO TAKE OFF. 
BACK AT TRAIN 400, CAPT. KATIE THORINE, ANC, FORMERLY 36TH GENERAL 
HOSPITAL,    AND   FROM   GfiN.   GRAT*S   ST.   PAUL.MINN.,   WAS   RENEWING   HER 
ACQUAINTENANCE   WITH   GEN.   GRAV.      SHE   WOULD   HAVE   MET   THE   TttAIN   AT   8ARI 
HAD    IT   GONE   THERE.      SHE   WAS   A   NICE   LOOKING   EXTROVERTED   SWEDISH-AMERICAN 
SAL   WHOSE   PERSONALITV   MUST   HAVE   MADE   THOUSANDS   OF   FRIENDS   FOR   HER. 
MISSES BRENNER AND COLE OF THE ARC WERE SEINO TRANSFERRED TO PARIS, 
SO THEV JOINED THE PARTY FOR THE RETURN TRIP.  THEY WERE OBVIOUSLY 
Gr 
DELITEO WITH THE NOVELTY OF THE TRAIN*  CAOY MET A COL. BARNES ON THE 
A 
CASERTA DETOUR WHO WAS IN CIVIL LIFE AN ASSISTANT TO MR. BALDWIN, 
A 810 RAILROAD OFFICIAL AT ST. LOUIS, M©» 
FRIDAY, 7 SEPTEMBER.  THIS TIME ROME WAS ONLY A NOISY NIGHT STOP, 
AND NOTHING TO SEE EXCEPT SOME SCURRYING NIGHT WORKERS. CADV WAS NOT 
ABLE TO SEE COL. SWEENEY AT LLVORNO, FOR THE TRAIN WAS ROUTED AWAY FROM 
THERE. THEY WERE STILL SEEING TRAINLOADS OF RETURNING ITALIAN DIS- 
PLACED PERSONNEL, ALWAYS WASHING, FILLING WATERBOTTLES, AND CHATTERING 
LIGHTJHEARTEDLY.  THERE WAS A GOODLY SPRINKLING OF WOMEN AMONG THEM. 
THEY ALL LOOKED WELLINOURISHEO, SETTER THAN THE PEOPLE LOOKED A YEAR 
OR so PREVIOUSLY. CADY WONDERED IF NATURE AND THE NAZIs HAD SIMPLY 
ELIMINATED ALL THE SICK OR MALNOURISHED AMONG THEM. 
AT PISA, CAOY TRIED TO GET A WINOOWN OPEN FAR ENOUGH TO GET HIS 
LITTLE CAMERA OUTSIDE FOR A SNAPSHOT OF THE LEANING TOWER, OFF IN THE 
DISTANCE. THERE WAS LITTLE TO DO ON THE TRAIN EXCEPT TALK, READ, AND 
CAOY 
NAPPING.  HE WAS STILL FEEDING CIMgK LENTICULARIS WITH HIS LIFE'S 
SLOOD EVERY NIGHT BECAUSE HE HAD FORGOTTEN TO SET DOT AT MAX*S. 
SATURDAY, I SEPTEMBER.  VHCZ I A • VENICE 
TRAIN 400 ARRIVED BUJIING EARLY MORNING HOURS. AFTER BREAKFAST, 
ABOUT 0730 GEN. GRAY ANO MA*. WARD (§R) TOOK THE PARTY TO THE VERY 
FAMOUS AREA OF THE PALACE OF THE DOGES, THE SRIOSE OF SLGHS, THE 
SHOPS OF PIAZZA SAN MARCO, T© THE TOP OF THE CAMPANILE (THE FAMOUS 
BELL-TOWER) AND BACK DOWN TO FEED THE PIGEONS. THEY WERE ALREADY BO 
FAT AND GREEDY THAT THEIR ARROGANCE TEMPTED THE STEW POT. THE OLD 
CHIESA (CATHEDRAL) WAS WORTH SEEING, OF COURSE, JUST AS THE OTHER HIST- 
ORICAL LANDMARKS IN THIS VERY SMALL AREA.  CAOY BOUGHT A FLASHY BRACE- 
LET OF ENAMEL MINITURE MOSAICS FOR HIS BETTY, AND SOME PICTURE POSTCARD! 
WHICH EXHAUSTED HIS SMALL SUPPLY OF LIRI. AFTER THIS, ANO A MOTORBOAT 
TRIP THROUGH NUMEROUS SMELLY CANALS, MUCH DECORATED WITH TRASH AND 
FLOATING GARBAGE, CAOY COULD BETTER UNDERSTAND THE HISTORICAL ANO 
SNOBBISH ISOLATIONISM, SELF-SEEKING INDEPENDENCE OF THE GREEDY MARITIME 
POWER VENCIE ONCE WAS. THE VENETIANS HAO TO BECOME GREAT AND POWERFUL 
IN ORDER TO HAVE ANY SATISFACTORY EXISTENCE AMID SUCH UNFAVORABLE ANO 
ARTIFICIAL CIRCUM8TANCE8 OF SWAMPS, BANO^BARB AND LOW ISLANDS. ••• 
BENOOS MANAGED TO GET AROUND TO MEET MOST OF THE SAME PLACES IN THE 
CR£W*B OWN PARTY. 
THE TAG-END OF THE AFTERNOON WAS DEVOTED TO WRITING LETTERS, 
READING AND NAPPING. DURING THE EVE/V/.NG BROWN AND CAOY SAT IN THE 
COMPANY OF THE THREE MRS COLONELS. THEIR TALK SKIPPED FROM THE 
ROOSEVELT FAMILY, PRESIDENT TRUMAN, THE INTERNATIONAL AND HOME POLITICS. 
VERY CURIOUS, NOT ONE OF THE FIVE HAD VOTED AGAINST THE OTHERS* AND 
NONE TO »ER»ETUATE THE ROOSEVELT DYNASTY. PRIME MINISTER CHURCHILL 
MIGHT HAVE CALLED THEM "LOYAL OPPOS IT ION ISTB." 
SUNOAV, 9  SEPTEMBER. EN ROUTE FROM NURNBERG TO AUGSBURG. 
THERE WERE ARMED GUARDS OK THE TRAIN SINCE IT WAS BACK IN GERMANY. 
fAOY 
HI9 PART OF GERMANY HAD TAKEN PRETTY SEVERY POUNDING, ESPECIALLY 
WHERE THERE WERE IMPORTANT RAILROAD YARDS, OR WHERfTHE ALLIES ENCOUNTER- 
ED RESISTANCES.  TMt FAMOUS GCN. GEORGE PATTON HAD TAKEN THIS REGION, 
AND HE WAS TOUGH AND SPECTACULAR.  ME HAD PRETTY WELL LIVED DOWN THE 
SICILIAN "SLAPPING INCIDENT," SOT HE WAS SLABBERING TOO MUCH, MAYSC, 
AND MIGHT CET HIMSELF DISCIPLINED AGAIN.  CAOV HAD CONCLUDED THE GENERAL 
SHOULD SE RETIRED QUICKLY TO AVOID BEING DISCREDITED AS A TACTLESS 
ECCENTRIC.  ONE OF   THE GUARDS SAIO THAT HE HAD A BG ASSIGNED AS A 
SUMMARY COURT OFFICER AT ROTH SO HE COULD FINE SPEEDERS, ETC., PRETTY 
USUAL 
MUCH REGARDLESS OP GRADE OR WHETHER THEY COULD BE HANDLED BY THE/S«MMARY 
•OURT FOR ENLISTED MEN, THE GENERAL COULD HANDLE COMMISSIONED OFFICERS 
WHOM HE OUTRANKED,   IT WAS NOT TOO BAD AN IDEA BUT IT WOULD NEVER BECOME 
POPULAR! 
TRAIN 400 WAS ON TIME IN FRANKFURT. COL. MCTZ, DC» WAS WAITING 
AT THE STATION FOR CADY.  M*rf. DANN WAS EXPECTED SOON, TOO.  THE PARTY 
WAS TAKEN ABOUT M KILOMETERS TO BRIO. GEN. CLARENCE BURPEE'S STAFF 
QUARTERS,  HE WAS A RAILROADER FROM FLORIDA.   UNFORTUNATELY, HE HAD 
BEEN HOSPITALIZED TWO DAYS, BUT HE HAD PLANNEO WELL FOR A GRAND SPREAD 
OF HORS-o'OEUVRES, SCHAUMWEIN, COGNAC AND BENEDICTINE.  THE GERMAN 
CIVILIAN ORCHESTRA PLAYED THE OVERTURE FROM sVlLHELM TELL AND OTHER 
STANOARD CLASSICAL SELECTIONS,  THERE WAS A GREAT SUFFICIENCY IN REALLY 
PRETTY WAITRESSES WHO THOUGHT IT WAS AS FUNNY AS CAOV 010 WHEN HE BARGED 
PREMATURELY INTO A ROOM WHERE THERE WA8 A GREAT OUTLAY OF FOODS, AND 
AWKWAROLV REMARKED! * ICH WE 182 NICHTl" 
AS THINGS PROGRESSED, THE GERMAN ORCHESTRA'S EATINO AND ORlNKtNQ, 
AND THE KITCHENFUL OF HELP DOING THE SAME, THAT WAS WHEN HE COULO NO 
LONGER RfALLV ENJOY THE MUSIC.  HE WAS THINKING OF THE CAPRICI0USNE8S OF 
"JESUS CHRIST HIMSELFHGEN. LEE'S ORDER FOR HIM TO DISBAND THE 21ST*8 
ORCHESTRA WHICH HAD STILL BEEN  HELPING HOLD UP A SPOT OF MORALE OVERSEAS. 
BUT WHY WAS NOT THE PROXIMATE CAUSE LT. COL. KERR WHO MAO BEEN HIMSELF 
DISPLACED BY COL. #ALIGORA? HE HAD HEARD THAT JCH LEE WAS ON HIS WAY 
HOWE,   BtrtJBO   WHAT? 
BROWN SAID ONE or THE WACs IN HER CHAMPAGNE, DIVULGED THAT THE 
FRAHKrURT HEADQUARTERS REFERRED TO THE WAC OFFICER BILLETS AS'THE 
POWERHOUSE»" BECAUSE or THEIR OREAT SECRETARIAL INFLUENCES AMONS THE 
GENERALS*  BOTH Or THEM WERE SOMEWHAT CONTAMINATED WITH THE SAME 
RESENTMENT, HOW WAS IT THAT HEADQUARTERS WACS AN© NURSES WERE SETTING 
RANK WHICH WAS LONG SINCE EARNED IN THE WORKING UNITS*  THIS RANK 
WOULD NOT SPREAD VERY FAR AMONG THE riELO STATIONS, BUT IT WAS THEIR 
GRIPE JUST THE SAME.  THEY KNEW MEOICAL OFFICERS GOING HOME WITHOUT 
PROMOTIONS THEY 0E8ERVED, TOO. 
Miss BRENNER, ARC, SPENT MOST OF HER TIME PHONING AROUND TO GET 
IN TOUCH WITH SOME AIR FORCE GENERAL (PERMANENT CAPTAIN). SHE WAS 
IN ECSTASY THAT HE WOULD MEET THE TRAIN AT GARE OE L'&STE, AND WAS 
HUMMING THE REST OF THE EVENING, *L*AMOUR, TOUdGURS L*AMOUR I * SHE 
HAD IT BADLY, FOR SHE WAS SMILING TO HERSELr AS ir SHE BERE IN NAPPY 
SCHIZOPHRENIC HALLUCINATIONS. LOVE IS WONOEFULT 
MA«I« DANN, LT. COL. BISKINO AND ■*#• CD« ALVIS MET CADY ON THE 
TRAIN. THEY HAD COL. COCKE'S PLAQUE RECOMMENDATION* HE ASKED DANN TO 
GET    IT   RACK   TO   COCKE   ANO   TO   UA«f.   DRESMAL,    ffAC,   AND   ASK   THEM   TO   OOJWHAT 
THEY COULD. COCKE HAD RATED THE 218^8 MILITARY COURTESY OR DISCIPLINE 
AS | REGULAR ARMY "EXCELLENT" AND THAT HAD BEEN WHAT WAS WRONG! 
CADY WISHED TO S*AKE AN END-RUN WHILE HE MIGHT, HE WROTE A V-MAIL 
LETTER TO GEN. WILSON. HE RERERRED TO THE UNUSUAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
Or THE PtST.   IF IT HAD BEEN IN COMBAT, HE INSISTED, A PRESIDENTIAL 
UNIT 
CITATION WOULD HAVE SEEN IN ORDER, SO WHAT WAS ALL THE MESS ABOUT A 
SERVICR UNIT WHICH HAD BARNEO A COUPLE OF WOODEN PLAQUES? ALSO, 
WHAT COULD BE DONE ABOUT GETTING CCN. GRAY BETTER RECOGNITION, A PRO- 
MOTION TO .:A«JOR GENERAL, WHICH SEEMED ALL TOO 3LOW. HE SHOWED THIS 
CAOY 
LETTER TO GEN. ~RAY TO SEE IF HE HAD ANY OBJECTION. " \F  THAT*S THE 
WAY YOU FEEL ABOUT, OKAY," HE REPLIED. 
BOLOTIN'S LETTER SAID! 
BENDOS WAS SUPPOSED TO FLY DOWN TO '.'ARSEJLLES FROM PARIS TO JDFN 
THE REST OF THE S5 POINT MEN FROM THE 21 ST TO GO HOME WITH THE 127TH 
GENERAL HOSPITAL, 
CAPT. Nie, UAJ,  KATZ, MC, MAJ. ODEM, CAPT. CROUCH, BOTH CAPTS. 
EDWARDS, ANO SEVERAL OTHERS HAD ALREADY DEPARTED. 
THE 197TH GENERAL HOSPITAL WAS RELIEVING THE 21ST WHICH WAS TO 
MOVE ASIDE FOR ITS OWN STAGING, 
THE POW SECTION (BUILDING NO. 6) WOULD SE VACATED AND THE 21ST 
WOULD USE IT FOR OFFICERS MESS, CLU8 ANO NURSING QUARTERS DURING THEIR 
STAG! rJG. 
CLUB IAVENSL HAD DEEN TURNED OVER ALREADY, BUT NONE OF ITS STOCKS. 
COTTAGES 3 AND C HAD SEEN TURNED OVER, M03T OF THE FIELD GRADE 
21ST OFFICERS WERE IN COTTA3E At 
THRiE HUNDRED MEN FROM THE J9fM AND THE 32ND GENERAL HOSPITALS 
HAD ARRIVED, AND IT MIGHT BE THE FIGURE WOULD GO TO 300 OFFICERS AND 
T^O .MEN. 
BOLOTIK *OULO fc!EET TRAIN 400 AGAIN IN PARIS. 
19/) 
COL. STOOOARO* LEFT THE TRAIN AT FRANKFURT AND RETURNED TO HIS 
STATION AT STRASBOURG. THE V/ACS DETRAINED, TWO MORE NURSES WERE 
PICKED UP FOR PARIS. THEIR EYES BUGGEO A SIT AT THE TRAIN, THE DINNER, 
AND THEIR NICE ACCOMMODATIONS, CADV DREW A REPROOF FROM MADELINE 
CARROLL Wit). . ■ I LI THEY WERE PASSING MENUS AROUND FOR AUTOGRAPHING. HE 
CALLED IT "THE LAST SUPPER," AND SHE THOUGHT HE HAD SEEN SACRILIGIOUS. 
o 
CA9Y 
K0NDAY, 10 SSFTSUSL .     r A R t 
THE DAY PART or THE TRIP WAS SHORT, ANO CADY WA8 WRITING NOTES 
SY 06>0 HOUTi, AMD HE HAO MUCH TO THINK ABOUT.  ?HE 2t$T*8 DEPARTURE 
WOULD BE I!  TWO TO 3IX WEEKS,* fOH   THE t'MT HAD"HIGH • RICRITY'.' !T 
SEEMED A 6 IT ODE THAT THE 12?TH »AS tt»|»;C Nftttt AHEAD Of THEM, THE 
'OLDEST HOSPITAL mtl.   AFKiCA»*BUT HE WAS fO TIRED TO CARE MUCH ABOUT 
WHY THE MW9 210 THINGS IK CURIOUS WAYS. 
A rCW WEEKS OHC WAY VR   THE OTHER WOULD MAKE  LITTLE DlffCRCNCE 
TRY I NO. TO PICK UP Hit PRIVATE PRACTICE AND MAKE A LIV I KG THAT WAV. 
THE DOCS WHO HAD BEEN WORKING SO HARD AT none WCULD SAY THEY reLT 
AGGRIEVED BECAUSE THEY HAD HELPED TO VI t K   THE £fcfl *3Y STAYING BEHIND AND 
LETTING 0THCR3 nGET ALL THE CLOFtV.*  f!E HAC LIVED THE UNIT 80 COMPLETE- 
LY HE COULD NOT EASILY IMAGINE SEING WITHOUT SOME PART Of ST.  COULO 
HE CHANGE HI3 ATTITUDE OHCC H£ KM ALL THESE NEW STRANGE OfriCERS AND 
MEN ON HIS HARDS:  THE* WOULD HAVE NO UNIT LOYALTY, E8PRIT-0E~C0RP8» 
P.'IT   OW.r   A DESIRE TO GET HO«E QUICKLY. ...ME HAD TO THINK ABOUT OCfdtNQ 
ALL HIS PLUNDER SHIPPED HOWE, AND GETTING HIS ADIEUS SAID TO HIS 
FRENCH FRIENDS* 
CAOY 
THE BREAK-UP OF THE TRAIN PARTY AT GARE-DE-L'EST WAS QUICK. NO 
ONE KNEW FOR CERTAIN IF OR WHEN THEY WOULD EVER MEET AGAIN, CAOY TOLO 
GEN. GRAY HOW PROFOUNDLY GRATEFUL HE  WAS FOR EVERYTHING HE HAD DONE 
FOR THE 21ST, AND ESPECIALLY FOR THIS SPLENDID TRIP FOR HIM ANO BENOOS. 
HE HAD NEVER HOPED FOR SUCH A TRIP, NOR DID HE HAVE PROSPECTS HE COULD 
EVER DUPLICATE IT. 
BOLOTIN HAD A NEW CHAUFFEUR TO MEET THEM.  ONE OF THE FIRST  THINGS 
TO DO   WAS TO GET BEND08 TO PLACE V*ENOOM£ AND OFF BY *l R TO MARSEILLES* 
HE ANO BENDOS TOOK MUTUAL SNAPSHOTS, BOTH HAD BIG LUMPS IN THEIR THROATS 
WHICH PREVENTED THEM FROM SAYING THINGS THEY WISHED SAID.  CADY FELT 
ALMOST AS IF HE WERE SAYING FAREWELL TO A SON.  BENDOS TRULY APPRECIATED 
CADY'S PATERNAL REGARD FOR HIM FOR SO MANY MONTHS OVER8EA8. 
THEY WERE TO STAY WITH BROWN AT THE ?3RD WHICH WAS ALSO BEING 
RELIEVED AT MIDNIGHT.  TH18 WOULD PREVENT THE CHARLEY SHOOK OlNNER AS 
IT HAD BEEN PLANNED, BUT IT WAS NOT GIVEN VT>. 
CAPT. CREEVER, AWARDS AND DECORATIONS, HAD GOTTEN NOWHERE ON THE 
FRENCH AWARDS MATTER. HE PROMISEO TO FOLLOW THROUGH ON THE BRITISH 
AWARD FOR LT. COL. HENRY G. BtftVAftTI, THEY WENT TO THE TRANSIENT 
OFFICERS MfM FOR SUPPER, AND THENCE TO HOTEL GEORGE V TO FINO SHOOK* 
THEY LEARNED WHY COL. OELOT'S PLANS HAD BEEN CHANGED SO HE COULD NOT 
ATTEND THE DINNER ON TUESDAY EVENING. CADY HAD TELEPHONED THE 17#TH 
AT It! 1*1 AT NOON AND THE SERGEANT IN HIS OFFICE COULD GIVE LITTLE 
INFORMATION EXCEPT THAT COL. BELOT HAD DEPARTEO. SOME OFFICER IN THE 
PARIS OFFICE TOLD HIM HIS ADDRESS WAS "UNIVERSITY OF GRENOBLE". HE 
TELEPHONED COL. STROHM WHO SAID DELOT'S RELIEF HAD BEEN A MATTER OF 
MYSTERY.  STROHM EXPECTED TO GO TO REIMS VIA RAVENEL TO TALK TO 
CA Y ON WEDNESDAV NEXT. 
SHOOK SAIO THAT WHEN COL. BELOT WENT TO aERLiN^To SEC THE PRESIDENT 
HE HAD BEEN KEPT WAITING TWO HOUR8.   IT SEEMED OBVIOUS TO "BYSTANDERS" 
CADY 
THE PRESIDENT DID NOT IINHI HIM WELL. THEREFORE, GEN. JCH LEE HAD 
RELIEVED HIM A3 A WPHONY." COL. ^ELOT HAD COME TO SHOOK TO ASK TO 86 
SENT TO THE UNIVERSITY OF GRENOBLE TO STUDY FRENCH, FOR HE CONTEMPLATED 
HAVING A MISSION FOR THE PRESIDENT WHICH WOULD REQUIRF. BETTER I?RENCH 
THAN HE RNTWT  HE HAD SEEN ASSIGNED THEN TO THE F6TH REINFORCEMENT 
DEPOT, SO SHOOK HAD ADVISED HIM TO MAKE HIS REQUEST THERE. SO CADY 
WAS WONDERING WHO HAD BEEN KIDDING WHOM, AND JUST WHY BELOT'S REMOVAL 
HAD BEEN ARRANGED 30 URGENTLY. HE HAD NOT MISREPRESENTED HIS ASSOCIAT- 
IONS WITH PRES. TFTOMAM AT ALL SO FAR AS CADY COULD JUDGE. ...HAD SOME- 
ONE AM0N3 THOSE IN THE PROPOSED DINNER FOR SHOOK HAD HIM DELIBERATELY 
ELIMI MATED" 
SHOOK HAD HEARD THAT SEN. IVILSON WAS IN THE PENTAGON, AND THERE 
WERE PLANS FOR HIM TO WORK UNOER CHIEF OF  STAFF GEN. GEORGE C. MARSHALL, 
ON THE REORGANIZATION OF THE RESERVE AND THE NATIONAL GUARD, WHEN THE 
REGULAR ARMY WOULD BE GONE OVER, IT WOULD BE PLACED DIRECTLY UNDER THE 
PRESIDENT. (CADY WAS GLAD HIS V-MAIL LETTER TO GEN. WILSON HAD ALREADY 
SEEN POSTED, AND SEYOND HIP RECALL.) SHOOK SAID GEN. WILSON HAD WANTED 
HIM TO ASSIST HIM WITH THE F'FDICAL DEPARTMENT. HE, IN TURN, 3AID HE 
WANTED CADY, BROWN AND STKOHM'S ASSISTANCE. HE KNEW THEY ALL FELT THE 
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT, AND THE RESERVE, HAD RECEIVED A SHORT DEAL DURING 
THE WAR. THERE HAD BEEN T5 GENERAL OFFICER TROTS NEVER FILLED IN THE 
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT DESPITE: THE -RECOMMENDATIONS MADE.  CADY ESTIMATED 
THAT WHEN THEY WERE BUSFEST, THE '.IEOLCAL DEPARTMENT HAD ABOUT 20 PER 
CENT OF THE ARMY UNDER ITS CONTROL, INCLUDING PATIENTS, OF COURSE, 
IN THE ETC 
SHOOK SAID, ALSO, THAT GEN. J.C.H. LEE WA3 GENERALLY REGARDED AS 
HAVING f,A LITTLE VAN* I COMPLEX" AND HE WAS A RELIGIOUS FANATIC, ALL 
OF WHICH EXPLAINED MORE TO CAOY ABOUT THE PLAQUE, THE ORCHESTRA, AND 
SOME OF Hit AWARDS GOING ASTRAY. HE HAD CUT SHOOKS DISTINGUISHED 
CAOY 
SERVICE MEDAL BACK TO AN 0AK LEAF CLUSTER TOR MIS LEGION or MERIT MEDAL. 
SHOOK HAD SEEM UNABLE TO ©ET THE COPY or CAST'S RECOMMENDATION, AND ME 
THOUGHT GEN. HAWLEY MAO TAKER IT WITH HIM* CADY WAS RATHER SORRY IT 
HAD GONE IN, POR tr THIS CAMPAIGN ABOUT THE RESERVE WOULD MATERIALIZE, 
IT MIGHT SEEM HIS 0*N MOTIVES WERE ^SOUR GRAPES** 
TUESDAY, 11 SEPTEMBER. COLS. SHOOK, STROHM, BROWN AND CAOY HAD 
A COZY AND RLEASANT OIHMER IH BROWN'S SUITE,  SEVERAL SUBJECTS CAME 
UR FOR DISCUSSION! 
"Joe " 
THEY WERE UNAMIMOUS WITH TMUMSS DOWN THAT LT. COL.^RICHARDS HAD 
TOO MUCH CONTROL AS MEDICAL PERSONNEL RE-OEPLOYMENT OFFICER. COL. 
SHOOK SEEMED SURPRISED THIS DETRACTED FROM THE CONFIDENCE OTHER PEBPLE 
8H0ULD HAVE IN GEN. HAWLEY AND COL♦ SHOOK HIM8ELFI fT WAS THEIR MIS- 
TAKE THEY DID NOT HAVE A SEASONED MEDICAL CORPS OFFICER HANDLING MED- 
ICAL OFFICERS. 
STROHM WAS SENDING A LETTER TO GEN. WILSON WHICH SUGGESTED TO HIS 
OLD FRIEND THAT SHOOK WAS A GOOD MEDICAL OFFICER TO HELP WITH HIB RE- 
ORGANIZATION WORK,  CAOY WOULD SEND ONE, TOO, SUT BROWN WOULD NOT BE- 
CAUSE HE DID NOT KNOW HIM WELL ENOUGH.  HOWEVER, HE WISHED TO LEND HIB 
INFLUENCE FOR HIM AS THE NEXT SURGEON GENERAL BECAUSE SHOOKMWAS ONE 
REGULAR ARMY OFFICER WITH BREADTH ENOUGH TO REALIZE THE R.A.U.S, 
WAS NOT THE WHOLE A.U.S." 
THEY WERE STILL MAKING,!SELECTIVE PROMOTIONS" OVERSEAS BUT THEY 
SEEMEO TO BE FOR REGULARS. 
SHOOK WAS BEING ELBOWED OUT BY GEN. KENNER WHO HAD SEVERAL JUNIOR 
COLONELS WHO HAD TO BE PUT TO WORK. SHOOK WOULD BE THROUGH IN ETO 
ABOUT 1 NOVEMBER, MAYBE. 
THEY ADJOURNED BINE DUE. CAOY WAS PLEASED TO SWING COL. STROHM 
OVER TO SUPPORT SHOOK, HE THOUGHT, FOR HE HAD BEEN FRANKLY SCEPTICAL 
THREE OR FOUR WEEKS BEFORE. TT WAS STILL OBSCURE HOW THEY MIGHT MAKE 
TA£TR NOTIONS EFFECTUAL. 
SACK AT RAVENEL, ALL PATIENTS, PLANT, ETC., WERE TURNED OVER TO 
THE 197TH GENERAL HOSPITAL. FRO.* CAPT. NIE'S TABULATIONS THE 21ST 











YEAR-PLACE      SURO.      DENTAL LABOR,        TRANS- X»RAY    VEHICLE 
 . Qn?A T?*M.* . . T,g.gXS FUSIONS gXAVC. VILE8. 
1943 AFRICA  A,t79 21,299   42,635    504 14,603 534,563 
1944 ITALY  10,312 20,045   7?!,796   3.731 15,337 239,523 
19*5 n»Aw<?ff-tgsM?.,. ??tP.?.t UBhfll HO 3M9g gg.t7K 
TOTALS 33,440    69,375        246,3*0      11,253 56,548 1,632,343 
REHABILITATION  JOB  THERAPY 








n *. ifnj * n'l .I 
TOTALS 21,175 Cio.294 
V-ANY MORE STATISTICS WOULD ONLY MAKE INCREDULCUf? PEOPLE 
ANNOYED OR DIZZY. 
.VEDNE80AY, 12 SEPTEMBER.      RAVENEL 
THE NEW CHAUFFEUR SOT LOST TWICE WHILE CADY OOZED, AND DROVE 
S6 KILOMETERS FURTHER THAN NECES8ARY. 
HE CALLED THE OFFICERS TOGETHER AND TOLD THEM A LITTLE ABOUT HIS 
TRIP BACK TO fUPLES, ANO HOW THINGS LOOKED AT M0STRA AND TERME. 
AS FOR THE 21ST: 
ALMOST ALL MEDICAL OFFICERS WOULD BE PULLEO OUT ON "THE GREEN PLAN. 
HHHHHmBHnHI 
ANO SENT HOME.  ONLY A FEW WOULD BE LEFT TO *WQRK THEIR WAY HOME  WITH 
UNITS.* 
NUR3E5 WITH £0 TO #5 POINTS WOULD ST4Y WlTHJrHE UNIT. 
THE 21ST WOULD BE FILLED UP WITH NURSES AND BRANCH IMMATERIAL 
OFFICERS AND MEN. 
THE 21ST WAS HIGH UP  ON THE NEXT SHIPPING LIST. 
THERE WAS A DANCE PARTY AFTER SUPPER. CAOY PUT IH AN APPEARANCE 
BUT SOON LEFT BECAUSE HE DID NOT CARE TO LISTEJI TO THE ©RIPES OF THREE 
OR FOUR OF THE NURSES WHO ALREADY HAD A DRINK OR SO TOO MANY. THEY HAD 
HEARD SOME OF THE SAME THINGS HE ALREADY KNEW, THAT SOME OF THE NEWER 
UNITS WERE SETTING OUT AHEAO OF THE 21 ST. HE COULD 00 NOTHING ABOUT 
IT, AMD HAD NO NOTION TO DO ANYTHING WHICH MICHT CAUSE FURTHER DELAYS 
FOR THE 21 ST. HE WENT TO HIS ROOM TO PLAN HOW TO 00 HIS PERSONAL 
PACKING. 
THURSDAY, 13 SEPTEMBER. A VERY ROUTINE DAY WORK SCHEDULE DAY 
AT HIS DESK. COL. 3IM BEAM GOT OFF FOR 10 DAYS TOY WITH TSFET 
(GERMANY ).  fs'Ad.  ,'M. J. ,'ARRICK WAS TRANSFERRED TO THE 6#TH GENERAL 
HOSPITAL.   'MEDICAL CAPTS. ALEX M, BERMAN, ALFRED R. KSfALLACH AND 
MARIO «j. POLZINETTI WERE LOST BY TRANSFER TO OTHER UNITS. 
CADY'S REPRODUCTGOWS OF THE FRENCH COMMENOATION FOR THE ITALIAN 
CAMPAIGN TURNED OUT NICELY WITH SEAL, INSIGNIA AND COLORS FAITHFULLY 
DONE. HE HAD PENNED ACROSS THE CORNER HIS STATEMENT THAT THE HONOR 
BELONGED TO EACH MEMBER WHO SERVED WITH HIM IN ITALY. HE HAD A COPY 
PUT IN THE PERSONNEL FILE, ONE MAILED TO WASHINGTON AND THE ORIGINAL 
PLACED WITH ONE OF THE "LITTLE B\A$CK BOOK*' ROSTER OF THE UNIT ANO 
MAILED TO EACH ELIGIBLE MEMBER'S HOME ADDRESS. FT TOOK HIM 3| HOURS 
UU3T TO SIGN ALL OF THEM. HE SENT IN RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ONE LEGION 
OF HERIT MEDAL AND |0 DRONZE STARS. HE WORKED HIS CREW ALMOST UNTIL 
MIDNIGHT AND FELT PRETTY POOPED HIMSELF. 
FRIDAY, 14 .SEPTEMBER. 1ST. LT. FLORENCE SYPERSKJ INFORMED 
CAOY BY PHONE THAT GEN. CRAY HAD BECOME A * A.IOR GENERAL. HE GOT A 
LETTER OFF TO CONGRATULATE HI*. 
\>ILLA AULNELLES WAS TURNED BACK TO HEADQUARTERS,   IT HAD NOT BEEN 
USEFUL FOR A FEW WEEKS*  THE WEN HAD MOT BEEN TIRED ENOUGH TO LIKE ANY 
ENFORCED REST OR RECREATION.  CHATEAU COUVlLLE AT DlJON WOULD SE EMPTICC 
AND TURNED BACK TO THE REAL ESTATE DIVISION IN ABOUT THREE DAYS. 
SOME 80S IH OISE IB Ho. WAS STILL ON THE TRAIL! CADY RECEIVED 
ORDERS FOR THE 21 ST TO TORN THE GERMAN BUSES IN AT OlSE HQ.  HE WAS 
LIKE HAMLET, TO DO OR NOT TO DO, AND WHAT WAS THE QUEGTION? HE HAD 
OBTAINED THE BUSES DIRECTLY FROM THE FTH ARMY HQ#, AND IT HAD SEEN 
THE UNDERSTAND INP THAT YMF OLD TRTAPS WOULD 8E RETURNED TO THEM. IF HE 
WOULD PLEAD WEAKNESS AND OSEY OlSE, HE WOULD PRCBABL* MAKE THE ANIMOSITY 
GREATER OETWEEH THE Tl*0 HEADQUARTERS, AND NOT SE AtLE TO MAINTAIN ANY 
^STATURE" WITH EITHER.  THE DNLY WAY Hf COULQ WtSSLE OUT OF HfS DILEMMA 
WOULD SE TO CLEAN UP OKE SIDE OF IT AS OPPDRTUN1STICLY AS POSSIBLE, HE 
WOULD HAVC MO QUARREL WITH THE 7TH ARvr IF THEY SOT THE OLD BUSES SACX. 
THEV COULD BE TAKEN SACK AS A CONVOY, WITH TO** CABLES AND TRUCKS ENOUGH 
TO BRAG HALF OF THEM DESPITE BREAKDOWNS SCFORS THEY GOT TO HEIDELBERG. 
Vr.   SENT WORD TO OOL. RUDOLPH APOuT WHAT HAO MAPPENE0, AND WHY HE WAS 
8EN0INQ THEM ALL SACK AT ONCE, AND THAT HE «USHT SE IN TROUBLE WITH 
OISE. 
ANYWAY, SUCH A MANEUVRE WOULD LOCALIZE HIS TROUBLES TO OLSE. 
THERE WAS ONLY ONE THIMO WHICH OCCURED TO CADY BY WHICH HE MICMT 
"8URR0UND THE SLY BASTARD*' WHO WAS TRYING TO CRACK DOWN ON HIM. HE 
PREPARED AN UNORTHODOX INDORSEMENT FOR THE OLDE DIRECTIVE, RETURNING 
IT fUMUBH r-'.r i    MnrMAtl •MfRAL'       .  HE E::    ~0 Sf 
THIS INDORSEMENT      ir HAD OBTAINFD THE BUSES, THEIR PURPOSE, AND 
THAT THEY HAD ACTUALLY BEEN RETURNED TO THE 7TH ARMY ON THE PREVIOUS 
DAY TO DISCHARGE HIS OBLIGATION THERE.  BY SO DO INS, HE SAID, HE 
BELIEVED HE IMIOHT BE AVERTING FOR OlSE INTERMEDIATE nAr,E SECTIC 
CAOY 
A CAUSC FOR V, ^UNDERSTANDING OR BRICTION.   fF THE JAG HAD NO FURTHER 
ADVICES FOR CAOY, TO FORWARD THE FILE WITH Af! APPROPRIATE INDORSEMENT. 
CADY HOPED THE JAG WOULD SEE SOME CHANCE TO DO A LITTLE CRACK I NO 
DOWN OF HIS OWN ON THE TELLOW WHO WAS DELIBERATELY PUTTING GEM. 
TH^KASHER'S VULNERABLE OFFICIAL STATURE TO JUST ONE MORE MOTIVATED 
CRITICISM.  THIS BUSINESS OF FIQHTINQ AN UNSEEN AND PERSONALLY UNKNOWN 
BUREAUCRATIC ADVERSARY WAS STIMULATING, TO SAY THE 0E3T FOR IT.  CADY 
WAS SUSPICIOUS BUT HAD NO SEMBLANCE OF PROOF THAT THE INSPIRATION FOR 
THIS HAD COME FROM THE HOSPITAL CENTER HE NO LONGER MAO ANY INTEREST 
IN SERVING. 
A„*J, 
KICKED BY A LUCKY HORSHOCi  COL. 8TUBBLEBINE WALKED INTO HIS OFFICE 
A 
HE WAS ON HIS WAY TO ENJOY A FEW DAYS IN SWITZERLAND, AND THIS WAS HIS 
L&3T DAY AS OlSE CHIEF OF STAFF.  CADY EXPLAINED HOW GLAD IT WAS HE 
WHO HAD COME TO HEAR WHAT MIGHT BE BEHIND THE STORY OF THE BUSES, AND 
WHAT HIS EFFORTS WERE TO KEEP G-4 AND GENERAL THRASHER OUT OF TROUBLE 
WITH THE 7TH ARMY. COL. STUBBLESINE SEEMED HAPPY ENOUGH TO FAVOR 
CAOY BY PUTTING A BUCK SLIP IN HIS OWN HANDWRITING ONTO THAT INDORSEMENT 
IN WHICH HE STATED HE HAD GIVEN CAOY AUTHORITY TO RETURN THE 8B0SES 
TO THE 7TH ARMY. *HAT A PRECIOUS RELIEF! 
COL. STUBBLESINE SAID THAT AFTER HIS TRIP HE WOULD GO TO PAR13 TO 
BE OOF 3 WITH GENERAL LITTLEJOHN. HE SAIO GEN. VILSQR'S JOB IN 
WASHINGTON HAD A LOT TO DO WITH IGETTING THE RESERVE UMSCRED-UP LIKE 
A 
THE REGULAR ARMY HAD FIXED IT.'^ADY TOLD HIM HE THOUGHT HE WOULD HAVE 
AN OPPORTUNITY SOON TO SEE GEN%'A'ILSON PERSONNALLY, AND WOULD HE LIKE 
TO HAVE HIM REMINDED OF "STUBBY?" HE WOULD, OF COURSE. 
DANN HAD BEEN VISITING THE 21ST AND DEPARTCO TO GET HIS 0RDER8 
FOR REASSIGNING HIM BACK, AND TO CLEAR FROM HIS POST IN HEIDELBERG. 
CADY HAD COCKE'S ORIGINAL RECOMMENOATION FOR THAT PLAQUE. HE HAD SENT 
IT WITH A WRAPPER INDORSEMENT REQUESTING THAT IT BE REVISED.  JUST 
£A^A/ AS WAS READY TO DEPART FOR FRA^K~UtT, A TELEPHONE CALL FROM SHOOK 
CAOV 
CAME THROUGH, AND HE WANTED THE FILE SENT THROUGH TO HIM IN THE MOST 
EXPEBITIOUS MANNER,  TMAT WOULO SE DONE 8T COURRIER THE NEXT ,JRNlNG, 
DANN TOOK A COPY TO COCKE, HOWEVER, WITH INFORMATION AS TO WHAT HAD JUST 
HAPPENED ABOUT IT. HAO VA«U DRES&AL, *AC, ANYTHING TO 00 WITH THIS 
THROUGH GEN. KENNER'S OFFICE! 
THERE WAS A THREAT or A OREAN WITH THE PERSONNEL or TMC 197TH. 
CHAP. SKVOELL REPORTED THEIR EXEC, LT. Cot. NELSON, WC, HAU REMARKED 
TO THE EFFECT: "I'LL SAY THE 21ST HAD A LOT or PATIENTS, BUT IT WAS 
ALL   ©JJAWTITY   ARC   NOT   QUALITY    ?!TH   THEM.*     CADY   WROTE   A   LETTER     TO 
REQUEST   ft   THOROUGH    INVEST IGAT ION   ftF   THE   CARE   OF   THE   PATIENTS   THAT   HAD 
SEEN  TURNED  OVER   TO   THE   T97TH,   AND   WENT   TO   TALK   TO   COL.   COLLISI,   THEIR 
CO. THEN LT. COL. NELSON SAID THERE HAD SEEN NO BASIS FOR ANY SUCH 
6TATEWE*!T,   MIT   THERE   WAS   ADMfRATION   FOR   THE   WORK   AND   THE   HOSPITAL   PLANT, 
tlTH   THEIR   OWN   SNORT   TENURE   AT   FUVSNEL,    COL.   COLLISI   BANTED   NONE   Of   THE 
2UTfS   OUTPOSTS,    WOT   EVEN   CHATEAU   CHARLES   AT   oTRASSOURO.      THEY   HAO   THEIR 
OWN  GRIPES   ASOt'T   OTHEf*   UWfT1?   Mil <E   AHEAD  OF   THEM.      HE   WOULO  •! 
GLAD   TO   ttAKC   U£Ai,   CONTACTS   WITH   THE   FRENCH    IF   CADY   WOULO   HELP   HIM, 
LT. COL.A«?EADLE, RAILWAY TRANSPORTATION OFFICER, WHO HAD SEEN 
WITH THE ?fsT SOME WEEKS OUR I N* THE EARLY HARD DAYS AT RAVENEL, TELE- 
PHONED FROM STRASSOUR*. MI WANTED CHATEAU CHARLES FOR HIS 25 MAN 
DETACHMENT.  THAT WOULD BE FINE WITH CADY, BUT HE WOULO HAVE TO 00 
MAKE A PERSONAL DEAL AS CADY HAD DONE WITH GtN. DU VlGIER, AND SO THAT 
MATTER WOULD RE SETTLED AT ONCE. 
SATURDAY, 1? IgifCMil      THE  QKCtM PLAN 
AMID MUCH NAME-SIGNING AND ADMINISTRATIVE DETAIL ALL MORNING, 
AND PREPARATIONS FOR THE LVAUTEY-THOREY VuPEUM VISIT, THERE CAME A 
TELEPHONE ORDER FROM PARIS TO PREPARE FOR AIR TRAVEL FOR SENOING HOME 
ON THE GREEN PLAN THE VERY NEXT DAY.  THE OFFICERS NAMED WERE: 
CADY 
COL. SIM F. SCAM 
JOHN F. PATTON 
LT. COL. OCRSON Hi BISKIND 
MA«I. EDMUND B. ALVIS 
ERNEST P. BUXTON 
SAMUEL A. DIBBINS 
SAMUEL R. HARBISON 
*  So8. B. uOBINCTT 
CAI»T. FRANCIS H. BENZ 
VINCENT S. CONTI 
RUSSELL J. CRIOER 
GLEN P. KALLENBACH 
JOHN J. MODLIN 
JENNINGS B. RUFFIN 
MORRIS £. ZIMMERMANN 
LT. COL. A. A. BOLOTIN, MAC* 
n
  JOHN H. WEDIG 
BEAM AND DlLLMAN WERE IN GERMANY OR SWITZERLAND AND INACCESSIBLE 
FOR THIS NEW8.  PATTON CAME TO VOLUNTEER TO REMAIN WITH THE UNIT UNTIL 
IT WOULD SET HOME THROUGH ITS SCHEDULE, BUT CADY ASSURED HIM THERE 
WOULO BE LITTLE OF IT LEFT THAT HIS EXPRESSION Of LOYALTV WOULD HAVE 
A MUCH DIMINISHED SENTIMENTAL VALUE FOR HIM. HE HAD BETTER GET ON 
Q/JCK HOME AND CLOSER TO HIS OWN FAMILY. BEAM HAD BEEN QUITE ANXIOUS 
TO GET HOME. ALSO, CADY WAS COINO TO HOLD BOLOTIN OVER FOR HIS GENERAL 
USEFULNESS DURING THE UNIT*8 MOVEMENT TOWARD HOME,-LIKE HIS PROMOTION 
WAS DELAYED IN ALGERIA, FOR THE OOOO OF THE UNIT RATHER THAN FOR THE 
BENEFIT OF BOLOTIN! 
THE FOLLOWING LIST ATTENDED THE SPLENDID TEA CHEZ MMC. LA 
MARECHAL LVAUTEVt 
COL. CAOY 
COL. COLL ISI, 197TH 
MA«I. HAYES,   H 
CAPT. WOOD, ANC," 
COL. JOHN F. PATTON 
FRENCH QUESTS WEREI 
LT* COL. EARL C. SHEPARO, OC. 
MArf. LUCILE S. SPALDINO, Af'C. 
Miss LUCIA GARDNER, ARC. 
Mitt MAE LOUISE CULLER, ARC. 
MM. LE COMTE DE CHATTELUS 
M, tT MMC. LEFEVRE 
MLLE. DENYSE LEFEVRE 
M. ANDRE LEFEVRE 
MMC* LYAUTEY WAS VERY GRACIOUS. THE CHATEAU HAD BEEN WELL 
ARRANGED AC A VERITABLE MUSEUM TO THE MARSHALL.  THERE WERE FINE 
TROPHIES FROM HIT SERVICES IN MADAGASCAR, NORTH AFRICA, PRANCE, WORLD 
FAK I, ETC., ALL OVER THE RATHER COMMODIOUS CHATEAU.  IT COULO HAVE 
AS EA8ILY BEEN A MUSEUM OF THE MOSLEM WORLD AS NOT. V'AOAME WAS VERY 
APOLOGETIC AT NOT HAVING CIGARETS FOR HER GUESTS, BUT CADY AS8URRED 
(,,«U T 
HER THAT SMOKING WHILE GOING THROUGH THE CHATEAU WOULD BE COMMITTING A 
8ACRILEGE.  HE PASSED THE WORO TO ABSTAIN UNTIL A FAVORABLE  MOMENT, 
WHICH HAPPENEO TO BE WHIIETEA WAS SERVED. 
CADY HAD NO LIGHT METER BUT HE 8NAPPED NUMEROUS PICTURES 8V GUESS. 
SOME OF THE OTHER AMERICANS DID MUCH BETTER EVEN THOUGH THE GLOOMY 
RAINY WEATHER FURNISHED ADVERSE LIGHTING. AT THEY OEPARTED, CADY 
LEFT A BOTTLE OF IRISH WHISKY AND SOME CIGARETTES WHICH, HE TOLD 
MME. LYAUTEY, SHE MIGHT USE FOR THE PLEA3URE OF FUTURE GUESTS. SHE 
•AID SHE PLANNEO TO GET ON DOWN TO HER ESTATE IN MOROCCO IN A VERY 
FEW WEEKS 80 SHE COULD AVOID THE NEXT WINTER, BUT SHE WOULD HAVE TO 
ARRANGE FOR AIR TRAVEL OVER SPAIN. ...THE MUSEUM WOULD HAVE BEEN AN 
INTERESTING STUDY OVER A QUIET WEEK-END. 
AN AUDITING TEAM UNDER LT, COL. MAYBE APPARENTLY FOUND THE UNIT'S 
FUNDS ANO RECORDS IN PROPER ORDER. 
CAOY AND COLLIST HAD SUPPER TOGETHER. THEN HE WENT TO WORK IN 
HIS OFFICE UNTIL ?130 HOUR.  HE WAS 80 DEPRESSED AND TIRED THAT HE OID 
NOT MAKE AN APPEARANCE AT THE CLUB WHERE HIS CELEBRATING OFFICERS  WERE 
MAKING THE MOST OF THE OCCASION.  HE SOUGHT THE AMNE8IA OF 8LCEP. 
SUNDAY, 16 SEPTEMBER.  (FROM NOTES MADE FOUR DAYS LATER.) 
CADY AND BOLOTIN WENT OVER TO BID ALL THE DEPARTING OFFICERS 
GOODBYE, AND TO SEND MESSAGES TO HOME FOLKS. WITHOUT EXCEPTION THEY 
WERE A HAPPY LOT. 
AMONG THINGS FORGOTTEN, HE REMEMBERED COL. SEOGWICK CAME BY FOR 
A VISIT ON HIS RETURN FROM SWITZERLAND TO HIS OWN STATION^ 
CADY MADE ADDITIONAL PLANS TO GET IN TOUCH WITH GEN. OU VIGIER AGAIN. 
MONDAY, 17 SEPTEMBER.  BOLOTIN WENT UP TO REIMS TO SEE IF HE COULD 
LEARN ANYTHING MORE ABOUT PLANS FOR THE 21ST, AND TO TRY TO HOLD CAPT. 
WlNTERBOWER ANO SOME OF THE 21ST'S ENLI8TED MEN FOR A HARD CORE STAFF. 
NO SUCCESS EXCEPT IN THE CASE OF SCT.f/AJ. BECK.  CADY WAS LOSING  AN- 
OTHER DRIVER. 
CAOV 
CADY TOOK LT. <?SCD, AND A BOX OF PERSONAL PLUNDER HC WOULD LEAVE 
AT THE HOOPFMOLO Of QK«. OU VlGtER, AND SET CUT FOR STRASBOURG.  REED 
WAS TO COMPLETE TMt CLOSING AND RETURN OF CHATEAU CHARLES.  CADY 
PICKED \JP LTS. CARRIE WILLIAMSON,  ANC,  AND VARY A.  JENNE,  ANC,  WHO HAD 
BEEN ON DUTY THERE, AND WENT U^   TO SlSCHWILLER TO SEC IF VLLE. A'INCKLCR 
WOULD ASSIST AS INTERPRETER THE OAY FOLLOWING, AND TO MEET HER AFFABLE 
AN0
 .CgHTlL, PARENTS.  CHE PLANNED TO MARRY LT. o'AUBIGNY AS SOON AS HI 
COULD GET HIS STUDIES AT UNDER CONTROL.  IT WAS PROBABLY HE WOULO FOLLOW 
THE FAMILY CHAMPAGNE BUSINESS INSTEAD OF THE LAW, HOWEVER, 
TUESDAY, II SEPTEMBER.  CADY WAS REMINDED OF HIS PERSONAL REGRETS 
AT LOOiNO CHATEAU CHARLES AGAIN WHEN LT. COL. BEEDLE, RTO, SAID HE 
HAD LOST SO MANY OF HIS OWN DETACHMENT THAT HE NO LOGGER CRAVED CHATEAU 
CHARLES AS A RESPONSIBILITY. CADY GAVE HIM AND COL. STOOOARD A BOTTLE 
OF m I rVfr fRUMStlTI WHICH THEY MIGHT USE MEDICINALLY AS A SOOTHING 
SYRUP. 
HE CALLED AT GEN. DU VISIER'S OFFICE TO TURN IN THE HOTCHKJSS 
CAR. AFTER WAITING UNTIL NOON, HE LEFT A NOTE FOR THE GENERAL AND 
OEPARTEO. JUST AS HC  WAS FINISHING HIS LUNCH AT CHATEAU CHARLES, LT. 
TRAUB RUSHED IN TO SAY HE MUST COME AT ONCE TO THE GENERAL 30 HE COULO 
GO sec GEN. OETASSISNY. AFTER A FEW MINUTES WITH GEN, DU VIGIER, THEY 
OEPARTEO FOR THE QUARTERS QF   GEN. 0£ TASSIGNY.  MAJ. DANN AND "LLC, 
■ CXLER '.VENT UtlWt    -.  CAOY CAKRIEO COPIES OF ALL HIS CORRESPONDENCE 
WITH GEN. DU VIGIER, THE FRENCH LETTER OF COMMENDATION FOR THE ITALIAN 
C*UY 
CAMPAIGN, THE COMMENDATION FOR THE 21ST IN FRANCE, AND EVEN THE 
HONORARY CORPORAL REFERENCE. HE HAD COPIES or THE RECOMMENDATIONS HE 
HAD MADE TO CONAD FOR FRENCH AWARDS FOR PERSONNEL. THE FRENCH SEEMED 
TO BELIEVE CADY WAS MOST INTERESTED IN A COLORFUL CERTIFICATE FOR THE 
UNIT. AGIO WAS THERE, AND SAID GEN. OE TASSIGNY WAS A BIT SCORNFUL 
OF GENERAL JUIN'S ITALIAN CAMPAIGN CERTIFICATE, AND HE COULD DO SOME- 
THING SETTER.  CADY STILL TRIED TO GET ATTENTION RE-DIRECTED TO THE 
RECOMMENDATIONS HE WAS LEAVING AGAIN FOR STUDY.   (HE WAS .JUST A LITTLE 
UNEASY IF ANY WOULD SE AWARDED THROUGH AMERICAN CHANNELS, AND THEY 
MIGHT BE BLOCKED THERE.)  THIS DIRECT CONTACT HE WAS MAKING SEEMED THE 
BEST CADY COULD DO, BUT IT MIGHT NOT BE THE OSEST OF LUCK FOR HIV. 
CANN SAID IT WAS MARVELOUS MOW CADY HAD SEEN ABLE TO BE ON THE RIGHT 
SPOT LIKE f||t| It OFTEN? 
WHEN CHATEAU CHARLES WAS CLEARED, CADY ABANDONED THE PIANO, AN 
ARMORED MERCEDES-BENZ AND A TINY OPEL CAR. HE REQUESTEO GEN. DU VIGIER 
TC BEE IF THERE WAS SOME KAY THAT ?'LLE. T*/INCKLER MIGHT GET THE OPEL. 
...MME. OU VIGIER AND DAUGHTER "BIODIE" WERE IN PARIS. 
OANAREPORTED THAT COCKE HAD BEEN "HEARTBROKEN" ABOUT THAT PLAQUE. 
HE MADE A CORRECTED COPY, MAILED IT TO COL. SHOOK, AND TELEPHONED IT 
WAS COMING.  HE HAD SUPPOSED IT HAD GONE THROUGH LONG BEFORE. THEN 
WHC OT CACK TO HIS OWN MAIL, !.T. COL. KERR, WHILE CO OF THE 
#20TM HOSPITAL CENTER HAD RATED HIS EFFICIENCY AS 5.6, REVERSING THE 
PREVI0U3 FIGURE OF 6.5. AUS COLONELS DID NOT LIKE BEING RATEO BY 
LT. COLONELS, EVEN WHCN OCCUPYING POSITIONS CY OP. CADY CALLED SHOOK, 
THE ANSWER ABOUT PLAQUES WOULD SE DELAYED A DAY OR SO BECAUSE GEN. 
LARK IN HAD SEEN INVOLVED IN SOME CRACK-UP AT FRANKFURT AND HAD NOT RE- 
TURNED TO PARIS. SHOOK REMINDED CADY HIS RATING WAS STILL "SUPERIOR," 
AM HE SHOULD IGNORE THE  MATTER. BE3I0E3, HE SAID, LT . COL. KERR WOULD 
IN IT OUT OF A  J3S HIMSELF WHEN THE CENTER WOULD FOUO UP, AND HE WOULD 
HAVE ANOTHER RATING HI?/SELF.  BEING SPITEFUL WAS NO JOY FOR CAOY. 
CAOY 
CAP?S. ROMT. E. PECK AMD CHARLES L, YAHBOROUCM WERE RELIEVED ON 
THE 3REEH PLAN,    SXtVCN MNHMtl A wo two OFFICERS JOINED. 
SC&NESOAV*    19   SEPTEMBER, CA0Y   LOST   3CT.   HAROLD   J,   KAPSCH   TO 
MIS   CIVILIAN   JOS,   AND   PFC.   .TOST.    J,   HIOLEY   FROM   HIS   OFflCL,      Hg   MAO 
REALLY   KEPT   THEM  BUSY   *ITH   ALL  THE   PERSONNEL   *0RK  ME   HAB  BEEN  PUSHING, 
HE   BEGAN   TO   APPORTION   6* -   THE   LIBERATED   MESS   PROPERTY   OUT   TO   TME 
PEOPLE   WHO   HAO   WORKED   VflTH   THEM,    SSTB,    Vll-LfS   AMD   ftuSSO   COT   SQ«£   OP   TME 
BIO   BRASS   SOUVEML   ASH   TRAYS,      HE   SENT   THE   OFFICERS   AND   UNLISTED   [/EM 
GONGS HOME AS UNIT SOUVENIRS. THE COMIC SKETCHES IN CLUB FSAVENEL, 
MADE sv SOT, YOST, THE BAKJK or ALLIED FLAGE(INCLUDING THE USSR) AND 
INBIGNE or THE DIVISIONAL UNITS* THE UNIT'S OWN COLORS* WOULD ALL SI 
SHIPPED   HOMC   FOR   LATER   HANDLING   TNt HE   POT   LT.    'THITTEMORC    IN 
CHARGE   Or   THE   REMAINDER   OF   THE   MMJttl   *M   OTHER   WRITE-UPS.      Hfi   WANTED 
A   PERSONAL   COPY   OR   TWO   OP   EACH   ft   TAKE   r. )TH   HIM   fOR   THEY   WERE 
PRACTICALLY   A   U*IT   HISTORY    IP   READ   IN   RELATION   TO   TIME,   PLACE,    AfcD   TO 
EACH   OTHER. mH) Ng   f/*g   SO   ENGROSSED   III   MIS   "HAS   BEEN   UNIT"   SO    INTENSELY 
THAT   HE   BELIEVED   ONLY   HE   AND   THE   A04UT;.    I :r.N£riAL   vfOULO   HAVE   A 
INTEREST   TO   RETAIN   SUCH  THINGS   VERY   LO\«.      ...HE   WAS   STILL   <#NA£sLL   TO 
To FoR.&£-r 
REAPONO   TO   8ttOOK*i   COUNSEL,ADGUT   i_T. i KERR   WITH   24   HOURS,      HE 
>\ 
TRIED   TO   TELEPHONE   SHOOK. 
N 
CAOY «A9 OETTINO AROUND TO MIS FRENCH FRIENDS WITM.COL, COLLISI, 
.  
?AGNY        STAGE A      | OOAR HUNT.  THE LIOE.       AND UNIQUELY 
INLAID HEAD TABLE tN THE OFFICERS MESS WOULO CO TO *UlR£ NARCY'B WIFE, 
CAOY 
THE FURNITURE WHICH THE KAZtl HAD TAKEN FROM THE LEFEVRC FAMILY HAD 
BEEN LOCAT       ( aout or  SHI  MAD SEEN IN use BY CA*Y, AND WAS 
RETURNED |M FAIR COWl      .  SOME OF THE OTHERS WERE OPPORTUNISTS, 
AND THE!? CLAIMS HAD TO 3£ EVALUATED I OftW« COLLISl HA 3 ACTUALLY MAO 
ORDER 80ME OF THEM OFF THE OR0UNOS p| THEY WOULD HAVE DISMANTLED THE 
PLANT STEADILY, P 11     f PIECE. 
THlUTY^eiaHT NE« fclURSSS, INCLUDING. TWO MAJORS, JOINED,  1 ST LT» 
*ANNY 9iUNI| V'C, GOT A 7-DAY TRIP TO THE UK, AND EIGHTEEN 30T A 
7-OAY TRIP TO SwlTZtRLANO. 
THURSDAY, 10 3cf»reuf£it.    M s I 3 
THE 213T    JAL HOSPITAL PASSED TS ASSEMSLY AREA COMMAND THIS 
OAT .. 
Ft   PAftH   TO   »!««   UP   THE   ftftftftf   FOR   THC   UNIT 
Rttfttttttdvt i*yf V?HICH MAI COME ft K THE OAY PRKVIOULV* 
fUtf   RlLCCTTEn    Vttll    3AXTE«   3R©WN   WHO   KNEW  THEY   WERE   COMIWO.fT   WAD   ALREAD' 
ARRANGED   FOR   THEM   TO   ft)    I S   9t««      Sft4Yfl   PARTY    TO   A   CONCERT   AT   THE 
THCATRE NtM HOTEL ATHENE WHERE SADY HAD ONCE STAYED. SEC INS •THE OLD 
GANO* ONCE ■*** MM NICE. THEY WERE PLEASE WITH THEIR SOUVENIR HOOR- 
A 
ARY IMM   CC«rtfl«Affl WHICH HE HAD MAILED TO THEM A FEW DAYS SEFORE. 
D vitM 8M*ift«    He HAD AN  IOEA HE MIGHT THRO-,  m WITH 
"EN. utt   i': THC ..U.    BOTH CAOY AND 9A NN MAD NO ENCOUR- 
AOFWENT FOR SHOOK, FOR THEY fttftytttf   IT HAD ltd 30 wot* UNOER POLITICAL 
AND   CASE-HARDENED   BUREAUCRATIC   CONTROL*- THAT    IT   WAD   L ITTLS   NMttft    ITS 
~«CAL   CAPABILITIES      WERE    fN    ILL   REPUTE.      Alt*,    IT   WAS   001 NO   AROUND 
THAT   Bftfft«   Stiff   CLLIOTT   CUTLER   WAS   Mil SO   TO   ftE   A   III   FACTOR    IN   THE 
SfaREAu'c   REORGANIZATIONS.   THERE   WAS   A   RUMOR   THAT   COL,   HOWARD   RUSK 
. Louis.     WO  HAD NOT HAD OVERSEAS SERVICE, M#*f BE THE BUREAU 
&****«*,    OR   3C THEY   THOUGHT   GENERALS   BRAOLF.Y   AND   MAWLEY   WOULD 
PROBABLE U .DUALLY   CCT   OUT   : I  ttttttfl    IN   COME   MANNER. 
CH   MIMfl B   TWO   OFFICERS   AND   TWO   OFFIt IttftED.    18T   L.T. 
AN 
ELEANOR 0. 3RINKMEYER STARTED HOME BY REINFORCEMENT DEPOT, CAPT. 
CHA8. 0. WtNTERSOWER WAS TRANSFERRED TO THE 194TH GENERAL HOSPITAL. 
HE HAD SEEN A GRAND "FIWO" FOR THE 21 ST SINCE HE .KMNED IT IN ITALY. 
•♦.TME 21ST WAS AWAITING CALL ST THE DELTA BASE STAGING AREA COMMAND. 
FRIDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER.   PARIS 
CAOY TELEPHONED Ma CASADESSUS TO GET THE TELEPHONE NUMBER or M# 
MAURICE ^ARECHAL. HE WISHED TO SEND SOME MORE MONEY TO HIS DAUGHTER 
IN THE STATES*   SHE WAS MARRIED TO AN AMERICAN ARMY OFFICER.  M. 
LA8ERTE, MlRECOURT, WAS NOTAOVANCING ANY MONEY FOR HIM UNTIL HE HAD 
CASH IN HAND.  CADY WAS NOT ASLE TO COMPLET THE CALL, 
HE WENT ON TO THE SURGEON'S OFFICE AND FOUND ONE OF THE NON-C^MS 
IN AWARDS AND DECORATIONS DIVISION, HE WAS AS BURNED UP,  HE SAID, AS 
CAOY ASOUT THINGS WHICH HAPPENED THERE. GEN. ELLIOTT CUTLER HAD CUT 
PATTON'S LEGION or WERIT SACK TO BRONZE STAR* THE OTHERS HAD BEEN 
LEFT ALONE, SUT WITH NO FINAL ACTION.   HE KNEW Or CADY'S REFUSAL TO 
TAKE THE CUT BY LORRAINE DISTRICT IN THE CASE OF LT. WH1TTEMORE, AND 
HAO BEEN PLEASED SY THAT.  CAOY LEFT WORD FOR COL. SHOOK, WHO HAD GONE 
TO FRANKFURT FOR SEVERAL DAYS, THAT "THERE WAS DYNAMITE IN THE PATTON 
AWARD 8ITUATION.w4?^> 
CADY WENT TO SEE COL. MACFAOOEN ABOUT THE SORT OF TRANSPORTATION 
THE 21ST WOULD GET.  HE THOUGHT, MAYBE, IT WOULD BE BETTER THAN 
"40 AND 0SM FOR THE MEN AND CLASS A rOR CERTAIN EOR NURSES.  THEY 
MIGHT SAIL ON THE HERMITAGE OR THE GEORQE WASHINGTON ABOUT 9 OR 10 OCT 
SAOV 
ADY ..... ft CHECK WITH HIM 2'3   SEPTEMBER* 
THE QKMTfWlAtru ■**!£ issue THE GOLD WREATH SLEEVE PATCH ron 
PCae
-       K« *•« THE UMIT MERITORIOUS dsavfcE PLAQUE. rH£ SEGUL- 
AT ION »A3 THAT CN UUVtltf) THE UNIT, THZ   PATCH *OULO COME OFF.  CAOY 






-     
f HU ***** ■»■*»** OR KHERSVER,  even AFTER THAT 
HE tC i   IN vntrtj 
THEY STOPPED AT THE TRANSIENT ~FFJCERS ftfcJN roa SUPPER AND THS* 
VT ON TO THZ 173TH AL HOSPITAL AT  IEIMS.    THE A***A*f OIO 
*
IC
•  ••*•?!« PROWLED 3UT CAOY SPENT MOST OP THE EVEN|«« 
U 
iATuaoAV,  22 SEPTEMBER,                                THE PAWtW 




«• r««  r*   &AftrCfttfA*tCftf  THE"/ Bfftf ON TO  Cow, 
,fi
    
:
* "      
W
'--        *   «AVE   THEM   A   FINE   LUNCH    || JERNISTIC 
LLET,   AMD   8H0UCO   THC.4   AROUND   THE   .'LACE.   HE   Mi    INTERESTED    IN   THE 
iMtCftVlt*   HE   KSt^   CCt.   GHO^LEY,    ACTING   CMJEf   Of   STAFF,    WAMTEO 
WITH   CACY. ;LUFI.'.:   rIAD    INFORMCO   HIM   AilO   CAOY. 
M** IAO SCtH ADMONISHED av COL, .MOPPING,  7TH    •,    -A, 
WHO HAO LET THZ   2|1     ,£. THE CERMAN      , FOR CAOV WOT TO LCT7O|SE 




»* &M  '  JUDGMENT THE RIGHT THIHQ   TO DO I 
BOTH ?IGLOTIN ft«fl BftM WERE WITH HIM ■WEN HE SPOKL' WITH DAPPER 
-. GMORMLET MM LOST HO TIME GETTING TO THE OOJECT OF THE VISIT HE 
HAO ASKED FOR.  HIS DEMEANOR ttAQ SOMEWHAT DISARMING, HOT THE EXPECTrD 
THE AUTHQRITORIAH OVERBEARING STERNNESS, 8UT RATHER A TUTORIAL DESIRE 
TO GET THE MATTER OVER WITH.  THEY HAO NOT LIKED THE UANNER CAOY HAO 
HANDLED mi      .AN MM  ,  "«fc DON'T OC THINGS THAT **Yt* ftttl CAOY 
COULO IMUK A ftETOftT, M      ERATEO THAT HE COWE UTI fHAT , 
, 7V,' ,\,:.'.Y HAD ; . THAT OlOE WAS TRYING TO SET THEM, AND WAS 
CAOY 
SEND INC ADMONISHMENTS TO CADY NOT TO LFT OLSE SET THEM, AT THE TIME 
GEFORE COL. 9Ttfttt.ro IRI SAW THE PILE, HE HAD NOT KNOWN THAT, so HIS 
INDORSEMENT WAS WRITTEN Ft GOOD FAITH, AND HE WAS TRY INS TO AVERT A 
CONFLICT BETWEEN THEIR HEADOUARTCRB.  CCL. GHORMLEY WAS NOT PLEASED 
WITH CADv'r, EXPLANATION THAT ME WAS TRYING TO PREVENT PROBLEMS WHICH 
WOULD COME TO WH IS OWN W      IRO tfRCRAt." GEN. TH^A^HER, RV HIS 
RETURN INDOREMENT TO THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL. HE CONTINUED TO 
HARRANCUE OF; HOW MISGUIDED CADY RAO SEEN, UNTIL IT WAS QUITE EVIDENT 
THAT THE INDORSEMENT HAD REALLV TRIGGERED COMF/THING A MO NO THEM. 
"THEY DIDN'T DO THINGS THAT WAY, RUT IT WAS WATER OVER THE DAM," 
ALL FRFT T©RT OF REPETIT I0U8LV UNTIL HE SORT OF RAN DOWN, RR08ARLY 
THREE OR rovn  TIMES. FOR THEM TRt MATTER WOULD END THERE, AND KE 
-UMER '"ADY MAD NOT r    ^EO Tftr iROORttRtRT PtRtOW \».LY.  (OH, YEAH!) 
THEN, (SRORRUTY AtRfO UGVI   IT HAPPENED THAT COL. STUBBLES, INE HAD PUT A 
'-SLIP ONTO TRt FILE.  SIMPLE, SAID CAOY, COL. STUDGLEBINF, HAD 
ENTERED HIS OFT ICE ON THE LAST DAY OF HIS BEING OlSE OOF STAFF, AND 
HE WAf ftl.a %f   THE 0!       OlSE HAD PLACED HIM IN.  AFTER LOOKING AT 
THE ENTIRE FILE, HE HAD SAID HE WOULD APPROVE RETURN INCOME RUSES TO 
THE  7*R   ARVY.     THEN  ME  PENNED  NIG tVOK~tttP  ARI   iTTAORtfi   IT  TO  THE 
FILE.       HE    HAD   DEEN   GLAD   Rdf   TO   QUESTION'   COL.    9Tttttt.tt I ME' S   AUTHORITY 
ABOUT   *""   PART   or   T — A;-. 
CADY THANKED COL. OMOSMLFY FOR MIS INFORMATION, SALUTED AND 
DEPARTED WITH HIS WITNESSES. HI RA1 R06R RELIEVED TMAT THE ACTING 
CHIEF OF CT5.FF HAD SEEN SO WILLING TO TALK BOTH OF THEM OUT OF THE 
MATTCR| -THE MESS \ 
ICM COL. THOMAS HSARD ABOUT IT, HE REMARKED CADY HAD NEARLY 
lOtCTCO   A    DIRECT   ORDER.       CADY   AGREED,    GUT   HE   HAD   BEEN    IN   A    DILEMMA 
AND   Rg   COULD   NOT    PLCAtf     tVCRVORC*       ME   DIG   NOT   BREATHE    A   ROM   TO   THOMAS 
ABOUT   Nfl    OCltttRATt    ITRATCRT    IRfi   "':TU ITUOUS   TIMING   "/HIGH   RAO   WORKED. 
Kl    TO'-T    HIS    COMPANIONS    HE   OMIT    HT>r^    "TO    KEEP    AHp*0   Or   THE    SHERIFF 
CAOY 
'NTIL HE WOULD 8E ON THE HIGH SEAS." 
COt. SEDCWICK SAIO HE WOULO SOON 8E "SURPLUS* FOR OlSE HAD TAKEN 
OVER THE ASSEMBLY AREA COMMANO.   (THEN CAOY WOULD BE BACK UNDER 
COL. GHORMLEYJ) HE GAVE THEM SOME "AFRIKA KORPS" SUN HELMETS FOR 
SOUVENIRS, SOME LITTLE OIL LANTERS8 LIKE TOYS, AND A WHIRLING SPARKER 
FLASHLIGHT.  ...THE UNIT WAS NO LONGER UNDER THE HOSPITAL CENTER,BUT 
WAS SACK UNDER UlSE, ANO THOMAS.  HE SAID HE MIGHT MAKE THE PLAQUE 
PRESENTATION,  IF ASKED.  BUT HE WAS NO REAL HELP IN GETTING A PLAQUE. 
THEY TOOK A QUICK RUN TO -J?EORE W'ULFF'S PLACE, BUT THE FIELD HOSPITAL 
HAD BEEN GONE FOR TWO WEEKS.  THEN, TO SAY THEY HAD DONE SO, THEY WENT 
TO THE REG BRICK SCHOOLHQUSE WHERE GENERAL EISENHOWER AND THE GERMANS 
HAO   SIGNED   THEIR   UNCONDITIONAL    SURRENOER.       THEY   SAW   THE*SURRENDER   ROOM 
WHICH HAD BEEN LEFT UNDISTURBED, INCLUDING SOME OF THE MAPS HANGING ON 
THE WALLS. 
SACK TO RAVENEL AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE, AND MISSING THE CHAMPAGNE 
PARTY AT FVI. KA««RV
V
L HOME, CAOY OUG INTO THE PILES OF PAPER ON MIS DESK. 
WHAT A DAY* 
CAPT. DOROTHY C. MACLEOD, ANC, HAD ORDERS TO REJOIN THE 21ST, 
BUT THEV WERE CANCELLED, AND SHE WAS TO GO TO THE 17£TH GENERAL HOSPITAL 
SEVEN MORE "OLD" 21ST NURSES GOT A 7-DAY SWISS TOUR, WHICH WAS A REG- 
ULAR OCCURRENCE NOW. 
OIUNDAY, 23 SEPTEMBER. RAVENEL 
BEAM HAD RECEIVED HIS NEWS BIT TELEPHONE AT MARSEILLES, THIS TME 
A 
HE CALLED FROM HARIS. HE HAD ANTS IN HIS PANTS ABOUT GETTING HIS 201 
FILE IN PARIS THE NEXT DAY. CADY PROMISED TO GET THAT, HIS BEDDING 
ROLL, AND ANY OTHER LOOSE PLUNDER HE COULD FIND TO HIM. 8CAM HAO 8EEN 
HIS LAST OF THE 21ST, RAVENEL, ANO HE WAS UNDERSTANDIBLY HAPPY ABOUT 
FACING WEST. H€  HAD STRETCHEO HIS TRAVEL ORDERS TO INCLUDE NORTHERN 
ITALY. HE HAD CKECKED AT PBS HQ. ABOUT THE 21ST'S RECOMMENDATION FOR 
THE UNIT MERITORIOUS SERVICE PLAQUE.  "COL. SWEENEY HAD SENT IT IN." 
CAOY 
•t#T HC MAS GONE TO ATHENS, GREECE, AND NO ONE KNEW ANY MORE ABOUT IT. 
THEY MAO SUGGESTED THAT CAOY NOT CHECK ANY FURTHER AiOUT ITS FATE. 
CAOY MAO SOMEONE IN THE CARPENTER SHOP MAX INS A PLAQUE OUT Or OAK AND 
PAINTING AND STAINING IT ACCORDING TO THE REGULATIONS! OAK SHIELD, 
GILT "SEaVICe" ASOVE, A GREEN LAUREL WREATH IN THE CENTR, AND A 
ft h 
*#LT  AWARD OF yEfUT" AT THE BOTTOM.  NO ONE AROUNO 0|SE WAS BOTHERING 
(%) 
A80UT MAKING SUCH THINGS ANY MORE. 
A 
SOME CONGRESSMEN WERE SOUNDING orr ABOUT "ALL THE OLD CAPTAINS 
IN THE MEDICAL CORPS, AUS. CAOY HAD ALREAOY SENT A PERSONAL LETTER TO 
<fc*.   *ILS0N   ABOUT   THAT   SUBJECT,      ?ME   NEW   "TERMINAL   PROMOTION   RULE   FOR 
30  MONTHS    IN   GRADE   WOULD   HELP   THAT If   THEY   WOULD   RETAIN   COMMISS- 
IONS    IN   TME   IteSERVE,    AND   SOME   Or   THEM   MIGHT   NOT   WANT   TO   REMAIN   IN   THE 
"DAMNED RESERVE." 
Sv MAIL, GEN. THRASHER ORDERED CAOY TO GIVE CAPT. FRANK U MOORE, 
MAC, "AN ADMINISTRATIVE REPRIMAND." ORIGINALLY, CAOY WOULD HAVE RISKED 
OOINO IT UNDER AW 104, SO MOORE COULD NOW PLEAD *DOUBL£ WE^ROY," 
OUT HE HAD THREATENED TO ASK FOR A TRIAL.  NOW, IT HAD BEEN TOSSED SACK 
ANO CAOY WOULD HAVE TO WRITE THE REPRIMAND IN SUCH A WAY THAT CAPT. 
«©*»£ MAO BETTER ACCEPT IT.  OKAY, THIS TIME HE WOULD NOT BE SYMPATH- 
ETIC IF HE TRIED TO SALKl   fT WAS CARRIED OUT rfUST AS CADY HAD SUGGESTS 
WITH A LOT OF W|*D ANO NOBODY REALLY HURT MUCH. 
CAOY WAS LIGHTENING HIS OWN IMPEDIMENTA. GOOO OLD FIXER, 
EARL SHEPARO, SOLD HIS PORTABLE TYPEWRITER FOR HIM. 
MONDAY, 24, SEPTEMBER.      CAOY MAO «LLE. DENYSE  LEFEVRE GUIDE 
TO A PRINTING PLACE IN NANCY TO ARRANGE FOR A CUT FOR THE GOLD WREATH 
ANO TO CONTRACT FOR THE LAVOUT QF   THE GENERAL ORDER FOR THE PLAQUE 
TO BE TRANSMUTED INTO A CERTIFICATE OF A SORT FOR SOUVENIR PURPOSES. 
FOR SENTIMENTAL PURPOSES IT WOULD HAYE REAL SIGNITURE INDORSEMENTS 
rROM CAOY, BOLOTIN AND OANN,-THREE MUSKETEERS,- WHEN MAILED OW 
CADY 
LT. WHITTEMORE WAS BE INS HARD TO CONVINCE THAT HE AND HIS "SLAVE 
CREW" HAD A NORMAL WORK DAY or 16 HOURt ON ALL THOSE PROMOTIONS AND 
AWARDS. CADY WAS DISGRUNTLED THAT WAJ, SPALDING'S HAD BOUNCED BACK 
AGAIN.  HE WOULD HAVE TO SEND IT IN AGAIN AS SOON AS HE GOT HOWE, 
THE BASTARD®! 
TUESDAY 25  SEPTEMBER.  AFTER TAKING HIS BOOSTER SHOTS, CADY WENT 
TO SEE THE NANCY PRINTER. THE GALLEY-PROOF LOOKED FINE, ANO HE LEFT 
ORDERS FOR ORIGINALS TO SE ON HEAVY PAPER, AND TWICE AS MANY FOR FILES 
AND FOR "ARMY RECOROS". WITH A THREE-WAY DISTRIBUTION EACH PERSON 
WOULD SURELY GET HIS COPY, EVEN THOUGH HE MIGHT NOW KNOW IT.  ...HE 
WAS FEELING A 8 IT DRAGGY BY EVENING, ANO TIRED.  HE SWALLOWED A COUPLE 
OF PILLS, AND WENT TO THE 2!STfS CLUB FOR AN APERITIF, THE FIRST TIME 
niNce CLUB RAVENEL HAD CHANGED HANDS. HE TOOK COL. COLL ISI AND DANN 
WITH HIM FOR A COUPLE OF HOURS CHfZ ^AGNV DURING THE EVENING FOR 
SIPPING CHAMPAGNE ANO TALKING.  MADAME WAS GRACIOUS AS SHE COULD BE, 
AND LITTLE JEAN PIERRE (8)   WAS TOO. A FEW SMALL TRINKETS WHICH WOULD BE 
IMPORTANT FOR A NICE LITTLE FRENCH SCHOOLBOY WERE DISCUSSED WITH THE 
PARENTS so CADY COULD SEND THEM LATER. 
COL. COLLISI WANTEO TO PICK UP WITH THE FRENCH WHEREJCADY WAS 
LEAVING OFF.  HE TOLD MAGNY*S  HIS FATHER, A GERMAN WITH AN ITALIAN 
NAME, HAD tCtN TORN IN SAARSRUCKSN, HIS MOTHER HAD BEEN FRENCH.  HE HAD 
VISITED HIS FATHER'S BIRTHPLACE IN 1932 AND HAD LOCATED SOME COUSINS. 
HE HAD NOT TRIED TO LOCATE ANY OF THEM SINCE V-E DAY. 
1ST  LTS.  VARY E.  POGUE,  ANC,  AND BErtNAoiNE/y*  OAUGHERTY   (NIE),  ANC, 
WERE TRANSFERRED TO THE 17^TH GENERAL HOSPITAL DETACHMENT OF PATIENTS 
FOR GOING HOME. 
WEDNESDAY, 26 SEPTEMBER.        BEAM TELEPHONED FROM PARIS TO 
SAY THAT COL. SHOOK SAID GEN. CUTLER COULD NOT HAVE HAD ANYTHING TO 
DO WITH CUTTING PATTONS AWARD ORDERS TO 3RONZE STAR. ANYWAY, COL. SHOOK 
CA 
WASN'T    IN   POSITION   TO   DO   ANYTHING   A60UT    IT   THEN.      ALSO,   SHOOK   WANTEO 
CAOY   TO   OST   GEN.   WILSON   TO   ASK   FOR   HIM   0V   NAME   SO   M£   COuLO   SET   SACK   TO 
TH£ STATES SOONER.      Q*tl Wltl    MfttW A V-MAIL LETTER ASOUT THE 
MATTES.  KC WAS VtONCERINQ IF SHOOK TMOUSHT HE WOULD 06 LEFT 0«T OH 
A L1«S 3HQUr.G HE ^C^IlK IN £?C» 03 USFCT AS IT WAS THEN CAL.LEC. 
HE WAS STILL TRY INS TO (JET THlNOS PACKED FCR SHIPMENT AND If* 
PROPER SPACE ANQ WEISHT LIMITS*  H|3 SOUVENIR t IRE ASMS AN3 80«E ©P 
OANN'S LIBERATED LIQUORS WHICH MS HAD MOAKOED WERE A PROBLEM FOR HIM, 
A80UT A HUNDRED etO-T     OFFICERS ANO NURSES STftL IN THE UNIT 
MAO A 3INWER H THEIR WWM OFFICERS MESS IN THE ADMINISTRATION 
3UIL0IN0.   IT WAS NICE. MO LEMQTNV SPEECHES, AND LT. COL. CARL 3HEP~ 
ARO ANO LUCIA JIMMffl ANO LT. HANCOCK KE»T SOME MftMftNi MUSICAL HORSE- 
PLAY COINS.      CAST COT UP TO RRARD THE IRONZE STAR TO MA*« LANE W« 
O'BRIEN, DC, AND 3Uff»RISlKQLV, A SOtfMENOATION ST GEN. THRASHER TO 
CAPT. FMM L. VOORE, /AC, FOR HIS PINE WORK AT THE 35TH STATION 
MttP ITALl 
Uai   CACY   WAS    'TILL   ON   HIS   FEET,   BOLOTIN   AROSE   AN0   010   THE 
HONORS,    "TRANSFERREDNwtTC       ' A   SELP-WIN3INS   SWISS   30L.CX   CMRONO* 
METER."      1Y   30t*£   3TRAN3E   COINCIDENCE   ONE   OP   THE   SCftMAN   PO*S   HAD 
fftiftAftt   ON   THE   STAINLESS   STEEL   SACK   OP   THE   WRISTWATCHJ 
TO 
•W HIS OWN "CCC* 
7ALY f 
IT KM A RCLEX PERPETUAL, ERVE-SASLB, 045702. 
CAOY HAS NEITHER EXPECTED MM CUSPECTEP MY TOKEN or SEMTIVEKT 
PROM t»t I'TMT FROM WHOSE tt£*ESR5 HE MAO DEVANDEQ SO MUCH I!" SSRVICF. 
HC HAD LIVED SUCH A LONELY LIFE AS I COWVAMDER, INSPECT INC, PERPET- 
UALLY FINOIMQ FAULTS, C3 IT IC 12 I Mf AOWOWlSHING, ORDERING PEOPLE 
AROUND ANO BEING IRRITATED A30UT SOUTHING SO KUCH OF THE TIME, THAT 
tHlO . HH RESPECT, REGARD, LOVE OR WHATEVER THIS EXHIBIT 
CAOY 
WAS, CAME AS A SHOCK TO HIH,   T*t¥ WERE EVEN POKING FUN AT THEMSELVES; 
THAT "CCC" STOOD FOR "COL. CADY'S CHARACTERS 1" HE WANTED TO BLUBBER 
AND 8E EMOTIONALLY RELIEVEO, BUT HE MANAGED TO 3WALLQW THE BIG APPLE 
|H FIS THROAT  AND HOPEO HE MADE A PRESENTABLE LITTLE ACCEPTANCE SPEECH. 
ANYWAY, HE TOLD THEM HOW INORDINATELY PROUD HE HAD BEEN OP THEIR OVER- 
SEAS PERFORMANCE AS A UNIT, AND HE WOULD ALWAYS VALUE AS A TREASURE THE 
CUSTODY OF THEIR FINE TOKEN OF THEIR REGARD, WHICH MADE HIM EVEN MORE 
PROUO. THEN, HE CHOKED UP,AND BLINDLY SAT DOWN AMID THEIR HANDCLAPPING. 
LT. FANNY SOLUB, AMC, WAS TRANSFERRED TO THE 279 STATION HOSPITAL. 
THURSDAY, ?7TH SEPTEMBER. 
THE DRESJiED UP EXTRACT OF THE GENERAL ORDER FOR THE PLAQUE WAS 
8EAUTIFUL. THE BLACK FIGURED BORDER, THF. QOLTF BREATH IN THE CENTRAL 
PORTION, ETC., MAOS IT LOOK AS NO MIMEOGRAPHED GENERAL C-ROER EVER 
CAN LOOK. CAOY SENT HONORARY MEMBER COPIES TO GEN. JCH LEE THROUGH 
COL. SHOOK, AND HE GOT AN ACKNOWLEDGMENT! THE REMAINDER OF THE DAY 
WAS «OJM AND WAITING. THERE VMS A CONTIGUOUS TRICKLE OF 3RANCH 
IMMATERIAL PERSONNEL COMING INTO THE UNIT. COL. KARL M. fctf?la DC, 
A VERY GLAD MAM, GOT RACK,TOO. 
FRIDAY,     PTEMBER. 
As AGREED, CAOY TELEPHONED COL. rACFADDEN TO SEE WHAT TRANSPORT- 
ATION HAD BEEN SET UP FOR THE 21 ST.  HE STILL THOUGHT HE MIGHT GET 
THE 21§1 ON THE SS VEIGS, II WASHINGTON OR SS SANTA ROSA FOR THE HOME- 
WARD VOYAGE.  HE PROMISED TO TELEPHONE ANY NEWS. 
K8S.CADY WROTE THAT Oo'.'EBODY AROUND ST. LOUIS HAD WRITTEN AN OPEN 
LETTER IN 1     ODE-OeMCCRAT TO PRESIDENT TRUMAN ABOUT GETT I IIt NURSES 
KM| TOO,  HE •«KtICO IT HAD SEEN INSPIRED BY SOME OF Ml  I M HOMESICK 
NURSES.   !F THEY COULD ONLY REALIZE THAT THE ARMY WAS JUST ASOUT AS 
ANXIOUS AS THEY WERE TO GET THOSE OVL   ON THEIR WAY QUICKLY. SOMETIMES 
SUCH PEOPLE WERE A HARRASSING PROBLEM TO HAVE AROUND! 
COL. STROHM HAD HIS ADJUTANT DOWN AT MARSEILLES TO SEE WHAT CUUUU 
BE LEARNED THERE ABOUT PLANS FOR HIS 46TH. HE WANTED CADV TO GET 
NEWS OUT OF PARIS OR RUMS, AND SO DID CADY. ...HE WAS GETTING SOME 
AFTERNOON "BUNK FATIGUE." U'HAT LUXURY! DURING THE EVENING HE HAD 
BOLOTIN AND OANN BUSY SIGNING NEW CERTIFICATE^'WITH HIM. 
SATURDAY, 29 SEPTEMBER. 
THAT PLAQUE CERTIFICATE* 3.0. 269, TSFET, 20 SEP. 1945, LOOKED 
IMPOSING ENOUGH FOR FRAMING. CAOY SENT HONORARY CERTIFICATES TOI 
GENERALS HAWLEY, KENNER, WILSON, 3GO KIRK, COLS. SHOOK, COCKE, R.£. 
THOMAS, RUDOLPH, MLLES. MARYLISE WINCKLER, DENYSE LEFEVRE, OR. <M.B3 
CLOPTON, BILL STACK, "HAM" HAMILTON, AND GEN. LARK IN WHO HAD SIGNEO 
THE GO, ANO TO UAJ. OMfKAVi WAC. 
HE TOOK COL. COLLIQI AND MA«J. SALMON TO CALL AT THE HOME OF MA IRE 
NARCY AND LEFT LITTLE GIFTS. HE WANTED TO SEE THAT TQE OTHER OFFICERS 
HAD THE CONTACTS. DURING THE AFTERNOON CAOY, C0LLI8I, METZ, MA#M 
SALMON, OANN, OILLMAN, AND CAPTS. HUTCHESON AND LUCIA GARDNER, ARC, WENT 
TO THE HOHE OF Hi LA3ERTE.  AFTER SOME CHAMPAGNE AND TARTS THEY WENT 
TO THE OFFICE OF HIS VIOLIN FACTORY ANO WERE PERMITTED AGAIN TO SEE 
LE SOLEIL, THE STRADIVARIUS VIOLIN, WORTH $40,000.  IT WAS A BEAUTY, 
ANO CADY WAS AGAIN PERMITTED TO TUCK IT UNDER HIS CHAN AMD DRAW A BOW 
ACROSS ITS UNTUNED STRINGS.  LABERTE WAS SHOWING OFF, TOO, AND HADIA 
FEW FRENCH FRIENDS THERE: AN ADMIRAL WHO DYED HIS HAIR A BIT, A 
VIVACIOUS RED-HEADED WIDOW, AND A PIANI3T AND WIFE.  LAB£RTE*S 
SON WHOSE WIFE SAID HE WAS A FINE DOCTOR. SHE WAS NICE TO SPEAK WITH, 
BUT HER ENGLISH WAS HEAVILY ACCENTED WITH BRITISH, TWO YOUNGER DAUGHT- 
ERS WERE AT HOME. 
MAJ. SCALDING WAS SUSPECTING, AS HAD CADY, THE SAME INDIVIDUAL 
NURSES WHO HAD INSPIRED THE OPEN LETTER, AND SHE PREDICTED THEY WOULD 
HEAR MORE ABOUT IT THE FOLLOWING DAY.  IT NETTLED THEM BOTH A LITTLE 
THAT THESE GALS COULD HOT IMAGINC THEIR SID FOR SPECIAL FAVOR MIGHT 
CAOY 
4U8T GET THEM DELAYED *«»TEAO or HASTENED HOME# 
SUNDAY, 30 SEPTEMBER•   Six or THE EIGHT HAIR-SHIRT NURSES CAME 
TO BEE CAOY, 8RINS INS A COPT OP THE NEWS ITEM PROM ST. LOUIS.   IT 
DEVELOPED THAT TWO Or THEM HAD GONE DOWN TO DELTA BASE 3rCT|0N TO 
ATTENO AfCOOIKQ AT THE 4>kD GENERAL HOSPITAL.  BUT THE 43R© HAD BAILED, 
AND BO HAO THE 3«© 3ENERAL HOSPITAL.  BOTH WERE PARVENUS A8 COMPARED 
ft 
TO THE 21ST.  THET WENT TO A DANCE, AND DANCED WITH SU8Y MUSTACHIOEB 
BRIO* GEN. RATHAV, AND OTHERS. THEY WERE KIDDED ABOUT WEARING ALL 
THEIR OVERSEAS 8ARS, ETC.  THEM SOME QPPIOERS HAD C0MMI8ERATS0 ST 
CALLING THE DEPARTURE OF THE 43RB A "PSt.l.T.lCAL rfflfi,,?£&• 7™gy M*° 
RETURNED ON 5 SEPTEMBER DURNlNO WITH INDIGNATION.  ONE Of THE 0IRL8 
HAO ALREADY DEPARTED,OUT THE OTHER HAD LEARNED THAT OTHER 518T 
94 POINT NURSES HAD SEEN SENT TO THE I27TM GENERAL HOSPITAL WHICH WAS 
THEN BEING HELD IN THE MARSEILLES STAGING TO SET OUT AHEAD OF THE 21ST. 
IT WAS ALLEGED THAT SOME OP THE 7& POINT NURSES HAO SEEN TRANSFERRED 
TO THE 50TH AND THE 19TH, AND THEY WERE SUPPOSED TO BE HEADED OUT 
BEPORE C0N3I0ERA3LV OLDER UK ITS OVER3EAS. WITHOUT CIV I NO CADY ANY 
CHANCE TO CCfflRM ANV Of IT, THEY HAD WRITTEN TO THE PRESIDENT tN AN 
OPEN LETTER ABOUT THEIR PLIGHT.  CAOY PROMI8EO THEM ONLV WHAT HE COULD 
00, TO SEE IP THEIR DEPARTURE COULO BE EXPEDITED* ANOTHER 8R0UP OP 
NURSES WERE GRIPING TO 00 TO SWITZERLAND.  THEY DID NOT SEEM TO CARE 
HOW MUCH OR WHOM THEY MIGHT INCONVENIENCE ABOUT THAT EITHER.  THERE 
8IUPLY HAO NOT SEEN ENOUGH WORK POR PEOPLE TO 00 RECENTLY. 
HE MAO A BUNCH OP RECOMMENDATIONS ABOUT REACT POR PINAL TYPINS 
WMICH HE WOULD SUBMIT AS SOON AS THEY WOULD ARRIVE IN MTH£ OLD COUNTRY? 
HE CONTINUED TO LET ANYONE HAVE 24 HOUR PASSES,  COL. DANIEL cl. 
WALICORA, MC| HAO SUPERCEOED LT. COL. KERR AS CO, S20TH HOSPITAL 
CENTER BUT IT MEANT NOTHING TO THE 21ST THEN. HE HAD BEEN SHOOK'B 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER IN PARIS. CAOY ASKEO LT, COL. HAMP80N, X, TO BRING 
CADY 
HIS RATING TO COL. WALICORA* I ATTENTION.  HAD IT BEEN AN INAOVERTANT 
MAO 
REVERSAL OF FIGURES, OR NOT? THUS FAR NOTHING   COME OF IT, SO IT 
MATTERED LITTLE, JUST AS SHOOK HAD SUGGESTED. 
FIVE NEW NURSES TRANSFERRED TO THE 46TH GENERAL HOSPITAL; TWO 
WENT TO THE 77TH EVACUATION HOSPITAL. THREE MAC OFFICERS JOINED, 
INCLUDING 1ST T-TS. SARGENT AND MA8TERS0N, FORMER MEMBERS. A LT. COL. 
OCf   CAM. TOO. SOME OF THESE MOVES OF PERSONNEL DIO NOT MAKE MUCH OF 
A RATIONAL PATTER|T, ESPECIALLY WITH THE KURSE8. 
CADY ENDED SEPTEMBER WITH PLENTY TO DO, AND ABOUT AS UNCERTAIN 
WHAT WAS EXPECTED WHILE AWAITING ORDERS TO GO SOUTH.  IT WOULD HAVE 
BEEN RATHER LUCRICL$OUS TO ATTEMPT TO MAKE WORK FOR THE IDLE PERSONNEL, 
BUT THAT WAS WHAT WAS REALLY NEEDED, EXCEPT CADY WOULD HAVE STAYED 
IN BEO MOST OF THE DAYS HAD IT BEEN POSSIBLE FOR HIM. 
0O0 
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CHAPTER 4  5 
STAGING- RAvENEL- MARSEILLES -  EMBARKATION 
OCTOBER  1945 
MONDAY, 1 OCTOBER. CAOY FINALLY QO T COL. MACFADDEN BY PHONE. 
THE 10TH WAS STILL THE DATE FOR MOVEMENT, BUT NO TRANSPORTATION HAD 
SEEN SET UP FOR THE 218T.  HE STILL ALLOWED 48 HOUR PASSES.  TwO 
PANTING OFFICERS CAME FROM OlSE HQ. BECAUSE THE "21ST WAS 80 HOT AND 
MIGHT BE GONE ALREADY." 
BEAM TELEPHONED THAT THE 21ST*S "FIRECRACKER NURSES" HAD ALMOST 
CAUSEO AN IG INVESTIGATION OF THE WAY THEY WERE HANDLING SHIPPING TO 
MARSEILLES. THEIR OPEN LETTER WAS MUCH TALKED ABOUT IN PARIS. BOTH 
NURSES AND REAM WERE OISCUSSING THE LOWER POINT NURSE8 OF THE 21ST 
WHO HAD BEEN TRANSFERRED TO "YOUNGER" UNITS THAT MIGHT HAVE GONE TO THE 
PACIFIC, BUT WERE THEN SUPPOSED TO BE GETTING HOME EARLIER THAN THE 
218T.  THEY WERE PUBLICLY GUESSING, WHAT THEY THOUGHT THE ARMY WAS 
OOING TO DO ABOUT SUCH SHIPMENTS,  ANYWAY, CAOY CALLED THE *FIRECRACKER" 
NURSES IN AND TOLD THEM WHAT HE HAD LEARNED.  FURTHERMORE, HE WA8 NOT 
MAKING ANY FORMAL INQUIRY WHICH WOULO EXPOSE THEIR PERSONAL VULNERBIL- 
ITY FOR DISCIPLINE, NOT UNLESS ORDERED.  THEREFORE, «IU8T REFRAIN FROM 
WRITINQ MORE LETTERS TO THE PRE8IDENT OR EVEN THEIR CO MIGHT HAVE TO 
REMAIN LONGER IN EUROPE WITH THEM WHILE THEY WOULD BE EXPLAINING WHY 
ANO HOW THE LETTER GOT PUBLISHED BACK HOME.   THE GIRLS DID NOT SEEM 
GREATLY CRE8TFALLEN, OR THOUGHT THEIR "CRIME" WA8 8ERI0U8.  FOUR YEARS 
OF GOOD AND FAITHFUL WAR 8ERVICE HAD NOT TAKEN THE "CITIZEN" OUT OF THE 
UNIT'S CITIZEN SOLDIERLYH ?V 
COL. BRICKNER, IGD, WAS VISITING WITHE 45TH, AND WAS FROM THEOELTA 
BASE SECTION. HE WAS STILL AS HUMORLESS AS WHEN HE VISITED THE 21ST 
IN BOU-HANIFIA AFTER COL. DAVIS HAD SEEN m   IEVEO. NEVERTHELESS, HE 
WA8 CORDIAL ENOUGH TO INVITE CAOV TO LOOK HIM UP MTO BENO A FEW* WHEN 
THE UNIT WOULD REACH MARSEILLES. 
STROHM WAS QUITE IMPATIENT WITH THE WHOLE RE-DEPLOYMENT SET-UP. 
HIS UNIT HAD LOST 300 OF ITS ORIGINAL DETACHMENT BECAUSE OF A FEW LOW 
P0INT8, AND HE ANTICIPATED MANY OF THEIR FAMILIES WOULD BE FERMENTING 
OREGON AND ASKING HIM ABOUT THE NONSENSE AND SNAFU. HE HAD A VERY 
STRONGE PATERNALISTIC FEELING ABOUT HIS PERSONNEL, PROBABLY MQFTC THAN 
CADY HAO.  HOW HE WAS OFF COL. SHOOK BECAUSE WHEN HE HAD GONE UP TO 
PARIS ABOUT ALL THIS,"HE DID NOTHING BUT PASS HIM ON TO LT. COL. J»£ 
RICHARDS, WHO DIO NOTHING, AND SAID HE COULD NOT." ...STROHM HAD TWO 
FRENCH MEDALS FROM WORLD WAR t, AND THEY HAD GIVEN HIM SOME FOR .VORLO 
WQR It. RECENTLY THEY HAD GIVEN AWARDS TO I  OF HIS PERSONNEL, AND HE 
EXPECTED 30ME MORE.  CAOY TOLD HIM HOW HIS OWN LIST HAD FLlWERED OUT, 
EVEN THOUGH HE HAD CROSSEO LINES DIRECTLY TO GEN. DETASSIGNY..   STROHM 
PUT THEM UP    IN THE HOTEL IN THE COMFORTABLE SUITE HE ALWAYS HAO RE- 
SERVED FOR GEN. ARTHUR R. WILSON.  ...NOW, IT SEEMED TO CADY,THERE 
WOULD BE ANY OPPORTUNITY FOR MONTHS TO DO ANY POLITIC-ING FOR SHOOK, 
IF EVER. 
WEDNESOAY, 3 OCTOBER. THEY RETURNED BY WAY OF LUXEIL, LUNCHED 
IN PLOMBIERS, AND PASSED THROUGH EPINAL.  XSRTIGNY WAS A WELL KNOWN 
CHEESE-MAKING PLACE, AND THE NEW MODERN FACTORY WAS OUTSIDE THE LIMITS 
OF THE OLD TOWN.    THE tyktfiSQEH   SAID HE HAO BEEN A POW OF THE GERMANS 
AND WAS CONFINED WITHIN THE STOCKADE (FENCES ) OF FiAVENEL.  THUS, BY 
SUCHlFELLOWSHIP CAOY GOT HIM TO ACCEPT HIS FRANC NOTES AS PERMITS 
FOR PURCHASE OF ABOUT $100.00 WORTH OF PACKAGED CHEESE FOR THE MESSES, 
AND TO COME OUT OF THE OFFICERS CLUB FUN08.  THEY LOOKED AROUND.  THERE 
WERE NUMEROUS LARGE SIX-FOOT WHEELS OF BROWN DIRTH-LOOKING SWISS 
CHEESE LAYING AROUND ON THE FACTORY'S "CLEAN" FLOORS.  LARGE  CHUNKS 
OF THE WHEELS WERE HACKED OFF AND PUT INTO A GRINDER.  THEN SOME 
CADV 
SOFT SMELLY fc'UENSTER CHEESE WAS MACHINE MIXED WITH IT.  AFTER IT WA8 
MELTEO AND PASTEURIZED,  IT CAME OUT OF THE LINE NEATLY MACHINE~PACKED 
IN FOIL-WRAPPED PIECES IN A CIRCULAR BOX, ATTRACTIVELY LABELED "SWEET- 
HEARTS." 
COL. &ALIGORA, NEW CO, #20TH HOSPITAL CENTER, AND HIS EXEC, L.T. 
COL. KERR, HAD VISITEO ANO DEPARTED BEFORE CADY RETURNED TO RAVENEL. 
BOLTTLN SEEMEO TO RESPECT WALIGQRA, PARTLY BECAUSE HE HAD RECENTLY 
BEEN 3HOOK*S EXECUTIVE OFFICER. KERR HAD NOT MENTIONED LT. COL. 
HAMPSON, OR ANYTHING CONCERNING CADY*B RATING BY KERR.  BOLOTIN SAID 
HE SEEMED RATHER UNCOMFORTABLE WHILE ME HAD TO SIT STILL ANO LISTEN TO 
THEIR CONVERSATION, AND THE NAMES OF THE VIPS OF MUTUAL ACQUAINTANCES. 
..3o KERR WAS GETTING "THE TREATMENTJW 
OlSE WAS BEING HARD80ILE0 ABOUT TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS.  ONE OF  THE 
NEW SERGEANTS HAD BEEN ORDERED UP TO THE DRIVER^ DISCIPLINARY TRAINING 
SCHOOL FOR TWO WEEKS (AND TO HELL WITH HOW MUCH THE MAN WAS NEEDED 
IN HIS UNIT.). KERR ADVISED THAT HE SHOULD BE SENT, AND HE MIGHT 
VISE OUT ON GOING HOME JUST THEN, SO CADY SAID HE WOULD USE KERR'S 
NAME AS MIS ADVISOR. SOLOTIN POINTED OUT TO COL. WALIGORA THAT IF 
OlSE WANTED TO BYPASS COMMANDER8 OF UNITS IN PUNISHING nMISDEMEANORS,M 
THE CHICKENS WOULD GO TO ROOST IN OifSE HQ. ALL THE SOONER. 
*MTCW 
CADY PUT ON MIS UNIT MERITORIOUS SERVICE PLAQUE AND PASSED THE 
A 
WORD FOR ANY OF THE OTHER OLD-TIMERS TO DO SO IF THEY WISHED, ... 
CHAPLAIN HOOX MAD BEEN A GREAT BELIEVER IN THE USES OF THE CONTRIBUTION 
PLATE ALTHOUGH IT ML UNNECESSARY AND NOT "LEGAL" IN THE MILITARY 
RELIGIOUS SERVICES. HE HAD DEPARTED, ABANDONING WITHOUT AN ACCOUNTING 
FOR, OR TURNING IN THE ILLEGITIMATE FUND TO TO THE CUSTOOY OF ANYONE. 
THE FOUNDLING FUND WAS DOCUMENTED THOROUGHLY IN THE HOPE THAT IT MIGHT 
BE USEFULLY LEGITIMIZED SOMETIME. 
AT 1900 HOUR CAPT. DOROTHY MACLEOO, ANC, HQ. OISE, TELEPHONED 
CADY A LIST OF 49 NURSES WITH 65 POINTS.  CADY WAS TO GET THEM BAGIAND 
CAOV 
BAGGAGE VP  TO CAMP PHILLIP MORRIS, ATTACHED, UNAS8IQNED TO THE 166TH 
GENERAL HOSPITAL, TO LEAVE FOR PORT LE HAVRE. HE OOULO USE AIR TRANS- 
PORT TO GET THEM THERE BY THE 6TH. ONE NURSE WAS AT DIJON, TWO OTHERS 
HAD UUGT GONE TO PARIS.  MESSAGES WERE HOPEFULLY SENT TO THEM TO START 
THEM TO THE RENDEZVOUS. MAD. GENEVIEVE MARIAN SMITH, ANC, RA, SUCCEEDED 
MA«>. SPALOING AS CHIEF, NURSING SERVICE. 
THURSDAY, 4 OCTOBER.  THEY MANAGED TO GET THE NURSES UP TO 
NANCV, ADIEUS SAID, AND ENTRAINED ASOUT 0200 HOUR. MOST OF THE NURSES 
MADE A POINT TO COME ANO SAY GOODBYE PERSONALLY WITH A WORD OF APPREC- 
IATION FOR SERVING WITH THE 21ST UNDER CADV*S COMMAND.  HE RETURNED TO 
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" CARRIE M. WILLIAMSON; AND THE OTHER EIGHT NURSES WERE 
RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE UNIT. 
CAPT. MACLEOD SAID THE 50TH GENERAL HOSPITAL HAD ALREADY 
DEPARTED FROM MARSEILLES, AND THE 2ND AND 5TH HAD BEEN LEFT SEHINO 
FOR SOME REASONL CADY** PERSONAL INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM SAID THE 
50TH WAS LEAVING ON THE 4TH IF NOT SNAFUED.  IT HAD BEEN EMBARKED 
ONCE BEFORE THEN PULLEO ASHORE FOR SOME REASON. HUMOR HAO IT THAT 
SOME OTHER UNITS HAD BEEN ON AND OFF 8HIPS THREE OR FOUR TIMES,TOO. 
THE HOSPITAL CENTER RELAYES NEWS THAT THE T'NIT'S TRANS- 
CAOV 
PORTAT ION WOULD 8E SPOTTED IN MRECOURT ON THE STM FOR DEPARTURE 
OR THE 10TH,  CADY OOT MIS ADVANCE POINT* BOLGTIN, SHEPARD AND 
HO SPENCEjOrr BY MOTOR VEHICLE FOR MARSEILLES.  THE UNIT HAD ORDERS 
TO TURN IN ALL VEHICLES AND OET ITSELF SY TRAIN TO THE STAGING 
AREA WITHOUT ITS OWN TRANSPORTATION. THEY KNEW HOW HELPLESS A 
UNIT IS WITHOUT A FEW VEHICLES,-AND THE 2tST HA0 SEVERAL WHICH 
WERE WOT OH OFFICIAL PROPERTY LISTS.  ALSO, HE COULD TRUST HIS "AD- 
VANCE POINT" TO HAVE EVERYTHING IN HANO WHEN THE MAIN SOOY WOULD 
ARRIVE*  ••.HE WAS TIRED, BUT WORKEO MORE ON RECOMMENDATIONS, 
PACKING  AND OTHER CHOKES* 
FRfOAY, 5 OCTOBER*  POPULAR CAPT. CLLWOOO M. SPILLMAN, DC, 
AND UTTLE PUERTO RICAN CAPT. PEDRO A. VEGA, INF. REJOINED THE 
UNIT*  OISE HAD BALLED UP ANOTHER NURSE'S PROMOTION* AND SY SOME 
FLUKE IT CAME THROU0M AS A RESULT OF A "SPLIT FILE*, PART OF IT 
HAD SEEN RfTUffNEO TO THE UNIT DISAPPROVED!   HE FINISHED ANOTHER 
REVISION OF MA4* SPALOINft's RECOMMENDATION FOR PROMOTION, ALONO 
WITH A DOZEN OTHERS* WHICH WOULD BE MAILED THE tttt+AVf HE LANDED 
IN THE STATES* SOMETWIKG WAS ROTTEN IN Out, BUT HE WOULD 01 e* 
MftfMtt BATTLE GROUND WHEN HE WOULD TAKE THAT MATTER UP. 
SUROEON GENERAL KIRK'S NICE ACKNOWLEDGMENT FOR HIS HONORARY 
PLAQUE CERTIFICATE CAME THROUGH. "SOX" VEAZEY, SACK IN 3T« LOUIS, 
WROTE ABOUT A MEDICAL OJERECTOR'S PLACE IN SOME LARGE MANUFACTUR- 
ING BUSINESS THAT CADY MIOHT HAVE, POSSIOLV, #H£N HE MtlMMMk 
CADY HAD BEEN TOO BUSY AND TO TIRED TO SPECULATE ON ANY FUTURE 
FOR HIM EXCEPT PRIVATE PRACTICE.  HE WONDERED A LITTLE IF THE ARMY 
USED 
WOULD BE INTERESTED IN KEEPING A/FULL COLONEL WHO HAO NOT EXPRESSED 
ANY KEEN INTEREST IN STAYING IN THE SERVICE* 
Ht   HAD BEEN AUTHORIZING ''FREE RATIONS1' IN THE CLUB, BUT THE 
TIME HAD COME  THAT ALL PERSONS WOULD BE RESTRICTED TO THREE 
DRINKS, FREE OR NOT, AND THE HOLDER BE EMOVEO IF HE WAS NOT CARRY- 
INS THEM WELL. ONLY A FEW HAD AEEN CONSPICUOUS, BUT THEY HAD BEEN 
WOMEN. GENERALLY SPEAKING, THE BRANCH IMMATERIAL »FFICCR PERSONNEL 
WERE QUIET, EXPECTANT AND WANTED NO STRANGE AND HARD80ILED COMMAND- 
ING OFFICER TO HAVE EXCUSE TO HOLD UP THEIR VOYAGE. IT WAS NOT AN 
UAI0LEASANT INTERLUDE, AND MOST 3EE-IEO TO APPRECIATE THE COMFORTS 
CADY INSISTED ON MAINTAINING. AS FOR HIM, HIS "8RAIN FELT LIKE 
A PIECE OF CHEESE." 
SATURDAY, 6 OCTOBER. THE 21ST'S ADVANCE MOTOR CONVOY DEPART- 
ED AT 1200^0* f ARSEILLT3, DUE THERE NOT LATER THAN THE 9TH.  COL. 
STROHM HAD HEARD NOTHING OF HIS UNIT'S TRANSPORTATION. CADY JUST 
HAD TO FINISH ALL HIS PAPERWORK, RECOMMENDATIONS, ETC., WHILE HE 
COULD STILL CONTROL PERSONNEL AND TYPEWRITERS, EVEN PAPER. HE 
STILL KEPT LT, TFHITTEMORE AS MGALLEY-SLAVE-MASTERM, BUT 8LAVE- 
ORTVING DID NOT SUIT A NICE FELLOW LIKE HIM. HE WANTED SOME TIME 
OFF, AND CADY SUSPECTED IT WAS FOR COURTING MISS LUCIA GARDNER. 
"HELL NO, THERE WAS TOO MUCH WORK TO GET DONEI" HE PUT WHITTEMORE 
TO    DRAFTING    A   RECOMMENDATION   FOR   HER   MEDAL   OF   FREEDON.I^THE    SIX 
ARC   GIRLS   WERE   GOING   OUT    WITH   THE   21ST*S    NURSE   DETACHMENT,    BUT 
IT WAS THOUGHT THEY WOULD MAKE A SEPARATE VOYAGE HOME. 
THE COLONEL'S MESS TABLE WAS DELIVERED TO MAYOR NANCY'S HOME. 
THE UNKNOWN 
IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE TO RESTORE IT TO/PLACE WHENCE IT HAD BEEN LIBER- 
ATED. MMC« LEFEVRE'S THREE NICE UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS WERE DELIVERED 
CAOV 
AND THERE WERE STILL THREE MORE STILL TO 3E LOCATED FOR HER. 
NUMEROUS OTHER LESS . IMPORTANT RESTORATIONS AND GIFTS WERE ALSO 
BEING OELIVERED. SOME UNIDENTIFIED OBJECTS WERE SEGREGATED FOR 
HANDLING SV THE MAYOR*8 COMMITTEE AFTER COL. COLLTBI WAS HIMSELF 
REAOV TO LEAVE WITH MIS 197TH GENERAL HOSPITAL.  CAOY*8 LIST OF 
RECIPIENTS FOR SUCH TOKENS WEREt 
30U8-PREFET OEUVARD, NEUFCHATEAU 
V. ET M«E, LEFEVRE 
w. MARC LAOSRTE 
fcME.   LA   VARCCHAL   LVAUTEV 
Ifg   LE   COMTE   D£   CHATTELUS   (A  GERMAN   MOTORCYCLE t ) 
,    it'AGNY 
M. FRANCOIS GENET 
M« JEAN KOLS 
M.   LE   OOCTEUR   CONTAt. 
PAWLETTE   AND   CMARMANT,    tfAIOS   OF   C0TTA3E   WAn,   Or   COURSE. 
THE   LlCUUCa   OWPPLT   fMICM   VAJ.   DAKM   AND  OTHER   FRIENDS  MAD   GIVEN 
CAOV WAS A SOURCE OF SLIGHT CMSARRASSMENT, TOR HE DID NOT DRINK 
ENOUGH TO CONSUME IT ALL IN A F0PSEEA3LE FUTURE, TRUE, HE COULD 
ALWAYS USE SPECIAL S0TTLE8 FOR "TOKENS'* OR 8ACK8Q,L E6H. HE DID 
NOT, THEREFORE, WANT TO WASTE•? SV LETTING IT SE DRUNK OR AIMLESSLY 
DISPENSED. AT LE*8T, HE WDUL3 SET IT Ntl TO lUfttf fLLEcty f) Ht HAD 
THREE AUTOMATIC FIREARMS*  HE GAVE A GERMAN "SURP*1 GUN TO COL. 
COLLISI.  HE HAD HIS OWN AND THE IJMUETTR RIFLE FROM ITALY, AND 
TWO SOUVENIR PISTOLS, AUTOMATICS, TO  GO WITH HIS DEER RIFLE 
AND SHOTGUN, AkD 5ASRE8.  THERE WAS THE NAZI FLAG, UNIFORMS ANO 
SUN HELMET, AND "JUNK." 
CAOY 
SUNDAY, 7 OCTOBER. MANY NEW Bl OFFICERS AND MEN WERE POURINO 
FOR THE 2fST "BASKET" TO CARRY THEM HOME.  ...SHOOK WAS DEPARTING 
POpv THE STATES CN THE tOTH, AND HC WAS TO TAKE OVER AS SUROEON Or 
THE 2NO SERVICE CAOMMAND, GOVERNOR'S ISLAND, N.Y. Cot. ROST. E. 
THOMAS WAS ALSO DEPARTINO THE SAME DAY, BUT FOR 45 OAYS. HE HAD 
BEEN OFFEREO POSITION OF SURGEON, 1 ST SERVICE AREA, 8UT HE SAID IT 
WAS TOO COLD THAT FAR NORTH IN THE WINTER.  CAOY WAS GLAO SHOOK 
WAS SETTING A DECENT ASSIGNMENT, BUT WONDERED WHAT HAD CAUSED THE 
CHANCE IN THE PLANS FOR HIM.  WOULD HE STILL BE WHERE HE COULO DO 
ANYTHING SV INTERVENING FOR SHOOK, OR VICE VERSA?  CADV HAO GIVEN 
NO INDICATION HE WISHED TO REMAIN ON ACTIVE DUTY, NOR HAO THE ARMY 
MADE ANY FOLLOW-UP ON HIS NEGATIVE RESPONSE OF SOME WEEKS BEFORE. 
GENERALS LARK IN AND KENNER ALSO SENT RESPONSES ACKNOWLEDGING 
THEIR "HONORARY" SOUVENIR GO CERTIFICATE UNIT MERITORIOUS SERVICE 
PLAQUE. ...CAPT. ELLWOOD SPELLMAN WAS CHARGED WITH GETTING THAT 
OAKEN PLAQUE ACTUALLY FABRICATED IN MINUTE DETAILED COMPLIANCE 
WITH THE REGULATION DESCRIPTION. CAOY WAS PUTTING ONE OF THE 
SOUVENIR CERTIFICATES CLUED ONTO THE REVERSE SIDE OF THE PLAQUE. 
MAYBE, SOMETIME, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE WOULO 
HANG IT IN THE LIBRARY. 
CADY DINED WITH THE LEFEVRE's WEN FAMILLE," AND FINISHED THE 
SPECIAL BOTTLE OF MILD CASSIS THEY HAO BEEN KEEPING FOR HIM.  MttLE, 
WtNCKLER HAO PROCURED IT FROM OlJON SOME MONTHS PREVIOUSLY.  HE FELT 
A BIT SENTIMENTAL ABOUT LEAVING THE8E NICE PEOPLE, AND THE EVENING 
WAS "BITTER SWEET" FOR HIM. 
MONDAY, S OCTOBER. OR. CONTAL HAD A BOAR HUNT SCHEDULED FOR 
THE AFTERNOON, BUT CADY COULO NOT ATTEND BECAUSE HE HAD TO SPOT 
THE TRAIN IN THE MlRECOURT RAILROAO YARDS.   HE SENT MCTE, MAJ. 
JASPER, CAPT SPELLMAN, LT. COL. H. H. KERR, MC, EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 
OF THE STILL LIVING &20TH HOSPITAL CENTER, > AJ. 3ELMAN, 197TH 
GADY 
GENERAL HOSPITAL AND TWO OTHERS,  THEY SAfO THEV EN<IOYEO THE HUNT, 
AND KERR HA0 MORE SHOTS THAN THS OTHERS.  THEV ARRANGED TO GET INTO 
WORE HUNTS.  KERR HAO COME TO KAVENEL TO TELL THE 197TH wTO FOLD 
UP EVERVTHINS BUT 1,000 BEDS WITH EQUIPMENT."  HOWEVER, THEV WERE 
NOT EXPECTED TO FUNCTION, FOR THEV WOULD LEAVE SOON*  IT JUST LOOK- 
ED AS IF THERE MIGHT 8E DIRTY WORK AT THE CROSS-ROADS, AND MAVSE 
THOSE THOUSAND BIOS WOULD REMAIN FOR THE FRENCH AS EQUIPMENT FOR 
CIVILIAN ftAVCNCL.t^O 
THE LITTLE BOXCARS OF THE TRAIN WERE OF THE "QUARANTES 
MEN 
HOMMES ET HUtT CHSVAUX* \h0 AND H  HORSES) SITE FOR THE GREATER 
NUM3ER SO nFOHOLYn REMEMBERED SV VETERANS Of   WORLD WAR l«  THEY 
WERE FILTHV WITH LIVE 3TOOK MANURE MP  TWO-THIROS OF THE WALLS. 
HE INSTRUCTED CAPT3. ^EED AND SLATERY HO* Tfl £ )' MUST IMPRESS STATION 
MASTER JOLY THAT NO, REPEAT, NO CARS MUST SE MOVED ONCE THEY HAD 
SEEN SPOTTED FOR THE 2fST.  SINCE THE PERSONNEL OF THE 21ST WAS 
TO BE SHIPPED, REPEAT SHIPPED.LIXE CATTLE IN THESE *FORTY AND 
EIGHTS* WITH MANURE AND TETANUS SPORES ALL OVER THE CARS, THEV 
WERE GOING THIS TIME IN THE CLEANEST CATTLE CARS POSSIBLE* HOSE 
OUT AND SCRUB DOWN ALL THE MANURE, ANO SCRUB DOWN WITH DISINFECTANT, 
THERE SIMPLY MUST NOT BE ANY MESSING UP THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE 
CLEAN-UP CARS OF THEIR TRAIN, NO MONKEY BUSINESS I 
IN 8PITE OF ORDERS TO TURN IN EVERYTHING, HOLD AND INSTALL 
FOR USE COTS, BLANKETS, GENERATORS, AND OTHER HOUSEKEEPING 
CADY 
EQUIPMENT, EMERGENCY RATIONS, DRUGS AND FIRST AID FOR EMERGENCIES, 
FOR TH£8 PERSONNEL WHO HAD JUST WON A WAR.  THEV COULD TURN IN 
8URPLUSE3 DOWN AT MARSEILLES.  ..AND DON'T FORGET TO STRING WlRE8t 
LIGHTBUL8S THROUGH THE TRAIN, AND HAVE THAT GENERATOR WORKING SO 
THERE WOULD BE LIGHT AT NIGHT.  BE SURE TO FIX ENOUGH CONNECTIONS 
BETWEEN CARS SO ACCIDENTAL BREAKING WOULO NOT SNAP A WIRE TO 
PUT OUT AN EYE OR DECAPITATE SOMEONE.   BE SURE TO DO BETTER IF 
POSSIBLE FOR THE NURSES IN THOSE DAMNED OLD OBSOLETE PASSENGER 
CARS.  OH, YE3, WATER CANS FOR THEM AND THE MEN, JUST FOR EMERGEN- 
CIES.    ,;E£C AND SLATERY HEARD CADY'S INSTRUCTIONS INCREOULOUSLY, 
BUT STARTED CARRYING OUT THE OROERS. 
THAT WAS NOT THE END OF IT, FOR A NEW MAC OFFICER WAS NOT 
IMBUED WITH THE SPIRIT.  HIS CARS STILL HAD MOST OF THE MANURE 
OFF THE FLOORS, BUT THE SIDES WERE STILL FILTHY.  CAOY CALLED HIM 
ASIDE AMD STERNLY TOLD HIM OFFJ   IF EVERY ONE OF HIS CARS WERE NOT 
CLEANED AS HE HAD INSTRUCTED, EVERY ONE OF THEM, IT WOULD BE THE 
LIEUTENANT WHO WOULD BE SHIPPED WITH BLANKETS ONLY IN THE FILTHIEST 
CAR IN HIS OWN SECTION.  THE OTHER OCCUPANTS OF HIS CAR WOULD BE 
TOLD IT WAS HI8 OWN JOB.   "WELL," HE SAID SULLENLY," IT WAS 
QUITTING TIME, AND HE HAD STOPPED THE MEN AT WORK."  CADY ASSURED 
HIM THERE WAS NO QUITTING TIME ON THAT JOB UNTIL IT WAS DONE.  THERE 
WOULO BE GUARDS POSTED TO SEE THAT NO ONE WOULO INTERFERE WITH 
THE TRAIN.  UH, YES HE HAD THE MEN FOR THE NEXT 8HIFT, FOR HE COULD 
GET THEM FROM THE OE ACHMENT COMMANDER.  IT WAS A LITTLE LATE FOR 
HIM, BUT LIEUTENANT, WHEN HE WAS ASSIGNED TO A JOB, OON'T BE 
HELPLE8S ABOUT IT BUT GET IT DONE. EVERYONE WAS WORKING THEIR WAY 
HOME, OFFICERS AND MEN, AND DID HE UNDERSTAND^? HE SAID HE DID. 
THE NURSES CARSV HE HOPED HE WOULD NOT BECOME AS ANGRY ABOUT 
THEM, UNNECESSARY HE MEANT. 
TUESDAY, 9 OCTOBER. CAOY FINALLY MADE    LIEUTENANT GET 
THE HOSPITAL riREWAGQN TO HOSE DOWN THE WALLS AND FLOORS OF THE 
CARS OF ANY PARTICULATE MATTER ANYWHERE. THEY WERE "CLEAN." 
AT LEAST HALF THE TRAIN WOULD BE DE LUXE WITH ELECTRIC LIGHTS, 
WHICH WAS ALL THE LITTLE GENERATOR COULD SUPPLY,  SOME CARS WOULD 
HAVE SHORT LADDERS NAILED BESIDE THE DOORS FOR MORE CONVENIENCE. 
THEN THE DEPARTURE DATE WAS SET FROM THE 10TH TO THE 12TH BECAUSE 
OF "SHIPPING DIFFICULTIES." THE UNIT GROANED WITH DISMAY. 
THE RECOMMENDATIONS WERE ALM03T FINISHED.  CADY WAS GREATLY 
ANNOYED THAT iOLOTIN's LEG ION OF MERIT HAD BEEN CUT TO BRONZE 
STAR IN THE ORDER. OVER THE PHONE, HE TOLD BOLOTIN HE WOULD  ENTER 
A PROTEST FOR HE DESERVED BETTER TREATMENT.  BOLOTIN MUMBLED 
SOMETHING OVER THE PHONE THAT THE COLONEL HIMSELF HAD NOTHING TO 
SHOW FOR ALL THE WORK HE HAD DONE FOR OTHERS, AND HE DID NOT KNOW 
WHAT HE WOULD SAY ABOUT HIMSELF.   IT WAS REALLY NO TIME OR PLACE 
TO SETTLE SUCH THINGS.    IN THE CASE OF SGT. MAJ. ROY PR^ETT.CADY 
DECIDED HE WOULD NOT STAND FOR HIS BEING CUT TO A COMMENOATION 
CERTIFICATE.  PRUETT HAD PASSED UP A COMMISSION JUST TO STAY WITH 
THE UNIT! 
HE FUMED, THE WAY BOLOTIN HAD GOT THE OUTFIT LOADED AND 
SHIPPED OUT OF NAPLES 10 DAYS AHEAD OF SCHEDULE, AND ON UP TO 
MIRECOURT, WAS REALLY A DISTINGUISHED SERVICE MEDAL JOB, EXCEPT 
HE HAD ONLY BEEN A MAJOR WHEN HE OlD IT.  CADY WAS BITTER AND 
CYNICAL ENOUGH TO SAY BOLOTIN HAD EARNED A GENERAL'S "GOOD 
BEHAVIOR MEDAL."  HE WANTED LONGINGLY TO GET AWAY FROM OlSE, 
HOSPITAL CENTERS, PARIS ANO FRANKFURT 80 HE COULD DUMP ALL HIS 
FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS INTO MORE AUTHORITATIVE HANDS. 
WEDNESDAY, 10 OCTOBER.  THE DEPARTURE DATE WAS CANCELLED. 
THEY WANTED THE TRAIN, BUT CAOY REMONSTRATED ANGRILY, TELLING 
THE^ ALL HE HAD DONE ABOUT CLEANING FILTHY CATTLE CARS, AND HOW 
CADV 
HAD  POSTED ARMED GUARDS TO SEE THAT NONE OF THE CARS WOULD BE CUT 
OUT OF THE TIMRl  THE TRAIN REMAINED, AND OlSE HEADQUARTERS SAID 
!T WAt BECAUSE OELTA SA8E SECTION WAS SO CROWDED.  OKAY, BUT JUST 
HOLD THIS TRAIN FOR THE 21 ST WHEN ITS TURN WOULD COME FOR CROWDING 
DELTA ^ASE! BOLOTIN WAS TELEPHONING CAOY DAILY, HE THOUGHT HE 
cout.o RET THE UNIT BACK ON A DATE. 
OR. CONTAL WAS REftLLY TRYING TO GET UP ANOTHER BOAR HUNT FOR 
CADY THE NEXT FRIDAY! NOT SO SECRETELY, CADV COULD EASILY NEGLECT 
THE FRENCH BANGLIERS.  ...CADY AND DANN MADE CALLS ON THE KOLBS* 
AND THE atMETt AND LEFT PETITS QADEAUX. THEN WORD CAVE THE TRAIN 
WAS RE-SCHEDULED FOR THE ORIGINAL HMAIN NUMBER 7756-0", AND IT WOULD 
DEPART '''! RECOUNT, TfitDAY, 12 OCTOBER AT 1400 HOUR.  HIS PLAYING BOTH 
ENDS AND THE MIDDLE, AND TALKING TOUGHER THAN A MEDIC SHOUL0/HAD 
PAID OFF I 
THURSDAY, U  OCTOBER. NOW, OF ALL THINGS OFFICIAL TO CHANGE, 
THE HOUR OF   DEPARTURE WAS ALTERED FROM T4Q0 TO 1414|  THE UNIT WAS 
TO ARRIVE IN THE MARSEILLES STAGING AREA AT 2324 HOUR, 13 OCTOBER. 
WHAT MORE SILLY REDTAPE COULD OCCUR SINCE THEY COULD NOT KEEP ON 
SCHEDULE 8Y WHOLE DAYS? 
COL. STROHM TELEPHONED HE THOUGHT OISE HQ» WAS TRYING TO BEAT 
THE 2UT OUT OF ITS PRIORITY. HE KNEW BOTH THEIR UNITS HAD SEEM 
CANCELLED, 3UT THE 21 ST HAD THE HIGHER PRIORITY BECAUSE IT HAD BEEN 
OVER A YEAR LONGER. HE INFORMED STROHM THE 218T HAD BEEN RE-SCHED- 
ULE?.      OLOTIN TELEPHONED, HE REPORTEO THE 46TH HAD THEN PUT 
IN A BEEF 3ECAUSE THE 21 GT HAD ORDERS AND THEY DID NOT. HE THOUGHT 
THE UNIT MIGHT DO FAILY WELL IF IT SHOULD ARRIVE ON THE 13 OR 14TM 
FOFL AVAILA3LE SHIPS. HE GRIPED ABOUT THE 3TACING AREA MESSES. HE 
WAS PLANKING TO PUT CADY UP IN OWE OF THE HOSPITALS WHERE HE COULD 
GET MORE REST THAN IN A BARRACKS FILLED WITH OFFICERS. WHIT THE 
HELw, D I ol/^T     \\L    THINK THEY COULD STAND CADY'S SNORINGj 
CADY 
HAD POSTED ARMED GUARDS TO SEE THAT NONE OF THE CARS WOULD BE CUT 
OUT OF THE TRAIN, THE TRAIN REMAINED, AND OLSE HEADQUARTERS SAID 
IT WAS BECAUSE DELTA BASE SECTION WAS SO CROWDED. OKAV, BUT JUST 
HOLD THIS TRAIN FOR THE 21 ST WHEN ITS TURN WOULD COME FOR CROWDING 
DELTA HASE! BOLOTIN WAS TELEPHONING CAOY DAILY, HE THOUGHT HE 
cout.ri HET THE UNIT SACK ON A DATE. 
DR. CONTAL WAS REftLLY TRYING TO OET UP ANOTHER BOAR HUNT FOR 
CADY THE NEXT FRIDAY! POT SO SECRETELY, CAD* COULD EASILY NEGLECT 
THE TRENCH BANCLIERR. ...CADY AND DANN MADE CALLS ON THE KOLBS* 
AND THE 9tMCTt ANO LEFT PETtTS QAOjE.AUX. THEN WORD CAME THE TRAIN 
WAS RE-SCHEDULED FOR THE ORIGINAL "MAIN NUMBER 7756-0", ANO IT WOULD 
DEPART ?riRCCOURT, PRIOAY, ft OCTOBER AT 1400 HOUR.  HlS PLAYING BOTH 
ENDS AND THE MIDDLE, AMD TALKING TOUGHER THAN A MEDIC SHOULO/HAD 
PAID OFF I 
THURSDAY, U  OCTOBER. NOW, OF ALL THINGS OFFICIAL TO CHANGE, 
THE HOUR OF  DEPARTURE WAS ALTERED FROM !400 TO 1414| THE UNIT WAS 
TO ARRIVE IN THE MAfttftlif* STAGING AREA AT 2324 HOUR, 13 OCTOBER. 
WHAT MORE SILLY REDTAPE COULD OCCUR SINCE THEY COULD NOT KEEP ON 
SCHEDULE SY WHOLE DAYS? 
COL. 3TR0HM TELEPHONED HE THOUGHT OlSE HQ. WAS TRYING TO BEAT 
THE 2U-T   OUT OF ITS PRIORITY.  HE KNEW BOTH THEIR UNITS HAD SEEN 
CANCELLED, 3UT THE  21ST HAD THE HIGHER PRIORITY BECAUSE IT HAD 3EEN 
OVER A YEAR LONGER.  HE INFORMED oTROHM THE 218T HAD BEEN RESCHED- 
ULED. OLOTIN TELEPHONED, HE REPORTED THE 46TH HAD THEM PUT 
IN A BEEF BECAUSE THE 21 ST HAD ORDERS AND THEY DID NOT.  HE THOUGHT 
THE UNIT MIGHT DO FAILV WELL IF IT SHOULD ARRIVC ON THE 13 OR HT* 
FOf? AVAILABLE SHIPS.  HE GRIPED ABOUT THE 3TAGING AREA MESSES.  HE 
WAS PLANNING TO PUT CADY UP IN illf OF THE HOSPITALS WHERE HE COULD 
GET MORE REST THAN IN A 8ARRACK3 FILLED WITH OFFICERS.  WHIT THE 
HEL~, ftltl^T  12 THINK THEY COULD STAND CADY'S SNORINGl 
CAOY 
CAOV WAS HAVtNO PERSONNEL PROBLEMS.  MA4* HORNICLC, ANC# 
NEW CNlEFg ftORSIN* SERVICE* FOR TWO OAVS WAS CAPABLE* HAD A SENSE 
Or HUMOR, BUT SHE DID WOT KNOW THE NURSES*  T«t NO FRATERNIZATION 
BETWEEN OrriCERS (AND NURSES) AN© ENLISTED MEN MAO NOT SEEN CHANGED. 
A SREAT MANY OF THE HE* NURSES MAO SEEN MISTAKING INFORMALITY FOR 
LAXNESS, AND THEY WERE OPENLV SFTLNOINO THEIR ENLISTED RRIENOS INTO 
THE OFFICERS CLUB TO THE POINT OF CROWDING IT. KONC OF IHU*  HAD 
30TMERE0 TO COMPLY WITH THE STANDING ORDER TO GET ^PERMISSION TO 
ASSOCIATE? HE TOLD MA<I* HORNICLE COUNSEL THE GALS IMOIVIDUALLY 
ENCUSH TO KFFF THEM ANO THE MSN OUT OF TROUBLE. 
ONE if THS UNIT'S MEN, «TQINED JANUARY 1945* HAO TAKEN ADVANT- 
AGE OF SO MANY STRANGERS AROUND*  HE WAS 0AZ2LIN© THEM BY WEARING 
A STAFF SERGEANT^ CHEVRONS ANO AN UNEARNED COMSAT INFANTRYMANFS 
3A3SE. MNI HAS HE EAS1NEQ THE FIVE OVERSEAS BARS HE WORE. CAOV 
APPOINTED A SPECIAL COURT TO HANDLE THE MATTER IN THE STAGING 
MEA. THERE WERE FOUR LINE OFFICERS AND A LAW MEMBER. 
LT* COL. LLOYD K. BAROER* 0C» RECENTLY JOINED* KNEW ALL ABOUT 
THE KANSAS CITY, ' J., SITUATION. HE KNEW COL. BELOT AND PRESIDENT 
TRUMAN PERSONALLY, HE WAS RATHER NEUTRALABOUT COL* BELOT, AND HE 
*N8W 3ELOT HAD NOT 3AID PRESIDENT TRUMAN INVITEO HIM TO POT30AM. 
INSTEAD, IT HAO SEEN QEN.  THRABHEH WHO BENT HIM THERE. THAT AGREED 
WITH 8ELOT HAD TOLO CABY WHO 8TILL THOUGHT 3CLOT KAD BEEN SADLY 
USED ANO WONDERED IF ttfH« THRASHER* ET AL., HAD REALLY HEARD THE 
LAST OF THE 3T0RV AT THAT T|M£,(/t>/J 
CAOY 
FRIDAV, 12 OCTOBER.    DEPARTURE FROM MIRECOURT 
CAOV*8 HEADQUARTERS CAR WAS SMALLER THAN MOST, A "32 ME* AND 
6 HORSES," SIZE.  HIS GOT WAS SET OP IN THE LEFT REAR CORNER, AS THE 
CAR WAS ORIENTED SOUTH,  If WAS ABOUT THE MIDDLE Of THE TRAIN, 
NO REAL IMPORTANT OVERSIGHTS IN PLANNING WERE ENCOUNTERED WHEN 
LOADING TIME CAME,   CADY HAD SENT OUT NO "INVITATIONS" OR ANNOUNCE- 
MENTS, AND THERE WAS NO BIG CIVIL DEMONSTRATION, BUT THERE WERE A 
PEW STAUNCH FRIENDS THERE TO SEE THEM OFF,  LITTLE DEMYSE LEPEVRE 
WALKED THE WHOLE TRAIN AND BADE GOODBY TO ALL OF THEM, FRIEND OR 
STRANGER,  AT CADYU CAR SHE BECAME A BIT TEARFUL*  HER PARENTS 
CAME, TOO, »IUST BEFORE DEPARTURE,  H* GENET APOLOGIZED BECAUSE HE 
WAS ASHAMED THAT THE MAYOR AND SOME OTHERS WERE ABSENT,  M, OOLY//^ 
WHO GOT THE COAL FOR THE HOSPITAL WAS THERE, OF COURSE.  HE WAS |H 
ONE OF THE SNAPSHOTS*  CADY ASSURED M, GENET THERE HAD ALREADY BEEN 
MANY PRIVATE ADIEUS.  AS A MATTER OF FACT, HE WAS PLEASED THESE FEW 
CAME, GUT HE WAS GLAD THERE WAS NO GRAND CROWD, A NUMBER OF THE 
FORMER TRENCH EMPLOYEES WERE EMOTIONAL ABOUT THE DEPARTURE OF THEIR 
PERSONAL FRIENDS AMONG THE AMERICANS, COL. COLLISL WAS CORDIALLY 
USEFUL A3 THE AMERICAN HOST. 
CADY WAS LIKE THE OTHERS, TOO TIRED FOR Hit EMOTIONS TO BE 
VERY ACUTE.   #HEN THE TRAIN STARTED TO MOVE A? ABOUT 1430 HOUR, 
HE STOOD IN THE OOGR AND WAVED UNTIL HE COULD NO LONGER RECOGNIZE 
ANYONE.  IMMEDIATELY, HE LAID ON HIS COT TO THINK, REST, TO SLEEP. 
THE FIRST HOUR ANO A HALF WAS RATHER ROUGH. THE TRAIN STOPPEI 
AT THE "MERRY FOOO STOP" WHERE GOME OF THE 21ST»8 PREFABS HAD BEEN 
USED.  CAOV SPOKE WITH LT. ANOERSON, FA, WHO WAS RUNNlNO THE PLACE 
ABOUT THEM,  MORE WERE BEING ERECTED.  THE FOOD WAS EVERY SIT AS 
GOOD, ANO SO WAS THE SERVICE, AS COULD BE EXPECTED.  ONE 218T 
GAL MAOE HERSELF CONSPICUOUS WITH A SOW IN HER HAIR MADE OF SLLVOR 
STAR RIBQONJ CADY ADMONISHEO HER IT WAS VIRTUALLY SACRILEGE, AND 
UAOY 
AMD TO QUIT WEARING IT f 
#MEN THE TRAIN WAS BUTTONED UP FOR THE NIGHT, THE LIGHTS 
•ERE ££ LUXE FOR THE HALF OF THE TRAIN FORTUNATE ENOUGH TO HAVE 
THEM.  THE OIRTV OBSOLETE DAY COACH PASSENGER CARS WERE WITHOUT 
COMFORTS FOR TME NURSES, HARD SEATS TO SLEEP ON.  THEY WOULD HAVE 
SEEN MORE COMFORTABLE FIXED UP    IN THE "40 AND g'3* ON COTS*  CADY 
WAS AWAKENED TWICE 8Y RT08 OR OTHERS WHO WANTED DATA OR TO ARRANGE 
FOR FOOD STOPS, WHICH DID N0£ MATERIALIZE.   IT WAS NOT A PLEASURE 
TRIP, BUT NOT A MFOHT-MARE. 
SATURDAY, 13 OCTOBER, AT LYONS, LT. COL. FRED V. SWIERSKI,TC, 
HUNTED VP   CAOV FOR A REPORT ON HOW THINGS WERE GOING, AND TO RENEW 
AN OLD FRIENDSHIP.  CADY APPRECIATED MIS COURTESY PROFOUNDLY.  THIS 
TIME, THE SITUATION WAS QUITE DIFFERENT THAN WHEN CADY WAS TRYING 
TO GAIN TIME BY HIS UNORTHODOX INDEPENDENT SCHEDULING FOR THE UNIT. 
A 
THE TRAIN PULLED INTO  VILLEFRANCHE AT 1000 FOR BREAKFAST IN- 
STEAO OF THE SCHEDULE STOP OF 075S.  AFTER THAT, THE SCHEDULE WENT 
ALL TO HELL, FOR ALL OTHER EATING PLACES WERE NOT THERE WHEN THE 
STOPS WERE MADE, OR TME TRAIN 010 NOT STOP AT THE EATING PLACES. 
THE WISDOM OF HAVING TME K AND C RATIONS ON HAND WAS EVIDENT. THE 
UNCOMFORTABLE NURSES WERE PROVIDED SOME MORE BLANKETS, BUT NOT EN- 
OUGH WERE WERE ON HAND. 
SUNDAY, 14 OCTOBER.  CALAS STAGING AREA,  NEAR MAR3EILLE3. 
THE TRAIN JERKED ALONG WITHOUT A BREAKFAST STOP, BUT THE ARMY 
SAVED NO FOOD REALLY, BECAUSE OF THE RATIONS ON THE TRAIN.  THE 
ARC GIRLS BROKE OUT CIGARETTES, CANDY AND CHEWING GUM. CAOV STILL 
HELD ON TO HIS LITTLE COLEMAN BURNER, SO HIS CAR HAD HOT COFFEE 
ANO SCANTY WATER FOR SHAVING, THE NURSES WERE ENVIOUS OF TME LIGHTS 
CAPT. REED TALKED TO THE ENGINEER, BUT ME WOULD NOT RISK MAKING 
THE HEATING 8TEAM CONNECTIONS WITH THE OLD PASSENGER CARS, FOR 
THE RUSTY OLD PIPES MIGHT BLOW UP AND SCALD SOME OF THE GIRLS. 
CAOY 
THERE WAS SURPRISINGLY LITTLE GRIPING, FOR ir THIS WAS THE PRICE 
Or GETTING HOME, THEY COULD ENDURE IT. 
ABOUT t300 HOUR THE TRAIN ARRIVED AT PAS OE LANCIERS STATION. 
SOT. BERT STEINER, WHOSE FAMILY HAD SEEN CAQY'S PATIENTS, WAS ON 
HAND TO MEET HIM WHEN HE SPOTTED THE 21ST ON HIS MANIFESTS. HE 
8AI0 CAOY WAS THE FIRST ANO ONLY PERSON HE HAD MET OVERSEAS WHOM 
ME KNEW. HE WAS A FINE MANLY LOOKING YOUNG FELLOW. HIS TRENCH 
FEET HR ACQUIRED DURING THE BATTLE OF THE BULGE STILL SOTHEREO HIM 
SOME. CAOY PRESSED ONE OF HIS "SPECIMEN BOTTLES* ON HIM WHICH 
WOULD BE GOOD TO DILATE THE CAPILLARIES OF HIS FEET SOMETIME. HE 
TOLD HIM TO KEEP TRACK OF THE TRAIN FOR THEY HAO A LOT OF "SURPLUS* 
PROPERTIES WHICH ME OR HIS OUTFIT MIGHT USE, BUT THEY DID NOT MEET 
AGAIN. 
THE UNIT WAS FIO# THEN THE NURSES WERE DETACHED ANO TAKEN TO 
THE NURSES STAQING AREA AT THE 7TH CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL. BOLOTIN 
MET CAOY WITH ONE OF THE 21 ST*8 COMMAND CARS ANO GOT CAOY AND OANN 
UNLOADED, ANO MAOE ARRANGEMENTS A80UT THEIR BAGGAGE.   IT CERTAINLY 
WAS MICE TO HAVE THE ADVANTAGES OF AN ADVANCE PARTY TO TAKE CARE 
OF HOTEL RESERVATIONS!  LATER, THEY WENT OVER TO SEE THE NURSES. 
MAJ.  SUSAN VEDDER WAS THERE,  WAITING WITH  10 OF THE 21ST*S OWN 
ORIGINALS.    THEY WERE TO EMBARK WITH THE 50TH GENERAL HOSPITAL 
THE NEXT OAY.  SHE LOOKED FINE, AND WANTED TO TRANSFER BACK  TO 
THE 21 ST, EVEN AT THE COST OF SOME DELAY FOR HER, BUT CAOY URGED 
HER ANO THE GROUP TO HANG ON TO THEIR PRIORITY.  THE 2l8TfS 
ACTUAL DEPARTURE WAS QUITE UNCERTAIN, ANO SHE WOULD BE DISAPPOINTED 
BECAUSE OF SO FEW PEOPLE THEN IN IT WHOM SHE WOULD KNOW,fiAV8E 
ONLY 5 TO 6 PER CENT.  SHE KNEW 14 NUR3ES ON THE LIST, 8UT THCY 
WOULD BE GOING BACK SEPARATED FROM THE UNIT18 MEN, TOO. 
ROOM 101, HOTEL NOAILLES, RUE CANASIERE, MARSEILLES, WAS NOT 
CfOj? 
SO PAP.   !T WAS WHERE THEV HAD RUN DOWN LT. COL. GOVETTE THAT TIME. 
CADY 
CADY GOT A CHUNK OF YELLOW Gf SOAP AND TOOK A SATISFYING TUB BATH 
BEFORE SUPPER*  CAQY, SHEPARO AND DAKN COULD HOLD THEIR ROOMi FOR 
ANOTHER. BOL9TIN GOT ALL HIS ''TRAOIN* MATERIAL** PACKED AND SENT fT 
A 
TO CAMP. THEN THE PARTY WENT OUT TO THE 220TH GENERAL HOSPITAL IN 
A FORMER OLD FOLKS HOME ON THE EDGE OF THE CITY*  IT WAS COMMANDED 
BY LT. COL* CHRISTIAN. HE QAVE THEM A NICE WELCOME ANO A GOOD 
•UPPER, HE SAIO HE HAO ALREAOY TELEPHONED COL, WOODRUFF, CO or  THE 
2t«TH GENERAL HOSPITAL IN AIX«EW~PROVENCE, AND ARRANGEO FOR THE 
ROOM 30L0TIN WANTED FOR CADV. AFTER GOING THROUGH THE NURSES AREA 
WHERE JASPER AND 0*SRIEN WERE DOING THEIR ADMINISTRATIVE WORK, 
THEY WERE TAKEN ON TO ALX T© MEET <3©L. WOODRUFF. HE, TOO, WAS VERY 
CORDIAL AND INSISTED THAT HE HAO THE ROOM TO SPARE AND WANTEO CADY 
TO USE IT FOR ITS COMFORTS. HIS HOSPITAL WAS SET UP IN A HOTEL. 
HOWEVER, CADV SPENT HIS FIRST NIGHT SACK AT CAMP WITH HIS OFFICERS 
IN C.P. #1, AREA 20, 3LSCK 0. 
MONDAY, \?   OCTOSEIU  THERE WAS LITTLE TO 00 BUT READ THE 
STAGING AREA'S SOPS. CADV HELD OFFICERS CALL FOR ORGANIZING THEM. 
MESSING WAS NOT to SAD, AND FOR A CHANGE, THE tiff HAD LITTLE TO 
OCJWLTH IT EXCEPT EAT. THEY HAO FRESH FISH AND A FEW ARTICLES THAT 
HAD BEEN STRANGERS TO THE UNIT FOR A LONG TIME. FT WAS NOT REALLY 
SAC AT ALL. THE NURSES WITH THE 50TH SAILED, ANO WITH THE UNIT 
MERITORIOUS SERVICE PLAQUE PATCHES ON THEIR SLEEVES, AND REALLY 
GLAO TO PRECEDE THE UNIT. 
THERE WAS INSUFFICIENT LIGHT IN THE BARRACKS, AS USUAL, SO 
CAPT. KCEO GET UP ADDITIONAL LIGHTS WITH THE ALL I SIT GENERATOR 
GIVING THE POWER. ONE OF THE SOPS SAID SO, JUST AS ANOTHER 8AI0 
ALL VEHICLES WOULD BE TURKEO IN AT ONCE \FTER ARRIVAL, 
TUCSOAY, \G  OCTOBER* 
THE 21 ST*s NURSING DETACHMENT WAS STILL UNDER MA«I. HORMCLE, 
AND WAS TO PICK UP 4£ WORE.  THERE WAS TALK OF THE S3 HESMITACE 
TAKING THEM ABOUT THE 26 OR 27TH, A LONG TIME TO WAir. 
WHEN CADV GOT TO HO. DBS, COL. VINNIE JEFFRIES CAME UP FROM 
BEHIND TO GREET HIM, AND TO TAKE HIM TO HI3 OFFICE TO TALK ABOUT 
THINGS GENERALLY. HE 8AI0* 
A. HE DID NOT, WOULD NOT HAVE HOSPITAL CENTER8 IN HIS DELTA 
BASE SECTION! THEY WERE A GREAT WASTE OF PERSONNEL AND JUST ANOTH- 
ER)*, D\HNI STRATI VE BOTTLE-NECK! EVACUATION PRACTICES OURING THE CAM- 
PAIGN HAD BEEN TOO MUCH SNAFUEO BY THEM TO JUSTIFY HAVING THEM AT 
ALL. 
B. THESE SHIPMENTS BACK HOME WERE JUST ANOTHER SNAFU, TOO, 
•UT HE COULD DO NOTHING ABOUT THEM. 
JEFFRIES HAD DEVISED A BEAUTIFUL "EXCELLENCE" PLAQUE TO 
AWARD TO HIS BASE'S HOSPITALS. HE HAD A PROFICIENCY RATING BOARD 
ON THE WALL WHERE EACH HOSPITAL'S SERVICES AND SECTIONS RECORDS 
WERE KEPT UP  TO DATE. HE COULD GLANCE AT IT AND ISOLATE WHICH 
HOSPITAL'S SURGICAL SERVICE, PHARMACY, REGISTRAR, DETACHMENT, ETC. 
HAD THE BE3T INSPECTION RATINGS. CADY HAD NOT PREVIOUSLY THOUGHT HE 
HAD THIS SORT OF STUFF IN HIM, AND BEGAN WONDERING WHY AND HOW HE 
HAD UNDER-E5TIVATEO HIM WHILE THEY WERE BACK IN ITALY, HE HAD A 
GREATER CONFIDENCE IN HIMSELF AND LESS M60 BY THE BOOKN ATTITUDE. 
HE WISHED HE HAD TIME TO LEARN WHETHER JEFFRIES WAS WORKING FOR HI8 
TABLES, OR THEY WORKED FOR HIM, AND THERE COULD BE A DISTINCTION. 
HE WENT TO VISIT MAJ. LACEV, ANC, AND FOUND HER AND HER TWO 
ASSISTANTS SEWING ON IN8IGNE AND CAMPAIGN RIBBONS.  SHE HAD BEEN 
WITH THE 12TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, ANO SPOKE HER ENVY OF THE 21ST'S 
HOT BATHS WHILE THEY HAO BEEN SHIVVERINQ BACK AT AINE-EL-TURK.  IT 
WAS HER PLAN TO FILL THE 2l8T*S CONTINGENT WITH ANY NURSES WHO 
MIGHT 8E WAITING WHEN A VOYAGE WOULD BE POS8IBLE. ..HE WENT TO 
Ho.., 6TH PORT COMMAND, BUT ELICITED NO INFORMATION EXCEPT HIS 
NURSE8 WEfiE"lN THE GROOVE*' WHICH WOULD EVENTUALLY END IN A SHIP, 
CADY 
SACK AT STAGING, SOME WORRY-WO(\T REMINDED CADY IT WAS VER- 
BOTENn TO INSTAL ANY RADIOS, ELECTRIC FIXTURES, GENERATORS OR OFHER 
COMFORT MAKING UTILITIES, IT WAS CADY'S INTENTION TO IGNORE MH 
SUCH GADGET HE SAW IN HIS UNIT'S AREA. HE WAS SENIOR OFFICER IN 
THE OLOCK AND WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR ITS SANITATION AND POLICING. THE 
FOOD WAS PRETTY GOOD. THE JOB WAS PRETTY AUTOMATIC, THE ADOBE 
TYPE SOIL WOULD BE STICKY MUD IF RAIN8 WOULD START. HE TOOK 0ANN 
WITH HU! WK£N HE STARTCO USING HIS HOTEL ROOM AT AIX-EN-PROVENCE. 
COL. WOODRUFF WAS REALLY CORDIAL, AND PUT DANN UP, TOO, FOR THE 
NIGHT. 
WEDNESDAY, 17 OCTOBER. 
LT, MARRY S. (w*w)8*!rrt« REJOINED THE UNIT. His FRIENDS 
HAD A FAKE ORDER READY FOR HIM WHICH PURPORTED TO TRANSFER HIM TO 
THE STATION COMPLIMENT FOR DUTY, SO HE WOULD MOT GET TO RETURN 
HOME WITH HIS OLD UNIT.  HE WAS REALLY STEWING FOR A DAY. 
CADY GOT A LIST OF THE NEW 21ST NURSES AT HEADQUARTERS, AND 
A LIST OF SOME TO BE TRANSFERRED OUT. SOME OF THE OFFICERS MIGHT 
ALSO BE "PULLED" TOO.  WAO. HORNICLE WOULD PR03ADLY FIND A WAY TO 
GET ALL 120 WOMEN ABOARD IF THEY WOULD BE ORPHANED AGAIN, WHICH 
WAS A POSSIQILITY.  THERE WAS A RUMOR THE 21ST WOULD GET OUT ON 
THE 21ST OF THE MONTH ON A VICTORY SHIP, WITHOUT NURSES, OF COURSE. 
THIS TIME CADY TOOK SHEPAHO WITH HIM TO THE HOTEL TO LET HIM 
SEE HOW THE OTHER HALF LIVED.  SHEPARD HAD HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO 
SEE A FEW EVENINGS PREVIOUSLY THE RENOWNEO AGING (72) MlSTINOUETT, 
QUEEN OF THE FRENCH VARIETY ENTERTAINERS, AND HER FAMOUS LEGS.(/*# 
CAOY 
CAor AND WOODRUFF MAD A MUTUAL FRIEND, OR. Q. 8. CORAY, 
SCHOOLMATE AND FRAT BROTHER, A RADIOLO0I8T AT SALT LAKE CLTT. HC 
TOLD .YOODRUPF THAT IF HE HAD TO JETTISON ANV OF HIS RARE BOTTLES 
AND SOUVENIRS, HE WOULD LEAVE THEM IN HIS CUSTODY, ALL THE REDTAPE 
ABOUT CUSTOMS AND CLOTHING WAS A PAIN IN THE NECK. HE WAS MAILING 
EVERYTHTNO POSSIBLE TO SET RID OR IT, HOPING IT MIGHT REACH HOME. 
NEWS ALSO MAO COME THAT ALL THE GREEN PLAN MEDICS WERE BACK 
NOME AND SETTING STARTED BACK INTO PRACTICES* CAOY MAD BEGUN TO 
WONOIR JUST WHAT HE WOULD 00 HIMSELF. HE WAS TOO TIRED TO WANT TO 
Q© BACK INTO PRACTICE AND 3E PATIENT WITH PATIENT'S SMALL PR0BLEM8, 
AND TO WORRY ABOUT OTHER PEOPLES ANXIETIES. HAD WRESTLING WITH 
PROBLEMS OR LARGE GROUPS SPOILED HIM FOR MANOLING INDIVIDUALS? 
MAW* GEN. GRAY* SENT LT. COL. H# U. BATES, MRS, TO LEARN JUST 
NOW LONG CAOY WOULO 8E AROUND. THE SFTLMERAL MAO SOME SORT OF 
PLAQUE FOR THE UNIT. THE ^ENERAL'S PROMOTION HAD COME THROUGH ON 
THE 3RD. CAOY WAS DELIGHTED, OF COURSE. COL. STODOARD WAS TO 
TAKE OVER AFTER GEN. GRAY WOULD DEPART. 
^i£it§B§fiP       gggggalii HHINMHHHHHHifBMHHHIiiHiHHBHHHlWMI 
CADV 
THURSDAY, IS OCTOBER. CAOY HAO HOPED HE MIGHT GET OVER TO 
NICE, PERHAPS TO SEE SOME OF THE HOTELS AGID'S FAMILY OWNED AS 
WELL AS TNI VACATION COAST, BUT THE HOPE WAS FAOING. THE UNIT*S 
SPECIAL COURT WAS ASSIGNED AN AWOL CASE, AND THE CULPRIT FOR C 
CADY APPROVED THE VERDICT OF HIS COURT. 
MQNTH3 ANO FORFEITURES./ THE OFLTA BASE SECTION HAD A STOCKADE 
WHERE IT WAS SAID WERE 4,000 PRISONERS, FROM COLONELS TO SUCK 
PRIVATES. CADY WENT TO THE SORROWFUL LITTLE HOSPITAL STOCKADE 
WHERE THEY HELD INMATES FOR 033ERVATI*ON AND TREATMENT. SOME OF 
THEM MAD SEEN CONDEMNED FOR EXECUTION OR FOR LIFE IMPRISONMENT. 
THEY TOLD HIM THERE WERE PROBABLY TWO OH THREE DIVISION EQUIVALENTS 
STILL UNAPPREHENDED IN FRANCE ALONE, 
FRIDAY, 19 OCTOBER. A  CAPTAIN WA3 ARRESTED AT THE HEADQUARTERS 
BECAUSE HE HAD SEEN FALSIFYING, OVER HIS OWN SIGNITURE, MEN WITH 
LESS THAN 70 ARMY SERVICE RATING POINTS FROM HIS OWN COMPANY TO 
SAIL FUR HOME.  A WARRANT OFFICER SAID HE HAD DISCOVERED WHAT HAD 
BEEN GOING ON.  CADY SURMISED THIS SORT OF TH1N3 MIGHT HAVE SEEM 
THE CAUSE FUR SOME OF THE ERATIC SAILING AND RECALL SNAFUS. 
ALL OF THE 21ST'S CUSTOMS AND CERTIFICATES OF RETENTION HAO TO BE 
REWRITTEN BECAUSE OF SOME OTFICIOUSNESS.   IT WAS QUITE A JOB FOR 
THE ARMY TO RECONCILE ITSELF AS PART OF A CUSTOMS SERVICE. ...HE 
REMEflBEREO THAT A YEAR BEFORE, OCTOBER 6 TO 13, THE WEATHER WAS 
RAINY AMI  ''MISERABLE", SUT IT WAS GOOD AND CLEAR.  llAfflt THAT 
AUGURED QOOO» THE THIRD ANNIVERSARY FOR OVERSEAS DEPARTURE WAS 
OSSERVEO IV A SMALL NUMBER OF THE OLD-TIMERS. CAOY NOW HAD SIX 
MCA* CHEVRON STRIPES ON MIS SLEEVE. 
SATURDAY, 20 OCTOBER.  TMI FRENCH WERE HAVING AM FLECTION, 
so TOWN AND CITY WERE OFF LIMITS FOR TWO DAYS FOR AMERICANS. THERE 
MIGHT 3E SOME DISORDERS BECAUSE FRENCH ELECTIONS WERE TAKEN SERIOUS- 




COL.  BRICKNER*S   IG CHECK ON THE OFFICERS MESS FUND ACCOUNT 
WAS CAUSING TROUBLE.  SEVERAL WEEKS EARLIER ORDERS HAD COVE THROUGH 
THAT 8UCH FUNDS IN ETO WERE TO BE TURNED IN BEFORE DEPARTURE AT THE 
PORT OF DEPARTURE.  EVERYONE IN THE CLUB JUMPED TO THE CONCLUSION 
THAT SUCH RESIDUAL OVERSEAS FUNOS WOULD 00 NOWHERE ELSE THAN TO 
PERMANENT POSTS, AND IT WAS A BAREFACED DAYLIGHT CONFISCATION OF 
AUS OFFICERS* MONEY FOR BENEFIT OF THE REGULAR SERVICE.  BE8IDES, 
THIS PARTICULAR FUND HAD BEEN ORGANIZED IN NATOUSA, ANO UNDER 
A DIFFERENT AUTHORITY.  ON THAT BASIS CAOY HAD ORDERED A DIVIDEND, 
OR REIMBURSEMENT OF SHARES TO THE UNIT OFFICERS WHO HAD CONTRIBUTED f
 ° TO IT.  MANY OF THE OFFICERS ANO NURSES HAD ALREADY RETURN TO 
A 
THE STATES, AND A COMPARATIVELY FEW HAD BEEN RETAINED IN FRANCE TO 
DATE.  RICKNER RULED THAT THE OFFICERS AND NURSES STILL ACCESSIDLE 
MUST BE MADE TO REPAY THE FUND. A DOZEN NURSE8, MORE OR LESS HAD 
TO DIVVY V^F  TOO, A MATTER OF NEARLY TWENTY DOLLARS EACH, OR THEIR 
DEPARTURES WOULD BE DELAYED UNTIL **LTAW#" OP THE "OVERPAYMENT", 
T-'UST AS CADY AND HIS "BASKET" OFFICERS WOULO RANSOM THEMSELVES. 
i 
CADY DID NOT ARGUE THE POINT BECAUSE OF THE CIRCUMSTANCES, BUT 
HE WONDERED WHY BRICKNER DID NOT WANT THE OFFICERS ALREADY IN THE 
STATES BE DEMANOED TO PAY. THE 'DIVIDEND" HAD BEEN APPROVED BY OISE 
IB WHEN IT WAS MADE.  CADY*8 OFFICERS FELT CERTAIN IT WAS HANKY- 
PAl/KY, OUT IT HAD TO DE TOLERATED.  THE JAG MIGHT GIVE C0UN8EL, 
BUT THEY WOULO WAIT UNTIL HOME SOIL WOULD BE UNDER FOOT.  ...THERE 
WERE A FCW  AMATEURISH ERRORS IN THE CLUB RAVENEL AND THEN ENLISTED 
"©1ST CLUB", BUT TKEY WOULD BE MUCH POORER PICKING. 
CADY HAD BO PACKED UP, 8HIPPED OUT, SO THAT HE HAD TO USE 
HIS BEDDING RCJIL TO FILL HIS DUFFLE BAG.  ...NOT CONTENT, HQ. 
DECIDED TO EXCHANGE ANOTHER T20 NUR8ES WITH THE NURSING POOL. LOTS 
OF PAPERWORK WA;8  INVOLBED, OF COURSE.  THEY MIGHT GET AWAY ON 29TH 
NOW,VALERIA FLOYD,   QAPT, AUC, A GIRL FROM 
ON THE "HENRY GIBBONS." 
IJAUY 
LOUISIANA, WAS THE NEW CO, DETACHMENT or NURSES, 
STARS AND STRIPES, DATED 19TH, SAID QUALIFIED OFFICERS WHO 
NAD NOT BEEN PROMOTED DURING TWO YEARS OF ACTIVE DUTY MIGHT BE 
PROMOTED TERMINALLY TO THE NEXT GRADE IF THE EFFICIENCY INDEX WAS 
AT LEAST 35. TIHAT JUST COULD NOT APPLY TO COLONELS, FOR THERE WOULD 
CADY 
BE TOO MANY THOUSANDS OF GENERALS,/GRIPEO TO HIMSELF. 
SUN Y, 21 OCTOBER,  EVERYTHING WAS QUIET DURING THE RESTRICT- 
IONS. THE SAILING OATE WAS CHANGEO TO THE 26TH, AND THE HERMITAGE 
WAS MENTIONED AGAIN. THAT WOULD CUT THE TRIP FIVE DAYS.  IT RAINED 
AND THE OILY DUST MADE DOB IE MUD JUST THE SAME, BOLOTIN FINALLY 
DECIDED, AGAINST CADY*S ADVICE, TO ACCEPT HIS BRONZE STAR. CAPT. 
HUTCHESON AND MA4« SAMUEL P. HARBISON WERE ON THE SAME ORDER FOR 
BRONZE STARS,TOO. CADY WAS GOING TO PROTEST HARBISON'S AS SOON AS 
HE GOT HOME. HE WAS ASHAMED OF  ETO, 80LOTIN WAS DECORATEO IN A 
BRIEF BARRACKS CEREMONY.  TWO NICE COMPLIMENTARY LETTERS ARRIVED. 
ONE WAS FROM 1ST LT. £ONA KELLY, ANC, FROM ST, LOUIS, AND THE OTHER 
WAS FROM ^LLE^ARYLISE, WlNCKLER, FROM BlSCHWlLLER, BAS-RHIN, FRANCE, 
BOTH WOULD CO INTO THE UNIT COMPLIMENT FILE, NOW PRETTY FULL.* 
+ 0  
♦FOOTNOTE! 
IT WAS SENT TO "RECORDS" OR OTHERWISE LOST. 
MONDAY, 22 OCTOBER,   IT WAS RAINING TO BEAT HELL I THE AREA 
WAS COVERED WITH PUDDLES AND POOLS OF OILED MUD WHICH THE AREA 
ENGINEERS DID NOT BOTHER TO DRAIN.   ...THE FUND ACCOUNTS WERE 
CLEARED DURING THE DAY.    |T WAS NOT GOING TO RE P08SIBLE FOR 
CADY TO GO TO NICE OR AVIGNON TO net   AGIO OR "RAJON IF EITHER 
WERE THERE.  IT WA8 REPORTED THE 218T WAS PUT ON THE "CONSIST" 
OF THE HERMITAGE FOR SAILING ON THE 26TH.  THE VOYAGE WOULD BE 
TEN DAYS. 
CAOY 
TUESDAY, 23 OCTOBER.  THE UNIT WAS WARNED IT WOULD SAIL ON 
THE "WESTMINSTER VICTORY." 
WEDNESDAY,  2h OCTOBER.      COL.  3TROHM*S 45TH GENERAL HOSPIEBL 
ARRIVED Tv*0 DAYS PREVIOUSLY, AND HE WAS STAY I NO AT HOTEL N0AILLE8, 
VARSEILLE8.  HE STILL HAD SEN. VlLSOf»*S SEDAN.  THE EVENING BEFORE, 
HE TOOK CAOY IN IT OUT TO AIX-SN-PROVENCS SO HE COULD MEET COL. 
WOODRUFF, AND LOOK FOR A SUITE OF THREE TO FOUR ROOMS, WITH KITCHEN, 
SO HE COULD HOUSE THE SMALL CADRE OF THE OLD 46TH OffICERS«  HIE 
UNIT HAD SEEN AS SADLY MANOLEO AS CADY'S. 
STROHM WAS A SIT TENSE, AND NOT VERY WELL.  HE DIVULGED HE 
HAD LIED A SQUPLE OF YEARS OFT   HIS AGE, AND HE WAS REALLY 60, 
AS A UROLOGIST, HE HAD HIS OWN I0EA8 A80UT THE ORIGIN OF HIS IN- 
FIRMITIES, SUT HIS MA«*. SHY AND CAOY AGREED DESPITE STROHM'S 
DENIALS.  HE WANTED TO GET THROUGH WASHINGTON WITH A FEW OF HIS 
OFFICERS TO SEE G£N. WILSON, AND TO WHAVE SOME FUN.*  CADY WAS 
WAS CYNICAL, TOLD HIM THAT HE WOULD BET EVEN CEN. WILSON HIMSELF 
COULO HOT GET ORDERS TO OFTCVR HIS RARTV^HIS FORT THROUGH WASH- 
INGTON* FORMER COMMANDING OFFICERS COULD GET THEIR *T.S. CARDS" 
PUNCHED WHER£ THEIR UNITS WOULD BE DEACTIVATED, AND SENT HOME. 
HE WAS STILL SPECULATING ON SOME ACTUAL  POST-WAR ORGANIZATION OF 
HIS PERSONNEL, A CLINIC OR HOSPITAL GROUP, OR SOMETHING.  HIS 
PATERNALISM HELPED CADY*S INSIGHT, BUT MAYBE NOT QUITE ENOUGH 
IN THE CASE OF HIS UNIT.  THEY EXCHANGED HOME AD0RE88ES, AND 
NAMES OF THEIR CONGRESSMEN FOR WJUST IN CASE."  STROHM SAID FRANKLY 
HE WOULD HAVE LIKED TO HAVE HAD HIS STAR INSIGNIA, AS RECOMMENDED, 
JUST TO 8H0W HIS FACULTY AT HOME. 
CADY HAD SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT FEELINGS, FOR HE SUSPECTED IT 
MIGHT BE A SIT OF A NUISANCE, EVEN AN IMPEDIMENT BECAUSE HE WOULD 
BE EXPECTED TO LIVE UP TO IT IN SEVERAL WAYS MORE EXPENSIVE THAN 
A POOR DOCTOR COULD AFFORD.  THIS WAR HAD COME JUST AT THE TIME 
HE SHOULD HAVE REMAINED AT HOME WHILE THE OTHER FELLOW WAS AWAV 
FOR THE BENEFIT OF HI8 MAXIMUM BENEFIT OF PROFESSIONAL REFUTATION 
AND FORTUNE. 
LT» BERNARD KELBER, FORMES 21ST SERGEANT COMMISSIONED TO THE 
36TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, VISITED. THCV HAD «»UST ARRIVED FROM REIMS 
AREA, AND THEY EXPECTED THEIR NURSE DETACHMENT TO FOLLOW SOON. HE 
COULD NOT SATISFY CADY'S CURIOSITY ABOUT HOW THEY WERE SCHEDULING 
HOSPITALS BACK HOME. »HY WERE HOSPITALS IN PARIS 001 NO OUT SOUTH 
THROUOH MARSEILLES, BECAUSE THEY CAME INTO FRANCE THEREI INSTEAD 
OF SENDING THEM HOME THROUOH LE HAVRE? 
ALL PAPERWORK WAS COMPLETED, INCLUDING COLLECTIONS OF THE 
DISBURSEMENTS FROM THE OFFICERS MESS FUND, 575 FRANCS EACH.  CAOV 
STILL WAS UNHAPPY AT THE FORCED INEQUITY, AND THOUGHT SOMETHING 
OUGHT TO SB DONE EVENTUALLY TO RECTIFY IT.  VET, WHO WOULD BOTHER 
THAT MUCH ABOUT SUCH A OMALL SUM, QUARRELING OVER 3»000 MILES WITH 
THE OVERSEAS ARMYt 
THURSOAY, £5 OCTOBER. 
THE 23RO GENERAL HOSPITAL ARRIVED AND COL. BAXTER BROWN HAD 
NOT BEEN A8 WISELY RECALCITRANT AS CAOY AND STROMM, AND HE WAS A 
TRANSPORTATION ORPHAN. MOREOVER, HE HAO BEEN TOO TRUSTING ABOUT 
EASY PROCUREMENTS OF SOOTHING SYRUPS FOR HIS IRRITATED NERVES, 
CADY GAVE HIM ENOUGH TO "CHASE THE CHILL* L»R0M THE TENT QUARTERS 
HE OCCUPIED, HE WOULD EE GLAD TO RELIEVE CAOV OF RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR TWO VEHICLES BY MEMORANDUM RECEIPT WHEN CADY,S DEPARTURE VMS 
CLEARLY IMMINENT. 
GEN. GRAY REALLY MEANT WHAT HE SAID ABOUT SENDING A PLAGUE. 
HEAVY 
HE HAO A/BRONZE UNIT VCRITORICUS SERVICE PLAOUE CAST FOR THE 2tST 
ANO THE ?3RO GENERAL HOSPITALS. CAOY GOT CARL SHEPARO TO TAKE 
THEIRS TO THE DENTAL CLINIC TO SRIN0 AN INSCRIPTION ON THE REVERSE 
8IDE, THE GENERAL ORDEF, ANO THEIR BENEFACTOR.(/*£,) 
CADY SPENT HIS LAST NIGHT AT HOTEL ROY RENE, A*X-EN-PROVENCE. 
He "roiiaoT* SEVERAL aox^Es or PISTOL, AMMUNITION IN THE CLOSET SO 
Mt MOULD WOT POSSES IT,ABOARD SHIP*  COL. McKEAN WAS NEXT IN LINE 
A 
POR MI8 SUITE IP HE COULD SET |RANSPORTAT ION SACK AND rORTH.  Hit 
ORDER row LESION or MERIT HAD COME THROUGH ON THE 25TH. HE TOLD 
CADY THAT SiX WEEKS PREVIOUSLY HE HAD SEEN TOLD CADY HAD BEEN 
RECOMMENDED, TOO, 8UT vl^'oiO NOT EXPECT OlSE &A8E TO LET IT RET 
THROUGH BECAUSE OP HIS Tirr WlT^THEM ABOUT THE SfRMAN BUSES. 
THE MAIL BROUGHT PATTON'S ORDER roR LEGION or MERIT, AND 
CADY WAS GLAO aHOOK HAD QUCCEOED IN MAKING IT STICK. BAXTER BROWN 
OOT ORE, TOO, ANO HE PROFESSED SULKY DISINTEREST, EVEN ArTER  CADY 
REMINDED HIM IT OIO NOT COME rROM  HIS FORME/* COMMANDER.  HE WAS 
WONDER INO ir BROWN WAS REGRETFUL HE HAD NOT DONE MORE RECOMMENDING 
roR HIS OWN PERSONNEL, SOT HE SAW NO SIGNS THAT HE HAD DONE ANYTHING 
ABOUT ?VCKEAN'S. 
BIDDING ROLLS AND ourrLE SAGS WERE SENT SHIPS IDE, AND ALU 
21ST PERSONNEL WERE RESTRICTED. CAD* WAS CALLED TO TRANSPORTATION 
DURING THE AFTERNOON ANO INFORMED HIS NURSES WOULD SAIL THE NEXT 
DAY ON THE M HERMITAGE. HIS NURSES INTSLLIQENCE SERVICE HAD AL- 
REAOV TOLD HIM THAT. THEY HAD TO HAVE ALL BAGGAGE AT THE DOCK, 
AT 1600 HOUR, QUITE IMPOSSIBLE FOR THEM UNAIDED. OUT THEY HAD 
AIO THROUGH THE FORESIGHT OP CADY. HE HAD IT RAU-RODDED BY CAPT. 
REED TO HAVE LT. UERPA AND FIVE MEN TRANSFERRED TO THE KURSES 
DETACHMENT WU8T TO HANDLE 6UCH DETAILS. BUT TRANSPORTATION AT PORT 
CA0Y 
BEAT THCIK EARS DOWN, FOR THAT WAS THEIR JOB.  ANYWAY, IT WAS 
ACCOMPLISHED AND THE NURSES MET TMEIR DEADLINE*  CAOY INFORMEO 
HEADQUARTERS ALL OTHER RED-TAPE MAD SEEN ANTICIPATED AND WAS IN 
ORDER* BUT THE 2ND EVACUATION COMPANY HAO NOT BEEN INFORMED OF 
THEIR MOVEMENT* BY MUCH NIOHT WORK ANO THE USE OF THE C & R CAR 
(STILL ILLEGALLY POSSESSED) LT. DERPA AND THE\218T HO.. ACCOMPLISHED 
THE USUAL IMPOSSIBLE JOB, AND BAG AND BAGGAGE WAS DUMPED SHIPS IDE* 
CAOY, aOLOTIN, DANN, SHEPARD, DlX, OERPA ANO GRIFFIN HAO A 
HEADQUARTERS WORKERS PARTY, FEATURING SOME SHRIMP, BACON, BREAD 
ANO WHISKY*  CAOVfS MESS KIT FRIED THE BACON*  HE CONTRIBUTED  SOME 
CANNED SHRIMP  AND A BOTTLE OF CHAMPAGNE.  THE HAROWORKlNO ENLISTED 
MEN GOT THEIR FULL SHARES, TOO*  AND ALL GOT TO BED LATE, ANO KNEW 
THAT STAGING AREA MOTOR TRANSPORTATION WAS TO PICK THEM UP THE 
NEXT DAY AT 1300 HOUR. 
SATURDAY, 27 OCTOBER.    EMBARKATION, MARSEILLES,  FRANCE. 
THE WEATHER WAS CLEAR, AND EvERY0NeHANT3v.,, THERE WAS A DELAY 
FOR AN HOUR GETTING CLEARANCE FOR THE MORNING AND STRENGTH REPORTS. 
THAT STAGING AREA OFFICE WAS AS DESERTED DURING THE NOON HOUR AS 
A SMALL TOWN MAYOR*S OFFICE WHERE EVERYONE COULD WORK AS CIVILIANS* 
JOHNSON, 
CAOY HAO PREVIOUSLY MADE A C0URTE8Y CALL THERE ON COL. 
CO. F\T  HAO BEEN VERY AFFABLE, A GREAT TALKER IF ONE WOULD SIT STILL 
TO LISTEN, ESPECIALLY ABOUT SOME FAVORED ITO  CROSS GAL* CAOY HAO 
QUICKLY SIZED HIM UP, A BIT UNKINOLY BECAUSE OF THE TR>}UTH, AT 
IMPENDING SENILITY. BAXTER BROWN MAD DONE TH!! SAME, BUT HE 8AT 
OUT AN HOUR OF IT TO GET A JEEP FOR THE DURATION OF HIS STAGING* 
IT WAS NOW THAT CAOY PASSED ON TO COLS. BROWN ANO MCKEAN EACH A 
COMMAND CAR ON A TALLEY-OUT SO THEY WOULD BE LESS ORPHANEO, AND 
LESS VULNERABLE TO ANOTHER TALE ABOUT COL. JOHNSON'S RED CROSS QLRL. 
THEIR UNIT WAS GOING THE NEXT WEEK* 
THEN, TRANSPORTATION HAD FORGOTTEN ABOUT THE 1300 HOUN SHOW. 
CAOY 
NUMEROUS TELEPHONE CALLS WERE MADE, SOME BY CAOV HIMSELF. FINALLY, 
JUST AFTER SOME BIRD-BRAIN SAID NO TRANSPORTATION HAD SEEN 8ET UP 
AT ALL, IT ARRIVED JUST BEFORE 1400 HOUR, AFTER THAT IT WAS JUST 
BORESOME ROUTINE FOR FILINC THE MEN INTO THE "WESTMINSTER VICTORY,* 
ALTHOUGH SENIOR OFFICER, CAOV WAS NOT SADDLED WITH TROOP RESPONS- 
IBILITY, A SECOND LIEUTENANT PORT TRANSPORTATION OFFICER HAD DECID- 
ED THAT AT A PREVIOUS ORIENTATION CALL, WHICH SUITED CAOV. THE 
CO TROOPS WAS A LT. COL. YOUNG, ORO. HIS UNIT DID NOT SET ABOARD 
THAT DAY BECAUSE HE MAO NOT FUSSEO AROUND ABOUT IT,   HE CAME 
ALONE TO FULFILL HIS PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY. 
ERE 
SUPPER ON THE SHIP WAS UNIQUE FOR TH,A WERE CIVILIAN WHITE 
BREAD AND MILK FCR EVERYONE TO DRINK. CADY TOOK THE UPPER BUNK 
(3RD) IN HIS STATEROOM BECAUSE LT. COL,  BARBER EXPECTED TO  BE 
SEASICK ALL THE WAY ACROSS,  CADY BELIEVED HE WAS TIRED ENOUQH HE 
COULD SLEEP EVERY FREE HOUR, AND HE NEVER SOT SEASICK ANYWAY. 
NO ONE WOULD AWAKEN HIM BY CLAMPERIM PAST HIM, NOR PUKE ON HIM 
IF HE WOULD BE IN TOP BUNK. Lt« COL. YOUNG WAS STILL WORKlNO ON HIS 
DUTY ASSIGNMENTS AT A LATE HOUR.  IT WA8 A PLEASURE FOR CADY FOR 
SOMEONE ELSE TO BE 001NQ THAT. 
SUNDAY,  9$ OCTOBER. SAILING    FOR    HOME 
A MICE BREAKFAST WITH NO FOLLOW-UP WITH AOO REPORTS.  NOW, 
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THREE YEARS HE HAD A 3UNDAY MORNING NAPj 
ABOUT 1130 HOUR HIS CURIOSITY TOOK HIM TO THE OFFICE OF THE CO 
TROOPS BECAUSE HE WANTED TO WRITE A LITTLE AND HOPED TO FIND PAPER 
AND A DESK.  LT. COL. YOUNO AND THE YOUTHFUL SHIP'S TRANSPORTATION 
COMMANDER, A RATHER COCKY YOUNQ CAPTAlN,WERC STILL MAKING UP THEIR 
DUTY ASSIGNMENTS. THEY MIGHT HAVE HAD A LOT MORE ACOOMPLISHEO IF 
THEY HAD ACCEPTED CADY*S OFFER OF ASSISTANCE THE EVENING PREVIOUSLY. 
THIS TIME THEY ACCEPTED A FAIR NUMBER OF MEN. THE SHIP WAS OVER- 
LOADED ABOUT AOO MEN, AND THEY WOULD HAVE TO BE OUT ON DECK OR JUST 
\^ *"» ■* « 
OR IN THE AFT CARGO HOLD JUST BELOW THE OFFICERS SECTION.  200 
COULD SLEEP ON THE DECK OF THE CARGO HOLO AND THE OTHERS COULD 
"8LEEP STANDING? OR ANYWHERE ELSE, MAYBE TOP DECK.   IT WOULD BE A 
MEAN VOYAGE IF THE WEATHER WOULD BE BAD.  THE SAILING WAS DELAYED 
BECAUSE THE CARPENTER8 WERE BUILDING A HEAVY STAIRWAY FROM THE 
DECK DOWN TO THE BOTTOM OF THAT HOLO.  THEY MADE A LANDING HALF 
WAY DOWN WHICH SEEMED GOOD JUDGMENT. 
LtCQUOR WAS NOT SUPPOSEO TO BE ABOARD, 80 CAOY CHECKED THE 
FIFTH OF WHISKEY HE BROUGHT WITH LT. ANDERSON, THE MAC OFFICER 
LISTED AS THE "ASSISTANT SURGEON."  HE WAS AS SCARED AS HIS CAPTAIN, 
FOR IT WAS THEIR FIRST VOYAGE WITH SUCH DUTIES, AND WAS ESPECIALLY 
FRIENDLY TOWARD THE FEW CADECEUS OFFICERS ABOARD,  THE MASTER 
HAD TO HAVE A WAIVER FOR THE OVERLOAD, WHICH WAS A RESULT OF ALL 
THE PUBLIC PRESSURE MT0 GET  THE BOYS HOME RIGHT AWAY.**  THE EXTRA 
WEIGHT OF 400 MEN AND BAGGAGE COULD NOT DO MUCH MORE THAN MAKE THE 
SHIP RIDE JUST A LITTLE EASIER BY 50 TO 60 TONS, BUT EVEN A CALM 
VOYAGE WOULD BE UNCOMFORTABLE FOR THE MEN WITHOUT BUNKS. 
ABOUT 1430 HOUR THE LINES WERE CAST OFF. ACROSS THE PIER 
THE "LlNCION VICTORY" HAD BEEN LOADED WITH THE 46TH GENERAL HOSPIT- 
AL. AS THEY GOT UNDER WAY, CADY BORROWED SOME BINOCULARS AND IDEN- 
TIFIED COL. STROHM ON DECK WATCHING THE 213T GET AWAY AHEAD OF HIM. 
MONDAY,   29 OCTOBER. SECOND DAY OF THE VOYAGE. 
TROOP ORGANIZATION WAS  NOT  VERY GOOD BUT WORK  DETAILS WERE 
FINALLY GOTTEN OUT.    ALL THE OFFICERS WERE GIVEN SOME  SORT OF 
DUTY ASSIGNMENTS.  ONE OF THE 21ST'S MAC, WITH THE UNIT SINCE JULY, 
FOSTER BEGGED OFF. HE HAO COME OVER IN CHARGE OF MEN AND HE DID 
NOT WANT TO GO HOME IN CHARGE OF MEN*  HE HAD NEVER BEFORE SHOWED 
SIGN3 OF SHIRKING.  " ALLRIQHT, CAPTAIN," CADY TOLD HIM WITH A 
STRAIGHT LOOK IN THE EYE, "BUT DON*T FAIL TO MAKE YOURSELF EQUALLY 
ANO VOLUNTARILY USEFUL IN YOUR OWN COMPARTMENT."  HEROES MIGHT BE 
MAOE OF SUCH PEOPLE, BUT THEY WOULD HAVE TO SE 3CAREO, HE THOUGHT. 
THE SHIP  HAD GOOD  USA MONEY,   ANOINQ TATTERED AND TORN CURRENCY 
EXCEPT SOUVENIRS.  NOR WAS THE US CURRENCY THE YELLOW SEAL KIND 
USED OVERSEAS.  AS^I DE FROM A QOOD APPETITE FOR MEALS, CAOY SHOWED 
LITTLE INTEREST IN READING, WALKING ON DECK, CONVERSATING, OR EVEN 
SITTING DOWN TO THINK OR TO REMEMBER, FOR HE ALWAYS FELL ASLEEP. 
IT WAS NO WORRY ASOUT THAT GREEN CURRENCY AT HOME, FOR HE HAD AL- 
MOST FOUR MONTHS OF TERMINAL LEAVE COMING. 
TUESDAY, JO OCTOBER. CADY'S HABIT OF SEATING HIS 0630 HOUR 
ALARM CLOCK REMAINED, 3UT HE HAD NO COMPULSION TO DO ANYTHING, EVEN 
TO GET OUT OF HIS POORLY VENTILATEO BUNK. 
UGHT .. 
THE MAIL SRO K  ABOARD WAS DISTRIBUTED.  T/4 LYMAN MLLER, THE 
UNIT'S "PROFESSOR OF ORTHOPEOIC BRACERY' HAD AN ORDER FOR A BRONZE 
STAR, AND SO DID T/3 FRANK J. BlLZ, PT AIDE, T/3 RALPH J. GARLO, 
Oft TECHNICIAN, AND T/3GT. KENNETH M. HAPPACH. SOME NURSES WOULD 
HAVE TO WAIT UNTIL CADY WOULD GET ASHORE TO GET THEIRS: CAPTS. 
MARGARET ••  BEUMER,  DOROTHY E.  KROG, AND 1ST  LTS.  VIRGINIA M. 
DYER AND ESTHER E.  HESSE.      HE MADE HIS FINAL  SORTING AND SIGNING 
OF HIS OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MAILING THE MOMENT HE WOULD STEP 
ASHORE. THE SHIP HAD NO SPECIALLY ANOUNCED DESTINATION FOR SOME 
REASON* 
THE GRIZZLED LITTL SHIP'S WASTER ENCOUNTERED CADY AND CORDIAL- 
LY INVITED HIM TO COtfE VISIT HIM IN QUARTERS AND ON THE BRIDGE. 
"TOMORROW AFTERNOON, THEN.." HE SAID THEY WOULD GO NEAR GIBRALTAR 
BUT WOULD NOT PUT INTO  PORT.  AS THEY HAD COME IN BEFORE THEY HAD 
BLINKED THE SHIP IN, AND THEY THE BRITISH SOAKED THE US FOR DOCK- 
I 
ING AND A PILOT'S FEE "TO HELP PAY OFF ALL THEIR REVERSE LEND-LEASE 
SINCE THEY HAO PULLEO UP ALL THEIR MINES AND ANTI-SUBMARINE NETS, 
THE MASTER THOUCHT IT WAS JU3T "PIRACY*.  TH13 TIME HE WAS GOING 
TO AVOID THAT CEREMONY. 
CAOY 
THE  .VESTMINSTER VICTORY WENT CLOSE ENOUGH TO THE ROCK THAT 
MAJ. DlLLMAN GOT SOME SOOO PICTURES. CAOY TRIED VARIOUS EXPOSURES, 
HOPING POR ONE LUCKY SHOT, THE ATMOSPHERE WAS HAZY, BUT HE COULD 
SEE SOME EVIDENCE OP CONCRETE WORK ON THE SURFACE* IT WAS SAIO TO 
BE WELL HONEYCOMBED WITH TUNNELS AND ROOMS* HE ALM08T EXPECTED TO 
SEC THE BIO PRUDENTIAL LITE INSURANCE CO. SIGN ACROSS IT.  IN 
THE STRAITS.THE WESTMINSTER VICTORY SLOWLY PASSED THE "WILLIAM 
AND MARY VICTORY" WHICH HAD CAST OF AT MARSEILLES ABOUT THE SAME 
TIME. 
wtONESOAY, *3t OCTOBER. FOURTH DAY OF VOYAGE 
CAOY WENT TO THE COMPARTMENT WHERE T/4 LYMAN MILLER WAS. THE 
MEN WERE CALLED TO ATTENTION, THE CITATION READ, AND CAOY PINNED 
THE MEDAL ON THE RATHER DAZED FELLOW, ANO CONGRATULATED HIM. 
M/SOT PREWETT HAD NOT LET THE SECRET OUT TO HIM, AND HE HAO BEEN 
SURPRISED* 
AS THE SHIP GOT OUT INTO THE ATLANTIC, THE SWEELS WERE LONGER 
AND HIGHER. THE POOR SAILORS HAD THEIR SIGNAL FOR MAL-DE-MAR. 
LT. COL. BARQER LIVED UP TO HIS PREDICTIONS. THE NICHTWAS PITCHY 
OARK AND THE TOSSING WAS QUITE NOTICEABLE TO THAT "BASKET UNIT". 





THIRD DAY AT SEA,  WESTMINSTER VICTORY SHIP 
THURSDAY, 1 NOVEMBER.  THE MASTER TOOK IN 500 TONS OF WATER 
BALLAST IN THE STERN TANKS TO SETTLE THE SHIP A LITTLE DEEPER AND 
TO MAKE IT RIDE BETTER BY KEEPING THE SCREW F80M TURNING OUT OF THE 
WATER.  THE SHIP VIBRATED LESS AND THEY SAID IT PICKED VP   A KNOT 
OR TWO IN SPEED. 
THERE WAS AN ARTIST ABOARD WHO MADE A SKETCH OF CADY FOR THE 
SHIP'S LITTLE DAILY MIMEOGRAPH NEWS PAPER. CAOY WAS 80 INDOLENT HE 
HAD NOT COMPLETED THE WORK HE HAD BROHGHT , NO* HAD HE GOTTEN AROUND 
TO ACCEPT THE MASTER'S INVITATION, AND HE HAD BEEN REMINOEO OF IT. 
DURING THE AFTERNOON HE MADE THE INSPECTION TRIP WITH THE MASTER. 
HE SAW HIS FIRST RADAR SCREEN ON THE BRIOGE ACTUALY WORKING.  THERE 
WAS A LOT MORE TO SEE ON ANOTHER TOUR. 
HE WAS A LITTLE LESS INCLINED TO DROP OFF TO SLEEP, AND HE WAS 
ABLE TO READ MAGAZINES.  HE STARTED ON A LITTLE PAPERBACK NOVEL. 
IF THIS WAS PERSONAL REHABILITATION TO CIVIL LIFE, HE WOULD HAVE 
TO MAKE THE MOST OF IT, HE SUPPOSED. 
FRIDAY, 2 NOVEMBER.    FOURTH DAY AT SEA 
THE SCUTTLEBUTT HAD THE SHIP LANDING, PROBABLY WEDNESDAY AT 
NEW YORK.  SHIP'S MASTER ELLINGSEN SPOKE WITH A BIT OF SCANDINAVIAN 
ACCENT.  HE REALLY SEEMED ANXIOUS TO SHOW CADY AROUND. MORE THAN 
RAOAR, THE SHIP HAD A SUPERSONIC DEPUU FINDER, A RADIO DIRECTION OR 
RANGE FINDER, TORPEDO DETECTOR, SHIP*S RADIO SWITCHBOARD, AND MANY 
OTHER GADGETS THE MAN ON THE BRIDGE COULD WANT FOR TELLING HIM WHERE 
HE WA8, AND THE OTHER MAN WAS, AND WHAT THE CONDITIONS OF HIS OWN 
^l^^HJ^^HI^^^^^^HH^HI 
CAOV 
SHIP WAS.  CAW MAO IMAOINEO THESE SHIPS, 8EAST8 OF BURDEN Of THE 
SEA AND MANNED BY THE MERCHANT MARINE, WOULO BE STILL MUCH MORE 
PRIMATIVE IN THEIR GADGETRY THAN WHAT HE WAS SEEING*  HE WAS RE- 
MINDED OF THAT FILM THAT WAS BE I NO EXPLOITED BACK IN MASCARA THREE 
YEARS BEFORE WHICH WAS SHOWINO SO MUCH OF THE INDUSTRIAL MIGHT OF 
THE UNITED STATES WHICH WAS SElNQ OIVEHTCO TO WINNING THE WAR,  HE 
REALIZED BETTER HOW RIGHT HE MAO BEEN IN HIS MANPOWER AND LOGISTIC 
HARRANGUEINO    OF HIS PERSONNEL!  ANTICIPATE, USE SUPPLIES AND 
EQUIPMENT FOR SAVING OF ENERGY OF MANPOWERI BUT WHENEVER MATERIEL 
WAS LACKING, PERSONNEL HAD TO DO THE JOB WITHOUT IT.  ...DOWN IN 
THE SHIP'S POWER PLANT,IK A 3PACE OF FIVE OR SIX DECKS CAOV ESTIM- 
ATED, HE SAW THE BIG OILBURNING 3TEAM-POWER60 DRIVE-SHAFE WHICH 
CAPT# ELLINOSEN SAID WAS MORE THAN 60 FEET LONG AND TWENTY INCHES 
IN DIAMETER, TRULY A BIG HUNK OF STEEL WHICH WAS TWISTING ON THE 
PROPELLER OUTSIDE THE HULL.  CADY WONDERED WHY THEY DID NOT FIND 
A WAY TO SHORTEN, LIGHTEN IT, BUT SAID THERE WERE GOOD REASONS FOR 
NOT DOING SO.  HE WAS HAPPY WITH IT ALL, FOR THERE WAS "YUST* 
NOTHING FOR THE CAPTAIN TO DO SUT MYU8TW PUSH BOTTONSl  HE WAS AN 
INTERNATIONALIST, LIKED SCOTCH, LIQUID SORT. 
THE SHIP PASSED NEAR SANTA f/ARiA OFF THE CANARY ISLANDS. SOME 
PLANES WERE COMING IN TO LAND, BUT NO ONE CARED TO HESITATE THERE 
FOR ANY Sl3HT~S£ElNG. ...THE FIRE DRILL AT 1500 HOUR HAD ALL THE 
MEN OUT OH DECK IN FIVE MINUTES, WHICH WAS TOO LONG AND HAD TO BE 
DONE MORE QUICKLY.  ...CAOV GOT ALL HIS "VOYAGE RECOMMENDATIONS" 
SIGNED, AND FINISHED ALL HIS PER80NAL GRIPE COMMUNICATIONS ABOUT 
SNAFUED PROMOTIONS.  SOT. PREWETT TYPED THEM PERSONALLY TO KEEP 
THEM CONFIDENTIAL. 
SUNDAY, 4 NOVEMBER. 3! ;TH DAY AT SEA 
THE WEATHER WAS WARMER AND MORE PLEASANT, SO CAOY SURMISES 
THEY WERE IN THE GULP STREAM, MAYBE* SOMEONE SAID THEY WOULD TURN 
NORTHWEST   NEAR   BERMUDA,      HE   HAD   TURNED    IN   ALL   THE   UNIT*S   JPARERS 
TO LT. COL. YOUNG, CO TROOPS, ANO TO VOUNO CART. AMSTEY, CO, SHiPf« 
COMPLIMENT.  THE CAPTAIN WAS BEING OFFICIOUS, SUT RATHER AS A NEW 
0R00M SWEEPS CLEANLY ANO A 8 IT 3ROA0LY IN SWATM,  HE WAS PRETTY 
COCKY ANO ANXIOUS TO 00 A 0008 *J*8«  HE WAS BATHER I NO REPORTS PROM 
ALL UNIT COMMANDERS WHICH WOULD PERMIT MIS OWN REPORTS TO SHOW HOW 
PORTS AT BOTH EROS OF THE VOYAGE MAO SERVED HIM SLUGGISHLY.  CAOY 
COULD AGREE THAT MARSEILLES COULD BE TUNED UP SETTER, ANO HOPED THE 
US PORT WOULD SE P£VON0 CRITICISM.  THEY EXPECTED A *ORY RUN* DIS- 
EMBARKATION" MONDAY MORNING.  WEOSESOAV WAS STILL THE DAY OF LAND- 
ING , SUT WHERET 
MONDAY, 5 NOVEMBER.  SEVENTH OAY  OF VOYAGE. 
THE DAY HAD BEEN PRETTY ROUGH WITH WIND AND LAROE SWELLS. THE 
SKIPPER SEEMED TO BE HEAOINS OBLIQUELY ACROSS THE TROUGHS INTO THE 
WAVES.  THE SHIP PITCHED AND ROLLED ENOUGH SOMETIMES THAT THE MER* 
CURY SWITCHES CUT OFF THE LIGHTS.  THE M£C3 SOYS GOT AS SICK AS THE 
T*C0P3, AND IT HAD BEEN A JOS IN ITSELT TO GET SERVED AND THEN KEEP 
THE HEAVY CHINAWARE ON THE TASLES.  CAOV WAS NOT SEASICK, BUT THE 
COMBINATION OF PITCH-ROLLS ANO TREMBLES  MADE HIM TIRED OF WAITING 
FOR THE REVERSE MOTIONS.  THE WEATHER HAD BEEN WARMER WHICH MAOE 
THE SHIP'S AIR QUITE STUFFY. 
CAOY WAS IN HIS THIRD STORY SUNK LATE IN THE EVENING WRITING 
MIS NOTES BEFORE GOING TO SLEEP. SOMEONE, MOST LIKELY 30L0TIN, 
OPEMFD THE STATEROOM DOOR,AND SHOUTED, "COLONEL, THERE*S BEEN AN 
AtttMNf »"J       If, km   8EVE3AL MEW ARE BURIED UNDER LUMBER!" 
HE PULLED MIS TROUSERS OVER HIS PANAMAS, AND HIS 3H0E3, CALLED 
TO LT. COL. 'i'HEPARO, ANO HUSHED TO HOLD 43.  OFFICERS ANO MEN WERE 
CADY 
JUST STANDING AROUND, LOOKING DOWN INTO THE HOLD, DOING NOTHING, 
OAZED. BMW ASKED COL . "ETZ TO COME DOWN THE STEPS WITH HIM INTO 
THE HOLD WITH HIM,  MANY MEN WERE STANDING OR JUST SITTING ON THE 
DECK, 001 NO NOTHING ELSE AT ALL,  NO ONE WAS MAKING ANY EFFORTS TO 
RESCUE THE BURIED MEN EXCEPT TO PULL WEAKLY OR AIMLESSLY AT SOME 
L008E PIECES OF LUM9ER.  CADY AM ^ETZ WERE THE ONLY OFFICERS IN 
THE HOLD.  THE PITCHING AND ROLLING OF THE SHIP WAS MAKING SOME OF 
THE LOOSE TIMBERS DANGEROUS MISSILES. 
CADY SAW THAT THE HEAVY TIMBERS AND HATCH COVER, WHICH HAD 
BEEN INCLOSED TEMPORARILY, FORWARD AND CENTER OF THE HOLD, HAD 
ALL SHIFTED TO STARPOARD.  T)i'£   tf* X 3" WOODEN UPRIGHTS HAD BEEN 
BOLTED TO IHH PLACES SPOT-WELDED TO SUPPORT 3EAM3 OF THE DECK 
ABOVE, AND THE DECK BELOW.  THE WELDING ABOVE HAD BEEN POORLY DONE, 
AND HAD PARTED WHEN THE SHIP HAD HEELED HARD TO PORT.  HE PICKED 
Nff V'AY TO STARBOARD. THEN HE SEGAN TO SHOUT ORDERS AND ENCOURAGE- 
MENT TO INDIVIDUAL SOLDIERS, TO GET THEIR ATTENTION, AROUSE THEM 
TO PERSONAL ACTION.  HE STARTED SHOWING THEM HOW TO PICK UP A 
PIECE OF LUMBER, TO CARRY IT ACROSS TO PORT SIDE, LAY IT CROSSWISE 
OF THE DECK TO MINIMIZE FURTHER SHIFTING WITH THE SHIP'S MOTION. 
A NUMBER OF MEN HAD FIGURED THEY WERE SAFER ON TOP OF THE LUMBER, 
ANO HE GOT ALL OF THEM OFF ANO WORKING.  COL. METZ*GRASPED THE 
IDEA 3.UCKLY ANO CONTINUED THE WORK WHILE CADY BEGAN TO PAY MORE      i 
ATTENTION TO ACTUAL RESCUE. 
SHEPARD*AWD 2ND LT. ANDERSON? MAC, THE "SURGEON" OF THE TRASS- 
POST, SHOWED UP TO HELP.  CADY SENT ANDERSON RUNNING TO THE MASTfR  I 
TO GET HIM TO STOP THE SHIP, QUIET IT A3 MUCH A3 POSSIBLE, UNTIL 
THE RESCUE WORK WAS DONE.  WHEN THE 8HIP QUIETED 30ME,  IT MADE 
THE RESCUE WORK MUCH EASIER, AND METZ AND 3HEPARD DID A FINE JOB 
AT STRAW-BOSSING THE RESUE GANS*S WORK.  PRETTY 300N MORE COULD 
THE PILE OF LUMBER. 
BE DISCERNED, WHERE SOME OF THE MEN WERE UNDER 
CADY 
♦FOOTNOTE: 
THEY WERE AWARDED THE ARMY COMMENDATION MEDAL ON CADY'S 
RECOMMENDATION. 
* 
CAPTAIN ELLINGSEN CAME DOWN INTO THE HOLD TO ASK CAOY IF THERE 
WAS ANYTHING ELSE HE COULD ABOUT THE SHIP TO BE OP HELP.  THANKS, 
YES, JUST KEEP THE SHIP AS QUIET AND 8TEADY AS POSSIBLE UNTIL THE 
LUMBER COULD BE MOVEO AND THE INJURED OR DEAD COULO BE LOCATED AND 
CARED FOR.  NO ONE COULO TELL ABOUT THAT JUST THEN.  ...THE UPPER 
TWO-THIRDS OF THE STARBOARD RETAINING WOODEN UPRIGHTS HAD BROKEN, 
THE SHIFTING MATERIALS HAD JAMMED ALL THE WAY TO THE STARBOARD 
HULL. MEN HAD BEEN CAUGHT AND PINNED DOWN. HE COULO SEE THREE 
ALREADY. BEAMS WERE BEING MOVED, OTHERS LEVERED UP AND PROPPED, 
AND MEN BEING REMOVED ON LITTERS TO THE SICK SAY. ONE HEAVY IRON 
HATCH BEAM HAD FALLEO OVER ONE MAN LENGTHWISE ON THE OECK, COVERING 
HIM NARROWLY. THAT HAO SAVED HIS LIFE FROM THE CRUSHING WEIGHT 
WHICH HAD FALLEN ONTO THE BEAM, AND HE WAS ABLE TO CRAWL FROM UNDER 
IT WITH LITTLE HEFCBPAND LITTLE BRUISED. HAD HE BEEN TWO OR THREE 
INCHES LYING EITHER WAY TO HIS 8IDES, THE EDGE OF THE BEAM WOULD 
HAVE 8LICED HIS BODY. ANOTHER MAN HAD BEEN JAMMEO AGAINST THE HULL 
AND CRU8HED TO DEATH. CAREFULLY, FOR MORE THAN AN HOUR, MORE LUMBEF 
WA8 REMOVED AND MORE MEN WERE REMOVED TO THE SLCK BAY WHERE THE 
UNIT'S MAJ. LESTER JASPER HAD BEEN SMUGQLEO ACOARD WITH HIS 
HEPATITIS SO HE COULD GET HOME AHEAD OF REGULAR HOSPITAL EVACUATION* 
CADY, M£T£ AND 3HEPARD EVENTUALLY GOT UP TO THE 8ICK BAY 
WHERE CAPT. JOHN f« Qtx* WAS THE UNIT'S ASSIGNEO SURGEON WAS WORK- 
ING HARD DESPITE HIS SEA SICKNESS.  MAJ. DlLLMAN, A RADIOLOGIST, 
WAS SEWING UP   A BAOLY LACERATED EAR, AND WITH UNSKILLED HELP. 
UAUY 
CAOV ASSIGNED DENTAL SURGEON SHEPARD TO ASSIST DlLLMAN, AND TO 
STAY AROUND TO HELP IN ANY WAY THAT ME COULD.  CAOV DIDN'T COUNT 
THEM AT THE TIME, BUT SOMEONE SEEMED TO 8E IN EVERY BED, A DOZEN 
OR MORE.  HE LOOKED AT EVERY MAN.  ONE MAN COMPLAINED Of CHEST 
RAIN.  HE SAID HIS LEGS FELT FUNNY.  HE HAD SEEN VERY FORCIBLY 
FLEXED.  CAOY FOLDED A BLANKET AND PLACED IT 80 AS TO HYPER-EXTEND 
MIS LOWER THORACIC SPINE, AND GAVE ORDERS NOT TO TRY TO TAKE HIM 
OFF HIS HARO LITTER, TO LEAVE HIM LYING THERE ON THE DECK UNTIL 
CART. DIX COULD HANDLE HIM PROPERLY, FOR HE PROBABLY HAD A COM* 
PRESSION FRACTURE OF THE SPINE. (CONFIRMEO)  ANOTHER MAN HAD A 
BROKEN CLAVICLE, AND SO IT WENT. 
YES, CAOY HAD KNOWN UA8PER HAD BEEN SICK IN QUARTERS FOR 
SEVERAL DAYS WITH rfAUNOtCE.  HIS FRIENDS HAO KEPT CAOY AWAY FROM 
HIM.   VHEN 80AR0ING TIME CAME, HE WAS ALL DRESSED IN HIS UNIFORM, 
AND THEY WALKED HIM ^   THE GANGWAY, AND DIRECTLY TO CAPT. Dlx's 
SICKBAY CARE.  THE ROUGH SEA HAD NOT CONTRIBUTED ANY TO HIS WELL- 
BEING, NOR HAD IT APPARENTLY DONE HIM ANY HARM.  NOW CADY WENT TO 
HIM AND INQUIREO FOR SUGGESTIONS HE MIGHT HAVE TO MAKE HIM ANY MORE 
COMFORTABLE DURING THE VOYAGE.  CAOY REASSURED HIM THAT HE WOULD 
BE CAREO AS WELL FOR ON THE WESTMINSTER VICTORY AS HE WOULD HAVE 
BEEN ON SOME HOSPITAL SHIP, AND IT COULD NOT BE LONG UNTIL HE WOULD 
■E IN A STATESIDE HOSPITAL,  AND WHERE THE ARMY WOULD PROBABLY 
HOLD HIM FOR TREATVENT BEFORE SENDING HIM NEARER HOME.   JA8PER 
SAID HE WAS HAPPY IT HAD BEEN ARRANGEO THAT WAY. 
TUESDAY, 6  NOVEMBER. EIGHTH DAY AT SEA 
CAPT. ELLINQBEN CALLED THE FOLLOWING OFFICERS TO MEET HIM 
AT 0115t LT. COL. YOUNG, COL. CAOY, COL. vtrt,  MA«IS. FLY (*?), 
GRAY, AND CAPT ANSTEY. HE WANTED A MESSAGE ORAFTEO FOR HIS REPORT 
BY RADIO. CAOV SUGGESTED THAT A BOARD OF INVESTIGATION MIGHT 
PROCEED AND HAVE IT COMPLETED SATISFACTORILY BY THE TIME THE SHIP 
WOULD LAND.  IF IT WOULO BE OONE PROPERLY, IT MIOMT SAVE THE CAPTAlK 
AND THE WITNESSES A LOT Of TIME.  THE MASTER WAS WILLING TO 00 THAT 
AND ASKED CAOV TO SUGGEST NOMINATIONS FOR THE MEMBERS*  ME SUGGESTED 
COL. MCTX, PRESIDENT, MAJ. GRAY, CART, SPELLMAN AND A LT. HAZELTINE, 
CIC, TOR MEMBERS, WITH THIS BEHIND HIM, CAOV CRAWLED SACK INTO 
HIS BUNK, DEAD TIRED AT 0200 HOUR, 
THAT MENTAL ALARM CLOCK OOT CADV AWAKE AT 0600, THE SEA WAS 
rf/Af- 
STILL HEAVT, AND SO FAR AS CADV COULO JUDGE BY HIS BACK, THE SHIR 
WAS BACK ON COURSE, LURCH I NO AND PITCH I NO SOME,  THE PATIENTS IN 
THE SICKBAY WERE DO I NO ALL RIGHT,  OlX STILL HAD THE COMPRESSION 
rRACTURE CASE STILL ON HIS LITTER REST I NO ON THE DECK.  HE WAS 
SEDATED AND NOT SUFFER I NO, SAID HE WAS A LOT BETTER.   Dty, WAS 
WILLING TO HOLD ALL MIS PATIENTS EVEN IF SOME OF THEM DID NOT NEED 
HIS BEDS.  CAOV SUGGESTED THAT UNTIL HE SHOULD NEED BEOS, WHY NOT 
JUST LET THEM BUNK WHERE THEY WERE FOR THE REST OF THE VOYAGE, FOR 
THEY HAD EARNED THE CODDLING! 
CADY BREAKFA8TED WELL AND JUST FUTZED AROUND UNTIL 1115 WHEN 
THE BOARD OF INQUIRY WANTED HIM. THEY WERE NOT QUITE REAOV, SO HE 
SAT AROUND JUST LISTENING UNTIL HIS TURN CAME.  ...THE 8HIP HA0 
SEEN RE-ROUTED TO BOSTON.  THE COMMANDING GENERAL WANTEO FULL PAR- 
TICULARS ABOUT THE ACCIOENT AGAIN,  CADY HELPED DRAFT THAT MESSAGE, 
TOO, 
WEDNESDAY, 7 NOVEMBER.  N INETH DAY AT SEA, LANDING AT 
BOSTON,    CAMP MYLES STANDISH. 
DURING THE NIGHT THE SHIP ENCOUNTERED FAVORABLE CURRENT AND 
VERY SMOOTH WATER.  THE WESTMINSTER VICTORY D0CKE0 IN BOSTON AT 
1tOO HOUR. 
•MILE AT SEA, THE RADIO ORDERS CAME FOR 200 OF THE VIST's 
MEN TO BE PUT TO WORK AT CLEANINO UP THE SHIP.  CADY REALLY DID 
NOT LIKE THIS JOB, BUT IT WAS A CHANCE TO PUT THAT CAPTAIN WHO 010 
CAOY 
WANT TO BE IN CHARGE OF MEN, THIS CLEAN UP JOB. 
THERE WAS MORE OF A RECEPTION IN THE HARBOR THAN ANY ONE OF 
THE RETURNEES EXPECTED.  A SMALL EXCURSION BOAT CAME OUT WITH A DIG 
WELCOME SIGN ON IT.  A BAND WAS PLAYING.  ANO THERE WERE WSOME NICE 
CLEAN AMERICAN GIRLS, ALMOST CLOSE ENOUGH TO TOUCH."  THIS DIP 
SOMETHING TO SHAKE SOME OF THE POOR-ME'MARTYR COMPLEX IDEAS VET- 
ERANS MIGHT HAVE TUCKED AWAY IX THEIR SUBCONSCIOUS MINDS.  ANOTHER 
BAND TOOK OVER AT THE ''lER AND KEPT PLAYING DURING THE t»€i ARKAT 10 N. 
THE CLEAN-UP DETAIL WAS NOT WELL ORGANIZED, NOR WAS THE CAPTAIN 
REALLY SUPERVISING IT WELL.  CADY DECIDED HE HAD 8ETTER TAKE A HAND 
HIMStLF.  HE LOST HIS TEMPER A TIME OR TWO AND GOT TOUGH WITH SEVRAL 
A 
OF THE RELUCTANT MEN.  HE ENDED BY BEING THE LAST MAN OFF THE SHIP 
EXCEPT THAT ?OARD AND CAPT. OlX WHO HAD TO MAKE PROPER DISPOSITIOd 
OF TWO DEAO BODIES.  ALL REALLY SICK OR INJURED WERE SENT TO THE 
HOSPITAL, AND THERE WERE NO MALINGERERS.   CADY FOUND THE SHIP'S 
I* 
STEWARD, TOOK HIS RECEIPT FOR $125.00, THE GRATUITY FOR HIM, HIS 
A * 
CABIN BOYS AMD THE MESS BOYS. THEY WERE ALL CIVILIANS. 
HE MADE ONE LAST LOOK AROUND THE SHIP, AND CARRIED HIS 
BAGGAGE TO THE TRAIN WHICH WAS DOCKS IDE.  IT WA8 A NICE PASSENGER 
TRAIN, RVCM IF PERSONNEL WERE PACKED IN LIKE SARDINES WITH THEIR 
BAGGAGE. A V:R. FAULKNER, TRAINMASTER, WAS EITHER A VERY FRIENDLY 
MAN, OR VERY CLEVER. HE KNEW JUST HOW TO SHAKE DETERMINED COMMAND- 
INS OFFICERS CFF HIS OWN JOB OF INSPECTING SUCH TROOP MOVEMENTS. 
DID THE COLONEL THINK HE MIGHT LIKE TO RIDE TO CAMP IN THE CAB OF 
THE DIESEL-ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE?  REALLY, IT WAS AS EASY AS PIE FOR 
A LITTLE BOYt 
THE SUPERVISOR EXPLAINED BRIEFLY ALL HE COULD ABOUT EXPECTATIONS 
AT CAMP. CADY VAS AWKWARD WITH HIS CLIMBING UP INTO THE CAB BECAUSE 
OF HIS LONG OVERCOAT AND HIS PACK, CANTEEN, ETC., WHICH WERE STILL 
A PART OF HIM.  THE CAB DID NOT LOOK AT ALL LIKE THE OLD STEAM 
CAC 
LOCOMOTIVES HE HAD SEEN IN.  IT WAS ROOMY AND THE ENGINEMEN WERE 
UP FRONT ANO RIGHT WHERE THEY COULD LOOK DOWN A YARO OR SO AHEAD 
OF THE CAB. THEY SOON PULLED OUT OF THE STATION AND THE LITTLE SOY 
IN THE TIRED AND IRRITABLE COLONEL SORT OF CAME TO LIFE. "RED 
EYE!* WARNED THE FIREMAN, ANO THE ENGINEER ECHOED CONFIRMATION FOR 
SEEING A REO LIGHT, THERE WERE ALWAYS TWO PAIRS OF EYES GUARDING 
THE SAFETY OF THE PASSENGERS EVEN WHEN CADY WAS TAKEN PACK THROUGH 
THE HUMM1NG VIBRATIK6 DIESEL ENGINE SECTIONS OF THE LOCOMOTIVE, 
HE SAW CLEAN PAINTED HOUSES ALONG THE RIGHT-OF-WAY, NOT LIKE THE   | 
DINGY OBJECTS OF HIS THREE YEARS OVERSEAS. THERE WERE NO NEGLECTED 
WAR RUINS WHICH HE HAD BEEN SEEING ALL THE TIME. FT WAS THRILLING 
TO SEE A   ELFCAN SUBURB AND PATCHES OF YANKEE COUNTRYSIDE. 
CAMP MYLES STANDISH HAD CERTAINLY CAUGHT UP ON HOW SOOO ORGAN- 
IZATION AND SOPS WHICH WERE WEAR-AND-TEAR SAVERS.  A LIEUTENANT 
WITH A MMM WAS WAITING "TO TAKE THE COMMANDING OFFICER AND COL. 
h,'ET2M TO THE THEATRE.  WELL, Mgfl HAD SEEN DELAYED, SUT CAOV WENT 
^RECTLY, AHEAD OF HIS UNIT, TO THE ORIENTATION LECTURE. THE UNIT 
WAS BEING TAKEN CARE OF WITHOUT HM.?I 
THE LECTURE WAS A WELL THOUGHT OUT OFFICIAL WELCOME FOR HOME- 
K 
COMING, WITH A SIT OF PATRIOTIC TIMMING.   IT WAS CAREFULL FILLED 
A 
WITH INFORMATION, Aftl THE USUAL WARNING8 HAD BEEN 90 CAREFULLY 
PRUNED SO AS NOT TO 3LAP THE3E REPATRIATES IN THE FACE WITH 
AUTHOR ITOR IAN THUNDERING, TUT THEY WERE REALLY A'ERE CONQUERING 
HEROES AMONG SOME OTHER MILLIONS WHO WERE ALL TO BECOME GOOD 
ORDINARY CITIZENS AGAIM.  SOMEHOW, THEY WOULD ALL HAVE TO GET USED 
TO BEING AROUNO H0MEF0LK3 ALL OVER AGAIN.  THEY MIGHT 8E CHANGEO 
SOME, AND INDEED HOMEFOD'H vOULD CERTAINLY FIND THEIR SONS, HUSBANDS 
AND FORMER NE1GMD0R3 CHANGED A LOT.   fN OTHER WORDS,THEY WERE BEING 
SLYLY ADVISED TO EXPECT AND TO ENCOUNTER CHANCES, AND NOT TO FORGET 
THEY, TOO, HAD SECOME CHANGED A^LQT.  TRY TO REMEMBER THAT t 
CAOY 
IT WAS A TIMELY MESSAGE MADE HARD BY AN IMPATIENT DIFFICULT 
AUDIENCE.  FT ATL WAS BEING CARRIED OUT ON A TIME-CLOCKED 8CHEOULC, 
BUT D!0 NOT QUITE SEEM SO. 
Tl!E LIEUTENANT APPEARED TO TAKE CADY TO HIS QUARTERS, AND MIS 
BAGGAGE WAS ALREADY YMlTING THERE I  AFTER TIME FOR A WASHUP, HE WAS 
c,>CORTED TO THE BIG CLEAN MESS HALL Y*'H||CM Ml RUNNING CONTINUOUSLY 
APPARENTLY.  THE PROMISED STEAK WAS JUICY, AND THERE WERE SECONDS 
ON MfLK, ETC.  THIS FINE MI0-AFTERNOON DINNER MADE ALL HANDS FEEL 
A LOT BETTER.  THE LIEUTENANT MADE CADY FEEL AS IF ME HAD A GENERAL&) 
AIDE, AND HF «AI SUSPECTING HE HAD ORDERS TO STICK BY HIM LIKE A 
LEACH UNTIL HE WAS DELIVERED TO THE 21ST'S HEADQUARTERS. 
THE LIEUTENANT'S SCHEDULE LEFT NO TIME FOR CADY TO FIND A 
PHONE TO TELEPHONE HIS WIFE.    HE DID NOT WANT TO BURDEN HIS WIFE 
WITH  INFORMATION ABOUT THE ACCIDENT  AT SEA,  AMI THAT WAS THE  JOB 
OF   THE   COMMANDING   GENERAL   ANYWAY.      HE   WAS    IN   EFFECT   STILL   Vtftffll 
ttW—MMtPi    AND   HE   CIO    NOT   WAf'r    TO   VIOLATE   THAT   AT   THIS   LAtT   MIN- 
UTE.     STILL,   IT WOULD RE  NICE TO HEAR HER VOICE,   AND MAYBE THE 
KIDS. 
AT UNIT HQ., A LT, CLARK, AGO, CAME WITH INSTRUCTIONS HOW TO 
GET DEMOBILIZED.  CADY WOULD TRANSFER OUT ALL PERSONNEL BUT A 
HEADQUARTER? CADRE OF FOUR.  THAT MEANT THE 21ST WOULD BE wFiNI 
AND KAPUT* THE #TH OF NOVEMBER,  1945,  IF ALL SCHEDULES WORKED WELL. 
f OF THE MEf! WOULD BE SCATTERED ALL OVER THE COUNTRY BY FRIDAY 
THE 10TM.  <#|TH THIS FAST-WOPKING OUTFIT IN CHARGE, HE THOUGHT,  IT 
WOULO if PETTEP TO DEFER A MFS8AGE HOME UNTIL HF KNEW ABOUT WHEN 
HE MIGHT ARRIVE AT JEFFERSON BARRACKS, 
COL. f/'ETZ AND CAPT. SPELLMAN GAME, LOOKING LIKE THEY MAD CRAWL- 
OUT OF A FOXHOLE.  THE SERVICE COMMAND WAS PLEASED THAT THEIR WORK 
HAD BEEN Ml«»afI1TCD FOR THEM.  C*PT. tLLINOSEN WOULD BE GOING 
TO WASHINGTON TO TALK WITH SOMEONE THERE.  CADY SUSPECTED IT MIGHT 
I^H^HHHHI^^HH 
CADY 
BE APOUT OVERLOADING SHIPS WITH MEN. 
THERE WAS A WARM EIRE IN MIS SUITE, WHICH WAS COZY. If WAS 
A GREAT PLEASURE TO tic DOWN AND JUST RELAX.  IT WOULD BE PLEASANT 
TO BE BACK I* HOMES WHERE WARMTH WOULD NOT 8E DEPENDENT OH LONG- 
HANDLED UWOERWtAR AHO HEAVY OUTER CLOTH I HO ALL THE TIME,  LESS 
AUSTERITY WAB AHEAD.  PEOPLE WOULD SPEAK ENGLISH, TOO; t 
YET HE PELT LOHELT.  SEVERAL Of  HI3*OL0 FAITHFULS*, BOLOTlN, 
DAMN, SHSPARD, W/SGT. PREWETT AHD TWO OR THREE OLO~T»«*ERS CAKE 
IHTO HI9 SUITE FOR A RIGHT-CAP AND TO SAY FAREWELLS.  HIS THR3AT 
WAS 30 HARD TO CONTROL WITH HIS EMOTIONS, IT ACHED 80 MUCH HE WAS 
BLAB WHEN IT WAS OVER. 
THURSDAY, «9 NOVEMBER.  HIT GENERAL HOSPITAL (AU3) DEACTIVATED 
CAMP MYLE8 STANOfSH, MASSACHUSETTS. 
CADY WAS SO GRATEFUL TOWARD CAMP MYLES STANDISH HE WAS GOING 
TO WRIT?: A WmtmkVWm  FROM HIS HOME,  tT WAS THE FIRST STAB I NO 
AREA WHERE HE EELT WELCOME WHILE THSV WERE STRIVING THEIR SEBT TO 
orr RIP or HIS OUTEIT. «m  ARE NOT MERE BIRDS or PASSAGE, HINDERED 
WITH THEIR INTERFERENCES." 
Ht  VISITED JASPER Hi Tnr STATION HOSPITAL  HE HAD GOTTEN 
THROUGH THE ROUOH VOYAGE RRETTY WELL, BUT HE WOULD STAY SEVERAL 
WEEKS AT THE HOSPITAL.  C©L. METE'S BOARD WAB STILL WORK I NO, AND 
THAT MIGHT OELAY MIS^LEAVING.  VAtf. DlBBlNB CAVE PROM LOWELL, f/A88., 
TO SEE WHO WAS BTILL IN HIS OLD t'f!IT.  HE WAS BACK IN PRACTICE AND 
HAPPY WITH IT. CAPT, SPELLMAM HAD BROUGHT AS Hf3 OWN QUOTA, ONE 
OP CABv'spOUVSWIR PISTOLS, AND DELIVERED IT.   fT HAD SfEN TAKEK 
orr SOME GERMAN OEEICER IN MOROCCO, TURNED OVER TO CADY IN NAPLES 
BV A 3RD DIVISION OEEICER PATIENT OEE -ano, ALSO WITM HEPATITIS. 
CAST WAS THIS DAY THE ENTIRE CADRE OP THE "EIGHT IN* TWENTY-FOIST." 
HE WAB TO HAVE A RULLMAM THAT EVENING, AND OET OUT AHEAD Or OTHER 
PERSONNEL.  MO ONE ELSE WAS SUPPOSED TO GET PULLMANS, BUT COSf 
HE WAS WAITING TO LEARN HIS DEPARTURE TIME BEFORE CALLING MI8 
WIFE, AND THE ST. LOUIS POST-Dl8PATCH CALLED HIM, THROUGH MR. JOHN 
LYNCH, BOSTON TRAVELLER.  THEY WANTED ALL THE INFORMATION ABOUT 
THE HOMEWARO VOYAGE, ESPECIALLY DETAILS OF THE ACCIDENT.  ME WOULD 
BUT 
NOT COMMENT/TO SAY THERE HAD BEEN SO PANIC, AND NO 21ST PERSONNEL 
HAD BEEN INJURED OR KILLEDP  THE ROARD OF  INQUIRY HAD NOT COMPLETED 
ITS REPORT 30 HE FELT HE SHOULD NOT DISCUSS THAT AT ALL.   (HE DID 
NOT MENTION THAT HE FELT THE MATTER OF OVER-LOADING THE SHIP WAS 
INVOLVED.)  HE READ A LIST OF NAMES TO MR. LYNCH HE BELIEVED WOULD 
BE GOING FOR HOME THE NEXT DAY, AND WOULD HE PLEASE RELAY A MESSAGE 
TO MRS. CADY HE WOULO TELEPHONE OR TELEGRAPH AS SOON AS A0VISA8LE. 
HE EXPECTED TO START HOMEWARD BEFORE THE DAY WAS OVER. 
HE LIGHTENED HIS VALPAK AND MUSETTE SAG BY MAKING HIS BEDDING 
ROLL LARGER, AND EXPRESSEO IT HOME. HIS HAND LUGGAGE STILL FELT 
HEAVY.  HE HAD SOME PRESSING DONE, BUT STILL FELT WRINKLED, AND 
EVEN A BIT DIRTY. THE WEATHER WAS NICE.   ... THEN ABOUT MID AFTER- 
NOON LT. CLARK TOLD HIM  THE PULLMAN HE EXPECTED WAS NOT AVAILABLE, 
AND HE DID NOT KNOW WHEN O^E WOULD BE.  WELL, HE WOULD TAKE IT 
RAW, AND GO HOME BY DAY COACH.   HOW SOON?  HE BARELY HAD TIME TO 
GET AROUND FOR GOOD-BYES, AND THAT WAS DIFFICULT EMOTIONALLY. 
BOLOTIN, AND EVEN DANN HAD NO WISECRACKS AND WAS UNUSUALLY O.UIET. 
THE IMS CHAUFFEUR GOT HIM TO PROVIOENCE, R.I., AND ON THE TRAIN 
WITHOUT SUPPER EXCEPT FOR SOME CANDY BARS. 
AT THE GRAND CENTRAL STATION, N.Y., HE PICKED VP  SOME MORE 
CANDY BARS, BUT IT WAS TOO LATE IN ANY WORK OAY TO LOCATE ANYONE, 
ESPECIALLY SHOOK AT THE SERVICE COMMAND NEAR MIDNIGHT.  THE PEOPLE 
ON DUTY THERE DIO NOT KNOW ABOUT SHOOK,  THEN HE TRIED TO LOCATE 
DR. EUGENE R. KELLERSBERGER, A MEDICAL MISSIONARY, RETIRED AND 
STATIONED IN NEW YORK, AND COULD NOT. HE CALLED HIS WIFE, BUT 
COULD NOT TELL HER WHAT TRAIN HE WOULD COME ON, AND WOULD INFORM 
R£??VLATER ON.  THE SLEEPY KIDS^ VOICES WERE NICE TO HEAR.  HE 
THOUQHT IT WOULD BE AT LEAST 35 HOURS BEFORE HE COULD SET TO ST. 
LOUIS. 
FRIDAY, 9  NOVEMBER.  HIS NEXT TRAIN WAS CROWDED BEYOND SEAT- 
ING CAPACITY.  A TEW CIVILIAN3 WERE MIXED IN WITH THE TIRED SILENT 
RETURNEES, SAILORS, SOLDIERS, AIRMEN, UNIFORMED WOMEN.   IT WAS LIKE 
A TIRED DREAM OR ANCIENT MEMORY, FOR SEVERAL HOURS, IT SEEMED, HI 
SAT BESIDE A TALKATIVE SAILOR WHO HAO BEEN AROUND, MOSTLY IN A 
"PIG BOAT." tF HE WAS A GOOD EXAMPLE, THERE WAS AN ATTRACTION ABOUT 
SUBMARINE SERVICE WHICH WAS 001 NO TO KEEP THAT BLUE BOY RUSTIC 
AWAY FROM THE FARM. 
#H£N HE LEFT, THE Mg*I BOARD WAS STILL INCOMPLETE.  TwO MEN 
HAD BEEN KILLED BECAUSE A WELDER MAO NOT DONE A GOOD JOB, AND SOME 
ONE ELSE HAD NOT COUNTED ON HAVING A STORM, AND HE ACCEPTED THE 
JOB AS IT WAS. RESPONSIBILITY WAS BEING DETERMINED, AND WHERE 
THAT WHEEL OF FORTUNE WOULD TURN. ONCE AGAIN, CADY WAS GRATEFUL 
TO   A   LAST   MINUTE   OFFICIOUS   SHAVE-TAIL   WHO   MA0E   LT.    COL.    YOUNG,    ORD., 
THE CO, TROOPS. EVEN HE WAS PRETTY WELL OUT OF REACH, FOR HIS 
RESPONSIBILITY WAS MANOLING AND CONTROL OF TR00P8, AND INSPECTING 
A WELO IN AFT HOLDS BEFORE IT SROKE IN A STORM WAS PROBABLY TOO 
MUCH FOR THE CRYSTAL BALL OF AN ORDNANCE OFFICER. STILL, IT COULD 
BE POSSIBLE SOME ONE MIGHT THINK OTHERWISE AND TRY TO MAKE HIM THE 
GOAT. CADY WAS SORRY HE HAD NOT SEEN METZ ANO SPELLMAN FOR A GOOD- 
BYE, BUT HE WAS GLAD HE HAD NAMED TWO CONSCIENTIOUS MEN  TO THE 
BOARD. HAD THAT SEEN CAOY*S RESPONSIBILITY? ...YES, THE RIGBOAT 
8AIL0R WAS SAYING, "If SURE AIN'T ANY FUN BEING DEPTH BOMBED. 
YOU JUST HAO TO SWEAT IT OUT, ANO KEEP STILL.*" CADY ORIFTED OFF 
INTO SLEEP IN SPITE OF THE SAILOR'S ENTHUSIASM. 
THERE Ml A CHANGE OF TRAINS OR CARS, OR SOMETHING, AND IT 
COULD NOT HAVE BEEN JUST A DREAM.  HE REMEMBERED DISPATCHING A 
s^jmg$m^g&g&^ 
CAOV 
TELEGRAM TO MIS WIFE(PlTTSBURO).  MORE FOOD, CANDY BARS OR SOMET 
THING. HE WAS MORE AWAKE ON THE NEXT CAR.  MORE K'AVY, BUT THIS TIME 
A WAVE, WHOLESOME LOOKING VOUNO THING.  SHE MAO A DRAPTY OUTSIDE 
PORT SEAT, AND THERE WAS NO OISCERNASLE HEATING IN THE OAV COACH. 
THE GIRL WAS CHILLED WITH THE COLDNESS. CADY*S NEW LINED TRENCH 
COAT (CALAfS STAGING CAPM PX) WAS WHAT THEY NEEDED. CADT KEPT HIS 
LINER ON, AND SPREAD THE COAT OVER BOTH OP THEM.  SHE WANTED NO 
PUBLIC SCANDALS WITH AN ARMY COLONEL, SO SHE PRIMLY TURNED HER 
SACK TO HIM AND HUDDLED HP  IN HER OWN SEAT UNDER HER SHARE OF THE 
SHELTER. HE WENT TO SLEEP, UNEASY WITH THE CHILL AND THE CRAMPEO 
POSITION* AFTER AN HOUR, MAYBE FOUR, HE DID NOT BOTHER TO LOOK, 
ME AWOKE AND SHE WAS GONE. SHE MAO CONSIDERATELY TUCKED HER PART 
OF THE TRENCH COAT AROUND HIS FEET ANO LEGS, WHICH WAS PROBABLY 
THE CAUSE FOR SLEEPING AS WELL AS ME HAD. 
ABOUT NOON, HE WENT BACK TO THE OPEN WASH BOWL (CAR VINTAGE 
CIRCA t9t0) AND SHAVED IN COLD WATER.  HIS NURSES HAD FARED BETTER 
EN ROUTE fv'IRCCOURT TO CALA3, ANO THEY OIO NOT HAVE TO SHAVE IN COLD 
WATER, NOR MISS MEALS.  THEN THERE CAME THE TIME THAT DRUNKEN GIS 
OR GOBS WERE CHATTER I NO AND NOISY, OR JUST WENT TO SLEEP.  ALL 
MISERY MUST END EVENTUALLY.  THE TRAIN WAS SOME HOURS LATE, BUT 
IT DID ARRIVE ABOUT 0200 HOUR. 
SATURDAY, JO NOVEMBER.   HOME 
MRS* CAOY, AND TWO TIRED YOUNGSTERS, LEE AND BETTY, WERE 
WAITING. WHAT REALLY SURPRISED HIM WAS THAT COL. JOHNNY PATTON, 
HIS WIFE, AMD THE WIVES OF MA*. JASPER, O'BRIEN AND CAPT. HARRY 
KURKA WERE THERE.  SO WERE "LORD* HENRY ANO REETV SCHWARTZ.  THEY 
WERE ALL WELL AND HAPPY, ANO SCHWARTZ MAYBE HAD GAINED AN OUNCE OR 
TWO. 
THEY ALL WANTED ALL THE NEWS. PATTON WAS GETTING HIS LEGION 
OF MERIT, SCHWARTZ MAO ONE RECOMMENOED AT LEAST. TMEY HAD SEEN 
CADY 
THE NEWSPAPER PICTURE OF JASPER COM I NO OFF THE SCAT ON A STRETCHER. 
HIS     ROUNDS 
CAOY TOLD THEM ABOUT/VISIT INS /ON THE SHIP AND THE SECONO DAY AFTER 
LANDING, YEFJ HE HAD KNOWN "UNOFFICIALLY" HE WAS 8EINO BROUGHT 
HOME THIS WAY, AND IT WAS ALL RIGHT, HE WOULD BE ALL RIGHT* IF 
HE HAO HAD ANY SUSPICION IT WOULD BE ENDANGERING HIS RECOVERY, HE 
WOULD HAVE STEFCNLV INTERFERED. THEY COULD AND DID TREAT HIM JUST 
AS »SLL IN THE WESTMINSTER VICTORY SICKBAY AS ANYWHERE ELSE, AND 
u 
HE WOULD ACTUALLY OET HOME THIS WAY A30UT A MONTH SOONER.  THE OTER 
A 
WIVES HAD HEALTHY YOUNG MEN WHO WOULD BE COMING IN IN 24 TO 40 HOPS. 
MRS. CAOY COT HER WEARY TRAVELLER OUT TO THEIR CLAYTON HOME, 
SOME HOT F«OD INTO HIM, AFTER HE HAO 30AKED THE CHILL OUT OF HIS 
•ONC MARROW IN A CIVILIZED SIZED TUS OF HOT WATER.  TME KIDS WERE 
TOO TIREO TO REMAIN WP   A MINUTE LONQER. FOOD.AND TO THE ARMS OF HIS 
WIFE. 
$HAT BETTER COULD A MAN, HOME FROM THE WAR, HAVE THAN AN 
LOVINC ANO 
INTACT FAMILY, A/FAITHFUL WIFE, AND AN UNDAMAGED H0ME6TEADI 
♦    0    * 
DURING THE AFTERNOON HE REPORTED TO THE SEPARATION CENTER, 
JEFFERSON BARRACKS, M>» THEY DID PART OF THE PAPERWORK AND WANTED 
HIM BACK FOR THE REMAINDER THE NEXT DAY. 
HE SCANNED A WEEK OF NEWSPAPERS, AND PAWED THROUGH HIS DEN DESK, 
IT WAS FILLED WITH THE THING HE HAO LEFT, BUT HIS PERSPECTIVES HAO 
CHANGED, 80 HE UNCEREMONIOUSLY >%N0 CAlLOUSLY DUMPED SOME THINGS HE 
HAD SPENT YEAR8 ACCUMMULATING FOR A FUTURE U&E,    HE IMAGINED.  MSOX* 
VEAZEY HASTENEO OVER TO TELL HIM MORE ABOUT THAT MEOICAL DIRECTOR- 
SHIP OFFER BY A PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURER.   IT SIMPLY WAS TOO 
•©ON FOR HIM TO DECIDE FOR ANYTHING, 30 JUST THEN IT HAO TO BE *N0." 
HE OPENED A BOTTLE OF cPERNAV CHAMPAGNE HE HAO CARRIED ACROSS FOR 
THE FAMILY SUPPER.   THE KIDS THOUGHT IT WA8 RATHER A STRANGE WAV 
OF DOING, AND THE STUFF WAS NOTHING TO BE WILD ABOUT. 
CAOV 
SUNDAY, 11 NOVEMBER.   IT WAS MICE TO BE WHERE THERE WAS PLE -Y 
or FOOD,-IF ONE MAD THE MONEYJFOR ITJ WMERE IT WAS CLEAN; THERE 
WAS ENOUGH GASOLINE, PERSONAL AUTOMOBILES? OOOD ROADS, MILK, ICE 
CREAM, MOVIES, LIGHTED STREETS, ELECTRICITY GOING TO WASTE IN 
BRIGHT LIGHTS OF STREET SIGNS, ANO THE LIKE.  IT WAS 8PLENOID TO BE 
A REFUGEE FROM 0|8E INTERMEDIATE BASE SECTION, AND ESCAPEE FROM 
CALAS STAGING AREA! HE DID NOT HAVE TO ANSWER THE PHONE JUST BE- 
CAUSE IT RANG.  IT WOULD BE ONLY FOR HIS OWN INTEREST, NOT A RE- 
SPONSIBILITY FOR HUNDREDS OF OTHERS SHOULD HE DECLINE   FORMER 
PATIENTS WHO HAD ALREADY SAID THEY WI8HE0 TO TALK TO HIM. HE WAS 
STILL IN THE ARMY BUT HE WOULD BE OUT OF IT TOMORROW, EXCEPT FOR 
THAT PRECIOUS TERMINAL LEAVE.  IT WAS ARM 18TICE DAY OF WORLD WAR I, 
BUT HE WAS NOT GOING TO TRY TO GET INTO ANY PARADES THAT MIGHT BC 
PLANNED, NOT IN UNIFORM ANYWAY BECAUSE HE HAD NOT BEEN SEPARATED. 
THEN A PRAT BROTHER FROM KANSAS CITY HUR^IDLY DROPPED BY AT 
LUNCH TIME, BUT WOULD NOT 8IT DOWN WITH THEM. HE ANO HIS WIFE HAD 
NO WARTIME SERVICE EXCEPT GETTING ALONG WITH IT AT HOME, ANO KEEP- 
UP WITH ORGANIZATIONAL WORK, THE NATIONAL SORT. THEY WERE DRIVING 
THROUGH TO ClNCINNAT/ , 0., ON SOME MEDICAL ASSOCIATION BUSINESS, 
THEY WERE INADEQUATE FOR UNDERSTANDING CAOY'S OAZED INDIFFERENCE, 
OR IGNORANCE OF THE URGENT IMPORTANCE OF "SUCH IMPORTANT CURRENT 
MATTERS." THESE PEOPLE JUST THOUGHT IT WAS HE WHO NEEDEO THE RE- 
HABILITATION, NOT THEMSELVES.  IT WA8 AN ANNOYING FACT, CADY HAD 
BEEN AWAY TO THE WAR,DOING AND THINKING THINGS QUITE REMOTE FROM 
FROM THE DAILY LIVES OF THESE ORGANIZATIONALLY AMBITIOUS, AND THE 
WAR WAS OVER.   WHAT HAO BEEN 80 IMPORTANT TO HIM WAS NO LONGER OF 
MUCH IMPORTANCE TO HIM EITHER.    THEY OID NOT UNDERSTAND HIM, BUT 
MAYBE HE HAD AN AOVANTAOE, FOR IF HE COULO GET TO UNDERSTAND HIM- 
SELF BETTER, HE COULD UNDERSTAND THEM WELL ENOUGH FOR BOTH. 
lyAUT 
TUESDAY, 13 NOVEMBER.        3EFARATI0N. 
THC SEPARATION CENTER MNISHEO THE PAPERWORK.  THE PERSONNEL 
WERE PLEASANT AND HELPrUL.  HE riLLED OUT FORMS, ANO TOOK HIS 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION.   YE8, HE HAO HAD A NON-SYMPTOMATIC AM0EBIASI3. 
HIS RIGHT SHOULOER AND MID-THORACIC SPINE HAD BEEN SORE OR ACHED. 
X-RAY8 WERE MAOE.  HE ACCEPTED A NEW RE8ERVE COMMISSION AS COLONEL. 
ON THE BACK or THAT APPLICATION FORM HE RECORDED HE HAD BEEN CITED 
OR RECOMMENDEO EIGHT TIME HE HAO KNOWN ABOUT, TWICE FOR BRIGADIER 
GENERAL. HE FURTHER SUGGESTED THAT THE WAR DEPARTMENT MIGHT THEN 
GIVE COGNIZANCE TO THE THINGS HQ. NAT0U8A HAD OVERLOOKED OR HAD 
BEEN UNABLE TO ACCOMPLISH. HIS TERMINAL LEAVE WOULO END ON 9 MARCH, 
ANO THAT SHOWED HOW MUCH LEAVE "HE HAD NOT TAKEN OF HI8 30 DAYS 
FOR THE YEARS. 
HE MET SEVERAL OF TME ^1 ST MEN WHO HAD *JU8T GOTTEN HOME, ANO 
THEY WERE IN THE SAME SMALL ORIENTATION GROUP. THEY WERE TOLD WHAT 
THEIR RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES ANO DUTIES WERE. THEN THERE WERE PERSONAL 
COUNSELORS.   THE YOUNG OP> ICER WHO TOOK CAOY WAS QUITE SATISFIED 
TO LET HIM FILL OUT HIS OWN dOS 0E3CRIPTI0N HE HAD JUST VACATEO, 
HAD IT TYPED AS IT WAS, AND CADY SIONEO IT rOR HIS RECORD.  HE 
KEPT A COPY. EACH GROUP STOOD OUT EY THE BANDSTAND TO HEAR A FINAL 
TALK AND TO RECEIVE HEIR FINAL PAPERS. THE SEPARATION HAD BEEN 
OONE WELL ANO EFFICIENTLY, WU8T A8 THE OEACTIVATION ANO PARTING 
OF COS AND THEIR UNITS. 
CADY WAS OUT OF THE ARMY OF THE U.S., EXCEPT FOR TERMINAL 
LEAVE, ANO BACK INTO T«-»E OLD KICKEO AROUNO RESERVE. 
CADY AND HIS WIFE HAD LUNCH WITH THE VEAZEYS'S, AND THEY WERE 
UNCHANGED. JOX WOULD HAVE FINAL WORD ABOUT THAT MEDICAL DIRECTOR- 
SHIP IN A DAY OR TWO.  EO ALVlS, TRUMAN DRAKE AND SEVERAL OTHERS 
OROPPED BY THE HOME FOR A FEW MINUTES TO WELCOME HIM BACK HOME. 
CADV TELEPHONED DR. A. 3. REINER TO TELL ABOUT HIS RECENT CONTACT 
_ 
CAOV 
WITH BERT AT PAS DE LANCIERS, NEAR CALAS.  Ht» MOTHER HAD OIEO. 
BERT'S sisrEr; TELEPHONED HIM TO PLEASE HURRY BACK INTO PRACTICE, 
TOR ME WAS NEEDED. 
BETWEEN THE VISITORS AND THE SHORT NAPS WHICH OVERCAME HIM, 
HE   fUSSED AROUND TO GET HIS UNIT'S PAPERS IN SETTER ORDER.THERE 
WAS MUCH UNFINISHED BUSINESS IN MIS OEAO UNIT,  k'AX AND THELMA 
HESSELSERO BROUGHT MIM PRETTY WELL UP TO DATE ABOUT THINGS A 
PHARMACIST WOULD KNOW ABOUT.  HE HAD HAD A VERY SAD FIRE IN MIS 
8T0RC A YEAR SEPORE, AND HAD LEARNED HE HAO LOTS OF FRIENDS, AND 
WHICH WERE REALLY LUKEWARM.  THERE WAS AN OFFICE SUILDlNQ IN THE 
BLOCK WHICH HAO CHANGED HANDS, AND «AX WAS CONTEMPLATING MAKING 
OFFICE SPACE ABOVE HIS STORE FOR DISPLACED PRACTICIONERS, THOSE 
WHO STOOD BY HIM AFTER THE FIRE. 
ANVOttl', THOUGHT CADY, WOULD SAY THIS WAS REALLY THE LAST DAY 
OF THC 21 ST 3DOUL HOSPITAL (AU3).   IT HAD BEEN DEACTIVATED BE- 
CAUSE THE WAR EFFORT NO LONGER NEEDED IT.  AND, FOR THAT MATTER, 
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DEAN PHILIP A.  SHAFFER TELEPHONED HE WANTEO TO SEE CAOY AT 
11.  HE SAIO HE HAD SEEN GEN. PAUL R. HAWLEY WHO HAD BEEN VERY 
COMMENDATORY TO CADV AND THE UNIT.  CADY LEFT THE OEAN WITHOUT MUCH 
NOTION WHY HE HAO SEEN CALLED IN? SUT IF HE WERE SERIOUS ABOUT 
LEAVING THE P08ITION, COULD OR WOULD ANYONE BE STIMULATED TO THINK 
OF HIM AS A SUCCESSOR.... 
PROF. BA«V WOOD HAD REPLACED DAVID P. 3ARR AS CHAIRMAN, DEPT. 
OF MEDICINE. HE WAS CORDIAL, AND QUITE YOUNG, AND WILLING TO TALK 
ABOUT SCHOOL MATTERS.  DEAN SHAFFER WANTED TO RESIGN.  THE SCHOOL 
WAS QOING TO NEED CHANGES IN ITS GRADUATE RELATIONS.  HE HAD IMAGIN- 
ATION AND LONG RANGE CONCEPTIONS FOR THE SCHOOL GOALS.   . ..«AMOUS 
DR. EWARTS A. GRAHAM, CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY, WANTED TO 
HAVE CADV'S OPINION ON WHAT THE DIFFICULTY HAD SEEN BETWEEN  FRANK 
WALTON AND COL. THOMAS BACK IN FT. BENNING.  WELL, THOMAS MAD ORDERS 
TO CUT THE T/O OOWN, AND CAOY THOUGHT HE HAD DONE IT ON A BA?3IS OF 
0F
   EXPECTED PERSONALITY PROBLEMS, AVO10 ING THEM, RATHER THAN ON 
KEEPING CAPABILITIES FOR PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTION IN THE UNIT.  HE 
HAD BEEN MORE OPENLY CRITICAL OF THOMAS THAN HAD CADY WHO HAD BEEN 
FEARFUL HE WOULD BE EL IMINATED,TOO, AT THE SAME TIME.  HE HAO PRETTY 
WELL LOST TRACK OF WALTON AFTER HE LEFT WITH THE NEW 21 ST STATION 
HOSPITAL FRANK R. BRADLEY, DIRECTOR OF THE BARNES HOSPITAL, 
WAS INACCESSIBLE THROUGH A CONSTANTLY FULL WAITING ROOM. 
LEE WOULD BE If, AND DRAFT ELIGIBLE ON 22 NOVEMBER.  HE HAD 
ALREADY IMPRESSED HIS DAD THAT HE HAO BEEN A PROBLEM FOR HIS MOTHER. 
HE (HELPED BY MIS MOTHER) HAD ©AILED THROUGH HIGHSCHOOL, AND HE 
WAS ALREADY WELL ON HIS WAY THROUGH THE COLLEGE or WASHINGTON UNIV- 
ERSITY, HE HAD BEEN WORKING AT NIGHT FOR $*S°  R6R HOUR UNTIL HE 
REALIZED IT WAS HURTING HIS STUDIES, AND WHAT IT MEANT TO 9ECOME 
REALLY TIRED,  HE WANTED AN OLD JALOPY OP SOME SORT TOR "TRANSPORT- 
ATION.* HE HA© ALREADY JAMMED THE PAMILY CAR UP ONCE* OWNING HIS 
OWN CAR WAS AN EMOTIONAL NECESSITY, SWT NOT COMPATIBLE ®ITH HIS 
YOUTHFUL 
LOGISTICAL REQUIREMENTS.  HE HAD ALREADY CAUGHT THE "MERCHANT 
MARINE FEVERt"ANO WANTED TO OROP OUT ©r COLLEGE BECAUSE THE OR APT 
WOULD GET HIM ANYWAY. HE WAS NOT DOING WELL IN THE GERMAN CLASS 
HE NEE0EO rOR HIS CHEMJBTRY AND HEAVY SCIENCE COURSE Ht HOPED TO 
TAKg LATER.  uVEN HIS STRONG INTEREST, MATHEMATICS, HAD SEEN 
SUFFERING BECAUSE OF HIS DISTRACTIONS.  HE COULD HAVE BREEZED 
THROUGH MATH EASILY IP Ht WOULD WOR* ON IT A LITTLE,  HE LEARNED 
HIS DAD THOUGHT HIS PATRIOTISM WOULD BE SHOWN SETTER BY STAYING IN 
COLLE3E FOR AN EDUCATION, AND DOING WELL IN SOTC SO ME COULO COME 
OUT WITH A SHAVE-TAIL COMMISSION,     (M FACT,  THE DRAFT COULD WELL 
AFfOR© TO WAIT ON HIM THAT LONG, RATHER THAN TAKE HIM AT ONCE TO 
GET A PRIVATE, FIRST CLASS, OR A NON-COM.  EVEN HIS AGE WAS AGAINST 
HIM THAT WAY#   ...CADY WAS WONDERING IF IT MIGHT BE A HARDER JOB 
TO MANAGE A GROWN-UP PRECOCIOUS KfO THAN A 3 IS GENERAL HOSPITAL! 
FRIDAY, t6 NOVEMBER.   FORMER VAJ. BURCHARD S. PRUETT'S HAD 
THE CADYS AND THE SURLEYS FOR DINNER.  "TEE* HAD HER SUPERIOR 
ROUTINE "RATIONS* DISPLAYED IN HER SAME GRACIOUS MANNER,  BOB 
HAD ALMOST DIED SEVERAL TIMES AT THE VARIOUS PHASES OF HIS COLITIS. 
CADV HAD INTERCEDED TWO YEARS PREVIOUSLY WITH SOX VEAZEV TO GET 
MERCK ft CO. TO RELEASE SOME OF THE MIRACLE DRUS, PENICILLIN, FOR 
HIM.  %ktm$   30X WAS NOT A PHYSICIAN, HE RECOGNIZED SOME OF THE 
SIGNS OF A SERIOUS VITAMIN DEFICIENCY, TOO, AND CALLEO IT TO HIS 
PHYSICIAN*© ATTENTION.  WITH APPROPRIATE VITAMIN THERAPY, AND WITH 
g^^BHMHHHHHHHHHBHlHinHHHMMBaHHBaBHHHM 
CADY 
SULPHADIAZfNE THERAPY HE HAD BEGUN TO IMPROVE.  HE WAS PRACTICING. 
GURLEY HAD A NEW DEAN AT HIS COLLEGE, DR. 8RANDHOR8T, AND $2,000. 
MORE PAY.  CADY AND 8RANOMORT HAD DONE A LOT Of POLITICAL WORK TO- 
GETHER BACK IN THE MID-THIRTIES TO OET THE MEDICAL-OENTAL SERVICE 
BUREAU AND THE GROUP HOSPITAL INSURANCE, INC. ORGANIZATIONS DOING 
IN ST. LOUIS. IT WAS A NICE PLEASANTLY RELAXED EVENING FOR THE 
CADY©, 
SATUROAV, 17 NOVEMBER.  CADY PUTTERED AT HIS DESK GETTING HIS 
OLD DIARIES READY TO BIND. THE NOTES HE HAD KEPT OVERSEAS HAD 
GOTTEN THROUGH THE CENSORS ALL RIGHT AND HE HAO THEM. THERE WAS A 
SIX MONTH GAP IN ALGERIAN SERVICE NOTES, THE LATTER PART OF 1943. 
THAT "AGENDA 1943" APPOINTMENT BOOK WHICH M. FATOM HAD GIVEN HIM 
WAS THE BEST REMINDER HE HAO TO RE-C0N8TRUCT A DIARY, FOR HE COULD 
NOT DEPEND A LOT ON HIS LETTERS HOME.  THEY HAO BEEN WRITTEN WITH 
THE KNOWLEDGE AN ARMY CENSOR WOULO BE LOOKING AT THEM, AND HAD NO 
REAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE UNIT OAY-SY-OAY OPERATIONS.  EVEN HIS 
NOTES HAD TO BE BLAMELESS.  ANYWAY, HE REALIZED HE HAO BETTER GET 
AT THAT JOB AT ONCE, OR IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE LATER.  LIKEWISE, 
ME REALLY DID NOT THEN WANT TO GET AT SOME CITATIONS HE SHOULD 
WRITE ABOUT THE UNIT, AND HE WOULD ALMOST BECOME NARCOLEPTIO WHILE 
CONFRONTING THE TASK.  HIS THOUGHTS WOULD BLANK OUT, OR WANDER. 
"Oc" HAMPTON TELEPHONED THAT HE WAS GOING TO WASHINGTON THE 
NEXT DAY. CADY TOLD HIM DEAN SHAFFER HAO TALKED ABOUT SOME SORT 
OF HOMECOMING RANQUET FOR THE UNIT, AND FOR HIM TO TALK TO GEN. 
HAWLEY COMING TO THE AFFAIR. HE HAD HAO A POSITION AND KNOWLEDGE 
TO KNOW ABOUT THEIR UNIT WHILE IT WAS OVERSEAS, AND HE HAD SOME 
PROMINENCE IN THE NATION AT THE TIME. COULD HE POSSIBLY COME IF 
DEAN SHAFFER WOULD INVITE HIM?  HAMPTON SAIO HE COULD NOT GET HIS 
OFFICE SUITE BACK UNTIL MARCH, AND HE HAD SOME RESEARCH WORK THERE 
IN THE SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE THAT WOULD KEEP HIM BUSY UNTIL THEN, 
CAOV 
THC AORESS'S MAO THC CADVS CM FAMtLLE FOR A NICC DINNER, 
AM SHOWED A LOT OF THAT EXRUiSITE CRYSTAL SET ME MAD COLLECTED 
VCRV EARLY IN FRANCE.   IT MAO SEEN BEFORE MIS LABORATORY COULD 
FUNCTION, AND BEFORE AMERICANS COULD REALLY TAKE OVER TME OUTRUT 
OF TME FACTORY AT BACCARAT AS SOON AS TME SSVENTM ARMY MAD LIBER* 
ATEO TME TOWN*  M. GODEAU MAO VOLUNTEERED TO MELR CAOY 00 WMAT 
A«0" ACCOMPLISHED, BUT BE I MS VERY BUSY ANO MAV I NS SOMEWMISOU I DEO 
SCRURULOSITV MAD CONVERTED MI8 OIM FORESIQHT TO FRUSTRATED HIND- 
SIGHT.  HE AND JUNE WERE JUSTIFIABLY VERY RROUD OF TMEIR CRYSTAL. 
*HlNE MAD SEEN DEFINITELY *©FFM OF L. C. BOEMER SINCE ME MAO 
RETURN M0M||0N ROTATION.  MOST OF TMf ST. LOUIS RIVES MAO ATTENOED 
TME MEET I NO MRS. CADV MAO AT MER NOME TO NEAR ABOUT TMlNSB FROM 
MIM.  JUNE, ANO EVERY WIFE FOR TMAT MATTER, WANTED MIM TO GIVE MER 
A "8RECIAL"' INTERVIEW.  HOWEVER, BY KEERlRG MIS HfQMBALL QLA8S FULL 
EVERVTIMB MC SAT IT DOWN, THEY ALu DOT SOMETMINO FOR TMEIR INDIVID- 
UAL IRTER-RCTATIONS.  SMC HAD THOUOMT THERE WAS A LOT WRONG WITH 
THC UNIT IN ITALYJ CVCRYSOOY WAS OVERWORKED, DISCOURAGED ANO DIS- 
CONTENTED, ANO QUARRELLING.  HE SEEMED TO BEAR DOWN RATHER TOO 
HEAVILY ON A0RES8 ANO PAUL MAX, BOTH RRETTY 0000 RROVIDERB.  BOTH 
WIVES, AUONO THE OTHERS, HAO NOT SEEN VERY RLEASEO WITH HIS ELABOR- 
ATIONS ABOUT THEIR HUSBANDS, NEITHER THEN NOR SINCE THEY HAO BEEN 
RE-UNITtO WITH THEM.  ... IT ALL MAOE CAOY WONOER WMAT TMEIR REALLY 
TOUGHER CAMRAION WOULD HAVE DONE TO BOEMER IN FRANCE? 
18 NOVEMBER. HENRY SCHWARTZ TCLCRHONEO HE WANTED TO COME TO 
CHEW THE FAT, BUT LATER CANCCLLCO THE ARROINTMENT FOR HE MAO TO 00 
TO CITY HOSRITAL ON AN EMERGENCY CALL.  LATER, HOWEVER, HE ANO 
REETY CAME.  HC WANTED TO FOREWARN CAOY TMAT OR. SHAFFER MIGHT FEEL 
HIM OUT  ABOUT TAKING SOME JOB OF ALUMNI RELATIONS, REFRESHER 
COURSES, AND SOME OF THE RENDING MEDICO-SOCIAL RR0BLEM8 OF TME 
80H00L.  HE MAD BEEN RUSHING A SCHOOL RAY CLINIC WHICH WOULD BE 
CAD'/ 
COMPETITION FOR THE SCHOOL1* UNPAIS VOLUNTEER, OR UNPAID PART-TIME 
TEACH1NG STAFF.  THE STAFF HAD SEEN MUCH CONCERNED ASOUT THIS 
^SOCIALISE© MEDICAL* SHEME WHICH OR* SHAFFER REGAROEO AS A MEANS 
FOR TAPPING MEDICAL INCOMES FOR TMf BENEFIT OF THE SCHOOL*8 FINANCES 
As A RESULT, DR. SHAFFER WAS IN DISFAVOR WITH A LOROE PORTION OF 
THE FACULTY, CAB* TOLO HENRY THAT HE COOLS* LCAVE A DIGGER, MORE 
USEFUL INSTITUTION IF H£ GOULD HAVE A 0000 HANO IN ITS DESTINY* 
ANO THE <J©@ SHOULO SE FULL~TIME» WELL PAID, ANO NOT A STARVED 
PART-TIME POSITION* HOWEVER, HE TOO, MAO SOME RESERVATIONS ABOUT 
WHAT HE HAD SEEN TOLO*  (<N THE EARLY THIRTIES HE HAD DONE HIS 
WORK IN THE 3T. LOU/S MEDICAL 30CIETY  BECAUSE DR. OARR AND SOME 
OTHERS HAD SEEN TALKING OF SOME SIMILAR CLINIC PLAN, AND HE COULD 
EXPRESS HIMSELF BETTER THERE THAN AS A VERY LOW MAN ON THE FACULTY*) 
HE SgSAN WRITING UP CAPT3. 4GS* F* ZlGAfiELLI ANO VjNOENT 3. 
CONTI FOR THEIR PART T«K£N IN THE NAPLES TVPHUS EPIDEMIC.  THE 
TYPHUS COMISSION HAD A MEDAL WHICH HAO SEEN AWARDED TO HIGH RANKERS. 
CADY'S DOCS HAD HAD TYPHUS LOUSE CONTACTS FRON THE CAVES AND RJ.- 
9DVER03 or NAPLES AND ENVIRONS.*' HE STARTED TNE WRITING FOR 
LYMAN A* ,0V 
MAJS. 3URSANKt/3RfWER*AN0 ELLERY GAY* FOR THE WORK THEIR TEAMS 
DID IN FRAN©* FOR THE UNIT* 
U9N0AY,    19   NOVCMSE.-. AT   11   L'ETTA   L*   3AXTER,   PT,   CAME   TO 
3HAFFER'S OFFICE WHILE CAOY WAS THERE* SHE WAS TALKING ABOUT 
ENTERING MEDICAL SCHOOL. SHE SAID MARY HARRISON WAS ALSO THINKING 
A30UT ADVANCED £ MM    BECAUSE SHE COULD NOT SEE MUCH IN PRIVATE 
DUTY NURSING AFTER 80WUCH ADMINISTRATIVE NURSING OVERSEAS* 
CAOV 
OR* SHAFFER TELEPHONED GEN. HAWLEY ABOUT COMING to ST. Louie* 
HE HAD CAOV TALK FIRST, ANO THE ANSWER WAG "TOO BUSY*"  CADY AR8UED 
THAT GEN* HAWLEY A MM JOB, AND A BIG JOB IN THE VETERANS BUREAU, 
AND COMJNO TO SPEAK AT SUCH AN AFFAIR AS THE PROPOSED HOMECOMING 
BANQUET OF ORE OF HIA OVERSEAS GENERAL HOSPITALS WOULD OET A LOT OF 
ROOD PUBLICITY THROUGH "THE 49TH STATE" WHICH ST* LOUIS CLAIMS©, 
SO WHV 8HOUL0 RE WOT GRAB THE GPPORTUNITY? BESIDES* THEY REALLY 
NEEDED HJM, AND THEY WOULO TRV TO SET "PETE* CHURCHILL TO COME 
FROM BOSTON, TOO* AFTER DR. 3HAPFER ADDED HTS URGENT INVITATION IT 
SEEMED MORE FAVORABLE, AND WOULD BE DECIDED SOON* 
THEN CADY HEARO SHAFFER'S "GRADUATE WORK*' SLAM* ALL THIS 
WAS FOR NEW THINKING SV HIM, UNFAMILIAR TERRITORY* IT WOULD BE 
FINANCED WITH $5G,QQQ FOR TMC FIRST THREE YEARS* CADV*S JOB WOULD 
BE ORGANIZING AND FOLLOWING THTFOUQH WITH ALL SORTS OF POST-GRADUATE 
WORK* CAOV THOUGHT IT WAS INTERESTING, BUT NOT WELL FINANCED. ALSO 
IF WAS EVIDENT THIO WAS ONLY A PART OF THE PLAN FOR NEEDED ADDITION- 
AL BUILDINGS, DORMITORIES, CLASS ROOMS, LABORATORIES AND MAYBE 400 
TO EVENTUALLY 8,000 HOSPITAL BEOS EXPANSION* HE RECO NIZEO, WITH 
CA0Y*3 REMINDER, THAT THE CLINIC PAV PLAN WAS A CORPORATE PRACTICE 
OF MEDICINE, AND THAT ANYONE CONNECTED WITH IT WOULD SE SEVERELY 
CRITIZIZSO SY OPPONENTS.  DEAN SHAFFER WAS ALSO LOOKING INTO THE 
RAMIFICATIONS FOR THE USE OF  CONVALESCENT AND REHABILITATION BEOS* 
OR* M* 3* CLOPTON, PRESIDENT OF THE CORPORATION WHEN THE UNIT WAS 
CALLED OUT, HAC A COUNT** NTTTG NEAR LOUISIANA, VO, WHICH MIGHT BE- 
TI  AVAILABLE FOR SUCH A PURPOSE OR PURPOSES* 0£AN SHAFFER SAID 
i 
RE WOULD RESIGN A3 SOON AS A REPLACEMENT FOR HIM COULD SE FOUND* 
AS FOR THE REPLACEMENT, CADV TOLD HIM THAT IF THE FIRST <)Oa 
MIGHT LEAD TO THE SECOND, HE MIGHT THINK OF GIVING VP   PRACTICE FOR 
A CAREER «IOS*  DEAN 5HAFFER HAD OPENED THE CONVERSATION BY A QUERY 
CAOY 
HAD ME EVER CONSIDERED HOW MUCH MORE MIS KNOWLEDGE, EXPERIENCES AND 
PERSONAL EFFEGTIVITV FOR OOOO OF THE COMMUNITY WOULD RE IF HE VfOULD 
• E IN INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT INSTEAD OF RETURNING TO A PERSONAL 
PRIVATE PRACTICE*  VES, OF COURSE, ARO AN EXAMPLE MAO SEEM THE 
65,503 PATIENTS THE 21 ST iSENERAL HOSPITAL HAO HANDLED IN THE TMRff 
YEARS HE ©OMMANOE© IT*  ALL THIS WAS SORT Of LEFT ADJOURNED 
3Ui£.   DIE.  AT LEAST DEAN SHAFFER KNCW CAOY HA© SO«C AMBITIONS. 
THIS TIKE CAST SOT TO TALK TO FRANK SSA&LEY. HE TOL© OF THE 
EXPANSION PLANS FOR BARNES HOSPITAL ANO CLINICS*  CAST THOUGHT 
THEY WERE AMBITIOUS AN© POSSIBLE* 
THAT EVENINO THERE WAS A 21ST GET-TOGETHER PARTY AT CAOV*S 
HOME* IT WAS A BRING»Y0UR~OWN BOTTLE PARTY, AND IT WENT OFF QUITE 
WELL* HE THOUOHT DRAKE MIOHT HAVE BECOME A LITTLE SQUIFFED, BUT 
HE   HAO   NEVER  BECOME   OBJECTIONABLE,    JUST   A   LITTLE   LOU©   AND   TALKATIVE, 
ALWAYS   IN   GOOD   HUMOR*     HE   WAS   FUN   IF   MATCHED.      •#»tS**f   OF   THE 
LADIES   WERE   COMPLAINING   OF   THE   RESTRICTIONS   THE   OP-COMfNO   RECEPTION 
W9RLC   WAR    t   AMERICAN   LEGION   POST   NO.   2*2   FOR   THE   EX-OFFICERS.    tT 
WOULD SE AT OR. EOOIE ERNST'S HAWCH HOUSE THE FOLLOWING SATURDAY. 
THE WOMEN VETERANS WERE INVITE©, BUT THE WIVES OF THE OFFICERS WEftE 
NOT, ANO THAT ©I© NOT SEEM "RIOHT* TO THE WIVES, OR NGN-MEMBER 
KUCDANS3 OF CLIQlgLE NURGE3.  30UE0NE HA© JUST UWTHINKINOLY FORGOT 
ABOUT THEM.  ANYWAY, APPEALS TO CAOY HAO TO BE TURNED ©OWN, FOH HE 
WAS NOT A MEMBER OF THE R0UCN POST YET HIMSELF. 
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STANLEH L. HARRISONS 
KERRS 
KEYS'S 
THURSDAY, 20 NOVEMBER. 
L.UCILE l«  "'ALDING 
STANBROS 
KE D I 3 3 
WULFF8 
CADY*3 ROUND WT0 DETERMINE PULSES 
AND TENSIONS*" INCLUDED THE HOME Of OLD FRIENDS, THE ROBERT CANEPA*8 
SELMA WAS USUAL, SUT SHE HAD SEEN NURSING PART-TIME AT BARNES 
DURING THE WAR, AND WOULD CONTINUE FOR A WHILE AT LEAST.  ALL THREE 
OF THEIR BOYS WERE AWAY.  B08,i}R.» A MARINE HAD BEEN ON OKINAWA AND 
IWO JlMA.  Oftf WAS If! SCHOOL, AMD ANOTHER WAS AN ARTIST AND A 
REFUGEE FROM MEDICAL SCHOOL WHICH HIS DAD HAD INSISTED ON FOR HIM* 
BOS, SR., A CLASSMATE OF CADY'S, WAt HIS OLD SELF, TOO. 
WEDNESDAY, 2T3T NOVEMBER. 
CADY CONTINUED HtS ROUND CF CALLS. DR. CARLYLE JACOSSON, THE 
INTERVIEWING PSYCHOLOGIST FOR PROSPECTIVE MEOICAL STUDENTS,GOT 
HIS PLUG FOR METTA BAXTER.  HE DISCUSSED DR. SHAFFER'S CONTINUATION 
STUDY PROGRAM.  HE REALIZED AFTER HE LEFT HE HAD DRAGGED INTO THEIR 
CONVERSATION ALL THE THINGS THE SCHOOL NEEOEO, RATHER THAN STICK- 
ING TO HIS OWN PROGRAM, AND WONDERED IP THAT WAS WRONG.  PROF. 
ROBERT A. MOORE, CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMEMT OF PATHOLOGY, WAS HIMSELF 
QUITE AN ORGANIZER. Nt HAD WRITTEN THE SYNOPSIS, OR PROSPECTUS OF 
Dfl. SNAffCUfi PLAN, AND THE KELLOGG FOUNDATION WAS SEEMINGLY GOING 
TO FINANCE IT.  BOP WAS FULL OF IDEAS ANO ACTION. 
OLD FRIEND, T. K. BROWN, TOLD OF THE BESETTING DIFFICULTIES 
OF THE MATERNITY HOSPITAL, AND THE •SQUEEZE OUT* OF OTTO SCHWARZ, 
FORMER PROFESSOR AND THEN CLINICAL PROFESSOR. HE THOUGHT THE NEW 
LLARO 
PROF./ALLEN HAD BLIGMTEO ALL DEPARTMENT RESEARCH EXCEPT HIS OWN 
ENDOCRINE INVESTIGATIONS.  CAOY HAD HEARD A LITTLE OF THIS TUNE 
WHILE HE HAD SEEN OVERSEAS.  SHAFFER'S IH8IGHT HAD BEEN CORRECT, 
FOR HIS FAY CLINIC  PLAN HAD CAUSED VIOLENT REACTIONS WHEN IT HAD 
SEEN PRESENTED TO THE BARNES HOSPITAL SOCIETY* THE CLINICAL 
|^j|jiSHHHHMHIiiMM^IIi| 
CADY 
FACULTY WAS AFRAID OF THE EXECUTIVE FACULTY AND DISLIKED OR . SHAFFER 
PERSONALLY,  TT ALL SOUNDED LIKE HIS OWN MEDICAL SOCIETY POLITICAL 
YEARS FORMERLY. 
GLOVES H. COPHER SAID HENRY SCHWARTZ WAS IN FULL-TIME FACULTY 
STATUS, BUT DR» ERNEST SACHJHAO FAVOREO "HIS BOY" WHO WAS STILL IN 
THE PACIFIC THEATRE, IT HAO CAUSED SOME STRAINED RELATIONS AROUND 
SURGERY GENERALLY. ME CONFIRMED THE STORY THAT SHAFFER*S FLAN TO 
EXPLOIT THE FACULTY HAD WELL UPSET AND ALIENATED THE CLINICAL FAC- 
ULTY. COPHER THOUGHT THAT PEOPLE LIKE SHAFFER WHO WERE SO DEDICATED 
THAT THEY GOT ALONG ALL THEIR LIVES ON A MODEST SALARY SHOULD NOT 
REALLY EXPECT ALL OTHERS, LEADING DIFFERENT SORTS OF LIVES, SHOULD 
DO THE SAME* NEITHER SHOULD PHYSICIANS SE LOOKED DOWN ON IF THEY 
ACCEPTED FEES FOR THEIR SERVICES, AND THEY DID NOT FANCY JOINING 
COLLECT IV 1ST SCHEMES.  CADV TOLD COPHER HE WAS SO TIRED HE HAD NOT 
DECIDED ON ,VHAT HE WOULD BE DOING, BUT HE DID NOT THINK HE WOULO BE 
SATISFIED FOR AMY HALF-WAY READJUSTMENT FOR HIMSELF. 
PROF. "SMOKEY JOE" ERLANGER, NOBEL MEDALLIST, WAS GLAD TO SEE 
CADY* HIS DAUGHTER HAD VISITED THE UNIT IN FRANCE THE PRECEEOING 
SPRING, HIS SON HAD BEEN SEPARATED AT JEFFERSON BARRACKS IN CADV'S 
GROUP. OR. ERLANGER WAS STILL INTERESTED IN RESEARCH, BUT HAD CUT 
DOWN A LOT ON HIS TEACHING. 
OLO CAMPAIGNER RAY F. MCCARTHY, OlRECTOR, GROUP HOSPITAL SERVICE 
INC., WAS IN A GRAND OFFICE AT THE CONTINENTAL 3ANK BLOC, NEAR GRAND 
AND OLIVE STREET-.,  DURING THE WAR HE HAD BEEN DOING SOME OSS CO- 
OPERATION, AND THE OFFICE HAD SERVED SEVERAL PEOPLE WHO HAO SOME 
ODD CHARACTERISTICS.   IT WAS RAY AND MADELINE WHO HAD BEEN SO THOUGHT? 
FUL ON THAT GLOOMY SAO JANUARY 10, 1942 WHEY THEY TOOK THE CAOYS TO 
THE TRAIN, AND MRS. CADY BACK HOME THAT NIGHT. 
THEY REMINESCED OVER THE TEN YEARS SINCE THEY HELPED ORGANIZE 
WOB DURING THE EARLY MONTHS OF HIS PRESIDENCY OF THE ST. LOUIS 'ED- 
CAOY 
ICAL SOCIETY.  IT MAD GROWN TO 130 EMPLOYEES AND WAS OOING $3,500,- 
000. ANNUAL BUSINESS. HE WAS 00 I NO TO RESIGN SOON BECAUSE HE WAS 
DISOUSTEO WITH THE WAY THE BOARD HAO TREATED HIM. CADY*S FIRST 
ED 
NAME/wA8 A BULL'S-EYE HIT FOR HIS SOURCE OF TROUBLE, FR. SCHWITALLA. 
*ELL, IF $12,000 SALARY WAS UNSATISFACTORY, HE TOLD RAY, HOW COULD 
A CONSERVATIVE PERSON BECOME A PACKARO AUTOMOBILE DEALER UNLESS IT 
WAS A CHALLENOE AND WOULD BE MORE LUCRATIVE? THEY CHATTED WITH 
MAC VAN CAMP A WHILE AND DECIDED TO RESUME THE DISCUSSION LATER, 
HE HAD OOTTEN RAY TO EMPLOY MAC QUITE EARLY IN T9?6. HE THOUGHT 
SHE LOOKED ANAEMIC. 
HE AND RAY DISCUSSED THE MEDICAL PROFESSION. MAJ. GEN. GEO. 
LULL HAD RETIRED FROM THE ARMY AND WAS TAKING OVER DR. WEST'S 
JOB WITH THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, AND WOULD SOON SE TALK- 
ING FOR THE AMA INSTEAD OF DR. MORRIS FISHSEIN, THE HERETOFORE 
UBIQUITOUS CLEVER MOUTH-PIECE AND WATCH-DOG FOR THE PROFESSION. 
THEY AGREED THAT SOME"STUPIO" THINGS HAD BEEN DONE, BUT MORE FAULT 
WAS IN THE INDIVIDUAL PRACTICIONER THAN IN CHICAGO, BUT ENOUGH HAD 
BEER THERE, NO, RAY WAS NOT PERSONALLY ACQUAINTED WITH LULL, 
GENERALLY REGARDED AS A SOLID MAN, BUT THEY WOULD HAVE TO WAIT TO 
SEE IF PENTAGON PSYCHOLOGY HAD COME TO THE AMA. A MA«J. GENERAL 
MEDIC WHO WAS LEAVING THE SERVICE JUST THEN MEANT HE WAS NOT GOING 
TO SE THE ARMY*8 FAIRHAtREO BOY.  ANO, THAT COULD BE A RECOMMEND- 
ATION IN THE MINDS OF MANY RECENTLY SEPARATED VETERANS! 
FlAY TOLD THE STORY OF ELMER DJARTELSME IER, FORMER LONG-TIME 
SECRETARY OF THE f'ISSOURI STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY.  HE HAD A STROKE 
ANO WAS RETIREO ON $100. PER MONTH AFTER WORKING MOST OF HIS WORK- 
ING LIFE SUPPORTING THE PARAPLEGIC DR. GOODWIN, THE 3ECRETARY, ANO 
THEY SUCCEEDING HIM.  RAY FOUND THAT HE COULD STILL 00 USEFUL WORK. 
HE HAO EMPLOYED HIM TO GIVE HIM ADDITIONAL LIVING MONEY FOR HIMSELF 
ANO HIS WIFE, UNTIL HE HAD DIED.  CADY HAD WORKED RATHER CLOSELY 
CADY 
WITH BARTELSMEIER DURING HIS ACTIVE MEDICAL SOCIETY YEARS. 
ORGANIZED MEDICINE HAD NOT BEEN ANY TOO CHARITABLE TOWARD ITS WORN- 
OUT FAITHFUL SERVANTS. 
THURSDAY, H NOVEMBER.   LEE'8 1£TH BIRTHDAY- THANKSGIVING OAY. 
CAKE ANO $£0,00 OVERSEAS YELLOW SEAL CURRENCY AS COLLECTOR'S 
ITEM GIFTS, WHICH WOULD ENHANCE IN VALUE, GIVEN TIME. LEE WAS 
A 8IG GANGLING KID CROWDING 6* \ ",  ALL APPETITE, HOLLOW DOWN TO THE 
TOES, AND HIS HEAD FILLED WITH WORLD PERPLEXITIES. HE WAS NOT OUT 
OF Y0UTH*8 SITTER-SWEET PER 100, AND WAS A CONTINUOUS PSYCHOLOGICAL 
PROBLEM TO LIVE WITH. HE WAS SHOWING SIGNS OF "TESTING THE OLD 
MAN," AND HAD ALREADY LIVED THROUGH A COUPLE OF PUNGENT AND POINTED 
LECTURES ON THE PRACTICAL FACTS OF LIFE, HIS LIFE. 
OR. AND MRS. A. 3. LEYEY DROPPED IN TO SAY HE USED TO GET 
STEAMED \)P  BY THE WAY COL. CURT IS H. LOHR "ADVERT I SCO" THE 70TH 
GENERAL HOSPITAL. THERE HAO BEEN A TIME WHILE MRS. LOHR HAD SECN 
SICK, AND IT WOULD HAVE BEEN A HARDSHIP FOR MOVING HER OUT OF THE 
HOUSE THE LEVEY *S HAD BOUGHT. CURT HAD THOUGHT THAT BECAUSE THEY 
HAD BEEN ANTAGONISTS IN MEDICAL SOCIETY POLITICS, THEY WOULD DEMAND 
POSSESSION AT ONCE, ANO ASKED BOB MUELLER TO INTERCEDE.  IT HAD 
SEEN A PLEASURE FOR OR. LEVEY TO TELL BOB NO INTERCESSION WAS NEED- 
ED AT ALL. CURT HAD THEN WRITTEN HIS APPRECIATION, AND ALL CONCERN- 
ED FELT BETTER. CADY ASSURED HIM CURT WAS ONLY DOING OVER THERE 
WHAT WAS RIGHT ABOUT HIS OWN OUTFIT, FOR IT HAD BEEN A GOOD ONE AND 
MUCH OF THAT HAT COME FROM HIS PRESENCE IN IT. 
THE NEWSPAPERS ANNOUNCED THE DEATH OF LT. GEN. ALEXANDER M. 
PATCH, FORMER CG, SEVENTH ARMY. HE WAS AN ABLE MAN, BUT WITHOUT 
THE PRESS AGENCY GLITTER OF A PATTON. HE SHOULD HAVE GOTTEN COL. 
MYRON RUDOLPH PROMOTED BEFORE EITHER LEFT THE SEVENTH ARMY! 
DINNER AT C. MALONE STROUO'S HOME WAS QUITE A FEAST. THEY HAO 
PRACTICED TOGETHER SEVERAL YEARS IN THE SAME CLINIC AND OFFICE. 
■■■■■■■■^■■■■w ■■^^^^■IHHIIIi 
CAOV 
TH£Y MAO RE3UILT AN OLO RESIDENCE ON A MODERNISTIC MOTIF OUT WEST 
OF 3KINKER AND SOUTH OF QSLMAR BOULEVARDS.  ALL THEIR FIVE CHILDREN 
•ERE GROSSING UP ANO LOOKER   S f NE.  ME WAS VERY PROUD Or THEM, AND 
WAS BANNING TO UO ON TO STILL ANOTHER ANO LARGER, MORE PRETENTIOUS 
RESIDENCE.  THE TURKEY DINNER WAS JUST ABOUT AS 0000 AS A SUPERIOR 
PROVIDER, ANO MISSISSIPPI TRENCHERMAN, COULD ASSEMBLE FOR PREPARATIOI 
EVEN AFTER THEY HAD SEEN ABOUT NINE YEARS IN orricE PRACTICE TO- 
GETHER, 3TR0J0 SAID HE WOULD WOVE OVER I TI  HIS SUSY SUITE IN THE 
UNIVERSITY CLUB HUILDINO SO CADY COULD GET SACK INTO PRACTICE. ... 
AND, CURIOUSLY, HARP TO SET off ICE SPACE WAS SOMETHING CADY SEEMED 
TO AVOID THINK INS ABOUT THIS SOON AFTER COM I NO MOKE I 
FRIDAY, 23 KOVEMBER»  COLLEGE FRATERNITIES PERHAPS WERE NOT 
THE SAME. LEE HAD IFF* || A FIGHT BECAUSE ME HA0 NOT PAI0 FOR 
LUNCHES HE COULD NOT EAT AT THE HOUSE WHILE HE MAO SEEN WORKING AT 
A JOS SOMEWHERE.  THERE HAD SEEN SOME PRETTY ROUGH HA2ING, TOO,  LEE 
MAC RETALIATED SOME, ANO HAD TO PAY SOME DAMAGES FOR TEARING OFF A 
REAR DECK DOOR OF THE AUT0¥03ILE II WTL I CM ME HAD SEEN LOCKED ANO 
ABANDONED, * WITHOUT HIS GLASSES. THIS LATE IN A FOUR YEAR WAR, 
THE MEMBERSHIP WAS LARGELY MADE UP   OF "4-FB" WHO WERE PHYSICALLY 
EXEMPTED FROM THE DRAFT, TOO YOUNG, OR INVALIDATED VETERANS*   LEE, 
AT 17, WAS A SENIOR IN THE COLLEGE, AND MAY8E TMAT WAS ONE OF THE 
DIFFERENCES AMONG A BROTHERHOOD OF DIFFERENT BROTHERS. THEY HAO HAD 
OTHER MUTUAL RECRIMI NAT I J)N8.  CADY WENT TO BEE THE DEAN OF MEN, 
PlR. 30UGLA      .IN, ALSO A SlGMA ALPHA EPSILOK, ABOUT LEE'S CA8E. 
HE HAD INTERCEDE!; FOR LEE, AND SAID FRANKLY HE WAS OlSCOURAGEO ABOUT 
"THE MEDIOCRITY OF THE rRATERNlTV MEN."  IN HIS WAY OF THINKING, ME 
SAID, ME ANO MRS.   CADY MAC GOTTEN THIB03 STRAIGHTENED OUT, AT LEAST 
FOR A WHILE.   IN 8PITE OF IT ALL, HE THOUGHT LEE WAS M0F GOOD QUALITY 
AND COULO DEVELOPS INTO A LEAOER."  J«OREOVER, HE THOUGHT IT WAS GOOD 
CAOY 
POM THE 80Y THAT HIS OWN FATHER WAS BACK IN THE FAMILY SO HE COULD 
HAVE A MAM'S COUNSEL AMD CONTROL. ...L.EE 3TOPPED AT THE DRAFT 
BOARD IN CLAYTON ON HIS WAY HOME TO LUNCH TO REGISTER THE DAY AFTER 
HE BECAME 1#. 
CAOY CHATTED WITH LT. COL. PERRY, MC, RAU3, RET. HE HAD BEEN 
CONTINUOUSLY THE PMS & T AT THE 3CHOOL SINCE THE UNIT DEPARTED, 
BUT HAD JUST RECENTLY ICLM REPLACED. ITHOC THEN HE HAD SEEN THE 
PHYSICIAN FOR PERSONNEL OF THE HOSPITALS. HE WAS UNDERSTANDISLV 
DISGRUNTLED 3ECAUSE 3ECAUSE HE HAD NOT SEEN ADVANCED IN THE AUS OR 
ON THE RETIRED LIST. HE THOUGHT HE COULD HAVE SERVED IN A MORE 
ACTIVE PLACE, TOO.   HE STILL HATED CADY*S OLD FRIEND, FORMER SURS- 
EON GENERAL MERRITT W. IRELAND. CADY REFRAINEO FROM SHARING ANY 
or HIS OVERSEAS GRIPES WITH LT. COL. PE^RY. HE SUPPOSED ENCOUNTER- 
ING THINGS LIKE THIS WAS VJUST A PART OF HIS OWN REHABILITATION TC 
CIV IL LIFE. 
HE VISITED CHANCELLOR COMPTCK'S OFFICE OUT *CN THE HILL." 
MISS BAKER, HIS SECRETARY* DIVULGED WITH QUESTIONING THAT A MAN 
FROM THE KELLOGG FOUNDATION WOULD ARRIVE MONDAY. BY THAT TIME THE 
CHANCELLOR WOULD HAVE RETURNED. CADY WOULD WANT AN APPOINTMENT 
THEN, BUT AFTER THEIR CONFERENCE. HE WANTED TO APPRAISE THE 
CHANCELLOR OF HIS OWN ASPIRATIONS, ANO WHETHER THE GRADUATE JOB 
WOULD BE REGARCEO AS NIL SORT OF RTEPP INC-STOML RATHER THAN A 
DEAD-END ALLEY. 
(»i    lUl Mlt   HE   WOULD   COM!:   8Y   SPECIAL   PLANE   FOR   THE    111 
DINNER ON U   DECEMBER.    DR.  SHAFFER AND RAY VCCARTHY HAD GOTTEN1 TO- 
GETHER.    ;/.P.B. i/cCAUE   IN RAY'S OFFICE,  WAS TAKING OVER THE PUBLICITY 
AFFAIRS FOR THE BANQUET.  3HE CAME BY THE RESIDENCE TO GET HER START 
FROM BOTH THE CADYS.  SHE SELIEVEO THE POST DISPATCH WOULD TAKE A 
FCAlORZ   ARTICLE. 
CADV 
SATURDAY, 24 WOV^MBER.  IN A SHORT VISIT WITH DR. SHAFFER HE 
TOLD &DV HE THOUGHT GEN. HAWLEY WOULD WANT TO MAKE HIM A "REGIONAL 
DIRECTOR,N OH  SOMETHING IN THE VETERANS BUREAU. HE PQNPEREO THIS 
A8 HE DEPARTED, FOR SHAFFER HAO SAID NOTHING FURTHER A80UT A CON- 
NECTION WITH THE SCHOOL.  WAS HE TRYING TO EASE CAQV|AWAV FROM THAT? 
HE WENT TO FRANK BRADLEY TO TALK ABOUT THE DEAN'S AND HIS OWN 
IDEA FOR PERSUADING CEM. HAWLEY TO PUT UP A VETERANS BUREAU HOSPITAL 
IN AFFILIATION, OR AT LEAST ALONGSIDE THE SCHOOL, IT CERTAINLY 
COULD 3S A GOOD THI NO FOR THE PAT1EMT3, THE \M AMD TME FACULTY. 
CADY WOULD 'PUT THE SEE* ON GEN. HAWLEY WHEN HE COULD COME TO ST. 
LOUIS. HE MAD A LOCATION ALREADY SELECTED IN HIS OWN MIND. 
Ti'- ffovcM POST BARBEQUE WAS ENJOYABLE EXCEPT MRS. CAOY HAD 
SHARED HER OUTSPOKE:- DISAPPOINTMENT THAT WIVES HAD NOT SEEN INVITED. 
* 
TNI OtOriMCt WANTED THE NEW UNIT S MEMBERS.  THEY DID THEIR 3EST 
A 
'AKE THEM HAPPY, ANQ SUCCEEDED WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE OVER- 
SI SHT. MAVf       RAtftO  CADY BY THEIR REPETITIOUS COMPLIMENTS 
"BEING THE 3EST CC IN THE ARMY," AND SIMILAR EXTRAVAGANT CLAIMS 
I .   || M REMEMBERED, THIS WAS THE LIST OF UNIT MEM3ERS THERE I 
COL. fftBB GURLEY 
LT. COL. EARL SHEPARD 
LT. COL. JM« C. CtVANil 
CAPT. JOE. LAFFLER 
CAPT. FNANCII "-3UCH 
CAPT.,SOB ANSCHEUTZ 
'- T ,   H ! MA KOHr I 
LT. COL. HARRY AGRESS 
IT. COL. AVERY ROWLETTE 
LT. COL. HENRY G. SCHWARTZ 
CAPT. RUSSELL C«IDER 
MAJ. LUCILE 3. SPALOING 
LT. EMMA FROHBIETER 
LT. COL. J. RAY POWERS 
LT. COL, STANLEY HARR; 
MAJ. L. W. O'BRIEN 
CAPT. JOHN Mo011N 
CAPT. HENRY SCHWARZ 
LT. ID MA HAABE 
CAPT. GEO. ROULHAC 
Sox VEAZEY, A WW I VETERAN, HAD BEEN AT THE PARTY AS AN IN- 
VITED ivctTf HE AGREED WITH CACY THAT HC COULD KEEO AM EYE OPEN FOR 
BOTH JOBS. 
JOHN RAY POWERS tAMf . ITH A GERMAN SAB*.   ;H HAD SOME ORNATE 
FILAGREE WORK ON THE HILT AMD HANOLE, WHICH HE HAD LUGGED ALL THE 
WAY HOME FOR CADY'S COLLECTION!   HE HAO DEPARTED CALAS ABOUT FIVE 
DAYS AFTER THE "'. . T.       HE DID NOT KNOW ABOUT THE 23RD AND THE 36TH. 
THE NEWSPAPER SAID THE 36TH HAD LANDED IN BOSTON ON THE 23.ND, SO 
HE WOULD HAVE TO WRITE BAXTER BROWN ASOUT WHAT HAD HAPPENEO TO THE 
23RD GENERAL HOSPITAL. 
MONDAY, 26 NOVEMBER. CADY CALLED ON LOUISE KNAPP, PROF, OF 
NuRSING.  SHE WAS KIND, AND INTERESTED IN PUTTING THE DINNER OVER 
IN A BIG WAY. CADY BEGAN TO REALIZE HE WOULO HAVE TO WRITE UP SOME- 
THING FOR THE MENU8, A BRIEF HISTORY, OR SOMETHING. 
HE WENT TO HAVE A RAG-CHEWING WITH J.V.COOKE, AND LUNCH. 
LATER, HE HAD AN INTERESTING CONI/RSATION WITH PROF. ALEXIS HARTMAN 
IN HIS OFFICE. HE SAID OR. GRAHAM, ROBT. A. MOORE AND PROF. CORI 
(PHARMACOLOGY AND NOBELLIST) WERE THE COMMITTEE FOR SELECTION OF THE 
NEW DEAN; AND WHAT WOULD BE DONE ABOUT THE GRADUATE JOB WOULO BE 
UP  TO THEM, TOO. EVERYONE SEEMED TO BELIEVE IT SHOULO BE A FULL- 
TIME JOB, AND FOR AN M*9« IT WOULD BE BETTER TO HAVE A LOCAL MAN 
WHO WAS CONVERSANT WITH THE SCENE. THE FACULTY WAS IN AN ANXIETY 
STATE. HIS OWN DEPARTMENT NEEDED A HUNDREO PERCENT EXPANSION RIGHT 
THEN, AND STILL ANOTHER HUNDRED PERCENT DURING THE ENSUING 20 YEARS, 
TUESDAY, 27 NOVEMBER.   CADY CALLED ON PROF, CORI, WHO HAD 
BEEN WITH THE SCHOOL FOR SOME YEARS, BUT THEY HAD NEVER BECOME 
ACQUAINTED. CORL WAS WILLING TO DISCUSS THE GRADUATE MATTER, BUT 
NO PASSES WERE EXCHANGED.  PROF. BRONFENBRENNER, BACTERIOLOGY, WAS 
VERY CORDIAL AND COULD SEE ALL THE PROBLEMS.  HE WAS ONE THAT 
COPHER CONSIDERED A "COLLECT IV18T', BUT CADY THOUGHT HIEWAS REASON- 
ABLE W/ITH SUCH IDEAS. HE WAS MUCH CONCERNED THAT CADY HAD BEEN 
AWAY FROM HIS PRACTICE FOR FOUR YEARS, AND THAT HE HAD NOT MADE 
ANY DEFINITIVE EFFORTS TO GET RIGHT BACK INTO ANOTHER OFFICE WHEN 
HE ARRIVED BACK HOME. 
SHERWGOD MOORE REALLY TALKED. HE DID NOT LIKE DR. SHAFFER'S 
IDEAS, AND STILL RESENTED THE 0AY8 WHEN HIS OWN X-RAY DEPARTMENT 
WAS ADMINISTRATIVELY CONTROLLED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY.  HE 
A   CHANGE.       ALTHOUGH   HE   HAD   FAVORED   BOB    MOORE   AS   THE   NEXT   DEAN, 
HE   WANTED   THEMMTO   SEE   L.EE   CADY   THERE!" 
ft 
ANOTHS TEN MINUTE CHAT WITH BOB MOORE, AND HE AGREED ABOUT THE 
A 
STATE OF UNCERTAINTY AMONG THE FACULTY.  FRANK EwERHARDT WA3 STILL 
CRAMPED IN HIS PHY8IATRIC SERVICE, AND NEED MUCH MORE ROOM FOR 
TEACHING PROGRAM!?. 
DR. AND MRS. B. Y. ALVIS TOOK THE CAOYS OUT TO THE GREEN 
PARROT ON 3IQ BEND ROAD FOR A FINE "HOME COOKED*' CHICKEN DINNER. 
WA4.  EDMUND AND HIS WIFE WERE THERE, TOO.  AFTER DINNER, THEY 
WENT TO THE ALVIS HOME TO SEE SOME FINE ENLARGEMENTS OF THE 
PICTURES EO HAD TAKEN IN AND ABOUT BOU-HANIFIA, ALGERIA,  IT WAS 
QUITE A PLEASANT EVENING, WITHOUT ANY MENTION OF THE "PRODDING* 
ED'S MOTHER HAD GIVEN CADY TO GET HIMA PROMOTION. 
WHEN THEY RETURNED, LEE TOLD HOW HE HAD GOTTEN A CHANCE TO 
LOOK THROUGH THE W. U. CYCLOTRON OUT ON THE HILL, WHICH WAS SOME- 
THING FOR ANY SCIENTI3T TO SEE. CHANCELLOR COMPTOM HAD SEEN ONE 
OF THE ATOMIC SCIENTISTS WHO HAD A HAND IN SOME PART OF THE ATOMIC 
BOMB DEVELOPMENT. 
WEDNESDAY, 28  NOVEMBER*  CADY WAS INSPIRING MISS KNAPP AND 
DEAN SHAFFER TO INQUIRE OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL OF THE ARMY ABOUT 
PATTON'S LEGICN OF .MERIT, AND THE OTHER MEOALS FOR OTHERS THAT WERE 
A/ 
ALWIADV AWARDED.  HE WANTED GENERAL HAWLEV TO OMAKE THE OECORATIOS 
A 
■N DECEMBER 11TH.  HE HAD BEEN WORKING OVER HIS LISTS AND PUTTING 
IN MANY HOURS AT HIS DESK, TYPING HIS OWN CORRESPONDENCE AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SOME AFTERTHOUGHT OR ON RETURNED RECOMMENDATIONS 
HENRY SCHWARTZ SAID HE WOULD TRY TO EASE THE IDEA OF THE DEAN- 
SHIP TO DR. GRAHAM IN A DAY OR SO IF HE HAO AN OPPORTUNITY, OR 
COULD MAKE ONE.  ©HILE WISITING DEAN SHAFFER, HE HAD AN OPPORTUNITY 
TO DISCUSS THE OLD UNIT, WW i, FORMER COL. IORDEN S. VEEDER.  IT 
HAD BEEN IN SERVICE 24 MONTHS, AND HAO DONE SOME SPEC IALSTHINGS 
THEY HAD 
FOR     f!FM.      PPPRMtNO     AND     '3IIPGFON    ^FNFRAI        IPFI   AND BEEN 
MONTHS     CAOY 
0VER8EAS 23/W THE THE TIME, AND HAD CAREO FOR 61,000 PATIENTS. 
HE INVADED THE HOME KITCHEN AND EXPERIMENTED WITH REPRODUCING 
"LA PIZZA," WITH WHICH HIS COOKS HAD DONE SO WELL WITH.  HE HAD 
FAIR SUCCESS, BECAUSE EVEN THE KIDS ATE WITHOUT PROTEST FOR SUCH 
NEW OR UNUSUAL FOODS. 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29TH.      CADY SPENT MOST OF THE MORNING 
CLEANING OUT THEIR THREE CAR GARAGE, WHICH NEED IT  DESPITE THE 
FACT THERE HAD BEEN ONLY ONE RATHER WORN CAR IN IT A LONG TIME. 
His WIFE HAD BEEN CONSERVATIVE AND KEPT IT IN AS GOOO CONDITION 
A8 POSSIBLE WITH LIMITED GAS, AND WITH A SON WHO WANTED TO HOT-ROD 
ANY CAR HE COULD DRIVE. HIS SOLE ACCIDENT HAD NOT SEEN SERIOUS. 
THIS EXERCISE HELPED KEEP HIM AWAKE. HE WAS BEGINNING TO THINK 
HIS TENDENCY TO SLEEP EVERY TIME HE LAY DOWN TO READ WAS A FORM 
OF SELF-HYPNOSIS. THE TIME SPENT AT HIS DESK SITTING UP TO WORK 
DID NOT SEEM SO SOPORIFIC. 
HE HELPED MRS. MCCABE ANO OEAN SHAFFER FOR A WHILE WITH THEIR 
PLANNING FOR THE DINNER. 
FRIDAY, 30 NOVEMBER. HE SPENT MOST OF HIS FREE MORNING WITH 
MRS. MCCABE AND OEAN SHAFFER, THEN HAO LUNCH WITH RAY MCCARTHY 
AT THE MISSOURI ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION CLUB DOWNTOWN, THERE, HE 
MET A MR. ROTH WHO REMEMBERED BEING IN CAOY'S CO. F, OR CO. 6, 
2ND BN., CADET CORPS, U. OF MO., SACK IN 1917 OR 191S, NEITHER 
COULO REMEMBER WHICH, EXACTLY. MR. ROTH REMEMBERED THAT CADY WAS 
STILL WEARING BUCK SERGEANT CHEVRONS WHILE HE COMMANDED THE COMPANY, 
ANO EVEN WHEN HE HAD BEEN QUICKLY PROMOTED TO MAJOR, 2NO BATTALION, 
A "BATTLEFIELD PROMOTION" FOR THE TIME8. ROTH WAS ON ONE OF MC- 
CARTHY'S BOARDS, AND WAS ENGAQED IN BUSINESS IN ST. LOUIS. 
MCCARTHY PERSISTED HE WOULD VERBALLY RESIGN THE FOLLOWING TUE- 
SDAY AT THEIR BOARD MEETING, TO TAKE EFFECT IN 60 TO 90 0AY8. 
BAfV 
HC ASSUMED MR, NESTER, MIS ASSISTANT. WOULD SUCCEED HIM,  HE WOULD 
HAVE LIKED TO BE NAMED CONSULTANT (ON PAY) FOR A WHILE UNTIL HE 
COULD GET HIS NEW BUSINESS UNDER WAV.  ALSO, HE WOULO REMAIN WHERE 
ME WAS IF THE BOARD WOULD RAISE HIS PAY AND QtVE RATHER BETTER 
SECURITY ARRANOEMENTS.  NOW, IT WAS FR. ALPHON8E SCMWlTALLA, CHAIR- 
MAN OR THE BOARD, HE WAS CERTAIN WOULO BE THE ONE TO RAILROAD HIM 
OUT.  IRONICALLY, IT HAD BEEN MCCARTHY WHO HAD CONNIVED WITH CADY, 
THEN PRESIDENT, ST. LOUIS MEDICAL SOCIETY, TO MAKE A DECISION, 
u 
RELUCTANTY, THAT IT WOULO SE GOOD POLITICS TO APPOINT A CAPABLE 
n 
POLITICAL ANTAGONIST, FR. 3CHWITALLA, ON THE SlQ BOARD TO SE 
PRESIDENT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AS WELL,  THE GROUP HOSPITAL 
SERVICE, JNC. HAD THRIVED WITH HIS DRIVING ENERGY, BUT HE HAO NEVER 
'FORGIVEN* CAOYI 
80ME0NC SHOULD RIDE TO MAC** RESCUE.  HE WENT TO TALK TO FRANK 
BRADLEY, WHO CALLED MR. RUSSE, MALLINCKRODY CHEMICAL CO,, AND MR, 
SODEMAN TO HELP IN THE MATTER,  MEANWHILE, MAC WAS TO OfT THE NAMES 
OF THE ■• U. CORPORATION SOARO SO HE COULO PLANT SOME IDEAS THERE 
WHERE THERE WAS SOME INTERLOCKING OF MEMBERS,  CADY WOULD GO TO 
SPEAK WITH PROF, DOUGLASS V, >'ARTIN, DEAN OF MEN ANO PUBLIC RELATION 
OF THE UNIVERSITY, 
30 THIS WAS THE 8UB3TANCES OF CIVIL REHABILITATION! 
000 
CHAPTER 4  S 
■ r~ t<?4«5 
FINAL RITES FCR THE UNIT AT ST. LOUIS 
SATURDAY, 1 DECEMBER. CAOY TELEPHONED MISS RAKER IN CHANCELLOR 
COMPTOK'S OFFICE ABOUT THE APPOINTMENT SHE WAS SUPP08ED TO HAVE MADE. 
THE CHANCELLOR HAD BEEN PRETTY BUSY WITH A PHYSISTS'S CONVENTION AT 
THE UNIVERSITY. SHE SEEMED A BIT EMBARRASSED. CADY'S STATE OF MIND 
AT THAT MOMENT WOULD HAVE PERHAPS OVER-PLAYED HIS HAND, FOR HE WOULD 
DIVULGED,  IF GIVEN THE CHANCE, SOME OF HIS OWN ASPIRATIONS AS REFLECT- 
IONS OF THE SITUATION.   THE TURMOIL AMONG THE MEDICAL FACULTY MEMBERS 
WAS ■ISTURB I NG, FOR SOMEONE HAD ALLEGED THAT AT ONE OF THE lAftttt 
HOSPITAL SOCIETY MEETINGS, OR. GRAHAM HAD DISCUSSED THE CLINIC MATTER 
WITH |    VWE-CALLING PROFANITY. CADY HAD BEGUN WRITING A LIST OF 
PERTINENT PROPOSALS, NEAP. AND REMOTE, FOR THE SCHOOL SO HE COULD BE 
MENTALLY ORGANIZED WHEN HE MIGHT TALK WITH THE CHANCELLOR. 
THE POSSIBILITY FOR GETTING A NEW VETERANS BUREAU HOSPITAL BUILT 
ADJACENT TO THE SCHOOL WAS ONE OF HIS ITEMS.  :VHEN HE HAD MENTIONED THAT 
TO    DEAN    SHAFFER,    HE    HAD   MUTTERED,     "ft    HAVE   BEEN   ASLEEP    AT    THE    SWITCH," 
FOR    rtttftl I    1 9    ALRCA9V    PRETTY    CERTA'MLY   PLANNED   ELSEWHERE.    kfAVtfl 
KAUFFMAN OF f>T. LOUIS HAD BEEN FAVORING ONE FOR THE RIVER FRONT WHERE 
THE HISTORIC OLO SLUM CLEARANCE HAD SEEN MADE.   IF IT WERE TO BE BUILT 
FOR THE PRIMARY PURPOSE QW    CARING FOR PATIENTS,  IT SHOULD NOT BE LOCAT- 
EO JUST TO FILL UP SPACE, <3UT OUT WHERE THE MEDICS ALREADY HAD THEIR 
AGGREGATE OF WORKSHOPS, RIGHT JAM UP AGAINST, OR CLOSE BETWEEN THE 
SCHOOL,   AND THE  BARliCi HOSPITAL GROUP,   AND THE  ST.   JOHN'S HOSPITAL 
ACROSS THE WABASH RAILROAD AND THE STREET TO THE NORTH.  APPARENTLY THE 
RIVER FRONT LOCATION HAD ALREADY BEEN DECLINED BY THE 78, OR THE CITY 
PLANNERS, BUT CADY HAD BEEN UNABLE TO GET AUTHENTIC INFORMATION ON THAT. 
UAUY 
MONDAY, 3 DECEMBER,  THE CAOVS TOOK THE VIRGIL FlSMS's OUT TO 
THE SHANGRI-LA TOR DINNER, ANO SPENT THE REST OF THE EVENING AT THE 
FISH HOME, AFTER VIRGIL AND WJLFF LEFT THE UNIT AT FT. SENNING, HE 
HAD BEEN  IN COMVSANO OF A STATION HOSPITAL THAT HAO GONE TO CBU     IT 
HAD SEEN FLOWN "OVER THE HUMP* INTO CHINA, ANO DONE GOOD ENOUGH WORK 
TO GET A SPECIAL COMMENDATION FROM GEN. WEOEMEYER.  VIRGIL HAD AN INTER- 
ESTING EXPERIENCE.  Hf MAO BEEN PROMOTED TO LT. COLONEL TO COMMAND HIS 
UNIT, BUT SAID NOTHING OF A TERMINAL PROMOTION IN THE RESERVE WHICH HE 
MIGHT HAVE HAO,  HE WAS BACK IN HI8 FORMER PRACTICE, AND HAPPY WITH IT. 
TUESDAY, 4 DECEMBER* 
CADY MAILED IN HIS APPLICATION TO PURCHASE A SURPLUS GOVERNMENT 
SEDAN AUTOMOBILE. THE SHORTAGE OF CARS WAS QUITE ACUTE, BUT HE WAS 
APPALLED BY ALL THE RED-TAPE HE FACED FOR UNWINDING TO GET A (BJUFCO 
CAR FOR POST-BELLUM LIVING AND PRACTICE. HE SENSED THAT HE WOULD NEVER 
SUCCEED IN THIS ACQUISITION! 
HE /ISITED STROUD IN HIS OFFICE, WHERE HE COULD GET ADDITIONAL 
SPACE FOR CAOV BY EXERCISING AN OPTION. STROUD, AS OTHERS, FANCIED 
CAOY WOULD GET RIGHT AFTER PATIENTS, ANO OID NOT REALIZE WHAT FOUR 
YEARS OF CONCENTRATION ON ADMINISTRATION, -LOGISTICS OF MEDICAL 
PRACTICE,- COULD DO TO THE DISCIBLINED SENSORY TECHNIQUES OF AN INTER- 
NIST, THE "BEST DIAGNOSTICIAN1* STROUD MAO SEEN tUILTY OF NAMING. 
STROUD REALLY WANTED THEM TO BE BACK INTO THE SAME SUITE AGAIN,  HE 
WAS WORKING TOO HARO, AS USUAt, WOULD LIKE SOME OCCASIONAL HELP, AND 
WAS DOING WELL ENOUGH BEYOND THE $1,500 MONTHLY OVERHEAD IN HIS PRACT- 
ICE IN ALLERGY.  HIS OVERHEAD WAS WORKING M|M, THE DOCTOR, TOO MUCHl 
HE WENT ON TO THE OFFICE OF TWO FRIENOS WHO WERE SUPPOSED TO BE 
THERE AT THE TIME.  AFTER WAITING WHAT HE THOUGHT WAS REASONABLY LONG 
FOR HANDLING A COUPLE OF PAT1ENT3, AND NO ONE EVEN CHECKED THE WAITING 
ROOM, HE DEPARTED, BELIEVING HE MAD SOMETHING MORE TO THINK ABOUT 
IF ME SHOULD RE8UME OFFICE PRACTICE. 
CADY 
HtS WIFE WA8 UNHAPPY BECAUSE SHE WAS NOT TO BE SEATED AT THE MEAD 
TABLE ALONGSIDE "HER HERO" FOR THAT HOMECOMING BANQUET.  THERE WAS TOO 
t 
LONG A LIST Or FUNTIONNAIRES SO THAT NONE BUT THE PER80NAE DRAMATIS 
WOULO »€   AT HEAD TABLE,  MRS. SHAFFER INVITED HER AND THE KIDS TO 8E 
AT HER TABLE.  3ME THOUGHT, AND CADY WOULO HAVE AGREED, "THE BEST 
SOLDIER" FOR FOUR YEARS MIGHT HAVE BEEN A THOUGHTFUL TOKEN FOR THE OTER 
WIVES TO 8E THERE.  TMERE WAD TOO MUCH TALK ABOUT CADY BEING HONORED, 
WHEN IT WAS THE "P-lQHTIN* Tv?tNTY-FO1 ST"RCALLY. 
THURSDAY, 6  DECEMBER. AFTER WORKING HARD FOR A DAY AND A HALF 
ON RECOMMENDATIONS FOR UNIT PERSONNEL, HE GOT AWAY FROM HIS DESK. HE 
WAS INCLINED TO DECIDE FOR RETURNING TO PRACTICE, BUT WHEN HE BECAME 
TIRED, HE FOUND HE WAS RESENTING PERSONAL SERVICE TO ANYONE.  GETTING 
PATIENTS INTO HOSPITALS WAS DIFFICULT HE LEARNEO, AND HOSPITALS WERE 
LIMITING TENURE, FORCING TURNOVER OF 'ATIENT8 ARBITRARILY FOR SOME 
CATEGORIES.  THIS HAD BEEN MORE OF A SURPRISE TO HIM THAT IT SHOULD, 
AND HE SUSPECTED THERE WOULD BE SOME PROBLEMS IN WOOING RECEIVING 
OFFICES INTO ALLOTTING BEDS TO "STRANGERS." 
THE OCAN JOB WAS BEOEVILLING HIM. BO* MOORE WAS ONE OF THE SUPPOSED 
CANDIDATES, AND HE WAS A MEMBER OF THAT COMMITTEE, HE HAD HEARD.   IF SO, 
THERE WOULO BE LITTLE NEED FOR CADY TO PUSH HIMSELF.  HE FILLED HIS 
LUNCHEON DATE WITH BOB AT THE PARK LANE HOTEL, WITH HIS OWN WORDS TO      1 
HIS WIFE STILL IN HIS EARS t       »\   WANT TO BE DEAN ONLY OF f« U. S/EDICAL 
SCHOOL; NOT JUST A DEAN SOMEWHERE, NOR A HOSPITAL SUPERINTENDANT, NOR 
JUST THE HEAD OF SOME INSTITUTION."   SO,  IF *OB REALLY WAS NOT A CAN- 
DIDATE HIMSELF, CADY WOULD TRY TO ENLIST HIS SUPPORT. 
THE LUNCH WAS PLEASANT. BOB KEPT DISCUSSION GOING ON GENERAL 
SCHOOL AND WORLD TOPICS.  WHEN CAOY BROUGHT THE SUBJECT OF HIS OWN 
INTEREST UP, BOB OECLARED HIS OWN PERSONAL ASPIRATIONS, BUT PROMISED 
ME WOULD SEE CADY^ NAME WOULD BE IN THE DISCUSSION OF CANDIDATES. 
■^^■^^■■^^■■■^■■^■I 
QAUY 
IHIN TH£Y 3EPARATED, HE HAD PREMONITIONS, AND DECIDED TO MAKE NO MORE 
CONTACTS ,'ITH DR. GRAHAM OR CORI, FOR BOB WANTED THE PLACE AND WOULD 
GET IT. 
SATURDAY, g DECEMBER. ANOTHER BIRTHDAY, THE 49TH, MAD SLIPPED 
PAST* THEY ATTENDED THE CHURCH WEDDING OF FORMER 1ST LT. VIRGINIA U 
6ARRETT, A4'C, AND S3T. CHA8. F. SCHNEIDER, AND IT WAS ALL VERY NICELY 
DONE WITHOUT A BIT OF HIS HELP. 
THEY MAD DINNER OUT WITH THE $AY MCCARTHYS. HE HAD REALLY TOLD 
HIS BOARD HE WOULD RESIGN. RAY INSISTED HE WANTED TO RID HIMSELF 
PERSONALLY or  THE OSSTRUCTION AND DIVERTING INFLUENCE OF FR. SCHWITALLA 
IN THE JOB, EVEN TO BETTING AWAY FROM THE JOS ITSELF.  CAOY THOUGHT 
HE COULD UNDERSTAND JUST HOW fiAV   FELT.   iiAY SAID HE HAD ONE MORE 
ENTRE T3 TH£ .¥, U. 30ARD WHICH MIGHT PUSH CADY'S INTEREST, AND WOULD 
MAKE HIS CONTACT. 
SUNDAY, 9 DECEMBER. THE GADVS CALLED ON THE SURGEON, JEFFERSON 
BARRACKS, COL, JAS. MURCHISOU, FORMER CO, 127TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, NANCY, 
FRANCE. HE WAS OELIOHTEO TO BE BACK IN THE SUSOM OF HIS FAMILY, AND 
IN THIS ROUTINE SORT OF JOB. HE REMAINED OUTSPOKENLY AND UNCHANGED 
IN HIS FEELINGS ABOUT COL* 80ST» £. THOMAS AND HIS <220»TH HOSPITAL 
CENTER, INCLUDING LT. COL. VIXON, ANC# SHI HAD BEEN PROMOTED AND WAS 
SAID TO BE THE CHIEF NURSE, ?TH SERVICE COMMAND, OMAHA, NEB. THE 
MURCH!50N3 WERE GRACIOUS HOSTS. THEY WERE PLANNING TO ATTEND THE 
21ST'S SHINDIG DINNER AT HOTEL JEFFERSON. 
"CHAPPIE" HOOK WAS ALSO STATIONED AT JEFFERSON BARRACKS, AND HE 
WOULD ATTEND THE DINNER, OR COURSE. CAPT. ARTHUR N* NLE AND WIFE 
OROPPEO IN EN ROUTE TO CALIFORNIA* THEY HAD MOT HEARD OF THE DINNER 
AND WERE GLAO TO STOP OVER WITH THE CADYS FOR IT. YOUNG LEE WAS GOING, 
BUT AOOLC3CENT BETTY HAD TO SHOW OFF HER VIOLENTLY ORANGE COLORED SHIRT- 
TAIL AS A MEMBER OF A MCI SQUAT> AT AN IMPORTANT BASKETBALL GAME, AND 
SHE WAS PASSING UP THE STUFFY AFFAIR. 
GEORGE WULFP STOPPED BY TO TELL CADY HE MIGHT U#E MIl OWN OFFICE 
TEMPORARILY IF ME NEEDED IT TO GET BACK INTO MIS PRACTICE.  IT WAS A 
HEART-WARM I NO GESTURE,  STROUOl AGRESSl WULFF I 
MONDAY, 10 DECEMBER. THE DINNER ARRANGEMENTS WERE LINLNO OR WELL, 
HE WAR SURPRISED THAT DEAN SHAFFER MAO NOT PLANNED TO PERMIT MA«I. U*ULIA 
0, STIMSON ANY OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK AT TME BANQUET. SHE WAS ATTENDING 
AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF NURSING, BASE HOSPITAL 2T» AND FORMER SUPERIN- 
TENDENT OF NURSING SERVICE, SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE. HE HAD AN IDEA 
SHE COULD BE EXPECTED TO KEEP ON TA KING, GARRULITY OF TME AGING OR 
SOMETHING, BUT OAOV THOUGHT SHE 8M0ULD HAVE AT LEAST A TOKEN PART TO 
PLAV„ 
OOLCTIK WAS KEEPING IN TOUCH ABOUT ALL THE PLANS* FOR ME WAS CON- 
TEMPLATING .JOINING TME VETERANS BUREAU, AMD WANTED CADY*8 OPINION AFTER 
ME MAO TALKED TO GEN. HAWLEY, 
TUESDAY, tt DECEMBER, THE BANQUET FOR THE 2!ST GENERAL HOSPITAL. 
HOTEL JEFFERSON, 
DEAN SHAFFER ANO CADY MET GEN. HAWLEY AT THE UNITON STATION AND 
TOOK HIM TO HOTEL CHASE AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF FOREST PARK, NEAR 
THE SCHOOL, HE WAS NOT GOING TO SPEAK WITH NEWSPAPERS REPORTERS UNLESS 
DEAN SHAFFER APPROVED. THEN HE GAVE THE REPORTERS A DESCRIPTION OF HIS 
POSITION AS MEDICAL DIRECTOR FOR THE VETERANS BUREAU, AND INDICATED 
WHAT A TREMENDOUS JOB IT WAS FOR HIM TO GET IT REORGANIZED. IT WAS 
GOING TO REQUIRE SOME NEW LAWS. HE TALKED WELL AND CONVINCINGLY, 
BUT PROMISED THERE WOULD BE MORE ABOUT THE 2L8T AT THE BANQUET. 
THEY TOOK HIM OUT ON THE HILL AT THE ART MUSEUM IN FOREST PARK 
FOR A SORT OF PANARAMIC VIEW OF THE PARK AS A FOREGROUND OF TME 
SCHOOL AND HOSPITALS AFMLIATED WITH IT. THEY STOPPED AT A SCIENTIFIC 
VEETING, ANO ME LISTENED TO TWO PAPERS, THEN SPOKE TO THE AUDIENCE 
A WHILE IN A COMPLIMENTARY FASHION. WHILE DEAN SHAFFER DROVE THE CAR 
SLOWLY, CADY WALKED THE GENERAL FROM THE AUDITORIUM ON SCOTT AND EUCLID, 
WE8T, THEN NORTH ON KlNGSHlGHWAY PA3T THE HOSPITALS UNTIL THEY CROSSED 
THE BRIDGE ACROSS THE VABASH RAILROAO ON THE NORTH StOE OF THE NURSES 
HOME.  THERE, CAOV POINTED OUT THE WEDGE Of GROUND NORTH OF THE TRACKS 
WHICH HE HAD SEEN WONDERING SINCE HE HAO BEEN A 30PHOMORE MEDIC WHY 
THE CORPORATION HAO NOT ACQUIRED IT FOR SCHOOL PURPOSES. HE COULD HAVE 
SEEK DOING HIS PATHOLOGY STUDIES MORE PROFITABLY, PERHAPS, THAN WOOL- 
QATHERING IN 1920.  IT WAS THE SPOT CAOV WOULD PUT THE NEW V 8 HOSPITAL 
IF HE HAO ANYTHING TO 00 ASOUT IT, AND WITH ENOUGH STORIES HIGH TO GET 
ALL THE 8E08, LABORATORIES, OPERATING ROOMS, AND WHATEVER IT WOULD NEED* 
IT WOULD 3£ CONNECTED WITH THE SCHOOL WITH AN OVERPASS, OR EVEN BY 
UNOERPASSES. THE TRAINS COULD CONTINUE RUNNING RIGHT UNOER THE HOSPIAL 
!F THEY WANTED IT THAT WAY. THE SCHOOL AFFILIATION WOULD BE SO GOOO 
THE V3 COULO FIND STAFF FOR A COMPLETE GENERAL HOSPITAL, NOT NEGLECTING 
FULL NSUROPSYCHIATRIC SERVICES. SFN. HAWLEY LOOKED AT THE NEGLECTED 
8PACE U3E0 ONLY ON THE EAST END WITH A LITTLE GREASY-SPOON RESTAURENT, 
AND SAID IT COULO BE POSSIBLE. 
THEY STOPPED IN WITH DEAN SHAFFER TO THE NURSES** TEA FOR A MOMENT 
AND GOT THE GENERAL ON DOWN TO THE K8D «AOIO STUDIO FOR A BROADCA8TE0 
INTERVIEW.       IT   WAS   ANNOUNCED,    CONTRARY   TO   CAOY'S   NOTIONS,   THAT   HIS 
VISIT WAS A PART OF THE LATER MEETING AT THE JEFFERSON IN HONOR OF 
COL, CADY. HOWEVER, HE EXPLAINED HIS IDEA3 OF THE NEW VETERANS BUREAU 
HOSPITALIZATION HE HOPED TO 9RIN0 ASOUT. 
AT 6 PM. CADY TOOK LEE WITH HIM TO GEN. HAWLEY'S ROOM. WHILE HE 
WA8 DRESSING, HE ASKED CADY ABOUT HIS OWN PLANS, WHICH WERE TRUTHFULLY 
DESCRIBED AS UNDECIDED.  "LEE," SAID THE GENERAL, "WHY NOT COME WITH 
US ANO TAKE OVER A HOSPITAL?  WE CAN*T PAY YOU WHAT VOu'LL MAKE IN 
PRACTICE, BUT $10,000 18 POSSIBLE IN YOUR CASE."  tT WAS UNEXPECTED, 
ao CADY SAID HE WOULD HAVE TO THINK IT OVER, AND PERHAPS GO TO WASHING- 
TON TO SEE HIM LATER.  ALL THIS IMPRESSED SON LEE. 
On. SHAFFER APPEARED, SO THEY WENT ON DOWNTOWN TO THE JEFFERSON 
CAOv 
FOR THE COCKTAILS.  CAOY WAS REALLV SURPRISED AT THE SIZE AND SENER08* 
ITT Of THE ARRANGEMENTS.THERE WAS A GREAT tfAM Of TALK INS PEOPLE WHO 
WERE FAMILIES ANO FRIENDS OF THE MEMBERS OF THE 2UT, OFFICERS, NURSES 
ANO MEN WHO LIVEO IN 3T. LOUIS.   IT WAS QUITE IMPOSSIBLE FOR CAOV TO 
FAMILIAR 
REMEMBER NAMES TO 00 WITH ALL THE/FACES  HE COULO RECOGNIZE AFTER FOUR 
YEARS OF ABSENCE!  THE 30PER8, SARTLETT8t KALTWASSCRS, ANO SCORES OF 
OTHERS AMONG FORMER ASSOCIATES, FRIENDS AND EVEN PATIENTS. OR. HORACE 
W.  SOPER.WITM WHOM ME HAD WORKEO FOR SEVERAL TEARS, WAS EXUBERANTLY 
ANO PERSONALLY COMPLIMENTARY ABOUT CAOY'S ACCOMPLISHMENTS,  EVIDENTLY, 
CADY 8URMI8E0, THERE HAD BEEN QUITE A BUILD-UP OF SOME SORT.  HE WOULD 
HAVE ENrfOYED ANOTHER HOUR TO MILL AROUND MEETINO MORE PEOPLE AM0N0 THE 
EIOHT OR NINE MUNOREO PEOPLE IN THE CRO 0, 8UT IT MAO TO END. 
MR. FRANK C. RAND, PRESIOENT, «• U. CORPORATION, WAS MASTER OF 
CEREMONIES, ANO COT THE DINNER STARTED.  HE 010 NOT OlSAPPOINt CAOY 
OVITTH? , 
WITH/HTS 8T0RY ABOUT 'MOW THE TAIL GOES WITH THE HIDE1, BUT WORKED IT 
INT. M»S REMARKS A9 USUAL,  PROP, 3TEARNE8, VlCE-CHANCELLOR, 8AT AT 
CAOY^S LEFT, ANO TALKED CONSIDERABLY OF HIS EXPERIENCES WITH ATOMIC 
PHYSICS ANO BOMBS, ANO WHERE HE HAD WORKED AT DENVER BEFORE HE CAME 
TO ST. LOUIS.  OR* BORDER 8. VEEOER SPOKE AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF TMC 
WORLD WAR I UNIT, ANO OAVE MUCH PRAI8E TO OR. M.B. CLOPTON  FOR HIS 
INTERE8T THEN ANO BETWEEN THE WARS.  DR. 3HAFFER HAD BEEN WRONG, OR 
HAD DONE SOMETHING ABOUT HIS FEARS, FOR W|S8 STIMSON MADE A FINE LITTLE 
•PtCCH ABOUT THE 3A8E HOSPITAL 21, ANO 21 ST GENERAL HOSPITAL, AND THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE NURSING CORPS, AND SAT DOWN.  THEN COL."PETE" 
CHURCHILL WHO HAD OBLIOINQLY CAME FROM BOSTON, GAVE HIS WARM STORY 
OF WHAT HE HAD LEARNED ABOUT THE UNIT 0VER8EA8, H« 3IN0LED OUT IN- 
DIVIDUALS OF THE SURQICAL SERVICE TO COMPLIMENT. HE TURNEO TO CAOY 
TO REMIND HIM THAT TOM BURFORD MAD OONE THE FIRST OECORTI CAT IONS OF 
THE LUNO AT BOU-HANIFIA, ANO SAIOfcE WAS 801 NO TO RECOMMEND HIM FOR 
AH  AWARD. THEN HE TOLD AN AMUSING INCIDENT HOW HE NOTICEO A MUTILATEO 
CAtpr A5 
TATOOEO BIRO WHICH WA3 NOT SCI NO HANDLED,HE ANO OTHER SUROICAL COM- 
* /I 
SULTANT3 ClROINARlLY APPROVED*  THE CASE WAS UNDER THE CARE OF MAJ. 
WENDELL 3. DOVE, ANO INDUSTRIAL 8UHQE0N, WHO EXPLAINED HE HAD BEEN 
PRACTICING THE "OELAVEO PRIMARY 8UTURIN0 TECHNIQUE* FOR SEVERAL YEARS* 
ANO SUCH CASES USUALLY HEALED AD WELL ANO AS SOON, OFTEN SETTER THAN 
L(ofr) 
WHEN HANOLEO MORE RADICALLY*  OR* CHURCHILL HAD NOT SEEN CONVINCED 
A 
IMMEDIATELY, BUT THE TECHNIQUE WAS ADOPTED IN NATOU3A HOSPITALS*  HE 
PRAISED THE UNIT FOR ITS UNPAFLINS HOSPITALITY, ITS ENERGETIC WAY OF 
OPERATING, AMD ITS AOM|NI9TRATIVE ELASTICITY* 
BY THE TIME GEN* HAWLEY SPOKE, CADY*S BRAIN WAS TOO OVERLOADED 
TO RECALL EVERYTHING SAID. HE PARAPHRASED NAPOLEONI THERE WERE NO 
SAD HOSPITALS, ONLY BAD COMMANDERS, SUT THE 2tST HAD BEEN ONE OF THE 
LARGEST AS WELL AS ONE OF THE BEST, ETC*»ETC* SUFFICE TO SAY, ALL HE 
SAID DETRACTED NOTHING FROM THE UNIT NOR FROM CADY* 
THEM CADY SPOKE HJS PIECE, MENTIONING SOME OF THE OUTSTANDING 
THINGS THE 21 ST HAD ACCOMPLISHED, BECAUSE O* THE QUALITY AND TRAIN INS 
BACKGROUNDS THE PERSONNEL HAD* THE OFFICERS AND NURSES WERE YOUNG AND 
CAPABLE, OFTEN YOUHOER THAN FOUND IN OTHER UNITS* HE HAD FOU ;HT TO 
KEEP LOSSES OF OFFICERS "THROUGH THE TOP ECHELONS*"THUS, HE COULD 
HOLD AND PROMOTE TALENTED YOUNGER PERSONNEL.  IT MADE PROMOTIONS SLOW 
SOMETIMES, DUT IT KEPT THE UNIT AS AN ABLE OUTFIT. *VLTH ONLY TEN DUP- 
LICATIONS, THE UNIT HAO PRODUCED FOR THE ARMYI 
?4 COMMAND INS OFFICERS 
6 EXECUTIVE OFFICERS 
CHIEFS OF SERVICES 
?.  Two THEATRE HEADQUARTERS CONSULTANTS 
t ARMY DENTAL SURGEON 
1 lERvice COMMAND CONSULTANT. 
APART   FROJ   THAT   CONTRIBUTION    IT    JA0   HOSPITALIZED   65,503   PATIENTS, 
AN  ENORMOUS   NUMRfR   FOR   A   HOSPITAL   GIVING   ITS   PATIENTSJOEFINITIVE   CARES. 
»MAT WAS MORE, H€   WISHED TO nccCUE CENERAL HAWLEY'S ADJUTANT 
SO HE COULD HONOR THE FOLLOW INS BY CONFERRING DESERVED AWARDS! 
CADY 
^L.   mm FV  PATTON,  LEGION or  WMIf 
LT. COL. HENRY G. SCHWARTZ, LEGION OF MERIT 
LT. COL, MARRY ACRESS, 3RD. zt  STAR, 
MA4. tOMUHO 3. ALVIS, BRONZE STAR 
PA«>.  SAMUEL  P. HARGJSON, BRONZE STAII* 
NM«   (CHAP.?   CORNELIUS  M.   H03t(?   IHtllH   STAR 
CART. RUESEL J. CHIDCR,  PPONZE STAR 
CAPT. TRAMCIS S. CROUCH,  BRONZE STAR 
Fl       iMMRltl *• tOftttft,   ANC,  BROWS STAR 
CAPT, ARTHUR J. NIC, VAC,    3RONZE STAR 
J5T l.T.   !RG|NIA U( DrtH,        KOMtl STAR* 
•LATEP CHAMOED TO LESION or K'GRfT. 
NY ©r THE C0EST8 CROWDED VP   TO CONGRATULATE THCW ANC CADV » 
fFK, HAVJLEY HAD TO ARISE EARLY TO CATCH A PLANE SO HE WAS SENT BY TAXI 
TO HIE HOTEL.  PETCRS THEY PARTED; CADY ASKED H|M HOW THE SCHOOL MIGHT 
GET A VETERANS BUREAU HOSPITAL, AFFILIATED, AfcD WAS TOLD THAT IF THE 
PTAN HAD HOT ALP.EAOY RECEIVED A LETTER OH THE SUBJECT, HC COULD CX- 
FECT fill C.UITE BOON.  CADY INSISTED THAT IT SHOULD 88 GENERAL MEDICAL, 
«¥R«?tCAL AND CERTAJHLV HEUKOPEYCH 1ATRIC, TOO.   ...AND HE WAS WONDER I HO 
IF HIS CRPORTUHfSM WOULD SC AFFRECIATED BY ALL WHO SHOULD SS CONCER; 
ALL THE rVEKTS OF THE SAY AND THIS SVtHIND SECWtO TO SE A CLIMAX. 
AN 
OR HOTA^'HAPPY SORT OF WAKE FOR THE |KT£R?4ENT OF THE UWITf 
oOo 
CADY CHAPTER 4  9 
THE  ZPQCtf  OF  REHABILITATION FOR  A  DISPLACED CIVILIAN 
WEDNESDAY,   1?  DECEMBER.     BOLOTIN TELEPHONED FROM  PLATTSBURG,   N.Y. 
THAT HE WOULD BE IN WASHINGTON THE FOLLOWING DAY.  CADY TOLD HIV HE HAD 
BEEN WELL RECOMMENDED TO GEN. HAWLEY.  THEN, BOLOTIN IN TURN 8HOULO 
MENTION THAT LETTER HE WAS TO SENO TO DEAN SHAFFER ABOUT THE HOSPITAL, 
THAT MAYBE IT SHOULD ALSO MENTION C/vCY, TOO. ... 
CADY HAD BEEN SEPARATED FROM THE ARtfV FOR A MONTH, AND HE WAS STILL 
PLUGGING AT A DEAD UN IT*G BACK-LOGGED CORRESPONDENCE.   IT OCCURRED TO 
HIM THAT M WAS LIVING ALMOST ENTIRELY IN HIS OWN PAST, NOT EVEN WEAR- 
ING CIVIES V.ITH THE  GREATEST OF COMFORT.  HE WAS MILDLY ALARMED THAT 
HE WAS BEHAVING LIKE AN OLD MAN, STILL "THE OLD MANI" 
THURSDAY, 13 DECEMBER.  THE O'BRIENS BROUGHT CAPT. SPELLMAN AND 
HIS PRETTY YOUNG WIFE OUT TO VISIT AND TO DELIVER CADY'S SOUVENIR 
WALTHER AUTOMATIC PISTOL.  THEY LIKED ST. LOUIS, AND CAOY TOLD THEM 
HE HOPCD THEY WOULD COME JOIN THE 21STER8. NO, THEY HAD MAOE A GOOD 
READJUSTMENT WITH HIS PRACTICE IN THEIR HOME TOWN. 
FRIDAY, 14 OECEMBER.  IT OCCURRED TO CADY THAT PROF. J. 0.STEARNS, 
AssT. CHANCELLOR, WOULD PROBABLY LIKE TO KNOW OF GEN. HAWLEY'S ATTITUDE 
ABOUT AN AFFILIATED V*9 HOSPITAL, AND TRIEO TO CALL HIM ON THE PHONE. 
WHEN HE CHECKED A SECOND TIME, PROF. STEARNS WAS AT A MEOICAL SCHOOL 
CONFERENCE.  WHEN THERE WAS NO RETURN CALL, CADY TOLD HIMSELF "TO HELL 
WITH THAT!"  ME REALLY DID WOT LIKE HIS CONTINUED IRRIT IBILITY. 
THE S. A. LtvffVl HAD THEM TO DINNER, AND HE GOT CAUGHT VP  CON- 
VERSATIONALLY ON A LOT OF   MEOICAL POLITICS M THE PAST FOUR YEARS.  IT 
AAS PRCUFOUNOLY SATISFYING, PROBABLY BECAUSE IT WAS EASY TO KNOW THEY 
HAD GOTTEN ALONG WITH ALL THEIR PROBLEMS WITHOUT HIM.  HE WOULD NOT 
RESUME ANY WHOLE-HEARTED PARTICIPATION, POR HE HAD DONE HIS SHARE 
ALREADY. 
\ 
SATURDAY, 15 OCCCMSCR. SHERWOOD MOORE WANTEO TO ace CAOY TO TELL 
Mill Mr WAS PERTURBED ABOUT THC WAY MAL ISNANCI CS WERE eClKQ HANDLED, AND 
THERE WERE CERTAIN HUMANITARIAN ASPECTS Of THC PROBLEMS THAT NEEOEO 018- 
CUSStNS.  Hf THOUOMT THC U» 3. PUBLIC HEALTH 3C*VlCC SHOULD ASSUME AN 
INTEREST IN EACH CASE ©r CANCER FOR STUDY, CARE, AND TREATMENT! TO 
SOCIALIZE THE DISEASE.  THCRE SHOULD SC WORE RESEARCH INSTITUTES LIKE 
THEIRS AT 3CTHC80A, MO«f SUCH AS, ONE MORE IN ST. LOUIS ANO ANOTHER ON 
THC PACIFIC C0A3T.   80 CAOY WENT HOME ANO WROTE OUT SOME Of THOSE 
THOUGHTS.  HE SENT THEM TO <3fN# HAWLSV, euOCCBTINO THAT THE V8 WOULD 
HAVE PLENTY Of MALIGNANCIES AW0N8 VETERAN PATIENTS, ANO THAT SUCH AN 
INSTITUTE 8H0UL0 BE A PART Of THAT PROPOSED AFFILIATED HOSPITAL. .. 
SHERWOOO SAID HE HAD WPUT IN A 0000 PLUS FOR HIM WITH THE DEAN,"  HE 
SEEMED TO THINK HIS ADVOCACY SHOULD SC SCPT QUIET FOR SOME VAOUE REASON. 
CADV SOT OFF RCCOMMCNOATIONS FOR rORMCR ATTACHED MA*. ELLERV C. (SAY 
LITTLE ROCK, ARK., FOR MIS MAXILLO*PACIAL WORK AT RAVINEL.^ALSO, 
MA*. LYMAN A. BRCWCR HAD DONE SOME SUPERS  SHEST SURGERY, ANO WAS ON 
CADV'S LIST*   «A4. LESTER JASPER HAO BEEN ASSIGNED TO QAY*S TEAM 
ANO WOULD OCT NOTICE LATER WITH SAY*S AS A REFERENCE.  THESE WERE CAOY»3 
LIST OF FORGOTTEN MEN. 
■■■■■■ 
CADY 
VAJ. At L. "ALM BlSTON, MAC, THE UNIT'S ORIGINAL QUARTERMASTER 
OrriCER, WHO HAD BEEN STOLEN TROM THE UNIT BEFORE IT WAS CALLED OUT, 
HAD THE CADVS OUT FOR DINNER AND OANCtNO AT THE MfS80WRI ATHLETIC 
ASSOCIATION CLUB. HE HAD SEEN KEPT ALL THE TIME AT THE BIO MEDICAL 
SUPPLY DEROT, 3T. LOUIS, BUT WAS RECENTLY OH TERMINAL LEAVE.  MRS. 
BLSTON HAD MANAGED TO KEEP THEIR TRUCKING BUSINESS OOINO DESPITE UNION 
TROUBLES. LUCKILY, HE HAD LIVED AT HOME, TOO. CADY HAD GOOD REASONS TO 
SUSPECT IT WAS AL*8 OENIUS rOR MANAGEMENT WHICH HAD CAUSED HIM TO BE 
"FROZEN" THERE EOR THE DURATION OF THE WAR 80 HIS CO COULD GET THE 
LEO ION OF MERIT THAT AL HAD WON FOR HIM. HE WOULD HAVE BEEN A FINE 
OFFICER TO HAVE HAD WITH THE UNIT OVERSEAS.  THEY MAD THOUGHTFULLY 
BROUGHT A MUTUAL ACQUAINTANCE ALONG WITH MIS WIFE, LT, COL. FRANK H. 
3KELLY, 977TH F.A. BN.  HE WAS ONE OF CAOY'S HONORARY CAIOS.  HE LIVED 
IN WEBSTER GROVES, MO., AND HAD NOT BEEN SACK LONG EITHER. 
WEDNESDAY, 19 DECEMBER.   LEE HAD SEEN SETTING OUT SOCIALLY MORE 
THAN PRACTICAL FOR A STUDENT, AND HAD SOME GRADE FAILURES ABOUT THE 
TIME HIS DAD RETURNED. BETTY  WAS ALSO SETTING SOME NOTES FOR HER 
PARENTS ABOUT HER INATTENTION TO HER STUDIES.   IT WORRIED MRS. CADY 
WHICH IN TURN ANNOYED THEIR OAD.  HE LECTUREO THEM HOW MORE NEARLY 
EXEMPLARY BEHAVIOR COULD MEAN SOMETHING FOR THEMSELVES BECAUSE IT 
COULD REFLECT UPON HIS GETTING (THAT OEAN'S PLACE^ SQUARED OFF IN 
SOME EARNING CAPACITY.  HE HAD TO REMAIN VAGUE ABOUT WHAT IT MIGHT BE. 
AS FOR THAT, M HAD ABOUT DECIDED TO APPROACH GEN. HAWLEY. THAT 
CONNECTION MIGHT GIVE HIM AND HIS FAMILY GREATER MRANClAL SECURITY 
FOR NO GREATER EFFORT THAN RESUMING THAT STRENUOUS PRACTICE HE 
ONCE HAD, AND STILL HAVE ENOUGH MONEY TO GET THE KIDS INTO THE COLLEGES 
THEY WOULD NEED.  LfiE COULO GET INTO A MEDICAL SCHOOL IF HE MIGHT WISH 
IT, BUT HE WAS SHOWING AN !£-Y£AR OLO'B REVOLT AGAINST FOLLOWING IN 
THE OLO MAN'S FOOTSTEPS.  Hl8 OAD MAD BETTER SENSE THAN TO TRY TO FORCE 
HIM TO CHOOSE MEDICINE FOR A CAREER.  "NOT ON YOUR LIFEl" HE TOLD LEE. 
"I WOULDN*T WISH THAT ONTO A SON Or MINE.  DON'T EVER MAKE THE MISTAKE 
OF THINK (NO VOu'tvL 8£ EORCEO TO BECOME A OOCTOR.   IT'S TOO COSTLY, TOO 
LONG, TOO HARD IN SCHOOL AND AFTERWARD, AND r£W PEOPLE WILL CARE A 
DAMN A80UT THAT rOR YOU.  BESIDES, I CAN'T THINK Or A MORE PITIPUL 
PERSON THAN A DOCTOR WHO WAS rORCEO BY HIS PARENTS INTO MEDICINE BE- 
CAUSE THEV THOUGHT IT WOULD BE NICE.  WELL, IT IBN'TI ...SO, ir YOU 
WANT TO SET YOURSELE INTO MEDICAL SCHOOL, IT WILL BE BV VOUR OWN 
DOING.  Hfc'u. BACK YOU FOR rOUR YEARS Or IT, BUT NOT AS A RICH MAN*S 
•ON*  ...YOU'LL HAVE TO DECIDE PRETTY BOON, TOO, ORArT OR NO DRArT." 
THEN, ruTiLE AS IT COULO BE, CADV STARTED LOOKINO INTO THE 
POSSIBILITIES rOR 8000 SCHOLARSHIPS, NOT EXCEPT I NO THE RHODES SCHOLAR- 
SHIP IN AN ErrORT AT SOMETHING UNUSUAL TO STIMULATE A HEDONISTIC Kt» 
TO SEPARATE MIMSELr rROM MUNDANE ASSOCIATES. OxrORD UNIVERSITY, EVEN 
POST-WAR, MIGHT DO A LOT rOR THE KID ir THE ARMY DID NOT SET HIM riRST. 
HIS PHONE C LL TO GEN. HAWLEY WAS UNSUCCESSrUL.  GLOVER GOPHER 
COUNSELLED HIM TO *ET THE OrrER EVEN AS A TRAD I NO HORSE, rOR IT WOULD 
BE AN AUTHOR IT IAT IVE STAMP OP APPROVAL rOR SOME LOCAL EXECUTIVE WOB • 
HE RECOGNlZEO THAT BUT DISLIKED PLAYINO BOTH ENDS TOWARD THE MIDDLE. 
rOR A SELriSH SENEriT.  HE WONDERED IF HE WAS TOO THIfcSKINNEO ASOUT 
THAT. 
THE CECIL M. CHARLES'S INVITED THE CADYS AND SEVERAL 21STERS. 
THEIR NEUROTIC HOUSEDOG WITH WHICH CAOY HAD ESTABLISHED SUCH COMPLETE 
CONVERSATIONAL RAPPORT BACK IN 1942 HAD PASSED PROM THE PICTURE. CECIL 
HAD BEEN OVERWORKED AT PRACTICE AND TEACHING ANATOMY TO MEOICAL STUDENTS 
HE WAS WANTING TO TURN SACK ANY or CADYS PATIENTS HE COULD, BUT WAS 
TOLD TO KEEP THEM AND THEIR RECORDS A WHILE LONGER.  CECIL WAS STILL 
TURNING SACK HALE THE FEES HE COLLECTED, NOT MUCH, 6UT A LITTLE EACH 
MONTH.  CAOY THOUGHT THIS WAS SESGINO rOR AN ALL OR NONE ARRANGEMENT. 
3TR0UD AND OLLIE ASEL HAD SIMILAR ARRANGEMENTS, BUT THE RETURN8 WERE 
LESS. 
THE CADYS WERE DISINTERESTED IN PERSONAL CHRISTMAS PRESENTS, BUT 
WERE LOOKING AROUND FOR THE KIDS. MRS. CADY HAO GUARDED THE INCOME 
FRUGALLY AND CAREFULLY.  THE MORTGAGE ON  THE HOME HAO SEEN CLEARED, 
ANO THERE WAS A MATTER OF $3,000 IN THE SANK OR SAVING BONDS TO TIDE 
THE FAMILY OVER HIS RE-ORIENTATION PERIOD.  SHE HAD DONE MIGHT WELL 
AT KEEPING HP   A FRONT ANO FEEDING THE KIDS ON PIGTAILS AND GREEN CHICKEN 
LIVERS SOMETIMES, HAO NOT SEEN EASY FOR HER BECAUSE SHE KNEW THE 
BUTCHERS MADE MEAT RESERVATIONS FOR PETTY BRIBERS.  SHE HAD DECLINED 
SOME OFFERS FROM FRIENDS WHO HAD AN "lN!I, OR WORKED AT THE RIGHT PLACES. 
SHE WANTED NO INVOLVMENT IN INVESTIGATIONS FOR FOOD HOARDING OR ILLEGAL 
POSSESSIONS OF MEAT OR OTHER COMMODITIES. ANYWAY, SHE HAD DONE WELL 
BY LIVING SY THE CIVILIAN RULES. SHE HAO KEPT IT ALL FROM HIM UNTIL 
HE HAD RETURNED HOME. HE WAS SURE, HAD HE KNOWN OF SUCH MATTERS, HIS 
OVERSEAS MORALE WOULD HAVE GONE DOWN. SHE HAD BEEN "THE BETTER SOLDIER! 
THURSDAY, 20 DECEMBER.  GENERAL HAWLEY TELEPHONED CADY THAT HE 
HAD «JU8T SEEN 80L0TIN, AND WANTED A QUICK "RUN DOWNM ON HIM.  B0L0TIN 
WAB OKAY, TAKE HIM, GENERAL. HE WOULD SEE CAOY ON JANUARY 3RD, HE SAID, 
AND ON THE DAY FOLLOWING, WANTED TO SEE BOTH HIM ANO OR. PAUL B. MAG- 
NUSON, FOR HE WOULD HAVE A LOT TO DO WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF A VETERANS 
HOSPITAL BEING BUILT IN ST. LOUIS. CADY*S INQUIRIES DEVELOPED THAT 
DR. MAGNIUSON WAS A CHICAGO ORTHOPEDIST WHO REALLY FATHERED THE AFFIL- 
IATION IDEA FOR THE VETERANS BUREAU.  THEN, HE TALKED AGAIN WITH DR. 
SHAFFER AND DR. . VPEET KEY(IN BED WITH A CORONARY ACCIDENT IN BARNES) 
TO GAIN MORE INFORMATION ABOUT MAGNUSON AND URGE FOR THE HOSPITAL. 
FRIDAY, 21 DECEMBER. DURING THE MORNING OLD FRIEND , COL. JOS. 
R. COCXE, TELEPHONED HE HAD MISSED HIS TRAIN AND HAD     . REMAINED 
OVERNIGHT. CADY D30VE DOWN THE UNION STATION TO GET HIM AND ARRANGED 
FOR A LUNCH AT THE CHASE HOTEL WITH BEAM, PATTON, EDWARDS, AGRESS AND 
SHEPARD. fT WAS A FINE REUNION FOR OLD OVERSEAS SOLDIERS. CADY TOOK 
HIM FOR A QUICK VISIT WITH DEAN SHAFFER WHERE COCKE INSISTED THAT HIS 
21ST GENERAL HOSPITAL OVERSEAS HAD NEVER KNOWN THE MEANING OF "CAINT*" 
THEY WENT ON THROUGH THE BARNES HOSPITAL AND THE MAS, INCKRODT RAO lot* 
OGICAL INSTITUTE QUICKLY* GRACIA GOT TO SEC HIM, TOO, BUT WMEN TWIT 
RETURNER TO THE UNION STATION THEY ENCOUNTERED WTHE WORFT JAM IN THE 
HISTORY   Of  THE   STATION,"     CAOY   rfUST  PASSED  OR   nTH»S  OPPORTUNITY*  TO 
PICK   l»R   HIS   TICKETS   FOR   flASHINGTON*      COCKE   WAS   OH   HfS   WAV   TO   OKLAHOMA 
TOR SOME LEAVE, BUT HE WAS 001 NO SACK OVERSEAS* 
CAST WAS TRVINO TO PERSUADE MRS. CAOT $O TO $ASHINGTON WITH HIM, 
OUT ONLY MANAGED TO PERSUADE HER T© GET SOME NEW CLOTHINO FOR HER 
CHRISTMAS SIFTS. 
SATURDAY, II DECEMBER. OEM. MAWLEY*S LETTER, DATED THE 20TH, SAID* 
"I 00 HOPE THAT YOU PERSONALLY WILL SE ABLE TO TAKE OVER ONE Of OUR 
HOSPITALS AND f SHALL SE HAPPY TO HEAR rURTHER OH THIS TROW YOU," THEY 
COULD TALK IT OVER SOME WHEN HE WOULD BE IW WASHINGTON, 
Ht MAILED RECOMMENDATIONS rOR CAPT8. CONTI AND ZlGARELLI fOR TYPHUS 
COMMISSION AWARDS. ME WAS GOING TO OO SOMETHING ABOUT HOEFLICH'S BE- 
CAUSE HE HAD SEEN PART Of lYMAW BREWER*S TEAM*  ... A FORMER NEXT DOOR 
NEIGHBOR, K'K,   MYRON GOLDBERG, SR., HAD DEVELOPED A DSSTRESSfHS 
PARKINS^MIAN DISEASE, AND CAOY WENT TO SEE HIM, BUT TOLD HIM HE WAS 
HOT BACK IN PRACTICE, AND MIGHT NOT BE* 
.VOHOAY, 24 DECEMBER, A QUIET DAY EOR THE CADY*S, AND ALL or THE 
FAMILY HAD SOMETHING TO DO THRAGHRI8TMA8 EVE.  LEE ALLEGED HE WOULD 
GO OUT WITH CAR0LLER8.  HE HAD NEVER LEARNED TO SING ANY BETTER THAN 
HIS DAOt 
THEY SPENT PART or THE EVENING AT THE LESLIE D. CASSIOYB 
(CHIEF OF ^'roiciNE, 70TH GENERAL HOSPITAL), EOR REMINESCINQ ANO SOME 
CHEERING LIBATIONS.  THEN, LATERfAS CUSTOMARY WITH THEIR FAMILY, THE 
CHRISTMAS TREE WAS STRIPPED or ITS PACKAGES, AND OLD SANTA DISTRIBUTED 
fWMs THIS YEAR IT WAS NOT A FLUSH DISTRIBUTION, FOR EVEN TRINKETS 
ANO TOKENS WERE STILL RATHER HARD TO COME SV* YET, IT WAS THE HAPPIEST 
CADY'S HAPPIEST SIMM M  COULD REMEMBER, ESPECIALLY SINCE 1941 WHEN 
THAT ALERT I MS TELEPHONE MESSAGE CAME THROUGH AT 1130 HOUR, 24 DECEMBER, 
1941. 
CHRI8TMAS DAY, 25 DECEMSER.  SO PLEAlANT AND SO RESTFUL.  THE 
R|M WERE CONTENT TO BE QUIET.  THE WEATHER WAS COLDER THAN AT MlRECOURT 
THE YEAR BEFORE, BUT EVERYTHING WAS SO MUCH LES3 COMPLICATED, NICE AND 
REALLY WARM. HERE IT COULD BE KEPT THAT WAY WITH UNRATIONED FUEL OIL. 
DURING THE AFTERNOON THEY WENT TO FRANK BRADLEY'S FOR EGG-NOGS AND 
MET MORE PEOPLE, MANY NEW TO THEM.THEIR SON AND DAUQH|£iJ WERE HOME, AND 
NICE LOOKING YOUNGSTERS.  THEtR SON HAD BEEN DRAFTEB RIGHT OUT OF 
MEDICAL SCHOOL, AND THEN SENT TO AN ENGINEERING SCHOOL! WITH SUCH 
STUPID FUM3LING, CITIZENS OF THE US COULD MARVEL AT THE WINNING OF THE 
WAR. 
LEE WAS DATING NIGHTLY UNTIL LATE HOURS, AND HIS GIRL'S tICTURE 
LOOKED VERY PRETTY.  HE WAS STILL WANTING TO QUIT THE UNIVERSITY AND 
GO TO WORK UNTIL THE DRAFT WOULD TAKE HIM, 80 ME 3AI0. HE WAS NOT 
INTERESTED IN HIS 0A0*3 GOING TO WORK, RATHER A CHANGE FOR HIM.  CADY 
COULD NOT SUCCESSFULLY  SHOW HIS MOTHER THAT PARENTS UUST HAD TO LIVE 
THROUGH EACH SUCH DAY AS THESE, ONLY ONE DAY SUCCESSFULLY AT A TIME. 
...35TH KIDS STILL MAD SOME OF THEIR ORTHODONTIC PROBLEMS WHICH THEY 
HAD OBVIOUSLY INHERITED FROM THEIR FATHER. 
NOTHING IS PERFECT, THOUGH, FOR BOTH CHRISTMAS DAYS (1941 AND 
1945) MAD UNEASY CONCERNS ABOUT THE FUTURE I 
/.EDNESDAY, 26 DECEMBER.  AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE JOURNAL, AMER- 
ICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, WANTED APPLICANTS FOR A DIRECTOR FOR A 
NUTRITIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY, CHICAGO.  IT SEEMED INTERESTING, 
AND HE TELEPHONED FOR A FRIDAY APPOIHTMENT.  THE MANAGER OID NOT 
SEEM TO WANT TO TALK DEFORE REVIEWING A FILE, AND CADY WAS NOT GOING 
TC WRITE UP ALL THE FORGOTTEN Wtt    LI OF HIS CAREER UNLESS HE WOULD 
WANT TO WORK FOR THE FELLOW. 
UAOV 
HE LURCHED WITH SOX VfiAZEY, WHO SAID HE HAD BEEN SELLING BARRY 
#000 ABOUT HIM.  PROF. WOOD WAS SUPPOSED TO BE OH THAT SELECTION SOM«* 
HITTEE, TOO. 
COL, STROMW SENT A SPECIAL OELIVERV LETTER ABOUT MIS AMD CADY** 
"BELATED** PROMOTIONS.    HE DRAFTED A SOLUTION TO SEND TO STROHM, SOT 
CONSIDERED THE MATTER A VERY LONG-SHOT PROPOSITION,  (HE WAS NOT  IN- 
TEND I NO TO MARE ANY EFFORTS ABOUT THE MATTER WMfN ME WOULD BE IN 
WASHINGTON. ) 
THURSDAY, 27 DECEMBER. DRIVING TO CHICAGO WAS VERY BAB AND THE 
LAST HUNDRED MILES WAS OVER SLICK ICE OR SNOW ON THE PAVEMENTS.  COL. 
JOHN. R* HALL* 8R., THE GOD FATHER OF THE 21 ST, WAS STANDING ON THE 
FRONT STEPS OF THE GARDINER GENERAL HOSPITAL, 1660 HYOE PARK BLVD., 
WHEN THEY DROVE UP, COL, AND MRS. HALL LIVED JUST ACROSS THE STREET 
IN A NICE  OLD RESIDENCE,  iT WAS VERY PLEASANT TO SEE THEM ASA IN, 
AB HE HAD SUSPECTED IN AFRICA OURtNO 3URGEOR GENERAL KlRKfS 
VISIT, HE AND COL. HALL WERE NOT CORDIAL BUBOM FRIENDS*  C©L« HALL 
MAD BEEN SETTING UP   TME 300,000 BEDS OF HOSPITALIZATION WORKED UP, 
BUT WHEN KIRK ASSUMED THE OFFICE, HE TOOK ALL THE CREDIT FOR HALL'S 
DRUDGERY*  HALL ASKED FOR A TRANSFER,  HE BELIEVED THE REST OF THE 
V©RCSn AT THE 8GQ THOUGHT HE MAD BEEN GIVEN A 8A0 DEAL*  HOWEVER, HE 
HAD BEEN HAPPY WITH THE HOSPITAL, EXCEPT FOR THE RATHER CONSTANT 
IRRITATION BY "YOUNG HEAOO.UARTERS CAPTAINS COMING AND GIVING ORDERS 
IN THE SAME OF THE SURGEON." CADY TOLO HIM THAT HAD SEEN 4UST TME 
SAME WITH DISTRICTS, HOSPITAL CENTERS, AND BASES OVERSEAS,  HIS HOSP- 
ITAL HAD HANDLED 40,000 PATIENTS.  CADY TOLD MIM ME SUSPECTED ME HAD 
WALKED OUT ON A PROMOTION WHEN HE CROSSED VP   WITH GEN* K|RK,  THEY 
tPENT A PLEASANT EVENING AT THE HOSPITAL*S OFFICERS CLUB WHERE ME 
KEPT A BOTTLE OF SCOTCH ANO ANOTHER OF   BOURBON. 
FRIDAY, 2$ DECEMBER. CHICAGO 
CADY 
THAT aos WAS IN A COMMERCIAL CONCERN WHICH WAS EXPLOIT INS VITAMINS 
POR THE TREATMENT Of ARTHRITIS, VITAMIN 0 IN EXCESSIVE DOSES,   IT WAS 
SUPPOSED TO BE DO I NO WELL FINANCIALLY.  OVER THE PHONE THE OWNER- 
MANAGER WAS AOAlN A SIT TESTY ABOUT CADY'S HURRY, WOULD SEC HIM BUT 
STILL PREFERRED ALL HIS QUALIFICATIONS FOR COMPARISONS,   BUT HE SEEMED 
TO BE CRAWFISHING.  CAOY HAD SOME Qf   HIS QUALIFICATIONS WRITTEN OUT, 
AND SEOAN TO REAO THEM.  HE WAS INTERUPPTEO B¥ OBTUSE QUESTIONS AND 
BECAME ANMOYEO.   CAOV OIO NOT WANT A HUCKSTER'S JOS WITH SUCH A PERSON, 
80 HE TOLO THE MAN THEY NEED 00 NO FURTHER.  ...THAT WAS NO WAY TO QET 
ANY JOB, CADY CONCLUDED ABOUT HIS OWN IRRITABILITY.  ...WOULD HE PREFER 
$10,000 WITH THE VETERANS BUREAU TO A $!5t000 THIS JOB HAD ADVERTISED, 
BUT UNDER THAT SORT OF DIRECTION? 
OANN LIVED UP NORTH ON THE LAKE SHORE. CADY TELEPHONED HIM FOR 
A NICE CHAT.  HE, TOO, WAS WILLING TO JOIN UP WITH THE VETERANS BUREAU 
IF HE COULD OET ENOUOH PAY, AND NOT 00 BACK TO WORK FOR HIS ORUO 
MANUFACTURER.  YES, HE WAS INTERESTED.  NEITHER HE OR OANN HAD HEARD 
HONEYMOON, REALLY* 
ANV FURTHER FROM BOLCTIN, OANN SAID HE WAS ON HIS 
HE DID NOT KNOW HOW TO LOCATE HIM BY PHONE.  THEY COULD MEET IN 
WASHINGTON TO SEE WHAT COULD BE ARRANGED FOR EACH OF THEM.^//C>; 
CADV TELEPHONED HOME AND TOLO Lector MIS CHANGE or  PLANS* ME um 
NOT WANT THAT JOB? AND COL. HALL HAD PERSUADED THEM TO REMAIN ANOTHER 
DAY.  THAT EVENING THEY WENT TO PROF, AND MRS, WM. J. DIECKMANN'S FOR 
DINNER. THEY WERE CLASSMATES, ANO SHE HAD BEEN A PATIENT BEFORE THEY 
CAME TO U. OP CHICAGO TO THE CHAIR OF OB AND GYN. THEY WERE 001 NO 
ALL RIGHT, BUT HE HAD HAD AN ACCIDENT WITH A CORONARY ARTERY. 
SATURDAY, 29 DECEMBER. COL. HALL HAD A NEW BOOK, HG. t. NIGHT- 
INGALE," BY A MISS ARCHARD, ANCt PUBLISHED BY NORTON.  IT WAS HER 
EXPERIENCE IN THE 4#TH SURGICAL HOSPITAL IN THE CAMPAIGN OF NORTH 
AFRICA, SJCILY AND UNTIL IT HAD BEEN REORGANIZED AS THE 4$TH GENERAL 
HOSPITAL. CADV REMEMBERED THE CO HAD VISITED BOU-HAN1FIA VERY BRIEFLY. 
THEY HAD GONE IN OVER THE BEACH AT ARZEW BY WADING ASHORE WITH THEIR 
PACKS ON JUST LIKE THE GLS. SHE MENTIONED SOME OF THE NEEDLESS ANTA- 
GONISMS OF INDIVIDUAL MEDICAL OFFICERS AS THEY FOLLOWED THE FIGHTING 
EASTWARD INTO TUNISIA. THERE MUST HAVE BEEN SOME PRETTY IMMATURE ANO 
PETTY MEDICAL OFFICERS, EVEN NURSES, IN THE COURSE OF THE EXPERIENCE, 
SHE MENTIONED HQ. NURSES SALTER AND WILBUR, ANO SUCH MEDICAL OFFICERS 
A3 COL. MILLIES OF ST. LOUIS, COL. RICHARD T. 4RNEST, 3URGE0N, I! CORPS, 
AND THAT BRITISH MAJ. GEN. COLWELL. WHEN THE PURE CUSSEONESS OF THE 
MEDICAL OFFICERS HAD BEEN ELIMINATED, AND THE NURSES WERE NOT ACTUALLY 
fit 
THROWN ON D-OAYS, THINGS WENT ALONG 3ETTER.    WHEN SHE HAD BEEN QUE6T- 
A 
IONED BY GEN. COLWELL ABOUT HER SHORTAGES AND SHE SPOKE HER PIECE, 
COL. ARNEST HAD BAWLED HER OUT FOR THAT, SUT SME HAD HER SUPPLIES 
SETTER AFTERWARDS. THIS HOSPITAL SORT OF WORE ITSELF OUT AND WAS 
REORGANIZED.  NURSE ARCHARD HAD BEEN EVACUATED THROUGH ME0ICAL CHANNELS 
AND SAID LITTLE ABOUT HER PASSAGE THROUGH MEDITERRANEAN BA8E SECTION. 
SHE MENTIONED CAPT. PARSONS, ANC, OF THE 45TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, AND 
HQ., MBS.  THE BOOK MADE CADY INDIGNANT, BUT THEN HE REMEMBERED ONE OF 
BILL MAULDIN*S CARTOONS OF COMBAT CHARACTERS: A DIRTY UNKEMPT Gl 
DECLARING THAT IF HE SURVIVED, HE WOULD WRITE A BOOK EXPOSING THE ARMY I 
CADY 
IN THE FALL OF 1936 CADY HAD MET COL. DUCKWORTH AT HQ. SEVENTH 
CORPS AREA, OMAHA, NEB. VOUNO REQULAR COL. SRAMMITT WAS ESCORTING 
MRS. DUCKWORTH, RECENTLY WIDOWED, AND THE DUCKWORTH BODY FOR INTERMENT. 
COL. DUCKWORTH HAD BEEN A JAP PQW  FOR THREE AND ONE-HALF YEARS, LOST 
90 POUNDS AND SUFFERED SOME ATROCITIES.  AFTER HE HAD RECOVERED SOME 
OF HIS WEIGHT, HE HAD BEEN ASSIGNEO TO COMMANO LOWELL GENERAL HOSPITAL 
AT ATLANTA, BUT A CORONARY ATTACK ENDED HIS LIFE QUICKLY. 
COL. BRAMMITT WAS ABOUT 35, AND QUITE OISPLEASED WITH THE REG- 
ULAR ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.  HE HAD BEEN COL. DUCKWORTH'S EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER, AND A FRIEND OF THE FAMILY.    HE 8AI0 ALL THE YOUNGER REGULAR 
OFFICERS WANTED OUT OF THE SERVICE.  HE WAS ALSO A PERSONAL FRIEND OF 
COL. JOHN R. HALL, JR., WHOSE FATHER THOUGHT HE MIGHT HAVE SEEN PRO- 
A 
M0TE0 RATHER TOO RAPIDLY, A FULL COLONEL OF THE 1 ST CAVALRY DIVISION, 
AND LATER SURGEON, V! CORPS IN ZJAPAN.   CADY KNEW RANDY WAS A LARGE 
CHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK AND HE WAS CAPABLE AND RESOURCEFUL.   HC   HAD 
WON HIS SILVER STAR BY BORROWING A CARBINE AND SOME GRENAOES AND 
WENT INTO THE BUNGLE TO STALK A JAP SQUAD OF SNIPERS WHO HAD BEEN 
KILLING THEIR AID STATION PERSONNEL.  HE BAGGED A JAP CAPTAIN AND 
SOME OF HIS SQUAD BEFORB THEY GOT AWAY. 
SOME OF WHICH LED TO COL. HALL'S JEREMIAO ABOUT SURGEON GENERAL 
KIRK.  HE THOUGHT KlRK HAD 'SOLDOUT' THE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT BECAUSE 
ONLY SOMMERVEL, G-$, REPRESENTED IT ON WAR DEPARTMENT TOP STAFF.  THAT 
MEANT TO HIM THAT THE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT WAS REALLY WORKING UNDER 
SUPPLY, OR A QUARTERMASTER, MORE CONCERNED WITH MATERIEL THAN WITH 
PERSONNEL.  ANYWAY, GENERAL HOSPITALS HAD LOST THEIR "EXEMPTED" 
STATUS AND THE YOUNG CAPTAINS FROM HEAOQUARTERS OF THE SERVICE COMMAND 
COULD COME AROUND AND GIVE ORDERS IN THE NAME OF THE GENERAL," AND 
THEY INTERFERREO TOO MUCH WITH THE MEDICAL PERSONNEL. HE REALLY 
NAMED CONTINENTAL 
MISSED THE OLDER DAY8 WHEN THE^GENERAL HOSPITAL REPORTED OIRECTLY TO 
WASHINGTON AS AN EXEMPTED STATION. 
CAOY 
CADY'9 INTIMATE THOUGHTS: "NOW, WHY SHOULD I STILL IE  LIVING 
SUCH A LIFE,     I REALLY SHOULD GET ME A JOB OF MY OWNL" BUT IT WAS 
VERY NICE, INDEED, TO HAVE SUCH OLD FRIEND8 AS THE HALLS. 
SUNDAY, 30 DECEMBER. ON THEIR WAY HOME FROM CHICAGO, CADY HAD 
A VERY NASTY SKID ON A SLICK PAVEMENT, BUT MANAGED TO COME OUT OF IT 
WITH ONLY THE SCARE. THEY DINED AT THE SHANGHAI RESTAURENT ON WEST 
DELMAR EURO, WHEN THEY ARRIVEO IN OT . LOUIS. HE WAS STILL HUNGRY FOR 
HIS FAVORITE CHINESE DISH, - TZI-FUN , ACCENT ON THE FUN. 
MONDAY, 31 DECEMBER. CADY WORKED ALL DAY AROUND THE HOME EXCEPT 
HE HAD TO SEC ONE PATIENT THERE, AND ANOTHER AT THE DEACONESS H08PITAL, 
OR JUST BE A HEARTLESS SO-AN0-30. SOX VEAZCY HAD TALKEO TO OR• #000 
ABOUT HIMJ HENRY SCHWARTZ HAD NOT REPORTED ON SEEING DR. GRAHAM? 
AND SHERWOOD MOORE MAD NOTHING FURTHER.  TH18 LOCAL SITUATION WAS NOT 
WORKING OUT. HE WENT TO UNION STATION TO GET HIS TICKETS TO WASHINGTON. 
THEN HE TYPED AT LEAST A DOZEN LETTERS. 
THE KIDS WCRF OUT TO NEW YEAR'S PARTIES.  THEY HAD SONE EGG-NOG 
FOR THEMSELVES, AND WERE CONFIDENT THE NEW YEAR COULD BE BORN OF ITSELF, 
PERHAPS MORE HOPEFULLY THAN OTHERS. 
THE LONELINESS OF COMMAND HAD BEEN REPLACED BV THE GREATER LONE- 
LINESS OF EX-COMMAND.  HE WAS IN REALITY ONE OF THE DISPLACED PERSONS. 
HE WOULD BE WEARING HI8 UNIFORM TO WASHINGTON BECAUSE HE WAS STILL 
ON TERMINAL LEAVE, AND IT MIGHT STILL DO SOME GOOD FOR HIM.  BUT THAT 
WAS JUST ABOUT AS MUCH A BADGE OF THE PA8T A« DOING ALL THIS WORK FOR 
A DEMOBILIZED UNIT.  THE STORY OF THE 21 ST GENERAL HOSPITAL (AU8) HAD 
SHOULD 





RESERVE COL. CAOY FINISHED ALL THE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AWARDS, 
AND FOLLOWED THEM BY MAIL, EVEN BY VISITS TO 0FFICE8 IN WASHINGTON 
UNTIL HI8 CONSCIENCE WAS SATISFIED HE COULD DO NOTHING FURTHER FOR 
THEM. FIVE YEARS LATER HE COMPILED ALL THE INFORMATION HE HAD COLLECT- 
ED ON THE UNIT'S AWARDS. HE WONOERED IF THERE HAD BEEN A MORE 
DECORATED UNIT OF ITS CLASS IN ANY THEATRE OF WORLD .VAR M. 
THEY ARE TABULATED BELOW: 
REPORTED DECORATIONS AND AWARDS 
PERSONNEL OF THE 
21-ST GENERAL HOSPITAL (AUS) 
COMPILED BY 
COL. LEE 0. CADY, MC-U8AR. „ 
(1950) A 
1. MEDICAL CORPS 
COL. LEE 0. CAOY 
COL, SIM F. BEAM 
COL. OSCAR P. 
HAMPTON, JR, 
COL. JOHN F. PATTON 
COL. TRUMAN G. DRAK 
LT. COL. HARRY AGRE 
LT. COL. J. C. EDWAI 
OS 
LT. COL. ELLERY C. 
GAY 
LT. COL. PAUL F.MAX 
LT. COL. HENRY G. 
SCHWARTZ 
MAW. ED. B. ALVIS 
MAW. WILSON G. BROW 
MAW. LYMAN A. BREWEI 
l I l 
AJ. BERNARD L. 
GREENE 
MAW. BEN H. CHARLES 
' AJ. SAM A. DIBBINS 
MAW. MELVIN A. 
DlLLMAN 
iviAj.   WENDELL 8.  DOVE 
MAW.  SAM.   P.  HARB- 
ISON 
















CROIX OC GUERRE WITH 
PALME 
HON. CORP. , FOURRAGERE 
LEGION O'HONNEUR (RED). 
IT. OR©.OF CROWN, 
COMMANDER 
ATT. FOR DUTY 
CROWN or ITALY 
ORDER or ST. MORITZ 
ORDER OF KNIGHTS OF 
ALTA (MERIT) 
ANZIO BEACHHEAD 
ATT. FOR DUTY 
OAK LEAF CLUSTER 
1ST INF. DIVISION 
BELGIAN AND FRENCH 
FOURRAGERES 
CONT. LIST OF AWARDS PAGE 2. 
NM'ES m ss BS ACM HI PH 
MAJ. JOE U.  PARKER X 
MAJ. JOHN H. ;V'EOIG X 
CAPT. VINCENT L. 
CONTI X 
CAPT. RUSSELL J. 
CR1D£R X 
CAPT. FRANCES R. 
CROUCH X 
CAPT. JOHN W. DIX X 
CAPT. ALFRED W. 
HOROWITZ X 
CAPT. ARTHUR A. 
MICKEL X X 
CAPT. JOHN J. ■§•&§• X 
CAPT. ROBT. E. PECK X 
CAPT. CHAS. A» SCHIF F X 
CAPT. VORRI© A. 
SHAP IRO X X 
CAPT. ALFRED   R. X 
,VOL LOCH X 
CAPT. JOS. F. X 
X 
ZfGARELLf 
2. DENTAL CORPS 
COL. VEBB. B. GURLEY X 
COL. KARL H, METZ X X 
LT. COL. EARL E. 
SHEPARD X X 
'•'AJ. LESTER H.JASPER X 
IU« LANE f« Q*BR»EN X 
AJ. STANLEY S.- 
GOLDBERG X 
CAPT. K. C. DROWN X 
3. ADMINISTRATIVE 
LT. COL. A.A.BOLOTI 1 X 
LT. COL. L.  .  ULHA .L X 
■'Ac/. C M« HOOK, CH. 
X 
1 f X 
CAPT. REMIGIUS E. 
FLEISHELL,  CH. c. X 
CAPT. HERBERT H. X 
SLATERY 
CAPT. C D. '.VINTER- 
BOWER X 
CAPT. JOHN WIENER X 
CAPT. F. J. HVTOMI ' X 
1ST LT. JUNIUS 
ABRAMSON X 
1ST LT.ALLAN I'ATZ 
1ST LT. JOHN REED, Cl X 
1ST LT. H.E. WHITTE- 
MORE X 





CONAD SURGk OFF. 
AlRBORN DIVISION 
ATT. FOR DUTY 
PRIOR TO JO ININO. 
OAK LEAF CLUSTER (BS) 
^FTER LEAVING. 
AFTER LEAVING. 
PRIOR TO JOINING. 
PRIOR TO JOINING. 
ATT. FOR DUTY 
PRIOR TO JOINING 
COMBAT,AFTER LEAVING 
OAK LEAF CLUSTER 
AFTER LEAVING 
DECEASED 
iVESTMINSTER    VICTORY 
ACCIDENT. 
CO NT. ,_, n OF AWARTH, PAGE 3. 
. KAUZS                                    LV  SS 83 ACM SM PH CIT W              REMARKS 
S2ND LT. HERMAN 3, 
GOLDEN X 
2ND LT. H.S. GRIFFH X 
2ND LT. H. Ia WILSON X 
Ml J.il. 3PENCE X PRIOR TO JOINING 
IN SARDINIA 
#0J3 PAUL A. UNKE X AFTER LEAVING 
4. ARMY NURSE CORPS 
LT. COL. LUCILLE S. 
3PALOING X 
MA*». D. E. KRO« X 
CAPT. M.IV.BOEMER X 
CAPT. MARY A. 
BURKHOLDER X 
CAPT. SUSAN VEODER X X 
1ST LT. P.M. ANYON X 
1ST LT. V. A. OVER X 
1ST. LT. TSTER E. 
HESSE X 
CAPT. RUTH A. THAYEP X DECEASED 
1ST LT. ALICE A. 
WALKER X 
1ST LT. RUBY V/ALKER X 
2ND LT. M*W« HARRISC N * X X ANZIO BEACHHEAD 
2ND LT. PUBY L. HOPF E X ANZIO BEACHHEAD 
5. PHYSICAL THERAPIS TS 
1ST LT. IfcTTA L. 
DAXTER X PROBABLYJFIRST L OF M 
TO A WO^fAN OFFICER. 
6. AFRICAN RED CROfi s 
LUCIA H. GAR.^ER X 
7. DETACH. I CD. DEPT * SEVERAL HUNDRED GOOD 
CONDUCT f/EDALS NOT INC 
StT»ftU#« ROY L. Put* ITT X 
1ST. *3GT. SIDNEY 3. 
SCHINDLER X 
'SOT. LEONARO WITH OAK LEAF CLUSTER 
NOWAK X 
T/SGT. A#A« SIELENBI: *e X 
T/^QT.J. L. GIBSONS X 
T/SGT. C. N. ORTH y. 
T/?GT. V. r.      ■ >ACCK •:R X 
OT. LUTHER R. PRI 2E > 
S/SGT, PHIL.a. YOST X 
-T. llVifi P. BANSEP X 
T. LEONARD M. ?OBE X 
SOT. CLINTON  . Ifwi 'T X RAVENCL 
SST. SEMOUR KAPLAN X RAVENEL 
SQT. D. C. OSTERHOUC r X 
.»""". ....• V. 
CONT. LIST or AWARDS, PAGE 4. 
■ IMF!               LM  33  83  ACM SM  PH CIT. MF REMARKS 
Vih iwaMfio gici 1 
T/3 ROLANO R. 
DEMUNBRUN 
T/3 RALPH H. GARLO 
T/3 K. V. HAPPACH 
T/3 JOHN F. SCHULT; 
T/4 LYMAN J. MtLLEf 
TA ROY M. OWCN ArTtn LEAVING MOSTAO- 
Pre. SIONEY B. LEVI Y X ANEM. 
PVT. JOHN G. 
OALYRIMRLC X OET. or PATIENTS 
t,   FRENCH NATIONAL! 
LT. GCN. JEAN 
TOUZET OU VlCIER X WITH SILVER PALM 
WO GEORQES AOIO X ATTACHED, FR. G-2 
M. ''ARCEL GOOEAU X DlRECTEUR, RAVENEL 
CANON JACQUES OE X VOL. CHAPLAIN, RAVENEL 
R08IERES 
LE COMTE OE CHATTE US X MAYOR, BETTONCOURT 
M. PAUL JOLY X CHEr OE GARE, VIRECOURT 
MLLE. DENYSE LEEEV IE X VOL. CIV. LIAISON 
M. ROBT. VAONY X FORESTRY- 
:
 ORALE 
AOOLRHE 0. NARCY X ^AYOR, MlRECOURT 
ARIE ELIZABETH 
WINCKLER X FR. CROIX ROUOE ATT. 
57 TGTAli* 21 ?. 70 1 ? 9 1? & I QQ PLUS 
♦10 RECORDS OF 
UNSUCCESSFUL 
RECOMVENDAT^ 5 
MAJ. PAUL F. MAX X 
LT. COL. 8. T. X 
BEADLE, Tr. 
CART. LOUIS PRAJON X FR. NATIONAL 
CART. VINCENT CONT 1 TYPHUS COM. J.EOAL 
CAPT. J. F. ZIOARC LLI It            If        H 
T/3«T J.J.FISHER X 
T/SOT. P.J.WERCURI 
X T/4 SOLOMAN APPEL 
T/4 THE0. 3EN008 X 
CORP. WALBACE 
ERICSON X 
LT. COL. HENRY G. X BRITISH 
CAPT. §eb,?A156'LHA< X 
2NO LT. H. C. ,¥OOC MAN X It 
AID EL UASCRI BEI 
MdUSSA 







$&*&&*-     -««.   ^, ,,s- -. •.^■i^^M&g^m^^ 
ANNOTATIONS  FOR   VOLUME  2. I 
65.   IT WAS CAOY'S LAST MEETING WITH THIS NO-NONSENSE, COMMON 
SENSED, FRIENDLY GENERAL MORRISON C. STAYER. HE RETIRED AFTER 
THE WAR, BUT WORKED IR *«« PENBSYLVANIA PH8 fSR YEARS* ME DIE© 
24 SEP. 1969. I'TAPS? Re.939, Mit. SWRG., OCT. *970.) 
66. CAOY FOLLOWED UP AND THE RESPONSIBLE NON-COM COST HIS 
STRIPES BECAUSE HE PERMITTED THIS CAR TO ®E SET OUT.   fHEN 
THE TRAIN CREW REALIZED T«G GiS *£«£ WITH TH* CAR, THEY STARTEO 
IT OH l« NORTHBOUND TRAFFIC TO GET Rf0 OF THCM. 
67. LT. COL. LOOSE'S SUBSEQUENT PUBLIC CAREER WAS STUPENDOUS 
IN SEVERAL TOUGH DIPLOMATIC ASSIGNMEKTS PRIOR TO MtS RETIRE- 
MENT IN 1970. 
68. CART 9ANN REVEALED SOME YEARS LATER, THAT BEGINNING ABOUT THIS 
TIME, AND FOR SOME THREE MONTHS OR 60, THEY TRIED TO HAVE REASONS 
NOT TO LET CADY DO PROWLING AROUND THE HOSPITAL UNACCOMPANIED. 
THERE HAD BEEN SOME GRIPING THREATS OF BODILY HARN,  ON ONE 
OCCASION, SAID 0ANN, HE HAD LISTENED, THEN DEMANDED, "WHAT*S 
THAT ON YOUR SHOULDIER?H HE POKED THE OFFICER'S IMS ION I A.  "TAKE 
IT Orr  OR QUIT BITCHING LIKE A YARDBIRD.  tT*S EASY ENOUGH TO 
SET OUT OF THIS OUTFIT, YOU KNOW,  t CAN HELP YOU DO IT?" 
...CADY DID HAVE THE HABIT OF SOLITARY PROWLING, I. IKE GETTING 
DOWN INTO RAVENEL'S UNDERGROUND SEWERS TO SEE WHAT CONNECTIONS 
THE ENGINEERS WERE WAKING. 
69. MISS CECELIA HAUGE BECAME DIRECTOR, NURSING SERVICE, VETERANS 
ADMINISTRATION CENTRAL OFFICE, WASHINGTON, OC. 195*- 
70. GLEN SPURLING  TOLD CAOY AT VACO, WASHINGTON, tS MAR. 19*6, 
WHEN HE RECALLED HIS COCKTAILS AND DINNER AT RAVENEL, It JAN.19*5, 
CAOV 
Ml KMCtt tntn   COL* 8t«H©f» SfA© ALREAOV VIRTUALLY OUT.* 
71 •  QOOCAU HAD rCLT SOMEWHAT DISCREDITED ©V CAST*© OVERRULING 
MIW,   ?oMs WEEK© LATER Ht VOLUfcTERE© HOW ©RATEEUL HC ANO THE 
POWERHOUSE EMPLOYEES MAO BEEN THAT THE HAH HA© WOT OCCM «AR©L£© 
A© A 8A80TEUR.  8©Q£AU SAIO Ht   HA© LEARHEO A LESSON tie PEROOKNEL 
MANAGEMENT, tOO* 
71 •      EXTRACT   fft^H   LETTER,   it   SOOEAU,    OtREeTEOR   OE   LwH©>fTAL 
NfE 
PsvCMtATftlQUC    i&TEROEPARTEHTALE   ©E   ClJkftttft    OE   L*Ol«E. 
26 OCCEWSER,  t946t 
tAVE   ©CCM  ¥£©¥  HOO-H   A-rfECtEO ©V   fltC   ©CAtH  Of   POOR   LT. 
RCEO,   THE   *e©W©©¥*   AS   THE   POWER   PLAHf  FRENCH   tTA#r   U«£©   tO   ©ALL 
HIM   rOflt   MIS   LARSE   STEP©   AK©  HIS   © 10   ©UN. 
•1 stiLt »£»©»©«© THE eo*rtoff*iet* m  «A©£ HE ©wet (OK 
©HE Of MIS OOOO 0AVS) A8©UT Ht8 PLAN© fOU ArTERWARJ INSTALLING 
A HO ©PE NtH© A LARGE HARDWARE StOltf AN© ©ENERAL UTILITIES SERVICE 
t» HIS ©WS NATIVE LITTLE TOWN. 
"WE CERTAINLV WA© A REAL *t©UO» GUV* 80»£Tl«£8, BUT ANV- 
H©»# ALL Or US LIKE© Ml« BECAUSE MC HAS A MCE HAW, A ©OS© 
ENGINEER AN© A CAPABLE LEADER IN HIS PARTICULAR ©RANCH Of 
ACTfVlTV."  II* SOOEAW. 
72.  COL. ELLIOTTC. CUTLER*© flfffCUt '©REA© A*t© ©UTTER LETTER* 
to CAOV, OATEO, ?.\  JAN. 1945, SAID: *..*lt WAS VERV ©oo© ro« 
US TO BE ALLOWS© TO SEE THE VETERAN UNIT© l» 90U*G AH© TO LEARK 
FROM VOUR STAFE *UCH Of WHAT *£ HOPE WAV ©CHEriT OUR HEN.   ...  SICE 
TO MEET OLD PR IE NO© AHO MAKE **£* OWf ,  VOW WAVE A ©RAW© SET-UP* 
"SRATEEULLV VOURS, 
»/ ELLIOTT Cm  CUTLER" 
r0RTONATELV, CAOV1© ©USV HIM© HA© HOt BEEN ©f«fRACtE© ©V 
THINOS HE CIO HOT KNOW ABOUT, WHICH WERE PUBLISHED VfiARS LATER 
HHHHH 
CADY 
IN "SURGERY IN WORLD #AR IN ACTIVITIES Of SURGICAL CONSULTANTS," 
VOL. 2, OFFICE OF THE SURGEON GENERAL, OEPT.OF THE ARMY, 1964. 
Pa, 121, COL. CUTLER: "HOSPITALS ASSUME TREMENDOUS LOADS; 
FOR EXAMPLE, GENERAL HOSPITAL NO. 21 (FIG. 52}SHOWS A WARD TENT 
(ONE OF THE COMBINED 6-WARO TENTS IN FRONT or THE ALBANIA SLOG.) 
SET OP IN THE PAVED STREET IN  ITALY, ONCE HAD AS MANY AS 2,600 
PATIENTS..." 
IT ALSO SEEMED COL . CUTLER WAS HAVING SOME CONFLICTS.  THE 
COMMITTEE MEETING, MREHA8ILITATION" 22 &OV. 1943,  COL. REX 
OlVELEV WAS PLANNING FOR QRAND REHABILITATION CENTERS, BUT CUTLER 
WAS THINKING OF HOSPITAL VS. REHABILITATION CENTERS, AND TRYING 
TO SORT OUT REHABILITATION VS. EMPIRE BUILDING PHYSICAL HARDENING 
WHICH IV HIS WIND HAD A PLACE IN REPLACEMENT CENTERS WHERE HOSPITAL 
BED ALLOTMENTS WERE NOT NEEDED. 
PAGE 270. A MEETING IN PARIS, 15 OCT. 1944. 
"IT APPEARED ALSO,FROM THE CONVERSATION, THAT THERE WERE 
MANY HIGHLY COMPETENT SURGEONS IN THE FIELD ARMIES WHO, BECAUSE 
QP   THEIR AGE OR LONG SERVICE IN FIELD ARMY FACILITIES, COULD 
NOW BE BETTER UTILIZED AS CHIEFS OF SERVICES IN GENERAL HOSPITALS. 
COL. (FRANK 8^ BERRY, PARTICULARLY, SAID THAT THERE WERE HIGHLY 
TRAINED MEN WITH A WEALTH OF EXPERIENCE GAINED IN 2 YEARS OF COMBAT 
WITH THE SEVENTH U 3 ARMY—MEN WHO WOULD BE MUCH BETTER OFF NOW 
IF PLACED IN GENERAL HOSPITALS IN COMMUNICATION ZONE.  ANO COLONEL 
BERRY WAS PERFECTLY WILLING TO GIVE VP   THESE VALUABLE MEN FOR 
SUCH ASSIGNMENTS TO THE REAR." 
PAGE. 2B0.  SOUTHERN LINES OF COMMUNICATION BECOMES PART 
OF ETOUSA. 
"OPERATIONAL CONTROL OF THE SEVENTH U S ARMY, ADVANCING 
THROUGH SOUTHERN FRANCE FOR A LINK WITH ETOUSA FORCES TO THE 
AS OF 
NORTH, HAD PASSED TO THE ZWQt>£*H   THEATRE IN SEPTEMBER. 
20 NOVEMBER, 1944, THE SUPPORT AREAS IN SOUTHERN FRANCE FOR THIS 
OADV 
FORCE WERE TO BECOME PART Of THE COMMUNICATIONS ZONE, ETOUSA. 
IT'S SURGEON WAS COL. CHARLES F. SHOOK, MC. IT SCCMCO TO BE 
SOME FRICTION OR A DIFFERENCE Of   VIEWPOINT BETWEEN COL. CUTLER 
AND COL. SHOOK ABOUT THE COMPETENCY OF COL. *RA A. FERGUSON, MC, 
FOR SURGICAL CONSULTANT TO SGLOC.  COL. CHURCHILL SAID HE WAS 
CAPABLE OF BE INS CHIEF OF SURGERY OF A GENERAL HOSPITAO, AND 
COD. CUTLER WOULD NOT COMMIT  HIMSELF WITHOUT A PERSONAL VISIT. 
THCN COL. SHOOK REQUESTED SUCH VISITS 8C JjEFERRED UNTIL DECEMBER." 
PAGES 301-2. 
"ONE OF COLONEL CUTLER'S UTTERANCES AS THE NEW YEAR SEQAH 
WAS TO THE EFFECT THAT THE POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS OF SOLOC WERE 
ALMOST INSURMOUNTABLE, BUT A UNITED THEATRE WAS ESSENTIAL.  T»E 
READER MAY RECALL THAT COL. CUTLER, FOLLOWING HIS RETURN FROM 
BRUSSELS, HAD GIVEN THE CHIEF SURGEON DUE WARNING THAT HE FULLY 
INTENDED TO VISIT THE SEVENTH ARMY IN SPITE OF APPARENT RELUCTANCE 
BY THAT ARMY TO HAVE VISITORS FROM THEATRE HEADQUARTERS.  THE 
SURGEON, SOLOC, HAD ALSO REQUESTED THAT CONSULTANTS FROM EUROPEAN 
THEATRE HEADQUARTERS REFRAIN FROM VISITING THE SOLOC AREA UNTIL 
IT COULD BE ESTABLISHED ON FIRMER FOOTINGS" 
(NOTE; CUTLER AND HAWLEY WERE GOING TO STOP THE INTERNAL 
FIXATION OF FRACTURES BEING DONE IN SOME SOLOC HOSPITALS!) 
COL. CLEVELAND: MtT MUST BE, GENERAL HAWLEY.  AFTER i 
WROTE A LITTLE MEMO FOR THAT LETTER*  OF YOURS IN ANSWER TO GENERAL 
KIRK,  1 WENT OVER THE DISPOSITION PROCEEDINGS AND LOOKED OVER 
FAIRLY CAREFULLY THOSE OF THE 21 ST AND THE ?6TH, 8UT THESE 
HOSPITALS ARE IN SOLOC.  THE 21 ST MAD A VERY HIGH PERCENT OF 
INTERNAL FIXATIONS.   IT IS OFTEN HARD TO GET THE INFORMATION, 
BUT YOU KNOW THEY ARE DOING IT, AND I THINK IT IS ONLY BY GOING 
DOWN THERE TO FIND OUT WHAT THEY ARC DOING." 
^ 
PAGE 502. "YES," GENERAL HAWLEV CONFIRMED, MTH£Y HAVE GOT 
TO STOP IT,  WHERE PROPER REDUCTION CANSOT ©E EFFECTEO, THEN IT 
IS ALL RIGHT,  I THINK EVEN GENERAL KIRK AGREES THAT WE HAVE 
OOT TO 00 THAT.  THEY ARE GOING TO ADHERE TO THE POLICIES OF 
THIS OFFICE, OR ELSE." 
"31 DEC. 1944, COL. SUTLER WROTE SHOOK TO APPOINT FERGUSON 
AND GET HIM INTO HIS OFFICE. HE WOULD SOON VISIT THE SOLOC AREA, 
(NOTES CUTLER SEEMED TO HAVE LITTLE APPRECIATION THAT THE BATTLE 
OF THE SULGE^WAS 2   WEEKS OLD, *** IT WAS EFFECTING SOLOC. TOO!) 
JAN. t4 HAWLEV AND CUTLER ARRIVED AT OIJON. CUTLER IMMEDIATELY 
MET WITH FERGUSON. THEY DISCUSSED HOSPITALS IN CO^AO AND DELTA 
BASE SECTIONS. CUTLER WAS FOR STRIPPING THE OLDER GENERAL HOSPITALS 
OF KEV OFFICERS TO HELP NEW GENERAL HOSPITALS WHICH WERE ARRIVING 
WITHOUT ADEQUATE MEDICAL OFFICER STAFFING*  FERGUSON DID NOT 
WANT TO REMAIN AS FULLTIME CONSULTANT. 
CUTLER WAS GOING TO GET OFFICERS FROM THE SEVENTH ARMY TO 
SHORE \Jf>   THE VACANCIES IN THE NEW SOLDO HOSPITALS.  "WHILE THE 
VISITORS FROM THE HEADQUARTERS, ETOUSA WERE MOST PLEASANTLY 
ENTERTAINED, GENERAL HAWLEY AND COL. CUTLER COULD SEE THAT SOLOC 
STAFF WAS NOT GOING TO ACQUIESCE TO THEATRE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
WITHOUT SOME DIFFICULTY. 
"THE NEXT DAY, -OLONEL CUTLER VISITED THE 46 GENERAL HOSPITAL 
AT BESANCON AND WAS NOT IMPRESSED, ALTHOUGH THE ORTHOPEWC WORK 
AND ANAESTHESIA WERE GOOD.   HE THOUGHT THE HOSPITAL WAS NOT 
CLOSING WOUNDS AS EARLY AS SHOULD BE DONE. (*»'OT£ THE DELAYED 
PRIMARY SUTURE OF WOUNDS OF THE N^TGUSA!.LOC) AFTER LUNCH AT 
THIS HOSPITAL, COLONEL CUTLER RETURNED TO 01 JON WMERE ME INSPECTEO 
THE 36TH GENERAL HOSPITAL.  THE HOSPITAL AND SURGICAL SERVICE 
WERE EXCELLENT.   T«E 36TH GENERAL HOSPITAL,  <ITH 3,000 BEOS 
AVAILABLE, HAD A CENSUS OF AS MANY AS 3,000 PATIENTS ON OCCASION 
^^^^^■^^^™"^^^™" 
CAOY 
ANO MAO 2,^73 PATIENTS ON THEDAY VISITED. 
"SACK AGAIN IN THE DIJON AREA, COLONEL CUTLER VISITED THE 
23RD GENERAL HOSPITAL, THE AFFILIATED UNIT FROM BUFFALO AT V^TTEL, 
FRANCE, HCRE HE MET LT. COL. BAXTER BROWN, MC. CHIEF OF SURGERY, 
WHOM HE OESCRIBEO AS 'AN EXCELLENT MAN. 
"IN THE AFTERNOON, COB. CUTLER PROCEEDED TO VISIT THE 21ST 
GENERAL HOSPITAL AT MlRECOURT, FRANCE, WHICH HE 0ESCRI8E0 AS 
FOLLOWS:...' AN ENORMOUS NEW INSANE INSTITUTION SPREAD OUT OVER 
A MILE, BUT WELL ADAPTED." COMMANDING OFFICERS ANO CH^FS OF 
SURGERY FROM NEARBY HOSPITALS ASSEMBLED AT THE 21 ST GENERAL 
HOSPITAt FOR MEETINGS ANO DINNER WITH THE GUESTS FROM ^    NORTH. 
THE HOSPITALS REPRESENTED INCLUDED THE 236TH, 237TH AND 25*TH 
GENERAL HOSPITALS AND THE 23R0, 3^TH M« 51*T STATION HOSPITALS. 
COLONEL BERRY FROM THE SEVENTH ft**, COLONEL FERGUSON AND COLONEL 
BROWN WERE PRESENT.   COLONEL CUTLER HAD A WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY 
TO HAVE A LONG DISCUS9ION WlTH THESE cHfCFS OF SURGERY AND 
SURGICAL CONSULTANTS-IT WAS BECOMING QUITE OBVIOUS, NDW, THAT 
COLONEL FERGUSON WOULD OE CONSULTANT FOR DELTA BASE ANO COLONEL 
BROWN FOR CO-AD.  COLONEL CUTLER, AS A RESULT OF HIS VISITS TO 
VARIOUS FACILITIES IN SOLQC, URGED THE EARLY RESTORATION TO DUTY 
OF ALL PATIENTS ANO LESS USE OF INTERNAL FIXATION." (THIS WAS 
ON JANUARY 17TH, 19*5- LOC5 
FROM ~OL. -UTLER'S OFFICIAL DIARY: 
"LATER IN THE EVENING WE HAD A LONG MEETING, ATTENDED BY 
GENERAL HAWLEY, COLONELS BISHOP. BERRY, FERGUSON AND BROWN, RE- 
Q.ROING FUNCTIONS AND DUTIES OF CONSULTANTS. ...THESE CONSULTNTS 
WILL REMAIN IN THEIR HOSPITAL POSTS, WILL FEEL FREE TO GO OUT 
AN0 EXAMINE INSTITUTIONS WHE. THEY DESIRE, (UNDERSCORING CADY'S) 
r„   NQT  SPEAK  TO cflttBMUM™ »mmi °« Mcyfic>a,2LJUdIlJMAaflm 
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TO .COMMANDING OFFICERS OR PEOPLE CONCERN!^ NEW EQUIPMENT... BUT 
m£«JTjaiXJ!Mg £KAM1"ED, J.H.£,IR, UNIT, WllV.,00 BACK„,,ANP„,,QJ,y,e- A 
COMPLETE REPORT TO THE SURQgQN. ^OtOC.  ...COL. BlQHOP tS TO 
DISTRIBUTE ETO CIRCULARS SHORTLY,   COLONEL SHOOK WILL BC GIVEN 
A REPORT OF ALL THIS, AND THEN WILL ESTABLISH ANY OTHER POLICIES 
WHICH HE DEEMS BEST FOR SOLQC.,,,, 
"STILL LATER IN THE EVENING THERE WAS A MEETING OF PROFESSIONAL 
PEORLC AT WHICH THERE WAS A LONG DISCUSSION . ... THE REASONS ... 
(FOR) INTERNAL FIXATION,   THESE WOULD SEEM TO BE AS FOLLOWS* 
U   rRSCTURE INTO JOINTS. 
2, HULTIRLE FRACTURES, LONG BONES. 
3. WHERE FRAGMENTS OF FRACTURE WAV ROSSISLY INJURE 9LOO0 
VESSEL, IF REDUCTION I© NOT PERFECT* 
PAGE 306, SACK IN PARIS, COL. CUTLER -VRQTE; 
*?H HAVE NOT UTILIZES THESE PROCEDURES IN CTOUSA, BUT WC 
ARE ALWAYS WILL I NO AMD SACER TO IMPROVE OUR SERVICE TO THE SOLDIER, 
AND t THINK WE ARE CONVINCED THAT UNDER SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES 
THESE PROCEDURES ARE DCSIRADLE.* CERTAINLY THESE THOUGHTS CLEARLY 
INDICATE THAT, HOWEVER STRONG COLONEL CUTLER PERSONALLY FELT 
ABOUT ANY MATTER, HE ALWAYS MAINTAINED AN 0REN MIND TO THE SUGGEST- 
IONS AND FEELINGS OF OTHERS,   ON THIS OCCASION, HE HAD GONE 
TO SOLOC WITH A STRONG OBLIGATION TO CURTAIL THE WIDESPREAD USE 
OF INTERNAL FIXATION |M THE HOSPITALS OF THAT COMMAND, BUT, 
NEVERTHELESS, HE HAD RETURNED TO VINDICATE THEIR PRACTICES, WHERE 
WARRANTED," 
POST-WAR LETTER, 17 SEP. 1969, BRIG. GEN OSCAR P. HAMPTON, MC, 
STATED: "Fee-MAY, 1945, WHILE IN VASHINCTON, DC, SURVEYING 
Z-\  HOSPITALS: GEN. KIRK SAW ME 9*  AN ELEVATOR, AND SAID, M 
SMOULO COUtT C0URT-*»AR6HAL YOU FOR PLATING BATTLE FRACTURES!' 
THE SURVEY WAS PUBLISHED LATE IN 19*5 AND EARLY 1946, ANNALS 
OF SURGERY.  GENERAL FRED -ANKIN, COLS^ICK CARTER AND MIKE 
CAOY 
DEBAKEY STOOD BEHIND ME 100^ IN MY DEBATE WITH KIRK." 
UTTER, 9 CCT, 1969, COL. JOHN F. PATTON RECALLED.* 
"COL* MATHER CLEVELAND DIDN'T VISIT ALL THE ORTHOPEDIC WARDS. 
HE WAS PART*CULARLY INTERESTED IN FEMURS. Hg   SAW JACK ?40DLtN*S 
WARD OF SO PATIENTS IN TRACTION, ALL HAPPILY SWINGING THEIR LEGS 
EXERCISING THEIR QUADRICEPS.  HIS COMMENT WAS SOMETHING LIKE, 
*»VH*T IN THE HELL ARE VOW DOING WITH ALL THESE PATIENTS UP IN 
TRACTIONl* 
" HE MELLOWED A 8 IT WHEN I TOLD HIM THERE HADN'T SEEN AN 
EVACUATION HOSPITAL TRAIN FOR THRSE WEEKS.  WE THOUGHT THE BEST 
CARE *#ITHI« THE GOLDEN PERIOD OF 4-7 DAVS* WAS TO DO THE NECESSARY 
SURGERY AND PUT THEM i)P   IN TRACTION. 
"I WAS DISAPPOINTED IN COL. RALPH TOVELL (ANAESTHOLOGY}, 
WHO ARRIVED OUR I NO THE ABSENCE OF OUR CHIEF.  HE WAS PREJUDICED 
AGAINST NURSE ANESTHETISTS. m   REFUSED TO SEE RUTHIE THAVER 
WHO CARRIED THE LOAD FOR TWO YEARS, AND WHOM J WOULD PUT VP 
AGAINST ANY OTHER ANESTHETIST IN THE THEATRE I" 
CAOY CHECKED JOE PARKER** MEMORY OF THESE FEW DAYS, BUT 
JOE DID NOT RECALL BEING BOTHERED BY ANY OF THE VISITORS.  AND, 
CAST'S RECOLLECTION OF THAT SECRET RE08OR0ERE0 LETTER, IT WAS 
JOE WHO WAS NpX QOINQ TO REMAIN WITH CAOY IN CASE OF CAPTURE BY 
THE EMEMYi  IN CADY*8 MlNO, HE WAS TOO VALUABLE TO LOSE TO TH? 
ENEWY. 
73.   $N APRIL, fffcf* CAOY LEARNED OR* IRA A. FERGUSON, SURGICAL 
CONSULTANT FOR THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION, VISITEDJTHE KENNEDOV 
GENERAL HOSPITAL, MEMPHIS, TENN. MR. JAS* A* CUNNINGHAM, ASST. 
MCR., WROTE: •! MENTIONED,..! FELT THAT YOU HAD THAT INTANGIBLE 
ABILITY TO INSPIRE THE ENTHUSIASM OF TME MEN WHO WORKED FOR YOU. 
OR. niRRUtiW SPOKE UPf    'OF ALL THE GENERAL HOSPITAL COMMANDERS 
IM ETC, CADY WAS EASILY JJig, OUTSTANDING.*  So THAT*S WHAT HE 
M^H^lM^^HBHBB^^B^MHHflMIMHHHHHl^BBH^fl^H 
CAOV 
THINKS OF YOU."  DR. FERGUSON DIED FEB. 26, !970, AGE 7*. STILL 
INTERESTED IK VETERANS. 
74. CAOY MET COL. CUTLER, THEN CHIEF SURGICAL CONSULTANT TO 
MAJ. GEN. HAWLEY, CHIEF MEDICAL DIRECTOR, VETERANS ADMINISTRATION, 
WASHINGTON, OC. 3 MAR. 1946. HE IMPARTED TO CADY HOW HE HAD CON- 
FERRED IN A CLOSES CLOSET AT ******* WITH GEN. HAWLEY ABOUT COL. 
BISHOP'S DISPOSITION* DURING THAT VISIT OF 17 JAN. 1945. 
75. DURING THE FALL OF 19^6, CADY RECOGNIZED THE YOUNG ARTIST, 
£VIPOV> PLAYING AS CONCERTS.STER IN THE NEW ORLEANS SYMPHONY. 
HE SAID HE WAS MUCH HAPPIER.  ALSO, 3A« BARSE^fAS PLAYING BUT 
NOT IN THE SYMPHONY. 
76. COL. JOS. H. Mcfl INCH, LATER ttAdOa GENERAL, RET., SUCCEEDED 
OR. ft*. 3. MlODLETON AS CHIEF WEOICAL DIRECTOR, VETERANS ADMIN- 
ISTRATION, 1963. 
77. SOTH, MARYLESE WlNCKLER, CRF, AND DENYSE tEFEVRE, LOCAL 
VOLUNTEER, ©tfi RECEIVED THE l*M OF FREEDOM WHICH CADY RECOMMENDED. 
76.     M. MARCEL GGDEAU BECAME THE DlRECTEUR DE L'HOPITAL PSYCHlATRIQUE 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL OE CLER»ONT-OE-L*0l«£ AFTER THE WAR.  HE WAS 
DECORATED 0Y THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT.   CADY HAD SO«E INTERESTS* 
DIFFICULTIES, BUT EVENTUALLY SUCCEEDED IN GETTING THE fcfcfttt OF 
FREEDOM FOR HIM,  GIVEN CHOICE, HE MODESTLY OPTED AGAINS^A PUBLIC 
FRANCO-AMERtCAN PRESENTAT ION. 
79.  -LLE. MARYLESE ItlNHMEi MARRIED HER l.EUTENANT D'AUBIGNY, 
REARED TWO TALENTED DAUGHTERS; AND UP TO 1970, MM. O'AUDIGNY 
OENEROUSLY GAVE CADY MUCH HELP WITH HIS POST-WAR CORRESPONDENCE 
ABOUT THE 213T GENERAL HOSPITAL A'^O FRENCH CITIZENS. 
30. THE LATTER PART OF 1935, OUR HELEN DAVIS, HD. BECAME COLONEL, 
ARMY '/EDICAL SPECIALIST CORPS, CHIEF, DIETETIC SECTION, OFFICE OF THE 
SURGEON GENERAL, WASHINGTON, QC, 
CADV 
81 • COL. SHOOK HAD THOUGHT THERE WERE ABOUT 14 MEDICAL GENERAL 
OFFICER POSITION VACANCIES IN ETOUSA, BASED ON THE UNITS WITH 
THAT POTENTIAL IN THEIR T/OS.HOWEVER, ON PAGE 4$6,"PERSONNEL 
IN 10RLD WAR If," SGC, DEPARTMENT OP THE ARMY, 1963, IT STATES; 
"THE DISTRIBUTION or GENERAL OFFICERS WAS HEAVILY WEIGHTED IN 
FAVOR OF THE MEDICAL CORPS.M  THERE WERE 1 MAJOR GENERAL AND 
THREE BRIGADIER GENERSLS, JUNE 1942, AND 47 GENERAL OFFICERS 
IN JUNE 1944. FOOTNOTE NO* SO, PAGE 470, STATES: "PROBABLY NOT 
MORE THAN 20 GENERAL OFFICERS OF THE »*ED»CAL DEPARTMENT WERE 
OVERSEAS AT ANY TIME,   3|JCTEEN( 3 MAJOR GENERALS ANO 13 BRIGADIER 
GENERALS) ARE LISTED IN ^THE SURGEON GENERAL*S NOTEBOOK," VOL. 
1, UNDER DATE OF 2£ JULY 1945.* THE MAJOR GENERALS WERE APPARENTLY 
KCNNER,HAWLEV  AND DENIT.  ...fN 1945 IT OCCURRED TO CADV THAT IT 
MIGHT BE INTERESTING TO KNOW WHETHER THE LINE OR THE NON-MEDICAL 
SERVICES IN ETO MIGHT NOT HAVE MORE GENERAL OFFICERS THAN THERE 
WERE OPEN POSITIONS FOR THEM. 
52. GEN. MARIE-EMILE BETHGUART WAS TOP RANKING FRENCH OFFICER 
IN CASABLANCA, MOROCCO. HIS MEN KIDNAPPED GEN. LASCROUX, VICHYITE 
COMMAMOER OF ALL COLONIAL GROUND FORCES, THEN CUT TELEPHONE 
LINES, BUT MISSED ONE IN THE BEDROOM OF RESIDENT GENERAL N00UES 
WHO REFUSED TO JOIN THE FREE-FRENCH, VICHYITE NOGUES IMPRISONED 
BETHOUART AND WOULD HAVE EXECUTED HIM HAD NOT GEN. PATTON INTERFERRED. 
63. EVENTUALLY, IT WAS HONORARY MEMBERSHIP IN THE 21ST GENERRAL 
HOSPITAL* A MERITORIOUS SERVICE UNIT PATCH, AND LATER THE 
AMERICAN MEDAL OF FREEDOM. 
84. RETIRED AS COLONEL, CHIEF, WEOICAL SPECIALIST CORPS, U3AF, 
WITH LEGION OF iBUff FOR OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SUCCESS 
OF THE US AF MEDICAL SERVICE, JULY 1965. 
CAOY 
85. RUTH THAVER DIED fl FEB. 1946, IN THE IRMY GENERAL HOSPITAL, 
QUINCY,  ILL., Or A MALIGNANCY.  CAOY MANAGED TO GET HE* BRQNZC 
STAR ******    TO HER SHORTLY BEFORE HER DEATH.  SHE HAD BEEN A GREAT 
MORALE FACTOR" IN THE UNIT WITH THE THOUSANDS OF SMOOTH ANAESTHESIAS 
SHE AOMINISTEKED.    THE CAOYS, THE PATTONS, AND OTHE«S VISITED HER. 
B6.       DURING LATTER WEEKS OF COMBAT, NEGROES HAD BEEN INTESRATEO 
,NTO COMBAT INFANTRY SQUADS.    »N HOSPITAL WARDS, OVERSEAS THEATRES, 
AND HOSPITAL MESSES THERE HAD SEEN NO .  C I AL SEGREGATION.   THE 
ADVICE TO LT. LOUCKS WAS RELATIVE TO THE OCSEGRATION OF OFFICERS 
AND NURSES RATHER THAN RACIAL; *ALL RIGHT IF TOLERATED.* 
Zl.       M. GEORGES JACQUET'S IMPRESSIVE ARTICLE ABOUT RAVENEL AFTER 
»T HAD BEEN COMPLETES FOR USE WAS PUBLISHED IN 1952*  HE KINDLY 
SENT A BOXFUL OF REPRINTS.  ".RAVENEL.  H6>!TAL 0<l> ARTEMCNT AL DE8 
VOSGES.  EXTRAIT DU 'NlllfCltO 71-72 DE LA REVUE TECHNIQUES HOSP- 
P.TALIERES*  6 SQUARE DESAIX, PARIS.   iMPRIMERlE GEORGES FRERE. 
TOURCOING.'' IN IT HE QUOTES CADY'S STATEMENT AS OF 4 JUNE, 1945: 
RAVENEL A SUSCtTE' L*AOMlRATION ENTHOUSIASTE DE NOMBREUX VlSITEURS 
O'UN HAUT RANG MILITAIRE POUR  SA BEAUTE ARCH ITECTURALE ET 
SA CONSTRUCTION." 
&Z.       CADY SEVER VIEWED SUCK A DOCUMENT.   IT COULD BE OF SO«E 
HISTORICAL INTEREST IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE UNIT. 
&.       THIS GRUESOME NAZI ATROCITY IS DESCRIBED IN GREAT DETAIL 8Y 
"DEATH IN ROME" BY ROBT. KATZ, THE 'MCMILLAN CO., 1967, AND IN 
THE PAPERBACK EDITION (2^PGS.) BY PYRAMID PUBLICATIONS,  INO., 
440 MAO i SON  AV.»  f'.Y.  10022. 
90.    29 0£c.  1944,   US OEPT.  OF  STATE,  VIA SWITZERLAND TO BERLIN, 
SENT "THE STRONGEST POSSIBLE PROTEST* OF A NAZI MASSACRE OF THE 
OfSARMEO 115 OFFICERS AND SOLDIERS TAKEN PRISONER NEAR VALMEOY, 
17 OEC. 1944, THE SECOND DAY OF THE "BATTLE OF THE BULGE." "THE 
MALUEDY MASSACRE," BY R?ICHARD QALLAGER, J"«»*« LIBRARY,  INC. 
1967,   15*  PGS.,   260  PARK   'V.   SOUTH,   ■*▼•   iwiu. 
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9t.  HCWSNOTC: "OSOEN, UTAH- (Afr)- ARTHUR £. STODDARD, WHO STARTED 
AS A QUARTER-A-DAV WATER80Y ANO BECAME PRESIDENT OF THE UNION 
PACIFIC RAILROAD, DIED MONDAY IN HIS PRIVATE RAIL CAR. He WAS 73« 
"STODDARD AMO HIS wire WERE RETURNING TO THEIR HOME IN SANTA 
MONICA, CALIF, AFTER A VISIT TO DC^VER.  He WAS UNION PACIFIC 
PRESIDENT FOP 16 TEARS BEFORE RETIRING IN 1965. DIED MARCH 24, 1969»W 
92. *UtM   YORK- (NY NEWS)* MADELEINE CARROL, ABSENT FROM BROADWAY 
STAGE FOP 15 VEARS, WILL RETURN IN EARLY OcTGSER AS THE CO-STAR 
OF SAMUEL TAYLOR'S NEW COMEOV 'SEEKMAN PLACE.* ...MISS CARROLL 
LAST APPEARED ON BROADWAY IN "GOODBYE *Y FANCY," WHICH CLOSED AFTER 
A YEAR'S RUN IN 1949." -HOUSTON POST, AUGUST J3» 1964. 
93. M«£. LYAUTEV DID QO TO MOROCCO VIA SPAIN THE FOLLOWING WINTER. 
to A 
YEARS LATER, AFTER COL. JOHN F. PATTON.AND FAMILY VISITED MtuccouftT 
A 
ANO RAVENEL, ME LEARNED THE ASEO LADY DIED IN 1955* 
94. IN 1970 CADY ASSEMBLED ALL THE MATERIAL HE COULO SET ON THE 
MORE THAN 130 DIFFERENT AWARDS, INCLUDING THOSE FOR FRENCH NATIONALS, 
AND WITH SOME SNAPSHOTS.  THIS SOUND VOLUME, *TH£ AWARDS MASTERFILe" 
CONTAINS ANOTHER VERITABLE HISTORY OF THE £1ST. 
95. COL. SHOOK GOT THIS CORRECTED FOR PATTON. MA«J. 3AM P. 
HARBISON'S ORDER WAS CUT SACK TO A BRONZE STAR WHICH WAS AWARDED. 
SEVERAL MONTHS AFTER DEMOBILIZATION, CADY'S PROTEST WAS SUCCESSFUL 
IN GETTING THE LEGION OF MERIT MEDAL AWAR0ED, AND APPARENTLY 
SAM GOT TO KEEP BOTH I 
96. CAOV DELIVERED THIS SIMPLE PLAQUE, BACKED WITH A SOUVENIR 
COPY or GO 960, TO THE HISTORICAL DIVISION, *• U. SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, 
ttov. 1069. 
97. MRS. CADY WAS BEING ADVISED BY TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH HOW 
SHE S0UL0 IMTERCEOE WITH PRESIDENT TRUMAN TO GET THE UNIT BACK AT 
A 
ONCE.   IT WAS LITTLE SATISFACTION TO HER THAT THE MAJORITY OF THE 
MEDICAL OFFICERS AND WANY OF THE NURSES HAD ALREADY RETURNED AHEAD 
OF HER HUSBAND. 
CA0Y 
9£«      &ANV   MONTHS   LATER   THE   M.EOAL   OF   FREEDOM   WAS   PRESENTED   WITH 
CEREMONY   TO   MISS   QARNER   AT   HER   HOME   TOWN   IN    ILLINOIS.      LATER, 
A 
SHE MARRIED LT . WHITTEMORE AND TMEV HAVE LIVED MOST Or THE TIME 
IN THE VICINITY OF WASHINGTON, O.C 
99* THE CAST DROP TROW THE LAST BOTTLE OF THE VICHY AND NAZI 
RESERVED LICQUOR WAS CEREMONIOUSLY SIPPED BY 'SPECIAL QUESTS* 
EARLY IN 1969.  IT WAS BENEDICTINE OGte. SINCE THEN, JUST THE 
EMPTY BOTTLE CAN RECALL TO CAOY'S SENTIMENTAL MEMORIES MANY 
PERSONS IN MAKE-SHIFT PLACES* 
tOO.  FOUR fiAQES OF B, JACQUET'S RAVENEL 1952 REPRINT HAVE PHOTO- 
GRAPHS OF THE FOLDING STEEL BEDS WITH MATTRESSES. PILLOWS, BLANKETS 
AND LINES FULLY REMINISCENT OF 1944-5 USAGE. IT IS HARD TO IMAGJNE 
BETTER EMPLOYMENT OF SUCH SURPLUS EQUIPMENT. 
101. THERE WAS AN UNCONFIRMED RUMOR THAT GEN. THRASHER HAD BEEN 
BUSTED A SHORT WHILE LATER, DOWN TO COLONEL, FOR SOME OF HIS 
HIQH-aiNKS. 
102.    '••. pAUt JOLY OOT HIS MEDAL OF FREEDOM FOR HIS SERVICES 
TO THE UNIT, AMD MME . MARYLESE (WINCKLER) O'AUBIGNY HELPED  LOCATE 
HIM TO CONFIRM IT FROM HIS RETIREMENT, 1970. 
103.  IN 1959 CADV PUT INTO MANUSCRIPT HIS EXPERIENCE WHILE 
GETTING HIMSELF OUT OF MARSEILLE AND UP   TO RAVENEL AND BACK* 
AND THEN, THE WHOLE UNIT STARTED TOWARD MlRECOURT, WITH ALL THE 
RISKS DEPICTED.   HE CALLED IT "OPERATION PARLAY,"  GEN. FRANK 
8 BERRY, MC, THEN ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENCE FOR HEALTH AND 
MEOICAL, WROTE IT "WAS MOST ENTERTAINING AND COMPLETELY CAOV." 
OF COURSE, HE KNEW MOST or THE CHARACTERS. BISHOP, GOVETTE, 
SWIERSKI, COL. STONE, AND MANY OTHERS, 
104. SHE SUFFERED A CEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE CHRISTMAS EVE IN PARIS, 
1955. THOUSANDS OF PARISIANS AWATEO BULLETINS THE NEXT FEW DAYS. 
105. MAJ. GEN CARL R. GRAY, JR., WAS DIRECTOR GENERAL, MILITARY 
RAILWAY SERVICE, £T0. .MOST OF THE UNITS WERE AFFILIATED WITH 
_____I 
CIVILIAN RAILWAYS QUIT ANALOGOUSLY TO AFFILIATED MEDICAL UNITS. 
AFTER GCN. OMAIt BRADLEY LEFT THE VETERANS ^MINISTRATION, GEN. 
GRAY WAS APP8*4NTCD TO SUCCEED HIM AS ADMINISTRATOR BY PRES. TRUMAN, 
A 
ARD ME SERVED FOR SIX YEARS.  HE PUBLISHED "RAILROADING IN EIGHTEEN 
COUNTRIES,"A STORY OF AMERICAN "AtLltOAO MEN SERVING IN THE MILITARY 
RAILWAY SERVICE FROM 1^62 TO 1953. CHAS. SCRIBNER'S SONS, NEW 
YORK. 1955. CADY'B cofv WAS DONATED WITH THE 21ST'S MEMORABILIA* 
GEN. GRAY OIEO DEC 2, 1955, AGE 66* 
106* THIS HEAVY BRONZE PLAQUE WAS TURNED OVER TO THE LIBRARIAN, 
£* U« SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, ANO MOUNTED ON AN OAKEN SQUARE TO PUT 
- ■ 
AMONG THE WAR TROPHIES COLLECTION, 1946. 
107.  THEY GOT BRONZE STAR MEDALS FROM THIS OR OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS, 
BUT CONTI AND ZIOARELLI WERE FLATLY TURNEO DOWN FOR THE TYPHU^S 
COMMISSION MEDAL. 
1QS.  THUS REMINOCO, CADY FOLLOWED UP ON THIS MATTER* #ITH 
CONFIRMATIONS BY OR. EDWARD 0. (PETE) CHURCHILL, HARBISON AND 
OTHERS WHO WORKED ALONGSIDE MA4. WENDELL 8* GOVE AT SOU HANIFIA, 
HE SUCCEEDED IN SETTING A BRONZE STAR MEDAL AWARDED TO OOVE FOR 
HIS CONTRIBUTION.  SEE ALSO R£F. 72, AND COL. CUTLER*S REMARK 
ABOUT H!8 VISIT TO THE 46TH GENERAL HOSPITAL: "NOT CLOSING 
WOUNDS AS EARLY AS SHOULD BE DONE." 
109.   SOMEONE REDUCED THIS TO THE ARMY COMMENDATION MEDAL, WHICH 
WAS AWARDED.  CADY THEN REMINDED THE ADJUTANT GENERAL OFFICE 
THAT THIS SERVICE WAS PERFORMED PRIOR TO V-J DAY, ANO OVERSEAS, 
ANO THAT HIS ORIGINAL RECOMMENDATION HAD BEEN PROPER.  HC   WON. 
FURTHERMORE, ON ANZIO BEACHHEAD, COL- HENRY SLESSE COMMENCED HIM 
FOR BRAVERY FOR STICKING TO HIS SURGERY UNDER SOBBING, BUT NO A«AR0 
HAD BEEN MADE.  CADY WROTE, URGING COL . SLESSE TO OO SOMETHING, 




110,  CADV, BOLQTIN AND OANN REPORTEO TOGETHER FOR DUTY WITH 
THE VETERANS AOMINISTRATION, MARCH 26, 1946, DALLAS, TEX., WHERE 
CAOV WAS THE MEDICAL DIRECTOR, BRANCH U© tO.  80LOTAN AND DANN 
WERE ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS. 
ON JANUARY 22, 1963, CAOV RETIRED AS DIRECTon, VA HOSPITAL, 
HOUSTON, TEX. COL. BOLOTIN WAS DIRECTOR, VAN, GRANO JUNCTIOON, 
COLO, WHEN HE DIED JAN. 21, 1964. His SRAVE FACES THE HOSPITAL 
TO WHICH HE WAS SO DEVOTED. COL. OANN WAS DIRECTOR, MANHATTAN 
VAH, «.¥.CITV, FOR ASOUT TEN TEARS, THEN DIRECTOR, VAH, PHILADELPHIA, 
flHERE HE RETIRED IN 1968.  HE FULFILLED SOLOTIN'S PREDICTION ON 
RETIREMENT, PARTIALLV, FOR HE BECAHE MARVLAND'S "COUNTRV OENTLE- 
MAN" INSTEAD OF VIRSINIA'S. 
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